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FOREWORD
On the initiative taken
account

of Pudukkottai

statistical

account

Government

by Sir William

Black Burner,

a statistical

State was taken as early as in 1813

written

Museum,

in palm

Pudukkottai.

leaves

AD. The

is still preserved

The next move

in the

in the direction of

recording and preserving the natural and cultural wealth of the state was
taken

at the turn

Department

of 20"

century.

of Archaeology

were

In 1910

AD,

a Museum

established. A Special

and

the

Officer was

appointed to gather statistics on various aspects of the state to prepare
a Manual. The

State

Manual

Officer brought

out a Manual

in 1920.

However, in course of time it lost its charm. In June

1934, the Pudukkottai

Durbar

upto

Thiru

decided

to

bring

K.R. Venkatarama

brought

out

in 1938.

out

a

new

Aiyar worked
After two

years,

and

date

edition.

for it and the first volume
in 1940,

was

the first part of the

Second volume was released as a revised second edition. It dealt with
the history of Pudukkottai region from the Paleolithic Age to the time of
its last Thondaiman ruler His Highness Rajagopala Thondaiman.

This is an important work for the study of South Indian History
particularly tor about 250 years from the middle of 17" Century AD. As
it is out of print for a long time, scholars find it difficult to consult this
book. After six decades,this book is being reprinted due to a grant from

the Government of Tamilnadu.

CHENNAI-600 008
15-3-2002 AD

Kien
(Dr.R.Kannan, Ph.D., 1.A.S.)
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HISTORY OF THE STATE,

I—EARLIEST

TIMES

TO

SIXTH

CENTURY

A. D.

Pudukkéttai as a political unit is of recent origin.
The
history of the State begins with the foundation towards the

close of the 17th century of the two independent
principalities of Pudukkéttai and
tion about the year 1750 A. D.

Tondaiman

Kolattur and their amalgama-

What is now Pudukkéttai territory is believed to have been

inhabited
who

in

remote

were amongst

Remnants

of

the

times
the

by the

earliest

Kurumba

tribe

Kurumbars

and

Védars

of

South

India.

to be

found

in the

inhabitants
are

still

Other tribes migrated into this territory, among whom
State.
were the Karalars and the Vellalars who were agriculturists, the
Chettiars who were traders, and the Maravars and Kallars who

were warriors.

The Pandyas, the Colas and the Pallavas were

the three principal powers that shared this territory till the
15 or 16th century, and here were fought a number of battles
that decided the supremacy of one or other of these dynasties;

Vijayanagar
the Muhammadans,
Sétupatis (of Ramnad) ruled later.

and
Kings and Nayaks,
In the following sections

are briefly traced the vicissitudes through which this territory
passed from prehistoric times till the 18th century A. D. when
Tondaiman rule was firmly established over it under the
suzerainty of the British Crown.
65-A
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AND

DOLMENS.

Though we are not at present in possession of direct
evidence in the shape of Paleolithic implements, etc., yet the
existence of many natural caverns and rock shelters, for example,
those at Sittannavadal, Narttamalai, Ténimalai, Sevalimalai
and Kudumiyamalai, such as were the earliest abodes of man, and
the density of population that the territory seems to have had
in neolithic and iron ages, lend plausibility to the conjecture
that this tract must have been the home of Paleolithic man.
Professor P. T. Srinivasa Iyengar holds this belief strongly.

There are a number of burial sites* awaiting the spade of the
archeologist, and further excavations may confirm this view.
We

are on surer

ground

when

we

come

to

Neolithic

times.
The few burial sites so far opened have disclosed
neolithic celts, pottery and ornaments, some of which are
exhibited

in

the

State

Museum.

“The

best

district

for the

study of the burial customs of Neolithic man”,
observes
Prof. P. T. Srinivasa, Iyengar, “is the Padukkéttai State. The
burial sites are so many that it appears the region round the
modern town
continuously

of Pudukkéttai must have been occupied by man
from the Paleolithic age right up to modern

times... Miles and miles of such burial sites, generally near
water courses have been

territory.” }

Many

observed

by

me

in the

Pudukkéttai

of these burial sites are conserved

by the

State, and a few have been opened by Mr. Venkatarangam
Raju, Curator of the State Museum, and by Professor P. T.

Srinivasa

Iyengar

and

the

present

writer

with

his

help.

General description of the burial sites.—These burial sites
are easily identified. They are on elevated ground usually consisting of quartz gravel and near a water course and sometimes
* A list of ancient burials in the State is given in Vol. 1, pages 515-18.
4 Srinivasa Iyengar P.T.
Tyer

lecture

delivered

at

Government Press, Madras.

the

“ The Stone Age in India "Sir
Madras

University on

Subramanya

December

10,

1925,

2111]

EARLIEST

TIMES

TO SIXTH CENTURY

cover an area of three or four acres.

A. D,
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of pottery

are

found on the surface, and parts of urns still buried in the ground

are sometimes exposed. The site of a cist or a buried urn
is often surrounded by a circle of laterite or granite boulders
of from five to eight feet in diameter.
As Mr. Rea has pointed out, these sites are found to the
south

of

the

ancient

settlements—south being the direction in

which the God of Death is believed to dwell. They are commonly
known as kuratiguppattarat or kuratiguppattadai (meaning
monkeys’ workshop), since it is believed that they were made
by the monkey hosts that accompanied Rama to Lanka. They
are also called in the State Madamadakkattdli, and elsewhere
Padndavakkuti. Madamadakkattdéli is a corruption of mudumak-

kaltdlt (mudumakkattéli) or perhaps mudumakkatcddi,. which
means old men’s or burial urn. Tamil literature of the Sahgam
and later periods refers to them by these names. These are
also

called

Imattd]i

(Imam

means

obsequies;

and

téli,

pot).

Péndavakkuli is probably a corruption of bhdndakkuki or
pandakkult (bhdnda in Sanskrit and pdyda in Tamil mean pot
or urn;

kuli means pit).

Three types of burials.—Excavations have revealed three
types of burials.
They are (1) grave-burials; (2) urn-burials and
(83) burials in subterranean chambers formed of stone slabs.
The first type of burial is referred to by the Curator of

the State Museum
State Museum’
the urn-burials.

on page 1 of the

‘Bulletin

(No.1)

of the

(1917) as occurring side by side with some of
Prof. P. T. Srinivasa Iyengar is of opinion that

it was practised by the poor.*

Mr. A. Rea observes that “ males

who had to be buried in a crouching or sitting posture were
enclosed in receptacles, while the females who were placed in

a horizontal posture required no such Vessels. ”’+
* “Stone Age in India”—page

41; “History

University, 1929, page 476.
t A. Rea: Some pre-historic burial places

and

Harthenware

No. 2 of 1888.
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Urn-burials were excavated in 1917 by Mr. K. Venkatarangam: Raju, Curator of the State Museum, in the Town forest
near Tirukkattalai, at Nilayapatti in Pulvayal forest, near
Mottaimalai

north-west

of

Sellukudi

(a

Kurumba

settlement

from time immemorial) and Aranipatti (another Kurumba
by the
village), in 1919 near Sadaiyaparai (Tirugékarnam)
Curator, Prof. P. T. Srinivasa Iyengar and the present writer
and again in 1938 at Tirupptr (Kolattur Taluk) by the Curator.

Prof.

P. T.

Srinivasa

Iyengar

writes

“the

dead

men

were

placed in a sitting posture in an earthenware pot—the pot
was then let into a pit and half filled with sand and rice,
and other grains on a tray were placed before the dead man.
His stone tools were also inserted at the sides of the pot.
The foodstuffs and the tools were no doubt intended for the
use of the dead man in his post-mortem life, for the Neolithians
believed in the life of the spirit of man after death.
Then
more sand was poured into the pot till it was full and the
pot covered with an earthenware lid.
The pit was then
filled in and a stone slab placed on it. Then more sand was
poured,.and another stone slab, this time very large and oval
in shape, was placed above the grave and upright stones about a
cubit long planted all round the slab............ The burial urns vary

in size, the largest measuring 4 feet in height* and 3 feet 6 inches
in diameter in the broadest part..............0 They are sometimes
adorned with incised lines (potters’ marks).”’ +

Most of the urns were devoid of any ornament and contained
small pots of various shapes and sizes, and sometimes elegant
bronze vessels. Small pots are also found buried round the urns.
They are either red
contained personal
made of bronze or
glass beads bored

or red with a black rim.
Some of them
as bracelets
such
ornaments of the. deceased,
chank shells, nose-rings, and cornelian and
with a hole for a string to pass through.

* The single urn dug up

at Tirupptir measuring about

to be the biggest so far unearthed.

f “ Stone Age in India” —pp.

41—42.

6 feet high seems
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In some places iron swords, daggers, spear heads and arrow heads
with

spiked

were

found buried round

Less usually,

or

as

hollow

in

the

handles,

valaris,

and

other

weapons

the.urns with their point downwards,
urns

unearthed

in

the

Town

reserve

forest, similar but smaller and more elegant weapons were
found inside the urns themselves, and one excavated at Mottaimalai contained three small eathenware vessels, in one of
which were two polished stone weapons, a stone spear-head with
a spiked handle 3 inches in length, and a scraper. The urns
generally contained human bones, and two in the Pulvayal forest
contained complete skeletons, seated

and

in their right hands, while the left arms
In one of the Pulvayal urns was found

holding

short

swords

rested on the thighs.
a sword

18 inches

long

with human teeth adhering to the blade which bore- embossed
decorations near the handle.*
More than sixty of the third class of burials or megalithic dolmens were excavated by Mr. Raju in 1934-1935 at Sittannavasal,
Aranippatti, Surandappatti, Tachanpatti, and Todaiyur + and in
1938 at Muttukadu near Todaiytr, Kaliyapatti, Kalakkudippatti,

and Tirupptr.

These

cists

were usually

enclosed by a circle

varying from 18 to 23 feet in diameter, composed of large laterite

boulders. Inside the circle, the slabs forming the cells projected
to a height of 2 or 3 feet above the ground. Excavation to
‘a depth of 2 to 3 feet brought to light broken pieces of stone
slabs and boulders.
Under these, regular stone cells were

found.
and

Each cell was composed of a chamber about 8 feet square

7 feet in depth, with

a smaller outer chamber about 4 feet

broad, 4 feet long and 3 feet deep
The larger chamber was divided
slab placed across it east and west,
one above the other each large
through. A hole was pierced in

attached to its eastern
into two by a vertical
and pierced with two
enough for a man to
the west wall of the

side.
stone
holes
crawl
outer

* Abridged from Bulletin No. 1. Pudukkottai State Museum, 1917.

t Administration Report of the Pudukkéttai State Museum for fasli 1344
,
pp. 2-3.
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of both chambers

partition

of the main

were formed of massive

slabs of cut-stone planted on their edges and about 6 to 8 inches
thick.
The floor was formed by a similar large slab.
The
northern half of the main chamber was divided into an upper

and a lower cell by a horizontal slab, supported on two upright
side slabs at the ends, and the two holes mentioned above
in the central partition give access to these two storeys, as it
were. The holes in the partition slab of the main chamber,
and in the slab separating the smaller and larger chambers,
were closed on both sides by thin stone slabs with carth filled

in between them. All the chambers were filled with earth,
broken stones and boulders, to a depth of about three feet from
the surface, and below that with sand mixed with lime.
All
finds of any importance were found at a depth of about four to

five feet below

the ground level and only in the two partitions

of the main chamber.

They consisted chiefly of baked

earthen-

ware utensils of different shapes and sizes and iron weapons of
different sorts.
Most of these were broken.
No. traces of
human bones were found.
All the earthenware pots found
contained sand mixed with lime.
The weapons were much
corroded.

in

In one instance an iron vessel like a saucer, 74 inches

diameter,

evidently

was

found.

fragments

In

of some

another,

thin

bronze vessel,

plates of bronze,

were

found.

In

another a stone ball, evidently a missile, was discovered.

Date of these burials:—These burials‘are commonly referred
to as prehistoric or ‘neolithic,’ but they are not all as old as
they are believed to be.* The memory of such burials survived
far into the historic times, to as late as the 12th—13th
centuries when,

though they may no longer have been practised,

they are referred to in the works of the Tamil poet Ottakkuttar (see Takkaydgapparami, Kuldtturga Célanuld, Vikrama
* Burials

datable

within

sttipas at Amardyati.

historic times

have been found along with the

TO

TIMES

EARLIEST

310777]

SIXTH

Célanuld, and Sankara Célanuld).
twin

epics of the Sangam

A,

CENTURY

525

D.

In Manimékhalai one of the

epoch the following verse occurs:—

சுடவோ, இடுவோர், கொடுகுழி படுப்போர்,
* தாழ்வயினடைப்போர் தாழியிற்கவிப்போர். (vi, 67-68).
This

enumerates

disposing

of

the

(Suduvor-#@Garz),

classes

dead,
(2)

practising

namely,

those

who

different

(1)

those

simply

and leave it to decay (Iduvér-@@Garr),

who

expose

modes

of

cremate
the

body

(3) those who bury the

dead in deep graves (Todukuli-paduppér-Qar@qPu¢uGurr),
(4) those who entomb the dead in strong low vaults (Talva-

yinadaippor-srpewWaren_sG@uri) or vaults made of hard stone
(Kalvayinadaippor—ae
paweroo
Gurr), and (5) those who inter
pacbes
them in urns and cover them up (Taliyirkavipp6r—ar7fu9
Gurr), The first method, that of cremation, is a Védic rite, but
even

after

methods

it

were

comparatively

was

introduced

also practised.
late

times,t

and

into

Southern

The

second

the

third

India, the other

was
is

in vogue
very

till

common.|

The other Safigam works, which belong to a few centuries before
and after the Christian era, are replete with references to urnburials.
Thus the period to which any of the burials under
consideration belongs can only be determined by the nature
of the associated finds.

‘Those, where only neolithic implements

are found, without any iron or bronze, are neolithic, and therefore
pre-historic. The burial-urn from Mottaimalai described above
is an example of this class. The other burials, both urn and
megalithic,

where

iron

implements

and

vessels

sometimes with a few bronze articles also, and

predominate,

where

there is a

total absence of neoliths, can only be said to belong at the
earliest

to the iron age

that

succeeded

the neolithic

age and

* expeder is another reading.

ர் Atharvana Véda Samhitha XVIII, 2-34 mentions among the Pitys
invoked in the Pindapitryagfa (offering of balls of rice to the manes), th
places) and the Uddhaitas those ax ’ : a

Paréptas (those abandoned in distant

on elevated localities). Exposure of the dead persists to-day in a modified fo
among the Tibetans and Parsis. Yuan Chwang, the Chinese pilgrim roentions
in India, 108
this as one of the three recognised methods of disposal of the dead
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continued into historic times.
It is not known when the prehistoric Iron age in Southern India began, or whether there was
any distinct bronze age therc.*

Distribution of the burials in the State —On pages 515-18
(Volume I, Chapter XXII) is given a list of the principal places,
about 60 in number, where burial urns and megalithic tombs
are found in the State.
Kolatttr Taluk has the largest number

and Alangudi

the smallest.

hose discovered in the Alangudi

Taluk are mostly near the capital, at Puttambir and Sembattur
and at Perungalir and Adanakkéttai.
A large majority of

the burial sites occur in the northern and western parts of the
State, which appear-to have been
the carliest inhabited.
The eastern part of the State, comprising the bulk of the
Alatigudi Taluk, seems to have been covered with jungle and
hence sparsely inhabited in early times.
LITHIC

RECORDS.

The earliest lithic record+ in the State is an inscription
‘ascribed to the and or 3rd century B.C. in the natural cavern

on the hill at Sittannavaégal.

It

consists of

a single

line

running on two adjacent sides of a “bed” cut on the floor of the
cave. The characters are Aséka-Brahmi, of a type peculiar to
South India and found elsewhere only in similar natural caverns

in the Madura and Tinnevelly Districts. This script is ascribed
by Dr, Buhler to the third and second centuries B. C. According
to Mr. K. V. Subramania Iyer. the script resembles in many
respects the character of the Ceylon cave records of the same
period on the one hand, and the Bhattiprélu alphabet on the
other, and he considers.that is must be ascribed to the third

* There is a conflict of opinion among scholars as to whether the use of
iron was introduced from Northern India into the South or vice versa.
(See
Dr. Guha’s Introduction to the Census of India Vol. T, Part ITI, and Prof.
ந. T. Srinivasa Iyengar’s ‘Stone Age,’ page 48.)
+ See “ Inscriptions (Texts) of the Pudukkéttai State” and “ Chronological
List of Inscriptions of the Pudukkéttai State”, Inscription No. 1.
This has
been translated and edited in the “Inscriptions of the Pudukkottai State-—
translated into English” pp. 1—3.

EARLIEST
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century B. C. The inscription is in Tamil, and records the fact
that the men of the Ilaiyar clan of Cittupé6cil (an old name for

Sittannavagal) lodged an ascetic (?) named Kavidi Tten, of the
village of Kumattur, in Oyma or Eruma nadu, in this cavern.

nobles.
Kévidi is an ancient title conferred by kings on Vellala

Erumd nddu is
Kumattiy is mentioned in the Sangam works.
an old name for the country round Tindivanam.
It has been suggested that the cave was originally occupied
by Buddhist hermits, but seeing that there are a Jain rock-cut

temple on the other side of this very hill, and images

of Jain

Tyrthankaras at Annavasal not far away, it is more probable that

it was occupied by J aina ascetics in the pre-christian era.
We have epigraphical evidence of other Jain ascetics

having occupied the same cave in the 7th-9th centuries, in
the form of inscriptions in archaic Tamil characters mentioning

a few names of persons on the other beds in the cavern (P. 8. I.*

No 7).
THE

SANGAM

AGE.

Panrinadu and its three Kurrams.—The tract now included

in the State formed one of the twelve divisions of the Tamil
country,+ called Panrinddu (lit. ‘the land of the Pigs’), lying
between PAndinadu with Madura as its capital on the south,
and the Punal nadutf onthe north. The Célas held the northern
portion of the State, and the Pandyas, the southern; the river

Vellar formed the boundary between the two.

The tract to the

north of the Vellar was called Kénddu, and that to the south,
Ké6nadu comprised the following three
Kdnddu or Kénanddu.
divisions or Kérrams—Uraiytir Kurram (including the north:
* P.&.I. is the abbreviation used in this Volume for “ Inseriptions (Texts) |

of the Pudukkéttai State” and “Chronological List of Inscriptions of the
Pudukkéttai State. "—State Press 1929.
,
t According to Sangam works, these twelve divisions formed the area
where the dialect Koduntami] (as opposed to Sentamil, the standard
dialect)
was spoken.

¢ In the wider sense of the word, Punal Nddu means Co,
.
:
ட
ட
த்
்
I
it refers to the riverine portion of Céla Nadu.
0 Nadu

*

. Here
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western part of the State), and Ollatyur Kuérram and Urattur
Kurram (forming the rest of the northern half of the State), and
Kanadu included Atalat or Kénaktrram and Milalaikkirram.
Some place names in the Sangam works.—Puyandniru
describes the Ollaiytirnddu with its capital Ollatytr (the modern
Oliyamafgalam) and refers to it as the birthplace of the Sangam
poet Ollaiytrhildn makan Peruficdtian (Peruficattan, son of the
Kilan-chief of Ollaiytr).

On

the

death of

this

poet

and hero,

the

Ollaiyuir

Kudavayir Kirattanar another poet sang of him—.
‘Oh
nadu,

thou,

why

doth

mullai
thou

(jasmine)
blossom

creeper

any

longer?

in
Now

that

Sattan

(Peruficdttan) of the mighty bow (or spear ?), the hero of many
a battle and the slayer of warriors, is dead, no more shall the
Tlaiya heroes, the bard who gracefully strikes the chords
of the fair yd] (harp) or the songstress wear your blossoms,’
(Puram 242).

This stanza is of particular interest on account of the
reference to the I/acya clan who inhabited this tract. (See the

Sittannavasal Brahmi inscription discussed above).
One of the Pandyan chiefs, named Ollaiytirtanda Bhitapandyan (Bhuta Pandyan who gave Ollaiyur), was a poet of the
Sangam

age and the author of one verse in Ahandntyu and three

in Puyandniru.,
also

wrote

(poems

poetry

His queen, who
(See Puram

committed Sati on his death,

246 and

25 and 279) refers to Ollaiyur,

of the capitals of the Pandyas.

247).

which

Ahandntru

too

was probably

one

Inscription No. 309 of the

Pudukkéttai State list calls it also Madurai.

Aluwmbil, another town mentioned in Ahandniiru 44 and
situated in the Pandya country according to the commentary,
may be identified with the modern Ambukkévil.
Pudukkéttai
State Inscriptions Nos. 458,

522 and 580 refer to it as Alumbil.

In the Ammacatram copper plate grant, Ramasvami
the

donor,

traces

his

descent from

to the south of the Kavéri..

Tondaiman,

the chief. of A]umbilnadu
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The late Mr. S. Radhakrishna Aiyar refers to Idaiydrrur
in the State as a village mentioned in Sangam works. Evidently
he identifies Idaiydrrur with Idaiydyu mentioned in Aham.
Avirkildr and Avir Milankildér are two poets of Avtir.
Dr. Swaminatha Aiyar considers that the Avr in question
is that to the south of the Kavéri in the Céla country.
vinddavalanddu

and

in

mentioned

is

Avirkirram

(the

modern

There

Mannargndi).

taluks

of

of Nitta-

part

as

inscriptions

Tanjore,

Kumbakonam

in the Kolatttr

is an Avtr

Taluk

of the State about ten miles to the south of Uraiyur which is
Poem 44 in the
now a Roman Catholic Christian village.

Puyam

describes

the siege of Avir,

In both,

of Uraiytir.

Nedungilli

and

and

Poem

his army

45 the siege
besieged

were

by Nalangilli. The two places must therefore have been
Avtrkilar has a characteristic simile; he
near each other.
compares the thorns of the Kalli (Euphorbia antiquorum) to the
This shrub is abundant near Avir and
blunted horns of a bull.
These considerations
not in the deltaic tracts of the Kavéri.
justify the conclusion that Avir in the State was

birthplace

the

of the two poets.*

fenadi

Madalan
Kénadu..

Tirukkilli

subject

is the

Maduraikkumaranar
Dr.

Swamindtha

laudatory

of

of Ericcalir

Aiyar

has

the

verses

by

in

the

note

on

situated
following

Ericcaltir.—~“ This is probably the village known as Ericet in
Pudukkéttai” (See footnote on pages 326 and 624 and page 650 of
Dr. Swaminatha Aiyar’s edition of the Purandniyu).
Hricci is
just beyond the State limits on the Pudukk6ttai—Arantangi road.
Tradition connects Avayappatti, a village in the Kolatttr
Taluk with the celebrated poetess Auvaiyar who is believed to
have lived there for some time.
There

are a number

of villages in the

State

bearing

Céla appellations—Killi and Valavan.t
* Prof. K. A. N. Sastri, however, places it to the north of the Coleroon.
ர் 21/72 and Vajavan mean Cdla.
67

the
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town in the State referred to in the Sangam works

is Kodumbai (modern Kodumbdlir).

it as an important

Silappadikdram

place on-the

high

road from

mentions

Uraiytir to

Madura.
‘If you travel wearily along the hilly and rugged highway
lying straight across the arid plains with their delusive mirages
and pass the tank common to Kodumbai and Nedungulam, you
will see before you three roads diverging like the prongs of Siva’s
trident.
Take the road to the right and you will pass through
forests full of the spreading Kadambu (Barringtonia racemosa),

the mango,

the Vagai (Albizzia lebbek) with rough bark, the

tough bamboo, and the striped bowstring-hemp-maral or marul
(Sansevieria Zeylanica) all dried up, where the hungry deer
bellows loudly for water, and at last reach the district of the
hunters.
Further on you will see the Sirumalai hills with their

fields of varagu,

turmeric

and

garlic, where

plantains

on the

hill slopes bend with the weight of their clusters, and areca,

mango, jack and other trees abound.
If you take the road to
the left of the hills, you reach Madura.
If you take the other
road to the right, you pass through low-lying lands and flower

gardens where the winged bees hum melodious tunes like those
of the ya]

(harp),

then

traverse

the forest path infested with

wild beasts and at last you reach Alagarmalai.’

In this free rendering of canto 11 lines 65-91 of the Silappadikdram verses the reader familiar with this part of the
country will easily recognise the high road from Trichinopoly
to Madura that traverses the State and passes Kodumbahir.
The Pandya kings of the Sangam Age.—The Pandya
kingdom included the modern districts of Tinnevelly, Ramnad
and Madura

The

works mention

Taluk

about

of Pudukkottai

State.

twenty names

of Pandya.

kings and give interesting anecdotes about them.
attempts at establishing the chronology of these

So far all.
kings have

failed.

Sangam

and the Tirumayam

None of them except one mentioned in the Vélvikkudi
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grant as having ruled long before the Kalabhra interregnum
(See page 540 below) can be identified in the copper plates of the

Pandyas of the first empire (C. 590 to 920 A. D.).
The following is a tentative
referred to in Sangam literature."
1.

Nediyén.

2.

Mudukudumi

Maduraikkdnji.)

Peruvaludi

Nediyén

list of

(Both

the

are

Pandyan

referred

kings

to in the

is an almost mythical figure whose

achievements find a place in the ‘Sacred Sports’ (Tiruvilaiyddal
Purdnam) of Madura.

3.

Neduifijeliyan (Ariyappadaikadanda)-ruled at the period

in which the story of the Stlappadikdram is laid. He performed
many

Védic sacrifices.

He

was also a great warrior (Puram

15-11).

4,
5.
defeated

Verrivérceliyan or Ilafijéliyan (son of No. 3)
Nedufijeliyan, the victor of Talaiyalanganam,
a formidable

and five minor chiefs and annexed the
Mutturkurram after defeating Vél Evvi.
6.
7,

Ilamperuvaludi.t
Nambi Neduiijeliyan.

8.
9.

Pandyan Nalvaludi.
Cittiramadattu Tufijiya Nanmayan.

10.

Andarmakan kuruvaludi.

11.
12.

Pandyan Pannadutandan.
Pandyan Malaimaran.

13.
14.

Pandyan Mudattirumaran.
Pandyan Maran Valudi.

15.
16.
17.

who

coalition of the Cola and Céra monarchs

Milalaikkurram

and

Pandyan Velliyambalattu Tufijiya Peruvaludi.
Karungaiolvatperum Peyar Valudi.
Pandyan Kiran Sattan.

*K. A. Nilakanta Sastri: ‘The Pandyan Kingdom,’ pages 26 to 80.
t Seliyan, Panjavan, Tennavan, Valudi, Mdran,

Minavan

and Kavuriyan

borne by the Pandyan Kings,
all of which mean Pdndyan, are titles
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(author

of

several

short

poems.
20. avandikaippallittuiijiya Nanmaram
by two poets for his illiberality).

(who was pilloried

21. Ugrapperuvaludi.
(To this king tradition ascribes the
collection of the Aham poems into an anthology.)
As Mr. Nilakanta Sastri observes, some of these ‘numerous
kings’ with their ‘clumsy naies and titles,’ as Sir Vincent Smith
characterises them, may

have only

been

members

of the

royal

family and never have actually ruled.
92. Ollaiyurtanda Bhitapandyan and his queen, well known
for her song (Puram 246) on the occasion of her sati, have been
referred to above (see page 528). This king, whose name is associated with Ollaiytr (Oliyamafgalam) in the State, is described
‘asa loving husband who was lucky in the company of his
cultured wife and dreaded separation from her, and a prince who
valued his friends more than is the rule with princes.’*
It is
just possible, as Mr. P. T. Srinivasa Iyengar remarks, that
while the Pandya king reigned at the capital, other petty chiefs
ruled over parts of his nominal dominions.
The Cola Kings of the Sangam Age —We shall leave out
of account the mythical kings mentioned in the Sangam works.
The two outstanding, Céla kings of this period are Karikala
and Koccenganan.
Karikala——His escape from prison, into which he was
thrown by his enemies early in his youth, and his coming to
power are a favourite theme with bards.
At Venni (Kovilvenni)

he defeated the Pandya and Céra kings with whom were allied
eleven minor chieftains. He destroyed the power of the many
Oliya chiefs, of the ancient lords of the Aruva country, of “the
kings of the North” and those of Kudanadu, and of the herdsman
' *K. A, Nilakanta Sastri : ‘ The Pandyan Kingdom,’ page 30.
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Karikala

Kodumbalir.

into

and

(Conjeevaram),

a district

over

ruled

who

274-282),

(Pattinappdlai lines

the chief of Trungével

including

extended
the

his

was

capital of which

the

to

conquests

Kafici

country of the Poduva chiefs (the

modern Cuddappah and Kurnool districts). The territories over
which he held direct sway extended from the Palar almost to
the southern boundary of the modern Pudukkéttai State.
After Karikala, there were constant feuds between the rival
clans of the Célas, especially between the houses of Uraiytr and
One of these was the civil war
Puhar (Kavérippimpattinam).
Nalangilli is perhaps the
between Nalangilli and Nedunqilli,
Ilangén mentioned in the Manimékalai as the hero of the great

battle of Kariyaru in which

the Pandya

and Céra hosts were

Nedungilli the ruler of Uraiyur was once besieged in
Puram 44
Nalangilli who had also besieged Uraiytr.

defeated.
Avir by

describes the horrors of the siege.
the

Killivalavan, king of Uraiytr, besieged and captured Karur,
CGéra capital, an achievement much celebrated by contem-

porary bards;
Kilar

and it was at the intercession of the bard Alattur
was

city

the

that

345)

saved

from

mentions the defeat

Nakkirar

(Aham

Pennar.

He died at Kulamuyram.

A

destruction.

poem

of

of Killivalavan near

Killivalavan
Madura by the Pandya general Palaiyan Maran.
waged war against Malaiyaman of Maladu on the banks of the
poet
Képperutjélan another Uraiydr king was himself a
and was the patron of two bards Andai and Pottiyar.

The renowned Perunarkilli conquered the recalcitrant Céla
princes and established his sway over the whole Cola country.

He

was

Rédjastiya,

and

the

first

Tamil king to perform the Védic

to indicate

is therefore

that his sovereignty

known

as

Rdjastyam

sacrifice of

was

unchallenged,

véltla

Perunarkilli.

He was a contemporary of the Pandya king Ugrapperuvaludi

Perunarkilli, the Céla, Ugrapperuvaludi, the
(Ugrapandya).
Pandya, and Mari Venké, the Céra, met together on the occasion

of the Rajastiya and received the benediction of the great Tamil
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poetess Auvaiyar (Puram 367).
The name of Perunarkilli Céla
is associated with a Jain shrine known as Kallarruppalli at

Sadaiyarmalai (Sadaiyapparai near Tirungékarnam) in the tract
called Tenkavinadu in inscription No. 530 of the Pudukk6ttai
State, dated the 24th
Konérinmaikondan.

year

of an

unidentified

Pandya

king

Passing over other petty princes mentioned in the Aham
and Puram, we shall only refer to one other king, Kéccenganan
the facts of whose life are concealed by a haze of myths and
legends.
Puyandniru and Kalavali, and the hymns of Tiru-

ghanasambandar,

Sundaramurti

and

Tirumangai,

Sangam works, extol his piety and devotion.
Céra king Kanaikkal Irumporai and kept him

all

post

He defeated
in captivity.

the
He

is described as an ardent devotee of Siva in whose honour he is
said to have built seventy temples, and among them the great

temple of Jambukésvaram
worshipper of Visnu also.

near

Trichinopoly,

but

he

was

@

Government and Social Life.*
Monarchy.—The Government was at this period a hereditary
monarchy in theory but disputed successions and civil wars were
very common.
The Government was an autocracy tempered by respect for
traditional maxims and the counsels of ministers.
It appears
however to have been generally benevolent, if only because the
autocrat usually hesitated to run counter to custom.
The literature of the age gives the impression that the people were

eoncrally proud of their kings and loyal to them.
The -Silappadikdram
dants

who

formed

They comprised

the

and Manimékalat
royal

suite on

mention the atten-

ceremonial

occasions.

the ainperungulu (five groups) and enpérdyam

(eight groups), but their exact functions are still doubtful
though some historians believe that they formed a council of
elders whom the king consulted.
*The material for this section has
Nilakanta Sastri’s “ Célas”’ (Chapter III).

been

largely

drawn

from

Prof,
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Assembly.—The genesis of the popular assemblies mentioned
in the

State

inscriptions

of later years is to be traced to the

manram (lit. hall) and podiyil (lit. common place) described in the
We learn that the manram, was an assembly
Sangam works.
also
which helped the king in the administration of justice and

met for purposes of general consultation. The rural manrams
called podiyils met under the shade of a tree in the village.
Originally they organised the folk dances, and other rural
festivities, but later they developed into the village assemblies
which, as described in the State inscriptions, largely controlled
the rural administration..
Taxation.—The

tax, customs
page

sources

of royal

and tolls and conquest.

227) were

share the
depicts a
The
officials;

three

the measures

of land.

revenue

were land-

The md and the véli (see
It is not known

what

The literature of the age
king took of the produce.
happy and contented peasantry.
Pattinappdlai describes the activities of customs
and customs must have contributed largely to the

treasury.

Foreign trade—The Pattinappdlai gives an account of
“Large quantities of
the foreign trade of South India.
Roman coins found in the interior of the Tamil land attest the
the Tamil
extent of trade, the presence of Roman settlers in
this active
country and the periods of the rise and decay of
Casual statements made by the classical authors,
commerce.
Chinese annals
and more decidedly, the evidence of the early
to the West,
prove that along the sea route from the Far-Hast
Rome,
India acted as an intermediary for many generations.”*
various articles of
before the reign of Augustus, got from India

the Pandya,
luxury. Augustus received frequent embassies from
its maximum
Céla and Céra kings. But Indo-Roman trade had
ii, and though
development in the reigns of the J ulii and Claud

100-1 quoting Thurston:
* Prof. K. A. Nilakanta Sastri: ‘Célas’—pp.
“The Comand Warrington:
‘Céins’ (Madras Museum) Second Edition, 1894

(Cambridge 1928).
merce between the Roman Empire and India”
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there was trade by land, the main trade route was maritime via
Egypt and Arabia.
This trade was paid for by Rome in gold

and silver, and according to Pliny a hundred million sesterces
{about £ 1,087,500) flowed annually to India and the East.
After the discovery of the monsoons by Hipparchus, direct trade
was established between Rome and South India and the route
no longer passed through Arabia.

Prof. P. T. Srinivasa Iyengar*

gives a long list of articles

that were exported to Rome and the West from South India.
From the territory forming the modern State of Pudukkéttai
cotton and gingelly-oil may have been sent.
There were colonies of Roman merchants on the east coast
which is not far from Pudukkéttai.
The author of the Periplus
says that the Roman merchants exported

beautiful

maidens. for

the harems of Indian kings.t
South India also formed a link
in the trade between China and the West.
The carrying trade
between

the Malay

Peninsula and the Eastern Archipelago and

the West was in the hands of the Tamils.

That Pudukkéttai had a share in the trade which proved so

profitable
hoard

of

to the Tamils may be inferred from the discovery of a
gold

coins

at

Karukkakurichi

in

1898,

which

was

presented by His Highness the late Raja to the British Museum.
In his account of these “Roman
Aurei from Pudukota,”

Mr. S. F. Hill gives the following description of the finds.
“They are unfortunately without exception in bad condition,
having evidently been in circulation a long time before they
were buried. In addition to this, more than 90 per cent of
them have been deliberately defaced with a file or chisel. .... .
Various

explanations

suggest

themselves.

One,

that

the

incisions were made to test the genuineness of the coins, is
disproved; for without exception it is the head that is defaced,
and had the object been merely to test the metal, a stab in any
other part of the coin would have served the purpose; and out of
* The History of the Tamils, Ch. XIV.
t Quoted by Prof. K. A. Nilakanta Sastri: ‘Colas’ p. 100.
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..
the heads on 461 coins some at least would have escaped...

It only remains therefore, to suppose that the coins were defaced
further
by political authority, as being too much worn for

circulation, and were awaiting the melting pot, when the secret
|

of their concealment was lost.”

The

following

is Mr.

Hill's

Karukkakurichi

list of the

finds :—

No.
1.
2.

Name of the Emperor, ete.
Augustus Cesar (B. C. 29 to A. D. 14).

vee

163

Tiberius Caesar (A. D. 14 to 37).
Tiberius and Augustus.

6

3, Nero Drusus (B. C. 38 to A. D. 9).
4.

Antonia, wife of Drusus.

5.
6.
7.
8,

Germanicus and Caligula,
Agrippa, wife of Germanicus.
Caligula (A. D. 37—41).
. Claudius (A. D. 41—-50).

9,

Claudius and Nero.
Agrippa and Claudius.
Agrippa and Nero.

No. in the hoard.
40

was

11

ves

15

8
1
5
89
5
22
10

123

10.

Nero (A. D. 54—68).

11.

Vespasianus (A. D. 69-79).

8
501

Of these 461 were found defaced.

Agriculture
now,

and

was ‘agriculture,

theme of the poets.
field.

The

bulk

Industry—The
and

chief industry

its vital importance

as

then,

is @ favourite

Women of the lower classes helped in the

of the

land

was

then-occupied a high social rank.

owned

by

the Vellalars

who

The rich Vellala landowners

of the
held high posts in the civil and military departments
State and were honoured with the titles of vél and aragu by the
Céla kings

and that of kdvidi* by the Pandyas.

These Vellala -

of war and chase ‘and
nobles shared with the king the honours
it was their families that provided brides for princes and chiefs,
* Bg. Kavidi [ten (Sittannavdsal Brahmi inscription discussed above)
.
்
.
68.

.
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The poorer Velialas were not hired labourers, but mostly tilled
their own lands. In the next section we shall trace the origin
of the Vellala families and villages which have for centuries

contributed to the prosperity of the State.
Spinning

and

of cotton

weaving

and

silk were

the

chief

Delicate fabrics with complex patterns were woven.

industries.

Barter—Much of the internal trade was carried on by
barter.
Paddy was the common medium of exchange, and coins
were rarely used in internal trade in villages.
The army—The

Pandya and Céla kings equipped

army of professional soldiers.

a strong

The commanders bore the title of

énddi* which was formally conferred on them at a ceremonial
investiture.
Soldiers who fell in battle had stones erected to
their memory bearing their names and exploits—a custom which

survived in the State till recently.

Kings
the

common

took

the field

militia.

If

in
the

person and fought alongside of
king

was

killed

or

was

even

seriously wounded, his followers gave up the fray and admitted
defeat. To the king in those days nothing was more glorious
than a warrior’s death in action.
We

find in the Sangam

works

frequent

references

to the

horse, the elephant and war chariot, the sword, lance and bow
and the war drum.
The foot soldier and the horseman wore
leather sandals.
The nobles and princes rode on elephants and
the generals of rank drove in pennoned chariots. Elephants
often carried flags in the battlefield.

Arts and letters.—The kings patronised the arts and lavished
gifts on bards. The poets resided in the palaces of kings and
chiefs, sharing the royal board and pastimes. There were also
itinerant minstrels who delighted people with their songs and
dances.
* Enddi or Enddippatti is a village near Ponnamaravati.
been the home of a distinguished military leader.

It may have
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The Silappadikdram (Canto III) depicts the high perfection
attained by music and dancing, and gives a complete account of
the technique of the theatre and the dance, and of the musical
instruments among which the vinas and the yd{ (harp) had the
place of honour.
In art and letters we observe in the Sangam

age a blending

of the old Tamil and the newly spreading Sanskrit cultures.

a full discussion

of this

subject,

For

the reader is referred to Prof.

P. T. Srinivasa Iyengar’s “ History of the Tamils.”
Religion, etc—In the field of religion, the impact of what
may conveniently be described as ‘Aryan’ ideas on Tamil
thought

and

culture in

the

Sangam age is very marked.

The

Sangam literature is permeated by the same mythology, legends,

ethical codes and practices as the Sanskrit works. The Silappadikdram and Manimékalai reproduce, for example, the exploits
of Siva, the Puranic story of Sibi, the Rama and Krigna legends,

The pantheon included
and the stories of the Mahabharata.
alike the gods of the Tamils and those of the ‘Aryans’; so
n
eclectic was it that it included the Trmurti of the Védic pantheo

and

the minor gods

worshipped under trees or at crossroads,

n)
Murugan and Krsna (Mayén) and his brother Balarama (Vellaya
Indra was honoured by an annual festival.
were favourites.

Védic sacrifices were common.
the
down

life of a Vaidik Srétriya
in

the

Védic

ritualistic

who
code,

The daily worship of fire, and
follows the injunctions
are

extolled

laid

in the poems.

Merchants and other non-Brahmins performed marriages according to the Védic ritual.
The poems mention Pandya kings who
performed Védic sacrifices ; Perunarkilli, the Céla king, performed
Rdjastiya (see above) which won for him the title Rajastiyamvétia
Perunarkilli.

Side by side with the 376010 rituals there were the folk dances
Krgna (Kannan) was
accompanied with music (Korravaz).
worshipped with dance and music by shepherdesses, and Murugan

by Kuravas (Cf. Puram 22 and 396 and Aham 118 and 232).
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The later
works
of the age, especially the poems of
Poygaiyar, describe the beginnings of the bhakti cult that
reached its culmination between the 7th and 10th centuries.
The Sangam works describe many of the superstitions and
religious customs mentioned in Chapter ITT as still prevailing
in the State.
Self-immolation by widows was uot enforced
though it was applauded.

Buddhists and Jains.—Aham 181 mentions “those who
strayed from the path of the Védas.”
“In all important centres
in the Tamil country,” says Prof. Nilakanta Sastri, “there were
Jaina temples and Buddhist Caityas and monasteries in which
Buddhist and Jaina monks lived and preached their tenets to
those who cared to listen.”
But the Buddhist and Jaina monks

lived mostly in nattral caves in the Pandya and Céra nadus where
they have left inscriptions.
It is often difficult to say whether
a particular cave was resorted to by Jainas or Buddhists.
Some

of the natural caverns in the State may have served as the cells of
Buddhist monks, but we have not so far come across any
evidence of Buddhist activities in the State.
‘There are clear
indications

that the Jains occupied natural caverns at Sittanna-

vasal, 'Ténimali, Narttamali, and Aluruttimalai. _ The Buddhist
and Jain monks of this age had no great eagerness either to save

souls or to establish the superiority of their dogmas over those
of other sects, but lived in peace with the Hindus.
It was only
after about the fifth century, that the Buddhist and Jain monks
formed their sangas or councils, became aggressive and sought

to secure royal patronage in order to overthrow the rival sects.
The Kalabhra interregnum:—Sangam literature takes us
to the end of the third century A. D. or the beginning of the
fourth. From the fourth to about the last quarter of the sixth
‘century is the ‘dark age’ in .South Indian History. There
came on the scene a ‘military tribe’ known as the Kalabhras
who overran the Pandya country and broke up the Céla king-

dom. What little we know of the Kalabhras is learnt from the
Vélvikkudi grant of the Pandyas and some Pallava charters.
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Literary tradition and the writings of the Buddhist monk
Buddhadatta tell us of an Accuta Kalabhra who kept the three
Tamil kings, Céra, Cola and Pandya, in confinement.
after

this

Accuta’s rule,

Some time

how .long after we cannot say exactly,

the

Pallavas and the Pandyas
overthrew the interlopers,
and the first Pandya empire founded by Kadungoén (590 A. D.)
and.the Pallava line of rulers headed by Simhavisnu (575 A. D.)

The Célas remained in obscurity for
came into importance.
some centuries longer, except for some chieftains ruling in
Kodumbalir, Shiyali, Malépadu and other places. They regained
their

importance

in

the

ninth

century

under

Vijayalaya

(850 A. D.), the founder of the dynasty popularly known after
him.
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The Veduvars.—The jungles of the State were originally
These people are believed

the abode of the Véduvars (hunters).

to have been one of the Naga tribes, and the most’ lawless of
Cattle-lifting, pillage and murder were their sole
them all.
Véduvars are still found on the Piranmalai hill.
occupations.
The State inscriptions* refer to certain chieftains known as

Nisadardyans' who in the medieval times held sway over Piranmalai and its vicinity, and hence were given the appellation
Tirukkodunkunramudaydns

Tirukkoduhkunram

of

(chiefs

or

Pirdnmalai) with Ponnamaravati as their capital. The Sanskrit
word Nisada means a htnter. Max Muller refers to the Nésadas
living in the inhospitable regions around the Vindhyan hills by
The Nigadarayans of Ponnamaravati were
the term Mundéri.
among the surviving Véduvars in this part of India.
The

Kurumbars—The

Kurumbars

are believed

to have

been the earliest settlers in the State, and to have supplanted
The Kurumbars were a section of the ancient
the Véduvars.

pastoral people inhabiting the land known as Kuri#ji tinai.
They tended the short-legged and well-fleeced variety of sheep
called kurumbddu.

In the Sangam

age, the Kurumbars

are known to have

inhabited Tondaimandalam (the country round Kaficfpuram)
also known as Aruvanada, the land of the Aruvalars (= Kuyum-

bars?).
There is the tradition, preserved in General Colin
Mackenzie’s collection of manuscripts, that a Tondaiman Cakravarti

won

uncivilised

after

Tondaimandalam
tribe

* P.g. L—Nos.
244,
Sand 342.

known

as

181—34,

136,

the
147,

conquering

Kurumbars,
148,

160,

161,

and
168,

rude

a
an

174,

and

Adondai
179, 218,

Céla civilised them.

Mr.

Gopalan,
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in his book on the Pallavas

assumes that the Céla king Karikala (or his general Tondaiman
Ilantiraiyan) got back the territory from the Andhra Satavahanas,
and that Tondaiman Ilantiraiyan was his viceroy. He says that
“according to the Mackenzie manuscripts one of the achievements of Adondai Céla by whom probably we are to understand

Tondaiman Ilantiraiyan, is the uprooting of the Kurumbars.”
It is probable that the Kurumbars now living in the State drifted
gradually from Tondaimandalam to the south.
The region of Tamilakam in which our State lies was called

of the

(land

Panrinadu

The Nanndl
Kurumbars.
south of Aruvanadu.*

lay to the

Panrinadu

tells us that

a Tamil

Purdnam,

Tiruvilaiyddal

Vémbditirar

peopled by the

was

it

after

pigs)

classic,

“In the land of

(chapters 58 and 59) has the following legend.

forests there was a Vanniya chief who had twelve sons,

who

on

account of their misdeeds were re-born as pigs, but were brought

up

in the

Panrimalai

shipped at Madura.
became

‘the

When

Sundarésvara,

by

country

grew

they

twelve

Panrinadu

Panrikurumbars’. ”

twelve

these

up,

the god wor-

pigs

therefore

Panrimalai

may be taken to mean the land of the Kurumbars.

of
(Varahamalai) is a name for the Palnis, and the association
Panrimalai with the Kurumbars may show that some of the

Kanarese-speaking Kurumbars came direct into the State from
the Kanarese country by way of Palni, while one branch of

them went to the east, settled in Tondaimandalam,

and later

emigrated to the south.
,

Kurumbars

Sellukudi

are

still found

and Aranippatti.

in

They

the

State, for example

weave

rough

cumblies

at

or.

woollen blankets.

The Maravars.—These

were

originally

a fierce war-like

people who lived from ancient times in the barren and thinly
* Nannul—Viruttiurai 273— uerdugeraper ese,
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wooded regions to the south of the State.
They are found
mostly in the Ramnad and Madura districts.
The land that
they inhabited is called in old Tamil Pdlai (desert land).
They were good hunters and warriors; Marava means a warrior

or hero.
tigers, and

‘Of strong limbs and hardy frames, fierce-looking like
wearing

long and curled

locks of hair,

the

blood-

thirsty Maravars, armed with leather-stringed bows shoot at poor

‘and helpless travellers... ce ....The furious Maravars,
whose curled beards resemble the twisted horns of the stag, with

the loud twang of their powerful bow-strings and the sound of
their war drums put even kings

at the

head

of large

armies

to

flight.” *

The Maravars appear to have settled in the State during
historic times if we may credit traditions known to us from

manuscripts preserved in certain Vellala families. One account
says that the Maravars dwelt in the Rajéndramangala Nadu
(the Ramnad Zamindari), and migrated thence and settled in
the Pudukk6éttai State because the ruler of the Nadu
marrya Marava girl. +

wanted

to

The settlement of the Maravars within the State was mainly

due to the quarrels between the Vellalars of Kanadu and those
of Kénadu.
According to certain palm-leaf manuscripts, 500
Maravar
families from Rajéndramangala Nadu, 300 from

Ufijanur and Sembumarinadu, and 700 from Mangalanadu

imported by different sections of Vellalars to protect

settled in the
Nayak times
brought into
Cinnapeddu
Ponnamaran,

them,

were
and

southern and western parts of the State. During
about 200 families of Manamadurai Maravars were
the State by Nétiraja Pandyan, Tipparazu Nayak,
Nayak and Periyapeddu Nayak to fight against
who is incorrectly called founder of Ponnamarapati

* Kalittogat.
t
name

Marava brides were. much sought after by kings, and maram is the
given toa special class of Kalampakam (verse) dealing with the refusa}

of Maravars to give their daughters as brides to kings.
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the Maravas

built a fort

called Maravarmadurai (modern Maravamadurai).
of Idaiyarruir, Karaiytir and other villages granted

The

people

lands

to the

the

State

Maravars in order to secure their protection.
These

Marava

warriors

inscriptions as Maramudalis,
called Marappadas.

are

referred

to

in

and were formed into battalions

The Kallars:—The Kallars also seem to have come into
Unlike the Maravars they were not
the State in historic times.
invited to settle in the State by people who desired their

protection, but came as invaders, settled down and took sides in
the local quarrels among the Vellalars. The Kallars are

mentioned in the Sangam classics as a fearless people who

lived

orginally in the northernmost borders of the Tamil country
about Tiruvénkadam (modern Tirupati), and as far south as
Kafici (Conjeevaram) in Tondaimandalam.

They

are described

in the Ahandniyu* as a tribe who captured elephants and
The
bartered their tusks through other mountaineers for grain.

Sangam works refer to a number of chiefs of Véakadam, the
is
earliest of whom is a Viraiyan of Pavattiri, while Pulli
were
ruled,
The tribe over whom they
frequently mentioned.
According to Dr. Krishnaswami
called Kajavar (Kalvar).
Iyengar, they were driven out of their original home about

the third century A. D. by the Pallava viceroys of the Andhra

empire of the Satavahana dynasty, and their southward movement in turn caused the “ Kalabhra interregnum”, a period
of disorder, which ultimately brought about the temporary
decline of the Tamil kingdoms,—Tondaimandalam, Cola Nadn,

and Pandi Nadu.

“ Their migration............ ultimately overturned

the Tondaimandalam

first, Célamandalam next and a consider-

able part of the Pandyamandalam
little is known

of the

after that.”

Kalabhras, their identification

Kalavars is more or less conjectural.
* Ahandniyu.

69

poems 62, 83, 209, 311, 159, 342 and 393,

Since

with

very
the
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in

the

north-

eastern corner of the State, and as far south as Kunnandarkéovil.

They then gradually spread southwards and westwards, and
became powerful.
At first they seem to have bound themselves to minor local
chieftains by either matrimonial or political ties. For instance,
we hear of Ndrdyanappér Arasu Makkal, or those related to the

chieftain

Narayana.

They

began

as padaitialaivar

(military

leaders) or tantrimdr (strategists or diplomatists) and ultimately
became kartars (governors).
They were given grants of lands for
watching temples and the houses of the wealthy, and it was thus
that they came to settle in Kalasamangalam (the eastern part of
the modern town of Pudukk6ttai) and Vadavalam. A Vanadirayar

of Kanadu

often employed them to fight against the Kénadu

Vellalars, and as compensation for those of their men who fell
they received grants of land (pajikkani).
Thus they secured a
number of villages in the State.

The
Ambunadu

present
section

line

of

Tondaiman

of Kallars,

and

rulers

claim*

belong

descent

Tirumangai Alvar, the Vaisnava saint of Alinddu

to the

from Kalla

in the Céla

country, whois believed to have lived in the 8th century A. D.
as a contemporary of king Nandivarman Pallavamalla.

The

Vellalars :-—The

Silappadikdram

speaks of ‘the old

flourishing villages peopled by men who by their tillage relieved
the wants of beggars and contributed to the prosperity of the
kings.” Puyam (24) refers to a Vellala chieftain who ruled over
parts of the Milalai and Mutttiyrukkuyrams (the south-eastern

and eastern parts of the State and the contiguous parts of the
Tanjore district). The commentary on Tolkdppiyam, the oldest
Tamil grammar, states that Agastya, the first Brahmin to settle
in the south of India, brought with him eighteen sections of
Vellalars.

The Vellalars were therefore in the Tamil land before

the Christian era.
* Amrméachatram.copper-plate grant of Ramaswami Tondaiman (to be discussed later),

In
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the

to

addition

parts

south-eastern

of

the State,

were also the homes
Kodumbalir and the surrounding villages

We have accounts of

of the Vellalars even in the Sangam age.

least the seventh
further immigration and settlements up to at

and eighth centuries A.D.

is

Tékkattur

in the

described

in the State
One such settlement
thus.

manuscript

palm-leaf

(from
brought these ‘Vellalars with him
* Adondaicakravarti
and Ugra Peru Valudi, the
Conjeevaram) into the Céla territory,

es and imported them
Pandya king, selected 48,000 good famili
in-Pandya land. The
from east Conjeevaram and settled them
ars was called Kénadu
Célanadu territory occupied by the Vellal
u or
territory, Kanad

Pandya
or the land of the king, and the

Trichinopoly
The former extended from Uraiytir near

forestland.

and included Piranmalai,
to Sélavandan in the Madura district,
and

lam, Annavagal
Ponnamaravati, Karaiytr, Oliyamanga
of the area occupied by the
Vayalégam. It formed five-eighths
The latter lay to the
three-eighths.

Vellalars, and Kanadu
extended as far south as Tondi
south and east of Kénadu, and
the present
It thus included the whole of
and Kalaiyarkévil.
east of

Taluk
Taluk and the part of the Tirumayam

Alangudi

,

.

Virachilai. |

Kurumbars from the
The Vellalars apparently expelled the
ts call them nilattarasu
fertile regions. The State manuscrip
(rulers

of

soil).

the

They

seem

to

have

been

practically

of the Pandya or Céla
independent save for the general control
e 537) how the Vellala
king. We have already mentioned (pag
nobles married

their daughters to princes

and enjoyed

privileges at court.
‘The

Karala

Vellalars

were

skilful

agriculturists;

special

ட்

they

cleared under the plough,
cleared jungles, brought the land thus

tanks, and channels by which
built dams and anicuts, excavated

dug many wells. They had
they could be fed from rivers, and
inct of discovering
the faculty amounting almost to an inst
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underground springs, and were thus able to dig wells giving an
unfailing supply of water.
These wells are to be seen even to
this day.
:

Old copper-plates found in the State mention the following

Karala Vellalar settlements :—Tékkattur, Karaiytr, Virachilai,
Ponnamaravati, Oliyamangalam, Idaiyarrir, Péraiyur, Arimalam
and Valaramanikkam in Tirumayam Taluk, Annavagal, Kfrantir,

Vayalégam,

Kunnandarkévil

and

Visenginadu

in

Kolatttr

Taluk, and Perungalir, Mullir, Tiruvarankulam, Kulavaippatti,
Ambilnadu and Kattakkurichi in Alangudi Taluk.
Traces of
forts built by the Vellalars are to be found at Kodumbaltr and
elsewhere in the State.
i
The Vellalars were staunch Saivites.
lands to Brahmins

They granted rent-free

and endowed many temples, for example those

at Tiruvarankulam, Kudumiamalai, Kunnandarkévil, Vadavalam

and Kalasamangalam.
When the Vellalars were at the height of their prosperity,
Konadu

was

divided

into

three kGrrams,

Uraiytr, Ollaiytr and

Uyattur,

subdivided into 64 nadus containing

villages.

212 temples enjoyed grants of land and 21 villages had

been given to Brahmins.

altogether

756

The part of Kanadu lying within the

State included two kurrams, Atalai and Mijalai.
Atalai kdrram
comprised 24 nadus containing 108 villages, in which 16 grants
of land had been made to temples or Brahmins.

Disputes among the Velldlars. The Karala Vellalars of
Kanadu seem to have lived for a long time in peace and affluence.
Disputes arose between them and the Kénadu Vellalars in
connection with lands, temples, tanks, ‘ temple-honours’ and the
right to the use of the water of the Vellar.
The fights between

the two sections of the Vellalars not only weakened the Vellalars themselves, but also led
Kallars in their country.

to the

settlement

of

Maryavars

and

When the Vellalars settled in the
““The Eighteen castes.”
State, the “eighteen castes”, that are associated with them in

—
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டயம

>

நடம்
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Tamil classics as their dependents, accompanied them.
castes are the following :—
1. - Barbers,

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
and 18,

These

Potters,
Washermen,
Occans (scribes and accountants),
- Blacksmiths,
Goldsmiths,
forming the five classes of

Braziers,
Carpenters,

நயினா
9

Masons,

Orrai sekkdn (oil-pressers using’
single bullocks).
Iraitai

sekkdn

(oil-pressers

using two bullocks).
Betel-leaf growers,

forming the three
classes of Vamiyans.

Flower-sellers and Garland-makers,
Tailors,

Pallis or Watchmen,

Valatyars (or fishermen),
Shepherds,
Bards,

As a rule these were paid for their services in kind
immediately after the harvest, and occasionally they were fed in
the houses of the Vellalars.
The Chettiyars—The Nattukkéttai Chettiyars are said to
have come from Kavérippattanam. They were patronised by the
Céla Kings and enjoyed the privilege of placing the crown on
. the king’s head at the time of the coronation. An old legend*
relates that a Céla king had designs on the modesty of a
Chettiyar maiden, and that the Chettiyars therefore left the _
Céla land in a body, and settled to the south of the Vellar,
the southern boundary of the kingdom, and vowed never to
* Nagarattdr Kulavai Nétakam.
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Céla

territory.

According to Mr. Thurston, “a Pandya king, named Sundara
Pandya, is said to have asked the Céla king to induce some of
the Vaisyas in his land to settle down in the Pandya territory
and allowed them to settle in the tract of country north of the

river Vaigai, east of the Pirdnmalai and south of the Vellar.”
Another

class

modern

Valnad

of money-lending

Chettiyars

Chettiyars,

are descended,

from

settled

whom

at

the

Kalada-’

mahgalam (modern Pudukkéttai), Valnad, Nambukuli and
places.

other

The Buddhists and the Jains.—See Section I (page 540).
The Brahmins.—There
families in the

State

before

were a large number
the fifteenth

traces appear to have now been lost.
State can claim to have lived there
hundred

years.*

The

Karala

of Brahmin

century,

of whom

.']

Only a few families in the
for more than about two,

Vellalars

brought

with

them je

number of Brahmins, or at least permitted many Brahmins to
settle, and granted muny villages to them rent-free.
To serve
in the temples built by the Céla Kings and others, temple priests
of both the Saiva and the Vaisnava sects, and also lay Brahmins,

were

imported.

It is clear that

there must

have

been a fair

proportion of Brahmins in the State before the fifteenth century,
especially where there were temples. How these families came
to disappear will be explained later on.

* It may be that there are a few families of temple priests, village aecouink—
ants and
years.

palace

purohits

that

have

been

hére for more

than two hundred
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FROM THE 7TH TO THE CLOSE OF THE 9TH CENTURY

SECTION

III.—FROM THE SEVENTH TO THE
NINTH CENTURY.

CLOSE OF THE

The seventh to ninth centuries A. D., mark the ascendancy
of the Pandyas who extended their conquests much beyond their
traditional

boundary

of the

Vellar,

far

into

the

Trichinopoly

and Tanjore districts and as far north as Konfgunadu in the
modern Coimbatore and Salem districts.
The Pallavas of
Kaficipuram were also expanding and extending their conquests
as far south as modern
often came into conflict.

chieftains who

ruled

Pudukk6éttai State.
The two powers
Parts of Pudukkéttai were under local

either

independently or as vassals

of the

Pallavas or Pandyas.
THE

FIRST

PANDYA

EMPIRE

(590 to 920 A. D.).

KADUNGON AND MARAVARMAN AVANISULAMANI (C. 590 to 645 A. D.).
Kadurigén.—(C. 590 to 620 A. D.)* and his son Mdyavarman
Avanisiuldmant (C. 620.to 645 A. D.) put an end to the “ Kalabhra
interregnum ”’ and established a new Pandya dynasty.
SENDAN (C. 645 to 670 A. D.).
Séndan or Jayaniavarman was a strong and wise ruler who
was successful in his campaigns against the Céra king.
ARIKESARI MARAVARMAN (C. 670 to 710 A. D.).

Arikésari Médravarman or Arikésari Pardnkusa Nedumdran fought against the Pallavas, defeated the Paravar tribes of
the South, conquered Kurunadu and defeated the Céra King.

He was the first to expand Pandya rule beyond its traditional
Pandyan
linits. ‘This king is identified with the celebrated Kun
was conbut
of the Periyapurdnam. He was at first a Jain,
who was
verted to Saivaism by the Saint Tirugfana Sambandar

invited

to Madura

Maravarman,

by Mangayarkkarasi,

the Cola

queen

of

and Kulaccirai Nayanar, his minister.

-® The dates assigned to the Pandya kings are those given by Mr. K. A. N,

University,
Sastri, Professor of Indian History and Archmology, Madras
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and Colan which imply

the Céra and

at
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Mangalore.

the

that

he

He defeated

P. S. I. 238 dated

in his

9th (?) year records that he made a gift of gold to maintain an
“ever-burning ” lamp in the Mélaikkévil at Kudumiyamalai and
to celebrate a festival of seven days.
MARAVARMAN

RAJASIMHA

(C. 740 to 766 A. D.).

Miéravarman Rdjasimha claimed to have defeated Nandivarman Pallavamalla in a number of battles, one of which was
fought at Kodumbalir.
His incursions extended to the Kongu
country. He subjugated Malakongam, the land on the border of
Trichinopoly and Tanjore districts, which probably included part
of the present Pudukkéttai State, and married a Malava princess.
He performed many Gésahasras *, Hiranyagarbhas and Tula-

bharas and patronised learned Brahmins.

MARANJADAIVAN or NEDUNJADAIYAN (C. 765 to 816 A. 2.

Maryanjadaiyan or Neduijadaiyan otherwise known as
Jatila, Pardniaka, or Varaguna Mahdrdja defeated the Pallavas

on the south bank of the Kavéri.
He annexed Kongunadu.
He was unquestionably the most powerful ruler of the dynasty,
and his sway extended from Vénadu or South Travancore
which he conquered, as far as the modern Coimbatore and Salem
districts. There are two inscriptions (P. S.I. 239 and 240)

of the 17th and 23rd years of his reign relating to gifts of gold to
temples, ‘one in the Gékarnésvara temple of Tirugékarnam, and
the other in Mélaikkévil at Kudumiyamalai.
An inscription in
the Nirpalani temple in the Kolatttir Taluk (P.S. I. 241) records
* Gésahasra=gift
passing through

of

a thousand

a golden cow,

which

birth and so to bestow Brdhman-hood

cows;
is

Hiranyagarbha=ceremony

on a Ksatriya (Tamil Lexicon).

ceremony is still performed by the Mahdrdajas of Travancore.
ceremony

‘Brébmins.

of

weighing

(Tamil

a king

Lexicon.)

against

of

believed to be equivalent to a second

gold,

This

Tuldbhdram=

which is then distributed

among
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gifts of gold to the temple by several - persons one of whom was
Tambirdttiydr, probably the queen of (Varaguna ?)—pati Nayanar,
intended to secure merit for Maran Tiriyan. The. gifts mentioned
in these inscriptions of the reigns of Sadayan Maran (see above)
and Maran Sadayan were placed in the hands of the ndttdérs who
were entrusted with the duty of seeing to the proper maintenance of the charities.
SRI MARA SRI VALLABHA

(C. 815 to 862 A. D.).

Sri Méra Sri Vallabha extended his conquests as far as
Ceylon, and broke up a confederation of Gangas, Pallavas, Célas,
Kalingas and Magadhas at the battle of Kumbakénam.
His
ganguinary wars with the Pallava kings Nandivarman III and

Nrpatunga contributed to the decadence of the Pandya empire.
VARAGUNAVARMAN

(C. 862 to 880 A. D.).

The Pallava Nypatunga, and after him his son Aparajita,
were on friendly terms with Vijayalaya Céla, who captured
Tanjore during Varagufa’s reign.
Varaguna staked his all ina
final. endeavour to break up this alliance, and to recover the
sovereignty of the Colamandalam and Tondaimandalam.
His
initial success at Idavai enabled hii to carry his arms further
north.
The Pallava king aided by his Ganga feudatory and the
Céla Aditya I, the son of Vijayalaya Céla, defeated Varaguna
at Sri Purambiyam or Tiruppurambiyam, near Kumbakénam.
Varaguna did not long survive this defeat.
SRI PARANTANTAKA

AND

RAJASIMHA

II (C. 880 to 920 A. D.).

Sri Pardntantaka also known as Virandrdyana (C. 880-900
A.D.) and Mdyavarman Rdjasimha II (C. 900 to 920 A. D.) were

the last kings of this line.

Viranarayana

fought with the Céla

kings of Tanjore. He made a large number of endowments to Jaina
temples and monasteries, built streets for Brahmins
and
excavated many tanks.
Rajasimha II had to meet the rising
Céla power of Tanjore under Aditya I and Parantaka I, and
was obliged to turn to Ceylon for help.
The Céla Parantaka J
70
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victory at Vélir over the Pandya and

Ceylon

forces.
Madura was captured and Rajasimha fled to Ceylon,
and after making frantic efforts to restore his fortunes fled to

the Kérala country, the home of his mother Vanavan Mahadévi.
This brought about the end of the first Pandya empire.
THE

PALLAVAS.

There are different theories about the origin of the Pallavas,
but the scope of this work does not permit us to discuss them.
The history of the Pallavas including those mentioned in the
Prakrt and Sanskrit records up to about the last quarter of the
sixth century does not directly concern us.
SIMHAVISNU

The

(C. 576 to 600 A. D.).

accession

of Simhavisnu, also known

(C. 575 to 600 A. D.) to the Pallava
marks

a new

as Avanisimha,

throne of Tondaimandalam

epoch in the history of the Pallavas.

time begins the Pallava expansion

further south.

extended

delta

his territory as far as the

MAHENDRAVARMAN I (C.

of the

From

this

Simhavisnu
KAvéri.

600 to 630 A. D2).

Mahéndravarman or Mahéndravikrama was a remarkable
personality in the history of Southern India. His great rival
was the Calukya Pulakési If who had become master of Vengi.
The conflict between the Pallavas

and

Pandyas described above

in this section began in this reign, and was continued during
those of Mahéndra’s successors. From the presence of cave
temples in places in South India so far apart as Vallam in the
Chingleput district and Mahéndravadi in North Arcot and

Sittannavagal in Pudukkéttai State, we may infer how widely
Mahéndravarman had spread Pallava influence and authority.

Mahéndravarman was not eminent for his military exploits
alone.
Two of his titles are significant.
Cétthakdri or
Cattyakdri means
‘temple builder’
and Viettracitta means
‘inventive

or versatile.’

These

refer to the cave-temples

that

he had excavated in various parts of the country under his sway.
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Before

his

time,

temples

were’ built

of perishable

that no traces of them remain.
Mahéndra is
the first to cut shrines out of the solid rock. *
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material so

said to have been

According to Mr. Longhurst, the monuments of the
Mahéndra style ‘“‘are subterranean rock-cut excavations known
as cave-temples.
They have but one external facade which is
in the face of the rock. On plan, the temple consists of a
rectangular pillared hall with a small square shrine chamber
excavated in one of the side walls.

the

east

or the

cylindrical

west...

in shape,

As

The

a rule

the

livgas

highly polished

and

shrine faces

were

large and

mounted

on

ydént

pedestals of the usual kind. The shrine chamber is free from all
ornament within, but usually has a dvdrapdla, ‘or door-keeper,
carved in high relief standing on each side-of the entrance: into

the sanctum.

‘The external ends of the facade are also often

provided with figures of door-keepers, one at each end protecting
the outer entrance.
Some of these figures are very large and

havea characteristic pose which is somewhat different to that
of the door-keepers of the later periods. They generally stand
facing the spectator,
in rather an aggressive attitude with one
hand resting on a huge club.
Others have one hand raised to

the head in the act’ of adoration.
“A very characteristic feature of temples in this style is the

type of pillar found in them.

“These dre about two feet square

in section and about seven feet in height.
portions are: cubical, while

angles bevelled off, which makes

section.

Sometimes

conventional

The upper and lower|

the middle portions

the

middle

of the shaft has

third

octagonal

in

the cubical portions are decorated with a

lotus flower design similar to the lotus medallions

* See his cave-temple inscription at Mandagappattu in the S. Areot
District :Etad—anistakamadrumamalohamasudham Vicitricitténa |
Nirmmapitan—nrfpena—Brahmesvara—Visnu laksiivatanam |!
This is the temple that king Vicitracitta, the versatile, built for the
Trmiirti-Brahma, févara and Visnu, without bricks. timber, metals, or mortar,
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appearing on the stone rails ‘of the Amaravati stépa.
The
capitals-of the pillars are simple corbels or brackets supporting
the architrave above.
The lower or underside of the bracket is
rounded upwards and sometimes decorated with horizontal rows
of roll ornament.
Each pillar has a corresponding side pilaster.
cornice of the facade and that over the shrine doordecorated, usually takes the form of a heavy project-

“The
way when

are

have

Human

*

*

peering

portrayed

heads

windows and the gables
like garden spades............

windows.

horse-shoe-shaped

little

with

decorated

roof

vaulted

a miniature barrel-

This ornament simulates

window ornament.

gable

through

the

flat-headed finials shaped

large
*

*

“The floor of the temple is usually
the natural ground

and

gable

the Buddhist

with

moulding decorated

ing convex

»

raised a few feet above

level and approached by a

flight

of rock-cut

”

The date C. 610 to 640 A. D. assigned to this style applies
chiefly

to the country

Further
Some

south
cave

it

lying

persisted

temples

assigned

to a later

Pallava

architecture

of

this

date.

cultures of the Pandyas

was

immediately

much
style

round Kaficfpuram.

later
in

than

640

Pudukk6éttai

A.

D.

must

be

As Mr. Longhurst himself observes,

influenced

and the Célas.

by

the

neighbouring

There are cave-temples

of this style at Sittannavasal, Tirugékarnam, and Tirumayam.
That

Mahéndravarman

deserved the title of Citrakdrapuli,

‘supreme (lit. tiger) among artists,’ is exemplified by the
exquisite paintings at Sittannavasal which owe their inspiration
to him.
These are described in detail in the Gazetteer.
The
Mamanditr

inscription

also

bears

witness

to

his

great

artistic

interests.
In line 12 uf this inscription, there is a word that
may be read either as Varnacaturtha or as Varnam Candrdrnavam.
The former would mean that the king was the
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inventor

of a fourth

colour,

and the

author of a process of painting

latter

which

that

he named

he

was the

Candrdrna-

vam. *

Mahéndra

bore

the

biruda—Sankirnaidti.

He

was

probably the inventor of a method of keeping time in music (tdla)
which he named Savkirnajdti. An inscription on a rock face of
the hill at Kudumiyamalai is a treatise on musical notation.
:—
The colophon of this inscription reads as follows

Sri Rudracdryasisyéna Paramamahésvaréna raja
Sisya-hitartham krtah svaragamah.

of
‘* Composed for the b enefit of students of music by the king, who is a devotee

”
Mahégvara or Siva, and a disciple of Rudracarya.

referred to in the colophon is now
paleographical evidence to be Mahéndravarman
The

king

believed
himself.

on
are fragments
In the Siva cave-temple at Tirumayam also there
rtunately it
of an inscription on musical notation, but unfo
inscription
has been rendered undecipherable by a later
legible
engraved over it by a Pandya king. The parts now
refer to such terms of Indian music as Sa(dja), géndhdram and
dhaiva(ta) and are in the same characters as the Kudumiya

This, as Mr. T. N. Ramachandran observes,
malai inscription.
inscription also to
justifies our ascribing the Tirumayam

It is interesting to note that there are four
Mahéndravarman.
cave-temples, all in the State,—Mélaikkévil at Kudumiyamalai,

the Siva

cave-temples at Tirumayam and Tirugékarnam and

the word
the eastern cave at Malayakkévil—on which
‘ Parivddinidd’ -is inscribed inside a rectangle in the same
characters as the musical inscriptions ‘at Kudumiyamalai and
It is not known definitely what this word means
Tirumayam.
but it is probable that it refers to the production of notes on a
vina. All these cave-temples are to be attributed to Mahéndravarman’s time.
* TN. Ramachandran: The Royal Artist, Mahéndravarman I, Journal of

Oriental Research, Vol. VII, page 237.
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4s a poet also Mahéndravarman made his mark.
The
verses that we find in such abundance in his inscriptions show
his mastery both of the different metres in Sanskrit versification
and of the Sutra or epigram.
Of Mahéndra’s farce Mattavilasa,
Dr. Barnett observes—‘ within this loosely jointed frame-work
there is much rollicking fun of the knock-about kind, with no small
measure of wit and humour.
The characters are. vigourously
போகுற. .....்்(பபைவப Altogether the little play is a remarkably
smart production of the picaresque genre replete with mirth and

satire.”
According to Mr. T. N. Ramachandran; Mahéndravarman is probably the author of another similar burlesque Bhagavadajjukam.
Those whom the royal dramatist satirizes, though

gently,

are the. Kapalikas,

who

were distributed

throughout

South India and parts of North India, and, according to a later
Kodumbaltr inscription, had monasteries in the State, the

‘Jainas who

were numerous

in the

Tamilakam

generally

and

particularly in the Pudukkéttai State, the Buddhists who lived
chiefly in the North Pallava region and the Pasupatas, a class
of Saiva, devotees:

hetettoag to tradition, Mahéndravarman v was at first a Jain,
and "persecuted
members of other sects: ahd amongst them

the Saint. Appar or Tirunavukkaradgar.

Appar ] is said to have

‘miraculously survived all the’ tortures of the-J ainas, and

this so

impressed the Pallava sovereign that he became an ardent devotee
of Siva. His ‘conversion is referred to in the Trichinopoly cavetemple inscription. In spite of his devotion to Siva, he had a
rock-cut temple to Visnu excavated at Mahéndravadi.
NARASIMHAVARMAN

I (C. 630 to 660 A. D.),

Narasimhavarman I was also known as Mehdmalla.
He
inflicted a crushing defeat on the Calukyas near his capital
Kafici towards which they had advanced.
He then sent an army.
into the Calukya country, led by the famous general Siruttondar,
saints of the
otherwise known as Parafijdti, one of the Saiva
Siruttondar captured the Calukya capital
Periyapurdnam.
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Vatapi, and earned for the king the title of VdtdpikondaNarasimhavarman.
Mahamalla sent a successful naval and
military expedition to Ceylon to help a prince of that country,
who when in exile in South
Pallava, to secure the throne.

India

had

faithfully

served

the

Mahamalla is better known to fame as the originator of a
style of architecture used both for cave-temples and for the
monolithic

free-standing

temples

commonly. known

as

rathas.

The “ Seven pagodas” or Mamallapuram (Mahabalipuram) rathas
were begun in his reign and completed in the reigns of his
successors,

Mahéndravarman II and Parmésvaravarman.

About the year 640 A. D., Hiuen Tsang the Chinese pilgrim,
visited the Pallava capital Kafici.and stayed there a consider-

able time.

In his description of the Tamil country he refers to

Molo-kin-chi (Malaktita) which Mr. K. V. Subramania Iyer
takes to mean Milalaikkurram, a division of Pandyanadu.*
But
Prof. K. A. Nilakanta Sastrit says that this identification is not
warranted by literary or epigraphic evidence. Prof.. Sastri is
right in criticizing Mr. K. V. Subramania -lyer’s statement
that ‘this division covered a large area surrounding Madura,’
but-he does not adduce any argument to disprove the identification

of the Chinesé pilgrim’s’ Molo-kin-chi with Milalaikkurram
which, as we learn from the State inscriptions, included the.
southern portion of the State forming the Kilanilai firka and the
Embal enclave, and the adjacent part of the Tanjore district on
the east. The pilgrim says of this country :—“‘ The land and fields
The produce of the earth is not
are impregnated with salt.
All the valuable products that are. collected in the
abundant.
The climate is very hot.
islets are brought into this country.
The men are dark skinned, firm and impetuous in disposition.
According to
They are wholly given to commercial gain.”

Mr.

Iyer, the ‘valuables’

collected in the neighbouring islets,

® K.V.Subramania Iyer: “ History of the Ancient Deccan” pp. 115-199.

+ K. A. Nilakanta Sastri: ‘‘ The Pandyan Kingdom” page 29, foot-note,
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the people described are the
Tsang did not visit the Pandya

Kallars
country

and
but

only described what he had heard from others about it.
MAHENDRAVARMAN

II AND

PARAMESVARAVARMAN

I. (C. 655 to

680 A. D.).

Mahéndravarman II and Paramésvaravarman were the
immediate successors of Mahamalia.
In the reign of Paramésvaravarman the Pallavas and the Calukyas were again at war
with varying fortunes.
NARASIMHAVARMAN

I (C. 680to 710

VARMAN II (C. 700 to 710 A. D).

A.D.)

AND

PARAMESVARA-

Narasimhavarman II or Rdjasimha (C. 680 to 700 A. D.) had
a peaceful reign. He was the originator of the Rajasimha style of
structural temple architecture, of which an

is the Kailasanatha

temple

inscribed more than 250 of his birudas.
intense

literary

activity.

outstanding example

of Kaficipuram,
on whose walls are
Dandin,

the

His reign was an age of
great

Sanskrit

writer,

flourished at his court. Bhasa’s dramas, recently published by
the Travancore Government, are believed to have been enacted
at his court.
He was succeeded by Paramésvaravarman II
(C.:700 to 710 A. D.).
NANDIVARMAN

17 (C. 710 to 774 A. Dd).

Nandivarman II. Pallavamalla—About 710 A. D., there
was a dynastic revolution. Nandivarman of a collateral line

tracing descent from Bhimavarman, the brother of Simhavignu,
The Pallavabecame king and ruled for about 65 years.
Calukya hostilities were renewed, and Calukya Vikramaditya

17

actually occupied Kaficipuram, which Pallavamalla subsequently
Pallavamalla’s next campaign was against the
recovered.
Pandyas, and the Vélvikudi and Sinnamantir grants mention
other places (see
and
Pandya victories at Kodumbaltir
Pallavamaila was
under Rajasimha Maravarman, page 552).
besieged at Nandipura near Kumbakonam, but was relieved by
his general Udayacandra.

One other major

event

of the

reign
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was the temporary occupation of Kaficipuram by the Rastraktta
Dantidurga.
Nandivarman had many successes in his campaigns

against the Gangas.
Nandivarman

Tirumangai

Alvar

was

an

ardent

was

contemporary

Vaisnavite.

with

The

him.

famous

The

Visnu

temples of Kaficipuram, such as the Vaikuntha Perumal and
Kégava Perumal temples, were built in his reign, to which the

rock-cut Siva temple of Kunnandarkévil also may be assigned.
P. S. I. 15 in the Kunnandarkévil temple mentions a gift of rice
by a chief, probably the viceroy of the province, for feeding people

on the Ardhra

festival day.

year of Nandip6ttaraiyar,

The inscription is dated the third

who

may

have

been

either Nandi-

varman II or Nandivarman III.
ந. 5. I. 16 mentions
near Rasalipatti.
tank
a
for
construction of a stone sluice

the

DANTIVARMAN (C. 776 to 826 A. D.).

In this reign the Pandya Varaguna Maharaja
derable inroads into the Pallava empire, and had
far north into Tonddimandalam as Araistir on the
Pennar, but an inscription of the sixteenth year of
at Malaiyadippatti

in the State shows that the northern part of

_

the State was still under Pallava domination.
NANDIVARMAN

made consipenetrated as
bank of the
Dantivarman

III (C. 826 to 849 A. D.).

Nandivarman I1T inflicted a crushing defeat on the Pandyas

near Tellayu, and this success was followed up by other victories
such as those of Palayaru, Vellaru, Nallaru and Kurugédu.

The

military exploits of Nandivarman III are celebrated in a Tamil
poem entitled NV andikkalambakam.
NRPATUNGAVARMAN (C. 849 to 875 A. D.).
Nrpatungavarman

also

won

victories

over

the

Pandyas

and defeated them on the banks of the Arichit (Aragalar near
Kumbakonam).
An inscription of Nypatunga’s seventh year
i
at Narttamala (P. S. I. 19) shows that his empire extended

south into the Pudukkéttai territory in spite of the Pandya
inroads.
71

Its northern limit was Gudimallam.
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(CG. 875 to 883 A. Di}.

Apardjitavarman was one of the confederate princes who
inflicted a crushing defeat on the Pandya Varaguna IT at the
battle of Sripurambiam (see p. 588).
About the close of the ninth century, the Cola king Aditya I

defeated the Pallava Aparajitavarman and added Tondaimandalam to his dominion. With Apardjita, the main line of
the Pallava kings came to an end.
Sastrit Aparajita and Nrpatunga

years,

and

Aparajita

was

According to Prof.«K. A. N,
ruled conjointly for several

overthrown

by

Aditya

years after Nrpatunga had ceaséd to reign.
Later

Pallava

An

two

or three

Monuments.

inscription

at

Kunnandarkévil

dated

the fifth

year of

Dantivarman’s reign (P. 8. I. 17) records the: digging of a tank

by

a subordinate

உ.

8.

I.

18

in

of

the Muttaraiya

Malaiyadippatti

chieftain

Siva

Maripidugu.

cave-temple

dated

the

sixteenth year of Dantivarman’s reign records that the temple was
excavated

by Vidélavidugu

Muttaraiyan

Sattan, and the idol consecrated.

also called. Kuvavan

The God in this temple was

named Vagisvara, evidently after Appar who -was
called Tirunavukkarasar.{, P. 8.1.19 at Narttamalai dated the
seventh
year of Nrpatuliga’s reign. mentions that the cave-temple
there,
called Paliyili-Igvaram,

Vidélavidugu

was excavated by Sattan

Muttaraiyan,

and endowed it.

Paliyili

and his son and daughter

Paliyili-[svaram must

son of

extended

have been excavated

the time of Nandivarman III as shown below (p. 569).

in

* The chronology of the Pallava kings given in this section ig
according to

Mr. R. Gopalan.

Mr. M. S. Sarma (J. O. RB. Madras, Vol. IX, p. 219) suggests

a revision of the chronology as follows :-—
Nandivarman II
727-791
Dantivarman
791-841
Nandivarman III
841-863
Nrpatutiga
863-888

t J.O. RB. Madras XII, ii, p. 219.

t The Tamil words
Sanskrit Vak and [évara,

A.
A,
A.
A.

D.
D.
D.
D,

“Sri Purambiyam ”

Ndvu and Arasdr bear the same meaning as the
The combined word means ‘ Master of language. ’
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According to tradition Perumilalaikkurumba Nayanar stayed
at Dévarmalai in the Pudukk6ttai State, and there is a portrait
sculpture

of

him on the wall to the

shrine in the rock-cut temple.

left of the entrance

This saint was

to

the

a contemporary

of Sundarar.*
Sundarar is believed to have lived in the middle
or towards the close of the eighth century A.D.
Thus it is

probable that the temple was excavated
yvarman or Nandivarman III.
There

in the time of Danti-

are some hymns in the Divya-prabhandam, in praise

of the God in the Tirumayam Vishnu temple, composed by Tirumangai Alvar who according to Mr. Gopalan (‘Pallavas of

Kanchi’)

was

a contemporary

(C. 710-775 A. D.).

of Nandivarman

Pallavamalla

An inscription (P. 8. I. 18) on a slab in the

temple records that when Sattan Maran, also called Vidélavidugu
Viluppéradi araiyan, made some improvements to the temple, his
mother Perumbidugu Perundévi gave some gifts of lands to it.
Sattan Maran’s reign may be assigned to the eighth century
as shown below, and the paleographical evidence also indicates
that the inscription belongs to the same period.
The Visnu
temple at Tirumayam must, therefore, have been built early in
that century.
THE

MUTTARAIYARS.

The Muttaraiyars were an influential

line of chieftains who

in these centuries ruled in the borderland between the Pandya
and Pallava kingdoms.
For many generations they held

large

portions

of the Tanjore

and Trichinopoly

districts and

of the Pudukkéttai State.
“The centre of their power was someSendalai, at present a smallwhere in the District of Tanjore.

village

near

Tirukkattuppalli,

appears

once

to have

been

a

flourishing town with the beautiful name of Candralékha, and
either this place or Niyamam in its neighbourhood was most

probably the centre of the Muttaraiya rule.
"©.

V. Narayana

Aiyar—‘ Origin

South India ’’—-Madras University.

and

Early

There is even now
History

of Saivism

p. 125—126 and 462--1936.

in
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in existence a village by name Muttarasganalltr within five miles
of Trichinopoly.” * Ndlddiydr, a Sangam work said to be contemporaneous with the epic Manimékhalai, twice mentions a
Peru-Muttaraiyan.

from

their

We

learn

epigraphs,—the

more

about the

Sendalai

pillar

Muttaraiyars

inscriptions t+

those in the Pudukkéttai State and those in the Tanjore and
‘Tinnevelly districts.
“‘ There is also a curious coincidence in

strange birudas

between

these

rulers

and the Pallava kings.

Examples are Perumbidugu and Vidélavidugu (and Mdripidugu).
These facts might lead one to suppose that these rulers were the
subordinate allies of their Pallava contemporaries.
On the
other hand there are other facts which seem to make it necessary

to modify this conclusion.

First, some kings of the Muttaraiya

line date their records in their own

regnal

years (18 of Ilango-

Muttaraiyan in No. 12 of 1899 from Sendalai).
Secondly, one
inscription (10 of 1899) which records a gift by a servant of
a Muttaraiyan is dated in the the tenth regnal year of
Marafijadayan.
And lastly, there is a gift by the queen of
Satrubhayankara Muttaraiyan, recorded in a stone inscription in
the Tinnevelly district, and dated the twenty-first regnal year

of Sadayan Maran (421 of 1906). In fact, at one stage it was
even supposed that the Muttaraiyars were a branch of the ruling
house of the Pandyas, and emphasis

was

laid on the occurrence

of the name of Maran among the Muttaraiya kings.” ....If it is
assumed that the Muttaraiyars bore some of the birudas of the
Pallavas as their allies, it is equally possible that ‘they bore the

title Maran as the allieso f the Pandyas.....

“But the facts set

forth above indicate clearly that no simple hypothesis is likely
to furnish a key to the history of these chieftains.. The best way
of reconciling all the known facts about the Muttaraiyar seems
to suppose that they held their sway for several generations in
the debatable land between the Pandyas and the Pallavas and
* K. A. Nilakanta Sdstri:—‘‘ Pandyan Kingdom,” page 84.

t See E. I. XIII, ITT and IV.
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ruled, either independently or in subjugation to the Pandyas or
the Pallavas, in accordance with the trend of contemporary
politics.” *

The Muttaraiyars also called themselves by the synonyms
Viluppéradiyaraiyar or Vilupéraraiyar (vilu like muttu means
“nearl.”) On the basis of the Sendalai records attributed to the
second half of the eighth century A. D. and of the inscriptions
of the Muttaraiyars in Pudukk6ttai, the following chronology
may be suggested.
Peru—Muttaraiyan.
1. Perumbidugu
Muttaraiyan
called Kuvadvan Maran.

Sangam
also

of

the

simha (C. 680-700 A. D.) and of the
Pandya Pardtikuga Arikésari. Mara-

|
|
|

varman (0. 670—710 A. D.).

2. Tistigodiyariiyan also called Maran
ParaméSvaran (probably identical with
also

contemporary

Pallava Narasimhavarman IT Raja-

|

Semptidi

Probably

times.

called

Ilatigodiyaraiyar

and
with
Ptidikalari also called
Amartinri Muttaraiyan). Son of (1).

Probably contemporary of Paramés-

varavarman II, Pallava (0. 700-710
A. D.) and of the Pandya Pardnkuéa,
Arikésari and his successor Kécca-

daiyan

Ranadhira Saddyan

(C. 710—740

Maran

A. 1:

8. Perumbidugu
Muttaraiyan
also
called Suvaran Maran (of the Sendalai

Contemporary
Sadayap Maran

inscriptions

Sri

Pallava Nandivarman II (©. 710-775

Mé4ran, Satrukésari, and Kalvarkalvan
‘and identical
with Satrubhayaftkara

A. D:) in the early years of his reign.

mentioned

above),

of
Ranadhira
PAndya and of

|

Muttaraiyan (C. 421 of 1906).—Son of (2).
4, Vidélavidugu

Viluppéradiyaraiyar

also called Sdttan Maran.

Son of (3).

Contemporary
yarman

II

Méravarman

(late

(0. 740-705).

5. Maripidugu Péradiyaraiyar.
bably son of 4).

|

|
|
|

(pro-

Pallava

in his

Rajasimha

Contemporary

and

of

Nandi-

reign)

and

I Pandya

of Nandivarman IT

of Dantivarman

(0. 775-826

A. D.) in the early years of his reign,

and

of Pandya

765—814 A, aia

* K. A. Nilakanta Sastri :—idéd, pp. 84—85.
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also | Contemporary of Dantivarman and

(probably son.

of 5),

Nandivarman ITI (C. 826—849) ; and

of

Sri

Mara

Srivallabha

Pandya

(GC. 815- 862 A. D.).
7. Sdttan Paliyili son of 6.

Later contemporary of Pallava Nan-

|

divarman ITI and of the Pandya Sri

|

Vallabha.

8. Son (name not known), and Paliyili
Siriyanangai daughter of Sattan Paliyili.

Contemporaries of Nrpatutiga (0.
849-875); and of the Pandyas Varagu-

navarman (C. 862-880) and Pardntaka

Vira Narayana (C. 880—900).

The periods in which Perumbidugu Muttaraiyan, also called
Kuvayvan Mayan (No. 1 of the above list), and Ilangodiyaraiyan,

also called Maran Paramésvaran (No. 2 above), reigned may be
determined by working back from the time of Perumbidugu
Muttaraiyan, also called Suvaran Maran (No. 3 of the above),

whose first inscription at Sendalai, assigned to the first half of
the 8th century,

A. D., states

that

father and father respectively.

We

1 and 2 were

his grand-

may safely say that they

ruled in the second half of the seventh and the early years of the

eighth century.
We do not know much about the first Perumbidugu
Muttaraiyan—Ruyavan Maran, except that he was the grandfather of Perumbidugu- Suvaran Maran

of the Sendalai

record.

He may have been a contemporary of the Pallava Narasimhavarman IT Rajasimha (C. 680 to 700 A. D.) and of the Pandya
Arikésari Parantaka Maravarman (C. 670 to 710 A. D.).

His son langédiyaraiyan, or Maran Paramésvaran, seems to

be identical with the Tlangédiyaraiyan, also called Sempudi,

Who is said to have been the original builder of the Vijayalaya
Célisvaram stone temple at Narttamalai.
A Muttaraiyan called
Amartnri (firm in battle) Pudikalari (the enemy of PtdikalKodumbalur chiefs?), referred to in a record at Puvalaikkudi
(142 of 1907), may be identical with this chief.
Maran
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Paramégvaran, according to the above list, seems to have been a
IT (C. 700 to

contemporary of the Pallava Paramésvavarman
Pandyas

710 A. D.) and of the two

varman

Arikésari Parankusa Mara-

(0. 670 to 710 A. D.) and his successor Kéccadaiyan

Ranadhira (C. 710 to 740 A. D.).
He bore the same name as his
Pallava contemporary,
and
was
perhaps the first to build
a stone structural temple in the Pudukkéttai territory.
This

is probable,

for

called after him

the

building

the

‘‘ Rajasimhastyle”

of

structural

temples

in

stone,

architecture

of Pallava

came into vogue in the time of Rajasimha, who according
to our scheme was the contemporary of the father of this
Muttaraiyar chief.
It is probable that the original structure,
which was destroyed, was rebuilt a century and a half later in

the time of Vijayalaya Céla by Mallan Viduman.
certain

that we now see exhibits

The temple:

features of later Pallava archi-

tecture.

His
Sri

son

Maran,

Perumbidugu~Suvaran
Tamaralaya,

Satrukésari,

Maran, bore the names,
Abhimanadhiran,

Kalvarkalvan, all of which occur in the Sendalai

records,

and
while

the last three occur in an inscription at Killikéttai (P. S. I. 236).
The Sendalai records are full of his exploits.
he fact that they
are assigned to the first half of the 8th century leads one to
identify him with Satrubayankara.
Satrubayankara means “ the
3
terror of enemies” and is almost synonymous with Satrukésarai
meaning ‘‘a lion to hise nemies.” This Muttaraiyan, whose queen
was the donor of a grant dated in the 21st year of the reign of the
Pandya king Sadayan Maran (C. 710-740 A. D.) at Sevelipuri in

Tinnevelly district, may therefore have lived in the early years
of the reign of Pallava Nandivarman II (C. 710-775 A. D.).
The first Sendalai inscription gives his genealogy

that he built a temple for the Goddess

and

at Sendalai.

mentions

The other

Sendalai records, which are all Tamil verses composed by different
poets, mention that he fought a number of battles on behalf of

the

Pallavas

against

the

Pandyas

and

Céras,

and

gained
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victories at:-(1) Kodumbai (Kodumbaltr in Pudukkéttai)—where
he probably defeated the Vélir chiefs.
(2) Manalir in Tanjore
district, 10 miles from Kumbakonam.
(3) Tingaltr, 84 miles
north-east of ‘'anjore, where “his enemies lost their honour,
the Pandyas were defeated, their wives caused to enter the fire
and their elephants which appeared in the battlefield were
seized.”
(4) Kandaltr, on the West coast, where he defeated
the Céras.
(5) Alundiytr.
(6) Karai (Karaiytr in Tirupatttr
Taluk, Ramnad district). (7) Marafgtr.
(8) Annalvayil (Annavagal

in

Pudukkéttai).

Tafijai

Sembulanadu.

puram

near

Perundévi,

(9)

(10)

Venkdédai

in

(11) Pugali and (12) Kannantir (Samaya-

Tricliinopoly).
evidently

Semponmari.

the

We

queen

learn*
of

this

that
chief

Perumbidugu
and

mother

of

Vidélavidugu-Sattan Maran, renovated or improved the Vignu
cave-temple at Tirumayam, and endowed a village for its maintenance.

The

cave-temple

must

have

been

in existence in the

time of Nandivarman IT Pallava Malla (C. 710-775 A. D. ) accord-

ing to the independent

evidence

supplied

by

the

Divyapra-

bhandham, which contains hymns composed by Tirumangai Alvar
a contemporary of that monarch, in praise of the God at
Tirumayam.

Suvaran Maran’s son Vidélavidugu Viluppéradiyaraiyan—
Sattan Maran was the contemporary of the Pandya Maravarman

Rajasimha I and lived in the latter half of the reign of Nandivarman IT.
Sattan Mayan seems to-have been succeeded by Maripidugu
who made grants in the 3rd and Sth years of the Pallava
Dantivarman’s reign (C. 775-826 A. D.), and so must have been
ruling towards the end of the reign of Nandivarman II and during
that of the Pandya Maran Sadaiyan (C. 765-815 A. D.). A subordinate of this chief named Valivadugan also called Kalimurkha
Tlavaraiyan is said to have had the tank called Vadli-éri dug at
* PS. 1. 13
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Records of the Céla Parantaka:I- at Alam-

bakkam in the Trichinopoly district show that there was there
a tank called Méyipidugu éri. A large well at Tiruvellarai in the
Trichinopoly district, called Mdyipidugu Perunginaru, was
constructed between the fourth and fifth years of Dantivarman’s

reign.

Another inscription at the same place dated

varman’s reign

mentions a Maryipidugu

in

Danti-

Jlangévél, evidently

an

officer under Maripidugu. Inscriptions of the reign of the Céla
Rajaraja I mention a place called Maripidugu Caturvédimangalam in Rajéndrasimha

valanadu (S. I. I. II, iii, page 325).

Probably Vidélavidugu Muttaraiyan, also called Kuvavan
Sattan, was the son of Maripidugu.
According to an inscription
at Malaiyadipatti (P. 8. I. 18) dated the 16th year of Dantivarman’s reign, Vidélavidugu excavated the Siva cave-temple
there. The God of this place was called Vdgisvara, the Sanskrit

equivalent of Tirunavukkarasu, a name of the Saint Appar, who
was a contemporary of Mahéndravarman I. His son Sattan
Paliyili, has been mentioned (see page 562) as the excavator of
the cave-temple called Paliyili Igvaram at Narttamalai.
He
lived towards the end of Dantivarman’ s reign and the beginning

of that of Nandivarman

III.

Sattan Paliyili w as probably

a

contemporary of Nandivarman III, and the Pandya Sri Mara Sri
Vallabha, and his son whose name is not known, erected a

mandapam in front of the cave, and had a vehicle in the form of
a bull made for the idol, and also a shed to keep it in, as we learn
from an inscription (P. 8. I. 19) dated the seventh year of the
reign of Pallava Nypatunga (C. 849-875 A. D.).
This chief
was therefore contemporary of the latter and alsoo of the Pandya

Parantaka Vira Narayana (C. 880 to 900 A.

3.”

The second half of the ninth century marks the risé of the
Célas under Vijayalaya to power, and their capture of Tanjore
territory from the Muttaraiyars. The latter “either of their own
* Pp. 8. I. 17. dated the fifth year of Dantivarman’s reign.
12
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accord or as a result of the temptation offered by
appear to have thrown in their lot with the Pandyas.
was

that

they

lost

Tanjore

which

was

captured

[CHAP.

Varaguna,
‘The result

by Vijayalaya

acting in the interests of the Pallavas.’’*
A single

inscription

of

a

Kénalaru

certain

Muttaraiyar

is

found in the Kfrantir temple (P.S. I. 237) dated in the 13th year
The characters

of hisreign.

are

in

old

Tamil

to a century later than the ninth—perhaps
know nothing more about him.
We
Célas

and

may belong

We

the tenth.t

hear of Muttaraiyars only as vassal chiefs under the
till the time of Kuléttunga JI.
An inscription at

Kudumiyamalai

(P. 8. I. 31) of the 20th

Rajakesari mentions a Muttaraiyar
Muttaraiyar; another at the same
6th year of the reign of a Parakésari
Muttaraiyar who was the queen of

year

of the

reign

of a

Nambi and a Perumbidugu
place (P. 8. I. 45) dated the
mentions the daughter of a
Sembiyan Trukkuvél, and a

third (No. 69) of the 23rd year of the reign of a Parakésari
mentions

a

Viluppéraraiyar

Vélan

Pugalan

and

his

mother

Udaiyal Kavimadi.
An inscription in the Tiruvilangudi Siva
temple (P. 5. I. 90) dated the 14th year (1012 A. D.) of the reign
of Rajaraja Cola I mentions that Nurruvéli, a hamlet near that
village which had long been deserted, was named Pastrnanhgai
Nallur, after Pastrnangaiyar, the mother of the Sénapati, or
General, Mudikondacéla Viluppéraraiyan of Uttamac6lanalltir.
Another inscription in the Irumbanadu temple (P. 8. I. 126)
dated the 46th year of the reign of Kuléttunga I (1115 A. D.)
mentions Anukka Viluppéraiyar, a Revenue Survey and settlement officer.
A Vijayalaya Muttaraiyar is one of the signatories
in an inscription of the reign of Kuléttunga I discovered at
Tirunedungulam in the Trichinopoly district (No. 670 of 1909).
* K. A. Nilakanta Sastri:

Célas, Vol. 1, page 134.

t The inscription is on the wall of the central shrine of the Siva temple,
which’ from the architectural style appears not to he earlier than the 10th
century:
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Mr. K. V. Subramania Iyer observes that “there is a class of
people who call themselves Muttarasans (mostly in the Trichinopoly and Tanjore districts), and this is perhaps the only
living

remnant

of this

ancient

dynasty.”*

(See Mutturaja in

Vol. I, p. 129).
GOVERNMENT

AND

SOCIAL LIFE

(7th-9th CENTURIES).

Government.—The king was assisted by ministers in charge
of the several departments.
There were governors or Viceroys

in charge of the provinces—rdstras

or mandalas, which

subdivided into kurrams and nddus.

The smallest unit of local

were

self-government was the grdmam or village, and the names of
villages

usually

had one of the suffixes mangalam,

kudi,

ur or

vayal which still survive.
Civil and military functions were not rigidly divided.
Inscriptions and grants refer to officers who distinguished themselves both as ministers and generals, and were also diplomats
and poets.

The

king set up monuments

to commemorate the

gallantry not only of Enddis or commanders but even of private
soldiers.
Taxation

and revenue.—\We

have

no

detailed

information

about the system of revenue collection and taxation prevalent
during these centuries.
The nature of the taxes and rents to
which a village was subject can only be determined from

the list

of exemptions mentioned in the inscriptions relating to grants
other than Brahmadéyam, or grants to Brahmins, and Dévaddnam,
or grants to temples: lands so granted were tyaiyalt or tax-free.
Such grants of land were believed to secure spiritual merit.
An
Jrukkuvél chief making a tax-free endowment to a religious
institution winds up with the formula, ‘inay the feet of whoever
respects this grant be for ever on my head.’

(P.8.1.9).

The

perpetuation

looked

as a

of such

an

endowment

religious obligation (P. S. I. 237).
* B. I. Vol. XIII, ற. 199.

was

upon

l'ax-free lands carried with
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them the kdrdnmai, or tenancy, and cultivators’ rights, and miydtct
or freehold rights.
Gifts to temples were entrusted either to
the ndttdrs of the village, as in P. 8. I. No. 238, in which a grant
to the temple of Kudumiyamalai or Tirunalakkunram, as it was

then called, was placed in the hands of the people of Pinnanhgudi
and Parambaiyur, who
its proper

were

administration,

charged

or to the

with the responsibility for
chief

Sdttan of the Sabha as in P. S. I. No. 19.

of the assembly —the

All breaches of such

trusts were penalised with fines payable to temples.

For example,

it was stipulated in the Narttamalai inscription (P. 8. I. 19) that
for any breach of trust, the trustee who was responsible for the
proper conduct of the endowment should pay a fine of 25
kalatjus.*
The boundaries of grants of land were demarcated
with stones or Euphorbia hedges.
The Assembly.—Membership to the village
strictly regulated by qualifications of property
Committees

called

vdriyams

formed

its

assembly was
and learning.

executive.

The

committees were responsible for the prompt despatch of business,
and drastic penalties were imposed upon members who obstructed
business.

The

assembly

attended

to

almost

all

the

affairs

of

the

village. One of its chief functions was to look after the temple
administration, manage endowments, and conduct the daily
temple services and periodical festivals. Another important duty
was to supervise repairs to tanks.

The inscriptions of this period

mention the excavation of a number of irrigation tanks (e. g.
P.S.1.17). An interesting inscription relates to the construction
of a stone sluice at Rasalippatti in the reign of Nandivarman
(P. S. I. 16).
There are references in the State inscriptions of this period
to village assemblies at Narttamalai, Peruvilattur in Annalvayil
(Annavasgal) kiirram, Kfrantr, Pinnangudi and Parambaiyur.
* Kalafiju mentioned in the inscriptions is the gold kasu,
apparently described by its weight.’

‘the

coin

being
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Religion.—The period that we are now studying was an age of

Hindu revival.

A wave of the Bhakti cult swept over the Tamil

land.
Devotion to a personal God, in the aspect of Siva or of
Visnu, service to God’s devotees, feeding and clothing them and
otherwise ministering to their happiness and comfort, were the
chief duties of those who practised this cult.
The new revival
had a militant side also ; it tried to suppress the ‘ heretical sects ’
of the Jainas and the Bauddhas.
The leaders of this revival]
were the 63. Saiva Nayanmars and the 18 Vaignava Alvars.
Four of the Nayanmars, Appar, Tirughanasambandar, Sundaramurti and Manikkavacakar, and all the Alvars, composed hymns
and travelled all over the Tamil country, and even outside it,

singing the praises of God to the accompaniment of the yal, and
carrying on disputations with the Jainas and the Bauddhas.
The hymns of the Saiva ‘ Four’ are known as the Tévdram,
and

those

of

the

prabandham.

Vaisnava

There

‘Eighteen’

are references

in

as

the

the

Tiruvdymoli

Tévdram

to some

shrines in the State.*
The Periyapurdnam which treats of the
lives of the 63 saints refers to the great importance of Kénddu
and mentions Kodumbaltir as its chief town.+
The Vaisnava
saint Tirumangai Alvar sang hymns in praise of the God at

Tirumayam.{
Two

Idangali

்
the

of

Nayanar

are

Nayanmars

was

associated

with

State.

the

a Vélir chieftain of Kodumbaldr, and

Perumilalai Kurumba Nayanar, who obtained psychic powers
and finally salvation by meditating upon the greatness of the
* of. Kaduvayar tamai nikki yennai yatkol
Kannudalé nannu midam Avnalrdyil

Neduvayil Nirai vayal $Ul neydal vayil
*

2

*

Tirundvukkarasu Nayanadr—Tiruttandakai 6th Tirumufai.
+ Periyapwranam—Idangali Ndyandr Purdnam, Stanzas 1 and 2.
t Tirumangai

II, vi,9;

V,v,2;

Alvar—Periya Tirumoli, II Hundred

VI, viii, 7;

VIII, ii, 3;

Tirukkurunddndakam, verse 19, line 3.

TX, i,3;

vth ten eighth

X,i,5;

verse;

XIU, vii, 5.

Periyatirumadal, verse 126 line 1.
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Saint Sundarar, was a Kurumbar of Milalaiktrram.
The
sculpture to the north of the entrance into the central shrine of

the rock-cut cave-temple at Dévarmalai is believed to represent
this Saint.
In his account of Saint Kurruva Nayanar, a
chieftain of Kalandai, Mr. C. V. Narayana Aiyar says, ஏன
probably he was connected with the Kodumbalir chieftains in
the vicinity of Pudukkéttai.”’*

The monolithic cave-temples excavated in this period have
already been

mentioned.

Great importance seems to have been

attached to temple festivals.
Two inscriptions in the Sri
Parvatagirisvara temple at Kunnandarkovil (P. S. I. 8 and 15)
mention gifts of rice to be cooked and distributed among
Brahmins on the Tiruvddirai day sacred to Siva in December—
January.
P.8.I. 19 at Narttdmalai mentions an endowment
for daily service in the temple. Endowments for the maintenance
of ‘perpetual lamps’ were common (e. g. P. 8. I. 288 at

Kudumiyamalai).
A Tirugdkarnam inscription (P. §. I. 239)
records an interesting gift to the temple: of a lamp bought
with

money

collected

by

begging

(ufivattudal).

Such gifts are

common.
Endowments to temples were made by people of all
ranks and grades in society, by chiefs and ordinary citizens, and

by village assemblies.

The Jains—We have already mentioned that there were
colonies of Jains at Sittannavasal, Ténimalai, and Narttamalai.
During these three centuries (7th to 9th) the Vaisnava and Saiva

saints went about the country preaching against the Jains and
the Buddhists. They almost succeeded in. suppressing the
Buddhist faith in the Tamil country, as was noted by the Chinese
Pilgrim Hieun Tsang (Yuan Chwang) when he visited Kafici in
the middle of the seventh century.
But even the dialectical

skill of Appar and Sambandar did not succeed in suppressing the

Jainas.
_

"©.

Jaina

Satigas

V. Narayana

South India’:

in the

flourished

Aiyar:

“Origin

University of Madras:

and

1936.

Early

land.
History

A

Ténimalai
of Safvism

in
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inscription (P. S. I. 9) mentions that Malayadhvaja, a Jaina
ascetic, lived there, and that an Irukkuvél chief gave him a
rent-free avippuram or endowment of land for his maintenance.
Another inscription of this period (No. 10) in the same place
mentions that there was a matha there called Andérmadam, and
that one Valla Udana Seruvotti made an image of the Tirthankara

Mahavira.
An inscription in archaic characters on the ‘beds’
in the Sittannavagal natural cavern, which is on paleographic
grounds, assignable to the 8th or 9th century, gives the names of
ascetics who retired to the cave to perform penance.
The
excavation of a rock-cut cave-temple on the western side of the
same hill in the reign of Mahéndravarman I for the benefit of his

Jaina

subjects

has

already

been

mentioned.

Jain

images—

Tirthankaras and Yakgis,-are found in different parts of the State,

but there is no clear evidence of their date.
The Jaina sect was
flourishing in the State side by side with the other Hindu sects.

Literature, Art, and Architecture—
The Tévdéram and the Ndldyira Prabandham

standing
kings,

contributions to Tamil

both

encouraged

Pandya

both

and

Sanskrit

were

and

Tamil

were themselves poets of no mean
Mahéndravarman’s

contribution

the out-

The

Pallava,

and

were

literature in this period.
patrons

scholars.

order.
to

We

poetry,

of learning

Some

of them

have mentioned

drama,

music

and

painting.
This period marks a new

stage

in

the

evolution

of temple

architecture.
The old temples in wood and other perishable
material gave place to stone structures.
The first stage was the
excavation of cave-temples originated by Mahéndravarman.
The salient features of his style have been described above (see

pages 555-556).
monolithic

‘The next stage was the carving of Mamalla’s

free-standing

temples

at

Mahamallapuram.

An

inscription on the basement of the main shrine beneath a
Dvdrapdlaka image in the Vijayalaya Célfgvaram temple at
Narttamalai mentions that it was & stone temple built by Tlangodi-

yaraiyar, otherwise

known

as

Sembuidi,

that

it was

struck

by
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lightning and was rebuilt by Mallan Viduman.
‘The original
temple may have been a Pallava structure of the Rajasimha style
(see page 567 above).
Unfortunately all traces of structural
temples of the Pallava period, if any did exist, are now lost,

and

the next stage in the evolution of Dravidian architecture is
marked by a group of early Céla stone temples and the Muvarkévil of Kodumbaltir, which will be described in the next
section.
It is beyond

the scope of this book

to attempt

a detailed

account of the iconography of the Pallava period.
The images
found in the cave-temples of the State compare favourably with
those in the temples of the Seven Pagodas and at Conjeevaram.

We find here the massive cylindrical lingas fixed to yéni pithas,
usually associated with Pallava temples, images of Ganéga with a

prominent forehead and his trunk sometimes curled to the right in
the

manner

characteristic

of Pallava

Ganésas,

figures

of Gods

and Goddesses, two armed in the early stage and four-armed in
the later stage, and bas-relief representations of the Trmiurti, the
Lingédbhava and Gangadarésvara forms of Siva, and Sukhasanamirtis.
The Durga panel in the’ Malaiyadippatti Siva cave
compares

well

with

the

Durga

or

Mahisdsuramardhani

at

Mamallapuram; and the Goddess here as at the Seven Pagodas,
is represented with a benign countenance, eight-armed, astride
on her lion, and aiming a spear at the demon.
The panel

representing

the

Saptamatrka

or

seven

Goddesses

in the

same cave deserves mention.
Anantasayanam, the figure of
Vignu reclining on a serpent, common in Pallava iconography, is
the

principal

idol

in the

two Visnu

cave-temples

in the State,

Malaiyadipatti and Tirumayam.
The Ganas and Gandharvas
(particularly the flying Gandharvas) and Nandiké$svara, are 88
common here as in Pallava shrines elsewhere.
The dvérapdlakas in the State cave-temples are a distinctive
feature of Pallava iconography.
Their long thick yagidpavita

corresponding to the modern pdndl or holy-thread, the peculiar
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:
ir li
ini
body ornaments, the serpents
a ae
then” facing
the
huge: clubs, aie, characteristic . எ டண: எக் either
Occaprofile.
their
ng
exhibiti
sideways
turned
or
r
spectato
sionally one arm grips the club, and the other is lifted up in
token of adoration.
done

often

in

up

They wear a tall head-dress, and their hair is
a mass

resting

on the shoulders.

Sometimes

occasionally

bull’s horns

they wear a flat turban from which

Mr. Venkata Rangam Raju thinks that
project on either side.
somethese are not horns but represent the Valart, a weapon

Another suggestion

thing like a boomerang.
are those of a crescent,

is that the horns

are intended to recall

and

the fact that

claimed
the Pallavas, as is mentioned in the Nandikalambakam,
.
descent from the ‘lunar’ race of kings.
Mr. T. G. Aravamuthan

usually

regarded

portrait-sculptures

suggests

as dvdrapdlakas
of the

that

the

some of

figures

or gate-keepers may really be

builders.of the temples.

has met with almost general acceptance.

This

theory

“In the rock-cut cave-

temple of Kunnandarkévil stands, for instance, a relief which

is

very probably a portrait ofa Pallava; the prominence given to it,
the care bestowed on it, and its marked individuality, suggest
that the sculptor had chosen a Pallava chieftain for his subject.”’*
Dévarmalai,

Kudumiyamalai,

and the

Siva

temples

at

Malai-

yadippatti and Tirumayam also contain portrait-sculptures.
The northernmost relief on the left of the entrance to the shrine

to
in the Dévarmalai cave-temple, according to tradition, is said

as already
represent the saint Perumilalaikurumba Nayanar
‘These Pallava sculptures are simple in style,
mentioned.
conventional
natural in pose and expréssion, and not loaded with

ornamentation.

damaged panel
Among the Sittannavadal frescoes is a much
his queen. This
on a pillar showing king Mahéndravarman with
and his queens in the
closely resembles the bas-relief of the king

uram.
Adi-varaha cave-temple at Mahabalip
எழி G, Aravamuthan :

London, 1931.
13

p. 27-

a” India Society,
“ Portrait sculptures in South Indi
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PARAKESARI VIJAYALAYA (C. 850—871 A. D.).

The first capital of the Célas after the revival of their power
under Vijayalaya, the first of a line of rulers who are known
in history as the Imperial Célas, was at Uraiytr.
Vijayalaya
defeated the Muttaraiyars who had thrown

Pandya

in their lot with the

king Varagunavarman, and captured Tanjore.

Though

nominally a Pallava vassal, Vijayalaya was practically the independent ruler of the territories comprising the modern districts of
Trichinopoly, Tanjore and South Arcot, and parts of North
Arcot and the Pudukkéttai State.

Monuments in the State of Vijaydlaya’s time :*
As Professor

K.

A.

Nilakanta

Sastri

observes, +

“ Possibly

Vijayalaya, though a vassal of the Pallava ruler, still dated
his
records in his own regnal years—a privilege exercised by certain
vassals at all times and by all of them when the power of
their
suzerain was on the decline.
It is certain, however, that some

of the Parakésari records nearer home (Uraiytr) are really his.”

On this assumption, we may conclude that some of the Parakésari
inscriptions, P. §. I. 61 for example, and perhaps many of those

found

in the

the reign

Pallava

rock-cut

of Vijayalaya.

shrines

in

the

State

belong

to

An inscription

of

Raja

Raja

I }

mentions a village named Vijaydlaya Caturvédimarigalam in the
Tanjore district; it was evidently named after Vijayalaya.

* The only ‘Parakésari’ record that can be assigned to this reign is
P. 8. I. 61 at Munasandai, dated the 20th year of the reign.
It mentions for
the first time the famous merchant guild of South India, ndnd-désa-ti$aidyiratiu-aifiiurruvar (‘the five hundred of the thousand districts in the four
quarters’) which is described at the end of this section.
t “Colas,” Vol. I, page 131.
t 8. I. I. II, No, 69 and III, p. 327.
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A Pandya inscription in the State (No. 282) mentions under the
name

Vijaydlaya

Céligvaram, the

structural

temple,

or

rather

group of temples with a central shrine and the remains of seven

smaller shrines round it, on the Mélamalai in the Narttamalai
where, as has been mentioned above (pages 566-7), is an inscription recording how the stone temple originally constructed by
Semptidi Tangodiyaraiyar was destroyed by lightning and rain

Tamiladiyaraiyan.

and rebuilt by Tennavan
tion must have taken

place in the time

This reconstruc-

of Vijayalaya,

and

the

temple been named after him. It has a circular garbhagrham
gurrounded by ‘a square prakdram; the vimdnam above the
garbhagrham and praékdram has four storeys of which the lower
the uppermost circular; and above the
grivam is a dome-shaped sikharam. There is an ardhamandapam
three

are

and

square

in front. A circular garbhagrham within a square prdkdram is
unusual; and the external appearance of the edifice reminds
one of the later Pallava style.

There is a group
Kaliyappatti, Tirupptr,
evidently

much

earlier

of small temples in the State—at
Visallir and Panangudi—which are
in

date

than

the

more

elaborate

Céla

temples, at Tirukkattalai and Kannantr for example. In the
Kaliyépatti temple there is an unpublished inscription of the
18th year of a Parakésari, in which according to Messrs.
K. Venkatarangam Raju and 8. R. Balasubramanian,* the

figure ‘8’ in the year ‘18’

and many

sufficiently archaic to warrant our
century.
This
Parakésari
cannot

Parantaka
took

of

the

vowels

are

assigning it to the 9th
havé
been
Parakésari

I, who prefixed the title of Maduraikonda—‘ he who

Madura,’

to

his name

long

before -the

18th

year

of his

reign, and may. therefore be taken to be Parakésari Vijayalaya

The absence of niches in the main walls of the garbhagrha

the

style of the kidus, the shape and ornamentation of the fikhara
and the angular profile of the corbels, characteristic of this
*J.O. B. XII, 1, pages 67-68.
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temple, mark the transition from the Pallava to the purely Cola
style. ‘The temple resembles the shrine represented in the rock-

cut relief now known

as ‘Bhagfratha’s penance’ at Mahabali-

puram:*

The temples at Tirupptr, Visalur, Panangudi and Enadi are
of the same type.
The first three may be cceval with
patti, and the last perhaps a later imitation.
RAJAKESARI ADITYA I (C. 871-907 A. D.):

Vijayalaya’s

conquest

of Tanjore,

Kaliya-

and the defeat of the

Muttaraiyars, weakened Varaguna Pandya who, in an endeavour

to regain his supremacy, advanced successfully on Idavai, but
soon met the allied forces of the Pallava Aparajita, the
Ganga
of Sri

king

Prithvipati

Purambiyam

I, and the Céla Aditya I, in the battle

where

he

was

signally

defeated.

The

Ganga king lost his life, Aparajita did not pursue the victory,
and Aditya took advantage of the situation and consolidated
his position by defeating the Pallava king and- annexing
Tondaimandalam to the Céla dominions in C. 890 A. D,

and

Aditya’s successful arms penetrated into the Kongu country,
the Ganga king Prthvipati 11 acknowledged the. Céla

suzerainty.

At the time of Aditya’s death the Céla kingdom

extended to Kalahasti in the north, and included much of modern

Pudukkéttai State.
Monuments in the State of Aditya’s time :+

The Anbil plates proclaim Aditya as the ‘famous builder of

tall rows

of stone

temples from the Sahyadri mountains or the

western ghats to the sea.’

The Sundarésvara temple at Tiruk-

kattalai called Karkuricci

Tirukkarrali

in the inscriptions, has

two early Parakésari inscriptions and one of Rajakésarivarman
(P. 8. I. No. 21). -The paleographical features t of the Rajakésari inscription enable us to assign it to Aditya Rajakésari.
* Longhurst ‘‘ Pallava Architecture "—Part II. Plate XXX. _
T Six of the

‘ Rajakésari’

inscriptions in the State

(P. 8. J. 21 and 81 to

35) with regnal years ranging from 3 to 40 may be assigned to this reign:
t See J. O. RB. X, iii, page 232.
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The Mucukundésvara temple at Kodumbalir,
named
Tiruppudisvaram in the earliest inscription there—P. 8. I. 33,
is similar to the Tirukkattalai temple in style and ornamentation,

and may

be assigned on architectural

grounds

alone

to

the

middle of the 9th century.
The earliest inscription in this
temple (1. 5. I. 33) is dated the 21st year of a Rajakésari.
The two other Rajakésaris of this century, i.e., those before Raja
Raja I, were Gandaraditya and Sundara Céla; the first ruled for
eight years, and the second for 18 years, and it is therefore evident

from this inscription, in which a much higher regnal year is
given, that the temple must have been built in the time of
Aditya Rajakésari, and named after Mucukunda, the legendary
ancestor
In
recently

of the
the

Colas.

Balasubrahmanya

renovated

under

orders

inscriptions of a Rajakésari

the

‘Chronological

temple
of

which

of
the

have

Kannantr,
Darbar,

not

list of Inscriptions’,

which

there

been

are

included

or published

was
two

in

in the

volume of the ‘ Inscriptions—Texts of the Pudukkdttai State.’
“The paleographical features of the inscriptions, the style of
architecture

and

the

details

of decoration clearly indicate that

the

Rajakésarivarman referred to in the newly
inscriptions 1s none other than Aditya Céla I.*

discovered

PARAKESABI PARANTAKA I (C. 907-953 A, D.):
Soon after his accession, Parantaka invaded the Pandya
kingdom.
The
campaign
was
prolonged
and
difficult.
Rajasimha, the Pandya king, secured the help of the king of
Ceylon, but the combined Pandyan and Ceylonese forces were

defeated at the battle of Vélur in about 915 A.D.

Gradually

Parantaka conquered the whole of the Pandinadu.
Rajasimha
fled to Ceylon, and failing to get further help went to the

Kérala country (see page 554 above) leaving behind in Ceylon his
diadem and other insignia of royalty. Parantaka sent an army
* Messrs.

K. Venkatarangam Raju and 8. R. Balasubramanyan:

XI, pages 315-317.

J. O. R..
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to Ceylon to seize the Pandyan diadem and insignia, but though

his commander succeeded in defeating the Ceylon army, he could
not secure the diadem.

Parantaka

celebrated these successes by

assuming the title of Maduraiywm

Ilamumkonda

or ‘he

who

conquered Madura and Ceylon.’

Parantaka was assisted in his campaigns by the Vélir
chieftains of Kodumbaltr who were in close alliance with the
Céla sovereign.*
Parantaka’s son Arikulakésari had married

Pudi Adicca
Kodumbaltr.

Pidari, daughter of Tennavan Tlangévélar of
The Sinnamanir plates of the sixteenth year of

Rajasimha (C. 916)

give

an embellished

account

of a surprise

victory that Rajasimha won over the Vélir forces at the battle
of Kodumbaltir,
in the
prolonged
Céla-Pandya
war of
Parantaka’s reign. A-Kudumiyamalai inscription (P. 8. I. 255)
of Maravarman Sundara Pandya I dated 1219-20 A. D. mentions
a Cola inscription of the reign of Parantaka I which was
reinscribed

was

when

widened.

Tlangévelar

This

is

the prdkdra

before

clear

Parantaka’s

of the Sikhanathasvami

It refers to a grant
he

evidence

army

of

set

out

that

of

to

a

date

of the

Ceylon

939-40 A. D,

ravage

Kodumbalir

invasion.

This

the thirty-third year of Parantaka’s
the

land

expedition,

Vira-Cola

I]am

(Ceylon).

Vélir

inscription

reign,

chiefs and made

headed
is

dated

and helps us to fix

which must have begun in

In the intervals between the Pandya campaigns,

subdued the Bana

temple

by

his Ganga

Parantaka

ally Prthivipati IT

overlord of the Bana country, that is, the modern Nellore distri
ct.
By

940,

Céla

authority

extended

from

modern

Nellore

in the north to Cape Comorin in the south. The neighbouring
powers, the Rastrakutas and the Eastern Calukyas, were jealous

of this rapid expansion.
DParantaka’s grateful vassal and ally
Prthivipati, the Ganga king, died about 940 A.D.
His successor
Butuga IT, who had married a Rastraktta princess, allied himself
* See K. A. Nilakanta Sastri’s ‘Célas’ Vol. I, page 149.

.
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with Krsna III, the Rastraktta king.

This strengthened Krsna,

the Céla kingdom and
as Kédandarama, the
the prince cast a gloom
life, and brought about
Célas.

slew the prince Rajéndra,
eldest son of Parantaka.
over Parantaka during the
a temporary decline in the

who invaded
also known
The death of
rest of his
power of the

This intrepid and ill-fated prince Rajéndra or Kédandarama
is mentioned in two Kudumiyamalai inscriptions (P. 8. I. 78 and
80). The first, dated the fifteenth year of Parantaka I, 921-22
A. D., mentions a gift of gold to the God at Kudumiyamalai by
an officer of the prince’s household, and also by a servant
employed to prepare sandal-paste for the prince’s toilet. The
second inscription, dated in the same year, mentions that the
prince himself, Sri Kédandarama, son of the great Céla lord Sri
Parantaka, also called Maduraikonda Parakésari,’ made a gift of

gold to the same temple, and that the amount was invested with
the residents of Pinnafigudi, a neighbouring village. ‘These gifts
may have been made by the prince and his servants while they

camped at Kudumiyamalai during the Pandyan campaigns.

—

Monuments of Pardntaka’s reign :

The architectural features of Tiruvagnisvara temple at
Cittur in Tirumayam taluk, and the character of the epigraphs
The central
in it, mark it as an early Cola monument.
shrine and the ardhamandapa, both of the same period, have
different kinds of corbels;

the

corbel

of the

former

has

the

characteristic Pallaya roll-moulding, but instead of a roll at the
lower edge of the curv ed part of the corbel, we find a hollow
moulding as in the Tirukkattalai temple, while the ardnamandapa

has the ordinary plain bevelled corbel.

The earliest inscription

in the temple (P. S. I. 24) is of the 4th year of a Rajakesari

who

may

be identified with Gandaraditya,

the successor

of

Parantaka, and the next earliest (P. 8. I. 27), of the 7th year of

Raja Raja. I. The occurrence of an inscription of the fourth
year of Gandaraditya supports the view that the temple may
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The temple with its sub-shrines is now partly in ruins, but
the central shrine, the ardhamandapa and the lower portion
of the vimdnam have now been conserved by the Darbar and
renovated.

The Siva temple at Nirpalani has all the
the early Cola temples.

characteristics

of

The earliest Céla inscription (P. S. I. 30)

in it is of the 6th year of a Rajakésari identified as Gandaraditya.
In front of the mandapam, in which there is the image of a nandi,
there is a stone slab bearing a trident and an inscription (12. 5.7.
241) of an early Pandyan king, Maran Sadayan (C. 765-815
A. ID.) mentioning
endowments
to the God
of Nirpalani.

This inscription shows beyond doubt that there was a temple here
in the 8th century.
It seems certain that a stone temple of this
style could not have existed in the 8th -century.
We ray
therefore conclude that the original structure was probably of
brick and mortar, and was rebuilt in stone before the 6th year of

Gandaraditya, probably in Parantaka’s time.

The main shrine of Sikhanathagvami in the temple at
Kudumiyamalai seems to have been built about this time.
It is
an interesting fact that all the early Cola inscriptions in this
temple are on the walls of its second prdékdra, and not on the main

shrine.

There are four early Parakésari inscriptions (P. 8, 7, 48,

49 and 50 of the 8th year and 56 of the 13th year).

This Para-

késari must have been a predecessor of Raja Raja I—either
Parantaka I or Uttama Céla.
We know from P.S. IT. 78 that
the shrine was in existence in 922 A. TD. in Parantaka’s time,
when

the attendants of Prince Kédandarama

made

gifts

to

the

Gods of Pirumulattdnam and of Tirumé;tali: the former refers
to Sikhanathagvami and the latter to the God of the MélaikIt is quite
kovil (Mér-tali= Mélaikkovil, western shrine).
probable that the shrine was constructed in Parantaka’s time, if
not

earlier.

shrine,

and

The

their

absence

presence

of early

on

inscriptions

the

prdkéra

on

the original

walls,

suggest
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shrine

the

that

ascribes

Tradition

remodelled.

been

has

the building of the central shrine to one of the Sundara Pandyas.
We know from the State inscriptions (P. S. I. Nos. 248, 255,
that in the

506)

and

285

time

second

of the

Sundara

of Maravarman

especially in the reign

empire,

Pandya

the

Pandyal,

structure of the temple underwent considerable modifications.
The

Siva

temple

an early Céla temple

at Madattukk6vil

that was

is another example of

reconstructed after the

decline

of the second Pandya empire in an altogether different style. Of
the 14 inscriptions found in this temple, 12 of Céla and Pandya
times are found on the entrance and on the walls of the cloister
of the prdkdram.
The only inscription on the walls of the

main

shrine are the names

rts represented

in modern

as worshipping Siva,

Grantha

script of the

which are sculptured

in

relief under the cornice. The earliest inscription on the pradkdra
wall (P. §. I. 56) is dated the 13th year of a Pardkésari and
mentions a chief, Udaiyar Viracélan Uttamasilan who bore one
of Parantaka’s surnames.

The regnal year and the name of the

chief support the inference that the Parakésari of this record was
A.

Parantaka I; in which case the date would be 920

D.

The

original shrine seems to have been intact in 1030 A. D. when,
according to an inscription of the 13th year of Rajadhiraja I
(P. S. I. 105), a nyttamandapam, * no trace of which

was added to the main
of the

17th

year of

shrine.

Jatavarman

An inscription
Sundara

remains,

(P. 8. I. 358)

Pandya

I (June

3,

1267 A. D.) mentions repairs to or reconstruction of the temple,
and another (P. 8. I. 1107), undated, mentions a chief—Udaiyar
Gangaiyarayar, who renovated the temple.
It is thus evident
that in the time of Pardntaka there already stood, if it was
not actually built then, the original shrine, surrounded by a
prakdram with a cloister in which the minor deities were
housed, an arrangement similar to that at the Kailasanatha
temple at Conjeevaram. The present shrine, which isa monument
* (nrtta = dance).
74
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of elaborate and exquisitely beautiful architecture was probably
built to replace the original shrine in about the second half of
the 16th century.
The Amman shrine standing outside the
enclosure is later than the original shrine, but earlier than

the present main shrine. From an inscription (P. §. I. 140) of the
twelfth year of Rajadhiraja II, mentioning an endowment to the
Goddess, it may be inferred that this shrine was in existence
in 1179

A.

D.

The

Amman

shrines,

or

Tirukkdmakstiam,

as

they are called in records, attached to the temples where the
main shrine is of the early Céla period, are generally of later
date.

The records of the reign
The

State

inscriptions

mention

by

name

chiefs and principal officers of Parantaka.

We

the

references

retinue.

Parantaka.

to

Prince

Kudumiyamalai

Kédandarama

has

15

and

some

feydatory

have mentioned
the officers of his

inscriptions

of

Parakésari

P.S. I. 69 mentions a Muttaraiya chief, Viluppéra-

yaiyar Vélan Pugalan of Mannaikkudi, on whose behalf his
mother Udaiyal Kavimadi made a gift to the temple.
Two
records (P. 8. I. 63 and 65} mention gifts by an Trukkuvél
chief, Madurantaka also known as Adittan Vikramakésari; the
chief, as was the custom in those days, assumed his suzerain’s

title Madurdniaka

and the name

of Aditya Céla.

Bhattaran, named after prince Arifijaya, also known
Péraiyan

of Nirpalani

in Urattirktrram,

Arifijirai
as Valavan

figures in P. §, I. 68.

No. 67 mentions a Pandyan princess of Sevalir—Pattam Padari

Pandyadi Arasi. Probably she was married to the local chieftain.
One of the earliest State records that mention a Pallavarayar
chief—Avantiyakéva Pallavarayar or Mayilai Tindan, is P. §. I.
70.
*
51, 53,
to the
simply

There are 22 inscriptions of this reign in the State,—Nos. 38, 42, 48 to
56, 63, 67 to 75 and 78 to 81.
These cover the period from the 2nd
38th year of the reign.
In the first eighteen, the Ruler is referred to
as ‘ ParakéSari’ without any other title.
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complete

inscription

at

his

of

be

(P. S. I. 56) may

Madattukkévil
or one

himself

either the king
called after. him.

in-

an

in

mentioned

Uttamasflan

Célan

Vira

Udaiyar

vassal

was

chiefs who

Accan (Adityan) Miirti, a minister, Panaiyankurran, the
Perutjarpadaittalavan or commander of the Peruiijar forces, and

Kari, the Perufjar Piddran,
another military officer,
mentioned in a Munagandai inscription (P. 8. I. 71).

are

RAJAKESARI GANDARADITYA (C. 949 to 957 A. D.):
Tiondaimandalam

was still in the

hands

of Krsna

III

who

parcelled it out among his allies.
Gandaraditya made frantic
efforts to retrieve the loss of this province, and succeeded in
weaning the Banas from their allegiance to Krgna IIT.

His famous queen Sembiyan Mahadévi, a very pious
survived her husband for many years and lived on till 1001
She is reputed to have built many stone temples and
“endowments to many others already in existence.
There
evidence

at

present

to

show

that

lady,
A. D.
made
is no

she built any temples in the

State.
The threc inscriptions in the State that may be assigned
the

reign

Irukkuvélar

Gandaraditya*

of

who

was

also

mention

known

to

Mahimalaya

Udaiyar

Vira

as Parantakan

Coan.

The title of Udaiyar shows that he was an Irukkuvél chief of
Kodumbalur

who

ruled

Kudumiyamalai and Cittur.

name Parantaka Vira Célan shows that he

was

His other

a vassal

of the

Céla Emperor.
PARAKESARI ARINJAYA (C. 956 to 957 A. D.):

Arifijaya followed the policy of his brother

Gandaraditya

in giving his daughter in marriage to a Bana king.
Little.
is known of him except that he fell in battle at Arrtir, and he is
styled Arrurt-tuijina-dévar.

*The three ‘Rajakésari’
years 3, 4 and 6.

records P. 8. I. 22, 24 and 30 with regnal
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II. (C. 956 to 978 A. D.):

AND PARAKESARI ADITYA II(C. 956 to 969 A. D.):
Sundara Céla first directed his attention to the’ South.
Vira Pandya had set himself up as an independent ruler in the

reign

of

Gandaraditya.

Aditya,

the

son

of Sundara

exhibited great heroism in the battle of Cevtr
Pandya sustained a heavy defeat.*
One of the commanders of the Céla
Siriya

Vélar of Kodumbalir.

in which

forces was

for

helping

Vira

Parantakan

He led the army into the southern

Pandya country, and even crossed over to Ceylon
Ceylonese

Céla,

Vira

Pandya,

and

fell

to punish
in

battle

the
there

in 959.

Vira

In spite of the successes of Aditya and the Céla generals,
Pandya was far from

being subdued.

Sundara

Céla

met

with better success, however, in the Rastraktita wars, and thereby

re-established Céla rule over the territory now forming the
districts of South Arcot, North Arcot and Chingleput.
He died
in his ‘golden palace’ at Kaficfpuram, and was thence known as
Ponmdligait-tufijina dévar.
Sundara Céla spent the last four years of his life under

the

shadow of a great bereavement.
ted in a palace intrigue,

and

His son, Aditya, was assassinaSundara was not able to bring the

culprits to book. It is believed that Uttama Céla, the son of
Gandaraditya and cousin of Sundara Céla, was responsible for
the assassination, and on the
nised as the heir-apparent.

death of Aditya II, he was recog-

2, S. I. 82 in the Mucukundésvara temple at Kodumbdlir mentions
Udaiyar Madurdntakar-Sundara Célan.
As Professor K. A. Nilakanta Sastri
points out, “this unique record disposes of the notion that the title of

Madurdntaka

(Maduraikonda)

in the records of this period must have been

borne only by a son of Pardntaka I.
The inscription offers the clue to the
correct identity of Maduraikonda Rajakésari.’’—Célas—-Vol. 1, p. 173.
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The young Raja Raja, who was the natural heir * either felt
himself powerless to oppose Uttama
the crown until after his death.

Céla or preferred to wait for

Aditya IJ, though a provincial viceroy in the reign of his
father, issued records in his own name and shared his father’s
royal authority.
Professor K. A. Nilakanta Sastri has convincingly shown
that Parakésari Parthivéndravarman, whose name occurs in

inscriptions of this period, is none other than Aditya II whose
full

was

title

Vira-~-Pandyan-talaikonda-Parthivéndra-Karikala-

Para-késari Aditya.
The commentary on
eulogises Sundara Cola.
patron

the
He

Viracdliyam, a Buddhist work,
is there described as a great

This is a testimony

of letters.

to the

tolerance

of the

Colas, and their friendly attitude towards the Buddhist Sangha
in Southern India.

PARAKESARI UTTAMA COLA (C. 970 to 985 A. D.):
There are two
Little is known about the reign of Uttama.
records of his in the Mélaikkovil at Kudumiyamalai—P. S. I. 45
and 52+ which mention Sembiyan Trukkuvélar, a nobleman or
chief of the Irukkuvél family—the allies and vassals of the
The

Colas.

is

first

a grant

by

the

Varagunanatti,

following

genealogical

of

This proves

Sembiyan who is described as a Muttaraiya princess.
* The

queen

table will help the reader to understand the

relative claims of Uttama Cdla and Raja Raja I.
Parantaka I.

|

Rajdditya (fell in the
battle of Takkélam

949 A. D.).

|

|

Gandardditya.

Arifijaya.

Madurantaka

Sundara Cola Parantake, IT.

Uttama Cola.

|

Aditya II
(assassinated
969 A. D.).

t They belong to the 6th and 10th years of his reign.

|

|

Raja Raja I.
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that the Irukkuvéls of Kodumbaltr and the Muttaraiyars intermarried.
‘The second record mentions a gift to the same
temple

by Nangai Nandéviyar, queen of Sembiyan

Irukkuvélar.

Céla monuments in the State between C. 950 and 985 A. D.:
The

most

outstanding

monument

of

this

period

is

the

group of three temples at Kodumbahir known as the Mtivarkévil,
The Pallava—grantha inscription (P. 8. I. 14) on the south

wall

of the shrine of the middle temple records that they were built
by Vikramakésari, the Vélir chief, for himself and his two queens,
Karrali and Varaguna.
There is a reference to a temple of

Vikramakésari in a Kanarese inscription (P. 8. I.
stones now built into the side walls of the
of the Mucukundésvara temple at Kodumbaltr.
was the ally and vassal of Sundara Céla

1086) on three
tank in front
Vikramakésari
Parantaka II,

and Varaguna, one of his queens, was the Céla king’s sister.
The temple must therefore have been built in Sundara Céla’s
reign between C. 950 and 970 A.D.
A detailed description of
the Muvark6vil is given in the Gazetteer.

The other temples of this period are the Agastigvara
temple
at Vellantr, the Pugpavanésvara temple at Puvalaikku
di and

the Vyagrapurisvara temple at Tiruvéngaivagal. The earliest
inscription in the Vellantir temple is No. 25 in the State list,
and is dated in the 4th year of a Rajakésari; that in the
Ptivalaikkudi temple is No. 42 dated in the 5th year of a
Parakésari, and refers to certain constructions. in the temple ;
that at Tiruvéngaivasal*® is dated in the 5th year of a Parakésari.
We are not able to identify these Rajakésaris and Parakésaris,
but from the absence of the names of the kings after the title
‘Rajakésari’ or ‘ Parakésari,’ we may safely conclude that they
were kings of this period earlier than Raja Raja I, since from
his time onwards the kings recorded both their names and their
titles in their inscriptions.
* No. 239, A. R. E. 1914, not published in the State List.
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RAJAKESARI RAJA RAJA 1(C. 985-1014 A, D.):

CélaThe reign of Rajakésari Arumolivarman Mummudi
déva also known as Raja Raja, the Great, marks the beginning
of a century ‘of Céla ascendency.
His conquests :

The pragasti of the king in the State inscriptions beginning
He
with the words “tirumakal-péla”” mentions his conquests.
led

more

than

one

expedition

to

the

south

to

break

up

the

Pandya-Céra-Sinhalese alliance, and after his victory at Kandalir, he assumed the title K dndaliir-Sdlaikkalamaryuttu-aruliya,
meaning, “He who destroyed the fleet in the roadstead of
He then
_Kandahir,” a division of modern Trivandrum town.
Salem,
Bellary,
the
of
and
occupied Coorg, and parts of Mysore,

Chittoor and North Arcot districts, then known as Nulambapadi,

The
and conquered Rattapadi, the Western Calukya country.
Tungabhadra formed the boundary between the Céla and Western

Calukya empires.

Vengi became a Céla protectorate and Raja

Raja cemented the Cdla alliance with the Eastern Calukyas by
marrying his daughter to Vimaladitya of Véngi.

In A. D. 993, he led naval expeditions to Ceylon and the
Maldives, and annexed the northern half of the former island
which he renamed Mummudiccdlamandalam.

P. S. I. 84 has a variant reading in his prasasti which

mentions an engagement on the banks of the Siruturai*
does not occur in other versions of the prasasti found
State or elsewhere.

which
in the

Rédja Rdja’s vassals, allies and officers—in the State :
P. 9. I, 26 of the 7th year of Raja Raja’s reign mentions a
gift of land to the Tiruvagnisvara temple at Citttir in the State
by

a Kodumbahir

chief

Rasiigan

poil ani dlikol Siruturai”

Uttama

Silan

also called

(= the Tuhgabhadra which ரி.lows ‘into

with groves).
the sea, and the banks of which are adorned
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Mummudi Céla Trukkuvél preparatory to his marching with his
army on an expedition to the north, evidently into Nolambapadi

and Gangapadi, now parts of Mysore State. The administration
of the charity was entrusted to the officer in charge of the nddu,
Rasingan Pallavaraiyan also called Parantakankufijaramallan.
P.S. I. 28 of the 4th year of the reign at Kilattanaiyam records a

gift by Raja Raja Ilangévél, probably
of the Kodumbalhir line.
P. S. I. 90 at Tiruvilanhgudi mentions the distribution of the
temple land among the ternple servants, by the village assembly

here known as the Peruiguri

Sabhaiydr,

and

the

reclamation

of certain other land in a deserted hamlet which was overgrown
with rank vegetation, and unfit for cultivation owing to breaches

in the irrigation tank.
orders of the Ksétran

These transactions were made under the
or district officer, Uttama

Céla, chief of

Kéralantakanallur. The original documents relating to the
endowment were reported to have been lost; the peruriguri sabhd
met on the tank bund, a report was made by the temple trustees
on

the

condition of the land, and the repair

sanctioned.
renamed

The

Pasir

hamlet
Nangai

where

the

Nallir,in

land
honour

of

the

was

tank

was

situated

was

of the

mother

of

Mudikonda Céla Vilupparaiyar or Muttaraiyar, also called Paltr

Ambalattadi, a general and chief of Uttama Céla Nallir, while

the tank was named Attdéni Péréri, evidently in commemoration
of the meeting of the Attdyi or Sabha on its bund. Another
record in the same place (P. 8. I. 89) mentions

taxes assessed in

very small fractions of the kdsu, such as 1/32 of 1/320 and even
smaller
fractions.
The Kgétran Uttama Célan is stated
(P.

S. I. 90 and

92) to have

made

an’ elaborate

settlement of this part of the empire.
Raja's inscriptions

elsewhere

empire was surveyed.

that

survey

and

We know from Raja

in his

reign

the

whole

A recently discovered inscription on the

pitham of a Jain Yaksi image at Sembatttir
in the State
‘mentions Jayankonda Célan, the Mivéndavélan or administrator

of Kulamangala Nadu.
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Rdja Raja’s titles :
Raja Raja styled himself Raja Rajakésari in his prasastt.
His other titles were (1) Mummudi Cola, (2) Ksatriya sikhd
mani, (3) Jayangonda Céléndra Simha, (4) Sivapddasékhara,
(5) Janandtha, (6) Nigarili Céla, (7) Rdjéndra Simha, (8) Célamadrtinda, (9) Rdjamdrtdnda, (10) Nityavindda, (11) Pdndyakulasani

(12)

Kéraldntaka,

(13)

Singaldntaka,

mdanikya and Telingakulakdla.
Some of
districts were named after one or other

(14)

Ravikula-

his provinces
of his titles.

and
he

following provinces covered portions of the Pudukkéttai State.

1. Rdéja Raja Valanddu had about seven kurrams and
included the following villages—Tirumanaifijéri, Malaiyur, Kévi- lir, Tiruvidaiyapatti, Ambukkévil,
Tirugékarnam and Kalasamangalam.

Palatigarai,

Tiruvapptirs

2. Kéraléntaka
Valanddu comprised modern
Kulitalai
taluk, parts of modern Trichinopoly taluk and parts of the
State; the Pudukkéttai portion was covered by three kurrame,
Uratttir, Annalvayil and Ollaiyir and included the following

‘villages :—Kodumbalir, Tiruvilangudi, Madattukkévil, Paiyur,
Nanguppatti, Nirpalani, Minavéli, Alatttir, Kadavampatti, Pudu-

vayal, Pappakkuricci, Narttamalai, Kilattayanallur, Madiyanur,
Trumbali, Ariydr, Annavasal, Sattantir, Karaiyur, Puvalaikkudi,
Mélattanaiyam, Maravamadurai, Kilattanaiyam,
Kallampatti,
Sundaram, Idaiyarrur, Oliyamangalam, Kudumiyamalai, Param-

bir, Pinnangudi, Sevalir and Kudalir.
3.

Pédndikuldsanivalanddu had about nine nddus including

Malaiyadipatti, Vidalur, Valuvamangalam, Kfrantr, Tiruppur,
Virakkudi, Nafjér, Odukkir, Mésakudi, Kallikudi, Cettippatti,
Vellanir, Todaiytir, Kunnandarkévil, “Varappur,
Sirugunai,

Sellukudi,

Tennahgudi,

Perumanadu,

Tiruvéhgaivagal, | Séndamangalam,

Sembattur and Puttambur.

Narttamalai,

ther

an

important

city,

Telingakulakélapuram after one
of the titles of Raja
76

was
Raja.

named
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Monuments of the time of Rdja Raja in the State* :
The earliest inscriptions in the Siva temples at Kflattanaiyam (P. 8. I. 28), ona tank bund near Mélattanaiyam
(P. 8. I. 84), in the ruined Siva temple at Tiruvilangudi, and on
a rock near the Kadambarkévil at Narttamalai (P. §. I. 91)
belong to this reign.
P. S. I. 23 at Kflattanaiyam records a

gift by Raja Raja Iangévél to Sri Uttamadaniévara, the God of
the temple there,

reign (989 A. D.).

and is dated the fourth

year

of Raja

Raja’s

P. 8. I. 84 mentions a grant to the Siva

temple on the foreshore of Angaraikkanmai near Mélattanaiyam
in the 17th year of Raja Raja’s reign (1002 A. D.).
It is
probable that these temples were built in the latter half of the
10th century. P.8.I. 89, 90 and 92 at Tiruvilangudi or Vikramakésari Caturvédimangalam+ are dated the 27th and
28th years
of his reign.
It appears from these inscriptions that the
temple was then flourishing, and it is probable
that it was
constructed in the latter half of the 10th
century.
The

Kadambarkévil at Narttamalai, the earliest inscriptions
in which

are P. S. I. 86 and 91, belongs to the close of the
10th or the
first decade of the 11th century.
Two recently—discovered

inscriptions, one on the basement of the newly excavated central

shrine

at Cettippatti,

and

the other

on

the pitham of a Yaksi

image on the site of a ruined temple at Sembattur, belong to
Raja Raja's time. The first contains portions of his prasasti,

and

the

second

mentions

a Mtvéndayélan

who,

as was

the

practice, assumed one of the titles of the sovereign, namely,
Jayangonda Céla. Thus there were two Jaina structural temples
in the State in Raja Raja’s time.

* There are 18 inscriptions of Raja Raja’s reign in the State (P, S. I. 28,

83-89, and 36 besides the two at Cettippatti and Sembatttir). 13 of these have
the complete prasasti while 2 have only parts of it. They cover the period
from the 4th to the 28th year of his reign,
T Village given to Brahmins versed in the four Védas,
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PARAKESABI RAJENDRA I (1012 to 1044 A. D.):
the

Rajéndra was declared
administration of the

heir apparent in 1012, and shared
empire with his father till 1014.

In 1018, Rajéndra appointed his son Rajakésari Rajadhiraja as
yuvardja or heir-apparent, and between 1018 and 1044, father
and

son

carried

empire.

on

the

administration

Rajéndra’s prasasti, beginning

mannivalara,

gives

a summary

of his

and

extended

with

the

military

their

words tiruexploits

and

conquests, and Rajadhiraja’s records of the years up to A. D.
1044 beginning with the prasaste ‘tingalér taru’, etc., supplement
the account of his father’s.
Rajéndra’s prasasti, as recorded in the State inscriptions,
mentions the invasions of the Calukya country by his father,
and that by himself in 1021-22.
He completed the conquest of

Ceylon,

and

captured

the

Pandyan

regalia

and

diadem

left

behind by Rajasimha in his flight, which Parantaka J had failed
to secure (See page 582).
He also captured the jewelled crown

of Kérala.
In about 1018, he nominated one of his sons as viceroy of
the

Pandya

and

Sundara-Céla
number

Kérala

Pandya.

of records,

countries with the title of J atavarman

The

one

Céla-Pandyas

have

left a large

of which is at Perunduyai in the State

2.5. 1. 242).

He

conquered

all

the

important

cities

in

the

modern

province of Orissa and the Central India Agency, and defeated
Mahipala, the powerful Pala King of Bengal, and his vassals.
In commemoration of his victory on the banks of the Ganges,
he renamed his capital Gasgaikonda Célapuram.
Another
remarkable

Malay

exploit of Rajendra

Peninsula,

or

Kadaram,

was

a naval

expedition

and Sumatra,

or Sri

to

the

Vijaya,

which then formed the empire of the Sailéndras.
His
forces
captured a number of towns and forts from Palembang in
Sumatra to the isthmus of Kra in the north. Fora fuller account
of this expedition, the reader is referred to Prof. Nilakanta
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Sastri’s account in ‘Cdlas’, Vol. I, pages 254-268, and his
identification of the placenames found in the pi asasti, following
Prof. G. Coedés, Directeur de lEcole Francaise d’HxtrémeOrient.
In the last years of his reign, the Emperor
the

field

in

person,

but

his

sons

were

no

engaged

longer
in

took

quelling

rebellions in different parts of the empire.
The allies of the
vanquished Sundara Pandya, the Ceylonese, and the chiefs of
Vénadu

were

and other territories in Kérala rallied to him,

all overcome.

the Raichtir doab,

By

but they

1042 A. D., the Calukyas had got back

and driven the Célas from modern Bellary

district.
Rdjéndra’s greatness—the monuments of his reign * :
His birudas were Mudikonda Cola, Pandita Céla,
rajéndra and Gangaikonda

Vira-

Céla.

Rajéndra’s reign was the most prosperous period of the Cola
empire.
Though only for a short time, a Tamil ruler actually
held sway over dominions across the sea, and the considerable
overseas trade
was protected

with China, Farther
by a strong navy.

India and the East Indies
Rajéndra
founded
a new

capital Garigaikonda Célapuram where he erected a Siva temple,
which is practically a replica of the Tanjore temple, and a large
irrigation tank.

Monumenis of Rajéndra’s time in the State:
The

earliest

lithic

records

in

the

Colisvara

temple

at

Parambur (P. 8. I. 99) and the Naganathasyami temple at
Péraiyur (P. 5. I. 103) belong to Rajéndra’s reign. At Parambiur,
the old Céla record dated the 17th year of the reign, 1029 A. D.,
was reinscribed at a later date when. the temple was renovated.
*There
Nos, 95-104).

are

10 inscriptions
In four of them

of Rajéndra’s

reign

in the

we have the complete prafasti.

State
Nos.

(P.

S. I.
96

and

104 narrate events up to the Cdlukya wars and the conquest of Rattapadi
which did not take place before the 13th year of his reign, 98 and 100 have
the complete narration of the king’s conquests; three contain only parts of the
prafasti.
The inscriptions cover the 3rd to the 26th year of Rajéndra’s reign.
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The date of the Péraiytr record is not legible.
that the

Parambur

and

towards

the

of

close

the Péraiyur

the

10th

It is probable

temples were

constructed

or the beginning

of the llth

century. An Amman shrine mentioned in the Tiruvéngaivasal
inscription (P. 8. I. 100) may have been built about this time.
Early Céla temples of the 9th and 10th centuries had no
Amman shrines. An inscription of the 13th year of Rajéndra’s
reign at Madattukkévil
mentions
the construction
of a
Nrtiamandapam or dancing hall dedicated to Nataraja which is
no longer in existence.
There is a Céla~Pandya inscription

(P. S. I. 242 of Jatavarman Sundara Céla Pandya dated 1031-32
A. D.) at Perundurai;

and the temple there may

also belong to

this period.
RAJAKESARI RAJADHIRAJA I(C., 1018-1054 A, D.):

Rajadhiraja’s prasasti beginning with the words tingalértaru
(P. §. I. 108) describes three Calukya wars. The first was in
his father’s time ; the second in A. D. 1044—6; and the third in

1054 which ended in the decisive engagement at Koppam, where
the

king

while

mounted

His brother, Rajéndra,
the

retreating

Céla

on

an

elephant

however,
forces,

and

though

fatally wounded.

was

also wounded,

rallied

the

battle.

actually

won

Rajadhiraja is referred to by his successors as Anaimérrutijina—
“He who died on the back of an elephant.”
Rajadhiraja’s

titles

were—Vijayarajéndra,

Virarajéndra-

varman, Ahavamalla kulantaka and Kalyanapurankonda Céla,

Pudukkéttai records of Rdjddhirdja’s reign* :

From an inscription at Tennangudi (P. 5. I. 107) we learn
that there were araiyars at Koraikkuricci and at Puttambitr.
The inscription describes how these two chiefs, who were
previously enemies, became reconciled, and celebrated the event by
agifttothe temple. This is the earliest inscription in the temple,
a’s reign (P. S. I. 105-108) from
* There are four inscriptions of Rajadhiraj
ati—
Of these one inscription (108) has the prabi
the 13th to the 30th year.

‘ tingalér tart, ete.’
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which may have been built in the 10th century.*
gives Rajadhiraja’s

pragasti

P. 8. 1.108

in full, and gives particulars of the

lands given to the temple at Tiruvéngaivasal as dévaddna.
PARAKESARI RAJENDRA II (C. 1052 to 1064 A. D.):

Rajéndra was crowned

on the battlefield of Koppam.

His

shorter prasasti mentions only his campaign in the Irattaipadi
or Calukya country, while the longer begins with tirumddu puviyennum (P.8.I. 112). There is a third form which begins
with tirumakal maruviya (P. 8. 1.111).
The Kalitigattupparani
and Vikramacdlan uld describe his valour at Koppam.
In the Calukya war of this reign, the crown prince

Rajakésari Rajamahéndra and Virarajéndra took the field,
and the victory is described in the records of each. The Calukya
king was defeated on the banks of Mudakkdyu.
Prof. Sastyj
thinks that this battle was the same as Kidal Sahgamam
mentioned in Virarajéndra’s records.
In 1054 an expedition was
led to Ceylon, in the course of w hich the Ceylones
e army was

routed, some princes were put to death and Vija
yabahu forced to
take shelter in a mountain fortress.

The crown prince Rajakésari Rajamahéndra died
in 1062-3
in the life-time of his father, and Rajakésari Virarajénd
ra the

brother of Rajéndra was anointed yurvaraja.
Pudukkéottai records of the reignt :

An inscription at Citttr in the State (P. 6, 7. 109) mentions

the installation and consecration of the image of Candragékh
aradéva in the temple by a lady named Sadiran
Vénangai.

*The original Céla structure at Tennafigudi has since
undergone
considerable modification, and the lion pillars and other parts
of the ruined
10th century Jaina temple of Sembattur near by have been utilised
in the
remodelling.

t There are six inscriptions of this reign (P. 8, I. 109-114).

of the

three

forms

of

his praSasti,

giving

a brief

narration

The shortest
of

hig

victories

beginning with that at Ivattapddi is found in Nos. 113 and 114; another
slightly more elaborate but having much in common with the first
and
beginning with tirw (makal) maruviya, ete., is given in Nos. 109, 110 and
111,
while the third, a longer form, beginning tru mddu puvi yennum, ete., is given
1௦ 112, The inscriptions belong to the 8rd and 5th years of his reign.
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The inscription is fragmentary,

noble family.

but it appears that she was of a

P. 8. 1.112 in the Kadambarkévil at Narttamalai is

of great interest. It shows that the town assembly, or Nagarattér,
distributed the revenue survey and accounts work of the village
among themselves.
Though their names are incomplete, with

the help of S. I. I. No. 22, we can recognize Vanavan Pallavaraiyan, the royal secretary, and Accudan (Acyutan) Raja Rajan
also called Tondaimanar, the survey officer. The same inscription
gives the names of some Chettis, most of whom bore the names
of Céla kings.
At Narttamalai, then known as Telingakulakala-

puram, there were influential Chetti merchants.

A Puvalaikkudi

inscription (P. S. I. 112) mentions a gift to the temple

intended

to-secure merit for two dignitaries of the court styled Attaninavar
and Attanikalan.
‘RAJAKESARI VIRARAJENDRA

(C. 1063 to 1069 A. D.):

There are two inscriptions * of this reign in the State, but in

neither has the prasasts been given.
Virarajéndra helped Vikramaditya, second son of the
Calukya king, Ahavamalla, to overthrow his elder brother
Somésvara and become king of the Western Calukyas.
He
married his daughter to Vikramaditya.
Parakésari Adhirajéndra déva succeeded his father Vfrarajéndra in 1070 with the help of his brother-in-law Vikramaditya,
but

was

only

assassination,

on

the

the

throne

direct

Cdla

for

a

line

few

of

weeks.

With

Vijayalaya

his

became

extinct.

Rajéndra

II, the Eastern Calukya prince and viceroy of
Véngi, was three-quarters Céla by blood. His mother and grandmother were Céla princesses.
His wife Madhurantaki was
* These are P. 8. I. Nos. 115 and 116 of the 7th and 24th years of the
The former is a Tamil verse. The year 24 conjecturally supplied in the
If the figure 24 is correct, it 15
text is too high for the reign of Virarajéndra.
the name

reign.

who also bore
probable that the inscription is one of Kuléttunga I.
Virarajéndra,
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how

far he

was responsible for the murder of Adhirajéndra, whom he succeeded in 1070
of the line.’

under

the title of Kuléttuhga I or ‘the reviver

Pudukkéttai records of the reign :

P.8. I. 115 at Vellanir mentions the construction of
an ardhamandapam
in the
temple there by Mudikonda
Nadalvar, a chief of Siruvay, the son of Malan, head of the Kalla
community, who styles himself the protector of the Céla crown.
Probably he was a general.
Resume :

the

The empire of the Célas of the VijayAlaya line was one
of
greatest Hindu
empires known
40 history; and the

territory now included
materially to its growth.

in the Pudukkéttai State contributed
This territory gave to the empire soldiers

and commanders, administrators, revenue officia
ls and surveyors.
It was

the

home

India and the
administered by

of merchants

Far East.
their own

who

carried

on trade all over

The towns and villages were
assemblies.
Though the Cédlas

lavished their resources on the irrigation
channels of the deltaic

regions, rain-fed areas such as Pudukk6ttai
were not neglected
but received due attention, and the State record
s speak of repairs

and reconstructions of irrigation sources.
The Vellala cultivators
seem to have led a happy and prosperous
life, and were able to
make donations to temples and charities.
Several temples,

Hindu and Jain*, were built in Pudukkéttai during
this period,
and though none of them is comparable in grandeur to the Rdja
Radjésvaram at Tanjore or the Célévaram at Ganga
ikonda
Célapuram, they are interesting examples of Céla art, and of
interest alike to the artist and the archeologist. Details of the
Céla system of administration are given later in this section.
* There are remains of two Jain

structural

temples

in

the

State

ime of Raja Raja I, one at Chettipatti, and the other at Sembattur.

of

the

Xx]
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THE VELIRS—THE IRUKKUVELS.
There is a legend in the Puyandntiyw (No. 201) which tells
how the Vélir came out ef the sacrificial fire-pit of a sage from
Northern India, and reigned for forty-nine generations over
Tuvarai, which commentaries on the Safgam poems identify
with Dvaraka

in Gujarat, but modern historians with Dvarasa-

mudra in Mysore.

Naccinarkkiniyar,

the commentator,

adds

that eighteen families of Vélirs came south with Agastya, and
established their rule in different parts of Tamilakam.

them

were

connected

with the Pudukkéttai

who ruled over the Mijalai

ing to the eastern
adjacent

the

and

king

Muttérrukkuyrams,

Some of

Vél Evvi
correspond-

and southern parts of the State and the

parts of the present

Pandya

State.

Tanjore district,

Nedujfijéliyan,

the

hero

was defeated by

of the

battle

of

Talaiyalanganam (see page 531 above).

The most renowned of the ancient Vél chiefs was Vél Pari,
whose. name was celebrated in Saint Sundaramtrti’s Tévéram.

He was highly praised by the poets for his benevolence and
patronage of men of letters. He is believed to have lived in
the second century A. D., and his territories, known as
M. E. R. 136 of
Payambunddu, were situated in Pandinddu.*
1903— + (S. I. I. Vol. VITI. No. 423) mentions that Tiruvadavir
in the Mélur taluk of the Madura district belonged to South

Parambunadu.

Inscription No. 435 in the same volume mentions

a temple called Pdérisvaram in Piranmalai on the south-western
border of the Pudukkéttai State. It is probable that Vél Pari’s
territories included Piranmalai and parts of the modern Ponnamaravati Revenue Firka. Pari was ‘invincible,’ and the Tamil
kings, despairing of ever slaying hiin in open battle, brought about
his death by stratagem. On his death, his friend, the bard Kapilar,

offered

Pari’s

daughter

in marriage

to Trungévél Evvi, but

since he refused to wed her, she was married to a Brahmin. i
*§, I. I. (=South Indian Inscriptions). Vol. VIII, Preface page iv.
+M. E. R.= Madras Epigraphical Reports,
t Puram.
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The only Vélir family about whom we have much information
is that of the Irukkuvéls, who ruled over Kodumbahir in the
K6énadu.

They claim to belong to the Yadava

clan,

and hence

one of them, named Samarabhirama, was styled Yaduvamsaketu.
The Periyapurdnam gives a brief account of another
named Idavgalindyandr, who ranks as one of the 63 Saiva saints,
and

in whose

family

was born Aditya, who

with Aditya Céla I, father of Parantaka I.

may

be identified

On the south wall

of the central shrine of the Mtivarkévil at Kodumbaltr, there is a
Sanskrit inscription (P. S. I. No. 14) in Grantha

characters,

the

opening verses of which

give a genealogical table which starts

from

name

ap chieftain

whose

is lost,

who

“vanquished

the

Pandya elephants.”
A descendant of his was Paravirajit, who
was succeeded by Viratunga, the conqueror of Malava or Mala-

nadu which lay between the modern Trichinopoly and Tanjore
districts, probably extending as far as Kollimalai.
Ativira

Anupama,
Sanghakrit,
Nrpakésari and Paradurgamardhana,
conqueror of Vatapi, are then mentioned.
The last-named was
succeeded by Samarabhirama Yaduvamsakétu, who married
Anupama, a Cola princess, and killed the Calukki at the
battle of
Adhirajamangala or Tiruvadi in the Tanjore district.
Calukki
here

does notrefer to the Calukyas, but means a local
chieftain.*

Bhuti Vikramakésari,
Kodumbalur

who is mentioned

in the inscription at

referred to above, was his son.
The Muyark6vil inscription gives the Sanskrit pragastt
of the chiefs and not their names, and it is therefore difficult to
identify the Irukkuyvél chiefs, mentioned in the inscriptions
in

the State and in the Trichinopoly and 'l'anjore districts, with the
names in this list. An inscription at’ Ténimalai (P. S. I. 9)
assignable on paleographic grounds to about the eighth century
A. D., mentions an Irukkuvél who honoured a Jain
Malayadhvaja by name, and made an endowment:
maintenance.

ascetic,
for his

“The Tamil word Salukki means a local chieftain
K. A. N. Sastri, J. O. R, VII, 1983-—pp. 1-10.

mannar),

(Kurunila
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P.S. I. 63 and 65 at Kudumiyamalai, of the twenty-first year
of the reign of a Parakésari believed to be Parantaka I (928 A. D.)

mention Madurantaka Irukkuvél also known as Accan or Adittan
He was.a conVikramakésari or Tennavan Irukkuvélar.

temporary of Rajakésari Aditya I and Parakésari Parantaka I,
and his daughter Adicca (Adittan) Pidari was married to
Arikulakésari, a son of Parantaka I.

Another Irukkuvél contemporary of Parantaka I and of
Gandaraditya was Mahimalaya Irukkuvél, also called Parantaka
Vira Célan or. Kufijaramallan.
P. 8. I. 22 at Kudumiyamalai,
of the third year of Rajakésari Gandaraditya, corresponding to
951-952 A. D., refers to a gift by Tirai Amman Udaiyal, a female

relative of the Udaiyar or chief Mahimalaya Irukkuvél. P.S. I.
24 records a gift of land by this chief to the Tiruvagnfsvara
temple at Cittur. P.§. I. 30 at Nfrpalani records a gift to the
temple made by this chief at his camp at Tiruppalatturai in the

Trichinopoly district.

P. 5. I. 255 is another of his records, but

it was later reinscribed by Maravarman Sundara Pandya
It mentions the chief’s title Kuvjaramallan.
19210.

I in

The Vélir chiefs of Kodumbalur aided Parantaka I in his
Pandyan campaigns. The Sinnamantr plates of the sixth year
of Pandya Rajasimha (C. 916 A. D.) give an exaggerated account

of a surprise Pandyan victory at Kodumbaltr.
It is not known

whether

Mahimalaya

and

Madurantaka

belonged to the main ruling family of Kodumbalur or to a collateral one.

Bhuti Vikramakésari of the Muvarkévil inscription referred to
above,

was

also

known

as

Tennavan

Ilangévélar

or

Maran

Pudiyar, or Parantaka langévélar, and was a contemporary of
Rajakésari Sundara Céla Parantaka II (C. 956 A. D. to 973 A. D.)

and Parakésari Aditya II (C. 956-969 A. D.).

Vikramakésari

the following
was an ally and vassal of the Céla emperor, and, as

genealogical

royal family.

table

shows,

was

closely

connected

with the Céla
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I Céla.

|
Piidi Adicca

A

பத ல

|

ள்

= Arifijaya Céla

Pidari

(a Kodumba-.

னி

me

lir princess).

(Vélir chieftain

of

|

Sundara Céla
Parantaka IT.

ரன

Anupama
= Samarabhirama
lir).

Kodumbé-

Varaguna (married to) Vikramakésari.

From this grant we learn that Bhuti Vikramakésari took a
prominent part in the campaigns against Vira Pandya. It is
further claimed that the Vélir chieftain defeated the Pallava
forces on the banks of the Kavéri, and put an end to the
Vancivél.*
The Pallavas mentioned here could not have been
the

Pallavas

rulers had

of

Kafici,

already

since

the

Simhavisnu

ceased to rule.

They

may

line

have

of Pallava

been the

Pallavarayars who had then come into prominence or, as Prof.
Sastri surmises,t the expression Pallavasyadhvajinyah in the
inscription

might

be

read

as

Vallabhasyadhvajinyah

meaning

Vallabha or Rastrakuta forces under Krsna III who invaded
the

Cola country towards the close of the reign of Parantaka I.
The Mivarkévil inscription mentions that Vikramakésari built
three temples to Siva in his own name and those of his two

wives—Karrali and Varaguna, built a monastery to an ascetic
of
the Kalamukha}! sect of Salvism, and endowed villages
to the

temple and the monastery.
Vikramakésari

had

two

sons

by

Karrali,

Parantaka

and

Adityavarman.
Prince Parantaka Siriyavélar headed an expedition to Ceylon during the Pandyan campaigns of Sundara Cola,
and there died in battle in C. 959 A. D.
Sembiyan

contemporary

Trukkuvélar, also called

of Parakésari

Uttama

Pudi

Céla.

Parantaka,

was a

P. S. I. 45 dated

* It may be that the name Vaiicivél refers to Pandya Rajasimha who burnt

Vafici.

t J. O. R. Vol. VII, page 7.
t Kdlamukhas or Asitavakras weve extreme Saivites.
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975-76 A. D. mentions a gift to the Mélaikk6vil

at Kudumiya-

malai by one of Sembiyan Jrukkuvél’s queens—Varagunanatti,
the daughter of a Muttaraiyar.

This record and P. 5. I. 31 which

mentions

a

the

Perumbidugu

elder

sister

of

Muttaraiyar, show

Vikramakésari,

who

married

that the Jrukkuvéls and the

Muttaraiyars intermarried.
P. S. J. 52 records a gift to the
Mélaikkévil by another queen of Sembiyan Trukkuvélar.
It is not known whether Sembiyan Irukkuvélar is iden-_
tical with Vikrama or Vira Céla Ilangévélar who married a
daughter of Paluvéttaraiyar, and is mentioned in an inscription
at Uyyakkondan Tirumalai in the Trichinopoly district (470 of
1908, 8. 7. 7. 1144-98) dated in the tenth year of the reign of a
Parakésari who may be identified with Uttama Céla.

P. 8. I. 23 at Kilattanaiyam, of the fourth year of the reign
of Raja Raja I (C. 989-990 A. D.) records a gift by Raja Raja
Here again it is doubtful whether this Hangéveél is
Ilangévélar.

the same as Mummudi

Cola Irukkuvél,

also called Irasingan

Uttama Silan mentioned in P. S. I. 26 at Cittir as having
made a gift to the God, thereafter joining the Céla army at
Kodumbahir, preparatory to marching northwards to Nolamba-

padi in modern Mysore. Mummudicc6la is a title of Raja Raja 1.
Rasifigan was the name of a Céra king, and the chief probably
bore it to commemorate his victory over him.

An inscription of the seventh year of Rajéndra I (1019Tirumalai (97 of 1892, S. I. I. iv,
1020 A. D.) at Uyyakkondan
644) speaks of a gift made by Sélai Irayasifigam, to secure merit
for her mother Dévan Perramai, the queen of Rajéndra Céla

Irukkuvélar.

Nothing more is known of this chief.

Up to the eleventh century, the Vélir chieftains of Kodumbaldr were the staunch allies of the Célas, fought against their
enemies, and: were closely connected with the Céla royal family

by marriage alliances.

their Céla overlords.

They bore the names

and surnames of
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We do not hear much of them after the reign of Rajéndra I.
The outstanding monument of the Irukkuvéls in the State is the
Muvarkévil at Kodumbalir.

mentioned

in one of the

The Mucukundésvara temple there,

inscriptions as Tiruppudisvaram* is

another Irukkuvél monument of the early Céla type.
One of the
Muvarkovil, the one built in the name of the king,—in all pro-

bability the central

one—is referred to in the Kanarese inscrip-

tion (P. S. I. 1086) as Vikramakésari svaram.
THE COLA EMPIRE

(CONTINUED).

THE COLA-CALUKYA

LINE.

RAJAKESARI KULOTTUNGA I (C. 1070-1122 A. D.t):
The

Eastern

Calukya,

Rajéndra

II,

Viceroy

of

Vengi,

assumed the name of Kulottunga I on his accession to the Céla
throne. Before he could establish himself on his new throne,
he had to repel the invasion

of Vikramaditya

VI,

the

Western

Calukya prince, who was eager to avenge the murder of his
brother-in-law Adhirajéndra (see page 599 above).
Kuldttunga’s

success was due to the help given him by Vikramaditya’s brother
Sémésvara.

Towards the close of the 11th century, Kuldttunga led two
expeditions into Kalifga, which are described in the poetical

work Kalingattupparani.
The second expedition was led by an
intrepid general, Karunakara 'ondaiman.
்

There were troubles in the Pandya country.

Cdla adminis-

tration came to a standstill while Kuléttunga was engaged in
the north, and the Pandya and Céra princes began to reassert
* Pudi, the Tamil

form

evidently his family name.

of Bhatti,

was

The title Pudi

the

title of Vikramakésari,

(= Bhiti in Sanskrit)

and

is associated

with the names of many Irukkuvél chiefs and their queens, and sometimes with

the names of places with which they were connected (e.g. Ptidivaykkal-—
8, 1.1, VITI, No. 550)—See. S. I. I. VITI Nos. 554, 560, from Tiruppalétturai

in Trichinopoly

District,

Nos.

601,

604,

608,

616,

618,

621,

623, 624, 626

and 627 from Tiruchendufai in the same district, and No. 668 from Andanallir
in the same district.
No. 555 from Tiruppalatturai and 602 from Tiruchen-

dufai mention the Tirupptid{Svaram shrine at Kodumbaltir.
Tt See K. A. N. Sastri: ‘Célas’ Vol. II, pages 48-49 and footnote on p. 127.
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and Céra nadus.
trative

had

Kuléttunga

their independence.

He

machinery,

but

to

607

reconquer the Pandya

was not able to restore the Cola adminishad

to

military colonies * in the south.

rest

content

with

establishing

Vijayabahu of Ceylon succeeded

in re-capturing the whole island.
Kuléttunga sent an embassy to China,
received one from Sri Vijaya. That there was
of trade between the Céla country and the Far
by a fragmentary Tamil inscription of 1088
Toewa

in Sumatra, which

mentions

the name

and in his turn
a growing volume
East 1s borne out
A. D. in Loboe
of a celebrated

merchant guild or corporation of South India, the Ttsat-dytrattu—
Aifttrruvar, which Prof. Sastri translates as “ the Five Hundred
of the thousand (districts) in the (four) quarters.”
Inscriptions
in the Pudukkdéttai State mention the charities of this guild in

the State (See page 578 above).
His prasastis :

Kuléttunga styled himself Tirubhuvana Cakravartin (the
ruler of the three worlds). There are a number of his pragastis,
but the one most usual in the State inscriptions _ begins
pukalmddu vilatiga or virumba.
Vassals, officers, etc.

A Palamandalappéraraiyar and his brother Anukkan are
mentioned in aTirukkattalai inscription (P. 8. I. 118). Palamandalappéraraiyar is a title which means ‘the great chief of many
n
Another inscriptioat
mandalams. > Who he was is not known.
a
Célamangal
the same place (P. 8. I. 119) mentions Rajéndra

Nad&l]van, also known as Araiyan Séndan, Araiyar of Karkuricci.
Vikramacéla Pallavataraiyan is mentioned in P. §. I. 121 as the

chief

of

Véésalippadippakkam

in

Rajéndra

Céla

Valanadu.

ந. §. I. 124 mentions Alagukanda Perumal Nadalvan, the chief

of Perumbtidanadu or Irumbanadu.
* Nilappadai,

©
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Inscriptions of the reign in the State :*
P. 8. T. 122

at Kalagakkadu,

east

of modern

Pudukkéttai

_town, mentions the Nagarattar, who constituted either the Town
assembly or a merchant guild. A Kudumiyamalai record
(P. 8. I. 125) mentions two Brahmins from the Telugu country,
brokers in the betel trade, who made endowments for the daily
offering of betel and areca-nuts to the. God there, and. the
grant was entrusted to the Town

stationed there.
mentioned in an

records
nadu,

a royal
and

Assémbly

and

the battalions+

The Town Assembly of Narttamalai is
inscription of this reign also.
7, 8, 7, 126

grant

recites

concerned with it.

the

to the Agastisvara
terms

of

the

temple

grant

and

of Irumbathe

officers

P. S. I. 127 in the Svayamprakagamtrti

temple at Idaiyatttr is a re-inscription of an old record of the
fifth year of a Parakésari, probably Parantaka I.
This temple,

originally built in the time of Parantaka I, may have been
renovated in this reign. The Sundaraja Perumal Kévil and the
Agastigvara temple at Irumbanadu are mentioned for the first

time in the records of this. reign.
11th century.
PARAKESARI VIKRAMA

COLA

They probably belong to the

(C. 1118-1185 A. D.) :t

Vikrama’s prasastis do not record any political event other
than victories won in the Kalinga and Telugu countries during
the period of his Viceroyalty in Vengi.

Vikrama succeeded in partially stemming the Western
Calukya advance over Vengi, and re-established his rule over the

southern half of the tract.

* Ten inscriptions may be assigned to this reign—P. 8.-I. 117-119, 121122, 124-137, and an unpublished inscription at Narttamalai, J. O. R. Vol.
VII, pp. 26-28; 1934.
These range from the sixth to the fifty-second year
of the reign.

Tt The ‘mtnrupadai-porkdyil

Kaikkélar’

and

the

nilappadai

428847 மாமா.

¢ P. 8, I. 128 is the only inscription of this reign in the State.

Paljiyili
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RAJAKESARI KULOTTUNGA II {C. 1183 to 1160 A. D.):

Kuléttunga II became heir-apparent about the year 1133—
His pragastis do not record
two years before his father’s death.
His records
any wars or expeditions, and his reign was peaceful.
mention that he was a.devout worshipper of the God Nataraja
at Chidambaram.

Kuldttunga

is identified with Anapaya, mentioned

in the

Periyapurdnam as the king who ‘covered the Pérambalam or
The
inner shrine of the Chidambaram temple, with fine gold.’

king was at first a great admirer of the Jain epic poem Jivakacintdmant, but Sékkijar

later

weaned

him

from

his

Jaina

propensities and composed at his request the Pertyapurdnam, the
epic history of the sixty-three Saiva saints, at least two of whom
belonged to the modern state of Pudukkéttai.
(See pages 573-4
above).
Vaseals, officers, etc. :
A Madattukkévil record (P. 8. I. 129) mentions a chieftain,
He
Tiruccirrambalam Udaiyan Védavanamudaiyan of Paiytr*.

is perhaps the same Tiruccirrambalam Udaiyan of Urattur who
figures as the vendee in P. 8. 1. 218 at Nirpalani.
Anapaya

Nadalvan,

a lord

of

as

Irumbali,

the

recora

describes him, figures in P. 8. I. 123. P. 8. I. 147 in the
Céligvara temple at Ponnamaravati mentions the chief Rajéndra
The Nigadarajas of Ponnamaravati
Célan Kéralan Nisadarajan.
and those of Tirnkkodunkkunram—the modern: Piranmalai, were
connected by marriage as other State records show.

Inscriptions of the reign :+
Another record, P. S. I. 120 in the Gékarnédvara temple
Tirugékarnam, mentions a Brahmin family who had emigrated
* If he

was

Tiruccitfambalam

a Pallavaraya,

he

may be

identified

Udaiydn, also called Perumanambi,

with

who

Kéarigaikulattir

placed Réjadhi-

raja II, on the throne, and distinguished himself in the Pandyan wars.

t P. 8, I. 120, 123, 129, 147 and 212 may be assigned to this reign: and
,
they range from the ninth to the thirteenth year,
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enjoyed the privilege of placing the

crown on the heads of the Céla rulers at their coronation.

PARAKESARI RAJA RAJA I (C. 1146 to 1178 A. D.):
Raja Raja shared the administration of the empire with his
father from 1146 until he became sole ruler in 1150.
His
prasastis describe him as a great patron of Tamil, and style him

muttamilkkut-talaivant, the patron

of the ‘three-fold’ Tamil,

as

Prof. Sastri translates it.

His empire nominally extended as far as the Gddavari in
the north, and eastern Mysore in the north-west. But a process
of attrition had begun within the empire.
The central authority
had considerably weakened, and the vassals, as inscriptions
prove, had succeeded in usurping royal authority.
Vassals, officers, etc.

A notable chieftain of this reign mentioned in State
inscriptions was Kuldttunga Céla Kadambarayan, also called
Tannan
Hdirillapperumal or the Lord who had no rival,
Viceroy of Uratturktrram ‘in Irattapadi

Konda

Céla Valanadu.

He made grants to the temples at Kudumiyamalai (P. 8. 7.
£35, 181 and 188) and at Madattukkévil (P. S. I. 138).
Among the signatories of another Kudumiyamalai inscription
(P. S.-I. 182), which is a royal grant, was the Udaiyar of
Palaiyantir, who may perhaps be identified with Annan Pallavarayan, also called Palaiyantrudaiyan—védavanam-udaiyan—

Ammaiyappan, who distinguished himself in the next reign.
The same record also mentions a Tondaiman who was a high
official in the Revenue Department.
Four inscriptions mention

Rajéndra
vati.!

Célan

Kéralan

Nisadarajan,

chief

of

Ponnamara-

* See page 601 above.

t Muttamil] here means iya] (prose and poetry), i$ai (that which is set to
music—musical

compositions)

and ndfakam

(drama).

$ See page 614 below for the Nisadarajans of this period.
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‘nscriptions of the reign.*
‘The inscriptions relate mostly to grants to temples, either by

the
P.

village or town
S. I.

186

or

at Kunnandarkévil
adjacent

of the

ndttars

assemblies

merchants

records

a fine of one ma

of offences against

guilty

or chiefs.

an agreement of the

to impose

villages

cultivable land on persons

by

of

person or

property.

RAJAKESARI RAJADHIRAJA II (C. 1163 to 1179 A. D,):

As there was no prince in the direct male line to succeed
Raja Raja II, Rajadhiraja, a grandson of Vikrama Céla by a
daughter, became king.
After Kuléttunga I’s death, the Céla-Pandya viceroys ceased
to exercise

any real authority

over

the Pandyan country, and

Pandyan princes, set up independent principalities. Towards
the close of the reign of Raja Raja II, the succession to
the rulership of Madura was
them, Parakrama, enlisted

Kulagékhara,

appealed
to the Céla emperor for help.

@eath of Parakrama,

large

disputed by two princes.
One of
Ceylonese help, and his rival,

Ceyicnese

his

army,

On the

son Vira Pandya, with

the help

defeated

at Kflanilaya

Kulasékhara

of a

(modern Kf] 4nilai in the State) and Ponnamaravati, and crowned

at Madura.

himself king

The Cola emperor Rajadhiraja then

sent his General Annan Pallavarayan to wrest Madura from Vira
Pandya and place Kulasékhara on the throne, which he successfully - accomplished.

$6

the

treacherous

the

Cédlas

across

the

Vellar.

theretipon

marched again on Madura,

replaced

Vira

‘Pandya

on

the

Kulasékhara made
chieftains who were

Marava

the

Ceylon, and drove

peace with

loys

But

Annan

deposed

throne.

Pallavarayan

Kulasékhara
To

and

commemorate

these expeditions, Rajadhiraja assumed the title cf Maduraiyum
உற உர. 19140 187, 181, 182, 184, 186- 188 and
fo the second to the nineteenth years, of this reign. .

190,

may

be assigned
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Tlamum hondarulina meaniug—‘‘
He who
Madura and Ceylon.” *

was

[cHaP.

pleased

to take

Vassals, Officers, etc. +

The Pallavaraya general Annan, also called Palaiyantr
Udaiyan-Védavanam Udaiyan Ammaiyappan, mentioned in the
Kudumiyamalai record (P. §. I. 182) of the previous reign,
distinguished

above.

himself

Another

in

the

Madura

officer of high

campaigns

rank

was

as narrated

Kuléttunga

Céla

Kidarattaraiyan, also called Sadiran Trasan, Araiyar of Kunriyur
nadu, who made a grant. to the temple at Pinnangudi(P. 8. I. 141),

and consecrated an image in the Tiruvéfgaivaéal temple, and

instituted a festival at which plays were acted (P. S. I. 139).
PARAKESARI

KOLOTTUNGA

The disruption

11 (C. 1178

to 1223 A. D.)

of the Céla empire

had begun, but Kulét-

tunga III’s personal ability put off the final catastrophe.

He

tried to weld together the different provinces, but not with much
success ; and before his death, the Pandyan kingdom had
become
really independent and powerful, and threatened to
overcome the

Céla empire.
Two

.

inscriptions

and 166) are unique

give

a

more

or

from

among

less

the Pudukkéttai State

all his known

complete

account

records

(P. 8. I. 163

since

they

of Kuldéttunga’s

military career, and add considerably
to the information
given by his numerous inscriptions elsewhere.
The prasasti toat
they embody records the improvements made
by the king to the
Chidambaram,
Trbhuvanésvaram,
Raja
Rajeévaram
and

other temples, his northern
the recapture of Kaficfpuram.

campaign against Vengi and
The three campaigns of the

Pandyan war are then mentioned.

In the first, Kuldéttunga

» “The inclusion of flam (Ceylon) in the title must be understood only
as

a claim to that kingdom

France, or as merely

like that set up by the English kings to the

throne

o

indicative of the military successes achieved by the Céla

ruler against the Ceylonese.”—Prof. Sastri: ‘Célas’ Vol. II, p. 107.
t P. S. I. 138-141 and 208 recording grants from the second
“h year may be assigned to this reiga.

to the
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deposed Vira Pandya and placed Vikrama Pandya, the successor
of Kulagékhara on the throne. This campaign must have been
undertaken

before

time

some

the

year

which

in

1182,

king

assumed the title of Maduraiyum Pdandiyan-mudiitalaiyum kondaruliya meaning—‘ He who was pleased to take Madura and the

crowned head of the Pandys.”*

Vira Pandya made an effort to

recover his kingdom, but was defeated at Nettur; he then sought

refuge at Quilon and at last surrendered.

‘his campaign was

The records then mention
undertaken some years before 1189.
Kuléttunga’s conquest of Ceylon, and the capture of Karuvur in

the Kongu campaign, after which the king wore the vigayamudi or
‘crown

of Victory.’

Then to win

the viramudi

or ‘ crown of

Valour’ he set out against the Pandya for the third time, invested
and

captured

Madura,

demolished

the

coronation-hall

of

the

Pandyas, ploughed its site with donkeys and sowed kavads
or cvarse millet on it. After a triumphal procession round the
city, he worshipped the God of Madura:
He finally restored the
kingdom to the Pandya.
This campaign must have taken place
about

1205, and the Pandya

Kulagékhara,

the

date

of

king must have been Jatavarnian
whose

accession

has

been

fixed

as 1190.

The Pandya-Kérala-Sinhalese alliance had all along defied
Céla authority in the south, and had never been completely
broken, notwithstanding the frequent victorious campaigns of
Pandya, the
Sundara
Maravarman
the Céla monarchs.

brother

and successor

of Jatavarman

Kulagékhara, assured of

country as
the help of his allies, carried the war into the Cola
far as Chidambaram, leaving behind a trail of plunder and
Kuldttunga III fled, but was finally restored to the
carnage.
Céla throne

on

his

acknowledging

Sundara

Pandya

as_

his

overlord. This war, which occurred about 1218, practically
marks the end of the Céla empire. The Céla power would have
become extinct but for the intervention of the Hoysalas.
* This is evidently an exaggeration.
he captured the Pandyay Crown.

Perhaps what was meant was that
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Vassals, officers, etc. :—-*
Kuléttunga
Edirilapperumal,

Céla
Kadambarayan, also
called
figures in this reign as a donor

Tannan
to the

temples at Sattantr (P. §. I. 146), Kudumiyamalai (P.8. I.
151), Madattukévil (P. S. I. 1380) and Karaiytr (P. 8. I.
157).
The Kuldttunga Cola Kadambarayan Terran Araigarkal
Afijappirandan, meaning ‘he of vast knowledge and a terror to
enemy kings’ mentioned in a Vayalogam inscription (P. S. I. 178)

is perhaps

a

different

Kadambaraya

chieftain.

Kuldéttunga

Céla Kidarattaraiyar is referred to in P. 8. J. 159, a Pinnangudi record.
P. S. I. 155 is a royal grant signed by a
number

of

chiefs

and

officers,

among

whom

were

Alagiya

Céla Tenkavirnattu Muvénda Vélan, and Tennavan Pallavadaraiyan.
Lankésvara, an officer under Raja Raja II and
Kuldttunga IIT, is mentioned
in a Kéttaiyur

220).

inscription

(P.S. I.

A Pillai (prince) Célakénar is mentioned in an Annavagal

inscription (P. 5. 1. 172). Vanadaraiyan, a Bana administrator,
is’ mentioned in a Sérantr inscription (P. §. I. 163) and a
Tondaiman

in two inscriptions

P. 8. I. 163 and 153.

The Nisadardjans appear to have ruled over the south-west
of the State and the surrounding country. The State inscriptions
refer to two Nigadaraja families, one of which ruled in Ponna-

maravati, and the other
malai).
(royal

in

Tirukkodunkunram-(modern

Piran-

P. 5. 1. 114 (1217A.D.) mentions a Pirattiyalvar
devotee)
Kannudaya
Perumal
who calls herself the

daughter of Nisadarajan Kéralandar, chief of Ponnamaravati, and
the queen of the Nisadarajan chief of Piranmalai.
The -Ponnamaravati chief was Rajendra Célan Kéralan, also called Viman

Rajéndra. In 1154 A. D. he built the Vimdnam of the Rajéndra
Céligsvaram-temple at Ponnamaravati,
installed and
consecrated the lingam, and made arrangements for the daily

service.

* 39 inscriptions in the State may be assigned to this reign P. S. I. 130,
143-—46, 148—80 and 220 extending from the second to the fortieth year of
the reign.
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He installed the goddess at Kallampatti and made grants to the
Nilamaiyalagiya * dévan Nisadarajan was
Sattantr temple.
the chief of Piranmalai referred to in the records of this

He

made

to the
ravati.

period.

to the temple of the Goddess at Kallampatti,

grants

Idaiyatttr

temple,

to a monastery

and

at Ponnama-

P. §. I. 245 of the 23rd year of the reign of the Pandya
Jatavarman Kulagékhbara I, (1212-13) refers to Tirukkodunkun-

Kéralan, of Ponnamaravati,

Udaiyan

ram

malai..

This record

the

the belief that

read

two

the lord of Piran-

with P. 8. I..174 (1217 A. D.) leads to

Nisadaraja

and. Piranmalai were united
beginning of the 13th century.

families of Ponnamaravati
the

under

same

chief

at

the

Kuléttunga ITI was a great temple-builder, and a number of
temples in the State were built in his reign.
1.5.1. 158
at Kadambarkévil, Narttamalai, mentions for the first time that
the lands belonging to the Arhardévar or Tirthankara of the

monastery of Tirumanamalai were

sold to a Hindu

and made tax-free on his endowing them

RAJAKESARI

merchant

to the temple.

RAJA RAJA III(C. 1216 to 1257 A. D.). t

The Hoysalas in the north-west

and

the

Pandyas

in the

south were the chief powers in South India. The Telugu Cédas,
a branch of the Céla house, held sway in Nellore and the

adjoining country.
waxed

powerful

‘The Kadavas, a branch of the Pallavas, had

in Kudalur and Séndamangalam in the modern

Raja Raja was a weak king, and under
South Arcot district.
He broke the
him, the Céla empire suffered further reverses.
terms of the treaty with. Maravarman Sundara Pandya I and

went to war with him.

Sundara

Pandya

drove back the Céla

army, captured the Céla capital, and drove out Raja Raja.
Képperufijinga, the most powerful of the Kadava chieftains,
* Also called Véramalagiya in some inscriptions in the Ramnad

District.

4 P. 8. L. 183, 185, 193—196, 198 and 199 ranging from the second to the

Raja III,
thirtieth year may be assigned to the reign of Raja
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captured the Céla king and kept him a prisoner till he was
released and regained his throne with the help of the Hoysalas.
Vassals, officers, etc :—
A Péraiytr inscription (P. 8. I. 193) mentions Sriman Mahapradani Meycatrukandan Samantan, chief, general and minister.
Meycatrukandan means ‘ destroyer of personal enemies.’ He was
perhaps the officer who was to subdue the treacherous vassals
and chiefs who rose in rebellion in the reign of Rajéndra III, and
safe-guard the person of the king.
Kalingarayan, also called
Tiruvan Araiyapperumal (P. 8. I. 194), Kidarattaraiyan, also
called Tiruvudaiyan Udaiyapperumal, and Tirubhuvana Vira
Kidarattaraiyan also called Tiruvudaiyan Viramalagiyadévan,

(P. S. I. 195) are other officers mentioned
tions.

in the State inscrip-

PARAKESARI RAJENDRA III (C. 1246 to 1279 A. D.).*
Rajéndra TI] was an abler king than Raja Raja IIT. He
avenged the humiliation that had been inflicted on his house by

defeating Mayavarman Sundara Pandya IT (acc. 1238) who had
none of the abilities of Maravarman SundaraT.
The Hoysala
king, hitherto the ally of the Célas, now lent his support to the
Pandyas, and Rajéndra turned to the Telugu Cédas
of Nellore
for help.

The accession of Jatavarman

marked

the rise of the

Pandyan

Sundara

empire

Pandya

I in

1251

to the hegemony of

South India.
The Hoysalas once more allied themselves with
the Célas in order to stem the tide of Pandyan expansion. Before
1258 A. D., however, Jatavarman Sundara succeeded in inflicting a crushing defeat on the Célas and the Hoysalas. The Céla
dominions became a province of the Pandya empire, and were
henceforward

known

as

Célamandalam,

later

corrupted

into

Thus disappeared from the scene one of the most
Coromandel.
glorious Hindu empires known to Indian History.
* P. S. I. 200 is of the seventh year of the reign of Rajendra ILI,
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Cola-Calukya monuments in the State :—
The Vignu and Siva

temples at Irumbanadu are first men-

tioned in the inscriptions of the reign of Kuléttunga I, and may be

assigned to the second half of the 11th century. The Rajéndra
Céligvaram temple at Ponnamaravati was constructed, and the
‘idol installed, by Rajéndra
of Ponnamaravati,

at Kallampatti

Célan

Kéralan Nisadarajan, a chief

about 1150 A. D;

was built by

and

the Madfsvara

temple

the same chief about 1157, as the

name of the temple, Rajéndra Célisvaram, indicates.

The earliest

inscriptions in the following temples belong to the twelfth century,

and it is probable that they were all built in that century, or
towards the end of the 11th century :-the Pungavanésvara temple
at Pinnangudi, the Uttamanathasvami temple

at

Kiranur,

the

Umapatisvara temple at Sattantir, the Siva and Vignu temples
at. Kéttaiytr, the Siva temples at Tirumanafijéri and Irumbali,
the Sundara Célisvaram at Kulatttir, the Perumal Kévil at
Séndamangalam, the Vyddhapurigvara temple at Annavasal, the
Visvanatha Svami temple at Vayalakam (Vayal6égam), the

Kadalfsvara temple at Tirukkalambtr, and the Svayamprakagamurti temple at Sundaram.
In the following temples the
earliest inscriptions belong to the 13th century :~the Tirumahganisvara temple at Karaiyur, the Siva temples at Perumanadu,

Palankarai,

Minavéli,

Tiruvidayapatti,

Pilivalam

and Valara-

manikkam.
Early in the 13th century we hear of the Amman
shrines in the temples at Ponnamaravati and Kudumiyamalai,
and ofa number of new maydapams erected in the latter temple.

The earliest inscription in the Raja Rajésvaram temple at
Tiruvétptir—the modern Tirtvapptr, a suburb of Pudukkéttai
town, is dated in the twenty-fourth year of the reign of
Kuldéttunga III and this temple was probably built in the reign

of his predecessor Raja Raja IT (C. 1146-63 A. D)).
The Siva temples at Sérantr, Adanakkottai, Perungalir
and Vaittir are known as Kuldttuhga Célisvaram, * and may
* Kuldttungésvara is aleo mentioned by its synonym Vamsdddhdraka,
78
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have been built in the reign cf Kuléttunga III.
The stalapurdnam of Tiruvarangulam says that Kalmdsapdda, meaning

Karikdla,

built

this

temple.

Karikdla

is one

of the titles

assumed by Raja Raja II (C. 1146 to 1163 A.D.) and Kuléttunga
III (C. 1178 to 1216 A. D.). According to P. 8. 1.174 of the
39th year (C. 1217-18 A. D.) of the reign of Kuléttunga III, the
Amman shrine in this temple was built by Kannudaiyaperumal,
queen of the Nigadaraja chief of Piranmalai and daughter of the
Nisadaraja chief of Ponnamaravati.
This record falls rather
late in the reign of Kuléttunga IIT, and the original

shrine may

have been built either in the beginning of this reign or in that
of Raja Raja 14.

ம. 5. 1, 369 dated 1266°A. D.—the 14th year of the reign of
Jatavarman Vira Pandya I-the earliest inscription in the Siva
temple at Ambukkévil, calls the shrine Vira Radjéndra Cdligvaram,

evidently after one of the names of Kuléttunga III.
architectural style,
Kuléttunga ITI.

the temple

The Jain cave-temple

may

From its

be assigned to the time of

on the Mélamalai

at Narttamalai,

familiarly known as Samanar
kudaku, was converted into a
Vignu shrine in the reign of Maravarman Sundara Pandy
a I.

An inscription of the 12th year of his reign (1228 A. D.) refers
to the consecration of the

Vignu

images

and

the

goddesses in

this cave-temple.
This and another inscription (P. S. I. 158 of
the 27th year of the reign of Kuléttunga IIL) indicate
that about
the beginning of the 13th century Jainism was on the
wane.
Resume :—

The empire founded by Vijayalaya and built up by Raja Raja
the Great, and his illustrious son Rajéndra I began to decline in
the 12th century. Kuléttunga I was perhaps the last of the
great Céla monarchs.
The central authority weakened after
his time ; and the feudal vassals became independent chieftains in
all but name.
The Pandya-Kérala-Sinhalese
combination,
though frequently beaten, had never been dissolved.
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The Céla-Pandya viceroys of the South, set up by Rajéndra I,
had ceased to exercise authority after the reign of Kuldéttunga I.
The

area

now

covered by the Pudukkéttai State does not seem

to have come completely under the jurisdiction of these viceroys.
There is only one Céla-Pandya inscription in the State (P. 8. I,
242 at Perundurai).
The distribution of the Céla inscriptions in the area now included in the Pudukkéttai State leads to
the

conclusion

that

the

State

was

under

direct

Céla rule till

some time before the close of the reign of Kul6ttunga IIT, since
his records are found practically all over the State. After this
reign we find a number of Pandya inscriptions with high sounding pragastis declaring that the Pandyas were the real rulers
of the territory. During the last years of the reign of
Kuléttutga ITI, the south-western part of the State, south of the

Vellar and west of the present

Pudukkéttai—Karaikkudi road,

had passed into Pandya hands, as the distribution of the inscrip-

tions of Jatavarman

reign
Pandya

indicates.
I (acc.

Kulasékhara

The inscriptions
1216 A.D.)

cover

Pandya’s (acc. 1190 A. D.)

of Maravarman
a much

wider

Sundara
area

from

Tirumayam in the south to Kodumbahir and Nfrpalani in the
north, and from Ponnamaravati and Idaiyattur on the west to
Valaramanikkam in the south-east, and Tiruvarangulam and
Palankarai in the modern Alangudi Taluk. Raja Raja III seems
to have recovered the northern part of the State; and the records
of his reign are to be found at places between Nirpalani on the
north and Mélattaniyam in the south, allin the western half of
the State. We know at present of only one inscription of the

reign of Rajendra III in the State.

In the time of Jatavarman

Sundara Pandya I (acc. 1251 A. D.) the whole State was under

Pandya rule.
SEMA PILLAIYAR:
It has generally been believed that Rajéndra ITI had two

sons one of whom was called Séma Pillaiyar.

Prof. Sastri points

out that the expression ‘nammagan,’ meaning ‘our son’ by
which this prince is referred to in an undated ‘inscription of
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at Tirukkannapuram (A. R. E. 515 of 1922) was

often

applied to feudatories in Céja inscriptions. It is therefore
doubtful whether Séma Pillaiyar was really a sou of Rajéndra.
In P. 8. I. 427-437, of the reign of Jatavarman Vira
Pandya (acc. 1258), Séma Pillaiyar is designated ndyandr or
king and Sdmantan or vassal chief, and gifts to temples were
made in his name by Bhuvanasisiga Déva, an ahambadi mudalt
or chief officer of the royal household.

He is also mentioned

in

ந. 8. I. 443 at Tiruvidaiyappatti, belonging to the reign of
Maravarman Kulasékhara I. He was therefore a feudatory of
Jatavarman

Vira

Pandya

I

(acc.

1253)

and

Maravarman

Kulasékhara Pandya I (acc. 1268 A. D.). *
There are four inscriptions in the State in which Séma
Pillaiyar is mentioned; he is styled Ndvilangddharan, Arasakandardman, Alagiya Séman, Arulperiya Candé{varan
and Tiruvambalapperumd].
In an incomplete inscription (P. §. I. 1119),
the village of Tenvaytr or Temmayir in the Kolatttr
Taluk is
called Arasakandaramankéttai.
Evidently this prince had-a fort
there.
P.S. I. 1054 at Sembattur records that he renovat
ed the
main shrine of the Tiruvaiyarudaiyar temple.
P.S. 1.1057 ona

wall of the Amman shrine in the Tirumanafijéri
temple records
that the shrine was built by this prince. An
inscription in the
* The earliest inscription in the State in which
Séma Pillaiyar

is mentioned
is No. 371 of the 14th year of Jatavarman
Vira Pandya, corresponding to A. D.
1267-8.
P. 8. I. 427-486 which also mention
him are attributed in the

“Chronological list of Inscriptions’
ascended the
P. 8. I. 443

Kulasékhara II (ace. 1314).
the dates

to the Jatdvarman

of the earliest

and

is

Pandya

who

This gives us a period of about 60 years between
latest inscriptions

in the

Pillaiyar is mentioned, which seems rather too long.
ma

Vira

throne in 1296-7, and are dated from A.
D. 1300 to 1310.
is assigned to the 10th year (A. D. 1824)
of Mardvarman

mentioned

in

the

Tirukkannapuram

feudatory of Rajéndra III Céla (acc. 1246),

State in which Séma

We must not forget that

inscription

as

an

important

Taking everything into considera-

tion, it seems safe to assign inscriptions Nos. 427

to 486

to Jatavarman Vira

parts

of the State between

Pandya I in which case the dates will range from A. D. 1257
to 1267, and
No. 443 to Mafyavarman Kulagékhara I dating it A. D. 1278.
We may

therefore

conclude

that

Séma

about A. D. 1267 and 1278.

Pillaiyar governed

ஊரா]
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temple

at

Tiruvarangulam

(P.

S.

I.

621

1063)

mentions

a

plantation given by Araéakandaraman to the temple.
Séma

must

have

administered

a large

part

of the

State

judging by the distribution of his inscriptions.
THE SECOND

PANDYAN

EMPIRE.

Events that led to the establishment of the second empire :
With the flight of Rajasimha (see page 554) the Pandyan
kingdom lost its independence for about three centuries from

920 A. D., and was a province of the Céla empire.
line was not however extinct.

When

The

ruling

the Rastrakuta Krena III

attacked the Céla empire, Vira Pandya rose against the Céla
Governor, but was finally subdued.
Raja Raja, the Great,
reconquered

the South, and

changed

Raja Raja Pandinadu, which included

the name of Pandinadu

to

the southern part of the

State.
Rajéndra I appointed his son as viceroy of the Pandya
and Céra countries with the title of ‘Céla-Pandya.’
For
nearly fifty years, up to about 1070 A. D., the Céla Pandyas ruled
over the South.
There is an inscription at Perundurai in the

State (P. S. I. 1242) of the twelfth year of the administration of
Jatavarman Sundara Céla-Pandya.
The troubles preceding and
following the accession of Kuldttutiga I to the Céla throne gave
the Pandya princes of the old family an opportunity

to reassert

themselves, and the rule of the Céla-Pandya viceroys came to an
end.
Jatavarman Srivallabha, who was contemporaneous with
Kuléttunga I, reigned over the Pandya country.
P. 9. I. 263

in the Agastisvara temple at Kéttaiyir in which the pragasts
beginning with the words ttrrumadandaiyum jayamadandaiyum
occurs, mentions a royal grant of tax-free dévaddna land to the
templé, which the king Srivallabha made when seated on the
throne called Péndya rdjan in the hall called A lagiya-Pandyan

in his palace at Madura.
some

sort of authority

The next three princes who exercised |
over

the

State

were

Maravarman

Parakrama Pandya (C. 1100), Jatavarman Parantaka Pandya
(C. 1120), and Mayavarman Srivallabha (C. 1182).
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About the middle of the 12th century, two rival claimants
contended for the throne of Madura.
One of them, Parakrama

Pandya, was helped by the Ceylonese, but bis rival Kulagékhara
succeeded in capturing Madura and killing him (C. 1162).
Thereupon the Sinhalese general Lankapura landed in India, and
defeated Kulagékhara at the battles of Kflenilaya,—the modern
Kijanilai—and Ponnamaravati, both in the State, and placed
Parakrama’s son Vira Pandya onthe throne.

The Céla Emperor

sent help to Kulasékhara, and the Céla general Annan Pallava
rayar restored him to the throne of Madura.
Kulasékhara, however, deserted his Céla overlord and ally,

and joined the Sinhalese. Annan Pallavarayar again marche
d
on Madura and set Vira Pandya on the throne. How long
this Pandya

ruled

is not

known;

but

in

the reign of Kulét-

tunge IIT he rose against the Célas, and relying on the traditional
Pandya-Céra-Sinhalese
coalition tried to overthrow Céla
dominance.
In his first campaign in the South, Kuldéttunga
placed Vikrama

Pandya,

son of Kulasékhara, on the throne of
Madura (C. 1180), while in the second, he
defeated the armies of
Vira, Pandya and his allies. Two Pudukk6ttai
inscriptions of

Kuldéttutiga III, No. 163 at Sérantr, and No.
166 at Kudumiyamalai, which contain the prasasti beginni
ng with the words
puyal vdlitu, a variant not so far
found in any other inscription,
the first dated in the 31st year of the
reign, and the second in

the 34th, carry the story of the Céla
emperor’s campaigns much
farther
than any other record, mentioning a
third campaign

and
how after his final victories, he assumed
the vijayamudi or
“crown of victory,’ and viramudt
or ‘crown of heroism,’
worshipped at the temple at Madura to which
he made rich

grants, arid finally restored the kingdom
to Vikrama Pandya.
P.-8. I. 681 and 632 in the Balasubrahmanya
temple

at

Kannantr in the State, dated in the 15th year of
Vikrama
Pandya’s reign, and P. §. I. 633 and 634 in the Karukamanikk
a
Perumal temple at K6ttaiyur dated in his 20th year, register
the
orders of Lankégvara, a general and officer of Kuldttunga II]
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cancelling the taxes on the dévaddiam
that

Vikrama

Pandya

ruled

over
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lands, and these prove

Madura

as

the

vassal

of

Kul6ttunga IIT.
JATAVARMAN KULASEKHARA 1 (C. 1190 to 1217 A. D.)*:
The accession of Jatavarman Kulasékhara marks the
establishment of the second Pandyan Empire. P. 8. I. 246, in
the

rock-cut

temple

at

Malaiyakkévil,

contains

his

prasasti

beginning with the words puvinkilattt meyvirriruppa, and refers
to the cancellation of taxes on dévaddnam lands.
No. 244 at
Tirukkalambir and 245 at Ponnamaravati refer to gifts by

Kéralan Nigadarajan
his inscriptions

of Tirukkodufkunram or Piranmalai.

referred

to on pages

609,

610

and

In

614 above

Kéralan Nigadarajan dated his grants by the regnal years of the
Céla Emperors, but about 1199 A. D. he seems to have transferred

his allegiance to Jatavarman Kulagékhara Pandya.
P. S. I. 331
to 237 mention a feudatory Kandan Aludaiyan (or Avudaiyan)
also called Kalvayil Nadalvan and his brother Kandan Alagukanda Perumal.
The south-western part of the State as far north as the
Vellar was included in Kulasékhara’s territories, which extended
over the modern Madura, Ramnad, and Tinnevelly districts.

MARAVARMAN SUNDARA PANDYA I (Ace. 1216 A, D.).
This monarch extended his kingdom at the expense of Céla
territory in a campaign begun in the third year

of his reign,

in

which he destroyed Uyaiytir and Tanjore, and put to flight the Céla

Raja Raja III who was only restored to his throne after paying
homage to the Pandya.
Sundara Pandya then assumed the
titles Sénddukonda meaning ‘ He who captured the Céla country’;
Sénddukondu Mudikonuda Colapurattu-virar-abhisékham-panni-

aruliya,-"He

who was pleased to take the Céla

country

and

perform, Virdbhisékham} at Mudikondacélapuram, ’ and Séndduvalangi-aruliya—‘ He who was pleased to restore the Célanadu.’
* P.§. 1. 244 to 246
regnal year is 26,

and 333 to 337 belong to this reign.
.

The highest

+ Vérdbhisékham is the ceremonial anointment of a victorious warrior,
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In C. 1234-35, Raja Raja again rebelled but was easily defeated.
Raja Raja III recovered his throne with the aid of the Hoysalas.
In the time of Narasimha II the Hoysalas were connected by
marriage with both the Célas and the Pandyas, and Narasimha’s
military and diplomatic interference secured

the continuance

of

the Céla monarchy for some years longer.

Inscriptions of the reign.—A number of inscriptions at
Neivadal, and in the reconstructed Vignu temple at Munasgandai,
mention Gangaiyarayan Kandan Udayaficeydan, a native of
Niyamam who enjoyed a jivitam, or grant of land for military
services, in
Neivasal
and
the adjacent
villages.
Other
Gangaiya chiefs or officers mentioned

Gangaiyarayan

(P. 8. I. 255

are Arrérudaiyan

at Kudumiyamalai)

and

Ponnan

Kandan

Akkam Perumal Gangaiyan (P. 8. I. 303 at Neivasal).
The
Gangaiyarajas, who came into prominence as chiefs
and generals

under the Pandya kings, continued to exercise authority in the

country now included in the State till about the 16th century,
and renovated and endowed many temples.
Arrérudaiyan
Ponnan

Gangaiyarajan,

for

example,

prdkdram of the Sikhanathasvami

widened

temple

at

the

narrow

Kudumiyamalai.

They exercised considerable authority, abolishing
some taxes and

imposing others. Other officers mentioned in
inscriptions are
Kalvayil Nadalvan Kandan Avudaiyan (P. §, I. 252),
Tyagafi
Cfriyaperumal, probably a prince of the blood,
(P. 8. I. 256),

Dévan kilavan Céla Divakara Mtivénda Vélar
of Karaiyur
(P. S. I. 266), Sankaran Kandan, also known
as Kalikadinda
Pandyadévan of Kolattur (P. 8, 7, 290), and Terran
Araiyar-

kalafijappirandan, also known

as Kadambarayan,

a viceroy or

administrator.
Only one form of the king’s prasastis, that
beginning with the words puimaruviya-tirumadandaiyum, occurs

in the State inscriptions—P. S. I. 250, 256, 290 and 393.
A Kéttaiyur inscription, P. S. I. 270, reco ds that the king issued

royal orders from the audience hall Olakkappalliyarai in his
palace

at

Madura.

An

inscription

in

the

Ramnad district,—

00117]
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No. 77 of 1916 dated in the seventh year of this reign, refers to a

throne called Malavardyan at Ponnamaravati.

In the body of

P. 8. I. 326 two engraved figures of the carp, the emblem
Pandyas, occur.

of the

The inscriptions of the reign mention various taxes, sales of
land by auction,

and mutual arrangements made by villages to

irrigate their lands.

These are briefly examined in a later part

of this section dealing with the Céla and Pandya administrative

system.

P.§. I. 288 at Péraiytir mentions

the sale of village-

sites in auction by the temple authorities, in order to form anew

extension named Kulasékharaperunderu.
P. 8. I. 310 at Kéttaiytir mentions

the levy of oppressive

taxes by the Hoysala generals who were camping in the. south.
The residents of Kéttaiytr had no money in the temple treasury

and had to sell their land in public auction.
Idaiyattur mentions a similar sale.

7, 8.1. 809 ஷீ

As mentioned above, the Sikbanathasvami temple at
Kudumiyamalai was renovated during this reign, and the inner

prakdram and entrance were widened.

P. 8. I. 279 and 395

record that the Amman shrine of the Tirumalaikkadambar temple
at Narttdmalai was built by Marududaiyan Periyadévanudaiyan.

P. S. I. 281 refers to the consecration of the Vignu images in the
cave temple on the Mélamalai at Narttamalai which had
previously been a Jain shrine."
The

inscriptions

of Mayavarman

Sundara

Pandya

I+

are

distributed over a wide area in the State from Ponnamaravati
and Neivasal in the south to Kolatttr and Nfrpalani in the north,

and from Idayatttir in the west to Tiruvarahgulam in the east.
* From

a newly

discovered

inscription

on the

basement

of the mukha

mantapam, dated in the 45th year of the reign of Kuldttutiga I (~ A. D. 1115),

we learn
century.
reign;

that it was already a Vaisnavite temple in the beginning of the 12th
(See J. 0. BR. Vol. VITI, page 25).

1 2.8.1. 247 to 327, 467, 468, 506, 518 and 520 may be assigned to this
the highest regnal year being 28,

79
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JATAVARMAN KULASEKHARA II (Acc, 1238):

Kulasékhara as heir-apparent ruled jointly with
Pandya for about two years.

Sundara

ம. 8. 1. 328 and 329 at Neivagal are the two inscriptions of

his reign in the State.
They are dated in his second year
(1239 A. D.) and refer to remission of taxes by Kandan
Udaiyan

Ceydan Gangaiyarayar of Niyamam.

MARAVARMAN SUNDARA PA NDYA II (Acc. 1238) :
Another joint-ruler, Sundara Pandya,

became

the sole

ruler

in about A. D. 1239 and reigned till about 1253.
Inscriptions in the State and outside refer
frequently to
Hoysala incursions, and Sundara had to resist
their apparently
friendly but meddlesome influence.
Under him, however, the

‘Pandyan

kingdom

suffered

no

decaying Céla kingdom also.

diminution,

and

he ruled the

Inscriptions of this reign :
Seven inscriptions, P.8.I. 338
to 343 and 472, ranging
from the 2nd to the 12th regn
al years may be assigned to
this

reign.
P. S. I. 388 to 339 refer to repa
irs to the
Vayalégam temple.
P. 8.1. 340 and 341 mention a
dispute
between
the Saivites

and

Vaisnavites

of

Tirumayam

which
resulted in the stopping of the dail
y services in both the Siva and
Vignu temp

les.
The Hoysala general Appanna
Dandanayaka
who was camping there conven
ed a general assembly of the
residents of the district, cities and
villages, and the religious heads
and Araiyars of Virudarajabhaya
nkara Valanadu, and settled

the dispute to the satisfaction of both
the parties.
JATAVARMAN SUNDARA PANDYA
I (Acc. 1281):

In this reign the Célas suffered complete
eclipse.

stormed the fort of Kannantr

put

the

Hoysala

in

the

Trichinopoly

Viraséméévara to flight.

Sundara
district and

Then he conquered

Séndamatigalam and subjugated the Pallaya or Kada
va_chieftain. Kongu also was subdued. Thus, before he had been
seven
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on
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the throne Jatavarman Sundara Pandya

under his rule practically
Travancore

Ceylon.

as

He

far

north

styled

the

whole

as Nellore

himself

had

of South

India, from

and Cuddapah,

mahardjddhirdja

brought

or

and

also

paramount

sovereign.

Inscriptions of this reign :
£, 5. 7. 954-956 refer to a Gangaiyaraya chieftain who
granted villages to the trustees of the Kailasanatha temple at
Adantr.

One of the donees

was

Vannakkan

Sellappillai,

also

called Parakrama Pandya Amarakénar, who is mentioned as a
lessee in P. §. I. 351 also. The village given to him originally
belonged to a Secretary of the chieftain, Sankaranarayana
Pallavarayar. It was confiscated for his default in payment
of taxes. Virdchilai and Kurundanpirai are mentioned as
padaipparru, or villages held under, military tenure.

P. 8. I. 345 and 349 mention repairs to the Varagunégvara
temple at Oliyamangalam, and 368, repairs to the Madattukkévil

temple.

P. 8. I. 353 is a royal

service

called

Rdjardjan

Parvatagiriévara temple
king.

Sundara

order

instituting

Pdndyan

Sandhi

a

daily
in

the

at Kunnandarkévil in the name of the

JATAVARMAN VIRA PANDYA I(Joint-king: Acc. 123):

Sundara Pandya was ably assisted by Vira Pandya, who
came to power in 1253 and ruled jointly with him. The inscriptions

of

Vira

Pandya

corroborate

the

main

facts recorded in

those of Sundara. Vira Pandya played an important role in the
establishment of Pandya hegemony in the’ middle of the 13th
century, and the reign of these two kings is a brilliant page in
Pandyan history.
Inscriptions of Vira Pdndya’s reign:
P. 8. I. 370 at Perufgahir, 372 at Irumbanadu

Kodumbahir

contain the pragasti beginning

with

and

the

379

at

words

* Fifteen inscriptions P. 8. I. 844-858 ranging from the 2nd (1253 A. று),
to the 17th year (1267 A. D.) may be assigned to this reign,
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kongilankondu and referring to the conquest of Kongu and [lam
or Ceylon, to the destruction of a hill-fort of the Vadugas
(Kanarese or Telugus ?) and the capture of both banks of the
Ganges (?) and the Kavéri. P.8.I. 370 also mentions that
the king received tribute from the Kadava Perufijinga.

P. 8. I. 366 in

the

Mélaikk6vil

at

Kudumiyamalai

is

unique in containing ‘an elaborate pragasti of the king beginning

tirumakal-valarmulai-tirumdrpu-talaiya, and will
bear brief
examination as throwing light on the relations between the
Pandyan kingdom and Ceylon in this period, and
“incidentally
also on South

India’s

live

contact

with

the Hindu

kingdoms

across the seas, a contact of which we have only a very few
traces left in contemporary records.’* This inscription gives
a

list

of

kingdoms

in India

tribute to Vira Pandya,

and

among

beyond

which

the

seas

which

sent

are mentioned Kadaram

in the Malay Peninsula which ‘belonged
Vijaya, and Cinam or China.
Prof. K.

to the Empire of Sri
A. Nilakanta Sastri

rightly observes,—‘‘ Tt will be seen that this
is court-poetry,

not

history; the names of countries have been
chosen with a view to

euphony and metrical effects, and there
is no attempt here to
state facts.” The particular historical fact
that we glean from
this prasasti is that Vira Pandya killed
one of the kings of
Ceylon, captured

his army, treasures and paraphernalia,
hoisted

the Pandyan flag bearing the two carp on
the peaks of Kénamalai and Trikutagiri and forced another
king to surrender.
Finally, ‘the son of Savaka(n) who had previous
ly been recalcitrant and hostile came and prostrated himself
(before Vfra
Pandya) and was duly rewarded.’ The Savaka
‘mentioned in
this inscription is not Java alone, according to Prof.
Coedés
* Prof.

K.

A.

Nilakanta

Sastri

has

discussed

the

significance

of

this
Kudumiydmalai inscription in his paper—The Ceylon Expeditio
n of Jatdvarman
Vira Pdudya published in the Proceedings and Transa
ctions of the Eighth All-

India Oriental Conference, Mysore.
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‘The Sdvakans of this inbut means Indonesia * as a whole.
scription are probably Candrabhanu and his son, two adventurers
from Indonesia, who ruled by right of conquest overa part of
for a time.
Ceylon and had to acknowledge Pandyan suzerainty

Among the feudatories mentioned in the State inscriptions
of this reign are Kandan Alagukanda Perumal Gangaiyarayan

This

(P. S. I. 360 and 375) and Dévar Vanadaraya(P.S.1.375).

Vanadarayan was perhaps the same .as the Maveli Vanadaraya

mentioned in P. §. I. 380 whose men were defeated by Tiruk2. 5. 1. 378 records a gift
kodunkunra Nadalvan at Idaiyattur.
to the Tiruvarahgulam temple by a chief of Arantangi. Perungudi

is referred to in P. 8. I. 364 as a padaipparru, or village held
under military tenure.
P. §. I. 366 records the consecration

of Aruvudai

Malai-

matigaiyar, the goddess of the Mélaikkévil temple at Kudumiyamalai, by Nacci, a dancing girl, and the gift of a village to this
The reconstrucshrine by the king when camping at Karaiytr.
tion of the Siva temple at Sundaram is mentioned in P. 8. 1. 382.

P. §. 1. 365 enumerates articles such as salt, dholl, betel,
etc., on which custom duties were levied; and P. S. I. 601, which
Prof. Sastri assigns to this reign, mentions a fire-ordeal to which

Kudumiyathe accused in a case of theft were subjected in the

malai temple.

A tank named Aififiuyruvar after the famous

merchant guild of South India is mentioned in P. 8. I. 363.

P. &. I. 359 to 382, 427 to 436 and 601, may be assigned to

to the reign of this joint-king; the highest regnal year being 23,
MARAVARMAN KULASEKHARA PANDYA I (Ace. 1268):

Maravarman Kuladékhara shared the kingdom with a
Médravarman Vikrama Péndya who is not mentioned in any inscription in the State, two Jajdvarman Sundara Pdndyas
* Simplement

un nom

ethnique

(1927), quoted by Prof. Sastri.

designant

les Indonesians—B.

K. I. 83
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Marco Polo, who visited

about this time, speaks of the ‘five royal

brothers’

and

Ma’bar.’

Chinese records also mention

‘five crowned

kings’

of this ‘great

province

the ‘ five brothers.

of
The

Muslim historian Wassaf speaks of Kales
Dewar (Kulasékhara Déva) and his three brothers. As Prof. Sastri observes—
“The system of joint rulers or co-regents which thus prevailed
in the latter part of the thirteenth century in the Pandya empire

must have
during this
out princes
in tbe Céla

The

been the result of the great extension of the empire
period and an imitation of the practice of sending
of the royal family as viceroys which had prevailed
empire.”’*

Céla

line

had

been

ascended

the

throne,

and

his rule

over

all the

country

the

annihilated
titles
from

that
Ilam

when
he

Kulasékhara

assumed

or Ceylon

refer

to

and Malai-

nadu or Travancore in the south to Kongu and Tondaimand
alam
in the north.

Jatdvarman Vira Pandya 77 (acc. 1296
-97) and Jatdvarman
Sundara Pandya III (acc. 1808) ruled
jointly with Kulagékhara

in the closing years of his reign, and,
according to Wassaf, were
brothers.
Civil war broke out between them,
taking advantage

of which

the

Khilji

general

country and sacked Madura.
of the decline of the second
Kuladékbara of the old Céra

Malikkafir

invaded

the

Pandya

This invasion marks the beginning
Pandyan empire.
Ravi Varman
dynasty, the ruler of Travancore,

also seized the opportunity to attack the Pandya
brothers and
defeated them in 1315.
The invasion of the Kakatiyas of
Warangal

almost

completed

the

disintegration

empire.
* The Pdndyan Kingdom pp. 181-182,

of the

Pandya
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Inscriptions of the reigns of these kinga :*
A Tondaiman
at Tirukkalambur,

figures as the royal secretary in P. §. I. 388
and another Tondaiman bearing the title of

the Pandya king, viz., Bhuvanékavira, in a Tiruvarangulam
inscription, P. 8. I. 547. Emmandalamum-kondaruliya Pandya

8. I. 391),
dévan, a mudali or commander of the royal forces (P.
NedumpuraiSikkankadan, also called Valudinattinaraiyan of

(P. 8. I. 566),

nadu

Dharman

chief of Séndamangalam
Aragan,

also

(P.

Atkonda-dévan-Dharmarayan,

§. I. 407,

410-11),

Uyyavandan

called Tennavadaraiyan (P. 8. I. 413), and Ponnan

Alagapperumal Tévan, chief of Stiraikkudi, are the principal
foudatories: mentioned in the State inscriptions of this reign.
P. 8. I. 402 and 403 mention a padatpparru, or village held under
military tenure, near Péraiytir and the Mayamudalis or Maryava
generals and the Aratyare of the same place; and P. §. I. 439,
refers to Mélaikkurundanpirai, another padaipparru near Tiru-

mayam. A Gatgaiyarayar chief appears as a donor in a Neivadal
inscription (P. 8. I. 424).
Repairs and improvements to the Kadalfsvara temple at
Tirukkalambur

are mentioned

in P. 8S. I. 388, and to the Siva

of
temple at Oliyamangalam in P. 8. 1. 441, and the consecration
ilai
Virach
the principal deities in the Bilvavanésvara temple at
in P. §. I. 421.
1314):
MARAVARMAN KULASEKHARA II (ace,
This king assumed the vainglorious and empty title ‘He

who conquered every country '-and ruled till about 1346.

The State inscriptions of this reign are P. 8. I. 444, 445, 556,

being 31.
573, 579, 582 and 586, the highest regnal year
8 to 48
* Pg, I. 388 to 420, 443, 547 and 566, with regnal years from
the
from
425
to
421
hara I; P. §. I.
may be assigned to Méravarman Kulagék
Pandya I[-joint-king ;
4th to the 13th year of the reign to Jatavarman SundaraSrivallabha—joint-king ;
rman
Jataéva
to
10
year
regnal
P. 8. L. 426 having the
I. 441 and
Vira Pandya—joint-king; and P. S.
P. §. I. 438 to 440 to Jatavarman

565,

“149 to Jafévarmen Sundara Pandya III-joint-king.
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at Péyal in the Kolatttr Taluk mentions a
chief, and P. S. I. 444, the installation of the

goddess in the Pugpavanésvara temple at Puvalaikkudi.
Jatévarman Pardkrama Pdndya I (acc. 1315) : was co-regent.
P. §. I. 446-449 are the inscriptions of his reign found in the
State.

The Sultanate of Madura—The end of the Pandya Empire:
It has been suggested by some historians that in the civil war
between Sundara Pandya and Vira Pandya, Sundara, having been

defeated, appedled to the Musltms for help against his brother,
and that this was the cause of Malikkaftr’s expedition to Madura.
But there is no convincing authority for this theory,

and Malik-

kafar was equally hostile to both the brothers.
After subduing the Hoysala kingdom, Malikkafur turned his
attention to Ma’bar, the name by which the Céla and Pandya
countries were known to foreigners at that time. From
Dvarasamudra he proceeded to Kannantir, Srirahgam and Trichi-

nopoly. . According to Dr. Krishnaswami Iyengar* he marched
from Trichinopoly to Madura by way of Matttirkulam-—which is

evidently the village of Mattur in the State on the Trichinopoly—
Pudukkéttai

road—Kadambarkévil

Kudumiyamalai,
probably

route

followed

suggested

Ponnamaravati,

at Narttamalai, Annavasal,

and Tiruppatttir, whence

the line of the present road to Madura.

seems

probable;

and

perhaps

he

also

he
The

visited

Kodumbaltr either on his way to Madura or on his return, as
otherwise it is difficult to account for the destruction of so many
temples and villages in the western part of the State. The Jain
monasteries and temples at Narttamalai and Annavagal, and the
temples of Kodumbaltr were probably sacked by the Khiliji army.
After the sack of Madura, Malikkafur advanced to Ramésvaram,
which is believed to be the farthest limit of his advance in the
Pandya country. He returned to Delhi about the end of A. D. 1311
* South India and Her Muhammadan Invaders, pp. 104-108,
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or early in A. D, 1312. Dr. 8. Krishnaswami Iyengar thinks* that
“there are good reasons for believing that a Mussalman garrison
continued in Madura.

If it did, its authority

must

have

been

confined very narrowly, not extending in all probability to very
much beyond the territory immediately round Madura.” Khusru
Khan was the second Muslim invader of Ma'bar, but his expedition was uneventful. The kings of the south fled before him,
and he returned to Delhi with enormous booty.
MA'BAR UNDER THE IMPERIAL RULE OF DELHI T

The Pandyan

kingdom

(1324 to 1334);

was incorporated with the Delhi

empire in 1323, when Jatavarman Parakrama Pandya was made

prisoner.

Nothing definite is known about the history of Ma’bar

between 1324 and 1334, except that between 1326 and 1334

governors, both named Ulapati Khan, are mentioned.

says

that

Jalal-ud-Din

Sultan

Muhammad

as governor,

that the Sharif was only
Madura.
P. 5.1.

Tughlak

but other

the

669 at Rafgiyam

head of the

Ibn Batuta

appointed

Muslim

historians

Police

in the State

two

Sharif
tell us

or Kotwal

dated

A.

at

H. 732,

corresponding to A. D. 1332 is an inscription of the reign of Adi
Strattan (Sultan), who has been variously identified with
Jalal-nd-Din Ahsan Shah by Dr. 8. K. Iyengar and in J. R. A. S.

(1909 pp. 671 and 682), and by others with Sultan Muhammadbin-Tughlak. P. 8. I. 670 at Panaiytr is dated in the 9th regnal
year of Muhammadi Strattan, who is clearly Sultan Muhammad.
Jt is therefore evident that the Sultan

in both

the inscriptions

was Muhammad-bin-Tughlak himself, and that in A. D. 1384,
the date of the Panaiytr inscription, Ma’bar was under the
* Ybid page 123. But this is doubtful.
See Prof. Sastri: The Paindyan
Kingdom pp. 207-208, and Dr. Venkataramanayya's article Ma'bar-J. 0. ௩,
Vol. XII—ii-pp. 192-3.
ft For a full account of Ma’bar under Muslim rule, the reader is referred to
Dr. Venkataramanayya's recent articles in the J. 0. R. Vol. XII—ii and the

Journal of the Madras University Vol. XI—i, January 1989,
80
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During

this period, as Dr. Venkata-

ramanayya observes, ‘Hindu political life was in
suspended animation and the country was passing
period of great distress.”*

a state of
through a

THE SULTANATE (1334 to 1350):
In A. D. 1334—35, Sharif Jalal-ud-Din
of Madura

Shah.

and

proclaimed

to the rebellion,
that

himself

We shall not here examine
by

that

establishment

but

time
of

content

Madura
strong

Sultan

Hindu

the governors

Jalal-ud-Din Ahsan

the circumstances

overselves

was

slew

cut
rule

off
in

with
from

that

led

pointing

out

Delhi

the

by

Telingana and

in

the

North Tamil country where the Hoysala Ballala III was
operating from Tiruvannamalai.
The following
were
the
Sultans of Madura.+
Jalal-ud-Din Ahsan Shah
w
1334—389.
Ala-ud-Din Udaiji
Silt
uw
1339—40.
Qutb-ud-Din
னி
we
1840.
Ghaiyas-ud-Din Damghani
ws
13841—48.
Nasir-ud-Din
யப
௨.
1343—52 (?)
Qurbat Hasan Kangu
1353-—-71,
When Ghaiyas-ud-Din was on the throne, Ballal
a IIT
invaded the Coromandel

coast, and laid siege to the fort of Kanna-

nur, north of Trichinopoly.
danger, but Ghaiyas-ud-Din

Ballala and put him to death.

The Muslim garrison was in grave
managed by treachery to capture

The final blow to the Ma'bar Sultanate

came

from

Vijaya-

nagar, the new

Hindu

the Hoysalas.

Two Vijayanagar princes, Vira Savanna Udaiyar

and his cousin

Kumara

power in the south

Kampanat

that

marched

* Journal of the Madras University, Vol. XI—i.

had

into

supplanted

the

Tamil

p. 43.

t Ibid. ற. 68.
t P. 8. I. 681 (A. D. 1874) and 960 (A. D. 1376) which

refer to Kumara

Kampana’s rule in the State, and 682 (A. D. 1380) and 683 (A. D. 1382) to
Vita Savanna’s, are discussed in the next section.
The State was annexed to
the Vijayanagar empire in about A. D. 1371, though the districts to the north

of the Kayéri had been conquered from the Muslims about A. D. 1353.
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country in A. D.

1352—53.

Vira Savanna came as far south as

Sendalai near Tanjore, and proceeded west to Karur along the
banks of the Kavéri.
He was joined by Kampana.
Sultan
Qurbat Hasan Kangu of Madura was a profligate, unworthy

of the royal dignity to which he had been called.
This
was Kampama’s opportunity. He captured Kannantr, marched
on Madura and put the Sultan to death (A. D. 1871).
The country

south

of the Kavéri,

including Pudukkéttai

was under Mussalman rule for nearly half a century.
That the rule of the Sultans was one of unbridled oppression
is shown by the writings of Ibn Battta, the historian and
traveller, who stayed in Ma’bar for several years, and by .a

number of inscriptions in the State and the adjoining districts
of Madura and Ramnad.
P. §. I. 669 at Rangiyam states that in consequence of the
confusion and troubles caused by the Muslim raids, the residents

of Adantr placed themselves under tlre protection of the assembly
of Rajasingamangalam in Ponnamaravati nadu, and sold their
pddikdval right to the latter. An inscription at Tirnkkélakkudi,
Tiruppattér

Taluk,

Ramnad

district,

situated

State limits, records the destruction of Straikkudi

soldiery, and an agreement by which

just

beyond

by the Muslim

the citizens of Virachilai

and Kéttiyur placed themselves under the protection of those

Ponnamaravati.

the

of

A ‘Tiruppattur inscription records how temples

were ruined during the tulukkavdnam or encampment of the
Muslims, and were subsequently renovated and reconsecrated by
Araiyan Periyanayanar of Stiraikkudi.
Two inscriptions at
Kalaiyarkévil, Ramnad district,* and two at Neivagal in the

State, P. S. I. 452 (A. D. 1374-75) and 454 (A. D. 1381-82), also
mention the destruction of villages during
or Muslin incursions.

the tulukkarkalakam

* A.B. B. 587 and 588-A of 1902,—-Nos. 182 and 183, S. I. I. VII.
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THE LAST PANDYAN KINGS.

It appears that after the Hindu

reconquest

of Madura

the

Pandyan princes were never able to regain their capital, though
minor rulers, mostly with little real power, wielded some sort of
authority in different parts of the empire,
especially
in
Tinnevelly, where they continued until the 18th century.

Pudukkéttai

inscriptions

mention

the

Pandyan

princes,

Maravarman
Vira
Pandya
I*
(acc. . 1334),
Maravarman
Sri-Vallabhat (acc. 1350) and Jatavarman Parakrama Pandya II}
(acc. 1357), who
exercised some degree of authority over
Pudukk6ttai

and parts of Ramnad

of Madura.

Maravarman Vira Pandya§ (acc. 1443 ?) ruled parts

district

during

the Sultanate

of the State in the 15th century.

Among the local chieftains mentioned in the inscriptio
ns of
these reigns are Mudaliyandar Dharmarayar, chief
of Séndamangalam (P.S. I. 456), and the chiefs of Stiraikkudi,
better known
as Vannian Stiraikkudi. These chiefs assumed the
tithe Araiyan
Visaydlaya Tévan, and were vassals of the
Pandyas and later

of Vijayanagar,

till they finally established their independen
ce.

P. 8. I. 452 at Neivagal (A. D. 1374) and 464 at
Adantr (A. D.
1381) mention Periyanayanar Tondaiman to whom
was assigned
the pddikdval right of these places during the
dark days of the
misrule of the Madura Sultans.
P. §. I. 461 and 402 at

Virachilai (A. D. 1449) mention Sokka Narayana Tévan,

This chief reduced the tribute paid to him by the residents
of the

padaipparru villages in recognition of the help that they had
rendered in defeating and killing Valuttur Pallavarayar who had
invaded the territories under the chief’s control.
Pallikonda
Perumal, another chief of this line, is mentiuned in P. 8. I. 463
and 464 dated A. D. 1498 at the same place.
* Inscriptions of the reign are P. §. I. 450 to 454.

ரந, 8, 1, 455-456,

12.8. I. 450-460.
§ P.S. I. 461-464.
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Resume:

The Pandya revival began in the 12th century, and before
the end of the century, they had occupied the south-western part
of the State. Early in the 13th century, Maravarman Sundara
Pandya I extended Pandya rule over practically the whole State.
The Hoysalas however exercised control over parts of the State till
they were defeated by Jatavarman Sundara Pandya I (acc. 1251
The joint rule of Jatavarman Sundara Pandya I and
A. D.).

Jatavarman
The

Vira I marked the zenith of Pandya ascendancy.

civil war

the brothers
furnished

JII

Sundara

Jatavarman

Mussalman

between

of the south

invasion

Jatavarman
the

Vira

occasion

II

and

for

the

in the beginning of the 14th

century, which broke up the Pandyan Empire and brought ruin
to many villages in the State.
The

central

authority

exercised

by the Pandyas

does not

seem to have been so strong as that of the Colas at the height of
their imperial

shared

by

fact that the throne was frequently

The

power.

joint-rulers

must

have

to

tended

weaken

the

central authority.

The State inscriptions mention Ndddledrs

and Araiyars,

exercised

who

almost

royal

authority

villages and towns of which they were in charge.

over

the

They engaged

in internecine wars, which went on unchecked, and often ravaged
the villages of their rivals. Among the feudatories who were
coming into prominence were the Gangaiyarayars, Vanadarayars

or Banas, the Vidayalaya Tévans of Sttiraikkudi, Pallavarayars
and the Kadambarayars; some of whom, as we shall see later,
set up principalities on the ruins of the Pandya Empire.

HOYSALAS,
Early in the 11th century the Hoysalas had thrown off the
yoke of the Western Calukyas. Vignu Vardhana (A. D. 1111-1141)
made them a prominent power in South India.
He once raided
the Céla country and advanced as far as Ramésvaram.
In the
reign of his eon, Pratapa Narasimha I (A. D. 1143-78) the Célas
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and Hoysalas were frequently at war along the eastern borders of
Mysore, and Vikrama
country for a time.

Céla established his authority

When Maravarman Sundara Pandya
country, the Hoysala Ballala II (A. D.

over that

invaded the Céla
1173-1220), son of

Narasimha I, helped the Célas and assumed the title Céla-rdjya
pratistdcdryan-Pdndya-gujakésari meaning ‘ the establisher of the
Céla kingdom and the lion to the Pandya-elephant.’
Ballala’s
son, Vira Narasimha II (A. D. 1217-1235) rescued Raja Raja III
Céla from captivity in the hands of Kopperniijinga, (see pages
615 and 616 above) and gave the decaying Céla empire a further

lease of life.

An inscription

at Tirugékarnam (P. 8. I. 183) of

the reign of Rajéndra III, dated A. D. 1236, which records a gift

by the princess Sémaladévi, the sister of Vira Narasimha II,

‘who was like a mother to his son Vira Sémésvara.

(A. D. 1234

or 1228 to 1262)’* indicates the influence that the Hoysalas
wielded in the Céla country.

When the Célas showed signs of recovery under Rajéndra III,
the Hoysalas under Vira Séméévara supported the Pandy
as,
and thus strove to maintain
the balance of power in
the south. But soon friendly relations between the Célas
and
the Hoysalas were resumed, and some inscriptions in
the
Pudukkéttai State point to the conclusion that in some areas
within the State, there was something like joint-rule by the

two houses.

Kananadu,

Ravi-déva,

which

the

included

general

the

of

southern

Sémégvara,

part

Sémésvara’s inscriptions P. S. 1. 666 and 667

captured

of the

State.

at Alattur,

Kolatttr Taluk, and Sembattur, Alangudi Taluk dated in the 23rd
year of his reign (1254-1255), show that he ruled over this part

of the State.

His other inscriptions refer to the victorious march

of his forces as far as Ramésvaram, probably under the command

of Appanna Dandanayaka, (See page 626 above). -P. 8. I. 518
of the 10th year of a Sundara Pandya, probably Maravarman
* 0, Heyavadena Rao: Mysore Gazetteer, Vol. Ul, ii, p. 1382.
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Sundara I (A. D. 1236), records a gift to the Perumanadu temple
by the Hoysala general Sriman Mahapradani

Mandalikarmurari

Aniyagaddayya* Dandanayaka.
These show that the Hoysalas
aspired to hegemony over the South Indian States.
Sémésgvara founded a capital at Kannantr near Trichinopoly.

On his death in 1254 his kingdom was divided between his two
sons.
and

Vira Narasimha III (A. D. 1254-1291) got Dvarasamudra,
Vira Ramanatha (A. D. 1254-1295), Kannanur, but the two

half brothers

were

frequently

at variance.

unsuccessful in his wars with the Pandyas.

Ramanatha

was

Jatavarman Sundara

Pandya I (acc. 1251) defeated the Céla and Hoysala forces, killed
the commander Sitganna Dandanayaka and captured Kannanur.

This battle marks the end of the Tamil branch of the Hoysala
house.
Sifganna Dandanayaka is referred to in Pudukkéttai
inscriptions as Srimdn Mahdperiya-praddni—the great commander and minister. He installed an idol in the Sembattir

temple (2. 8. 1. 667 of the 23rd year of the reign of Vira Sémesvara—A. D. 1254).
Sitganna’s brother, Sokkanatha Dandanayaka, who bore the vainglorious title of the ‘ chastiser of the
three Tamil kings’ is mentioned in an undated Hoysala inseription (1. 8. 1..1056) as the builder of a stone shrine, in the
temple at Tirumanaiijéri.

P. §. I. 668 of the reign of Vira Ramanatha at Tirumanaiijéri,
dated A. D. 1271-1272 records a gift to the same temple by the
Araiyars of Nelvéli in the Tanjore district.
These records show
that the Hoysala king and his generals exercised real authority
over parts of the State.

That the Hoysala occupation was not an unmixed blessing

to the people of the State is borne out by a K6ttaiyur inscrip-

tion P. 8. I. 810—A. D,
* Also

called

Aliyagaddayya.-

12356—which
Aliya, means

was the son-in-law of Vira SéméSvare,

mentions that the
son-in-law,

Probably

he
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or Hoysalas

necessitated the sale in public auction of even temple lands.
It is not necessary

to trace here the further history of the

Hoysalas, except to mention that their influence in the south
completely waned after Ramanatha’s defeat. Ballala III (A. D.
1291-1842), son of Narasimha III, tried to re-establish Hoysala
power,

but

hands

of

it became

practically extinct

Ghaiyas-ud-Din

at

hegemony of the south
Vijayanagar emperors.
GOVERNMENT

AND

the

then

battle

passed

SOCIAL

on

his

of

Kannantr.

into

LIFE

the

death
hands

(9th—14th

at the
The

of the

Centuries).

Government:
The King.—Prof. Sastri characterises the monarchy in
the Céla empire as Byzantine ‘with its numerous palaces,
officials,

and

ceremonials

concentrated
referred

to

and

its

majestic

resources of an extensive
in

the

Pudukkéttai

display

empire.’

inscriptions

of

the

The king is

as ‘Udaiydr

or

Cakravartigal,’ and in the later ones particularly as Tribhuvana-

cakravartigal or emperor of the three worlds.
Royal orders were
issued under the name of the king or frequently under the
title Kénérinmatkonddn meaning ‘the king without a peer.’

Ulagudaiyandyandr or ‘lord of the world’ is generally the
title adopted in the copies of royal orders recorded in villages
and towris. The queen is referred to as Bhuvana (or Avant)—
mulududaiydl or ‘the Possessor of the whole world.’

Céla kings bore the title Parakésari or Rdjakésari, and
Pandya kings, Jatdvarman or Mdéravarman, and prefixed
to it
ké meaning king.
The iull title of the 006188, as recorded in

the State inscriptions, was K6é-Parakésarivarman or K6-Rdjakésarivarman, and that of the Pandyas, K6-ccadaiyavarman or
K6-méravarman.

The

king's

household.—The

grades of attendants

were known

on

inscriptions

the monarch.

The

as the tirwmeykdppar or anukkar

mention
king’s

several

bodyguard

meaning

‘those’

are

who
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to

close

the

kings,’

or

Ahambadi mudalis

meaning

Princesses and chiefs of
‘servants of the inner apartments.’
The palace servants
rank had their own personal servants.
were organised in groups known as vélams, and settled in

separate

quarters

in

the

capital

recruited from men and women

of war.

of

cities.
rank

often

were

They

as

captured

prisoners

a liberal competence and did only light

They enjoyed

work.
The Administrative machinery.—-The administration was an

organised

Local

bureaucracy.

assemblies

are

mentioned in

hundreds of inscriptions, but there is no reference anywhere to a
central assembly exercising the powers of a modern legislature
On the other hand the king’s
or controlling the executive.
officers frequently scrutinized the accounts and transactions
of the local assemblies.
Officers of the rank of Enddi (see page 538 above) and
mdrdyam * were the most influential. Araiyars, often known as
péraraiyars, were in charge of the smaller administrative
Adikdri was a common official title, and such officers
divisions.
when in administrative and military charge of districts took the
name or title of the ruling king, followed by the appellation
miuvéndavélén.+.

The

nobility

were

designated

either

Perun-

daram—higher-grade or Sirutaram—lower-grade.
The officers were seldom paid in cash, but were assigned
land,—sometimes whole villages or even ndd@us for their maintenance, free of tax, and are referred to as the Udaiyars or lords
of the #r or nddu.

The different stages

by which

a royal order

reached the

village assembly or temple concerned for final execution were as
follows.
‘Tbe king seated on the throne or in his camp! is
* Big.

PS.

I. 78.

+ Meivenda vélan=a person of importance or a chief underthe Tamil
(mtsvéndar).

kings

t P.S. 1. 366 records a royal order while the king was camping
Kéraiytr.
81

at
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approached

by an official, or by

a person

or body

of persons,

or sometimes by a prince of the blood,*
make a gift. or declare some land tax-free.

and requested to
The State inscrip-

tions mention different royal camps, and the names of the
throne and the hall in the palaces of some Pandya kings.

P. 8. I. 243, for instance, mentions that Sri Vallabhadéva issued
an order seated on the throne

called

Pdndya

rdjan

in

the hall

Alagiya Pdndyan of his palace at Madura, and P. §. I. 270,
that Maravarman Sundara Pandya I issued an order from the
hall called Olakkappalliyarat in the Madura palace.
A. R.E.77

of 1916 refers to a throne called Malavardyan in the king’s
palace at Ponnamaravati, which was then perhaps a provincial

capital.
The submission of the request or appeal, and sometimes
the officer making the request, are referred to in inscriptions
as

Vijfidpti,

The king makes

orders that the necessary
of the

place

to

a solemn

promise

of grant, and

dlai + may be issued to the authorities

which the gift relates.

The

document

begins

with the title kénérinmaikonddn and not always
with the
proper name of the king.
To avoid delay in the official
procedure, a demi-official note called katttadi signed
by one or

more of the king’s officers, is often sent direct to
the donee,
The dlat is finally drawn up under the orders
of the king’s
officers, and is entered in the ulvari or revenue-re
gister by the
officers of the Revenue department-variyilai or purav
ariydr.
The document is then compared and attested by a number
of
other officers, among whom are the udan-kiuttam or ministers

and officials in personal attendance on the king, and the
accountants and superintendents in charge of the Varippottagam
or Demand, Collection and Balance statements. After passing
through this elaborate
நர.

process

the

8884 0௦௦௦18 & tiftu, + which

P. 8. I. 250, 661.

t From the word tulyam meaning ‘ exact copy ' found in some inscriptions,
we may infer that the lithic and copper plate records are copies, while the
originals, as the word dlai suggests, were written on palm-leaves.
Tho ¢lai is the first draft.

} An entry in the permanent record book.
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received by the addressee

great

with

and

or srimukham*

as a tirumugam

is finally communicated

ceremony,

many

and

manifestations of deference. t

The Army.—
State

The

ments
had

and battalions.
‘a corporate

references to regi«

contain specific

inscriptions

As Prof.

Sastri observes each regiment

life of its own and was free to endow

benefac~

The State inscrip-

tions or build temples in its own name.’

tions mention the elephant corps—dnaiydtkal or kufjara mallar,
the cavalry—kudiraiccévagar,and the infantry, mostly recruited
from

the

Kaikkélar community, among

class of vdlperrakaikkélar or swordsmen.

was

whom

the

special

The vélatkkdrar were

the Royal Guards, composed of detachments of cavalry, infantry
and elephants, which were permanently mobilised in readiness

for any emergency.{
force was

known

of the Pandyans
State

In the second

as Zennavan Apattudavigal,

in times

inscriptions

Empire,

Pandyan

or ‘the

this

helpers

of danger.’

mention

regiments

with

territorial

or

tribal names, for example, the Pdndippadai or Pandya regiment,

the Marappadai ov Marava regiment, the Elakkarppadai or regi-

ment stationed at Elakani

and

Perufjdrpadas or that stationed

at Peruiijar.
Cantonments

were known as kadagams.

Military

stations

or villages held as military fiefs were called padaipparru.
State inscriptions mention the following important padatpparyu—Perungudi (P. 8. I. 364), Malaiyalaigudi (P. 8. I. 403 at
Péraiytr),

Virachilai

(P. S. I. 421, 455, 462, 596), Mélaikkuyun-

danpirai (near Tirumayam 439, 453, 462), Kéttaiytr (463),
Vayalaganadu or Vayalédgam (583), Nafijar (K6ttaiyur 648),
Kurundanpirai or Adanir (354), Tirukkalambir (392), Pulivalam (792), Kfrantr (744), Tirukkattalai (711) and Kilaikkurichi (708).
* Royal order.

1 Cf. among others P.-S, I. 90, 126, 145, 148, 153, 163, 166, 182, 193
248, 250, 270, 289, 312, 365, 369, 388, 523, 524 and 530.

t Véjai = occasion or emergency.

'
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Mélaittanaiyam and Kflattanaiyam, as their names indicate,
were garrisons—perhaps two of the oldest in the State. Kodumbalir, Narttamalai, Kfjanilai and Ponnamaravati were important forts where many
decisive engagements
were fought.
According to the Ceylonese chronicle, the Mahdvamsa, Ponnamaravati was on the. northern-most frontier of the Pandya
country, and a line running from it to Kflanilai,and thence
to Manamélkudi in the Tanjore district, divided the Céla and

Pandya dominions in the 10th and

11th centuries, before the

final subjugation

by the Célas.

of the Pandinadu

This line,

according to the Mahdvaméa, marks the northern limit reached
by the Sinhalese in their invasion of South India.

P. 8.1. 1119 mentions a fort built by Séma Pillaiyar at
Ténvayur or Temmavir, called Aragakandaramankéttai after one
of his titles, Arasakandardman.

A Kudumiyamalai inscription (P. 8. I. 125) of the 36th
year of Kulottunga I (A. D. 1106) mentions two army-corps—the
Minruppadat-porkéyil-kaikkélar and the Ndttup-padai-PaliyiliAimruyruvar.
The first or Katkkdélar corps was part of the
regular army paid from the royal treasury, while the other was
the popular militia employed perhaps for local defence} and
organised by that
‘flawless’
band of merchantmen,
the

Ainnurruvar.
These two corps co-operated with the local
assembly at Kudumiyamalai. in maintaining a charitable
endowment and celebrating the annual festivals.

State inscriptions give the names of several army chiefs
who served under the Cola and Pandya kings and were desig-

nated
perhaps

Séndpatis
Brahmin

or

Brahmddirdyars.t

generals.

Non-combatant

padaikkanakku or military accountants
gccasionally (EH. g. P. 8. I. 392).
* Tdnaiyam= garrison.
1 K. A. N. Sastri: Célas, ii, 230.
} P. 8. I. 28, 98, 198, 321, 322.

The
are

latter

were

officers such
also

as

mentioned
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Provinces.—The divisions of the provinces of the Céla
Empire continued with some modifications under the second
Pandyan

Empire, though

Kulitalai

and

frequently altered.

their names were

:—
The State was included in the following provinces
as
1. Kénddu later known as Kéraldntaka Valanddu, then
Irattaippddi Konda Céla Volanddu, and still later as Kadaladaiyddu-ilangatkonda-C'ola- Valanddu, covered parts of the modern
Trichinopoly

The Pudukkéttai portion

the State.

north and west of

the

and

Taluks,

following

comprised

the

IMPORTANT

VILLAGES.

divisions :—
DIVISIONS.

(a) Urattir Kurram.
i. North Kénddu

°

..

Kodumbahtr,

Tiruvildngudi,

Madattukkévil,

Paiytr, Natgup-

patti, Nfrpalani, Minavéli, Alatttr,
Kadavampatti.ii. East Kénadu

(ஐ) Annalvayil Kutram
(c) Ollaiytr Kurram.

i. Ollaiytr nédu

...

Puduvayal, Virudurayakkuricci.

_..

Narttdmalai, Madiyantr, Irumbali,

_..

Sattantr,

Ariytr, Annavagal.

Kéraiytr,

Maravamadurai,
Kallampatti,

Puvdlailkudi,
Kilattaniyam,

Sundaram,

Oliya-

matigalam and Mélattafiyam, and
Idaiyattlr

which

formed

the

ii. Kunriytr Nadu

...

South Kénadu.
Kudumiydmalai, Parambtir, Pinnatgudi, Péyal.

iii, Kidalir Nadu

..

Citttr,

Ptivlaikkudi,

Sevaltr,

Sundaram, Kidaltr.

Il. Rdja Raja Padndinddu, \ater known
Valanddu.
i. Perumbtir Nadu

ம் Puramalai Nadu

as Réjéndra Céla்

...

Andakkudi (?),

...

Ponnaméravati,
kalambtr.

iii, Kéna Nadu® (a part)...

Pirdnmalai,

Tiruk-

Perundurai.*

* This part of Kana Nadu including Perundurai seems to have been 1 ater

Vala Nadu.
transferred to Virudar4jabhayankara
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Pédndikuldsani-Valanddu or Jayasingakulakdla Valanddu.
IMPORTANT VILLAGES.—cont.

DIVISIONS.—cont.
i. KilSengili Nadu.

ii, MiSengili Nadu

...

Malaiyadippatti, Visalur.
“‘Valuvamatigalam,

iii. Vadagiruvayil Nadu...

Kifrantir,

Tirup-

pur, Virakkudi, Nafijir, Odukkur,
MoSakkudi,
Kallikudi, Chettippatti.
Vellantir, Todaiytir.

iv. Ten Sifuvayil Nadu

=...“

vy. Vadapanatigddu Nadu

...

Kunndndarkévil, Temméviir.

vi. Tenpanahgddu Nédu

...

Perufgalir, Mangalam, Vaittikkévil.

vii. KilSuda Nadu

...

Vérapptr.

viii. Tenkavir Nadu

..

Tiruvapptr,
Kalasamatigalam,
Sédikulam4nikkapuram,
Tirugd-

ix. Perivdyil Nadu

...

karnam.

x. Kulamafigala Nadu

=...

Sirugunai, Sellukudi, Perumdnddu,
Tiruvéngaivasal, Séndamatgalam.
Tennatigudi, Sembattur, Puttdmbitr.
Tirumanafijéri, Malaiyur.

IV. Rdja Rdja-Vala Nddu.

V.

1. Punrir Kuyram

...

ii, Sehgdttu Nadu

..

Kévilir,

iii. Kilipparru Nadu

...

Tiruvidaiydpatti.

iv. Panfiytr Nadu

..

Ambukkévil.

v. Palaiybr Nadu
vi. Vallanddu-Kavirpp4él

..»
...

Palankarai.
Tirukkattalai, Tiruvarangulam.

Kdna

Nddu

or Virudardjabhayankara

Vala Nddu

or

Adalaiyir Nadu.
i. Kalvayil Nadu

...

Tulaiydntr, Pillamafigalam, Kand{s-

ii. Sengunra Nadu
iii, Turumdé Nadu

...
...

Nedutgudi.
Kannantr, Durvasapuram.

...

Irumbdnddu.

...

Valaramaénikkam, Tanjtir.

varam, Rangiyam, Neivasal.

iv. Mililaikkistam’
{

Middle Kuirru

(Naduvix Kurtu)
Western Kiitru

{owe

Kusfu or
Pémbéruppatru).

*'The Eastern Kiyram
Tanjore district.

comprised villages in the adjacent part of the
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IMPORTANT VILLAGES—cont.

DIVISIONS—cont.
ஏ. Kana Nadu proper

...

Kéttaiytr,
Malaiyakkévil,
Dévar.
malai, MunaSandai, Péraiytr,
Perundurai, Virachilai, Pulivalam,
Adantr, Mélir, Unaiytr, Tiru-

mayam.

Administration of Justice.—
The

administration
Offences

an

The

king’s

court

against

the

person

of the local assemblies.

nary cases.

of justice was

important

function

only tried extraordi-

of the king

or any

member of the royal family were tried by the king himself..
One form of punishment for such offences was the confiscation of
the offender's property, which was then sold by auction.
had small

assemblies

Village

as Nydyattdr.

The

disappointed party

Administrator of the nadu.
civil
distinction between

against individuals were
munity,

and

hence

consisted of payments

committees of judges known

the

appeal

could

to the

There seems to have been noclear
Offences
and criminal offences.

regarded as offences against the compenalty

imposed

on

offenders

of money, or gifts of land

often

or lamps, to

temples.
the serious
Theft, adultery, forgery and murder were among
and, occasionally,
offences involving loss of franchise, out-lawry,

damage to crops,
confiscation of property. Cattle-lifting, and
ently mentioned in
tanks, wells and gardens are other offences frequ
was very lenient; even
the State inscriptions. The Penal Code

fine.
serious offences were only punished with

There is an

The temple priests

S.I. 601.
example of trial by ordeal in P.

jewels belonging tothe
of Kudumiyamalai had stolen money and
d

temple, and
approver,

denied

having

done

so.

One

of them

turne

handle a red-hot ploughand the others were made to

the nddu composed of
share. They were finally dealt with by
and town assemblies,
the representatives of a number of village
nian

ded over by the Sdma
“meeting as a special tribunal, presi

|
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Siva-

dréhins or sinners against God. They were finally sentenced
to imprisonment; their lands, tanks and fields, trees over-ground
and wells under-ground were confiscated and transferred as
tirundmatiukkdni, that is, ‘to the ownership of the God of the
temple,’ and those who had mortgage or other rights over the
lands of the offenders were ordered
temple, on receipt of the sums

to relinquish them to the
that they had originally

advanced.
The dispute between
Tirumayam

mention.

the

Saivite

recorded in P. 5, I. 840

It

was

and Vaisnavite priests of
and

341

adjudicated by a special

deserves

tribunal

detailed

composed

of the members of the nadu, representing the towns and villages

of the district, the Samayamantris or royal priests, ordinary
priests of both the sects belonging to Tirumayam and the important temples of the neighbouring districts, and the Araiyars, and
presided

over

by

the

Hoysala

general Appanna Dandanayaka.

The share of the produce of the temple lands was in dispute,
and the divine service in both the temples had been suspended.
The accounts were carefully scrutinized by the tribunal, and the
following award was made. The net produce of the temple lands,
after payment of all revenue dues, was divided between the Siva
and Visnu temples in the ratio of 2: 3; the dévaddna and
tiruvidaiyditam lands were so re-distributed that no plot belonging to one temple should be surrounded by the lands of the
other.

It was ordered that

dimensions

of which

were

a

partition

specified,

wall,

the

position

should be put up

and

between

the two shrines, each party contributing its share of the
expenses in proportion to the taxes that it paid.
The pool on
the eastern side of the Visnu shrine was allotted to it, with the

proviso that the

water should

Saivite or Vaisnavite image

be

baled

found in

out,

it was

and

that

any

to be installed in

the proper temple, and all other valuable finds were to be divided
between the parties in proportion

to the taxes that each paid.
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The well inside the entrance of the Siva temple was declared to be

its exclusive property, and a similar appropriation
of anything
found when baling out the water was ordered.
The house
sites adjoining the temples, and the lands and gardens. that
they held in common, were apportioned between the Saivites
and

Vaignavites;

and

all

lands

that

had

been

community in consequence of their owners’
of taxes were assigned to both

the

forfeited to the

default in payment

temples, with the stipulation

that they should enjoy the produce in equal shares.
Provision
was made for the separate remuneration of drummers in the
two temples.
An interesting feature of the award was the

direction

that

old

inscriptions relating

to all

prior

grants

superseded by the new award, particularly one inscription

unknown

script

and

in an

language *, were to be obliterated,

that all other inscriptions relating

to

one temple

but

and

found in

the other were to be copied and reinscribed by the trustees in
the proper temple.
Violation of this settlement was made
punishable with

a heavy

cash

fine payable

to the king.

Disputes, especially those relating to civil rights, sometimes

dragged on for years without adjudication until time brought
its own settlement. The procedure in criminal trials was of a
rough~and-ready

kind,

but

care

was

taken

to

see

that

the

decision did not shock the public conscience, but followed the
traditional interpretation of the Smrti, or old Hindu social and
legal codes. Extra-judicial methods were much in vogue in tha
arbitration of disputes and in levying penalties.
Some inscriptions in the State record agreements not to commit offences,
The assembly of Kirantir passed a solemn resolution that its
members should not damage tanks, trees, fields, wells or towns
should any quarrel arise among them, and any violation of
this

undertaking

should

be

punishable by the confiscation of a

* The record referred to here is an inscription on music in Pallava arantha

of which a few fragments
august

tribunal,

we

could

are still to be seen.
to-day

boast

musical inscriptions of Mahéndravarmen.
82

of

Had

it been

spared

by ‘this

the presence in the State of two

One is at Kudumiydmalai,
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part of the cultivated land belonging to the offender, which was
forfeited

to the

temple (P. 8.1. 156).

The

nddu,

or district-

assembly, of Vadapanangadu
nadu resolved that persons
who committed any offence against person or property on the
highway or in the fields of Ambanavar Nalvayalur, should be
punished by the forfeiture of a part of their holdings to the

temple
an

of Kunnandarkévil

agreement

Rangiam

among

that

the

none

(P. 8. I. 186).
villagers

of

P.8. I. 491 records

Rajasingamangalam

of them should commit

or

theft, robbery or

dacoity, on pain of forfeiture of lands and a fine of 500 panam.

P. 8. I. 595 records a feud between two sections of the
living in Pivarasagudi in which some persons were
They agreed to compose their differences, and inscribed
their resolve to live in peace for ever more. Similar
are recorded

in

three

Araiyars
stabbed.
on stone.
compacts

inscriptions at Tiruvarangulam (P. S. I.

617-619).*
Local Government.

As Prof. Sastri observes,-‘ Government by means of primary
assemblies composing the adult males of each village was the

central feature of rural organisation.’
mention other corporations
economic character which

State inscriptions also

or groups of a social, religious or
were, however, controlled by the

.
general assemblies.
The assemblies were the dr, the sabha, the nagaram and the
nddu.
The ur and the sabha. The term vir means not only village or
town, with its kudikkddu or hamlets, but also the assembly of

the village. From the expression Urdém in the formula found
at the beginning of inscriptions—Urdyisainda-Urém, meaning
“the residents of a village in meeting assembled,” it is clear

that the: meetings

were attended

A few villages, for instance
in

Uratturkuyram

(P. 8. I.

by all the adult residents.

Kumaramangalam
198),

had

two

* See also P. S. I, 82, 107, 215, 218, and 370,

ws

and Amangudi
or

assemblies.
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The sabha, termed in the State inscriptions perurguri sabha or
mahdsabha, was the assembly in a Brahmin village called
Brahmadéyam or Caturvédimangalam.*
Some villages had both
the ur for the village with its hamlets, and the sabha for the
agaram or agrahdram,-the Brahmin part of the village, and
the two acted conjointly in matters concerning the common

interests of the whole village.

The members

names appear in the State inscriptions
one or more of the titles—Sémaydji

of sabhas

whose

are all people who bear
meaning ‘one who has

performed a Sdéma sacrifice,’ Kramavitiat or Caturvédin,
which indicates what importance was attached to a knowledge
of the scriptures and the codes of Laws as qualifications for
nomination to the sabhas.
It is not unlikely that all: the
qualifications for membership of the sabha applied also to the wr,

except knowledge of the Védic Scriptures.
The executive body of the ér

simply

gavam.

The

assemblies

was

had

known

as

as dluaganam, or

many

committees

known as Vdriyams{
as circumstances demanded.
were for instance, committees for annual audit and

vision,

for the

There
super-

supervision of tanks and gardens, the judicial

committees and taxation committees.
The members of the
Variyam were selected by lot.§
Only people between the
ages of 35 and 70, of good character with a capacity for
business, and possessing not less than quarter of a véli of land
and a house of which they owned the site, were selected.
* Caturvédimangalam, or simply matigalam, was a village granted by royal
command

to Brahmins

versed in the four Védas.

T This is a technical

Védic texts.

term

relating

to the

.

particular

manner of reciting

E. g. P. S. I. 28 and 90.

-? Vériyam comes from the word Vdrya= selected.

§ The expression used in inscriptions is Ku¢a-dlai.

Bits of palm-leaf on

which the names of eligible persons were written were
put into a narrowmouthed pot and well shaken in the presence of the whole assembly, and a
child was employed to take out one after another as many of them as there’
were vacant seats on the committee.
See Cdlas Vol. II, p. 284 footnote,
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Almost every village in the state had the #r; and the larger
ones, as stated above, two.
The following are the important
Caturvédimangalams mentioned in the State inscriptions.
Vikramakésaricaturvédimangalam including
the modern

village of Tiruvilangudi.

(P. 8. I. 89, 90, 98, etc.)

Madurantakacaturvédimangalam
Samudram.
(P. 8. I. 89).

or the modern

village

of

Képparaviratunga Caturvédimanigalam (P. S. I. 89).
Sri Parantaka Caturvédimangalam or Panaiytr (P. S. I. 89).

Adinarayana Caturvédimangalam (P. 8. I. 89).
Alagiyamanavala Caturvédimangalam

or Srikaitavan Kaita-

van—the modern Kadavanpatti (P. 8. I. 151, 544),

Malayadhvaja Caturvédimangalam or Vétkur (P. §. I. 245).
Virudharajabhayankara Caturvédimangalam or Sirugunai
(P. 8. I. 350).
Nypakésari Caturvédimangalam or Mattiyur (P. 8. I. 393).
Colasikhamani Caturvédimangalam or Samamanigala-nallur
near Maravamadurai (P. S. I. 420).
Udayadivakara Caturvédimangalam or Tiruvappur (P. 8.1.
475).
Kulasékhara Caturvédimangalam or Karaiytr (P. S. I. 584).

Omkaranatha Caturvédimanigalam near Adanur (P. §. I. 623).
Sivabhaktasékharamangalam

near

Tirumanafijéri

(P. §. I.

770).
Sundararaja Caturvédimaneoalam or Nerkunram-the
Nekk6énam in the Tirumayam Taluk (P. S. I. 979).

modern

Tirunarayana Caturvédimangalam or Kilikkudi(P. 8. I. 700).

Tirumayam and Péraiytr were important Dévaddna Brahmadéyams with sabhas though not termed Caturvédimangalame.
Simgamangalam or Rangiam,
Séndamangalam,
Kumaramah-

galam, Aififurruvamangalam or Kudalur in Kolattur Taluk,
Karimangalam or. Karamanhgalam, Oliyamangalam and Kalasamangalam were other important Brahmin villages.
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representing

Prof. Sastri sayst “one
a larger administrative division.*
wonders if the assembly of the nddu was constituted by the

representatives of each of the villages in it coming together, the
accountants

being

present

among them.”

tions, P. 8. I. 198, 444 and 546 set at rest

Three State inscripall doubts

about

the

composition of the nddu.
P. §. I. 198 at Kirantr, dated in the 28th year of the reign of

aking Raja Raja, mentions tne grant of tratyilt or tax-free rights
over certain lands

sold

to

the temple as tirundmatiukkani at a

joint session of the nddus of Kilkénadu and Vadasiruvaynadu.
The nddu of Kilkénadu was constituted by the representatives of
the drs of Puduvayal, Kilappuduvayal, Pappakkurichi, Kalamayil

or Kalamavir, Tachampatti,

Pallampafichavammadévi,

Alatttr

and Annaiytr, and that of Vadasiruvaynadu, by those of the drs of
Kirantr, Uppilikkudi, Sirupalir, Kaikkudiytr, Anaiytr, Sirukalattir, Irafijavir, and of the two #rs functioning in each of the villages
of Kumaramangalam, Amangudi, and Iraingidi.

of the nddus were also present.
dated

in the

The

Araiyars

P. S. I. 444 at Puvalakkudi

16th year (A. D. 1330) of the reign of Maravarma

Kulagekharadéva (acc. 1314) mentions a grant of land as taxfree dévadanam to the temple by the nddu of Vadaparrunadu,

composed of the representatives of the ars of Kulipirai, Sembudi,
Madiyani, Arasarmikamannilai (or Arasamalai ?), and Téntr, with
whom sat also the representatives of the #r of Sevalir in the

adjoining Kudalimadu.

P. 8. I. 546 at Kfrantr dated the 43rd

year of the reign of a Kulasékharadéva, mentions the revised
constitution of the nddu of Vadasiruvdinddu. The expression
‘ndttukkuccamainda-vrém’ in the inscription clearly indicates
that the nddu was made up of the representatives of the sre.
* Ndddyisaindanddu
= residents of the nddu (district) meeting ; th
@ in the nddu
(district assembly). ef. P. 8. I. 38.
ர் Célas Vol IT, p. 296.
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(P. S. I. 85)

and managed them(P.S.1.36).
P.S.I.186(A. D. 1149) mentions
that the Vadapanangadu nadu imposed a penalty amounting to

one ma of arable land, which

was later assigned to the temple,

for offences against property and those committed on the highway
near Nalvayalur.
The nddw that met at Tirumayam co-operated
with the king’s officers in the administration of justice. (P.S.1.
340 and 341 discussed above).
The Nagaram. (lit. Town assembly)—This was the primary
assembly of merchants.
It functioned side by side with the ur.
We learn from the State inscriptions that the nagaram functioned
efficiently in the following places, which seem to have been

important mercantile centres.

Telingakulakalapuram or Narttamalai (2. 8, I. 91,112, 113,
114, 125-A, 158, 170, 200, 279, and 325).

Kodumbalir, which had two nagarams (P. 8. I. 82).

Virudarajabhayankarapuram or Perungudi (P. S. I. 184).
Sundara

Célapuram or Désiyugantapattanam or Sundaram

(P. S. I. 189 and 422).
Pillamangalam

also

known

as

Sundarapandyapuram

(in

P. S. I. 390) or Célapandiyapuram (P. S. I. 408).

Arumolidévapuram
(P. S. I. 487).

in

Kananadu

near

Kulasékharapuram (P. S. I.-491) and
puram, parts of modern Pudukkéttai town.

Séliyanadrayanapuram
or modern
mangalam.
(A. R. E. 150 of 1908).

Tiruvaranigulam
Senfkulamanikka-

Alagapuri

Like all the other assemblies, the nagaram

near

Pilla-

received gifts for

temples and managed them, declared land tax-free and effected
sales and transfers. The assembly of Narttamalai, which was a
flourishing ~agaram until about the 14th century, is mentioned
as a mere tr or village assembly in later inscriptions, possibly
because of the migration of the merchants to the south of the

Vellar, which reduced the importance of the place from a city of
merchants to a mere village.
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How the assemblies functioned.—The assembly was sumThe meetmoned by a general proclamation by beat of drum.
ings were fully attended, and decisions were reached by common
They were generally held in the temple mantapam*

agreement.

A Virachilai
or in a common hall known as the #rmanyam.+
inscription | mentions that an assembly met in a flower garden.
It was not uncommon for the meetings to be held in the shade
of trees, and a Tiruvilangudi inscription § relates that the

Perufguri sabha deliberated on the bund of an irrigation tank,
which on that account came to be known as the Attdnipér-éri
(atidni=place of meeting).
As

Prof.

Sastri

remarks,||

the

procedure

at meetings

was

‘on the whole rudimentary, and the assemblies had, but for their

executives, hardly outgrown the stage of folk-gatherings.’
The State inscriptions give interesting
ing

the

functions

of the

assemblies.

They

information
freely

regard-

disposed of

unassigned land either by gift or by sale. ‘The gifts were mostly
made to temples, with the object of maintaining gardens,{7
instituting festivals, providing for dramatic and other entertainments, renovating or repairing maylapams, organising and

maintaining a staff of temple servants and priests, instituting
divine services known as sandhis, providing for the daily
offerings

lamps

to the gods of food, ghee, curds, milk, etc., or keeping

burning

continuously.

Lands

sold and endowed

to

temples, and madappurams or feeding-houses, were often declared

by the assemblies to be tratyili or tax-free. The assemblies
sometimes sold land by auction to private individuals who
subsequently endowed them to temples (e.g. P. 8. I. 476, 479,
* BH. g. P.S. I. 176, 393, and 601.
+P.S. 1. 441.

t P. 8. I. 705.
§ P.S. I. 90.
| CéJas Vol. II, p. 899.
4 Cf. P. 8. I. 81, 84, 85, 89, 90, 91, 99, 100, 374, 408, 417, 428 488, 441,
448, 444, 448, 472, 492, 504, 532, ete,
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487, 488, 494, 500, 508, 509).
They helped the temple authorities
by accepting and managing the endowments to temples, by
effecting sales or other transfers of devaddnam lands, and,
co-operating in fixing the rent-in-kind payable to temples by

their tenants.*

Persons making

endowments

to temples

and

charitable: institutions entrusted to the assembly sums, often
calculated at the capitalised value of the amount to be spent
annually, and the assembly undertook to make regular payments
to the

institutions.

Thus

the

assembly

supervised

all

trans-

actions relating to the temple, kept it in good repair and
the proper conduct of worship.

saw to

The assembly was responsible for the collection and payment.

to the King’s treasury of the entire revenue of the village. It
often fixed the rates of taxes for the different holdings on the
basis of the average output of crop, and the facilities forj irrigation that the lands enjoyed (P. S. I. 116). P. 8. I. 375 records
that

the

assembly

of Visgalir

was

unable

to

pay

the

taxes

demanded by the King’s officers or the local chiefs, and had to

raise 64,000 kdsu by the sale of three Vélis of land to the
temple at Kudumiyamalai.
In Sriparantakanallur or Irumbanadu, some persons who were defaulters absconded, and the

revenue-officers called on the assembly to make good the amount,
which

later
the

it did by borrowing

selling

him

irrigation

When

the

from

a resident

some land and

tank.

the

of

the village, and

right to take w ater from

(P. 8. I. 376).+

assembly

declared

certain

holdings

tax-free,

it distributed the amount so remitted among the other
holdings in the village, so that the total revenue payable to the
King’s treasury was not diminished.} Lands declared tax-free in

this way were known as Urkiliraiyili or ‘exempted from taxes
by the tr.’ The taxpayer had the-option of commuting the tax
on his holdings for a single payment of a capitalized sum

* Bg. P.S. 1. 447, 448, 476, 479, 486 and 494.
t Cf. P. S. I. 401 also.

¢ CL.P..S. I. 20, 158, 198, 416 and 417,

to the
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assembly, which then undertook to pay the annual
behalf to the King’s treasury.

taxes on

his

the right of imposing local cesses.

exercised

Assembly

The
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P. S. I. 125 mentions the levy by the nattars of Irattaippadikén-

dacélavalanadu, of a duty-in-kind on betel leaves and areca-nuts
brought into that nadu.
A Narttamalai inscription mentions
a marriage-tax.
Some other inscriptions (e. g. 149 and 155) refer

The

to the total remission or reduction of local cesses.
of tenures
land from

freely changed the nature
especially when it bought

assembly

necessary *,
whenever
temples and sold them

to private individuals and vice versa.
P. 8S. I. 268 and 301 record instances in which the assembly
auction lands on which the taxes were in
sold in public
arrear, and applied the amount realised to works of public
There are also instances

utility.

of

abandoned

or

waste

sold by the assembly to persons who

being

lands

undertook t0 reclaim

them and bring them under cultivation.
It

one

was

boundaries

of the

duties

and

of lands,

of the assembly to determine the

to prevent

P.S. I. 481

disputes.{

records that a temple servant complained of diminution in the
area of his holdings as the result of a survey, whereupon the

nadu compensated him for the deficiency.
The

assembly

did

not

neglect

works

of

public utility.

P. 8. I. 326 mentions the allocation of sites for a street.
Several inscriptions! refer to the care that assemblies bestowed
on the maintenance of tanks, wells, channels and other irrigation

sources. They also rewarded public benefactors. An artizan who
repaired a temple was exempted from payment of land-tax
(P. 8. I. 200).

A shepherd was awarded the title of Mdnikkakén,

besides gifts in kind at the time of the annual harvest,

meritorious service
(P. §. I. 455).
"Eg

PST.

the

nature of which has not been mentioned

125-A 170, 343, 345, 347,350,

+t B.g. P. S. I. 161, 170, 190 and 414.

t Bg. P. S. I. 127, 346, 383, 475, 477 and 478,
83

for some

367 and 887.
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To ensure the proper maintenance of order in villages and
districts, the assembly
granted or sold Pddikkdval rights*
to capable men, especially to local chieftains.
P.S.I. 197 relates
that the assembly of Temmavtr utilised the fines imposed on
offenders for the expenses of the Pddikkaval.
We have already
mentioned how the assembly exercised judicial authority and
tried both civil and criminal cases.+
The concern that the

assembly showed for the protection of the interests of the village
is well illustrated in P. 8. I. 373, which records how the nddu
of Vallanadu undertook to meet the exactions ¢ of a rapacious

Hoysala general.
There are frequent references in State inscriptions to
joint sessions of the different assemblies—the nddu, nacaram,
sabha, ur, and padaipparru.
Such meetings were no doubt held

on important occasions.
P. 8, 7, 995 relates that all the
assemblies of Kénadu met and agreed tc carry out extensive
repairs to the Kudumiyamalai temple.
They decided to levy

contributions from people of all castes within the nddu.
P.S.1.
340 and 341, relating to the dispute between the Vaisnavas
and
Saivites of Tirumayam have already been discussed.
PS. 1
447, mentions a meeting at Kuidalir of the assemblie
s of
Tenkénadu.
The Kilavan or headman of Tllantir absconded,

but

two persons

joint-session

and

cited

as

sureties

required

to

pay

were summoned

all

the

Similar sessions were frequently held ‘to carry

tions

with

the

temple

authorities in

before

dues

up-to-date.

on joint

matters

temple administration.

this

delibera-

relating

to

The assembly maintained a paid staff of executive officers.
Among them were surveyors, supervisors and accountants or
Kanakku. The madhyasta is frequently referred to in inscriptions. He was not an arbitrator—which is the literal meaning of
* Hg. 142, 439, 440, 454 and 491.
t P. 8. I. 156, 176, 184, 186,

upon this function of the assembly,
t Stiraivari = exactions,

and

218,

among

others,

throw

much

light
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committees
gather

that

of
his

he

occasionally

the term—though
the

assemblies.

duties

were

to

served
From

write

under the judicial

various
up

the

contexts
accounts

we
and

record the resolutions; in other words he was the Secretary.*
He attended the meetings and assisted the proceedings with his
expert knowledge but did not participate in the deliberations.
Though

the

were

assemblies

practically autonomous

they

were subject to general supervision and audit by the King’s
officers, who frequently attended the meetings.
This brief estimate

be

summed

up in Prof.

of the functions of the assemblies may

Sastri’s words,—' Between

an able

bureaucracy and the active local assemblies which in various
a
ways fostered a live sense of citizenship, there was attained
standard of administrative efficiency and purity, perhaps
the highest ever attained by the Hindu Statet.’

high

Other groups and guilds :
There were other groups, which probably were not formally
incorporated, though they bought and sold and carried on transactions in their group capacity. Among these were the Merchantguilds, which are described later on in this section. Others were
professional groups. The groups of priests-lay and celebate-were
Pandesignated by the generic terms—Siva-brahmanas and

mdhéwaras in Siva

temples,

and

Sri-Vaiypavas and Vaikhd-

They are mentioned in several
nasas in Vignu temples.
ine oriptions in the State, and their protection is invoked at the end
nof almost every inscription relating to grants, in the formula-Pé
mdhegvararaksai or Sri Vaisnavaraksai. In almost every temple

in the State these groups functioned as corporations independent
They: are described later on in this
of their changing personnel.
section.
* Bg. PS. 1. 90.
* 08785 Vol. II, p. 312.
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Agriculture, Revenue, Taxation and Finance.—

Vellén

Vagai or peasant-proprietorship ; Velldlan-parru or

the ‘ryot-wari’

village.

Inscriptions of this period show that land was sometimes
the property of the community and sometimes owned by indivi-

duals.

Temple and private lands alike were often cultivated by

tenants who paid fixed mélvdram.

Service Tenwres.—These were of various kinds.
ing are mentioned in State inscriptions :—

The follow-

1. Padaipparru—land assigned to a feudal chieftain on
condition of his maintaining a stated number of soldiers ready
for service.

2. Udirappatti*—land
who fell in battle.

given

to

the

dependents

3. Kulappatti ; Eripatti ; Uranippuram +—lana

of

those

given

for

maintenance of and repairs to tanks and lakes.
_ 4. Bhoga, Jivita—Jivitapparyu—land granted for
specified
services to the temple or the village. Among grants of this
type

mentioned in State inscriptions are lands granted for performing

daily worship—arccandbhégam ; + for cleaning the temple floor—

melukkuttadaval or tirumelukkuppuram ;§

for supplying oil to

anoint the gods—teruvennaikkdpuram ; for keeping the sanctuary
lamp alight—tiruvilakkuppuram ; || for keeping the temple yard

clean—tirumurrattukkani ; { for cooking in the temple kitchen—
tirumadappallipuram ; {i for tending the temple garden—tirunandavanappuram ;** and to the temple pipers, truinpcvers,
* Pp. §. 1.177 and 411.

blood-money (udirappadi).

Itis quite: possible that the term represented also

t Eg. P. S. I. 25, 28, 59, 60, 61, 71, 132, 165, 342, 346, 347 and 477,
OO

th

§.

He

Ss.
5.
8.1.

hm

4
os

P
த,
P,
P.

ae

Tis

ean

OD

tP. 8. 1. 30.

0, 90 and 130.
79, 487 and 494.
171.

I. 141.

|
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conch-blowers and drummers kalatguppuram, uvaccappuram
and kdlamudippuram. *
«6. Bhatfavritt, Védavritt, etc.—land granted to teachers
who expounded the scriptures, or to those who recited the scriptures or Tamil hymns in temples.
6. Kdnis (puram)—land granted to artisans
village goldsmith, physician and dancing-master.

such

as

the

7. Vaidyavritti t+-land granted to physicians.
Eleemosynary tenures.—Examples

are the Dévaddnam?{
or
the assembly, or by rich
gift

to

same

Brahmins.

of this

class of tenures

gift to a temple by the king or
men, and the Brahmadéyam$ or

These two were sometimes combined in the

village which was then known as a dévaddna-brahmadéya

village. ||

Endowments

of

puyam,{ and endowments

festivals

to Jain

were

called

temples

and

Tiruvildp-

institutions,

Pailiccandam. ** Gifts to feeding houses were called Sdlabhogam,

and gifts to monasteries, madappuram. 11
Other classes of temple property—Dévaddnam

must be
distinguished from another tenure known
as trundmattukkdni.t*
When land was given to a temple (dévaddnam), it
did not on that account become tax-free, but the tax had to be
paid to the State by the donor, unless explicitly remitted by
royal order or by the assembly.
A temple might however hold
lands in absolute

ownership

(trundmattukkdni)

like any

other

* PG, I. 30, 89, 90 and 490.
+P. S$. 1. 575.
100 P.S.1. 23, 26, 27, 30, 41, 45, 57, 99, 100, 108, 116, 138, 140,. 157,
158, 313, 314, 367, 388, 409, 417, 438, 439, 448, 516, 517, 521, ete.
§ Cf. 26, 88, 85, 87, 89, 90, 92, 94, 96, 98, 101, 109, 117, 250, 420 and
See also list of caturvédimatigalams on p. 652 above. ்
475.

| Péraiytir and Tirumayam for example.

Cf. P. 8. I. 103, 218, 263, 403,

419, 489, 467, 472, 496.
{ See P. 8. I. 38, 31.

** PS. I. 474 and 590.

Tt See P. §. I. 150, 196, 312, 366, 376, 396 and 448.
tt See P. S. 1. 325, 342, 358, 867, 374, 875, 377, 383, 399, 404 and 415,
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Jand-owner.
Such lands might either have been purchased
from previous owners or be village common land assigned to
temples by the assemblies. Dévaddnam lands held by Visnu
temples are described in some inscriptions, especially in the later
ones, by the special term—tiruvidatydttam.*

Communal

Ownership.—Villages held in common by particular castes or communities come under this class.
Examples
that occur in State inscriptions are :—

Agaraparru
villages;

or Brahmin

Velldnpayru

villages; Kallapparru or Kallar

or Vellalar

villages; Tlamakkalpayru

or

Tlaiyar villages and Vanmyaparru or Vanniyar villages. Kudipparru is the generic name by which villages owned by any of

the eighteen castes (see.p. 549 above) are referred to in State
inscriptions.+

Kédrdymai and Miydtci or tenancy and free-hold rights.—

as

When the landlord was himself the cultivator, he was
known

a kil-kardumai-udaiya-kugi

or

owner-cultivator.

When

land was transferred by sale or gift from one owner
to another

it did not necessarily follow on that account
that cultivating
tenants could be evicted by the vendee or donee;
they were
ordinarily unaffected by the transfer.
If such tenants were
liable to eviction; the fact was clearly recite
d in the conveyance-deed.
Thus we read in inscriptions of lands that

were kudi-ningd-kdrdnmai-miydtci or lands sold free-hold but the
tenants

of which

dévaddnam}

or

were

lands

not

liable

given

to

to eviction,

temples.

and

subject

kudi-ninga-

to the

same

restriction. Lands of which the tenants could be evicted after
conveyance were called kudi-nikki-kdérdnmai-miydtci, or kudinikki-dévaddnam.§
The same distinction is found in deeds
© See P. S. I. 125-4, 171, 220, 350, 371, 377, 398, 408, 420, 439, 440
475 and 494.
t See P. 8. I. 176, 184, 285, 484, 443, 455, 484, 514 and 518,
$ See P. 8. I. 125-A, 188, 148, 151, 170, 176, 187, 195, 219, 281, 344, 347,
349, 350, 854, 355, 383, 886, 887 and 475.
§ P..8. I. 30 and 327.
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relating to temple-lands held under service tenures.

P.§. I, 384

and 494 for instance, mention kudt-ningdt-tirunandd vilakkuppuram .or lands given for the maintenance of temple-lamps
the tenants of which could not be evicted.

The temple-committees often assigned the right of cultivation

and

enjoyment

of

temple-lands

return for a fixed share of the yield.

to

private persons

in

This tenure was known as

kdrdnkilamat, The deeds evidencing such transactions mentioned
whether the tenants could be evicted or not.*
Taxation.—

Taxes were paid in kind or in cash, or sometimes

in both.

Iyat or Vari is the general term used in inscriptions for taxes.
Kudimaz in its narrower sense means ‘tenancy dues’; in a wider
sense it means ‘the obligations of citizenship,’ which were either
antardyam or what was due to the king, or viniydgam or what
was due to the local assembly.
Land remission was called traiyi/t.|
When the tax on
a land was remitted by royal order, an entry was made in the
‘revenue

register.

the remission

was

When

the tax was remitted by the assembly,

called ur-kil-iratytlt,}

but

since

the total

revenue due to the State by the village still had to be paid,

the

assembly had to distribute the amount remitted among the other
holdings in the village.

It was

open

to a tenant

to commute

his land-tax in perpetuity by paying a lump sum to the assembly
* Pp. 8. I. 848, 851, 424 and 485 mention kudinitigdk-kdrdnkildmaikkdni.

t Dharmaddna iraiyili = tax-frée lands given in charity—P. 8. I. 194, 489

= tax-free lands of Jain temples—P. 8. I. 580.
Palliccandam iraiyili
and 440.
Dévadanam iraiMadappura traiyili = tax-free monastic lands—P. 8. 1. 376.
198, 401, 402
170,
158,
157,
145,
133,
yili=tax-free temple lands—P. 8. I.
by private
held
lands
temple
403 and 509. Iraiytli-kdrdpkilamai=tax-free

individuals—P. 8. I. 332 and 376. Iratytli. udirappatti = tax-free lands held by
Ivaiyili
dependents of persons -who had fallen in battle—P. 8. I. 411.
kulappatts=tax-free' land endowed for the maintenance of tanks—-P, §, I. 98
and 36.

+t See P. 8. I. 158, 158, 876, 395,401, 405 and 472,
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all future dues on his behalf, and gave

him a document embodying this arrangement, which was known
as wai-kéval.*
The lists of remissions found

in State

inscriptions

give us

an idea of the very large number of minor cesses and octroi
duties} that were imposed.
The following are examples :—

Ulgu was a tax on toll-keepers, and tlampuicci, a duty on
toddy drawers. There were taxes on professions, for example,
vanndrappdrai—on washermen; kanakkuvari—on accountants;
tattdrapdtiam—on goldsmiths; sekkirai—on oil-pressers; and
idaiyan vari—on shepherds. Kadai-irai was a cess on shops,
maramanjddi, a cess amounting to one mafijddi of gold on each
fruit-bearing tree, and hiddkkdsu, a cess on each head of male
cattle. Manaikkdicipéru was perhaps a cess on house-sites, and

kuratkkdgu,

dandam were
assemblies.

one levied for thatching houses.
fines

collected

from

offenders

Manrupddu and
convicted

by

the

Minpatiam or pdsippdtiam was the sum paid by the lessees
of the right to fish in tanks and rivers. The money thus

collected was used to improve tanks and channels.

P. 8. I. 656-659, which are orders of unidentified Pandya
kings granting iyaiyili rights to lands endowed ag dévaddnam,
palliccandam and gifts to watersheds, enumerate the following
taxes and imposts:—the kadamai on cultivated Jands, including

mdvadai or cess on mango trees, maravadai, cess on trees in
general and kulavadat or cess on tanks, vaftam or trade-profits tax

“* Pg. 1. 90 and 100.
Tt The following inscriptions may be referred to for a list of cesses
taxes.
P.5. I. 20, 90, 99, 134, 145, 146, 147 to 149, 151,158, 154, 158,
168, 168, 170, 179, 187, 193, 195, 196, 198, 219, 220, 245 to 247, 277, 305,
309, 316 to 318, 321, 327 to 330, 335, 337, 340, 342, 351, 364 to 367, 383,
393, 395, 401, 402, 409, 416, 421, 424, 442, 443, 489, 440, 447, 453, 464,

and
161,
307,
392,
465,

472, 477, 479, 486, 487, 492, 495, 496, 500, 504, 506, 508, 514,

525,

§29 to 531, 538 and 538,

518,

521,

0177]
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paatjupili or tax on cotton, vdsalpéry or tax on doors, dlaiyeluttuviniydgam or cess collected for the maintenance of the village
scribe (?), léficanaipéru

or

cess

on

property

marks

such

as

trade-marks, envaipandam or tax on lights, ditévar or corvée (?),
madiltévat or forced labour for erecting fortifications, taccuttévat

and kortévai or obligation to furnish carpenters and masons,
ydnaiccdlai, kudiraipandi, arisittévat or contribution for the
maintenance of elephant—and horse-stables and granaries, d/vari

or poll-tax, manaivari or house-tax, érvart or tax ou ploughs;

idaivari or idaiyavari or tax levied on milkmen, lart-tyat or

tax

on looms, gekku-iyai, or tax on oil-mills, tatfolitatidrpdiiam or
tax levied on goldsmiths, and nirami or a cess to be paid to the
village menials for distribution of water for irrigation®.
Eccéru

or Eycéru

frequently

mentioned

in

inscriptions

means the obligation on the part of the owners. of some
holdings to give a handful of cooked rice at night to artisans such
as washermen, barbers

and

carpenters.

tioned on page 549 above that
who were the dependents

services in kind,

employers.

and

of

We

have already men-

the men of the ‘eighteen castes’,
the

occasionally

Vellalars,

fed

were

paid

in the houses

for their

of

their

Pavcavdra, a cess collected in kind—paddy, gram,

dholl, oil and ghee, and karpuravilat+

were levied from temples.

Pddikdval was a cess paid to remunerate the village watebman.
The village assemblies exacted from some landholders forced
_jabour, or veltimuifarydl or free-feeding of labourers whom
had to engage.

they

There are references to taxes on certain commodities—
betel-leaves and areca-nuts are examples already mentioned on
p. 657 above.
P. 8. I. 365 mentions a duty on carts carrying

bags of salt or dholl.
* Other taxes or imposts mentioned in the State inscriptions are sandivigrahapéru nittappaccal, kértigaippaccai. ed utiukkdttumpaccai Guaceai = tribute)

aficdSi and védam. The meaning of these words is not now known.
+ Karptravilai is a siddhdya or a tax paid in cash,
84

.
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or

marriage

tax.*

Many of these small dues were paid in cash. As Prof. Sastri
points outt, these long lists.of local imposts do not signify that
the people were ground down.
The incidence of taxation was
on the whole light.
He thinks { that in the centuries of Céla

rule, “ cultivators had to give up in one way or another something well over 40% of the gross produce; a rate that does not
compare unfavourably with what we know of the land-tax under
the Vijayanagar or the Moghul rulers.”
P. §. I. 343 at
Palafkarai (A. D. 1250) mentions that the méludram payable to
the temple on dévaddnam land was one-third of the produce.§
Later inscriptions, after the decline of the Céla power, refer
occasionally to exactions and oppression by marauding generals
and unscrupulous local chieftains.
The annual tax was levied only on lands on which
crops

had been raised. The out-turn of the crop was estimated at
the harvest, and remissions were made when crops failed
owing
to flood, drought,

hostile armies.
reference

or

other

acts

of

God || or were destroyed by

The assessment was revised periodically with

to changes in cropping and the fertility of the soil.

Classification of lands.—

Cultivated land was classified as puncey (punjat) or
nancey

(௬0716).

Nafijat was also known as nirnilam or wet-land
, and

* P. S. I. 281.
is concluded

without

without

Even to this day no wedding in உ Hindu home in the State
offering

money, nominally

betel leaves,

areca-nuts

as tribute to the Ruler

and cocoanuts with or

(Rdjasambhdévana).. and

the village-community
(grdma-sambhdvana)—a
vestige perhaps
of the
marriage-tax levied by kings and assemblies in Oédla and 'Pindya times.
The offerings are now actually given to a respectable guest or to the officia
ting
priest.

ர 0618 Vol. II., pp. 324—-395.

} Ibid p. 385.

§ See also P. S. I. 250, 257, 267, 281, 388, 386, 4038, 406, 412, 488, 439 to
442, 454, 475, 482, 495, 500, 508, 509, 515, 525, 533 and 535.

Il P. 8. I. 279, 281, 343, 386, 406, 419, 499, 449, 452, 475, 491, 529, 533
and 535,

Xxi1r]
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classified

as

unpilam

or land

with

டர்

crop,

ndrrangdl

or

.

nursery and ptranilam, all other kinds of wet-land.

Non-taxable lands included the rnatiam or village-site,
temples, tanks, watercourses, hamlets’ of the artisans and

Pariahs, burning-grounds, antarattd) or sites of urn-burials* and
karkidat or cairns. Mudutarigu was immemorial waste, kalar
(venkalar), saline land, and @havayal, common lands and
forests.

Crops.—
The different kinds of crops raised in various parts of the
State are mentioned in connection with the rates payable by

tenant to the landlord according

the
Céla

Pandya

and

inscriptions

to the crop in several

of between

the

16th

and

9th

centuries.

The principal crop was paddy.

As the expressions Kédat

bhégam or summer-harvest,! and Kdlabhégam or normal harvest §
show

there were, as now, two crops of paddy

and short-term varieties

annually.

of paddy are mentioned.

former, which were the principal

crop,

was

Long~

Among

the Samba

known as tiruccennelnadai or tiruccennadat || which

the

variety

was

solely

cultivated for offerings in temples. Another long-term paddy
mentioned in inscriptions was pacdnam{ the harvest of which
was called pacdnabhdgam **
of the king

were

reckoned

by pacdnams.

P. §. I. 18% refers to the 15th pacdnam
*
1
t
§
ii

Pp.
P.
P.
P.
P.

‘major

hare

In some inscriptions, especially royal orders, the r egnal

vest.’t+

years

or perumpti, meaning

s.
8.
S.
S.
S.

I.
1.
I.
I.
I.

For instance,

after the accession of

38.
440.
254, 292, 293, 305 to 308, 320, 383, 438, 440 and 629.
306 and 308.
65 and 91.

9 P. S. I. 182, 274, 275, 3938, 438, 440, 500, 515,602, 618 and 625.
*e ps. I. 260.
tt P. 8. I. 257, 308, 318, 328 and 329.
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varieties of paddy mentioned

are

The principal cereal dry crops were tinai } or Italian millet
(Setaria italica) and Varagu § (Paspalum scorbiculatum).
Other
cereals were Kélppat|| also called Kélvaragu,{ or Rdgi (Eleusine
சீ
coracana) and Sdmai ** (Panicum
miliare).
Sugar-cane ++ seems

to have been

a very

important

crop

ranking with pacdnabhégam.
In one inscription, sugar-cane is
placed second only to paddy in the list of crops.

Jaggery-making was a flourishing industry, and the -dlat or
sugar-cane~press is often mentioned.

The most important non-cereal was gingelly tt (Sesamum
indicum). The leguminous crops, probably grown in rotation,
were payayw §§ or green-gram (Phaseolus mungo) and Kol | | or
horse-gram (Dolichos biflorus).

‘Two other important leguminous

crops, dholl and black-graim, which
at present,
period.

are cultivated in the State,

are not mentioned in any of the inscriptions of this

* P.S. I. 305, 441, 535 and 619.
TP. S. I. 250, 274 and 515.

t P.
350, 359,
619, 624
§ P.

8. 1. 250, 260, 265, 269, 274, 275, 317 to 318, 328 to 329, 345, 349 to
383, 393, 403, 412, 439 to 442, 454, 500, 508, 515, 585, 589, 596, 613,
to 625 and 647.
S. I. 250, 260, 265, 269, 274 to 275, 317, 328 to 329, 345, 349 to 350,

$59, 383, 393, 403, 412, 439 to 440, 442, 454; 500, 515,
535, 589, 596, 613, 619,
624 to 625 and 647.

| P. S. T. 454.
§ P.S. I. 596 and 647.
** PSI. 454.
11. 8:7. 260, 269, 298, 307 to 308, 318, 329, 345, 351, 393, 408, 412, 438 to
440, 454, 596, 624 and 647.

fi P. S. I. 250, 260, 265, 269, 274 to 275, 317 to 318, 328 to 329, 345,

349 to 350, 383, 393, 403, 412 to 413, 440 to 442, 454, 500, 508, 515, 535, 589,
596, 613, 619, 622, 624 to 625.

§§ P. S. I. 274 to 275, 393, 403 and 419.
ii P. S. 1. 454,
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Betel (Piper betel) gardens are mentioned in many inscriptions.* Cotton + is mentioned only occasionally. The common
vegetable crops were valutalai t or Brinjal (Solanum melongena),

pusani§ or pumpkin

(Cucurbita pepo), karwnai||

or pungent

yam (T'yphonium trilobatum), mafjal™ or turmeric (Curcuma
longa) and iiji** or ginger (Zingiber officinale). Pusani was
probably grown in the off-season as a catch crop as is done now.

The important fruit bearing trees were the md tt or mango
(Mangifera indica), pald{? or Jack (Artocarpus integrifolia), and
vdjat §§ or Plantain (Musa paradisiaca) and, among the palms,
tengu |||| or Cocoanut (Cocos nucifera) andkamuku™% or arecanut (Areca catechu).

Revenue Officers and Tax collectors.—
P.

S. I. 26, 90, 92,

127,

163,

among others, mention the names

182,

370, 381, 384 and 481,

and designations of revenue

officers.
Survey-officers are described as those who classify or
define the nddu— inndduvakat-ceykira,’ ‘nddukankdnindyakanceykira,
‘nddukuruceykira’, etc., and settlement-officers as

varikuruceyvdr,***
of

Land-revanue was called puravuvart.
The Superintendent
land-revenue accounts was called Puravuvarit srikarana

ndyakam, the chief land-revenue accountant, puravuvari grikdnattumukavaiam, and the chief scribe mukavatte,
* P.S. 1.
ரந. 8.7.
t P. S. 1.
§ P. S. I.
| P. S. I.
GP. S. I.
** PS. 1.

345,
454,
345,
345,
398,
345,
345,

393, 403, 412, 439, 441, 454, 596, 622, 624 and 647,
398,
393,
408,
398,
440

402, 441 and 647.
403, 441 and 647.
412, 439, 440, 454 and 624.
408, 412, 438, 440 to 441, 454, 596, 622 and 647.
to 441, 454, 596, 622 and 624.

ff P.S. I. 350, 454 and 596.

tt
§§
ill
949

P.S.
P. S.
P. S.
P. S.

1.
1.
1.
1.

439,
438
345,
345,

440 and 454.
to 440, 454, 496 and 624,
489, 440 to 441 and 454.
489 to 440 and 624.

*** Varikdruceyvdr=one who apportions taxes.
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distributed

it among
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for

the

the different

holdings, taking into consideration their extent, taram* and yield,

collected the taxes and remitted them to an officer of the
Government designated in several inscriptions as the pérdlar+
meaning ‘person of renown.’ Contracts and deeds recorded in
inscriptions refer to the king’s taxes as ultimately payable to the
kéyiltiruvdsal or ‘royal gate’, or to the kémurramar or kéyirravar!
by which terms the king or chief or his representatives were
meant.

With the weakening the Cola central authority, the local
chieftains became more and more autonomous and resorted to
oppressive methods of tax collection.
P.§S. I. 399 at Karaiydr
(A. D. 1286) records that a person had to sell his brother’s land
to the temple to save himself from imprisonment for default.

P. 8. 1.376 at Irumbanadu (A. D. 1268) and 401 at Sevalir

(A. D. 1288) record that parties were subjected to torture by the

King’s officer.
records

the

bronze vessels

P. S. I. 285

instructions
and

at Kudumiyamalai

issued

to tax-collectors

break earthenware

for refusal

(A. D. 1228)
to distrain
to pay

taxes.

When persons defaulted and decamped, their lands, and sometimes those of their sureties, were sold or mortgaged by the
tax-collector (P. 8. I. 415 at Kilattanaiyam A. D, 1808).
Survey and measurement of lands.—
Two inscriptions in the State (P. S. I. 90 and 92) of the
reign of Rajaraja I mention an elaborate survey and settlement

of the lands in this part of the Céla empire. The survey was so
accurate that it was possible to assess taxes in very small
fractions

of the kdgw

fractions (P. 8. I. 89).

such

as 1/32

of 1/320

and even smaller

The lands were again surveyed in the

* Taram= quality of the soil.
t P. S. I. 809, 415 and 452.

t P. 8. I. 135, 158, 170, 190, 196, 867, 375s 376,
495.

383,

386, 391, 401 and
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reigns of Rajéndra I, Kuldttunga I and Kulottunga III. P.8. 1.
112 of the reign of Rajéndra II records that the nagaram of
Narttamalai distributed

the

work

revenue-survey and accounts

of the village among its members.
Boundaries of lands.—
When the boundaries of a village were being demarcated, a
cow-elephant was ridden in front of those who perambulated the

area for the purpose.*

The dévaddnam lands granted to Siva

temples were demarcated by boundary-stones marked with a
trident (tiruccilakkalt), those granted to Vignu temples by stones
marked with the cakra or discus (tiruvdlikkal!), and those
granted to Jain institutions by stones with triple umbrellas
carved

on

madams,

them

(tirumukkudatkkal)§.

Lands

endowed

or feeding-houses were demarcated by stones

to

marked

with a ladle (tiruccattuvakkal |\).
Irrigation.—
State

inscriptions

mention

the names

of numerous

tanks

in different parts of the State, and describe their waterspread,
the supply

and surplus

channels

and the

kalisigus

or weirs.

Some of the sluices built in the early Pandya and Pallava periods
have

been

referred

to in the

previous

section.

P.

8. I. 123

mentions Anapdyandddlvdr, who constructed a kalisigu for the
Kavinad tank. P. S. I. 90 mentions extensive repairs to the
tanks near Tiruvilangudi including the present Perambutr tank.
This inscription shows that channels and fields were named

after

a god or some person of importance.1
P. S. I. 375 records the
steps taken to improve the village of Vidahir which had been
* Pp. 8. 1. 91, 141 (pidi-naganda ellai; dnai- valapparragavd-tirucctilakkal
. §. I. 149, 150, 159, 190, 196, 340, 376, 401, 464, 448, 453 and 461.
, 8. ]. 840.
8. I. 658.
JS
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left uncultivated for years, by digging tanks and diverting

from the Vellar into them.
the deepening of the tank
P.8.1.477

records

P. §. I. 478

the

the

P. §S. I. 475 at Tiruvapptr records
known as Jdvadivildkam kulam.

deepening

excavation

water

of

of the

the

Sembatttir

tank, and

Umaydndt ért at Pulvayal.

From several inscriptions we learn that it was usual to include
in deeds evidencing sales of land a stipulation that the purchaser
should keep the irrigation-tanks and channels in repair.
1, 5. 1, 959, 876, 384 and 494 refer to the settlement of
disputes regarding the right to take water for stated periods for

irrigation. P. S. I. 513 at Ponnamaravati is a royal order of an
unidentified Sundara Pandya déva settling an irrigation dispute |
by forbidding the temple authorities to take water from the
Idangamikdman tank.
P.S. 1. 512 at Kolattur is another royal
order

of the

same

king, settling

a dispute

between

a private

individual and the temple authorities regarding the ownership
of a channel, by

directing

that

after

certain

lands

had

been

irrigated, the river might be fished, and one half of the proceeds

of the fishery should go to the temple and the other half to the
other party.

There are references in several inscriptions* to fishery
(pdst) rights and the conditions under which they were granted.
Transfer of property.—

Great

care

was

taken

to

avoid

errors in drawing

up

deeds relating to conveyances and other modes of transfer. There
were pramdnams {| or deeds for all sorts of transactions—for
example, vyavastd pramdnam or deed registering the terms of a
simple compromise or agreement, iratyilipramdnam or deed
declaring « land tax-free, deeds recording transfers from one
tenure to another, vilaipramdnam or settlement of the price
“Cf.
ரந,
491, 492,
475, 476,

P.S. I. 239, 454 & 459.
8.1. 185, 196, 196, $26, 376, 384, 386, 401, 405, 408, 409, 412, 415,
495, 426, 489 to 442, 445, 447, 448, 452 to 455, 458 to 460, 469, 470,
479 to 481, 485, 487, 492, 494, 500, 525, 532 and 533.
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or agreement fixing pddtkdval.

and parivaritanaipramadnam

or agreements

to

exchange

one kind of property for another as, for instance, house-sites for
cultivated lands (P. S. I. 326).

The following were the kinds of sales of land. First was
the sale by royal order.
I+ related to the sale of the property of
persons guilty of treason or of defaulting cultivators. The latter,

named peruvilat, is frequently mentioned in the State inscriptions.
Candéivara peruvilat was the technical term for sales of
land by Siva temples.
Sales were often conducted in public

auction *.

Sales by the assembly were known

as sabhaivilai or

urvilat.
Sale-deeds contained particulars of the area and boundaries
of the land, described with minute care, and concluded with a
declaration of the price agreed upon, and a statement that the

amount had been paid in full, that the document was full
acquittance for the money and that no other receipt was to be
demanded.

It was

expressly

mentioned that all rights relating

to the property had been transferred to the vendee (See P. S. I. 90,

302, 408, 440, etc.).

Several inscriptions in the State mention the vilaiydvanakkalart.$ Possibly this was a public place or office corresponding
to the modern Registration office, where the scribe prepared the
documents, first on palm-leaf and then on copper-plates or stone,
after which the vendee paid in his presence the price of the
property.

How liberal and equitable the terms of contracts sometimes
were is illustrated in P. 8. I. 170 at Narttamalai. . The temple
received a kudi-ninigd-dévaddnam land.
The nagaram agreed to

pay the King’s dues.

Two merchants who acquired kudivdram

* PS, I. 249, 288, 301, 302, 310, 383, 384, 386, 399, 442, 447, 448, 476,

479, 486 and 494.

} (Vilaiydvanam
= sale-deed, and kalayi~office or
P. §. I, 249, 302, 347, 401, 408, 439, 440, 487 and 534,

85

place

of

business),
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rights had. to give 30 kalams of paddy each annually to the
temple, except in bad seasons when only 24 kalams on each md
of land actually cropped were to be collected.
The
of the lowest taram, and the agreement provided
classification

should

never

be

revised.

Similar

land was
that this

instances

are

found in the Pandya times.*
Land measures, linear measures and square measures.+—

Céla and Pandya

linear measure

inscriptions mention

the Kélkuditdngi, a

the length of which is not known.

Standard

rods such as the padinettu adi-kdl or 18 feet-rod and padindru
adi-k6l or 16 feet-rod were in common use.
There. were various

rods for measuring land, called after the villages in which they
were used —for example, Mattiyir nila alavukel.
The principal
square-measure for land was the véli.
Smaller square-measures
were the md, varavat and kuli.

One

of 256

16 feet-rod.

inscription mentions a md

of 522 kujis measured by the 18 feet-rod, and
two
Trade

kulis

measured by

others,’ a md

and Industry—

The bulk of
village

the

had

its

production
set

was for the local market.

of artisans—the

brazier, potter, oil-presser and . weaver.

village

smith,

Every

carpenter,

The temples supported
a large number of braziers and goldsmiths.
There was brisk. trade between the area now
forming the
State and the rest of India. P. 9. I. 125, an inscriptio
n of the

reign of Kuléttunga I, for instance, mentions two Brahmins
from the Telugu country who were brokers in the betel trade.
There are references to merchants from outside the State making
endowments to temples and charitable institutions here.}{

*P. 8. I. 279, 281, 343, 386, 406, 412, 423, 442, 452, 475, 491, 529,
533 and 535.

t For further information the reader is referred to pages 223 to 227 in

Volume I.
t EB. g. P. 8. 1. 88 and 140,
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P. S. I. 265(A. D. 1261), belonging

to the

675
reign

of Vira

Pandya, refers to customs duties on salt and dholl. It is very
probable that earth- salt which continued to be manufactured in
the State up to the 19th century, did not meet the entire local

demand

and

sea-salt

had to be imported.

Dholl or red gram

was imported into the State in medieval times.
State inscriptions
tracks and peru-vali

contain references to footpaths, cartor trunk-roads.
The local assemblies

maintained these roads, and the village supplied
labour for their construction and maintenance.

Merchant guilds in the State-—The

vefft or free

Ndnddésiya-tisai-dyirattu-

aninurruvar.

We have mentioned on page 654 above the functions of the
nagaram, or assembly in towns, which was a corporation of
merchants.
Internal

and

foreign

trade was carried on during these
A. R. E. 47 of
of merchants.
centuries by guilds or corporations
mentions

1888
1896,

the manigrémam

the valatijiyar

of Kodumbalur, A. R. E. 71 of

of Tiruppurambiyam,

and

several inscrip-

tions both in. the State and outside it, the ndnddésiya-tisatdyirattu-ariniyruvar. P.S.1.61 mentions valavjiyar annurruvar.
A. R. E. 256 of 1912, of about the 11th century A. D., records
that the nanddésiya-annuy;uvar were the protectors of the

valarijiyar*, and that they laid down certain rules of conduct to
From these
be followed by the latter in the village of Kattir.
and other inscriptions we may reasonably conclude that the

three guilds mentioned above were not entirely different bodies
as is generally supposed,

but were probably sections or branches

of the ndnddésiya-tisai-dyirattu-atiivyyuvar which Prof.
translates

‘the Five Hundred of the thousand

countries.’

* AR. E. for 1913, p. 99.

directions
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In view of the great prominence that the ‘ Five Hundred, ’

attained in the mercantile life of South India in medieval times
we may give here a brief account of them based on the State
inscriptions and two others, one at Baligami in the Mysore
State (Epi. Carnatic Vol. VII. sk. 118) and the other at
Piranmalai just beyond the State frontier (A. R. E. 154 of 1903).

The earliest inscription that mentions this corporation 18 12. 5.7.

61 at Munasandaiin the State, which on palzographical grounds

may be assigned to the second half of the ninth century A. D.

in the reign of Vijayalaya
the

and

children

the

god

Bhagavati

from

of

the

Céla.

god

Anfitrruvar

Vasudéva,

Mulabhadra

or Durga.

The

or

They

had

the

Virabhadra,
many

claim

goddess

and

to be

Kandali *

worshipped

sub-divisions

coming

the ‘1000 districts of the four quarters’ (ndnddé
sa tisai-

dyirattu), the 18 towns (padinenbhimi or
padinenvisayam)}, etc.

They were designated by the names
Cettis and Cettiputras,
Stlaya (or Sila) Cettis§ and Kavara
Ceitis among others. They
visited all the ‘countries’ in India
from Céra, Céja and Pandya
in the South to Népala in the North,
sea routes, they penetrated into

and “ by land routes and
the regions of the ‘six

continents ’.”|| They were praised in
500 vira-sdésanas or edicts
describing their valour. They had
their mercenary army which
comprised several

divisions designated Eri-viras,
M unaiviras, etc.

From the Piranmalai inscri ption (A.
R. BE. 154 of 1903) it is
clear that a number of nagara ms, were affi
liated to
வையை வ பை ப ப பப the ‘ Five
பட ர

* Kandévi in A. R. EB. 154 of 1903.

tSee. A. R. E. 154 of 1903.

Ayydpolil

ndcciydr

was

Their patron goddess Aimpolirparamésvari,
or

consecrated

in the temple of Kallampatti
in the
State about A. D, 1157 by a Nisadardja chief. (See
P. 9. I, 134 ana 148).
t P.S. I. 281, A. R. E. 601 of 1902, A. R. E, 256
of 1919,
Overgedrukt
uit het Tijdschrift voor Ind. Taal, Land- en Volk
en kunde Deel LXXIV—Jaarg.
1934—Afl, 3 en 4, p. 6.

§ Silaya

Cettis

Narttamalai nagaram.

seem

to ha ve been the

chief

mercantile

class

in

the

| Tamil inscriptions at Takuapa in Siam,
at Lobe Towa in Sumatra, at
Pagan in Burma, and in Ceylon show how widely they
travelled.
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Hundred,’ including Pillamatigalam—Alagapuri known as Seliya-

narayanapuram, the manigrdmam of Kodumbalir, Ponnamaravati
and Kirantr in the State. ‘his inscription records the grant
to the temple at Piranmalai of the right to collect a cess on the
following articles in which they traded—salt, paddy and rice,
beans, red-gram, green-gram (Phaseolus mungo), castor-seed,

areca-nut, pepper, turmeric, dried ginger, onions, cumin (Cuminum

cyminum), Indian mustard (Brassica juncea), myrabolan (Terminalia chebula, Phyllanthus emblica, and Terminalia belerica),
gingelly (Sesamum indicum), iron, raw cotton, cotton-yarn
?
cloth, wax, honey, gunny-bags, silk goods and yarn,
yak tails,
camphor-oil, rose-water and other perfumes, cattle,
horses and.

elephants.

In the countries that they visited for
trade the ‘Five
Hundred’ established ware-houses which
were guarded by their

own

soldiers.

Wherever

they

settled

they

built

instituted charities.
They were very tolerant and
charitable institutions of all sects and religions.
The
interest.

record of their charities
They

irrigation-tank
name

from

the

made an endowment

at Munasgandai.*
munaiviras,

in

the

for the

State

temples

and

supported

is of special

maintenance

of an

The

village probably took its

a section

of their armed followers.

At Kudumiyamalai }, the Paliytli affdrruvar 1 battalion under
took to protect an endowment.
The Jain cave on the Mélamalai

at Narttamalai§ which was

afterwards

converted

into a Visnu

temple, was called Padinenbhumi vinnagaram, evidently after
the eighteen towns of the a%#urruvar,
The god in the temple of

Séndamangalam not far from Narttamalai,
was called Citraméls
vinnagara Hmberumdndr,
Citramelisa|| is a name sometimes
*P.s. I. 61.
TP. S. I. 195.

t “ Flawless 500.”
§ P. 8.1. 281.
॥ 2. 8. 7. 171,

Citramé]iga occurs in A. BR. E. 164 of 1903.
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State, occurring

Aniirruvanallir{,
manikkam,

in

another

commemorate

[orar.

A tank in Pillamangalam * called

after them, Avifurruvamangalam+
in

HISTORY

an

another

inscription

name
them.

for
A

name
at

the

for Kidalur

Piranmalai,

and

modern Valara-

Temmavir§

inscription

relates that they contributed the cost of some pillars in the
temple mayfapam.
A fragmentary inscription at Chettipatti Il,
then known as Tiruvennayil, calls the Jain temple and monastery
there atiidrruva perumpalli; it was presumably either built or
endowed by them.

The ‘ Five Hundred’ therefore, may be described as a carporation of nagarams and different classes of merchants, somewhat
resembling the Hanseatic league of German cities in Medieval

Europe. Pudukkéttai State where there are several
towns and
villages1 associated with their name, in one of which, namely
Kallampatti, the temple of the goddess Aiyappol]il ‘nacci
yar who
was their patron deity is situated, was an important centre
of
their activities at home.
Through this great corporation, the

Chettiyars** and other merchant classes of the State
were engaged.

in the extensive foreign trade that South
India carried on with
Ceylon, Burma, Indonesia and China in the east,
and the Persian

guif in the west, in the centuries of Céla and
Pandya rule. This
trade which flourished under the care of the Céla
emperors

declined as the power of the central author
ity at home declined,

ற. 8.1. 903...

t P. S. 1. 393, at Virdchilai and A. R. EB. 150 of
1903 at Pirdtimalai,

$P.8. I. 1022.
§ P. 9.1. 576.

| P. 8. I. 1083.
{| The signatories in some of the State inscriptions
bear the name of this
corporation.
For instance, we read of Aivititryuva-péraraiyar in P. 8, I,
$93,
421 and 534, Aifstrruva-dhattan in P. 8. I. 621, and AisMdirruvadévan in.
P. 8. I. 393.

** The God in the temple of Mattur, a village near Kéraikkudi, known
as

Aiftitérruvaresvarar, is the patron deity of some Chettiyar families in the State,
who make votive offerings to this. God whenever they conduct an auspicious
ceremony: or start a new business.
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and the Moors and Arabs came to predominate in the eastern
trade.
.
The Horse trade with Arabia.—
Marco

Polo

describe

and Wassaf

at length

the

extensive

trade in Arab horses and Pegu ponies that was carried on under
The horses must have been
the rule of the Célas and Pandyas.

in demand in the cantonments which maintained strong forces.
of cavalry.
Coins.—
According to Sir Walter Elliot", the kalafju which was the
standard unit employed in weighing gold, measured from 50 to 60
grains till late in the tenth century. The more usual standard was
the kalavju of twenty mavjddis, equal in theory to 72 grains, but
The pon or mddai wasa
sometimes weighing as much as 80.
This coin served as the
gold coin weighing one kalafju.
The Kdsu was half of
gold.
testing
standard of fineness for

amddat.

Anrddunaykdsu meant ‘good current kdsu’.

Palatigdsu

means ‘old but still current kdsu’.
From the time
value were minted.

of Kul6ttunga III, copper kdsus of lower
They varied in value from place to place

and with each successive issue.

According to an

inscription in

the Salem district (A. R. E. 439 of 1913), 100 Soliya kdédus made
a panam;

but this was not the standard everywhere.

The value of the panam

also varied from place to place

and

from reign to reign. Rdsippanam,t Vardhan panam,! Cenpakaand
kulikai panam,§ Vdldlvals tiranddn kulikaippanam,||
Kulikaippanam§ are varieties mentioned in the State insoriptions.
* Coins of South India.—See Prof. Sastri: Cdlas Vol. IL., ற. 443.

t P.S. 1. 345, 441 and 452.

+ P. 8. I. 350, 406, 421, 442, 476, 479, 480, 494 and 526.

§ P. 8. 1. 384.
| P. S. I. 439-40, 454 and 487.

Vdldjvalitiranddn means “ He who made

a way for himself with his sword "’"—the title of one of the Pandya kings.
்
q P. 9. I. 441 and 448.
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The téram or tiramam* was supposed to be the equivalent
of adrachma. According to Mr. Percy Brown}, all these coins
referred to as tiramam or ‘drammas’ approximated to the weight
of their Sassanian originals, which were derived from the Attic
drachma, of 67°5 grains.

Weights and measures.—
The weight most commonly mentioned is the palam.t
was weighed

by mangddis

and kalafijus (=20 mafjddis).

Gold
The

common measure of capacity was the marakkdl, and special
names
were
often
given
to this measure »-~for
instance

Tiruvdsal

tiranddn-marakkadl. T Measures

of smaller capacity

than the marakkdl, such as sevidu, didkku, uri, ndli, and of larger

capacity such as padakku,
vogue.t+

tint,

kalam

and kéttai** were iD

The measure of time was the ndlikai.{t

Society.—
The number of agarams,

masigalams

and

Caturvédimanga-

lams in the State,shows that it had a much larger Brahmin
population in Céla and Pandya times than at any later period.
The two divisions

of Brahmins

The priests, in the Siva

were Saivites

and

Vaisnavites.

temples were called Saivdcdryas

and

Siva brahamanas, and those in Visnu temples, Vatkhadnasas.
The Brahmins had their dwellings apart from the rest of the

village or town and had their

separate

assembly—the

sabhd.

Learning was their chief pursuit, and none but learned men were

* Pg. I. 125, 262, 265, 317, 318-19.
t The Coins of India.
tP.8. 1. 172.
§ P. S. I. 73, 170 and 213.

॥ 5, 8. I. 181 and 219.
4 P.S. I. 469.
** Kéttai=21 marakkdls.

P. 8. I. 456.

tt For tables of these measures see p. 228 of Vol. I.
tt For a table of measures of time see p. 227 of Vol. I.
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—

We

hear,

Célas

and

the fighting

The high officers of
classes and lived mostly in cantonments.
Government were drawn from the Marava, Kalla—among whom

were the Pallavarayars and Tondaimans—and Vellala communiThe Chettis formed as now the principal

ties.

mercantile

com-

munity. The Chettis of Narttamalai are referred to in inscriptions as Sila (or Silaya) Chettis; they often took the names of
the Céla and Pandya rulers.
The condition of the agricultural labourers was not far
removed: from slavery.
P. S. I. 459 at Mélur records the
transfer by a father to his son of his rights over some lands and
houses to which some slaves were attached.
Forced labour
was common.
Villages had to furnish free labour for public
purposes, such as making roads or constructing fortifications.
Women do not appear to have suffered from so many
disabilities as they do now.
They owned property and disposed of

it as they chose.*

There are frequent references in State in-

They were an affluent
scriptions to dancing girls or courtesans.t
class buying land in their own right and making charitable
endowments.

Religion.—
Religious doctrines
Pandya periods do not

and observances in the Céla and
appear to have differed greatly from

those prevailing at the present day.

The simple religion of the hymnists, Saiva and Vaisnava,
teaching the gospel of pure love and devotion developed in these
centuries into complex creeds with varied

ritual and observances.

சற, 8. I. 187.
Tt Cf. the hetara in Ancient Greece,

86

schools of philosophy,

The Céla emperors, and many

of the
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Pandyas, were devout worshippers of Siva, built temples in
important

villages

and

established

numerous

mathas.

mathas maintained an intimate connection with
where, in places as far north as

Kashmir

and

as

These

Saivism

else-

far east as the

Eastern Archipelago and Farther India. Tirumular, Meykandadévar, Arulnandi, Umapati Sivacarya and Nambi Andar Nambi
whose writings constitute the Tamil Saivite scriptures, and Sri
Nathamuni, Yamuna and Sri Ramanujacarya whose writings
possess

a

similar

importance

for

Vaisnavites

belong

to

this

period.
The Temple.—
Under Céla rule, the temple became the vital centre of
communal life and activities. Upon it depended a numerous
class of artists

and

artizans, architects

and

sculptors, braziers

and smiths, potters, musicians and poets, a hierarchy of priests
and servants, and peasants who cultivated the dévadéna lands.
The pious gifts of kings, nobles and wealthy devotees accumul
ated
during the centuries. The temple treasuries served
as rural
banks from which the local assembly and individuals
borrowed
money

at

interest*.

In

times

of

famine,

war

and

other

calamities the temple funds were applied to the relief
of distress,
“As the principal landholder, employer, and consumer of
goods
and services, as bank, school and museum, as hospital
and
theatre, in short, as a nucleus which gathered round itself
all
that was best in the arts of civilized existence, ”—observes Prof.

Sastri, “the mediaeval Indian temple has few parallels in the

annals of mankind.”

The inscriptions in the State give a detailed account of the
nature of the Sandhis or daily services,+ endowments for the
conduct of which were made by kings and local chieftains. They
consisted

in bathing

and decorating

the gods,

offering flowers

while intoning their names (arcana), waving lights before them,
* P. S. I. 48 to 50, 53, 87, 177, 379.
T P. 8. I. 30; 85, 89, 90.
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bymns
offering food, burning incense and camphor, and singing
often to the accompaniment of music and dancing. The
offerings * consisted chiefly of cooked rice and fruit.
Temple festivals were elaborately celebrated. The idols were
carried in procession, their route was illuminated at night, and
Brahmins and the poor were fed. The earliest festivals recorded
in the State inscriptions are those celebrated in the months of

Magi (February—March), + Cittirai, (April—May), | Mérgalt§

The last
(December—January) and Parguni (March—April).||
day of the festival on which the principal idols were taken to a

tank or

a river and bathed was usually a full-moon

day.

Festivals in Vatkhdsi (May—June),** Avanitt (August—
September), Purafidsi {} (September—October) and Kartigas §§
(November—December) were instituted later. The calendar of
festivals varied however from temple to temple. The Pariguni
uitiram (in March—April) seems to have been a very popular

festival from the ninth or tenth century onwards.

(December—J anuary),
all Siva temples. The
and Vaikhdsi and the
dramatic performances.

The Ardra

another ancient festival, was observed in
spring festivals in the months of Cittirar
Ardra were accompanied by nautch and
{||| Originally these festivals lasted for

only seven days, 1% but laterin
extended to ten days. ***

the Pandya times, they were

உற. உர. 20, 22, 24, 20, 44, 65, 86, 90, 92, 124, 147, 148, 150, 167, 401,
427 and 430.
*ந, 5, 1. 77, 216, 291, 301.
8. I.ந 90, 128, 286, 320.
8. 7,I 90, 199, 291, 901.

. ௨, ந தகம், 67, 78, 90, 190, 291, 301.
tiamddutal P. §. 1. 90.
, 8. 8.5. 199, 282.
8, 8.0. 304.
. 83.1 8.1. 543,
$$ 1, 9, I 1. 541.

|| நத 1. 8. 7. 90.
84 ற, 8, I. 128, 189, 219, 486, 538.

௪௪௬௪ 32, த, 8, 1. 282 dated A. D. 1228.
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We have already noticed that the temple, or the chief god
or goddess in it, was considered to possess the rights and be
subject to the obligations of a landowner,

making

and

receiving

grants, buying and selling, and entering into other forms of
contract. All transactions on behalf of Siva temples were entered
into in the name of one of the minor gods—Candéévara.
The
Vaisnava

counterpart

of

Candésvara

was

the

Séndpati

or

Visvakséna. The committee in charge of temple affairs consisted
of the lay worshippers and monks called by the generic name
Sri-Rudra-Sriemdhédvara-karikdniceyvdr in Siva temples and the
Nambimars and Sri Vaignava kankdniceyvér in Visnu temples.

The executive trustees were the Dévakanmi* or Dénattdr who
Were assisted in discharging their duties by the temple
accountant—kéyil kanakkan,+
The Srikdryamceyvdr or officia-

ting priests were the Sivdcdryas or Siva Bréhmanas+ or the

Vatkhdnasas.§

Priests enjoyed the sole privilege of performing

divine service and did so by turns.||

P. S. T. 137, a Ponnamara-

vati inscription mentions how many days in each month were
allotted to each priest. Besides the priests, there was an army
of artizans, cooks, musicians, reciters 1 of Tévdram and

Viruvai-

moti and chanters of the Védas, nautch girls, gardeners,
drum-

mers, astrologers, etc., who
enjoyed tax-free land.

Amman

worshipped

number

fed in

the

of Vignu

Until about the same time Siva, and

in the

same

temples

were built, and

temples.

Afterwards,
the

Visnu

shrines in the earlier temples were partitioned off.
at Tirumayam mentions this being done there.
*
tT
1
§

P.
P.
P.
P.

8. 1.
8. I.
8.1.
9.1.

temple

or

shrines in Siva temples were only built after the

10th century A.D.

were

either were

90.
166, 216.
117, 136, 187, 367, 374, 446.
171.

| Bg. P. 8. 1. 208 and 209.

Bréhmatas endowed with rights.
@ P. 8.1. 90, 278.

Visnu

a large
and Siva

P. S. I. 340

Kédniudaiya-Siva-Brdhmanar or the Siva

Mathas.—
The mathas,

or monasteries,

which

were both centres

learning and feeding-houses played an important
religious
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life of the age.

there were

mathas

only

Before

the reign

part in the

of Raja

at important centres,

of

Raja

but from

I,

the

10th century A. D. their number increased, until almost every
temple had one: attached to it. P. S. I. 186 (about A. D.
1162) mentions a matha attached to the Kudumiyamalai temple
where provision was made for feeding eight persons daily.

Within the precincts of the Sri Rajéndra Célisvaram temple at
Ponnamaravati there was the Nilamaiyalagiyan tirumadam to
which a grant was made by one of the Nigadarajas (P. 8. I. 150.
A. D. 1196).
P. 8. I. 303 dated A. D. 1233 records a grant to
Ambalattamudandar

of

Natanatirumadam

Agastigvara temple at Neivasgal.

close

to

the

Sri

P.S. I. 312 dated A. D. 1236

is a royal order, one of the clauses of which relates to the
maintenance of a matha at Ponnamaravati,—a branch of a
matha at Benares.
P. 8. I. 402 (A. D. 1288) mentions Venran
Tirumalappadi Udaiyan also called Tirupperundurai Pillai who

is described as superintendent of the mathas of the temple at
Péraiyur. The signatories in several inscriptions have the
designation mdddpatyam or superintendent of mathas.*

The monks in these mafhas were mostly of the ordinary
type of ascetics still common in the Tamilnadu—the Stvaydgins
or Mdhésvaras who constantly repeat the names of Siva, and lead
a life of meditation in order to attain ‘release from bondage.’
There were other Saiva ascetics who belonged to the Pasupata

school.t Some of the Kalamukhas, a sect of this school, are
believed to have come to the South from Kashmir and other
* Por example, P. S. I. 423 at Kannantr, 425
véngaivasal, 481 at Adantr and 525 at Perundurai.

at Alantgudi, 480 at Tirn-

¢ The school was founded by Lakulisa in the first century A.D.
Rédlanukhas,

Mahdvratins

or

Asitacakras,

tollowed

many

horrible

The

practices

such as eating out of a skull, smearing their body With the ashes of burning
corpses, and offering human sacrifices.
They also used wine and flesh in their
worship.
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P.S. I. 14, a Sanskrit inscrip-

Kodumbaltr

relates

that

the

chieftain Vikramakésari, who built the Mtivarkévil, presented
a large matha and eleven villages for the regular feeding of fifty

ascetics, to his preceptor Mallikarjuna, a disciple of Vidyarasi ர,
a Kalamukha teacher.
Tiruvanaikkévil (Tiravanaikka-tirupati)
near Trichinopoly was a centre of the Pasupata cult. In one of
the mathas there,—the Akhilandyaki tirumadam—there was an
eminent monk, Jiyar Visvesvara Sivacarya, the head of the Gélakt
matha, who came to the South from the province of Radha,
probably South-west Bengal.
He was the preceptor of the
Kakatiya king Ganapati, and his Santdna or spiritual ‘ flock’ was

distributed over a wide area including parts of the Pudukkéttai

State.

P.§. 1.196, probably of the time of Raja Raja III, dated

A. D. 1240, records that the village of Kumaramangalam
State

was

granted

as a madappuram

to the

in the

Tiruvanaikkévil

matha where the Jiyar Visvésvaracarya ‘was pleased to stay.’
Another matha at Tiruvanaikkévil was the Laksddhydya Bhiksa
matha} originally founded at Benares with a branch at Pilla-

mangalam in the State.

P. 8. I. 397 at Pillamangalam, dated

A. D. 1285, records that the temple authorities sold a site to
Adaivar Vinaitfrtan, a celibate disciple of the head of the
Tiruvanaikk6évil

matha

matha,

on

condition than

be

on it to be called Vira Pandyan matha.

should

build a

A Kunnandar-

k6évil inscription, P: 8. I. 446 dated A. D. 1819(?), records a gift

of land to a matha at Tiruvanaikkévil called Naduvil matha.
* See page 604 above.

t He is described in this inscription as a tapdérdsi or ‘ store-house of penance.’
He is also mentioned in another inscription (86 of 1917) on a slab now. in the
Madras Museum but originally found at Tagadur in the Sdlem district. ‘‘ Perhaps
the Kanarese fragment found on the margin of the pond in front of the
Mucukundé$vara temple at Kodumbahir would, if complete, have furnished
more information about the Kaélamukha sect and how its doctrines spread 80
far as the Pudukkottai state” (A. R. B. 1908).
t A. R. E. 111 of 1980 and 72 of .1931 mention Vérdnasi or Bendres as
the seat of this matha. Laksddhydya= He who has a lakh of pupils.
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These inscriptions prove that there was a live contact between
the Saivas of the State and those in other parts of India.
Jainism.—

From the vestiges found in almost all parts of the State, it is
clear that Jainism had a large following in the State during
these

We

centuries.

have

mentioned in the last section a few

centres of Jainism—Ténimalai, Sittannavasal and Annavaésalwhich flourished before the Sth century and retained their
importance till about five centuries later. The recent excavations
at Chettipatti, formerly known as Tiruvennayil, have brought to
light three Jain temples. An inscription in one of these temples
has a fragment of the prasasti of Raja Raja I, which confirms
the conclusion

based on their architectural style, that they may

be assigned to the 10th century A.D. Several Jain images were
found here of which one of Parsvanatha is specially attractive.
Attached

to these

perumpalli

built

temples was a monastery called Aiiiiuryruva-

or

endowed

by

Jayavira

Périlamaiyan,

a

This
-merchant belonging to the famous guild of Aifiiuyyuvars.
‘monastery was associated with the name of Matisagara,* a

celebrated Jaina Acarya of the 10th century.

On the north bank of the palli-virani+ at Sembattur were
discovered in January 1938, remains of a Jain shrine including
an image of a Tirthankara with Yaksi chowrie-bearers, another

of a Yaksi, and five pillars with shafts springing from lions
gejant.- Pillars originally forming part of this temple are built
into the subsidiary

shrines of the Tennangudi Siva temple, and

engraved slabs from the same

source into the mantapams of the

latter temple. An inscription on the pitham or base of the Yakgi
image mentions that Jay ankondamtivéndavélan, an administrator

of Kulamangala padu in the reign of Raja Raja I} had it made.
~~"*

Cf. a fragmentary inscription at Chettipatti-Udaiya matisdkara aruhar-

acdryar-ippalli.
t
t
Véldns
whom

Palli-tirani-Uragi belonging to the Palli, or Jain temple or monastery.
Jayatikonddn was one of the titles of Raja Rajal.
The Muvénda
of the kings under
generally called themselves by the names or titles
I
they served.
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At Sadaiyaparai near Tirugékarnam the basement of a brick
temple is to be seen with the image of a Tirthankara.
Narttamalai
flourishing

was another important

monasteries,

one

at

Jain centre with two

Aluruttimalai,

then

called

Tirumanamalai or Vadatiruppallimaiai,
and the other at
Bommaimalai, then called Tentiruppallimalai. In P. S. I. 474, an
inscription

of the reign of an unidentified Sundara Pandya, we

have the names of two Acaryas, Dharmadéva Acarya of the Tiruppallimalai monastery and his preceptor Kanakacandra Pandita.
The fortunes of Jainism

seem to have declined in the State

during the 12th century. From a recently discovered inscription
on the basement of the Samanarkudagu on the Mélamalai at
Narttamalai, dated A. D. 1115, we learn that in this cave which
was previously a Jain shrine, images of Visnu and the Dévi
were consecrated.
The Jaina fortunes revived later under the
Pandyas. - P. 8. I. 530 is a royal order of an unidentified Pandya
ruler granting tax-free lands to the priests of the monastery
and temple of Sadaiyaparai.
P. 8. I. 658 is another royal order
granting the village of Korramangalam to the priests of the
monasteries of Tiruppallimalai, to be shared by the north and

south monasteries in the ratio of 2: 1.
That the grants of lands to Jain monasteries were considered
to be as sacred. and irrevocable as devaddnam or brahmadéyam

grants is proved by the exclusion * of all palliccandam lands in
sales and gifts of villages to Hindu temples or private individuals.
As stated on page 575 above, Jain images, Tirthankaras and
Yakgis, are found in various parts of the State. A list of those
conserved up to January 1, 1988 is given on page 512(Volume J);

any others discovered
Gazetteer.

after that date will be mentioned in the
ப

* See P. 5.1. 364 (Tiruvarafigulam), 449 (Kudalur in Tirumayam
463 and 464

(Virdchilai).

Taluk),
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Literature and Art.—

prosperity
The expansion of the Cola empire, the commercial
s with the
of the country, and the cultural contact of the Tamil
ened the
rest of India and the lands beyond the seas broad
ent
intellectual outlook of the people, and favoured the developm
s
letter
Men of
of Tamil literature of the highest quality.
of
flourished under royal patronage. One of the greatest works
ga
the age was the Kalingattuparani dealing with the Kalin
r’s Ula
wars,” written by a court poet, J ayankondan. Ottakkutta
Kamban, the
describes the greatness of three Céla rulers.

greatest of Tamil poets, whose Ramdyana is a masterpiece,
enjoyed court patronage. Sekkilar composed his Pertyapurdnam,
saints, at the

or Lives of the Saiva

wean

the poet

wanted

to

. Jwakacintdmani,

a great

Jain

whom
dévar.

of

instance

epic

his

from

composed

king +

a Céla

attachment
by

Pugaléndi, the author of the Nalavenba, was

to

Tiruttakkacontem-

a

porary of Ottakkuttar.
Three of the saints of the Periyapurdnam of Sékkilar were

connected with the State. Sékkilar begins his account of the life
of Idangali Nayanar with a glowing description of Kodumbalir.
Ottakkuttar

of

Uld

the

to

belonged

fame

Sehoundar

or

.
Kaikkélar community who were both warriors and weavers
ya
Ganhgai
a
by
Early in his career as poet he was patronised
chieftain, in whose

wrote

he

praise

the

Ndlayirakkdvait,

who

exercising
is believed to have been a chieftain of Niyamam
There is a
authority over the southern part of the State.
tradition preserved in a palm-leaf

Mr.

late

State.

Radhakrishna

It tells how the

Aiyar

manuscript discovered

connecting

Vellalars of the

Kamban

by the

with

the

State who had heard

rs
the poet's Erelupatu—seventy verses in praise of the Vellalahim
and

their husbandry,

were

* See page 606 above.
ர் 8௦6 page 609.
¢ A poem in 4,000 stanzas.
87

so pleased that they

rewarded
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conferred on him the right
to collect

from every Vellala family.

Kamban

the families of Kénadu, and then went to Kanadu

letters of recommendation

from

the

a

levied this amount

Vellalars of Ollaiytr.

with
The

Kanadu Vellalars resented the action of the Ollaiytr Vellalars,
and though they paid their contribution to the poet the incident

led to an armed conflict between the people of the two nddus.
The prasastis of the Céla kings from the time of Raja
Raja

I and

some

of the later Pandyas “ may be classed among

the best specimens of the literature of the age; the stately
diction, the easy flow of the verse, and the animated narration of
historical incidents mark them out as a class by themselves in
the literature of Tamil.”* We do not know whether any of

the court-poets who
connected with the

composed these prasastis were directly
State; but State inscriptions mention

poets patronised by the Céla or Pandya
P. 8. I. 120, a Tirugékarnam inscription
Kul6ttunga II (A. D. 1145), contains a
metre praising the benefactions of a

kings or their vassals.
of the 12th year of
verse in the Ahaval
chief belonging to a

family of Brahmins who crowned the Céla kings.
of the

7th

year

of Vira

Rajéndra,

(A. D.

1070)

P. §. I, 116
has

a verse

commemorating the construction of the ardha-mantapam
in the
Agast{isvara temple at Vellanur by a chief in charge of the

administration of the district. P. 8. I. 129 at Madattukké6vil of
the 13th year of Kuléttutga II (A. D. 1145) begins with a verse
in praise of Tirucciyrambalamudaiyan Védavanamudaiyant of

Paiyytr,

and records a gift of land to the temple by the versifier

who had previously received it from the Udaiyan'as a reward
for his skill in versification.

Five inscriptions in the gépuram

of the Sikhanathasvami temple at Kudumiyamalai (P. §. I. 651
to 655)

are verses in praise of a Pandya king, the first of

which in the Venbd metre is attributed to the poet Pugaléndi.}
* Prof. K. A. N. Sastri.

CdJas Vol. II, p. 611.

t See page 609 above.
{ Vidvén M. Raghava Iyengar: Perundogai: verse 1491,
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The Saiva. philosophers
kandadévar, Arulnandi and
mentioned

Their

already.

and theologians—Tirumular, MeiUmapati Sivacariyar have been.
works,

which

the

mathas

Saiva

ated in
expounded in the middle ages, are still read and vener
Saiva homes in the State.

Music and Dancing.—
Music

and dancing found their highest

expression

under

The Tévdram, Tiruvdcakam,
the patronage of the temples.
and other hymns were set to music and
Tiruvdimoli
sung, especially at the evening temple-services, with suitable
expressions and gestures, and to the accompaniment of the yal
or viva and a bass drum (maddalam). P. 8.1. 90, a Tiruvijangudi inscription, refers to the tiruppadiyam-vinnappam-ceyyum-

One such
adikal or “holy men who chant the sacred hymns.”
chorister in the Ponnamaravati temple was honoured with a title
(P. S. I. 278).

The daily kuttu, or dance in the temple, was
girls who sang, danced and waved lights before the
temple dancing-girls served by turns (E.g. P.
Kolattur). Special performances were given during

especially,

as

State

inscriptions

tell us,

festivals, Tiruvddirai (in December—January),

May) and Vaikhds (in May-June).

performed by
Such
gods.
S. I. 162 at
the festivals ;

during

the three

Cittirat (in April-

The Silappadtkdram men-

specially
tions eleven kinds of temple-dances, besides dances
P. 8. J. 128
associated with the worship of particular gods.
ktttus,’
records that a dancing-girl was engaged to perform ‘nine
or six
and P. §. I. 189, ‘six kuttus’ probably meaning nine

kinds of dances.

We

find in State inscriptions such names as

Santikkutti Acct Umaiyal, Santikkutti Naccimalaiyal, the

daughter of Periyanattacaryan, etc.
a kind of dance supposed
also applies to those who

The term Sdntikkuttu means

to induce & feeling of repose, and
danced it. Musicians and dancers

enjoyed endowments for their maintenance.
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Inscriptions and sculptures acquaint us with the musical
instruments that were in vogue during this period. In four
cave-temples in the State,—the Kudumiyamalai Mélakkovil,
the eastern cave-temple at Malaiyakkévil and the Siva cavetemples at Tirumayam and Tirugékarnam,—we find inscribed in
Pallava—Grantha characters the word Parivddini, which is the
Sanskrit equivalent of the Sevgdttiydl, meaning a seven-stringed
yal or lute. In two of these places, Kudumiyamalai and

Tirumayam, there are inscribed treatises on a classical system
of Indian

music.

Figures

of Daksinamurti

in some

of

the

temples, for example the Vijayalayacdligvaram and Kadambark6vil at Narttamalai, the Muvarkévil at Kodumbalir, and the
Tirukkattalai and Tiruvarangulam temples, bear a Vina. -The
instrument in the hands of the figure in the Vijayalayacélisvaram temple has a rectangular

sound-box,

while

that

in the

hands of the figure at Muvarkdévil has one shaped like the
body
of a bird. The ganas are represented as playing on flutes.
Among the instruments* played in temple services
were the

wvaccu and Hmilat, two kinds of drums, the sékandi
or gong,
gangu

or conch

and

kdlam or trumpet.

The

dances

before the gods were accompanied by orchestral music.’
Temple architecture.—
The

Pudukkéttai

temples are of more

than

executed

local interest.

The geographical position of the State accounts for the existe
nce
within it of structures belonging to all the most important epoch
s
of South Indian architectural history. A. brief study of these

follows.

The ‘Céla’ style which Prof. Dubreuil dates . between
A. D, 850 and 1100, covers the period of the Vijayalaya, line of
kings and takes us to the beginning of the Céla-Calukya line.
To the first 150 years of this period, ending about the middle of
the reign of Raja Raja the Great, belongs a group of interesting

temples in

the

State,

all completely

* Bee P. 8. I. 30, 85, 89 and 90.

built

of

stone

from

|
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basement to finial.*

These

are

the

Vijayalaya

Célisvaram

at

Narttamalai, the Siva temples ab Kaliyapatti, Visalur, Tiruppur,
and Panangudi (A. D. 850 to 871), the Siva temple at
Tirukkattalai, the Muccukundésvara temple at Kodumbahir, the
Balasubrahmanya
temple at Kannantr
(871 to 907), the
Tiruvagnigvara temple at Cittur (907 to 953), the Muvar இங்
at Kodumbalir,
the Siva temple at Kilattanaiyam and the

Kadambar Kévil at Narttamalai (950 to 1000).
The garbhagrham is square except in the Vijayalaya
Céligsvaram, where it is circular but
enclosed
within
a
square prakdram, which helps to support the vwmdnam. The
walls are decorated with pilasters, and sometimes with dévagosthas
or niches.+
The decorations of the kalasam and kumbham of the
pilasters { are simple.
The pdédigaz or corbel is ordinarily of the
Pallava type with roll-mouldings, but in some temples—for
example

lower

in

the

edge

Tirukkattalai

of the curved

moulding.

The

temple—instead

part

dévagdsgthas

of a roll at

the

of the corbel there is a concave

are

surmounted

by

double

arched

téranas.
‘The figures in the niches are in bas-relief in the earlier
temples and in high relief in the later ones.
The kapétam
curve, ornamented

or cornice

angles of the cornice

are

work known as karukku,
or

has

a single convex

with kuidus, the finials of which are trifoliate—

not spade-shaped like those

tions,

is deep and

inverted

of

the

normal

ornamented

with

and its lower

scollops,

intended

Pallava type.
the

edge

The

elaborate scroll-

displays indenta-

to suggest

lotus

petals.

* Tt has been generally believed that the construction of temples entirely
in stone ceased in Southern India with the first half of the ninth century, and
that afterwards their upper parts were always built of brick.
(See Annual
Report of the Archeological Survey of India, Southern Circle, 1918-1919
page 28).
A study of the Pudukkéttai temples of the period shows this belief
்

to be erroneous.

t B.g.,

Kodumbalir,

Tirukkattalai,

(Muvarkévil),

Cittur,

Panangudi,

Kilattanaiyam, and Narttamalai (Kadambarkévil).
tIn

some temples,

as

for

example

that

at

Citttr,

the

pilasters

polygonal in section, a common feature of the later structures of this epoch.

are
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of b¢taganas

immediately

the garbhagrham"

is plain, and

or base, supporting a stkharam or dome,

crowned by the st#pi or finial. In the Vijayalayacélisvaram
temple at Narttamalai there are several storeys supporting the
cupola proper. Each storey has a pavcaram or turret like a
miniature cupola at each corner.
The grivam has always a
dévagéstham on each side, and the sikharam, a large kuidu on each
face surmounted by a simhalaldtam.
The use of brick in the
upper

part

of

the

vimdnam came into vogue in the second half

of this epoch.
* The following are the meanings of the architectural terms not explained
in the text :—

Garbhagrham is the ‘ Holy of Holies’ or inner shrine in which the image

or symbol of the God is placed.
Vimdnam (literally—‘ Vehicle’) refers to the cupola over a shrine-so

called

because it resembles the top of a temple car.
In some Cola temples, for
example, Tanjore, the Vimdnam is an immense pyramidal structure crowned

by

a cupola.
Prékdéram is the walled enclosure (of which there may be one or several)
round a temple.
The wall of a prdkdram is called tirwmatil.
Gépuram is the tower, in the form of a truncated pyramid of several
stories,

over the gateway.

Ktidu is a more or less horse-shoe shaped ornament, representing originally
the Sun-window of a Buddhist Caztya.
Térana are conventional festoons over a niche.
Bhitiagana are grotesque figures of dwarf demons usually in series.
They are sometimes represented as carrying musical instruments,
Kumudam is a deep convex string-course or torus.
Updnam is a bold moulding, the lowest member but one of the plinth,
Varimdnam is one of the mouldings in the plinth, often decorated with
lions’ heads, etc,
Simhaldidtam is a conventional lion’s face surrounded by floral decoration
forming the top of the gable of the upper storey of a gépuram.
KalaSam is a vase-shaped member at the top of the shaft of a pillar, below
the capital.
Kumbham is the bulbuous, or spherical flattened cushion-shaped capital of
@ pillar.
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or

upapitham

The

plinth

consists

of

the updnam,

the

The latter has a row of lions’
kumudam and the varimdnam.
heads larger than we find in the Pallava style, interrupted
at the corners by the heads of makharas.*
The essential character of the bulbous capitals of this period
is

the

large

size

of

the

palagat

or

The

abacus.

plain

bevelled corbels of the earlier examples have a central triangular
projection like a tenon, after about the 11th century.
Another interesting motif of the later years of this epoch is
what Prof. Dubreuil calls, the ‘decorative pilaster ,t’ which
developed into the kumbapavicaram;{ with its vasiform base, of the
14th century and later.

This is a broad flat pilaster, rising from

a vase-shaped base, and terminating in a complicated ornament
supported by a rearing horse forming a bracket on either side, and
consisting of a sort of medallion, out of which rises something

resembling a candelabrum flanked by two makhara heads.

The Pandya style lasted from 1100 to 1350 A. D. according
to Prof. Dubreuil, and thus largely coincides with the period of
the kings of the Céla-Calukya line, which came to an end in

1280 A. D. Owing to the weakening of
of the Célas and the discontinuance of the
the Pandya power gradually developed,
Jatavarman Sundara Pandya I (acc. 1251)
of South India.

the central authority
C6]a—Pandya, viceroys,
and in the reign of
attained the hegemony

‘This period ends with the Mussalman invasion

of Madura.

The Pandya
mediary between

style, according to Prof. Dubreuil,
the Céla and Vijayanagar styles.

is inter-

il at
* The earliest structure in which these occur is the Muvarkéy
temples,
some
in
vimdnam
the
of
base
the
at
found
They are also
Kodumbdltir.

Kadambarfor exatnple, the Mityarkévil, Vijaydlaya Célfsvaram at Narttémalai,

kévil, Kaliy4patti, Tirupptr, Visalur, Enddi and Citttr.
t This is found in the Siva temple at Kilakkurichi.

¢ There are good examples in the temples at Madattukkévil,

and Perumé-

lai,
nddu and in'the Amman shrine in the Kadambarkovil at Narttéma
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The central vimdnam becomes comparatively insignificant
instead of being, as it is at Tanjore, by far the most prominent
feature.
In this period the plain
‘tenon-shaped’
corbel-end is
elaborated into a conventional pendent flower, the puspabddikat,
and

its

sides

are

ornamented

with

Where the old form of the corbel

bold

conventional

persists,

foliage.

the sides behind the

bevel are cut into perpendicular grooves.
In the centre of the
ksidu is a completely circular recess surrounded by a roll-moulding;

conventional foliage issues from the mouth of the lion in the
finial and spreads out on each side of the upper part of the circular
recess.
Similar
beneath it.

foliage

The patcarams,
of a base

sweeps round the lower half, and unites

or turrets, are elevated by the introduction

called the karnakudu.

Brick was substituted for stone

in their construction, and this explains
many

temples

the earlier
preserved.

why

the upper

parts of

of this style in the State are now in ruins, while

temples

built

completely

in

stone

are

better

The palagai or abacus of the pillar now becomes smaller,
and below it we find a scolloped member called the idal, suggest-

ing lotus-petals.

The

octagonal

now display the ndgapadam,

shaft with the square base

a novel

ornament

at

the

junction

of shaft and base representing the head of a serpent, more or
less conventionalized, and ultimately to become unrecognizable.
A large number of temples in the State belong to this style,

and among them the Rajéndra Céligvaram at Ponnamaravati,
and the Siva temples at Tiruvarangulam, Tirumanafijéri, Kolatttr,
Karaiyur, Perumanadu, Puttambur,
Amman temples at Ponnamaravati,

and
the

Irumbanadu.
The
Siva and Amman

shrines at Kudumiyamalai, and several mavtapams in the latter
temple and in the Tirumayam
erected in the 13th century.

Siva

and

Visnu

temples

were
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Sculpture.—
The transition from the Pallava to the Céla style

of sculp-

ture was gradual, as was the corresponding architectural
development.
The Trmtrti, Satkaranarayana, Brahma, Vignu,

the Lingédbhava, Gangadarésvara,
of

Siva,

Durga

Nandikésvara,

or

and Sukhasanamurti forms

Mahbisasuramardhani,

the Ganas

the

Saptamatyka,

and the Gandharvas met with in the

Pallava shrines are found also in this epoch.
Apart from modifications of pose, the Céla figures display a tendency to more
elaborate ornamentation.
The seven sub-shrines surrounding the early Cola temples
of the 9th and 10th centuries housed the following deities—Strya,
the Saptamatyka, Ganésa, Subrahmanya, Jyéstha*, Candésvara
and Candra.

Vignu images of the Cola and Pandya periods, standing or
seated,

are

incarnations
Narasimha,

found

with

are
Rama

two

Dévis—Srf

represented
and

Krsna

in

the

and

Bhiimi.

State

in their different

All

temples,
forms

his

but

are the

commonest.

The

earlier specimens of Dakginamtrti

all belong to the

Vinadhara Dakginamtrti? type.
Gflana
Dakginamtrti§
is
Yéga
and
Vyakya
another rare form found in some old temples.
Daksinamutrtis are the usual forms. The Anugraha or benevolent
forms, and

Biksatanamtrti ‘or mendicant forms of Siva are very

from

common in the State

the 10th century

Of the

onwards.

*The worship of Jyéstha, ‘ the Destroyer of Fortune’, continued in the State

till the 15th or 16th century.

She is represented as two-armed

with a male

attendant. - Her banner bears a crow.

t Some of them are Zoomorphic.
TE. g. at Ndrttdmalai, Tirnkkattalai, and Tiruvarangulam.
§ The

Archeological

Survey

of

Madras has taken

a

photograph

of

the

which
in the State,
Tiruvénigaivésal
at
image
Daksindmtrti
Gfid4na
book
his
in
1.
Fig
LXXV,
plate
as
reproduced
has
Rao
Gopinatha
A.
T.
Mr.
Hindu Iconography. Vol IY, Part I. The figure is seated in the Utkutikdsana
posture—a posture suitable for concentration,
88
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Samharamirtis, or destructive forms of Siva,

Kalarimtrti

occur

Kodumbaltr.

A

in

very

Tripurantakamurti,

the

10th

rare group

Gajasamhara

and

Muvarkévil

at

century

of stone statues representing

Tripurasundari

and

the

has recently been unearthed in a field north
Kamantakamurti is found but rarely in the
found in almost all the Siva temples.
The
Siva as Nataraja is the more usual.* |
The earlier forms of Subrahmanya

temples have peculiar features.t

[CHAP.

Tripura

demons

of the Mtivarkévil.
State.
Bhairava is
four-armed form of
found

in the

State

Some are represented with the

hand in the position called Cinmudra,{
rosary, along with his peculiar weapon,

or with the aksamdla or
the gakti or spear.
The

six-faced and twelve-armed are later forms.

The Dévi is worshipped either in a separate shrine or by
the side of the God as Uma, or Parvati, the consort of Siva,
or
as Lakgmi, the consort of Visnu, or as Sarasvati, the consort
of
Brahma.

The

Ardhandrisvara—(half-male-half-female)—form

common in the State temples symbolises the combination of the
male and female principles in the Godhead.

In other forms such

as Uma-mahégvara
and Lakgmi-Narayana,
the God and
Goddess are seated side by side. The dancing apsaras and
yaksimis§ on the panels of some temples,—the Vijayalaya
Célfgsvaram

and

the

Tirukkattalai

temples

for

example,—are

more or less naturalistic representations of femini
ne beauty.

The minor deities commonly

found in temples

in the State

are Nandikésvara, Candésvara, Garuda and Hanuman.
found

* The Madras Archwological Survey has a photograph of a, very rare bronze

in

the

Tiruvarafigulam

temple

representing

Siva

performing

the.

Catura mode of dance.
Mr. T. A. Gopinatha Rao has reproduced it as plate
LXVI, Fig 2. in Hindu Iconography. Vol. II, Part I. In this dance the left

leg is not stretched out across the right thigh but is slightly bent, and its

toes just touch the prostrated demon.
tT E. g. the original image of the Kannantr temple, now
one in one of the sub-shrines of the Tirukkattalai temple.
} That

is

with

the

index

other fingers point upwards,

finger bent and

§ Different orders of nymphs,

broken,

touching the thumb,

and the
while the
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worship

The

in the State in about

figures

two

the

Of

the

13th
of

saints, began

of apotheosised

images

of the

century.
illustrated in this volume,

Nataraja

that at Tiruvarangulam is better finished but that at Mangadu
is artistically superior.
There are two illustrations of stone sculptures in this

One is a 10th century figure of Ardhandrisvara in the
Volume.
The earliest example of this image in South India
Muvarkévil.

occurs in a panel of the Mahéndravarman rock-cut temple at
The seulptor of the Kodumbalir image has
Trichinopoly.

this

handled

with

subject

difficult

of the left and
succeeding in

emphasizing the female and male characteristics
right halves of the figure respectively, while
producing an wsthetically pleasing whole.
The

other

figure

from

the

Miuvarkovil

duly

skill,

remarkable

of Siva

is that

or

It possesses
Kalasamhara or the destroyer of the demon Kala.
considerable vitality but the posture of the lower limbs is
ungraceful.
There are other sculptures in the State,. that’ may bear
comparison with the best examples of Cola art elsewhere.
A majority of the Jain images* found in the State represent
They are sculptured in high-relief or bas-relief,
Mahavira.
in the
either alone or attended by chowrie-bearers, and seated

siddhdsana } pose under a triple umbrella.
by Matanka and Siddhayika.{

and

image

of Pargvanatha

fine specimen.
and eastern

and

Pargvanatha

natha

of

P udukkéttai

in Chettipatti

unearthed

town

The

common.

Yakgis are also

bronzes

Némi-

of Rsabhadéva,

recently discovered

A few Jain

parts

Statues

He is often attended

in

the
be

southern

in

the

decided

with

are exhibited

cannot
* How many of them belong to this period
r.
earlie
be
may
Some of them
certainty.
ed in front.
t In the siddhdsana pose, the legs are cross

is a

Siddhdyikd, the yaksini
t Matanka is the yaksa or male attendant, and
and CakréSvari, the
yaksa
the
is
Gémukha
or female attendant of Mahavira.
a.
yaksini ‘of Rgabhadév
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State Museum.
The most interesting of them is a fine relievo
in bronze, probably of the 10th century A. D., with figures

of all the twenty-four Tirthankaras.

In the centre is the nude

figure of Rgabhadéva standing on a lotus with his hands
hanging down.
On his right is Gémukha and on his left

Cakrésvarf.

The other Tirthankaras

are arranged

each side and above the arch over the central figure.

in rows on
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SECTION V._FOURTEENTH TO THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURIES.
THE

VIJAYANAGAR

EMPIRE.

SANGAMA DYNASTY (1386 to 1486 A. D.).

“Every

thing seemed to be leading

up to but

one

inevi-

table end—the ruin and devastation of the Hindu provinces, the
annihilation of their old royal houses, the destruction of their
This observation of
religion, their temples and their cities.”*
n
Mr. Sewell succinctly describes the conditio of Southern Indias

The
in the decades following the invasion of Malikkafur.
however,
Hoysala power had declined. South India was saved,

by Harihara and Bukka sons of Sangaima, a Yadava feudatory of
In 1336 A. D., the two brothers founded the city
the Hoysalas.

of Vijayanagar,

and

established a Hindu
‘Islamic onrush.

with

the

Empire

help
which

of the

Sage

for a time

Vidyaranya

stemmed

the

Bukka’s rule (1356 to 1376 A. D.)t over the South was
After him Harihara II assumed the title of
unchallenged.
In 1404, three brothers, Bukka II, ViruMahérdjddhirdja.
Both Bukka I
pdksa, and Dévardja I hotly disputed the throne.

and Harihara I fought with the Bahmini Sultan for the possession

This struggle continued in the reign of
of the Raichtir Doab.
Viravijgaya or Vijaya
Devaraja I (1404 to 1422 A. D.) also.
The Bahmini wars
Bukka III ruled from 1422 to 1424 A.D.

continued in the reign of his successor Déva Rédya II (1424-1446
A. D.).

We owe much of our knowledge of the splendour of the

Vijayanagar Empire of this period to the Italian Nicolo Conti
The period following the death
and the Persian Abdur Razzak.

In the forty years preceding
of Déva Raya, was a.troublous one.
were frequent: changes
there
the usurpation of Narasimha Saluva,
of rulers many of whom appear to have met violent deaths.
* A Forgotten Empire—p. 5.

t The dates given here for the Vijayanagar Emperors

Mysore Gazetteer—Vol. II, Part HI.

are taken

from

the
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Mallikdrjuna, the son of Déva Raya II, was king till about
A. D. 1466 when the real power passed into the hands of his
nephew Virupaksa III, though he retained a‘nominal sovereignty,
till about 1487 A. D.—when

Saluva

Narasimha

Raya,

chief

of

Chandragiri, usurped the throne.
The Viceroyalty of the South.—

Kampaya.—tIn this work, we are more concerned with the
Viceroys of the South than with the emperors who ruled at
Vijayanagar.
We have already mentioned*
how Kumara
Kampana,

a son of Bukka

I conquered

the

Tondaimandalam

and Ma’bar, terminated the Sultanate of Madura, established
Hindu rule over the South and revived worship in the temples of
Srirangam and Madura which had been discontinued during the
Muslim occupation.
There is an inscription of Kampana’s reign,
dated A. D. 1871, at Tiruppullani a few miles to the south of
Ramnad which indicates perhaps the farthest limit of his
victorious march.
In his campaigns and the administration
of the conquered dominions, Kampana was assisted by his

general Gopana and his minister S6mappa.

After his conquests,

his father and overlord Bukka I assumed the title of Suratréna
of the Hindu Rajas, meaning ‘the overlord of the Hindu Rajas.’

Among the vassal Rajas were the princes of the old Pandya line

whom Kampana reinstated as nominal rulers
South, a position that they willingly accepted.

of the

extreme

P. 8. I. 681 dated A. D. 1374 (Tamil year Ananda) mentions
the reign of Kampana.
P. 8. I. 960 and 961 at Kudumiyamalai,
dated in the Tamil year Nala (A. D. 1376) refer to local events

that ‘took place after the end of Kampana’s reign.’ +| We may
conclude that Kampana died in or about 1874-5.t

Virasévana Udaiyér.—This ruleri is mentioned in the State

inscriptions, P. §. I. 682 at Tirugékarnam dated in Raudri
(A. D. 1380) and 683 at Kévihir dated in Dunmati (A. D. 1382).
|

* See pages 634-635.

t Kampaya-Udaiydr-rdcciyam-éna-pinpu.
+ Mysore Gazetteer Vol. II, Part III, pp. 1492-3.
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Virupdksa,* son of Harihara IT, is reputed to have conquered
the Tondaimandalam and Céla and Pandya countries over which
he ruled as Viceroy and to have set up a pillar of victory in the
‘There are nine inscriptions in the State
island of Ceylon.t
A. D.
(P. S. I. 684 to 692) dated in his reign, ranging from

1385

to 1409.

a
Vira Bhipati Udaiydr (A. D. 1409-21) and Vira Rdyan
P.S. I. 696 and 697 are dated in the reign of Vira
Udaiydr.
Bhupati who was the only

son

of Bukka

II, and

8. I. 698

P.

ti.
(A. D. 1419) in the reign of Vira Rayana, son of Vira Bhiipa

Bukka IT
We do not know whether they were joint-rulers with
the
or Déva Raya’ I at Vijayanagar. They were in charge of
kéttai.
province which included the present State of Puduk

over
Lakkana and Mddaya.—These two brothers ruled
II. Madana
the Tamil country during the reign of Déva Raya
ana over Madura.
ruled over the Tanjore country and Lakk
al
The latter was a famous general: who organized the imperi
y of Madura
army, and in addition to his title of Vicero
was

’
also known as ‘the lord of the Southern Ocean

moration of his successful expedition to Ceylon.
inscription

of Lakkana

at

Piranmalai

just

in comme-

There is an

outside

the

State

gift made in
(M. E. RB. 1903 No. 141, A. D. 1438) recording a
He is reputed to
order to secure merit for his brother Madana.
among the Pandya
have settled a dispute as to the succession
princes.

was disorder in the
After the death of Déva Raya II there
of the
southern provinces, and, ag a result of the pre-occupation
hold on the South
emperors with the wars in the North, their
was loosened.

® Mysore Gazetteer Vol. II, Part III, Table of Pedigree p. 1666.

t See Virup4ksa’s Alampundi Plate, his poem Nérdyantvildsam and Myscre.

Gazetteer Vol. II, Part III, p. 1526,
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P. S. I. 713 (Manmata 8. 1397,* A. D. 1475) and 714
(A. D. 1480) are dated in the reign of Pratapa Déva Raya, who
may be identified with Déva Raya IV,+ the second
son of
Mallikarjuna.
We do not know whether he was only a provincial
governor or shared the imperial dignity at Vijayanagar.

Pudukkéttat inscriptions of the Sangama period} —
State inscriptions of this period mention the

chiefs

of

Straikkudi§, Perambur,|| and Séndavanmatigala
m.% the Vanadarayars and Gangaiyarayars,** the Pallava chiefs
of Perungahtir,++

and the Tondaiman
1371)

mentions

chiefs of Arantangi.dt

a Pandya

prince

Sundara

P.S. I. 778(A.D.
Pandya Cakravarti,

and P. S. I. 702 (A. D. 1436), a Nayak chief or noble-man
Ambuja Raya Udaiyar. There are frequent references
to the

building of sub-shrines in the temples in the State, the installati
on
of gods and saints, and the establishment of mathas.
The local

assemblies continued to function as before, and joint-sess
ions of
the different assemblies are mentioned.
The inscriptions

frequently record feuds between rival chieftains, and the sale
of.
Pddikkdval rights by villages who sought the protection
of either

a powerful chief or the assembly of a better organised
town or

village in the neighbourhood.

* 8. 1392, the year given on page 111 in the
Chronological list of the State

inscriptions, should be 1397 which corresponds to
the Tamil year Manmata.
1 See Mysore Gazetteer Vol. I, Part III, p. 1666~—
Table of Pedigree’ of
the First

Dynasty.

tP.

,

S&. I. 680-719

and

778-821

may

II, 699

in that

be

assigned

to

the

first

dynasty.

P. 8. I. 680 is dated in the reign of Bukka T, 684-692 in that
of Viriipaksa

693

and

695

in that

of Bukka

of Déva Raya

£, 700-706

II,
that

of Déva Raya IJ, 707-712 in that of Mallikarjuna and 715-718 in that of

‘Virtpdksa ITT.
$%, 8. 1. 685, 699, 707, 712, 720, #83, 786, 789,
792, 798, 800, 821.

| P. 8. I. 687, 695, 700.

4 P. 8. I. 822, 824,
** p. 3. I. 715.

tt P. 8. 1. 71), 718, 714.

tt P. S. I. 784, 794, 820 and 823,
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THE SALUVA DYNASTY (A. D. 1466-1499).

Sdluva Narasimha I (1486-1497 A.D.) was at first a provincial
Between A. D. 1467 and 1485 he made grants in his
governor.
own name without mentioning that of the ruling sovereign.
Between
was complete.
By A. D. 1486 his usurpation
1486 and 1497 Narasimha ruled

His son Immadi

as sovereign

Vijayanagar.

from

or Narasimha II also called Vira

Narasimha

Damma Réya, or Bhujabala Rdya (1493 to 1506 A.D.) shared the
throne with his father as joint-ruler from 1492-93 A. D. When he
became the sole ruler, he was only a titular sovereign, and the

real power was in the hands of Narasana (or Narasa) Nayaka,

Narasana
who had been commander-in-chief under his father.
He died in 1503
completely usurped the royal authority in 1499.
and Immadi Narasimha did not long survive him.

Events in the South—
Even before Saluva

of
Mr.

the

Saluva

Krishna

family

Narasimha usurped the throne, members

held

temples of Srirafigam

Another Saluva

chief

South.

the

in

a brother of Narasimha,

Sastri refers to Timma,

the usurper, who made

trust

of

offices

rich gifts of jewels and villages to the

and

Tiruvanaikkévil

G6pa-Timma

Trichinopoly.

is mentioned

tions at Srirangam, Tiruvanaikkévil,
Tanjore between A. D. 1453 and 1466.*
Narasimha Raya, the first

near

in

inscrip-

Kudumiyamalai,

Saluva emperor, made

a tour

and
of

his dominions and passed through the Pudukk6ottai country on
his way to Madura, Ramégvaram and Trivandrum after visiting
Kumbakénam, Srirahgam and | Tiruvanaikkévil’ One of his

whom
Nayak,
Nagama
administrators ‘was
generals and
Mr. Krishna Sastri identifies as the father of Visvanatha Nayak,
‘the founder of the Nayak dynasty of Madura.

Narasana Nayak, the first Tuluva usurper led a campaign
against the Pandya king Manabhtisa—generally identified with
Arikésari -Parakrama:.Pandya,—who was probably allied with
* See Mysore Gazetteer Vol. II, Part 111, p. 1684.
89
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Sundarattéludaiyan Mavalivanadarayan, then in possession of
the city of Madura (about A. D. 1466).
He captured Srirangam
and Tanjore, the Cola capital. He then marched South through
the Pudukkéttai country, and after killing the Marava ruler
captured Madura and then proceeded to Ramégvaram.
The
Madura country was afterwards administered by chiefs directly

subordinate to Narasana

Nayak.

‘wo

Piranmalai inscriptions

dated in A. D. 1500 mention grants of villages to Brahmins
made in order to secure merit for Ayyan Tipparaga, a minister of

Narasana.*

Narasana

held this minister in high regard as is

indicated in a State inscription, P. S. I. 772 at Tirukkalambtr
(A. D. 1502), an order of Narasana himself remitting the
tax on
oil-mills, and ordering the free supply to the temple of oil for

lamps and to. anoint the gods to secure merit for Tipparaga.
Mr. Krishna Sastri (M. E. R. 1914 paragraph 28) refers
to
Eramafici Timmappa Nayak who is ‘also mentioned in the
Kéyilolugu, a historical record of events relating to the Srirangam

temple.

He seems to have made a number of gifts.

P. S. I. 967

at Tirumayam records that he endowed a village to meet the cost
of repairing the Visnu temple which was done by his agent
Dalavai Vaiyappa Nayak.

Inscriptions

of the Sdluva Dynasty.—

The State inscriptions of this period are all dated
after A. D.
1500, and will be examined together with those of
the Tuluva
dynasty.
THE TULUVAt

DYNASTY

(1499 to 1570 A. D.).

Vira Narasimha I (1497 to 1503 A. D.).
—Narasana, the
usurper and founder of the Tuluva dynasty,
is referred to in
inscriptions as Vira Narasimha I, or simply
Narasimha.
Vira

Narasimha

II

als ௦

called

Bhuiabala

Rdya. (1504-

1509 A.D.) is the Busbalarao of Nuniz, the Portuguese chronicler.
* Ibid p. 1746.
t Tuluva=a native of the Tulu country
in South Kanara,
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He had to put down
One of his titles was Vira Pratdpa.
Judging from what
rebellions in different parts of the empire.
Nuniz says about him, he left an empire seething with discontent.

Krsna Déva Réya (1509-1530 A. D.) was the greatest of the

Vijayanagar kings.

in

He captured the fortresses of Udayagiri

the Nellore District, Raichtr and Mudkal, and defeated the
He destroyed the fort
armies of Orissa, Bijaptir and Gélkonda.
of Gulbarga. As Sir Vincent Smith records, “the dark pages of
the sanguinary study of the medieval kingdoms of the Deccan,
whether

Hindu

or Muhamadan,

are

relieved by

few names of

The figure of Krsna

men who ¢laim respect on personal merits.

A mighty warrior, catholic in his
Raya stands out prominent.”
faith, kind and merciful to a fallen foe, of imposing personal
who
appearance, admired and respected by foreign ambassadors

his
visited his court, a patron of letters and art, a benefactor to
of the
people, and a great temple-builder, Krsna Raya was one

He ruled directly the
greatest of South Indian monarchs.*
gifts upon
whole of South India, over which he toured lavishing
ms and
temples, to which he added thousand-pillared mayfapa
colossal gépurams.

the Bijapur Sultan
brother Krsna Déva
faction in the court
Déva.

Acyuta Rdya (1530-1542 A. D.) lost to
the forts of Raichtr and Mudkal, which his
Raya had conquered. There was a rival
led by Rama Raja, the son-in-law of Krsna
Saddsiva

Raya

(1542-1570

A. D.).

Acyuta’s

followed by intrigues and counter-intrigues.
claimed

Sadagiva,

Acyuta’s

nephew,

death

was

Rama Raja pro-

emperor,

and

himself

ruled in the provinces. In the capital, the boy Venkatagiri or
Venkata Déva, Acyuta’s son, was proclaimed emperor, but he was
assassinated by Salakaraju Tirumala, the minister of Acyuta.
Rama Raja appealed to the Adil Shah of Bfijaptr for help.
* Annual Report, Archeological Survey of India for 19081909

p. 186.
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Tirumala successfully repulsed an attack by the Bijapur army

on

the

capital.

The

people

then

elected

Salakardju

Cinna

Tirumala as emperor (A. D. 1543). Rama Raja fought his way
into the capital, defeated Tirumala and crowned Sadagiva at
Vijayanagar in A. D. 1545-4.

Rama Raja now ruled as Regent of the empire.

He entered

into an alliance with Ahmednagar and Golkonda against
Bijapur,
and later with Bijaptir against Ahmednagar.
In the course of the
Ahmednagar campaign, Rama Raja’s forces so ruthles
sly
devastated the country, that the Mussalman States of the Deccan

combined together to wage a relentless war against the ‘ infidel
State.’

The battle of Rakhas Tagdi or Talikéta (A. D. 1565) is

famous in South Indian history as the decisive engagement
which broke the Vijayanagar power. Rama Raja was killed
and
the

city of Vijayanagar,

which

had

been

the

wonder

foreigners who visited it, was literally razed to the ground.

of

all

Rama Raja’s brother Tirumala led the puppet Sadasiva to
Penukonda. A little later Tirumala usurped the throne and

formed the fourth or Aravidu dynasty.

The Viceroyalty of the South—
Narasana Nayaka’s campaign
narrated above.

in

the

South

has

been

A secretary of Viranarasimha II made an endowment to the
temple at Panaiytr (P. S. I. 724, A. D. 1507) to secure merit for
his royal master.
P. S. I. 726 (A. D. 1510) refers to a Pallava-

raya chief of Valutttr or Vaitttir in the State who called himself
Narasifiga Nayaka Pallavarayar after his Vijayanagar overlord.

This chief had to sell a village in order to tind money to pay
his

tribute to Vijayanagar.
A Sivapir inscription (M. EK. R. 36 of
1928-29) dated 1500 states that Nagama Nayak, a Vijayanagar
general, held the country round Piranmalai on the borders of the
State.
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Some time shortly after 1518 Krsna Déva Raya sent an army
to the South to punish the Pandya chief of Kayattur
Nuniz)

and

captured

Quilon.

(Catuir of

After his conquests in the north

Krsna Déva made a triumphal march across his empire.
visited

Tirupati,

and

halting

at all important

Cape Comorin, and then on his way
Among

the places that

Krsna

Rdja

have

he

Vijayamu,

worshipped

visited,

mention

Gékarnésa

the South about 1530-31.

the

Raydvdcakamu

and

the

Gékarnam where he is said to

Brhadamba,
This GOkarnam

witnessed

The reign of Acyuta Raya

shrines, reached

back visited Ramésvaram.

and

presented many valuable jewels.
Tirugékarnam in the State.*

He

to

whom

he

is obviously

a serious rebellion

in

Cellappa, also known as Vira Nara-

singa Ndyaka (Salvany or Salvanayaque of Nuniz) was governor
of the Tamil provinces, and was allied with the chiefs of the

Acyuta camped
South, including Quilon, against the emperor.t
at Srirarigam and sent his general Salakaraju Tirumala to
Cellappa’s rule over the area now forming
subjugate the enemy.
the Pudukkéttai State is attested by inscriptions in the
State. He is reported to have fixed the rates of taxes due to him

in several villages (P. S. I. 729 A. D. 1522 ஊர் 7. 8. 1. 755

A. D. 1519 at Tiruvaraigulam)

chieftains were unable

which the local Araiyars and

to pay without selling their villages.

P. 8. I. 735 records a grant by Cellappa to the Vignu and Siva
temples at Tirumayam in the ratio of 3: 2.
* C. Hayavadana Rao identifies the place with one of the same name in the
Shiméga district of Mysore, and warns the reader against identifying it with

Tirugékarnam in the Pudukkottai State and other places of the same name in the
Gaiijam

and

Guntur

districts.

The

learned

author

forgets, that according to

the Telugu poems on which he relies, Gékarnam is mentioned as a place which

shows that
he visited on his journey from RaméSvaram to Seringapatam, which
The name of the Goddess,
it could not have been in the Shimdéga district.
Brhadamba, is sufficient to dispel any reasonable doubt on the subject.

Tt See Dr. N. Venkataramanayya:
Dynasty of Vijayanagara pp. 25 to 29.
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1. The Nayak dynasty of Madura.—
We first hear of Visvandtha Ndyak, the founder of this
dynasty, asthe Vijayanagar governor of the South* who expelled

a Vanadaraya from Madura.
How long he was governor, we do
not know. The circumstances that led to his appointment as
ruler of Madura were as follows—Virasekhara Céla,
the
then chief of Tanjore, dispossessed Candrasékhara Pandya.
Thereupon the latter appealed to Vijayanagar, and Nagama
Nayak was sent to his aid.

Nagama suppressed

assumed independent authority at Madura.
furious,

the rising, but

The emperor was

and Visvanatha, Nagama’s son, volunteered to subjugate

his own father, which he successfully did. Viévanatha was
rewarded with the hereditary rulership of Madura.

Visvanatha Nayak ruled till 1563. He improved the fortifications of Madura, and of Trichinopoly which he got in
exchange for Vallam from the Tanjore ruler. He was assisted
by his able Dalavait Ariyanatha.
He put down the rebellion
of the Pandya chiefs of the South.
One important step taken by Visvanatha and Ariyanatha was the introduction of the
Palaiyakkar} system.
The Pédlaiyams were held as military
fiefs and the Pdlayakkdras
were severally responsible for

the defence of the 72 bastions of the Madura fort and the
peace and order of the country entrusted to them. Some of
_ the poligars ruled over parts
shall see later in this section.

During
general

the

reign

Vitthala

on

an

of

of the

Visvanatha

his

campaigns.

mentioned

in

a

Vitthala’s
Tiruvaratgulam

Ramappa

inscription

* See 113 of 1908—Tirupattur inscription.
t or poligar..

emperor

as we

sent

his

Visvanatha helped Vitthala

agent,

A. D. 1540).
t+ = Minister and general.

the

State

expedition to Travancore to punish the

local chieftains for their defection.

in

Pudukkéttai

(P.

Nayak,
8.

I.

is
752,

220111]
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Krsnappa Ndyak—A. D. 1564-1572—quelled a rebellion
the
Poligars and invaded Ceylon.
P. S. I. 959 at

of

Viralimalai

(A.

Trichinopoly

D.

1555)

records

instituted the

the temple there

that

palanquin

in order to secure

two

Chettiyars

festival

merit

of

for the God of

for prince

Krgnappa

and the Dalavai Ariyanatha.
The

Madura

districts of
Coimbatore,

Nayak

kingdom

then included

the present

Tinnevelly, Madura, Ramnad, Trichinopoly and
and the Pudukkéttai State with the exception of

the eastern part, which was under the Tanjore Nayaks.
2. The Nayak dynasty of Tanjore.—

About
law

1549, the emperor Acyuta appointed his brother-in-

Sevvappa

Viceroy

Nayak,

This

Tanjore.

of

princi-

pality soon became an independent State.
THE ARAVIDU DYNASTY (A. D. 1570-1776).

Tirumala was the first de jure ruler of this dynasty. Sri
Ranga I (A. D. 1576-1586), who succeeded Tirumala, was defeated
by the

Sultan

and

of Gélkonda

taken

prisoner.

The

capital

was transferred to Chandragiti.
In the reign of Venkata I (A. D. 1586-1614) the empire finally
crumbled.
The
Madura
viceroyalty practically became
an

independent

Raja

kingdom.

the principality of Mysore.

1614-15), there were

two

carved

Wodeyar

out for himself

In the reign of Sri Rasiga II (A. D.

rival parties, who in their struggle for

power put to death all the members of the royal family except
prince Réma who had fled and subsequently ruled as emperor
from
removed
The capital was then
from 1615 to 1633.

In
Venkatapati ruled till A. D. 1642.
Chandragiri to Vellore.
his reign, Madras was ceded to Francis Day, the representative

of the English
ning

of English

East

India Company.

expansion

in South

This marks
India,

the present ruling house of Pudukkéttai

the begin-

a process in which

played

no mean

part.

(CHAP.
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his

little about

very

no

were

who

descendants,

We

know

better

than

to 1681(?).

1642

A.D.

from

ruled

Sri Ranga III

feudatories under the Mughals. The last scion of the Aravidu
dynasty, a chief of Anegundi, was dispossessed by Tipu Sultan
in A. D. 1776.
Events in the South: 1. The Nayak kingdom of Madura.—
The history of the Nayak principality of Madura after about
A. D. 1574 is a record of struggle for independence. As stated
above on page 708 the Vijayanagar power suffered an irreparable
blow at the battle of Talikéta, and its representatives were forced

to establish their capital successively at Penukonda, Chandragiri

and Vellore.

In the beginning of the 17th century, the Nayaks

of the South were practically independent

sovereigns, though

they kept up the convention of paying some sort of tribute or
marks of respect to the emperor.
The Nayaks were nominally
the overlords of the Tondaimans of Pudukkéttai who rose to

power

and influence towards

the

close

of the

17th

century.

Kumédra Krsnappa, the second Nayak ruler, did not long survive

Tirumala, the first Aravidu emperor. After him reigned his two
sons Vigvandtha II (A. D. 1572) and Virappa (A. D. 1572-1595).
In the

reign

of the

latter who

had defeated a Mavali Vanada-

rayan, a war broke ont between

the

Nayak

and the emperor

which was the first overt indication of the rebellion of the
Tamil

viceroys.

Virappa

was succeeded by

his

three

sons,

Vidvappa (A.D. 1595) Krgnappa IT (A. D. 1595-1601) and-

Kasturi Ratgappa (1601).
who

served four Nayak

Krsnappa.
founder
in

return

Muttukrsnappa

of the

Sétupati

died

(A.

dynasty

Ramésvaram.

the

in

famous

1588 in

minister

the reign of

D. 1601-09) is the reputed
of Ramnad.

for large territories granted

country undertook
connected

Ariyanatha,

rulers,

to suppress crime,

The Sétupatis

to

them in the Marava

and

protect pilgrims to

This dynasty was for some generations

with the Tondaiman

house

of Pudukkdttai.

closely
The

reign of Muttuvirappa (A. D. 1609-1623) witnessed another
Nayak rebellion against the Vijayanagar overlord.
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The most famous king of this dynasty was Tirumala Nayak
(c. 1623-1659)

buildings

emperor.

whose

in Madura

Vijayanagar

failing

with

and

monarchs

authority.

name

are

elsewhere.

made

associated

During

some

his

famous

reign,

the

their last attempt to reassert their

. Tirumala

withheld the tribute due to the

To punish him for his contumiacy Sri Ranga, the Vijaya-

nagar emperor, marched South.

tried to win over the

‘Tiramala

viceroys of Tanjore and Ginjee, but the Tanjore viceroy betrayed

his designs.

Thereupon

Tirumala

sought

the

help of

the

Sultan of Géleonda (A. D. 1644?) who defeated the imperial
forces and obliged the emperor to seek protection from the

viceroy
Ginjee.

The avaricious Sultan advanced upon
of Mysore.
Tanjore submitted. The Sultan of Bijapur whose

assistance Tirumala had sought went over to the side of Gélconda
and

captured

Ginjee.

Tirumala

retreated,

and

the

Muslims

advanced southwards, and laid waste the country including the
Pudukkéttai State as far as Madura.
They were only induced
to withdraw

Tirumala
the

help

Muslims

of

by the promise of an annual payment

exhibited
Gélconda

his treachery
to

overthrow

again descended on Madura

again

he invoked

when

Mysore.

and

of tribute.

levied

The

victorious

an

enormous

The Pudukk6ttai country again suffered
tribute from Tirumala.
The depredations of an
the ravages of a Muslim army.
(Khan-i-khanan=commander-in chief)
Abyssinian Kanakhan

are related in the letters of the Madura mission.

He entered

the territory now belonging to the Tondaimans, slaughtered the
We need rot linger here over
men and outraged the women.
war.
the final stages of the Mysore
Muttu Virappa II, (1659) the next ruler, was equally
powerless against the attacks of the Adil Shah who marched into
the Tanjore country, which his soldiery devastated together with

the adjoining parts of the State.

Their excesses caused famine

and pestilence from which they themselves suffered.
The
obliged
Tanjore
of
and
State
the
of
guerilla tactics of the Kallars
them finally to retreat.
90
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Cohkandatha (A.D. 1659-1682) succeeded temporarily in driving
back the Muslims to Ginjec.
and again devastated the

the

Pudukkottai

large sum.

State

They

returned

Trichinopoly

in

1664

however

and Madura districts

and

till at last they were bought off with a

Cokkanatha then turned upon the rulers of Tanjore

and Ramnad whom he wanted to punish for failing to assist him

against the Muslims.
The Ramnad campaign marks the beginning of the attempts of the Sétupatis to secure their independence.
Cokkanatha captured
k6ttai, Manamadurai
for

the

guerilla

the important forts of Tirupattir, Pudukand Kalaiyarkévil, but he was no match

tactics

of

his

adversary,

the

Sétupati.

He,

captured ‘Tanjore however, on the pretext of punishing the
Nayak of the place who had refused to give him his daughter in
marriage, and

placed

Alagiri,

his foster brother, on the throne,

but soon had to acquiesce in the independence

of Tanjore.

Finally Cokkanatha’s subjects unable to bear his vacillating
foreign

policy,

ineptitude

and

maladministration

rose against

him, deposed him and placed his brother Muttulinga or Muttu
Alakddri on the throne (A. D. 1678). A Muslim adventurer
Rustam

Khan,

who

was

a cavalry officer, taking advantage of

these dissensions, took possession of the fort of Trichinopoly and
proclaimed himself ruler. For the next two years, the Madura
country

including

Pudukkéttai

was

under

Sétupati and other poligars managed

Muslim

rule.

The

to get Rustam murdered,

and Cokkanatha reigned once more.
At last, harassed by
Mysore and the Marathas, who had gained control over Ginjee

and Tanjore, he died in despair.
His successor Rangakrsna Muttu Virappa(A. D. 1682-89)
in-

herited but a small part of the kingdom.

The country was in a

state of anarchy.
He succeeded however in recovering his
capital from the Marathas.
A new factor had now appeared
in

South

Indian

politics.

Aurangzeb

who had conquered the

Deccan States in A. D, 1686-87 sent his armies to the South.
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The Pudukkéttai Tondaiman dynasty was founded during
this reign (1686). Raghunatha Raya Tondaiman, the first ruler
of the line, had previously helped Muttu Virappa in the defence

of Trichinopoly.
and

his

We

brother

shall mention

rendered

to

the

the other services that he
Nayak

king

in

the

next

section.

Masigammdl, the mother of the late Nayak king, ruled from
A. D. 1689 to 1706 as Queen Regent on behalf of his posthumous

son. In her rcign Madura came into direct touch with Delhi.
Zulfikarkhan, the Moghal general, exacted tribute from the
Nayak State. In 1695 the Tondaiman of Pudukk6ttai saved
Trichinopoly from the Mysore forces. In 1698, Mangammal
subdued a rebellion in Travancore, in which campaign the
active

rendered

Tondaiman

bered by posterity
planter of avenues

a builder

is remem-

ruler, a maker of roads and

as a popular
and

Mangammal

service.

of temples,

tanks

and

choul-

tries.

(A. D. 1706-32). In this reign
Vijaya Ranga Cokkandtha
the succession to the chiefship of Rammad was disputed. One of
the claimants was supported by ‘l'anjore and the other by Madura
and the Tundaiman

dispute

was

that

of Pudukkottai.

the

Ramnad

The ultimate result of this

State

was

split up into

two—

Ramnad and Sivaganga.
Mindksi (A. D. 1732-36),

succeeded

as Queen

Regent,

but

her position was challenged by the pretender Bangaru Tirumala,

the natural father of her adopted son.
Moghal

representative

The Nawab of Arcot, the

in the South, sent his son tc reduce

the

Bangaru appealed to the
kingdoms of Tanjore and Madura.
Nawab with whose support he was proclaimed king. Minakgi
Sahib, the Moghal
Canda
with
unsuccessfully negotiated
governor, who treacherously possessed himself of the kingdom of

Madura.

She’ then poisoncd herself.

dynasty of Madura.

Thus

ended

the Nayak
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2. The Nayak kingdom of Tanjore.—
Sevvappa’s

sop,

Acyutappa,

assisted

his

father

in

the

administration of the country.
When he became ruler, he
was fortunate in the possession of an able minister in Govinda
Dikgita. A Malayadippatti inscription (P. S. I. 912) records
a gift of nine villages by this chief to the Visnu temple there,
and there is another, much damaged, in the same place (P. 8. 7.
757 dated 1586?) which mentions him.
hese show that the

eastern part of the State was under the rule of the Tanjore
Nayaks.

The next ruler was Raghundtha

who remained loyal

when the Nayak of Madura headed a combination against the

Vijayanagar emperor Rama in a war of succession.

Vijaya Rdghava who succeeded Raghunatha joined in
an unsuccessful conspiracy against Cokkanatha Nayak of
Madura. When the Muslims devastated Trichinopoly, Madura
and the Pudukkéttai country, Cokkanatha of Madura had
to buy them off, but he punished Vijaya Raghava for assist-

ing them.

extinction

Cokkanatha’s last war with Tanjore resulted in the

of the Nayak

refused to give his
The Madura troops
Vijaya

dynasty there.

Vijaya Raghava

had

daughter in niarriage to Cokkanatha.
invaded Tanjore and stormed the fort.

Raghava rather than

surrender, blew up the fort killing

himself and the ladies of the harem.

Cokkanatha

foster brother Alagiri on the throne.
Supporters of the royal family wished

to place

placed his
a young

fugitive prince Sefgamala Das on the throne with the help of
the Sultan of Bijaptr. The Sultan sent his Maratha general

Ek6ji or Venkaji to Tanjore.

Ek6ji defeated Alagiri, but instead

of placing Sefigamala on the throne seized the kingdom
himself. Thus Tanjore became a Maratha kingdom.

for

Raghunatha Raya Tondaiman, the founder of the Pudukk6ttai line of Tondaimans was in the service of Vijaya Ragha
va
Nayak.
The Tondaiman helped him by controlling the turbulent

Kallars. Vijaya Raghava is the reputed builder of the fort of
KiJanilai in the State, now in ruins.
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Pudukkéttai inscriptions of the Sdluva, Tuluva and Aravidu

dynasties.*

The chiets of Suraikkudi, Kattalir, Vaittur and Perufgalir
and Mavali
this period.

Vanadaraya chieftains figure in the inscriptions of
There are some inscriptions recording grants by the

Tondaimans

of Arantangi

who

ruled

State.

over parts of the

to the
There are references to some nobles, belonging either
Vijayanagar house or to local families who

bore Vijayanagar

ar
names, for instance, Rahuva Nayakar, son of Tippa Nayak

established
(P. S. I. 741 dated A. D. 152+) who boasts of having
ed
the Céla kingdom, evidently exaggerating some service render
to one of the Céla princes,

Mahamandalésvara

Akkala

Immadi

, Vasavappaiya
déva Céla Maharaja (P. 8. I. 754 dated A. D. 1549)
Nayaka (P. S. I.
(P. 9. I. 744, 928 and 925) and Ayyan Tyagan
155 dated A. D. 1549).

Acyutappa Samantanar, an unidentified

Virappa
feudatory, is mentioned in P. S. I. 757 dated A. D. 1586. 1620
was
dated A. D.
Pticcaiya Nayak mentioned in P. §. I. 760
are Alagappa Nayak
a poligar of Marungapuri. Others

and

Sellappa Muttaiya Nayaka mentioned in P. 8. I. 761 (A. D. 1636)
ioned in P. 8. I. 941.
and Kumara Venka(l)a Nayak ment

Immadi Narasimha;
* Pp §, I, 722 and 728 are dated in the reign of Salava

728-741
720, 721, and 724-727 in that of Tuluva Vira Narasimha Il;

in that

754-757 in that
of Krsna Raya; 742-752 in that of Acyuta Raya; and
be assigned
may
967
5
and
836-85
7
and
720-75
P.S.L
Saddéiva Ré4ya.

the S4luva and Tuluva periods.

of
to

1. g. I. 753 is dated in the reign of Tirumala

Déva Raya, but the date given in the inscription

is not complete.

P.S. 1.759

Rama
is dated in the reign of Vettkata (A. D. 1586-1614); 760 in that of 2).

(A. D. 1630 or 1633-4
(A. D, 1615-80) and 761 and 762 in that of Vetkatof aVetika
tapati Raya; but this

P.§.L 762 is datedin A. D. 1645 in the reign
inscription
Venkata is believed to have died in A. D. 1642. In the light of this
be that
also
may
It
we may have to revise the date of Veftikata’s death.
kings
of
names
n
the
mentio
to
uing
this is an example of the practice of contin

in inscriptions even after their death. It is difficult to ascertain to what
tions
dynasties and kings the mutilated and anonymous Vijayanagar inscrip
856 to 869

should

be assigned.

to the fourth dynasty.

and
We may perhaps assign P. S. I. 764, 765
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CHIEFSHIPS, PALAYAMS AND ZAMINDARIS WITHIN
ING PUDUKKOTTAI.

OR

ADJOIN.

The history of the foundation and growth of the Tondaiman
kingdom can not be understood without some knowledge of the
political background formed by the States and chiefships with
whom the Tondaimans came into contact or had political
relations early in their history.

The

internal

history of these

States is not relevant to this work, but we shall briefly notice
here how they came into contact. with the Pudukkéttai State.
The Setupatis of Ramnad.—
The Sétupatis, (lit. Lords of the ‘ Bridge’, meaning ‘ Adam’s’

or ‘Rama’s Bridge’) were the guardians of the island of Raméé-

varam. Tirumala Nayak of Madura raised the then Sétupati
to the rank of viceroy and chief of the seventy-two poligars.
Pogalir,

their

now

capital; but

transferred

a small

early

it to Ramnad

hamlet

near

in the

18th

itself.

In

Ramnad,

century
1729-30

was formerly

the

Sétupatis

Sagivarna Periya

Udaiya Tévar who had lost his pdlayam of Vellikéttai to the
Sétupati, defeated the latter at Oriytr. The Sétupati’s territory
was parcelled out, three-fifths were left to him, while two-fifths
were given to Sasivarna who assumed the title of Raja Muttu
Vijaya Raghunatha Periya Udaiya Tévar of Sivagatiga, After
the extinction of the Madura Nayak kingdom, Ramnad was under
the suzerainty of the Nawab of Carnatic til] 1792, when
Kast India Company assumed control over the territor
y.

the
In

1795, the Sétupati was deposed, and in 1803, his territory becam
e

a Zamindari.

In the 17th century, the Sétupatis ruled over the southern
half of modern Pudukkéttai. Kilavan Sétupati, who married

a Kalla bride named Kattali, gave her brother, Raghunat
ha Raya
Tondaiman, Pudukkéttai town and the villag
es round it.

The Sétupatis’ possession of the forts of Tirumayam and

Kilanilai brought them into conflict with the Rajas.of Tanjore
and the Tondaiman.
The story of the acquisition of these forts

by the Tondaiman is narrated in the next section.
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The following are the Sétupatis who ruled during the 17th
and 18th centuries.
A. D.
Sadaika Tévar
_....
wal
... 1605-1621*
Kuttan
ws
Sadaika Tévar or ‘Dalavai Sétupati
.»
Raghunatha Tévar also called Tirumalai

Sétupati.
ww.
_
Surya Tévar
Raghunatha Tévar also called Kiljavan
Sétupati.
Vijaya Raghunatha Tévar also called Tiruvudaiya Sétupati.
Tanda Tévar or Sundarédvara Raghunatha.
Bhavani Sankar. ....
Kutta Tévar also called Kumara Muttu
Vijaya Raghunatha.
wee
Muttukumara Raghunatha. ....
uw
_....
Rakka Tévar

Sella Tévar or Vijaya Ragiemithn
Mutturamalinga

௨

=1672
1673-1708
1709-1723
1723-1724
1724-1728
1728-1734

1734-1747
1747-1748

1748-1760
1760-1794

sain

.

1621-1635
1635-1645
1645-1672

Of the Pudukkéttai inscriptions+ that mention Sétupatis,
Nos. 870-872 and 934 (A. D. 1663-1669) are dated in the reign

of Tirumalai Sétupati, and 878 in that of Muttu Vijaya RaghuOne of them refers to a royal grant to the Vignu temple
natha.
at Mélur, and the others to grants of villages intended to secure
merit for the ruler or to endowments for festivals. It is difficult
to fix the date of P. 8. I. 901 which is a gift to the mosque known
as Kattubhava Pallivasal. In P. 8. I. 1010 there are two Tamil

verses recording a grant by a Sétupati to a court poet.
Sivagariga

Zaminddri.—This

1729-1730. (see above).

Orme

dates

from

the

partition

refers to Ramnad

‘Greater Marava’ and Sivagatiga as the ‘Lesser Marava.’
* The dates are only approximate.
t P. 8. I, 870, 872, 878, 901, 934, 964 and 1010,

as

of

the
The
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wars undertaken by the Tondaimans on behalf of the Nawab of
Carnatic against the Sivaganga Rajas are described in the next
,
section.

The following were the Rajas of Sivaganga who ruled during
the period of the consolidation

of Tondaiman

power

in the

Pudukkéttai State.
1s Sadivarna Periya Udaiya Tévar
2. Muttuvadukanatha Periya Udaiya

...

A. D,

1980-1750"
1750-1772

Tévar.
(Sivagafiga under the Nawab
w. 1772-1780)
3. Vélu Nacciyar, widow of No. 2
... 1780-1790
4, Vellacci, daughter of No. 2
.. 1790-1793
5. Vangam Periya Udaiya Tévar
... 1793-1801
The last three were rulers only in name; the actual rulers
were two adventurers known as Marudus.
The Arantangi Tondaimans.—
State inscriptions + refer to a line of Tondaimans

over Arantangi,

These records range from A. D. 1426 to about

* These dates are only approximate.
1 P. S. I. 728, 750, 784, 794, 820,

823, 844,

Arantafgi known to us from inscriptions are
1. Kulasekhara Tondaiman (son of Piccar
ர 2 DOD

who ruled

845, 849.

The

chiefs of

A. D. 1426 to 1453.
Tondaiman).
were probably
- These
. Strya Tévar,-Sundara Pandya Tondaimén, > brothers.
See Nos. 299

. Malavallapernmal Tondaiman,

,

. AlagiyamaNavala Perumal Tondaiman.

. Lakkana Danndyaka
No. 4) A, D. 1453.

Tondaiman

. Tirunelvéli Perumal
. Exaperumal Tondaiman

| of 1914 and 238 of 1930.

or Lakkappa

Dannayaka

( son

of

A. D. 1469.
» 1481 to 1499-

. Tiruvinaitirttan Tondaimén

,

1497.

. Avudaiyandyandér Tondaiman

,,

hea}

Sons of No. 7.

. Ponnambalanatha Tondaiman ,, 1514-69.
. Varavinéda Tondaiman =. —, . 1536.
. Andiyappa Acyutandyaka Tondaimdn (son of Tydgardsar
nadyakar) 1577.
13. Raghunatha Vanahgamudi Tondaiman,
14, Arunacala Vanahgdmudi Tondaiman (son of No. 13),

Narasa-
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These Tondaimans first captured Palaiytr, 10 miles

to the east of Pudukkéttai,

and gradually

extended their

power

towards the west.

Kulaéekhara Tondaimdn issued a proclamation in A. D.
1426 announcing that he would impose no new taxes on the people
Alagiya
of Palaiytr.
granted lands tax-free

34 anavdlapperumdl Tondaiman in 1453
to his son Lakkana Danndyaka Tondai-

man. Ella Perumdl Tondaimdn who called himself arasu
or ruler of Arantangi gave villages in Valaramanikkam tract to
his two sons Tiruvinaitirttan and Avudaiya Nayanar (A. D. 1488

to 1499) and to Accamariyata * Tévar.
‘ Perhaps the most powerful of these chiefs was Ponnambalandtha Tondaimdn who is mentioned in State inscriptions of
between A. D. 1514 and 1569. He was a charitable ruler, and
describes

himself

as one who

no fear, as ‘the hero that

knew

subdued Ceylon in seven days,’ and as having given an elephant

in return fora lamb.

He was a Sivaite, and made grants to the

temples at Péraiytir, Tiruvarafigulam, Kulamangalam, and Tafijir
in the State and to Avudaiyarkévil in the Tanjore

made a grant to the Visnu temple at Ponnamaravati

it Vira Narasinga Rayar’s

Vijayanagar emperor.

He

district.

called

and

charity in honour of his overlord the

Varavindda Tondaimdn

His son

is also

mentioned in inscriptions.

- It is believed that the Zamindar of Palaiyavanani in the
Tanjore district belongs to this line.
The territory ruled by these chiefs was the bone of contention

during a part of the 17th and the 18th centuries between the
Maratha Rajas of Tanjore,
Tondaimans of Pudukkéttai.

the

Raja

of

Ramnad

and

the

Maratha Rajas of Tanjore :—

How Ek6ji captured Tanjore and established a Maratha
dynasty

has already

been

* “ One who knows no fear,”
91

described.

We

do

not

know

how
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far the Tanjore territory then extended.
The boundary
between Tanjore and the kingdom of Madura, wherever it may
have been, was frequently raided by the Kallars from the

Pudukkottai territory and the Maravars from Ramnad. About
the middie of the 17th century, Raghunatha Tévar, Ruler of
Ramnad,

extended

his authority

to Mannargudi.

During

the

contest for the succession to the Ramnad chiefship early in the
18th century, the Raja of Tanjore espoused the cause of Bhavani
Sankara, an illegitimate son of KiJavan Sétupati, and thus came
into conflict with the Tondaiman ruler of Pudukkéttai

and

the

Nayak ruler of Madura who supported the rival claimant Tanda
Tévar. The Tanjore Raja later aided a confederacy against
Bhavani

Sankara,

which

country into three parts.

resulted in the division of the Marava

The country north of the Pambar

including the eastern and south-eastern
to the share of Tanjore. Some villages
as Sarvamdnyam by the Tanjore Rajas.
changed hands; the principal actors in
were

the Rajas

of Tanjore,

Ramnad

parts of Pudukkottai fell
near Embal were granted
This territory frequently
this complicated drama
and

Pudukkéttai and the

Nawab and the English East India Company who came in later.
The complicated transactions which finally resulted in the grant

of Kflanilai to the Tondaiman

are summarised in the next

section.

Two Zam{indaris which
dom, but were connected
mentioned here.

once belonged to the Tanjore king-

with

the

Pudukkéttai State,

may

be

Nagaram Zaminddrs.—
These chiefs are Valuvadis (a socially superior class of
—
Valaiyars *), to whom the zamin was granted as a reward for

services rendered to the Tanjore Rajas.

A part of the Zam{ndari

now included in the Alatigudi taluk was added to the Puduk-

kéttai State about the year 1735,

* See page 106, Vol, I,

ட
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Vdrappur chiefs.—
Towards the close of the 17th or early in the 18th century,
Brahmins.
by a family of Vaignava
ruled
was
Varappur

The zamin was presented to Jagannatha Ayyangar, the founder
The Zamindari was annexed
of the line, by the Rajaof Tanjore.
to Pudukkdttai about 1735 A. D. by Vijaya Raghunatha Tondaiman whose men slew Raghava Ayyangar, the then zamindar.

Palayams
Nayaks

and zamins that
of Madura :—

originally

belonged to the

1. Pérémbir and Kattalir chiefs—The chief of Pérambur
by
and Kattaltr was one of the seventy-two Poligars created
Visvanatha Nayak of Madura to guard the bastions of Madura

Two

fort.

State inscriptions (P.

8. I. 687

dated

1392

and

ruler
P. S. I. 695 dated 1403) refer to Narasifga Tévar a
him
granted
The residents of Tiruvilangudi
of Perambur.
He took
aragusuvandiram or the right of lordship over them.
defended
the appellation Adaikkalangdttdn meaning ‘he who
his son
later
Twenty years
those who sought bis protection.’
Ndmi Tévar was ruler. Alagiya Manavdla Tévar is the reputed

honour
builder of the temple at Viralimalai, where songs in his

Viradlimalai passed some years later into
are sung to this day.
and finally
the hands of the Lakkaya Nayaks of Kumaravadi,
in the 18th century to the Tondaimans.
s of the
A chief of this country referred to in the letter
Madura

mission as the chief of Kandaltr * granted the village of

The Nayak ruler of Madura and
Avur to the Roman Catholics.
in 1708.
Trichinopoly ceded this palayam to the Tondaimans
Nayaks of Ilupptr
Kamaksi
2. Iluppir chiefs.—The
The palayam existed in the
belonged to the Tottiyar caste.
time of Tirumalai Nayak, who appointed the then chief as one of

the poligars to guard the bastions of the Madura fort. There is
a story that the last chief of this line aimed an arrow at a pot
* Kandaltr is a village just outside the Pudukkéttai boundary.
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which a soldier’s wife was carrying, but missed the pot and hit
the lady instead.
This, the story goes, infuriated the soldiers

so that they mutinied and destroyed his fort.
The

palayam

Tondaiman

fell into the hands

of Vijaya

Raghunatha

of Pudukkéttai (1730-69) who gave it to the Begum

of the Nawab Muhammad Ali of Trichinopoly as pin-money.

3.

Kumédravddi chiefs.—In

the

17th

century

Lakkaya

Nayak was one of the poligars appointed by Visvanatha Nayak
of

Madura.

The

chiefs

of

his

line

wrested

the

Viralimalai

country from the Pérambtr chiefs and extended the Viralimalai
Sri Subrahmanya temple. Namana Tondaiman had frequent
encounters with the Kumaravadi chief and finally annexed
Viralimalai.
The disputes between the Tondaimans and the
Kumaravadi chiefs for the possession of certain territory
continued, till the East India Company finally decided them
in favour of the Tondaiman and planted in 1804 A. D. boundary

stones

at Rasalippatti*

to mark

the limits of the Tondaiman

territory.
4.

Marungdpuri chiefs.—These

chiefs were more powerful

than the Iluppur or Kumaravadi chiefs. A copper-plate grant
relating to the Marufgapuri palayam traces their history back
to the

days

of the

Karala

Vellalars,

Arasukdvalkdr} of Trichinopoly.

and describes the chief as

Pucci t Nayak of this line was

appointed by Visvanatha Nayak as one of the seventy-two
poligars who garrisoned Madura.
P. S. I. 760 dated A. D. 1620

reentions Virappa Pucci Ndyak. P. §. I. 875, dated A. D. 1691,
mentions Ovala Picci Ndyak also known as Pulivetti Pricci
Ndyak, brother of Tirumalai Priccaiya Ndyak, and his son, Vira
* See P. S. I. 884
Lakkaya Nayak.

and

885.

The ruler of Kumaravadi at the time was

t Arasukdvalkdr, as opposed to Ndttukdvalkdr who was entrusted with
police duties in a town or village, performed those duties throughout a province
and was invested with administrative powers.
t The Telugu pronunciation is Biicci.

0177]
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the

Pudukkéttai

Ndyak.

Ammankuricchi,

now

in

State, was originally the capital of the Pticci Nayaks, and an
inscription mentions that one of them built the temple there.
Namana Tondaiman of Kolattur was directed by the Nayak of
Madura to punish the then Pucci Nayak of Marungapuri who
Namana and
had withheld payment of his annual tribute.
his brother Raghunatha Raya Tondaiman of Pudukkéttai
defeated. him and seized Ammankuricchi and the country as far

east as Virachilai.

The dispute between Marungapuri and the

Tondaimans for the possession
till 1804 A. D. when the East

of this territory continued
India Company decided that

though the lands originally belonged to Marungapuri, they had

so long remained with the Tondaiman that it would be wrong to

take them away from him."
5.

Karisalpatti-Vdrdppur

chiefs —A

the

of

member

ate chief-ship,
Marungapuri line formed out of the palayam a separ
to the south-west
the Karigalpatti-Varappur palayam, which lay
were known as
of the State. The chiefs of this palayam

According to the Rev. W. Taylor the Bomma
Bomma Nayaks.
t of Visvanatha Nayak
Nayaks were descended from an attendan
It is recorded in a palm-leaf manuscript in the State
of Madura.

in the 17th
that Ponnamaravati was included in this palayam
the
century, and that Kijavan Sétupati of Ramnad took it from

the
The last Bomma Nayak rebelled against
Bomma Nayak.
and
Varapptr
English, whereupon & Tondaiman general invested

malai.
finally captured the chief in the forests of Piran
6.
of the

The

Kanduvan

chief of Sengirai.—Before

Pudukkéttai Tondaiman line

the founder

acquired Sefigirai and

the

styled
adjoining villages, this neighbourhood was ruled by a chief
Kanduvan or more correctly Kandupékkan.+
y 15,
* Order of the Governor-in-council, Fort St. George, dated Februar

Madura.
1804 communicated to the Collector of

t A palm-leaf document found by the late Mr, Radhakrishna

Munagandai mentions this chief.

Aiyar at
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7.

Stiraikkudi

Vanniyan

chiefs.—Suraikkudi,

Suraikkudi

since

it was

the

[cHAP.

better
abode

known
of

as

Vanniyas,

seems to have been the chief town of Adalaiytr nadu and the
headquarters of a line of Tévars. They were originally Ndddlvar
or rulers of the nadu.

P. S. I. 238 (about A. D. 720) records a

gift of gold by Parantaka, an Adalaiytr Nadalvan, to the temple
at Kudumiyamalai. P. §. I. 124, dated A. D. 1103, records
a gift of tax-free land by Alagukanda Perumal*, another
Nadalvan

of Adalaiytr,

to the Vignu temple of Irumbanadu for

offerings to the idol that he had consecrated.
P. 8. I. 263 and
264 (A. D. 1222), record that Kandan Aludaiyan, an Adalaiyir

Nadalvan, assigned the taxes leviable from a village for the daily
offerings to the Goddess of Péraiyur.

These Naddlvdr who had previously been feudatories of the
Pandyas rose into importance and power during the Vijayanagar

period.

Ponnan Alagiya Perumal who in P. 8.1. 438 (A. D. 1337)

figures as a donor to the Neivasgal temple received the Pddikkdval
rights from the people of Méhir. Periyandyandr in A. D. 1380

received the Pddikkdval rights from the people of Adantr.

This

chief used the appellation Vijaydlaya Téva which became the
peculiar title of all the chiefs of the line. Tirwméni Alagiya or

Sembaka Rdya is mentioned in P. 8. I, 685 (A. D. 1888), 699

(A. D. 1421) and 783 (A. D. 1416).

He made gifts to the Visnu

temple at Tirumayam, the Siva temple at Péraiytr and that at
Parambur where he had an idol installed.

Ponndyandr, son of Tiruméni Alagiya mentioned above and
referred to in P. 8. I. 786 (A. D. 1446), may be identified with

Sembaka Ponndyandr or Pardkrama

Péndya

(A. D, 1452) and 792 (A. D.

He

1452).

made

in P. 8. I. 707
grants of land

to a Bhiksa Matha at Tékkattur, to the temple at Neivasal, to a
Brahmin

at

Adantr

Sokkandrayana

made

and

mentioned

to

the

Visnu

temple

at Tirumayam.

in P. §. I. 461 and 462 (A. D. 1449)

a grant to the Virachilai temple.

He reduced the taxes

* P. S, I. 988, an undated inscription, mentions an.Alagukanda Perumal
.
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Viérachilai,

K6ttaiyir

and

other

Padarpparru

727
villages

in

recognition of the help that they had rendered him by killing the

Pallavaraya
invaded

the

Valuttur
‘Tévar’s

and

made

gifts

repulsing

territory.

P.

his forces
8.

I.

462

Tiruméni

Tévar.

of this Vijayalaya

seal

Péndya

of

the

to the Perumal

temple

when

they

reproduces

Alagiya

at Kottaiyur

Vira
and

the Tiruvarangulam

temple (P. 8. I. 798 A. D. 1459 and P. §. I.

712 A. D. 1462).
endowment to the
A. D. 1462).

Avatydnddr Sundara Pdndya made an
Visnu temple at Tirumayam (P. 8. 7. 800

Pallikonda Perumal
(1498 A. D.)

as

a donor

Vairava Ndyanar

is mentioned
the

to

designated

in P. 5S. I. 463 and 464

Virachilai

temple.

Adaikkalamkatia

His

son

Nddumadiitan

meaning ‘ He who preserved those who sought his protection and

who secured the approbation of all the land’ is mentioned in
inscriptions* dated between A. D. 1502 and 1532. They refer
to

his donations

to the

Virachilai

and to private individuals.

and

Maniambalam

temples

In P. 8. I. 734 the chief assumed a

pragasti meaning ‘“ He who saw the backs of eighteen Vanniyars
and mounted his horse while the Pandya was holding the
stirrup.”+

He

gave lands at Kandigvaram,
near modern
Tulaiyanur, and at Neivasal to the commanders of his army.

Rdyappa

P. 8.1. 759

son

of Kdttar

(A. D.

15932).

Vijaydlaya Tévar

is mentioned in

Sevvappa{ figures in P. S. I. 865

His
(A. D. 1608) which records a gift to the Neivasal temple.
son Acyutappa is described in P. S. I. 758 (A. D. 1593) as
‘having defeated the Gangaiyan, entertained Mavali and mounted

his horse while the Pandya held the stirrup.’

* P § 1. 720, 727, 730, 731, 732, 734, 742. Some of these refer to the
chief as Vairara Ndyanar and the others as Adaikkalam kdtiu Nddu madittén.
t Indkutta mindan Patinettu Vanniyarat-mudukuppuram kanddn Pdudyan
padi amukka pari érum mdnataran.
t There is a figure, presumably of this chief, carved on a pillar in the front
mantapa of the Agastisvara temple at Neivagal, above which is inscribed,

‘a aan
1008).

of the perpetual devotion of Sevvappa Vijayalaya Téva’

(P. §, I,
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Verigappa, son of Sevvappa is mentioned

the

details

of

the

Andavan figures
and 936).

in

date

in the

two

‘These ‘Tévars were the vassals

later of Vijayanagar.

in P. 8. I. 748, but

inscription

anonymous

[CHAP.

are

not: correct.

inscriptions

(P. 8. I. 935

at first of the Pandyas and

Stiraikkudi was destroyed by the Mussal-

mans in the 17th century.

The

northern

part of this territory

is now included in Pudukkéttai.

BANAS.
Our knowledge

of the

history of the Banas is based on

in-

scriptions ranging from the 4th to the 16th centuries.

Their first

home

south

was

the

country

between

the

Palar

on

the

and

Srisailam in the Kurnool district on the north, and between K6lar
in Mysore on the west and Kalahasti on the east.
They were
successively the vassals of the Kadambas, the Western Calukyas
and the Pallavas.
With the decline of the Pallava power, they
moved further South.
They then became the vassals of the

Colas, and often took service as officers in the Céla provinces.

The Banas claimed descent from the demon king Mahabali
(Mahavali) and his son Bana (Vana). Their crest was originally a
bull, and their banner bore the emblem of a black-buck. though, as

we shall see later, it bore the garuda or Brahminy kite when they
became rulers in the South after the fall of the Pandyan empire.
The Tékkattur manuscript mentions Vanadirayan, Dharmarayan, Kalingarayan and Villuvarayan as the four subordinate

chieftains
The

who

Vanadiraya

settled

in

chieftain

Kanadu
lived

form of * Vanadirayank6ttai’, and

at

in

the Pudukk6ttai State.

Vandakottai,

his brother

Kundrapéttai, a neighbouring village.

The

a corrupted

Kundradirayar at

two brothers made

grants of several villages.
Vanadiraya employed Kallar chieftains to help him in his struggles against the Kénadu Vellalars.
There were frequent sanguinary encounters at different places in

the State, and seven petty chieftains of Konadu were seized and
brought before Vanadiraya.
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In the State inscriptions of the reign of Kuléttunga

IIT

(P. S. I. 163 dated A. D. 1209 and P. 8. I. 166 dated 1219)
Viramdgadan
Vanadirayars occur as signatories in documents.
Réjardjadévan Ponparappindn Magadaipperumdl mentioned in
675-678 at Kudumiyamalai and Ponnamaravati—
உ) உர
also mentioned as Magadésan Vanakullottaman in other inHis name
scriptions—was a feudatory of Ko-Perufijingadéva.
Rdjardjadévan shows that he was a subordinate of the Céla,
Raja Raja III, son of Kuldttufiga III. He seems to have held
authority over the western and south-western parts of the State
Magadai menincluding Kudumiyamalai and Ponnamaravati.
tioned in his titles has been placed by Mr. Venkayya on the
boundary between the Trichinopoly and South Arcot districts.

Pandya power, the Banas,
became Pandya feudatories

With the ascendancy of the
easily changed their masters and

We hear of

holding office under them and bearing their names.

a Sundara Pdndya Vanddirdyar in a Mélattanaiyam inscription

of

Jatavarman

Aragu Buddhan,

in

a

Virachilai

A Valaramanikkam inscription of the

inscription (P. 8. 1. 469).
reign

Vdnddirdya

Pandya

(P. S. I. 624) and a Vira

Sundara

Pandya

(acc.

1303)

mentions

a Sémantan or vassal Vanadirayar (P. 8. I. 492).

P. S. L. 380 dated 1274 at Idaiyattur records that a Mavali
Vanadirayan attacked M aravamadurai, took the men of the village
prisoners and drove away their cattle. A Tékkattur Vanadiraya

raya
occurs as a signatory in P. 8. I. 459, and a Mavalivanadi
In the reign of
in a Tiruvarangulam inscription (P. S. I. 616).

Jatavarman Vira Pandya
called Pillai

there was a Mavali Vanadiraya,

Kulasékhara,

Pandya’s service.

He

may

who

is

known

to

have

also

been in the

be identified with the Vanadiraya

who is described as a Kémuryuvar or king’s representative in a
Kudumiyamalai inscription of the reign of the same Pandya

king (P. S. I. 375 dated 1267), and with a Pillai Mabali Vanarayar who was Maravarman Kulasékhara’s (acc. 1268) governor
of K6nadu in the Pudukkéttai State.
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In the latter half of the 14th century the Pandya power
They
declined. The Banas then asserted their independence.
helped Kumara Kampana in the conquest of the territory south
of the Kavéri which had been under the Madura

Sultanate,

and

exerted themselves in keeping the Pandya power confined to the
The late Mr. Sewell has noted two Bana
Tinnevelly district.
vali Vanddaraya and Muttarasa Tirutél-Mahd
chiefs Sundara-

mala Mahdvali Vanddaraya as rulers of Madura in the period
1451-1499 A. D.* Two inscriptions at Srivillipputturt in the
Ramnad

district

confirm

this

view,

and

record

that

‘obtained possession of the Pandya

P. §. I. 671 and 672, however, lead us to believe that there

three Banas during this period.

they

throne in 1453 and 1476.’
were

P. 8. I. 671, a Sevalir in-

scription dated Saka 1390 or A. D. 1468, mentions a. Tirumdlirunjolaininrdr Mdvalivdnddardya, and P. 8. I. 672 at
Nekkénam, dated Saka 1405 or A. D. 1483, a Virapratdpa
Sundaratéludaiydr Mahdvalivdnddardya who made grants on the

occasion of the ndmdkarana! ceremony of his son Ndyindr
‘Thus it is clear that there were two
Tirumdlirunjolaininydr.
Tirumdlirunjélaininydrs or Tirumalai Vanddardyars of which
the one

mentioned

in P. S. I. 671

was the grandfather of the

child of the same name in LP. 8. I. 672. In their prasastt occur
the terms Madurdpurimahdndyakan meaning ‘the great lord of
the city of Madura’, Valudisékharan,

‘the wearer of the Pandya

crown’ and Pdndyakuldntakan, ‘the destroyer of the Pandya
race’ which imply that these Banas were no vassals. They
called themselves also Madnabhiusanan meaning ‘one whose
ornament is honour,’ and Garudakétanan meaning ‘ He of the

garuda banner.’§

BP. S. I. 715 dated A. D. 1477 in the reign of

* List of Antiquities ii, p. 223.
T 1. A, XV, p. 73.

t Corresponding to christening.
§ P. S. I. 674 is a Tamil verse in praise of the garda banner of the Banas.
The poet exclaims that’ when the B4na’s garuda hanner was unfurled, the tiger
of the Céla, the carp of the Pandya and the how of the Céra disappeared.

P. S. I. 994 is another Tamil verse in praise of Adivanddardyar.
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have not been identified.

Mévalivdnddardya’s

sons,

731
but they

A few inscriptions of the 16th century in the Madura district
refer to a Mahdbali Vinddardya Ndyaka and Sundaratéludaiydr,
A Mavali Vanadaraya of Neduvasal is mentioned in two undated
inscriptions in the State, P. 8. I. 942 at Ambukkovil, and P. S. I.
1084, an anonymous inscription at Kilaikkurichi stating that the
inhabitants of the village deprived him of his lands for acting
contrary to the wishes of Pillai Pallavarayar.

If the latter was

the Pillai Pallavarayar who is mentioned in a Kolatttr inscription,
the date of this Mavali Vanadarayar would be about A. D. 1470.

The Dharmardyar mentioned in the Tékkattur manuscript
was perhaps connected with the Dharmarayars of SéndavanWe
mangalam.
inscriptions :—

hear of the following

Dharmarayars

in

State

Alkondadéva Dharmarayan (A. D. 1299 to 1300)—P. 8. I.
407, 410 and 411.

Mudaliyandar

Alagiyatiruccirrambalamudaiyar, also called

Parakrama Pandya Dharmarayan (1366)-—P. 8. I. 456 and
457.

Tiruvengadamudaiyar or Sriranganatha, and his three sons

Trangalamitta

Perumal,

Avudaiya

Nayanar and Pandi

Perumal (A. D. 1488 to 1492)—P. 8. I. 822, 824 and 827.
heir charities are associated chiefly with Karamahgalam

and TAfijiy,

The Gdngaiyardyas* are believed to have been a line of
Vellala chieftains of Niyaman near Karaikkudi and of PillaIt is impossible to draw up their pedigree since they
mangalam.
are referred to in inscriptions generally as Gangaiyarayars without
their proper names.
* See P. S. I. 247, 249, 961, 253, 254, 255, 257, 277, 292, 293, 305, 311,
316, 317, 318, 321, 328, 329, 354, 385, 386, 424, 468, 486, 496, 506, 517, 521,
715.
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PALLAVARAYARS.

Like the Kadavarayars,* the Pallavarayars claimed descent
from the ancient Pallavas.
This claim is borne out by tradition
and literary evidence. Two Tamil works Seventelunta Pallavar

Pillai Tami] and Seventelunia Pallavan uld give a pedigreet of
Pallavaraya chiefs. The Uld list mentions a Pallava ‘who
rode a courageous charger, won the title of Rayar and becam
e
Pallavardyar .’
From

these

Tamil

works

we

learn that the Pallavarayars

originally lived at Mallai, Mallapuram or Mahabalipuram
usually
known as Seven Pagodas in the Chingleput District. One
of
them, Venkatacala | Pallavarayan, was appealed to for help
by a
Pandya, who had been attacked by a Céla king. He defeated
the latter, and was appointed governor of Kéralasingavalanadu

near the southern border of the State.

Another was born in and

settled at K6lippati, by which name Perungalir near Vaittu
r is
evidently meant, since Perungaltr is called ‘ 1611 in inscriptions
.
The Pallavarayars subdued the eighteen Vanniyar
castes,
destroyed Alumbil, the modern Ambukkévil in the Pudukk
éttai

State won battles at Kadaram and Suraikkudi in the Ramna
d
district and at Kalabham in the Tanjore district. Valutt
ur
(Vaitttir) which is described as a fertile wet-land
village in
K6énadu was then under the swa y of the Pallavarayars called
K6nadars.
They helped both the Célas and the Pandyas.
One of them
married a Céla princess. Their throne was a six-footed
stool,
their flag bore both the tiger and the fish (the
Céla and Pandyan
* Prof. Sastri: Célas Vol. 11, ற. 159. Tondaimdn, Kddava
rdn, Pallavardyan, Kdduvetti, etc., ave Pallava titles still borne by Kallars
in the State.
t The

accuracy

of the

pedigree

is open

to

doubt

and several names

are

merely periphrastic expressions,
The connection of the Pallavarayars with the
Pallavas is not conceded by some historians.
The question bristles with
difficulty.

f A certain Tondaiman Cakravarti came

down at Ambukkévil.

with this Pallavardya and settled
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emblems), and they wore garlands of the blue lily, the symbol of
the Vellalas, because a Pallavaraya had married a Vellala
(Sesbania),

agatti,

princess,

Malavaraya

Céla symbol, and

the

margosa, the Pandya symbol.
earliest

The

Pallavaraya

in

mentioned

an

inscription

belonged to the reign of Maran Sadayan in the eighth century A. D.
Gopa

is Avantiya

The earliest mentioned in State inscriptions

Pallavarayar also called Mayilai Tindan of Pudukkudi in the
Urattir Kurram (P. §. I. 70 dated A. D. 939).* A chief of
Tufijaltr, Mililaikurram, and Miivenda Pallavarayar also called
Adittan Pidaran of Kibiir near Kunnandarkévil are mentioned
in old records.

Several Pallavarayars bore Cola and Pandya names, indi-

cating their subordination to them or their position as Céla and
century,

12th

In the war of the Pandya succession in the

officers}

Pandya

Annan

the

Pallavaraya led

Cdola

(see

army

A Tamil poem ; states that they exercised authority

page 611).

as Araiyars or chiefs over Alangudi Nadu, Amaravati
round
(Ponnamaravati) Nadu, Kaduvankudi Nadu (country
mporary of
* Of A. RB. E. 378 of 1903 and 880 of 1903, He was a conte

Pardntaka I.
A. D.), Edirilicedla
t Vikrama Céla Pallavadaraiyan (P. 8. 1. 121-1083
yan (P. 8. I.
adarsi
Pallavadaraiyan (P. 8. I. 158-1201 A. D.), Sembiyan Pallav
A.

155-1202

D.),

Vira

Céla

Pallavadaraiyan

(P.

S.

1, 210—reign

of

an

A. D.),
unidentified Rajadhirdja), Valavan Pallavadaraiyan (P. 8, I. 8367-1266

(P. 8. I. 374-875~1268 A. D. and 383-1271 A. D.),
Kuléttutiga Pallavadaraiyan

Jayatigonda

Céla

Pallavadaraiyan

(P.

§

I. 371-1266

A. D.),

and

Sundara

A. D.).
PAndi Pallavardya and Vikrama Pandi Pallavaraya (P. §. 1. 406-1294

ptions. (See
Several Pallavaréyas are mentioned as signatories in inscri

P. 8. 1. 181, 254, 334, 354, 355, 356, 369, 409 and 424).
்

லக்குடி காடமசாபதிசாடு

கோலங்கவேன்குடிசாடே..மேலான
செல்காட்டு காடு இருப்பேசையூர் காட!
மக்காத வல்லவள சாடேகொல்காரும்
மெய்யமலைகாடு மேவுசக்நிரபேசை சா

டையன் கொடுவ்குள்றணி சாட... செய்யதிருக்

கோளக்குடி.சாம கோனாடெனப்புரக்தெ
ளப்பிறத்த வசசர்கோள்,
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Viralimalai), Senkattu Nadu, Péraiyur Nadu, Valnadu, Meyyamalai (Tirumayam), Candrarékha Nadu* (the Ambuliyar basin ?),
Kodunkunra Nadu (Piranmalai), Tirukkélakkudi Nadu and
Kénadu.

Documents

in the

State

relating

to

the

times

of

Karalars mention Seventelunta Pallavaraya, Kulandai

the

Pallava-

raya and Vanangamudi Pallavaraya.
The Perungalur (Vaittir) Pallavardyars.
The following are the chiefs of this line mentioned in the
State inscriptions.
1.
2.

Tennattiriyan Pillai Pallavaraya. (P. S. I. 476 A. D. 1812).
A chief of this line who invaded Virachilai, but was slain by the soldiers
of a Vijaydlaya Tévan. (P. 8.7, 462 A. D. 1449).

Sriratiga Pallavardyar.

(P. S. I. 711 A. D. 1469).

Vilitturafigum Perumél Pallavarayar, A. D. 1387 or 1481.
Malittan Pallavardyar, (in the reign of an unidentified Mdéravarman
Kulasékhara).
Miliccar or Pillai Pallavardyar,
Kulasékhara-—-1466 ?)

(in

the

reign

of

an

unidentified

Vilitturangum Perumal Pallavarayar. (P. S, I. 718-714-A. D. 1475
and 1480). Probably identical with No. 4.
Tiruvinaittirttan also called Vira Narasiiga Nayaka Pallavaraya(P. 8. I. 726 A. D. 1510).

Kaduga Nalla Perumal Pallavardyar.
10.

(A. D. 1526?)

Seventelunta Tirumalairaya Pallavarayar, son of K6nériraya Pallavarayar.
(P.S, I. 752 A. D. 1540).
He was rewarded for services
rendered to lrappa Nayak Ayyan, the representative of Visvanatha
Nayak of Madura, with lands which he later endowed to the temple
at Tiruvarangulam.

11,

Accuta Pallavardya.

12.

Avudaiya Nayandr Pallavardya.

13.

Mallappa Pallavardya.

14.

Mallappa Pallavardyar and Seventelunta Pallavarayar.

(A. D. 1588? and 1615).

(P. 8. I. 864 and 945-A. D. 1607).

(P. 8S. I. 866 and 926-A. D. 1616).

(P. 8. 1. 968

A. D. 1621 ?)
Nadu

* Candrarékha is the old name for Sendalai in the Tanjore district. The
here may be either Sendalai or the Ambuliyaér basin.
(Ambuli and the

Sanskrit word Candra, both mean

moon)..
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These Pallavarayars gradually extended their territory and
masters of all the
power until they had 177806 themselves
from Kulavaippatti
and
country from Adanakkottai to Kavinad
The last two members of this line assumed
to Kudwniyamalai.

the

of

title

words

the

king,

being

inscriptions

in

used

Rajyampanni-arulukayil.
The

last ruler of the line was

Seventelunta

Pallavardyar.

How and when his power passed into the hands of the Tondaiman

line will be mentioned
Seventelunta

temples

at

varangulam

Pallavarayar was a Saivite and devotee

of the

Péraiytr,

Tiru-

Tirugdkarnam,
and

in the next section.

Kudumiyamalai,

Conjeevaram.

He

is

said

to

have

presented

jewels and lamps to the temple at Tirug6karnam and to have
s,
added to the temple at Kudumiyamalai, gopurams, mantapam
halls, flower-gardens, groves, etc., and built cars for it.

The name of the Pallavarayars of Vaitttris preserved in the

Pallavan tank in the Pudukkéttai town, and in a measure of
capacity known as Pallavanpadi, which was in general use in

Karalar days and is still used in the distribution of rice during

the

annual

Dassara

festival.

There

are

traces

of their ruined

fortress at Vaittur, and there are also Pallavan tanks at Péraiytr

rand Vilattuppatti. The villages of Pappanyayal near Perungalt
Palifiji
otherwise known as Seventeluntapuram, Séndamangalam,
and Sivapuram are said to have been: granted by the rulers of
this line to Brahmins.
ADMINISTRATION

Much

AND

of what

SOCIAL

has been

LIFE,

(14TH-17TH

said under

this heading

last section applies equally to the present period.

peculiar to the latter are mentioned below.
‘The Central Government:—
The

Emperor

at

Vijayanagar

and

CENTURIES).

the

in

the

Scime features

Nayak

king

at

ar
Madura were absolute rulers untrammelled by any popul
assembly, though their powers were restricted to some extent by
the Dharma sastra or the Hindu codes, and by public opinion,
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As Mr. J. H. Nelson remarks,* there were ‘‘many things which
they durst not attempt to do, and

there

existed a well-defined

public opinion which it was never quite. safe for them to
insult.” Another check on grave misrule was the fear of wholesale migrations of the oppressed.
We shall not expatiate upon the functions of the ministers
at the imperial court at Vijayanagar, except in so far as they

referred
Nayak

to in State inscriptions which relate
administration

at Madura.

As

the

mainly

are

to the

principal officer of

the kingdom, the Dalavdi exercised large influence and wielded
very great power. He combined in himself the functions ‘of
the chief minister and generalissimo—an arrangement appropriate
to

the

chaotic

condition

turbulent chiefs.

of

a country

torn

by feuds

among

The Dalavais were so powerful, that one of

them was incorrectly referred to in Jesuit letters as the PrinceRegent.
State inscriptions record gifts made by Dalavais and

by others on their behalf.
minister was Pradhdni, and

The designation of the finance
that of the royal secretary,

Rayasam, a tern that persisted in the State till late in the 19th
century under the Tondaimans, while the head of the audit

and accounts department was the kanakkan.
Though the Vijayanagar emperors and the Nayak kings of
Madura carried on the administration with the assistance of
ministers, they retained in their own hands the power to shape
the general policy of the administration, so that the welfare of

the people largely depended on the character of the king.
Many of the ministers alike at Vijayanagar and at Madura were
Brahmins.
The Army.—

The country was organised on a military basis as a precaution against
the attacks
of the Muslims.
As Prof.
Venkataramanayya

observes,t

the

* The Madura Country—Part III, p. 144.

defence

of

the

country

} Studies in the History of the Third Dynasty of Vijayanagar, p. 120,
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depended in the first place, upon a series of forts constructed at
points of strategic importance, and secondly, upon the main-

tenance of a well-organised and efficient army. The forts were
mostly of mud though some were built of stone.
Besides the
cantonments and

fortifications

in the

State

mentioned

in

last section, we hear in this period of « fort at Karaiyir"

the

and

the Ptiram fort of the Kanduvans on the edge of Sengirai forest

between Mirattunilai and Arimalam.

The forces maintained in the State do not seem to have
formed part of the regular armies of the emperor or the king at

Madura,

but were levies maintained by local chieftains from

Mercenaries
whom they received pay and equipage.
commonly employed. The soldiers were largely recruited
the Kaikkélar, Marava and Kalla communities.

were
from

Provinces.—
The

old Céla and Pandya territorial subdivisions—kditam,

nddu, valanddu and mandalam, survived in the

till very

State inscriptions also mention territorial

late in this period.
divisions with

State

nomenclature

the

usual

in

the

Kanarese

and

Telugu provinces of the Vijayanagar empire, for example, the
Simas,+

a smaller

division

than

the nddu.

Groups of hamlets

The village was variously called grdwere known as payyu.{
mam, mangalam, samudram, kudi, ur, puram, kulam, kuyicet,
patti, vayal, etc.

The provincial governor was designated Dannaik (Dandandyaka). The governors of the Vijayanagar empire did not

reside in their provinces, but functioned

known as Kéryakarta.

through a local agent

We have mentioned on page 710 above a

* p. 8. I. 816.

sal Sfmai (P. 8. I,
t E. g. Nagerattdrmalsi Simai (7, §. I. 922) and Neduvd
949).

8383),
TE. g. Ponnamardvati nddu vedeparfu (north division P. S. I. parrn,
Munrukéttai
841),
1.
8.
P.
Ponnamardvati nddu tenparfu (south division
_ P, 3. 1, 827, Kulamatigala nédu vadapattu P. 8. 1. 828.
99
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Under the Nayaks, there was

a governor at Trichinopoly * when the seat of government was at
Madura, and a large part of the State was
tration.

The governor had control over

under his adminis-

the pdlaiyams

situated

within his administrative area.
The village administration.—
After the 15th century, the #ér or village assembly did not
function as of old. The few survivals occasionally mentioned

in inscriptions were but atrophied

specimens.

The Sabhd

or

assembly in Brahmin villages survived a little longer.
As long
as they functioned, joint sessions of the different assemblies were
often held.
7. 5. 1. 690, dated A. D. 1405, records a joint
session of the #r of Kiranur and the trustees of the temple

there, and P.

8. I. 694,

dated

A.

D.

1404, of the nddu of

KuJaikolatttir and the dr of Kilaipuduvayal.
Later inscriptions
of the 16th century, for example P. S. I. 833, 834 and 972, refer

to meetings of the temple authorities, leaders of castes and
communities, and representatives of villages or towns; but not to
the ur, sabhd or nddu.
The

decline

of the assemblies

was

political conditions of the period, when

due to

the

there was

unsettled

no

security

of life or property.
Inhabitants of villages finding that they
were unable to protect themselves from the aggressions of their
neighbours, sold the paddikkdval+ to influential chieftains in the
neighbourhood.
Pddikkdval deeds, termed arasusvdtantirani,
assigned to such chieftains royal functions and duties, investing

them with powers of taxation and imposing the obligation to
protect the people, their life, property and crops. In an age
when the power

of the central

authority

was

hardly

® Trichinopoly was the capital of some of the Nayak rulers.
government

was

frequently

changed

from

Madura

felt, the
The

to Trichinopoly

seat of
and

vice

versa.

t The Araiyar or person who received pddikkdval rights executed a deed
called an aSiriyapramdnam promising to protect the people
696 and 704).
See also P. S. {, 681, 751, 799, 843, 898.

(e. g., P. 8. I. 693,
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chieftains became increasingly independent, waged war on each
These chieftains
the people.
and often oppressed
other

designated araiyar, arasu or ndddlvdr are frequently mentioned

Every nadu
villages, for

in State inscriptions of the 10th or 11th century.
Some
or important village had its Araiyar.

We have very little infor-

example Kalagamangalam, had two.

that

mation about the Araiyars*
Pudukkéttai territory.

in

power

exercised

the

Revenue, Taxation, etc.--~
on pages
The service and eleemosynary tenures enumerated

660-2

still

conditions
amarams}+

survived.

necessities and the political

Military

called
of the period necessitated large grants of land
We hear
to feudal chieftains or military retainers.

Umbali, which,
in this period of another service tenure, the
by the government
according to Wilson, } means ‘land granted

rent-free as a reward for, or in consideration

of, public services.’

services already
The grant was made either as reward for public
rendered

.
or on condition of performing them

To the eleemosynary
add sarvamdnya

grants,§

obligation of any kind and

grants noted on page 661, we have
the

holders

enjoyed

the

of which

were

lands

granted

déyam,
free of tax, while the holders of Brahma

madappuram lands had to pay
A

class

of

temple

under

to
no

to them

Dévaddnam

and

low quit-revt.

servants

frequently

mentioned

in

the

radimaikal, now called
inscriptions of this period are the Déva
ts.||
Devaddsis. ‘They enjoyed liberal gran
of

families
Alatigudi N4du and of the five
* Araiyars of Karukkakurichi, of
Kid4rattaraiyans, and Kuléttunga
the Kadambarayans,
Ambukkdvil,

influential.
Célattaraiyans were among the most

t See pp. 331-333. (Vol. J).
Administrative
t H. H. Wilson. Glossary of Judicial and

§ P. 9.1. 791.

| P. 8. L. 710, 718, 814, 817, 825, ete.

Terms.
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The village communities paid to the Araiyars to whom they

sold pddikkdval rights a share of the produce of the land. On
pages 328 and 329 (Volume I), is given a table showing such
shares. It relates to A. D. 1380. The privileges of an Araiyar
in A. D. 1477* were as follows.--He received 12 ari and one
padukku of paddy for every ma of land and enjoyed a share in
the quit-rents leviable from temples and special rights over
tanks. He was entitled to gifts in kind such as a cage of hares _
from the Valaiyars, milk and ghee from shepherds and two fowls
from the Pallars and Paraiyars.
Flags and torches were borne
before

him

even

in the

day-time,

conches

were

blown

as

he

mounted or dismounted from his horse or vehicle, and he
appended a long-winded prasasti to his name. The fees in kind
originally paid

to the

later arasu svdtantiram

Araiyars

or

royal

for their police

tax.

The

duties

Araiyars

became

did not

scruple to misappropriate lands granted as charitable endowments, and share the produce with the cultivators.
This system

of produce-sharing marks the transition to the amdni tenure
which prevailed under the Tondaimans until it was abolished in
the 19th century.
Taxation.—

Inscriptions+ of this period mention many of the cesses
and taxes noticed on pages 663-6 above. Two inscriptions
in particular give us an idea of the méludram rates prevailing in
the 15th century. A Neivagal inscription (P. S. I. 819 dated
A. D. 1481) fixes the following rate—one-third of the winter
kuruvai produce, one-fourth for sesamum, ragi, horse-gram, and
green-gram, and one-sixth for millet, sémai (Panicum miliare)

and other dry crops.

A Virachilai inscription (P. 8. 1. 70 dated

A. D. 1443) fixes one-fifth for dry crops, and half for varagu
(Paspalum serobiculatum), tinai (Setaria italica) and sesamum.
*P.S. 1. 715.
tT E.g. P. 8. 1. 953.
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Since the village assemblies no longer functioned effectively,

the chiefs appointed officers in villages to collect the taxes.

We

therefore hear of the Ambalagdran* and mamigdr, in the days of
Nayak rule.

That the taxes were oppressive is evident from
the

record

which

emigration

people

of

from

inscriptions
State

the

to

other parts of South India.
Justice.—

The Emperor was the fountain-head of justice.
provinces, the governors

the royal

exercised

In the
The

prerogative.

the seat of
court of law was designated the Dharmdsanam or
(permaJustice, or simply the Sabhd, which was either mukhya
governor
nent) or amukhya (temporary). When the king or
and when
presided over a court, it was said to be sastrita,
The prddvivdka was the
presided over by a judge mudrita.
sabhyas or counchief judge and his colleagues were known as
cillors.4

The

courts

usually

supposed that witnesses

met

in

a temple

since

it

was

would not perjure themselves in the

house of God.

The chiefteins administered criminal and civil justice in their
territories.

After the decay of the local assemblies,

the temple

They tried
trustees exercised some sort of judicial authority.
have
petty criminal offences, but their jurisdiction appears to
been confined to the temple servants. }
The Vijayanagar system of judicial adininistration survived
with

slight

modifications

under

the

Tondaimans

during

the

first half of the nineteenth century.
_ © Ambalagdran is used as a title by Kallars and Vaiaiyars.
*‘headman of a village.’

t These terms survived in the State into the 19th century.

Here it means

t M. B. R. 186 of 1894; 8. I. I. V. 479 noticed by Dr. Venkataramanayya.
275.
Studies in the History of the Third Dynasty of Vijayanagara, p.
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know

little of the procedure adopted in these courts.
inscriptions throw some light on the nature of the

and of the punishments awarded.

A servant of the temple

at Kudumiyamalai stole the necklace of the goddess and
sold it. When the guilt was brought home to him one of his
hnads was ordered to be chopped off, his lands were forfeited and
he was banished from the village.* In direct contrast to the
severity

of this punishment was the

sentence

in another case-

Three persons with the help of the men of a certain Malavarayar

were convicted by a joint session of the assemblies of five villages of
rioting and murder, but were only sentenced to give one ma
of land each to the temple !t.
There was a dispute at Mélattanaiyam between the Pallars and the Paraiyars. Virasinnu
Nayak who decided the dispute required the parties to dip their

hands in boiling ghee which they did. It is said that the Pallars
were unscathed.
A'‘native of Perungalir gave his land to
another

as compensation for falsely incriminating him in a case

before the royal court.§
Inscriptions of the period frequently refer to disputes being
settled without going to court.
The following are examples—
a dispute, between the Maravars of the northern division of
Kulamangala nadu -recorded in 7, 5.1]. 828, another between
the potters of K6ttaiyur mentioned in P. S. I. 915, a third
between

barbers

at

Kévilir

temple dispute between

mentioned

the residents

in P.

S. I. 921,

of Panaiytir

and

a

those

of Kulamangalam settled by a joint assembly of the representatives of these two villages and the adjoining villages (P. 8. 1.
944) and finally a dispute between two communities of Sevalur
referred to in P. S. I. 815.

" PS. I.
t P. S. 1.
11. 8.1.
§ P. 9. I.

867 dated A. D. 1617.
818 (A. D. 1480).
999,
922.
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in inscriptions

to treaties of peace
resolutions

and also by villagest, and to

concluded by Araiyars*

of Sabhds regarding the nature of punishment to be inflicted on
the

of

asceties

The

offenderst.

seventy

of

mathas

Pulvayal

agreed that they themselves with the help of the temple officers

would settle all disputes that might arise among them irrespective

of the sex of the disputants.§
Society.
—
The Brahmins did not apply themselves exclusively to the
They served the State as statesmen
study of the scriptures.
and

Gévinda

Dalavais.

Diksita

was

a minister in the court of

Tanjore, and Nilakantha Dikgita, in the court of Madura. Both
were famous as statesmen and scholars. The services of learned
of
Brahmins were frequently utilised in the administration
mostly
justice. The ‘councillors’ in the law courts were
Brahmins.

Jesuit

letters

period frequently

the

of

refer

to

the

The Kallars were
depredations of the Kallars and Maravars.
The chiefs who were the leaders
distributed into different clans.

in war, gradually acquired ‘personal estates’ as distinct from any
revenue,

sort of public

assumed

and

kingship

over

the clans.

self-governing
These clans formed a sort of independent and
and common
confederation, knit together by community of caste

interest.

The

confederation

acknowledged

the suzerainty of the

TrichiRaja of Madura or, more immediately, his governor at

ble to the
nopoly. . The services of the Kallars were very valua
the
Nayak kings, “for it was well-known to every one that
Mussalman besiegers

sudden

night

attacks

of Trichinopoly

of the

Kallars

dreaded

than

much

more

the

the broad daylight

* Bg. P. 8. I. 683 (Kéviltr).
t P. S. L. 697, Tiruvaratigulam, 698 (Madattukkévil), 815 (Ptvdlaikudi),

922 (Ndrttdmalai) and 940 (Rangiyam),

tP. 951.913,
§ P. 8. I. 932,

(Rafgiyam).
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sorties of the garrison.”*

The Kallars

were

trouble to the rulers of Tanjore.

a source of frequent

There came

living

(CHAP.

within

in the wake of the Vijayanagar

the

State

governors and

generals, a number of Telugu and Kanarese castes, whose
descendants are still to be found in the State.
Among the
Telugu Brahmins were the Niydgis who came as civil or military
officers and the Vaidtks who were mostly Puréhits.
The Rdzust

‘by which term the Kdpu, Kamma

and

Vélama

castes

designated, and the Balijas, locally known as Vadugans,
the military

The

castes

that

latter are now

followed

agriculturists.

the

Vijayanagar

The

are
were

governors.

Gdzulukdpus,

a sub-

division of the Balijas, settled at Vaittur and other places in
the Kolatttir Taluk as bangle-makers.
The Nayaks of Madura

imported a large number of Patnilkars into

the

South.

The

Jettis who were wrestlers when first they came South, the Oddas
from the Telugu country and the TJottiyans also settled in the

State during this period. The Bhatrdzus who were Telugu bards,
and Telugu horsemen designated Rdhutta (now corrupted into
Rowth)

found

service under local chieftains in the State.

In the Tamil districts the Stidras, in which category were
included people following diverse professions and crafts, were

divided into two factions, the right hand
left

(Idangai)

hand

bitterly

They

castes.

that the Government

(Valazgai)

quarrelled

so often

and
and

the
so

to intervene to

frequently had

restore order. P. §. I. 815, dated A. D. 1476, refers to the
settlement of a serious dispute attended with bloodshed between

these sects at Sevalur.
Depopulation.—
The confusion that followed the invasion of Malikkafur, and
the anarchy that prevailed in the State when Madura was under

Muslim

rule led

* Annual

to emigration

letter of the Madura

on a large scale.

Mission

for 1663-66.

A Rangiyam

-

t Afamily of Rdézus trom Owk who settled in Pudukkéttai distinguished
themselves in the service of the Tondaimans.
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inscription * says that people ran away from the village, and an
The
Adantir inscription tells of the wholesale ruin of villages.

subsequent invasions of the Bijapur forces made matters worse.
Since the control of the central government was no longer
effective, lawless bands of Kallars and even chieftains and
Araiyars

who were responsible for the policing of the villages, as

for instance,+ at Panaiytir, Virachilai, Puvalaikkudi, Kirantr,
Tiruvarangulam, Kévilur and Singamangalam, committed riots,
Inability to pay the numerous and
arson and plunder.
oppressive taxes was another reason for the depopulation of the
Several families of Puvalaikkudi { sold their lands and
villages.
The same thing happened at
left the village in A. D. 1532.
To add to the distress, famines of great
Madiyani in 1512.
severity visited the land.

Pp. 8.1. 801, dated

A.

D.

1465,

records

An inscription at Ponnamaravati, dated
a famine in Mélir.
A. D. 1453, relates how dancing-girls driven from their homes
by successive famines in 1436, 1450 and 1451 came there and
The letters of the Madura mission
accepted temple service.
give harrowing details of the suffering caused by the famines of
the 17th and 18th centuries. There was a severe famine in 1655.
The letters of the Madura mission draw a vivid picture of the
‘the like of which the oldest among
famine of 1708—1709

the living has never witnessed.

‘he

poor inhabitants being

reduced to the last extremity, we see parents selling their
away
children for a petty price and likewise husbands bargaining

their wives.
one

Many villages are entirely deserted without even

inhabitant

left

in them;

everywhere

along

the. roads

and

in the fields heaped up corpses, or rather bleached hones, are left
......... not more than one-thirtieth
unburied.
seems to have been left alive.”

of the population

Narttamalai, Kudumiyamalai and Kodumbahir, all centres of
trade and places of pilgrimage with important temples which for
*P.s.

I. 940.

t P.S. I. 682, 697, 698, 799, 815, 828, 898, 913, 915, 921, ete,
tP.S.I. 748.
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now
and

petty villages.
Kandisvaramu-

daiyar Kévil are but a few examples of temples which were
Many
once prosperous, but are now deserted and ruined.
other places which were once flourishing and populous are now
In this
insignificant hamlets or are altogether uninhabited.
general decay, mangalams or Brahmin villages seem to have
suffered most, since in the 18th century the Tondaimans had to
induce Brahmin families to settle in the State by granting them
rent-free villages.

Trade.—
The Vijayanagar empire in the hey-day of its power fostered
The Nayaks, on the other
both foreign and internal trade.
hand, “did not give sufficient encouragement to commerce; their
naval deficiency was a hindrance to foreign trade; and it even
shaped their attitude towards, and lowered them in the

estimation of the Portuguese and the Dutch. The people had
only a few wants, which were mostly supplied by the country”.
The Aififiurruvar corporation described in the last section
appears to have ceased to function. The export and import
trade was in the hands of the Dutch and Portuguese.
Dr. Venkataramanayya + in describing the merchant guilds of the
Tuluva period of Vijayanagar rule states that “most of the
internal trade of the country
their activities seem

to have

passed
extended

through
all over

their hands,
the

and

empire.”

It

was possible that the State shared in their activities, but there

is no direct evidence of this in the inscriptions.
Weaving seems tu have flourished. There are references in
State inscriptions to taxes on looms. The Nayaks encouraged
this industry throughout their kingdom.
of the

One

South

India—the

the chief pilgrim

route of

trunk-road to Ramesvaram—passed

through

arteries

of

trade,

the State.
* Prof. Sathyanatha Aiyar:

History of the Ndyaks of Madura, p. 254.

t Studies in the History of the Third Dynasty of Vijayanagara, p. 308.
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The coins * mentioned in inscriptions of this period

Vadldlvalitirantinpanam,

sakkarampanam,

are

Adirpanam,

the

and

sirrisaipanam.
Religion.—
In this period the State came under the influence of the
same religious movements as the Vijayanagar empire of
which it was a part. The influx of Telugus and Kanarese into
the State in the wake of Vijayanagar administrators and soldiers

brought it into live contact with the religious life of the empire
which will be.very briefly described here.
The early Sangama emperors were Advaitins—followers of
The Srngéri matha, the principal matha
Sri Sanikaracarya.
established by Sri Sankaracarya, grew in prestige and influence
and established many branches. Another important matha of Sri

Sankara was, at Conjeevaram,

whence

it was later transferred

The head of this matha is the guru of the
Later Vijayanagar emperors were Vaignavas,

to Kumbakénam.
Tondaiman rulers.

but they encouraged Saivism also. The Nayak kings of Madura
were worshippers of both Siva and Visnu. Vaisnavites were

and those of

of two groups, the followers of Sri Ramanuja
Madhva.

The

religious

life of the

period

was

largely

moulded

by

great scholars and philosophers such as Sri Vidyaranya, and
Appayya Diksita among Advaitins, Sri Védanta Désika and
Tatacarya among the followers of Ramanuja, and Vyasatirtha
Their work and teachings influenced
among those of Madhva.
the religious beliefs of the people of the State as they did those
of the inhabitants of other parts of the Tamil country.
The Mathas.—

In

the

propagation

mathas

was

of great

of religion,

importance.

the

part

played

The Vaisnavas of the

by

the
State

belonging to the Vadakalat sect received spiritual ministration
* See pp. 298, (Vol. I).
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the Svamis. of the

Van-Sathakopajfyar

or from

Ahdbilam

members

(CHAP.

matha founded by

of

influential

Vaignava

families, and-those of the Tengalai sect from the mathas at
Srfrangam or at Vanamamalai in the Tinnevelly district. The
Madhvas

in the

State

were

attached

to the mathas

at

Udipi,

Mulbagal and Vijayanagar.
As we have noticed in the last section* there were branches

in the State
especially of

of- the Saiva mathas of the PAsgupata
the Bhikgavytti,
Mallikarjunfya and

establishments.

of

land

to

P. 8. &, 707, dated A. D.

Tiruppuna¥asal

Mudaliyar

school,
Gélaki

1453, records a grant

Paramagivar

of

the

Bhikgayrtti matha at Tékkattir.
This extreme form of Saivism
was fast losing its influence; mathas of the more humane form
of the sect were coming into prominence, among which we may

believe, were

the matha in the South street at Tiruvarangulam

(P. 8. I. 746), that at Ammankurichi endowed

for Jianaprakasa

Pandaram (P. 8, I. 955) and one at Seranur (P. 8.1. 980).

The

people of Tirumanajijéri, and four other nadus, are stated to
have built a maha at Chidambaram (P. S. I. 952). It is not
clear what connection

these mathas

important mathas at Dharmapuram,
vaduturai in the Tanjore district.

in the

State had with the

Tiruppanandal

and Tiru-

The temple.—

We
temples

have
in

not much

the

to add to what we have said about

last section.

added to the temples.

Prdkdrams and mantapams were

‘he installation of a number

deities, and the elaboration of festivals necessitated

of minor

the building

of more halls and sanctuaries. Festivals were very popular, and
chiefs, merchants and citizens made special endowments: for
them. There are. frequent references to the institution of carfestivals and

special festivals in which the principal idols were

placed on a raft and punted round a tank, or decorated and placed
in & swing or carried in palanquins. Every possible device was
* See pages 685—686 above.
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adopted to make these festivals attractive. Donors to temples
received special honours. P. 8.1. 737 records that the Vellalars
of Tiruvarangulam agreed among themselves to render free
service to the temple to ward off the influence of malefic planets.
The popular belief was that dangers and misfortunes could be
by

averted

instituting

special

festivals

or

special

services

in

.

temples.
Jainism.—

‘Jainism seems to have ceased to exercise any hold upon
‘the people of the State during this period.

Christianity.
During this

period Christianity

was introduced into the

‘The first missionary to establish himself at Madura

State.

was

Fr. Gonzalo Fernandez (1596), but the real founder of the Madura

mission was the Jesuit Father, Roberto De Nobili (1606-1610).
Fr. Nobili extended the jurisdiction of the mission in South
India, so that it soon included Trichinopoly which became an
Since Trichinopoly was
important centre of their activities.
exposed to frequent

sieges

and

was

the scene of many

engage-

ments in the 17th century, the missionary there sought a quieter
The village of Avur
place in which to carry on his activities.
was granted to him by the chieftain of Pérambtir—Kattaltr,
Avur, the first place
referred to in Mission records as Kandelur.
soon became the
Jesuits,
the
in the State to be occupied by
centre of Christian propaganda not only in the State but also
in the adjoining taluks of the Trichinopoly, Madura and Ramnad
The first allusion in the Mission letters to Pudukdistricts.

kéttai territory refers to a Kallar chief
vanampatti on the border of the State.

Meycondan

of Nanda-

Lslam.—

The growth of the Muslim population in the State was the
direct

were

when

consequence

Muslims

‘a tomb

of the

in the

frequent

State even

Muslim

as eary

incursions.

There

as the 15th century

was erected for a Muslim saint, Kattubhava,
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in the village now called Pallivagal in the 'Tiruamayam Taluk.
Sétupati Katta Raghunathadéva made grants (P. 5. 1. 901 dated

A. D. 1696) to the mosque at Pallivasal.
identified

with

Raghunatha

also called

This Sétupati may be
Kilavan

then ruled over a large part of the modern

Sétupati

Tirumayam

who

taluk.

Literature and Art.—
Iiterature.—

The poet Kalamégam

described with reference to his name

‘black cloud’
as ‘the dark-cloud that pours down torrents
of extempore verses’ belongs to this period.
He lived for
many years at Srirangam.
His great rival was Atimadurakavi.
Villi who composed the Tamil Bhdratam was a master of
metre.

Parafijéti’ s Tiruvilayddalpurdnam recounting the sixty-

four diversions of Sri Minakgi and Sri Sundaréév ara, the Goddess
and God of Madura, is largely read and expounded to this day by

Saivas in the State. Arunagiri whose place in Tamil religious
history is not inferior to that of the greatest of the Saiva
Saints, was a sage and hymnist.

He visited Viralimalai

in the

State, and the hymns * sung in praise of the God in the temple
there express some of his mystic experiences while worshipping
at the shrines there and at Vayaltr, a village near Trichinopoly. He is believed to have lived in the middle of the 15th
century.t
The Siddhar} were ydgis—men who were believed to have
attained marvellous psychic powers.
As poets they have a high
place in Tamil literature.
Narttamalai in the State is believed
to have been a favourite resort of some of them.
The mathas
* Tiruppugal-Saiva Siddhdnta Mahd Samdjam Edition—Madras, Nos. 176,
223, 254, 277,
1219 and 1231.
Virdlimalai.

t Ibid.

310, 388, 487, 538, 582, 687, 785, 832, 888, 913, 991, 1146,
No. 388 refers to Virdliytr and 1225 to Virdlttr, a suburb of
:

Introduction p. 16.

t “The Sittar were a Tamil sect, who while retaining Siva as the name of
the one God, rejected everything in Siva worship inconsistent with
pure
theism.

They

were

quietists

in

religion

and

alchemists in science. remo, As

Greirson in the Imperial Gazetteer, Vol. II, p. 435.

were
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the

of poets.

repositories

of learning and supported a large number

A few stray verses of poets, otherwise unknown

fame, have been discovered in the State inscriptions.

to

In P. S. I.

1092, there is a T'amil verse in praise of Sikhanatha, the God of
the central shrine at Kudumiyamalai.

InP. 8. I. 1067, there is

one in praise of the God of Tiruvarangulam, and in P. 8. I. 1025,.
there is another in praise of the God in the temple at Alangudi.
P. §. I. 1068 has a Sanskrit hymn in praise of the God at Tiruvarangulam.
The

chiefs

and

Zamindars

patronised

some

poets,

of

P.8. I. 1010
whom exhibited great skill in versification,
at Rangiyam refers to a grant to a poet named Kanakasabhai by
Vijayaraghunatha Sétupati. In P. S. I. 992, a poet extols the
munificence of his patron Balakrsna Cokkanatha Lakkaiya,

evidently of the line of the Kumaravadi poligars, who constructed
P. S. I. 996 at
a mantapam in the Ammankurichi temple.

Rangiyam relates to a grant of rent-free
the agent of Venkala Nayak, and the
mahgalam in Ponnamaravati nadu to a
kaviraga who composed the Viramdlat. *

land by Tittariyappar,
residents of RasirigaVellala poet PandikPadikkasu Pandaram

is believed to have been a court poet at Ramnad in the days of
Raghunatha Sétupati (C. 1645-1670).
of

authorship

Seventelunta

To him is attributed the
Pillai

Pallavan

Tamil

and

Seventelunta Pallavan uld, two poems in praise of Seventelunta
Pallavaraya who ruled over a large part of the State. This poet

was patronised by a number of chiefs including Tirumalai Nayak

of Madura.
P.

P. 8. 1.673 to 678 are verses in praiseof Bana chiefs;

S. I. 674 extols the Garuda

flag of the Banas, and 677 and

678 extol Vira Magadan Ponparappinan.

In P. 8. I. 994 there

is an eulogy of a Vanadaraya who converted a flower garden
‘The Vellalars of Karaiyur who were reputed
into a wet land.
in olden times for their husbandry rightly deserve the encomium

addressed to them in a verse in P. S. I. 998.
* Viramdlai
warriors.

(literally

‘Garland

of victory’ is &

poem

in

praise of
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Varddaya is associated with
temple

was a native of Vayaltr, and by the
became a poet and sang hymns in
his request that Alagiya Manavala
Pérambtir-Kattaltr, built the temple at

at Viralimalai.

He

grace of Subrahmanya
his praise.
It was at
‘lévar, a chieftain of
Viralimalai.

Nilakantha Diksita, who, as a minister of Tirumala Nayaka
of Madura, was associated with the administration of the State,
was

a scholar, philosopher and poet of great merit.

His poems

in Sanskrit rank among the classics of that language.
Architecture.—
The pillared halls (mantapam) in the temples

in the State

belong mostly to the ‘ Vijayanagar’ and ‘Madura’ styles. The
principal idols are taken in procession to these halls during
festivals. The mantapam took the form of a long corridor in
the ‘Madura’ period. Examples of such corridors are to be
found at Tirugdkarnam, Tiruvéngaivasal, Kudumiyamalai and
Tiruvaranigulam,

but

none

of them

is comparable

in extent

to the corridors of Ramésvaram.
.

The pillars in the Vijayanagar structures found in the State
temples have the following peculiarities.
The base is invariably
decorated. The rectangular bands at the bottom and top are
often ornamented.
The pillars are massive and generally
cubical in section. ‘In the State we miss the monolithic pillars
with a number of small columns with bulbous capitals sculptured

on their sides, that we see at Madura or Suchindram. . There are
“however, massive monolithic pillars, called aniyottikkdl, oblong

in section, set at right angles to the axis of the corridor which
they flank and elaborately sculptured with figures of Gods, chieftains, worshippers, demigods, or women bearing lamps.
The

Kudumiyamalai and. Ammankurichi

temples

have

the

best

specimens of such pillars. The sides of such pillars are often
sculptured in high and low relief. ‘The stone slabs. forming the

roofs of the corridors-or pavilions are often supported by carved

331]
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lions or rearing horses placed above the pillars.
these structures

though

elaborate

755
The style of

is debased and

the

carving

coarse,

Many temples in the State * have sculptures of chiefs, Kalla
They are generally
and Marava chieftains or other donors.

sculptured in the attitude of worship on the pillars of the front
halls.

How

far they. are conventional

effigies

than real portraits, it is impossible to say.
reproduce the details of contemporary

or types

They

rather

presumably

costumes, jewellery, ete.,

and are on that account of interest to the archeologist.

* Eg. Tirugékarnam, Kudumiydmalai,
Tidaydttér, Ammatikurichi, etc.
96

Kunnéndarkdvil,

Tiramayam

,

1754
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ORIGIN OF THE TONDAIMANS.
account

An
Telugu

poem

written

by

of the origin of the Tondaimans is found in a

called

a Court

the

poet

Tondaimdn

Vamsdvali,

name

of the

which

of Venkanna

was

about

1750 A. D., a summary of which is given below.

When Indra*, King of Heaven, was once touring on the
She gave birth to
earth, he met a maiden whom he married.
many

sons,

one

of

whom

became

a

From

ruler.

him

was

descended the following line of rulers.
1.
2.

Tiruma,
Namana,

9.
10.

Namana,
Paceai,

3.
4.

Paccai,
Dandaka,

11.
12.

Kinkini,
Dandaka,

5.

Namana,,

13.

Tiruma,

6.

Tiruma,

14,

Paccai,

7.
8.

Namana,
Paccai,

15.

Raya Tondaiman.

The list seems to have been invented
antiquity to the Tondaiman line of rulers.

to give

an

air of

This account of the legendary origin of the Tondaimans 18
only a variant of the story relating to the origin of the Kallar
community as a whole, which is traced to Indra and Ahalya, the

wife of the sage Gautama, whom the former had seduced. The
Tondaimans of the present ruling line are said to have come like
the Pallavarayars from Tondaimandalam, comprising the present
* “Tt appears that the illustrious house of Tondaiman, claiming its origin
from Indra, sprang up in Tondaimandalam, near Tirupati, and founded a
settlement in this part of the country, on a certain occasion when emigration
was resorted to by a member of the family.”—Jntroductory note to the official

publication of “ The Letters of the Tondaimdns to and from the Officers of the
East India Company and the Nabob of Arcot.”
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The TondaiChingleput, Chittoor, and North Arcot Districts.
mans were a tribe of Kallars that lived on the hills near Tirupati
and

were

skilful

catchers

of elephants*.

Some of them

were

engaged by the Pallava kings of Conjeeveram as mahouts
people
of the Palace elephants, and one of them, | with his
at
followed a Pallavarayar from Conjeeveram and had lands
works and
Ambukkévil or Alumbil, as it is calledin old Tamil
inscriptions, and some other villages assigned to him.
nally one
Ambunadu also called Alumbil nadu formed origi
forming a sort of
of the twelve independent small communities
confederacy.

which
It was a Tannarasunddu, that is, a district

had its own kings.

A. D, 1728) at
From an inscription (P. 8. I. 879 dated
late Mr RadhaVellaimantapam in the Kolatttir taluk, the
mi Tondaiman
krishna Aiyar concluded that “ the ruler (RamasvA
with the family of the
of Kolatttr) seems to connect himself
of Tirumatigai Alvar”.
well-known Vaisnava saint of the name

Tondaiman nattars were
The text of the inscription says that the
ministers of Kalla Tiruthe descendants of the families of the
of

An Ammachatram copper plate grant
mangai Alvar.
of the TondaiRamasvami Tondaiman which gives the pragasti
ndants of the eight
mans confirms this claim that they were desce

followers of Tirumangai Alvar.

rulers refer to
The inscriptions of the early Tondaiman
sept of Kasyapa
them as belonging to the race of Indra, and the
(Kdsyapagétra).§
* See pages 545—546 f. n-

Tondaimén who came with
t Tondaimén Cakravarti is the name of the
kévil.

settled at Ambuk
a certain Ventkatdcala Pallavarayar and

ttinudaiya Varigisamdna ndffdril,
t Kalla Tirwmangat Alvdr mantri Varga
ti, and three copper
§ P. 8. I. 763, dated A. D. 1798, at Vennaimuttuppat
n (1789~1807).
plate grants of the reign of Vijaya Raghunatha Tondaima
Aiyar and
natha
Swami
P.
N.
These copper plates were collected by Mr.

e are Nos. 25, 29,
deposited in the State Museum—The grants under referenc
Plates,
Museum
State
the
as
future
in
30 and 31. We shall refer to them
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Setilements of other Kallar classes related to the Tondaimdns.

Along with the Téndaimans, nine other tribes settled in
Ambilnadu.
The distinguishing titles of the ten tribes are
respectively the following :—
1.
2.
3.

Manikkirdn.
Panrikondran.
Pirppanyi kondrdn.

4.
5.

Kédduvettt.
Menattaraiyan.

These five were called the

6.
7.

Pallavardyan.
Dondaiman.

8.

Rdngiyan.

North Street men.

9.
10.

Kaliyirdn.
Pérpanri kondran.

These five were called the South Street men.

These ten tribes were known as arasus or lords as distinguished from kudi, subjects or serving people.
The ten aragus

are said to have brought
following five kudi.

with them

to their new

colony the

1.
2.

Kurukkal—priests:
Piccar—inen in charge of the store-rooms of the
temples:

3.
4.
5.

Kandiyar—garland-stringers for the temples:
Mélakérar—pipers and drummers; and
Washermen and Barbers.

After settling down in Ambilnadu, the colonists were joined
by two fresh tribes. of Kallars bearing the titles of Adatyavalanjan and Kalitgardn.
The whole body then moved in
different directions and founded
the names of which are:
1.

Prlaviduti.

nine

kuppams or settlements,

6.

Naraigiyanpattr.

2.

Vadakkaljir.

7.

Ammanipatti.

3.

Kalldakétiai.

8.

Panduvakkeéttar.

4.

Karambakkudi.

9,

Mangalavelldlaviduti.

5.

Neivéli.
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we find that the
with their follow-

From inscriptions and copper plates,
Tondaimans were at first living peacefully

ers as agriculturists at Terkalir in Ambilnadu exercising the
‘The ten tribes mentioned above were
powers of Araiyars.

worshippers of Siva, Ganéga, and Vira Makali Amman.
common meetings of all the Kallars of the Ambilnadu were
at the temples of these Gods.

PUDUKKOTTAI

OF THE

TONDAIMAN—THE PROGENITOR
RULING HOUSE.

RAYA

The
held

in theory
While Sriranga Raya, King of Vijayanagar, and
“ suzerain of Gingee, Tanjore and Madura" was touring in this
one of his elephants got out of control and

of South India,

part

Avadai

worked great havoc.
Paccai

with

elephant

the

captured

Karambakkudi,

pleased

much

with

that

exploit

the

son of

Tondaiman,

The king

great skill, and conducted it to Sriranga Raya.

so

was

of

Tondaiman

Raghunatha

conferred

he

on

Avadai Raghunatha Tondaiman the title of Raya Rahutta Raya

‘Vajridu Rdya Mannidu Rdya so that the Tondaiman came to
king
The
be called ever afterwards Rdya Tondavman.
also

him

granted

lands

some

many

and

insignias

of

distinc-

tion such as an elephant with howdah, another carrying a kettle-

drum,

a palanquin, a

large

insignia

the

drum,

of

a

Ganda-

bhérunda, (or the fabulous bird said to prey on elephants),
the

bearing

horses

and

emblems

umbrellas,

of

a lion,

carp,

Garuda

and

flags

Hanuman,

the right to use torches in the day-time,

singing his
and a couple of bards to go in front of his palanquin

praises.*

In all the copper plates issued by the ‘Tondaimans, Avadai
Tondaiman

is

never

mentioned

by

this

name,

but

is always

from
called “ Raya Tondaiman, who got the title of Raya
The first Tondaiman ruler of Pudukkéttai
Sriranga Raya”.
Raya
Raghunatha
inherited the title and called himself
Tondaiman (1686—1730 A. D.), and some of his suecessors also
adopted it.
* See the Tamil poom Rdya Tovdarmdn dnurdgamdlai,
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RAGHUNATHA RAYA TONDAIMAN (1686 to 1730 A.D.)
Contemporary

Rulers.

Madura.

Muttuvtrappa Ndyak IIT (1682—9).
Mangammdl (1689—1706).
Vijayaranga Cokkandtha

(1706—32).

Tanjore.

Shdhji (1684—1712).
Sarabhdji I (1712—28).
Tukkdji (1728—86).
Ramnad.

Raghundtha Tévar or Kilavan Sétupati (1673—1708).
Vijaya Raghundtha Tévar or Tiruvudaiya Sétupati

(1709-23).

Tandar Tévar (1723—24).
Bhavdni Sankar Tévar (1724—28).
Kttta Tévar or Kumdra Muttu Vijaya Raghundtha (1728—84).
Mysore.

Cikka Déva Rdja Wodeydr

(1672—1704).

Kanthtirava Wodeydr (1704-12,
Dodda Krsna Rdja Wodeydr (1713—31).

Raya

Tondaiman

Raghunatha,

Namana,

had

four

sons

of

Paccai and Perama,

the

names

of

and also a daughter

of the name of Kattali. Raghunatha and his brothers were
brave men, skilled in hunting. Raghunatha was born in 1641
and succeeded to his father’s estate at Pilaviduti in 1661.
His early

career.—

His services to the Ndyak King of Tanjore.
Vijayaraghava
Nayak of Tanjore, hearing of the personal strength and courage
of Raghunatha

Being

Raya

Tondaiman,

a Kallar chief himself,

invited

him

Raghunadtha

to

his

court.

was very useful

in keeping under check the lawless Kallars who infested the
road to Ramésvaram and attacked the pilgrims.
He rose

higher

and higher in service

of responsibility

Tanjore.

till

about

and
the

held

close

with
of

the

credit
Nayak

positions
rule

in

The Raja, in appreciation of his services, presented
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the Tondaiman with horses, elephants, a necklace
diamond pendant and a large State sword named

Rémd Bdnam which is preserved in the
granted him a few villages near Pilaviduti."

with a
Periya

also
was

Palace, and
Raghunatha

a staunch Saivite, and, seeing that Vijaya Raghava Nayak was
becoming a bigoted Vaignava, gave up service under him and
returned

to his estate.

His services to the Ndyak Kings of Madura—Trichinopoly.
Soon afterwards the Tondaiman distinguished himself in the
service of the Nayak King of Madura by the help that he
rendered

to

(in 1682)

Rafga

Nayak

Muttuvirappa

Krsna

in

preventing the Fort of Trichinopoly from falling into the hands
In consequence of this service, the position of
of his enemies.

The
Raghunatha Tondaiman as a chief became more dignified.
Ambilnadu Kallars became, through the favour of the Nayak,
the heads of twelve districts under

their

chief,

the

Tondaiman.

It was probably at this time that Raghunatha Raya Tondaiman
was appointed as the Arasu Kdvalkdr of Trichinopoly.

How he became Ruler of Pudukkottai.—
Sétupati

of

Sétupati

The

(1673-1710
invited

Tondaimans,

Ramnad,

Vijaya

A. D.), hearing
Raghunatha

Raghunatha

of the

Raya

Kilavan

of

the

and

his

prowess

Tondaiman

brother Namana Tondaiman to Ramnad and engaged them in
er of
military service. ‘They were useful in subduing a numb
the
g
givin
been
Téyvans who were minor chieftains and had
m of
Sétupati a good deal of trouble, and thus secured the estee
the

Sétupati.

Raghunatha

Raya

Tondaiman

signalised

him-

self by performing two exploits and thus endeared himself to the
elephant
Sétupati. One of these was the capture of the State

ruler of which State the Sétupati was
The other was the subjugation of the
engaged in hostilities.
Palayakar of Ettaiyapuram.
of Tanjore,

with

the

*The title of Vijaya prefixed to the names of the Tondaiman rulers of
Pudukkéttai was conferred by Vijaya R4ghava, the king of Tanjore,
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At this time the Sétupati fell in love with Kattali, sister of
the Tondaiman, and marvied her.
She was the second wife of
Kilavan Sétupati, who is known to have had
seven wives.
She was much attached to
committed satt on his death in 1710.

more

than

her

husband

fortyand

This marriage strengthened the ties of friendship between
the Tondaimans and the Sétupati. About this time, according
to the Tondaimdn Vamésdvali, one of the elephants of the Sétupati
got out of control, and Namana Tondaiman captured it with great
dexterity

and

boldness

and

prevented

much

bloodshed.

The

incident still further enhanced the esteem of the Sétupati for the
Tondaimans.
Soon after this incident, the Tondaimans wanted to return
to their estate. The Sétupati desired to present Raghunatha
Raya Tondaiman with a Palayam.
He summoned to his camp
at Kalaiyarkévil Seventelunta, the last of the Pallavarayars, who
had assumed the title of Raja and ruled a small tract of land to

the south of the Vellar as a feudatory of Ramnad.

When the

Sétupati’s messengers approached the Pallavarayar’s camp at
Kandadévi, he was engaged in worship and could not start
immediately.

rayar

should

The

think

Sétupati

more

was

provoked

of his worship

that

than

the

Pallava-

of his duty

to

his
lord, and,
placing
his son
on
his
State
elephant,
directed him to march to Kandadévi and make an end of the

Pallavarayar.

The prince met him on the banks of an

urani

at

Kandadevi

and had him seized by his men.
The Pallavarayar,
finding resistance tiseless, put an end to his life* with the curse

on his lips that the Sétupatis should sooner or later lose all their

sovereign rights.
The Sétupati then sent for a gold palanquin, and presenting
it to the Tondaiman and his brother, directed Ilandari Ambalakar, a military

officer under him, to take them to Dharma Pillai,

* On hearing this, the wives and childven of the Pallavardyar committed
suicide by throwing themselves into the Pallayan tank in front of the Palace.
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the Sétupati’s agent at Tirumayam, and there instal Raghunatha
as the ruler of the Pallavarayar’s dominions which the agent
promptly did. The Sétupati then gave a sword of honour to
Raghunatha which is still preserved in the Palace and called
Cinna Rama Banam, and a right-handed conch which is said
to bring good fortune to its owner.
An examination of the whole question tends to show that if
was only a tract of land to the south of the Vellar that the
Tondaiman got from the Sétupati, and not the much more
extensive dominion to the north of the river, ruled by the

Pallavarayas.

It may be supposed that with the help of the

Sétupati’s forces Raghunatha Raya
other territories of the Pallavarayar.

Tondaiman

acquired

the

_
His reign.—One of the first acts of Raghunatha Raya after
his installation was to reward those who had helped him in
becoming the ruler of Pudukkéttai.
He granted tracts of land to
Tlandari Arbbalakar, and his friend, Nallakutti

condition
wars.

Valankondan, on

that they should provide forces to help him

in his

Dharma Pillai was appointed Commandant, and Kurunta

Pillai the Kériakartd or agent or minister.
the

Raghunatha Raya had six wives and seven mistresses.
By
first. wife he had a son named Periya (the elder) Raya

Tondaiman, by the second wife, a son named Cinna (the
younger) Raya Tondaiman, by the third, a son named Tirumalai
Tondaiman,
by the fourth a son named Muttu
Vijaya

Tondaiman

and a daughter

named

Periyanayaki

Tondaimén Vamédvali mentions another son Vijaya.

Ayi.

The

It is said

that the Tondaiman had 82 sons, legitimate and illegitimate. —
He had a brother, Paccai, who lived with him. This valiant
brother and the numerous sons constituted.a force such as none

of the neighbouring chieftains possessed.

The Tondaiman’s successes in Travancore.—The Nayak
ruler of Madura employed Raghunatha Raya in military affairs
and sent him against Travancore.
96

From 1634 A, D. Travancore
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had been paying an annual tribute to Madura.

In 1697, owing

to the disorderly state of the Madura

the Travancore

kingdom,

King was unpunctual in remitting his usual tribute. In 1698
Mangammal, the Queen-Regent of Madura, sent against him a
large army under the command of Narasappayya, the Dalavai.
Raghunatha Raya Tondaiman was one of the leaders of this army
and distinguished himself in Travancore.
He conquered
Kalkulam, Kambam and Gtidalir, and returned with bronze —
guns * as trophies.
He defeats the Mysore forces.—About this time the
Tondaiman defeated the Mysore forces who besieged Trichinopoly.
He helps the Nayaks in their war with Tanjore —There
was a dispute between the Maratha ruler of Tanjore and the
Nayak ruler of Madura—tTrichinopoly about the lands near
Tirukkattupalli, six miles from Kéviladi, the possession of
which was extremely important to the Tanjore country as its
irrigation by the Kavéri and its branches is practically controlled
by the Grand Anicut near this place. The Tondaiman rendered
signal service to the Nayak, defeated the Tanjore army, and

conquered the tract of country

for Trichinopoly.

to

the

west

of

Tirukkattuppalli

From this date forwards (about 1700 A. D.),

until Tanjore came into the hands of the English, we find the

Tanjore Rajas very often in difficulties with reference to the
irrigation of the Tanjore Kingdom.
-Bal6ji Pant, a Tanjore’
general, gathered an army of 2,000 cavalry evidently to chastise

the Tondaiman for the loss of Tirukkattuppalli. The Tondaiman
penetrated boldly into the enemy’s camp, scaled the ramparts

of

Pattukk6ttai where Bal6éji Pant was stationed and forced him to
evacuvate the fort.

War with Tanjore and Ramnad.—The baitle of Péraiyir.

The Raja of Tanjore then made an alliance with Tiruvudaiy
a
Sétupati of Ramnad who had suceeded KiJavan
Sétupati and
* One of them with the name Raghundtha Bdénam inscribed on the first

reinfoyce and chase is now kept in the State Museum,

renamed after the Tondaimdn,

Evidently it- was
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Rao
sent a large force against the Tondaiman under Hindu
a Maratha general. The Sétupati also sent a force under
through
one Indra Tévan*, who marched to Pudukkéttai

Tirumayam.
and
to

the
the

The

Maravars
south

Maratha forces were stationed at Péraiytr,
under

Tévan

Indra

of

south-east

and

occupied the

the

country
town.

Pudukkéttai

The Tondaiman in person, assisted by his five sons marched

Ina sanguinary
out from Pudukkdéttai to meet the enemy.
g
engagement he defeated the Marathas and Maravars, slayin
Indra Tévan, the Ramnad general, and many others, and
captured several elephants, horses, palanquins, war-drums, etc.
Tirumalai Tondaiman distinguished himself in this battle more
than his father or any of his brothers.

The Tondaiman subdues several poligars.—The

man next brought under subjection the poligars
Ariyalir, Udaiyarpalayam and Valikandapuram.

Tondai-

of Turaiytr,
These chief-

tains must have refused to pay their tribute to the Madura
Nayak who evidently sent a force to collect the tribute with

Raghunatha Raya Tondaiman as its leader.

The Tondaimans very powerful at Trichinopoly.—The
to
Tondaiman brothers had become so powerful that, according
the
the. letters of the Madura Migsion- to Rome, “by 1711
of
king
Tondaiman Raja had made himself formidable to the

of the
Madura himself,” and by 1716 “owing to the dotage
the Tondaiman
effeminate Nayak ruler (Cokkanatha Nayak)

Govindhad for a time become all powerful at Trichinopoly. ”
the Tondaiappa Aiyar, the prime minister, soon after expelled

limits of
man from the Court and forced him to stay within the
his own dominion.
Ambundttu Valanddn
= “This incident is referred to in two dance-songs,

and Venkanna Sérvaikdr Valandan.
கந்தரமல் வக்கவொரு

கவிசாட்டுக் கம்மாயில்

இந்திராதி தேவனை, எதிரவெட்டு் தொண்டைமான்.”

“The

Tondaiman

who

opposed

and

marched fearlessly to the Kavinad tank.”

killed Indra Tévan and others, wh
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helps Tanjore against Rarnad.—
Tondaiman
The
About the year 1720, the Raja of Tanjore, from whom
Kilavan Sétupati had wrested Arantangi and some other places,
gained over the Tondaiman to his side and declared war against
Tiruvudaiya Tévar, successor of Kilavan Sétupati. The Sétupati
Some
went out to meet the allied’ forces at Arantangi.
indecisive actions were fought. An epidemic broke out in the
camp of the Sétupati which carried off many of his sons and
wives, and he himself contracted the disease which proved fatal

shortly after he was brought to Ramnad.
Civil War in Ramnad. Acquisition of Tirumayam. S¢tuTanda.
pati Tiruvudaiya Tévar died in 1723, nominating
The accession of this Sétupati was
Tévar as his successor.
contested by Bhavani

Upon

Sétupati.

this

Sankar,

Tanda

an illegitimate

son of Kilavan

to

applied for assistance

Tévar

‘the King of Madura and also to the Tondaima promising to
cede to the latter, if successful, the districts of Kilanilai and
.He obtained the required assistance within a few
Tirumayam.
proceeded to besiege his rival in Arantangi
days, ‘and

who, unable to cope with the forces against him, gave up the
contest for a time and fled to Tanjore. —
Tirumayam, to the south of the Velldr, whether it bad
been held before as a fief or not, now became an integral part
of the Pudukkéttai State. :

The Tondaiman’s

conquests

and annexations.— About

this time, seeing that Ramnad was under weak rulers, the
Tondaiman set about to conquer the lands in the south-west of

‘ghe’ State.

WNayak

of

Lands to the west

Marongapuri,

and

of Virachilai belonged to Puce

those

about

Ponnamaravati

belonged to Bornmi Nayak of Karigalpattu—Varapptr.
after Raghunatha

Raya

Tondaiman

received the

Soon

grant

of

Tirumayam, he took the lands about Ponnamaravati and ‘to the

north of Piranmalai, and extended his territory to the present
south-western limits of the State. His conquests ‘included
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Virachilai. and Oliyamangalam; the people of Varpattu
voluntarily placed themselves under the Tondaiman, as they

hoped to find him a better ruler than Bommi Nayak.
The

whole

Tondaiman

thus

became

the

of the modern Tirumayam

of the Kilanilai firka.

Miratnhilai in about

ruler

Taluk

of almost

the

with the exception

On the eastern side he built a fort at

1710 A. D. presumably

to prevent

the

ingress of hostile forces from the east. where there were constant

feuds between the Raja of Tanjore and the Sétupati.

The Tondaiman’s charitiesT[he Tondaiman was a devoted
worshipper of Siva, but was tolerant and even kind to people of
other religions. Thongh he established Saivaism in the State, he
granted in 1718 Kadavakkudi, and with Namana Tondaiman,

Tirupptr and some other villages to Vaisnava

Brahmins rent- -

free. A~village of the name of Poram was granted to Brahmins
in 1728 A. D. in the name of his son Tirumalairaya Tondaiman,

who distingtished himself in the Péraiytr engagement. A
part of the temple at Kudumiyamalai was built by Raghunatha
Raya Tondaiman, and another by his minister Kurunta Pillai.
The choultries in the Pudukk6ttai town and at Tirumayam were

probably founded by this ruler.
The Tondaiman

was very kind to the Christians, and in

1711 when the bishop of San Thomé was paying
pastoral visit to Avytr, he went there to visit His
a

charter

debtors

arrest.

that

In

with

hin:

treated

and

to

ithe

sought

1716,

Father
refuge

‘however,

at

promising

Avir

in the Chureh

the

fine

granted

he

1713

In

honour.

great

the first
Lordship
Christian

there-freedom

from

at Avir

was

Church

destroyed owing to the incitement of the village oilicers, who had
always been hostile to the Christians. For the next ten years—
to 1727--the Pudukkottai State was such a safe
place that it afforded refuge to the persecuted Christians and
from

1717

Missionaries
persecution

of the ucighbourhood,
raised

in Trichinopoly

in

notably

during

1727

by a man

a fierce
of the
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Mudali caste, the agent of the new Brahmin prime minister,
Naranappa Aiyar. What the Mudali most desired was to
persecute one of the Missionaries, Fr. Bertholdi, who as often
as he was pursued, retired to the Tondaiman’s territory and
thus escaped molestation at his hands. This shows that the
Tondaiman had become practically independent of the Nayak
rulers.

A terrible famine in the State—There

was a terrible

famine in the State in 1709, the like of which the country had

not experienced probably for centuries. Father Bertholdi who
worked for many years at Avur, and his successor, Father Joseph
Veyra, who on his ministration had travelled all over the State
and could have well observed the effect of the famine which was
only just ending in 1730, have recorded that not one-thirtieth
of the population survived.
The price of rice which was
ordinarily one panam for eight marakkdls rose to four panams
per marakkdl.

Character of the Tondaiman.
been said to show that the Tondaiman,

His death—Enough has
who was noted for his

bravery, intrepidity and bodily strength, was far in advance of
his time in his impartiality, fair-mindedness and general
character. He died in 1730. All his legitimate sons and several
of the illegitimate sons were now dead.

A brother, Paccai Tondai-

man, three illegitimate sons and four legitimate grandsons,
remained alive. There was no likelihood of a peaceful succession
to the Raj. The Tondaiman wished his eldest grandson, Vijaya
Raghunatha, -to be the future ruler of the country.
To
ensure this, he summoned Ilandari Ambalakaran and Avudaiyappa Sérvaikaran to his bedside and in their presence
presented the State signet-ring and his own ear-rings to his eldest
grandson, Vijaya Raghunatha, enjoining on the two Sardars the
duty of supporting the. young Tondaiman against his rivals and
enemies. The Sardars promised to carry out his wishes. The

Tondaiman passed away shortly after this.
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Inscriptions of the reign.—

It is difficult to say how’ many

of the undated inscriptions

in modern Tamil published in the “Text and Chronological list

of inscriptions of the Pudukkéttai State” belong to the
Tondaiman period. P. 8. I. 877, an inscription at Tiruppr in
the Kolattur Taluk, is dated in the “ Chronological list” in

8. 1631—Tamil
astronomical

year Pardbhava.

data

The Tamil year

correspond to S.

1609;

inscription must therefore be A. D. 1687.

the

the

and

date

of the

P. §. I. 976, an undated

inscription at Péraiytir, refers to the settlement by Raghunatha
Raya Tondaiman of a dispute between the Pallars and Paraiyars
of the villages in Kananadu. P. 8. I. 1089, another undated
inscription, records that the manfapam before the Mélaikévil

at

Kudumiyamalai was the gift of this ruler.
TONDAIMANS OF KOLATTUR.
We shall digress a little to study
Kolattur line of Tondaimans.

the

fortunes

of the

About the time that Raghunatha Raya became ruler of
Pudukkéttai, Namana Tondaiman, his brother, became ruler of
t
Kolatttir. The Poligar of Nagalapuram in Tinnevelly Distric
and
a
had become insubordinate to the Nayak ruler of Madur

refused to pay the usual tribute. The Nayak ruler, who had
d
already received substantial help from the Tondaimans, directe

in under
Namana to proceed to Nagalapuram and bring its chiefta
and
subjugation. Namana Tondaiman defeated the chieftain

such as
some other Poligars that had allied themselves with him,

t them again
Puli Tévan and Kattabomma Nayak, and brough
ed to
under the rule of the Nayaks of Madura. He return

a kingdom
Trichinopoly which was then the capital of the Madur

and respectfully placed before the Nayak

etc., which

the horses, elephants,

the
he had captured or received as presents from

refractory chiefs whom

he had defeated.

The Nayak

King,

Ranga. Krsna Muttu Virappa (1682-89), was so much pleased
with the way in which the affair had been managed that he made
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Namana ruler over the tract of land about, Kolatttr. The
Tondaiman was so loyal a feudatory that he called himself Ranga
Krsna Muttu Virappa.Namana Tondaiman after his Nayak overlord. He received from the Nayak King various presents and
marks of distinction such as the use of flags bearing the emblems
of Hanumdn

and Garuda, use of torches

in the day-time,

kettle

drums and other instruments carried on elephants, war drums,
and a suite of dancing girls.
So about the year 1690, we find Raghunatha Raya
Tondaiman ruling at Pudukkéttai and Namana Tondaiman
ruling at Kolattur.

The letters of the Madura Mission to Rome

speak of these as “ The Tondaiman” and “Cinna Tondaiman.”
Namana Tondaiman’s subjugation of the Visenginattu
Kallars. The Visenginattu Kallars were particularly troublesome

to the Nayaks owing to their lawless habits and their obstinate
refusal to pay the Government dues. The Nayak ruler pitched
upon Namana Tondaiman as the proper person to punish these
Kallars. Namana encountered them at Puliytr, defeated them
and put their leaders to death.

Annexation of Perambur and Kattalur. Vijaya Ranga
Cokkanatha Nayak found that the Kallar retainers of the
Tondaiman. could be of great help to him and reposed full
confidence

in

him.

The

Kandalur

(Kattalir)

chieftain,

a

personal enemy of the Tondaiman, had been for a time in disgrace .
at the Nayak court. The Nayak deprived him of his principality,
which he transferred to the Tondaiman as a personal appanage.
Avr and the neighbouring villages were made over in 1707
to the Tondaiman, as a mark of favour by the Nayak king. The
Missionaries

of Avir

were

afraid

that

the

Tondaiman

would

resort to a bitter persecution of the Christians. This foreboding
however proved false.
Annexation of Viralimalai and Ammankuricchi. After
acquiring the principality

of Pérambur

and Kattalur, Namana

Tondaiman became the neighbour cf the chieftain of Kumaravadi,
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who owned the Viralimalai country which had originally belonged
to the chieftains of Pérambtir and Kattalur.
About the year

1711 the Tondaiman had several encounters
vadi

chief,

finally

overcame

him,

and

with the Kumara-

annexed

Viralimalai

to

his dominion.

In this way Namana became ruler of more or Jess the whole
of the modern Kolatttir Taluk.
About this time he had obtained
permission from the Nayak King to subjugate Pieci Nayak of
Marungapuri.
He then with the help of his brother Raghunatha
Raya of Pudukkéttai, defeated him and seized from him his
capital Ammankuricchi and some other villages.
Namana Tondaiman as Ruler.
Namana Tondaiman was
a charitable chief who was intent on promoting the good of his
people. He built a Visnu temple and a Siva temple at Kolatturt

and made

grants of land to the temple

of the God Ganésa a,

Pérambir*, and through his agent Udaiyappa

Sérvaikar

to the

Venkatésa Perumal kévil at Vfraluir.t
He built the calingula of
the big tank at Kolattur{.
In his time a number of villages
‘were given away to Brahmins—for example, Uechani, Tirupptr
(in the Kolatttr Taluk) and Ammachatram.

Ramasvami

Tondaiman

of Kolattur.

Namana

Tondai-

man was succeeded by his son Ramasvami Tondaiman who died
Ramasvami Tondaiman, like his father, called himself
in 1736.
after the Nayak ruler of Madura— Vijaya Ranga Cokkanatha
He married Muttalakammal, one of
Ramasvami Tondaiman.§
the foster-daughters of Mangammal, the Queen-Regent of Trichinopoly, and received. as her dowry five villages.
Ramasvami

Tondaiman

was

& peaceful ruler,

not

caring

The Sérvaikars of Andakfor wars or extension of territory.
kulam and Nanguppatti seem to have helped him greatly
*p.g. 1.920.
fP.8.1.916.

12. 8.7. 1096.

(A.D. 1713).
(A. D. 1711).

$ Cf. P. 9. I. 879 and the copper plate grants of the reign.
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in keeping his palayam in order and peace.
For the convenience
of pilgrims
to Ramésvaram,
he built Chatrams—one
at
Nallur, another at. Kalamavir in 1728, for the maintenance of

which

the village of Pallattuppatti was set apart,* and a third

at Ammachatram + in 1780 in the name of his wife Muttalakam-

mal, for the upkeep of which several villages were allotted.
formed

an

agrahéram

round

Ammachatram{

He

importing

Brahmins, who were given rent-free lands, and he also granted as
sarvamdnyam two villages named Chandanathakuricchi (1724)
and Nanjur or Namanarayasamudram
as

‘having

developed

a

marked

(1734).
respect

He is mentioned
and

veneration

for

the Christian religion, its doctrines, ceremoniés and symbols, and
especially that of the Cross.’
The end of the Kolattur line of Tondaimans. Ramasvami
Tondaiman was succeeded by his son, Namana Tondaiman II.
Not much is known of this ruler.
In his time, perhaps even
earlier in his father’s time, Pudukkéttai had become very much

more powerful than

Kolatttr and overshadowed it.

an abundance of records relating

to

Pudukkéttai

in

We

have

the

years

1750—1760, and these show that during this period Kolattur
did not exist as a separate State. We must therefore conclude
that Kolatttir was annexed to Pudukkéttai and ceased to be @
separate State sometime between 1740 and 1750.
Namana was
a weak-minded prince and had no legitimate son.
He had &
concubine for whom he built a palace at Kolatttr, called
Kannampatti Aranmanai, now in ruins.
By her he had a 800

to whom he forced the Sardars to pay the respects due to &
heir-apparent.
This disgusted the Sardars who appealed to
the Tondaiman at Pudukkéttai to take over Kolatttir under his
rule. The latter deposed Namana, sent him to Tirumayam a8 &
State prisoner and annexed Kolattur.§
* P.S. 1. 879.

t State Museum Plates No. 23.
t Ammachatram copper plate grant.

§ These details are taken from Mr. Venkat Rao’s unpublished Manual,
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VIJAYA RAGHUNATHA

RAYA TONDAIMAN

(1730-1769 A. D.),

Contemporary Rulers.
Madura.

Vijaya Ranga Cokkandtha (1706—32).
Mindksi (17382—386).

(Canda Sdhib proclaimed himself Ruler-1737).

Carnatic.
Dost Ali (died 1742).
Safdar Ali and his son (1742).
Anvar-ud-din (1742—1749).

(Dispute between Muhammad Ali and Canda Sahib.)
Muhammad

Ali

(1752-7795).

Tanjore.

Tukkoji (1728—36).
Ekoji II (17386—37).
Sujan Bdi
Shdhuji

(1737—~38).

(1738-—39),

Pratdp Singh (1739—63).
Tuljdji (1763—87).
Ramnad,
Kuitia Tévar or Kumdra Mutiu Vijaya Raghundtha

(1728—34).

Muttu Kumdra Raghundtha (0794-47),
Rdkka Tévar (1747—48).

Sella Tévar (1748—60).
Muttu Rdmalitiga (1760—72).
Mysore.
Cdma Rdja Wodeydr VIT (1781—34).

Krsna Rdja Wodeydr I (1734—66).

between 1761 and 1762).
(Hyder Ali Khan was the real ruler

Governors of Fort St. George.

Thomas Saunders (1750—58).
George Pigot (1 765—68).
Robert Palk (1763—67).
Charles Bourchier

(2 767—70).

a brother of
Dispute for Succession. Paccai Tondaiman,
and
the last ruler, opposed the succession of Vijaya Raghunatha
for help.
applied to Ramasvami Tondaiman .of -Kolattur
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Avudaiyappa Sérvaikar and Ilandari Ambalakar installed Vijaya
Raghunatha Tondaiman in the temple of Brhadamba at Tirugo-

karnam, and shortly afterwards made the necessary preparations
to march against Paccai Tondaiman at Kudumiyamalai.
Meanwhile Paccai Tondaiman and his forces had reduced several
villages

and

committed

all sorts of havoc wherever they went.

The two generals of Pudukk6ttai soon completed their preparations and marched against the enemy.
They encountered the
forces of Paccai Tondaiman, which were led by Kumara
Kaliyaran, an officer from Kolatttr, and defeated them with great

slaughter.

The Kaliyaran himself was killed, and the wreck of

his troops fled in different

refuge

in

the temple

directions.

Paccai

at Kudumiyamalai.

Tondaiman took

The

generals

laid

to the

Fort

siege to it, and at last he surrendered and was sent

of Tirumayam where he was kept as a State prisoner. The
Sardars returned to Pudukkéttai in great triumph.
In
recognition of the services that Avudaiyappa Sérvaikar rendered,
he was styled Aras nilainiruttina Avudaiyappa Sérvaikdr or
“Avudaiyappa Servaikar who established the Raj.’ The two
villages

of Mirattunilai

and

Onangudi

were

set

apart

for

support of Paccai Tondaiman.

the

Creation of Two Jdgirs. One of the first acts of the new
ruler was the grant of Jagirs to two of his brothers, Rajagopala
Tondaiman

and

Tirumalai

Tondaiman,

who were to him

‘like

his two arms.’ This was a politic step, which made friends of
near relatives, who might have otherwise been induced to openly
or secretly oppose the ruler. Each of them received a tract of
land estimated
Rs. 25,000.

to yield

a revenue

of

20,000

pon

or about

The end of the Civil war in the Nayak Kingdom.

778

repurcussion on Pudukkéttai. Ratiga Krsna Cokkanatha Nayak of
Madura died without issue in 1731, leaving his kingdom by will to

the first of his eight wives, Minakgi, who appointed two of her
brothers to administer

the kingdom.

These

began

by forcing
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Naranappa Aiyar, the late minister, and his friends in office to
These
refund the enormous sums that they had embezzled.

Brahmins to avenge themselves called back from exile Bangaru
Tirumalai, a cousin of the late King, who had till then entirely

eschewed politics, and gave him hopes of obtaining the crown. All

the feudatory chiefs of the Nayak rulers including the Tondaiman,
to whom attractive promises were made, joined the Pretender.
About this time (in 1732), the Nawab

of Arcot,

who

considered

the Nayak Kingdoms of Tanjore and Trichinopoly as subject to

him,

sent

an

expedition

to exact

tribute from the kingdoms of

The leaders of this expedition were Safdar Ali Khan,

the South:

the Nawab’s son, and his nephew, Canda Sahib.
‘These took
Tanjore by storm, and, after a victorious campaign in Madura
and Travancore, assembled their forces near T'richinopoly.
Instead of the two contending parties headed by the Queen and

the Pretender joining together and driving out the Mussalmans,
the Pretender made overtures to Safdar Ali, and Minaksi, the
Meanwhile the Pretender, Bangaru
Queen, to Canda Sahib.

Tirumalai, through the good offices of his Brahmin supporters,
gathered an army, tio which the feudatory chiefs including the
Tondaiman sent contingents, and secured the help of the
also.

Mysoreans

His

minister,

Naranappa

Aiyar,

marched

against Madura and after some reverses succeeded in taking the

Trichinopoly was next besieged, and terms of peace
fortress.
There were thus for a time
were arranged with the Queen.
practically two rulers in the Nayak kingdom—a King in Madura

‘and a Queen
‘was taken

at Trichinopoly.

prisoner to Arcot

Soon

afterwards the Pretender

by Canda Sahib, and Minaksi was

the sole ruler.
Owing to a serious failure of rain the civil war was succeeded
by a famine

in the

State.

But

the

greatest

scourge

to the

Tondaiman’s country proved to be the auxiliary troops that
roamed about the country setting the villages on fire, driving away
the cattle and destroying the crops. The J esuit Mission letters
describe the situation as follows:—“It is not. easy to recount the
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ravages of the civil war in the Aur residence; but one can form
an idea of it from the fact that five armies, viz., those of the

Queen (Minatchi), of the King, her rival, of the Mayssurians, of
the Tanjorians and of the Moghuls, were for several months
encamped in the territory, and that there was not the least trace

of discipline among the soldiery......... ” The church at Avir was
the asylum of the people of the place and of the surrounding
villages ; for all who took refuge in it escaped the insults of the
soldiers.
But it was with great difficulty that the missionary
was able to save his church. The Muslim army that came to the help of the Rani invaded
the territory of the Tondaiman, a supporter of the Pretender,
and a party of them pitched their camp at Avir. Canda Sahib
pitched his tents near the bed of the Kavinad tank near Tirugokarnam, destroyed the bunds of the tank, opened fire from the
fort of Kalikudi,* destroyed the Palace of Pudukkéttai, filled the
town with his men and plundered the Treasury. The Raja was
_ taken for safety by Tlandari Ambalakar to the forests of Manippallam, to the east of the town, and brought back after all danger
was over.
The

Muslim

army

showed

no

desire

to return

to Arcob.

They marched in 1735 towards Madura and received a deputation
of the malcontents: petitioning for the return of the Pretender.
Bangaru Tirumala was consequently brought back from Arcot,
and after his arrival the siege of Trichinopoly began. The
Muslims captured the town and kept the Queen in confinement.
They then brought out the Pretender and decorated him with
the vain title of King. Shortly afterwards they made the puppet
King prisoner once more and conferred the empty royal dignity

on the Queen, whom they (in 1737) locked up in her palace and

proclaimed Canda

Sahib ruler of the kingdom.

shortly afterwards poisoned herself.

‘he Queen

* ‘This fort was near Adappékkardn chatram, but there are no traces of
it now.
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Ananda Row’s invasion

of Pudukkéttat.—During the Trichi-

nopoly Civil war, the Tanjore Raja had supported the Queen,

and the Tondaiman,

the Pretender.

The former obtained the

of Pudukkéttai.
approval of the Nayak Queen to an jnvasion
of the
Ananda Row, the Tanjore General, occupied the whole

m.
Tondaiman’s territory and besieged the fortress of Tirumaya

by
He kept on pressing the siege by force and by cunning,
to capture
promises and by intrigues,-until at last, all his efforts
siege
the fortress having proved vain, he was obliged to raise the
and hurriedly
The
Tanjore.

lead back his army to meet other enemies at
Tondaiman returned to his capital in October,

months.
1734, after an absence therefrom of about fifteen

The
The T'ondaiman attacks the Tanjore Zaminddrs.
of
Tondaiman at this time attacked some tributary chiefs

aTanjore, the Zamindar of Nagaram, the Zamindar of Palay
The Jagfrdar, a
vanam and the Jagirdar of Varappur.
by one
Brahmin of the name of Raghava Aiyangar, was killed
n’s men, so that
Kakkai(=crow) Tiruman, one of Tondaima

g the greater
the Tondaiman found no difficulty in subjugatin

About this
part of the Jagfr and annexing it to his dominion.
southtime, the Tondaiman seized some villages now in the
eastern part of the State

from

added

them

the

Zamindar

and some others now in the eastern part

of Nagaram and

of Palayavanam,

from the Zamindar

to Pudukkéttai.

Thus

about

her were as large as
A. D. 1735 Pudukkéttai and Kolattur toget
firka, which the
the present State exclusive of the Kflanilai

as will be shown
Tondaiman got from the British in A. D. 1803
:

‘later.

k Kingdom.
- Oanda Sdhib’s administration of the Ndya

Sahib placed his two brothers in the strongest

towns

Canda

dependent

on his sovereignty—Buda Sahib in Madura and Sadak Sahib in
Dindigul.

His success was viewed with hostility at Arcot; he

the Nawab
determined however not to throw off his allegiance to Niza
m was
the
Meanwhile
before he should be openly attacked.
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the increase of the power of the Nawab,

and the Peshwa was preparing to invade the Carnatic to collect
the Chouth that had fallen in arrears for many years. He was
encouraged in this by the Nizam himself who wanted to see the
Nawab of Arcot and Canda Sahib humbled.

In 1741, Raghtji Bhonsle and Fateh Singh two. of the
foremost Maratha generals invaded the Trichinopoly province,
killed the two brothers of Canda Sahib who had advanced to
Trichinopoly to help their brother, captured the fort and returned

to Satara, taking Canda Sahib with them as captive. In this |
war the Tondaiman helped the Marathas against Canda Sahib.
His men scaled the walls of the fort of Trichinopoly and hoisted
the Maratha standard there. The Tondaimdn Vamsdvali says
that the Tondaiman was admired for his valour by Fateh Singh
and was awarded the title of Vajridu or “The Brave Warrior.”

The Nizam in the South. Asafjah, the Nizam-ul-Mulk of
Hyderabad, thought it was high time for him to re-assert his
authority in Southern India and marched therefore to the
Carnatic with an army of 80,000 horse, and 200,000 foot.

He reached Trichinopoly in March 1743, and besieged the
city which was in the possession of the MarAthas. In September
he

1743,

captured

after Madura.

Trichinopoly, and soon

To

punish the Kallars who made nightly irruptions into his camp,
he sent to all parts of the Kallar country strong bodies of
.
cavalry that laid the country waste.
The Tondaimdn’s interview with the Nizdm.
According to
the Tondaimdn Vamédvali, the Tondaiman enjoyed about this
time

the honour

says

that

by

the

and

of an interview

“with kettle drums

Nizam,

that in

with

sounding,

he

The poem

was

received

the representative of the Delhi ‘Padshah’,

his Court’all

the

titles

were fully confirmed.”

‘The Nizdm

which

and

several

the Nizam.

princes

chiefs

won

held

by

his forefathers

a grand

paid their

homage

Darbar
to

at
him.
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The Tondaiman marched to the Darbar tent, causing his drums
to be beaten till he reached the very entrance.
In the course of
conversation with the ’ondaiman, the Nizam caught sight
of his sword which appeared to him to-be bound round clumsily

‘his

the Tondaiman

This amused the Nizam who asked

with cords.

how he could conveniently use such a sword if suddenly attacked.
the

of

tip

the

with

sword

to

sword,

the

flew

Up

thumb.

his

dexterous- tap

a

gave

but

not,

spoke

Tondaiman

The

The astonished Nizam asked
piercing the tent cloth overhead.
Tondaiman
The
the Tondaiman what favour he wanted.
desired the addition of the province of Ilipptr to his dominion,
The territory thus
a favour which the Nizam at once granted.

acquired did not long remain in his hands, for he presented it. to
Nawab Muhammad Ali as his consort’s pin-money.
In 1745,

Another Mardtha Invasion.

again

Marathas

the

invaded the whole of the Madura Kingdom. At the beginning.
The Missionaries

were all round Trichinopoly.

they

of March,

of Avir and other Roman Catholic centres had to take refuge at
Kunnampatti,

of Malaiyadippatti

people

the

and

moved

with

their cattle and furniture to the gorges of the Narttamalai hills.
A month later the Marathas were driven away from all the
country round by the Muslims at Trichinopoly, and the Kallars
attacked

their camp, where they. had gathered

of their

raids,—in

large

particular,

herds

carried everything away.

Grant of Kildnilai to the Tondaimdn,
of Tanjore

important
dispute

sent

Mandji

to

attack

of

fort, the possession

between

the

Rajas

of

Tanjore

of

cattle,—and

In 1749, the Raja

Arahtangi,

which

up the produce

a strong

and

had long been in

and

the

Sétupatis.

Man6ji, finding his own forces insufficient, applied for help to the
Tondaiman, who stipulated, in return, for the cession of. the

Kilanilai Fort and district, valued

at 30,000

rupees

@ year.

Arantangi was reduced, and the Tondaiman, taking possession of

the Fort of Kijanilai and the district around it, pressed Mandéji.

for the patents of cession under the seal of the Raja of Tanjore,
98
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But the King disavowed the act of the general, telling him that
he had exceeded the limits of his authority in making the contract
with the Tondaiman.
On this Man6ji purloined the use of the
seal and

delivered,

according

to his promise,

the patents thus

apparently authenticated.
The famous War of Succession in the Carnatic.

In 1749

began the famous war for the succession to the Carnatic throne
between Anvar-ud-din and his son Muhammad Ali on the one

side and Canda Sahib on the other, which ultimately proved to
be a war for the mastery of Southern India between the English
and the French.
Canda Sahib was, before the commencement

of the war, a State prisoner at Satara.
Governor,

who

knew

his

abilities,

Dupleix,

arranged

for

the French
his

whereupon Canda Sahib appeared in the Carnatic with

release,

a small

army

furnished by the Marathas.
Soon after the war began,
Anvar-ud-din was slain in battle, and Canda Sahib succeeded him
as Nawab.
Muhammad Ali, one of the sons of Anvar-ud-din fled

to Trichinopoly, where he proclaimed himself Nawab.
The
astute Dupleix, recognised that upon the capture of Trichinopoly and of Muhammad
Ali depended
tise permanent
supremacy of the French

in

the Carnatic,

and decided

to help

Canda Sahib with a large force and an advance of a large sum of
money.
Muhammad Ali applies to the English Company for help.
Canda Sahib now appeared to be all powerful, and Muhammad
Ali, appealed to the Governor of Madras for assistance, in return

for which he offered to cede a large territory near Madras and
further to defray the expenses of the war. The English, who
had hitherto been rather indifferent, recognised that their only
chance of safety lay in their supporting the cause of Muhammad

Ali, ‘and the assistance for which he had asked was granted to

him on his own terms. An army was sent to help him under
Captain Cope and Captain Gingen (1751). The English also
wrote
with

to

the

Tondaiman stating that they were
Muhammad Ali, whereupon the Tondaiman

in alliance
sent under

உபா]
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Sinnannan Sérvaikar a force of 400 horse and 3,000 Kallar
infantry to Trichinopoly.
Siege of Arcot. The troops of Canda Sahib outnumbered
Muhammad Ali’s by ten to one and the English battalion did not
exceed

600 men,

whereas

the

French

soldiers

numbered

900.

Matters looked very grave, when Captain Clive attacked Arcot
and thus compelled Canda Sahib to send a large part (4,000 men)
of

his

force

from

Trichinopoly to

relieve that

town.

It was

captured by Clive after a siege of about seven weeks.
Muhammad Ali’s alliance with the Regent of Mysore.
Muhammad Ali, without the knowledge of the English, now
formed (November, 1751) an alliance with

Regent

the Mysore

General,

Nanjaraj

or Nandiraja promising to cede to him on

becoming Nawab

all the tract of land from Trichinopoly to Cape

Comorin.

The

wavering,

now

to help him.

Canda

Raja
declared

of

Tanjore,

who

for Muhammad

had

till. then

Ali and

sent

been

a force

Muhammad Ali’s prospects thus became brighter.

Sdhib slain.

Major Lawrence

and Captain Clive

arrived about this time (March; 1752) at Trichinopoly and the
French and Canda Sahib had to give up the siege of the fort.
Canda Sahib was soon afterwards captured, and his head,

which

was cut off by Mandji, the Tanjore general, was sent to Muhammad Ali (June, 1752). The war seemed to have come to a close.
Major Lawrence soon afterwards left Trichinopoly, leaving &
small force in the fort under the command of Captain Dalton.

The Mysore Regent claims the Trichinopoly country. .The
death of Canda, Sahib and the defeat of the French did not,

however, as might have been expected, close the war. ‘he
Regent of Mysore now declared that the Nawab had sworn to
deliver Trichinopoly to him in consideration of his alliance, and
now that Canda Sahib was dead and the French were defeated,
he claimed the fulfilment ef the promise.. The English, from

whom this agreement
mortified to hear,
of it.

bad

been ‘carefully

concealed,

were
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Nandaraj was not to be put off and he formed the plan of
reducing the garrison at Trichinopoly by starvation.

The

city

was strongly blockaded by the Regent’s army, and all means of
obtaining provisions from the surrounding country were cut off.
The

war

was

more

supply of provisions
very

necessary

to

or less

to the
keep

a series

fort, and

an

open

of skirmishes for the

the English

communication

found

it

between

Trichinopoly and the territory of the “Gentoo Prince Tondeman” ” which was “esteemed a granary of provisions for the
garrison and the camp.”
It was in these circumstances that the Tondaiman showed

his unswerving attachment to the cause of the Nawab and the
Englisn, by supplying the necessary provisions to the garrison

during the siege.

Dupleix, finding this a good opportunity for improving
the
position of the French, proclaimed Raja Sahib, son of Canda
Sahib, Nawab of the Carnatic, and sent French soldiers to help

the Mysore Regent against the English
The Mysoreans

into the
also

Tondaiman’s

bribed

the

at Trichinopoly (1753).

intercepted a party of sepoys who had been sent
chiefs

country
and

for provisions.

officers

of

the

The

Regent

Tondaiman

and

induced them to withhold the supply ‘of
provisions.
The
Tondaiman wrote to Madras explaining the
attitude of the
Regent and soliciting a speedy despatch of a European
detachment for the relief of Trichinopoly.
Major Lawrence arrived
there

in

May,

1753,

persuaded

the

King

of

Tanjore

to help

Muhammad Ali, and took steps to open communications
with
Tanjore and the Tondaiman’s country for
provisions.
To secure communication with Pudukkéttai, he occupied
the intrenched camp at Fakir’s Tope to the south of
the
Trichinopoly town. In July, 1753, the Nawab undertook
a

journey to the Tondaiman’s

country to expedite the despatch of

provisions. When they reached the Golden Rock near Trichinopoly, the enemy surrounded them, and in a general actio
n
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which ensued the Nawab was successful.
Some days after this,
Major Lawrence marched against the Mysoreans, and an engage-

ment with them resulted in a complete victory over the French
and the Mysoreans and the capture of the Golden Rock to the
south of Trichinopoly.
Thus by the determined and desperate
gallantry of a handful of men the battle of the Golden Rock
was won and Trichinopoly was saved.
The enemy retreated
and communications were opened with the Tondaiman and the
Tanjore country.

About

the

middle

of

September, 1753, there

was again scarcity in camp and no convoys could

without

risking

a

general

engagement;

it

be brought in

was

necessary

therefore to engage the enemy with the utmost promptitude.
Mainly as a result of a sudden attack which
sucessfully
repulsed the enemy who fled leaving behind large quantities of
stores, Major Lawrence was able to get six months’ provision
The enemy forces now attempted to take
in December, 1753.
the fort by night, but were completely repulsed.

In February, 1754, the English sent a large detachment
to escort about 3,000 bullocks loaded with military stores and
It consisted of 100 grenadiers, 80 other Europeans,
provisions.
four field-pieces and 800 sepoys, and was inadequate to the
The whole convoy—guns, military
protection of the convoy.
stores and £ 7,000 in money—was captured by the enemy. This
was by far the severest blow that the English troops suffered
during the course of the war.
Soon after this the Raja of Tanjore ceased to send provi-.
sions, and discouraged his merchants from supplying them any

longer. The Tondaiman’s country therefore remained once
again the only source for provisions. The French attempted in March, 1754 to attack the Magazines at Kirantr ; but they were
repulsed by the sepoys stationed there.

Outrages in the Tondaimdn country by the French and the
Mysoreans.

The enemy, baffled so long, thought if necessary

to

perform some exploit which might re-establish their reputation.
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To attack the English in their camp
would be fool-hardy,
they determined therefore to wreak their venge
ance
on the

Tondaiman whose attachment to the English had
enabled them
to stand
their
ground
at
Trichinopoly.
Accordingly
M. Mainville* with all his Europeans, 3,000 sepoys and
2,000

horse, marched (May, 1754)

into the Pudukkéttai country with

the intention of devastating it.
previous

dispositions for such

The Tondaiman

of the enemy, the inhabitants left the

composed

of

bamboo

enemy, the only injury

had made

an attack; and on the

roofs

of their houses,

and dry grass, to be burned
(easily

replaced

his

approach

by the

in a single day) which

they effected in this expedition, besides
the destru ction of a few
bags of rice in the English depot, They were
vexed
had with
country.

An

so

much

English

that

they

ado been able t 0 do so little mischief
in this

force

with Muhammad Ali, the Nawab,
and
Major Lawrence, arrived soon
afterwards and drove the French
,
who next turned their attention to
‘Tanjore.

The Mysoreans and the Mardthas retir
e.

Dulpleiz recalled.
joined the Nawab at Trichinopoly, and there were other engage
ments with the enemy for
The

Tondaiman

soon

afterw ards

supplies of provisions.
In J uly, 1154, Murari Row withdr
ew to
his own country on a promise
of payment of three lakhs of
Rupees.
The enemy had become weak,
and in December the
Nawab rece

ived a fir

man from the Nizam confirming
him in
the Government of Arcot and
Trichinopoly.
Dupleix was
recalled to France (August, 1754
), and there was a temporary
suspension

of war between the English
and the French (October,
1754).
The fighting about Trichinopoly
was brought to a close
when Nandiraj, the Mysore
general, withdrew from Trichi
nopoly
in Apri 1755

l,

.

* Orme says that M. Maissin comi
n
but Col. Malleson, author of the French 7

India series), says, on the authority of F

then in command and that M. Maissin did
the arrival of Godehen to relieve Dupleix.
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The Tondaiman’s services acknowledged by the Nawdb.

The

help that was rendered by the Tondaiman was warmly acknowledged, and the Nawab wrote to him in right Oriental form that
“even if all the hair in his body could be made tongues, he could
not fully describe the glory of the Tondaiman’s help” and that
‘the acquisition of the splendid name he had derived was due to
the good wishes of all his friends but especially
of the Tondaiman, who heartily desired his good.”
Both in anticipation of further help to be received from the
Tondaiman ahd out of gratitude for assistance that had already
been afforded, the Nawab now empowered the Tondaiman to

attack Manapparai and Nattam which had not helped him and
annex parts of them to Pudukkéttai.
The Nawab’s attempts to pacify Madura and Tinnevelly.
After the subjugation of Trichinopoly, the Nawab thought of
subduing

applied to the English
to

march

with

his

all

for help.
men

and

Madura

of

countries

the

and

He

Tinnevelly.

Colonel Heron was ordered
sepoys

1,000

to compel these

people to pay the revenues justly due to the Nawab. Mahfuz
Khan, Muhammad Ali’s elder brother, followed with one
thousand horse, and the Company’s sepoys were in charge
Yusuf Khan. <A force was despatched by the Tondaiman

of
to

Madura to assist the Nawab, which joined Colonel Heron at
Nayak

Manapparai, helped the Colonel in subduing Lakki
Kumaravadi

and

marched

with

him

of

Soon after-

to Madura,

wards Colonel Heron formed an alliance with the Sétupati,
~ but it was given up on the Raja of Tanjore and the Tondaiman

protesting against. it.

Madura

brought under subjection and

and

given

Tinnevelly
over

to

were

Mahfuz

easily

Khan

for

an inadequate rent of 15 lakhs of Rupees.
The Tondaiman

stood very high at this t time

in the favour

both of the Nawab and the English, and the Nawab informed the

: Tondaiman as early as. November, 1752 that “‘he saw that the

English, gentlemen were as much familiar with the Tondaiman
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in rank

would

expect the respect and attention that the Tonda
iman’s
(agent or representative) received at the hands
Bahadur.”
The Tondaimadn exempted from payment
about

this

privilege

time

and

that

the

honour

Tondaiman

of exemption

tribute to the Nawab.
Further

troubles

Tondaimdn’s

help

extraordinary

powers

to

in
the

was

Madura
Nawab.

as Renter

of the Governor
of tribute.

granted

from

the

and
his

It was

the

special

payment

of any

Tinnevelly.

Mahfuz

but

Vakil

Khan

The

possessed

administration

was

a

total failure.
The Poligars except those of Ettayapuram and
Panjalankuricchi, who had given hostages to Col. Heron
for the
payment of their tributes, entirely prevented
Mahfuz Khan from
establishing any Government.
Yusuf Khan in 1756 to help

The
English
therefore
sent
Mahfuz Khan
in quelling the

disturbances.
He marched to Madura through Pudukkétta
i
where he was joined by some horse, infantry and Kallar
soldiers
of the Tondaiman.
Most of the Poligars were soon reduced to
temporary submission, but on the arrival of
Mahfuz Khan at
Madura

from Tinnevelly,
believed, tore do wn the

his men,

with

his connivance,

Company’s colours,

turned the

it is

three

companies of English sepoys which com
posed the garrison, out
of the Fort. and proclaimed Mahfuz Kha
n Governor of the two

districts

of Madura

thereupon

got

from

and Tinnevelly.

the

Nawab

The

English

the management

Company

of the two
provinces for three years and appointed
one Tirttarappa Mudali
as
the Renter

in the place of

Mahfuz

Khan.

Mahtuz

grew
indignant and actively leagued himself
with the discontented
Poligars and also sought an alliance with
Hyder Ali, who was
then rising into prominence as a, Mysore gene
ral and had then
a force
at Dindigul.

Captain Caillaud was therefore ordered
in

January, 1757 to march
Yusuf Khan.

to Madura to support the Mudali and

He marched to Madura through the Ton
daiman’s
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country and on the 25th of March arrived at Annavasal where
he was joined by 1,000 of the Tondaiman’s horse and 100 of his
Kallars.
The

next

war

between

Troubles at Trichinopoly.
English.

the

English

and

the

French.*

The Tondaiman’s services to the

Meanwhile war had been declared (May, 1756) between

the French and the English in Europe and news of this reached
India early in 1757.

The French attempted
to excite disaffection

at Trichinopoly, and the Governor applied for help to the
Tondaiman stating that the design of the French was to cause
disturbance at Trichinopoly and in the Tondaiman’s country.
The

Tondaiman

detached at

and afterwards ‘‘a proper force.”

first

about

Meanwhile

500

musketeers,

Captain Caillaud,

who was then besieging Madura, left the management of affairs
there to Yusuf Khan, and marched to Trichinopoly (May, 1757).
He skilfully entered the fort, and on the next day the
Tondaiman’s troops also entered it.
The enemy retired to
Pondicherry, and Captain Caillaud, in July, seeing that Trichinopoly was quite safe, marched back to Madura where he was

not very successful.

Two attempts to storm the fort of Madura

failed, and in September,

Owing to the imminence of further

on payment of Rs. 1,70,000.
hostilities

October,

with

1757,

the

and

French,

with

he took possession of the town

1757,

him

he

was

recalled

to

Madras

in

Yusuf Khan, who might have

Madura and Tinnevelly
brought the country under control.
were again in a state of anarchy and the chief Poligars acted just
as they pleased.
Lally in Tanjore.

The Tondaiman helps the Tanjore Raja.

Lally, a brilliant but headstrong soldier of France, who

had been

appointed to conduct the war against the. English in India, was
in need of funds, and marched in 1758 against the Raja of
Tanjore, from whom a large sum of money was due to the French.
* The Seven Years’ War which was fought in Europe, America, India and
on the Seas.
99
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He besieged the fort, and the Tondaiman sent 1,500 men to help
the Raja against the French.
Lally now received a message
from Pondicherry that that place was in danger and was making
preparations for retreating from Tanjore, when a general sally
was made from. the Fort consisting of the men of the Tondaiman
and other Poligars with all the Tanjore sepoys and horse and

the men from Trichinopoly.

After a smart firing of some hours,

the French abandoned their camp, all their cannon,
ammunition, etc., and retreated towards Karaikal.

Siege of Madras.

mortars,

The Tondaimdn’s forces in thé Chingle-

put country.
Lally intended to make
drive the English out of the Carnatic.
was making arrangements to march
Tondaiman was informed that he should

a determined effort to
He captured Arcot and
against Madras.
The
send as large a force as

possible and that “the more troops he sent the more reputation
he would gain.”

In December, 1758, Lally appeared before Madras, occupied

Black

Town

and

laid siege

to Fort

St.

George.

The siege

continued till the 16th of February, 1759.
During the progress
of the siege, Yusuf Khan was in the Chingleput country with the

forces of the Tondaiman and of Tanjore.

He

first ravaged and

destroyed the country about Conjeeveram, and threatened the
French convoys.
He then moved to St. Thomas’ Mount,
whence a large French force caused his forces (Kallars and
others) to retreat to Chingleput, but he continued to harass
the
French.
On 16th February a squadron of English ships were in
sight. ‘The French army was worn out between its work
in the
trenches and the pursuit of the elusive forces of Yusuf.
Lally

who was unable to coordinate his efforts, quitted the trench
es
and abandoned the siege.
To gratify the wishes of the men from

Tondaiman’s forces, Preston, the English
march with them

which

they

Tanjore

general,

and

consented

the
to

into the French districts round Conjeevaram, in

continued

several

days

plundering

and

ravaging.
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Some

more

Khan

marched

now

were

sent

by the

Yusuf

Tondaiman.

with his own sepoys and horse

and

the

men

of the Tondaiman to Conjeeveram, where he attacked the last
remnants of the French cavalry and drove it back. Conjeeveram

was soon afterwards taken from the French, and in its capture
the Tondaiman’s men took an active part.
In 1760,

Mysore.

made

the French

an alliance with

Ali of

Hyder

Hyder’s brother made an attempt to take Trichinopoly

The Tondaiman helped the English officer. at

and Srirangam.
Trichinopoly

with

100

horse

and

1,000

musketeers.

He

also

“ detached a part of his forces, upon Captain Smith’s application,
to assist his operations in the Mysore Districts.”

The English

marched against Kart which, in the words of the Tondaiman,
“might be deemed next to the fort of Trichinopoly”, with 50
Huropeans, 100 sepoys from Trichinopoly and 600 horse and
“1000 peons armed with match-locks mostly sent by Tondaiman”, and after the auxiliaries had most effectually plundered and
destroyed

the: districts

dependent

on

Kartr,

“by

the blessing

of gods and the brave endeavour of Mr. Richard Smith”,* they
.
captured the Fort (September, 1760).
From this time the tide turned steadily in favour of the
English until finally in April 1761, the war was brought to a.
close by the surrender to the English by the French of their last
remaining possessions in Southern India.
We must turn our
Trouble in the Madura country.
Yusuf Khan
attention now to the affairs in the Maduracountry.
had been appointed Renter of Madura and Tinnevelly, but his.
attempts to restore order were frustrated by Mahfuz Khan, the
Nawab’s brother who, actively allying himself with the Poligars, continually

harassed

him.

The Tondaiman

sent

a large

The Governor finding that all the
force to the help of Yusuf.
efforts of Yusuf ‘Khan to settle the country would be futile so
long as Mahfuz Khan remained in the Tinnevelly country,
* Letter No. 355 of 1760, Madras Military country correspondence.
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halted

him

to effect

STATE:

him.

and

between

at the

Khan
capital

annual

set out
of the

Trichinopoly,

himself

to get a handsome

Mahfuz

a time

for

{cHaP.

from

Mahfuz

soon

afterwards

Madura

of

and

“full

of

On receiving

left Pudukkéttai,

and renewed his friendship with the Nawab.

After
succeeded
system of
the rulers
Rupees in

his

allowance

Tondaiman,

suspicions of the evil intentions
of the Nawab.”
assurances of safety,

and_

the departure of Mahfuz Khan from Madura, Yusuf
in restoring order in the country and introduced a
equitable government almost without a parallel among
of the day. The rent was raised to nine lakhs of
1761, but he was not able, after defraying the charges

collection,

to

pay

the

enhanced

rent

for

which

he

had

engaged, especially as he was averse from adopting
the means
that other Renters would have pursued. He theref
ore decided

upon

casting off his allegiance

to the Nawab

and the English,

and making himself independent.
‘The consciousness of great
military talents, the strength of his position and-the succes
sful

example
of Hyder, who had made himself the rnler of Mysore
in

1761, seem to have induced him to make such an
attempt.

omitted

much

to pay his

rents,

and

maintained

a force

superior to what he actually required.

therefore

to make

In July,

preparations

to punish

1763, he was declared

He

which

was

The English had
Yusuf

a rebel,

and

Khan.

in August

a

combined English and Indian army set
out for Madura.
The
Tondaiman sent his forces with Majo
r Preston. Yusuf, who
found negotiation useless, resolved to
carry on the struggle in
his own ground. He threw himself. into
the Madur a Fort and
baffled all the efforts of the Nawab and the
English.
Yusuf

indefinite
death.

Khan might

time,

but

have prolonged

he was

his

treacherously

resistance

for an

seized and put to
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services of the Tondaiman to the Nawab.

Other

the conclusion of the war with Yusuf Khan,
the English

to help him in subjugating

and Udayarpdlayam

the Nawab

the Poligars

in the Trichinopoly

country.

wanted

of Ariyalur

These

had

arrears of tribute to pay and were suspected of having hidden
When it was found that these Zamindars had no
treasures.
intention of paying the arrears, the Nawab applied for help to the

Tondaiman who sent “200 horse and 4000 Kallars and Sepoys.”
With the help of these and the
easily captured these places.

The Nawab against Tanjore.

British troops,

the

Nawab

In 1762 the Nawab brought

a series of charges against the Raja of Tanjore, pointing out to
the Governor that large arrears of tribute were due from him,
that the Tondaiman was ready to send him the help he had
applied for and that an English force should be sent to conquer
Tanjore.

‘The Governor, not approving of the Nawab’s proposal,

explained tohim that the English were in India not to make
conquests, but “to support every lawful government and to
maintain peace in the country so that the people might be happy

The Raja

and their trade flourish.”

of Tanjore offered to pay

the dues in instalments and desired the confirmation of his
These terms were guaranteed
possession of the Kéviladi district.
by the Governor of Madras, and accepted by the Nawab.
There was thus no necessity for the Tondaiman to send a force
against Tanjore.

The Tanjore Raja
made

himself

the

ruler

and

Hyder.

of

Mysore,

In 1769,

Hyder, who had

invaded the Tanjore and
Tanjore was required to
of
Raja
Trichinopoly countries, and the
oppose him and send against him 2,000 horse, 2,000 sepoys and

@ number of Kallars.

Hyder reminded

the

Raja of the loss of

30 or 40 lakhs of Rupees to which be had been subjected by the
Raja’s sending a force to help captain Richard Smith in taking
Kartr,

and

threatened that unless a large sum

was paid to him,

he would “not only burn the whole country but cut off the whole

700
body
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Instead

(CHAP.
of sending.

men to the assistance of the English the Raja intrigued
with
Hyder Ali, to whom he wrote “that he was depending
on his
firm friendship.”

We may contrast with this conduct of the Raja
of Tanjore
the action of the Tondaiman.
Like the former, he also
received a letter for help, and whereas Tanj
ore did not send
“80

much

in fitting

as a single

out

a force

man”

and

the

sending

Tondaiman

lost

it to help the

no

time

English.

The Governor was very much gratified
with the readiness which

the Tondaiman displayed. In anger
at the help that the
Tondaiman sent to the English, Hyde
r committed ravages in
the State.

Relations with the Madras Governor
. The Tondaiman
celebrated the marriage of his son Raya
Raghunatha Tondaiman
on the 25th of April, 1761, and “ agreeabl
y to old custom sent
the Governora garment and the customar
y betel leaves and
arecanuts.’”
The Governor in return sent two pieces
of
broadcloth and a carpet as weddi ng
gifts to the bridegroom.
In April, 1764, the Tondaiman se
nt a specially made dress to
the Governor

“ a8 an outward mark

which the Governor kindly accepted
.

of his inward friendship ”,

Character of Vijaya Raghunath
a Raya Tondaiman.
After an unprecedented career of
almost incessant warfare for
about

forty years, Vijaya Raghunatha Raya Ton
daiman expired
towards

the close of the year 1769.
If his predecessor, Raya
Raghunatha Tondaiman, was the
founder of the State, Vijaya

Raghunatha Raya was its consolidator
.

kéttai as a State that counted
almost equal to that of Tanjore.
this difficult work was due to
He enjoyed the highest regard of
the Governor downwards.

He established

Puduk-

as a power in the Carnatic—
That he was able to accomplish
his extraordinary shrewdness.
all the Company’s officers from
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The Tondaiman’s private character was also very attractive.

time in
He was a very devout ruler, who passed much of his
He seems however to have also ‘paid great
contemplation.
ed the
attention to the internal affairs of the State and improv
;
resources of the country.
Vijaya

known

Tondaimdn

The

Raghunatha

was popularly known

Tondaiman

Raya

Durai.”

as ‘“ Stvagidnapuram

as

“ Sivagfianapuram Durai”, as he was fond of spending much of
his time in a house which he had built for himself at Sivagfana-

He must
puram, a few furlongs to the south-east of the town.
have built a residence there after his Palace was demolished by

Canda Sahib.
An account of the Tondaimdn’s spiritual Guru—SaddsivaAbout 1738, the Tondaiman obtained a
Brahméndra Sarasvati.

spiritual gurw and in accordance with his directions instituted
charities,

many

to

present

the

Brahméndra,

and

which

day.

have

The

guru is

the

of

name

is attributed

to his blessing

maintained

reverentially

been

the

prosperity of the State.
Gadagiva

was

born

more

than

two

continued
years

hundred

After mastering Sanskrit literature and grammar,

Sadasiva

ago.

he renounced

.

the world.

guru,
He was fortunate in finding soon afterwards a proper
Kumbakénam.
in Paramasivéndra, the Sankaracarya of the time at
also acquired
He learned Védanta and Yoga under him and

some

knowledge

large number

of music.

He

composed

about this time a

of valuable works on Advaita Védanta

philosophy

and many kirtanas or hymns both devotional and philosophical
In his discussions with
which are very popular in the State.

his guru, and his brother-disciples he is said to have

very often

expressed himself vehemently, which practice once drew from
his preceptor the remark ‘“‘ Sadagiva, when will you learn to close
your mouth

and keep mute”?

He understood

at once his want

of self-control, and, begging to be excused, made 4 vow never to

open his mouth afterwards,
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place to place, never

halting at any place for any length of time.

He is said to have

gone as far north as Mysore and the Northern Circars, to have
lived in the innermost recesses of forests for months together,

and to have been once in a state of trance (samddhi) for two or
three months with the flood of the Kavéri running over him all
the time and to have been brought back to his senses when

somebody who was digging near the spot casually wounded

bim

and drew blood from his body.
About 1738, Vijaya Raghunatha Raya Tondaiman had the
good fortune to receive spiritual instruction from Sadagiva. It is
not definitely known where the meeting between the ruler and

the Y6gi took place.

The

Tondaiman,

the Y6gi, knew him to be a great sage,

to him

requesting

spiritual

immediately on seeing
and

instruction.

made

The

his

sage

obeisance

thereupon

wrote on the sand by his side the Daksindmurti Mantram, i. உட

the prayer to Siva in his form as the great Teacher of wisdom,
and a direction that the Tondaiman should have as his
spiritual guru, Mahabhashyam Gopalakrsna Sastriar, a fellow
student of the Yégi in his boy-hood.
Gépalakrsna

Sastriar

was

sent

for,

and

made

the

Palace

guru. The Tondaiman was required by the guru, for the expiation of his past sins and for the security of the future welfare
and prosperity of the State, to institute the worship of Daksina-

murti in the Palace, and to arrange for the annual conduct of
the Navaratri or Dassara festival, when Durga, Laksm{f,
and
Sarasvat{ were to be worshipped and a large number of Brahmins
were to be fed and given doles of rice and money, etc., and for the
distribution of Svayampdkams

nents

and

of a Hindu

meal

or doles of rice and

to a number

other compo-

of Brahmins

every

to all girls that might apply thérefor on every Friday.

day

It

must have been about this time that the Ammankdéu, the State
coin, of which a large number is distributed during every Dassara,

was first struck. The charities that were then instituted continue

to be maintained to this day with great care.

The sand on which
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ment of Mahabhashyam Gépalakrsna Sastriar as the spiritual
guru were written is preserved in the Palace.
After the incident referred to above Sadasiva again resumed
a wandering life and ultimately sank into eternal repose at
Nerdr near Karir. The Tondaiman had a temple built over his
tomb, and endowed it with two villages in the Tirumayam Taluk.
Tondaimdn’s charities. The Tondaiman was liberal
In 1732 he
gifts to temples and Brahmins.

The
his

in

the

to Brahmins

granted

of

village

the year

in which

he received

on

Matham

banks

the

of

the

a

Tavittuppandaram,

non-Brahmin

of some

teacher

spiritual

he
instruction,

spiritual

to one

granted lands in Manalvayaléndal

Tirumayam

In 1736, he granted
In
at Tennangudi.

Taluk as ardhamdnyam or half-rent free.
certain lands for the upkeep of the temple
1738,

in

Kimantr

who

sects,

his

Trichinopoly.

at

Kavéri

had

In 1749, he made some gifts to the temple at Vaittur along with
He is known to have
Namana Tondaiman, ruler of Kolatttr.

built two chatrams—one of them about 1753 A. D., to the north
About 1763 he
of the Kundar and the other at Tirugdkarnam.
founded a chatram at Benares.

sixtieth

The

and

Réj,

the

year

of the

elevation

of

foundation

the

of

the

Tondaiman’s

Zondaimdn

family

to

ogers, an
royal dignity (1746) was, according to the palace astrol
mar it
eventful year; any evil planetary influences that might
royal
his
of
f
could only be averted by the Raja divesting himsel

dignity

and

leaving

his court-—first to lead the life of an ascetic

for as many
for sixty days and next to be a wandering mendicant
part of
cant
When he was going through the mendi
days more.

the penance he was induced by

some

opponents

to issue orders for the destruction of the churches

of Christianity

in his State,

.
as Christianity was reported to undermine the faith of the people

The order was however cancelled through the intercession of the
Raja’s brother-in-law.
100
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The Raja’s ministers. The chief administrative officer, or,
as he was called, Kéryakarta (meaning agent) of Vijaya Raghunatha Raya was Vilvanatha Pillai, son of Kurunta Pillai,
minister

of

the

previous

ruler,

Ekanayaka

Mudaliyar

of

Kunriyur inthe Kudumiyamalai tract was the second and was
succeeded by his famous son, Subrahmanya Mudaliyar* who is
praised in the Virdlimalaikuravanyi.
RAYA

RAGHUNATHA

TONDAIMAN

(1769-1789).

Contemporary Rulers.
Carnatic.
Muhammad Ali (1752~—95).
Tanjore.

Tuljdjt (1763—87),
Amdr Singh (1787-98),
Ramnad,

Muttu Rédmalitiga (1760—94),
Mysore.

Hyder Ali Khdn

(1761—82).

Tipu Sulidn (1782—99).
Fort St. George—Governors.
Charles Bourchier (1767—70),

Josias Du Pre (1770—73),
Alerander Wynch

(17738—75),

Lord Pigot (1775-76),
George Stratton (1776—77),

John Whitehill (177778),
Sir Thomas Rumboldt (1 778—80).
John Whitehill (1780).
Charles Smith (1 780—81),
Lord Macartney (178186),

Alerander Davirlson (1785—86),
Sir Archibald Campbell (1786~90).

Raya Raghunatha Tondaiman was born in
1738 and was
31 years of age when he was installed as the ruler
of Pudukkéttai. He had eleven wives, one of whom gave
birth to a

daughter.

He had no son.

His ministers were Muttukkumara

Pillai and Venkappier, otherwise called Venkat Row.
R
neta
ey
* See P. S, I. 973 at Viralur, A. D. 1745.
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He inherited from his father his attachment to the English

Invasion

of Ramnad

him

find

therefore

and the Nawab, and we
on the side of the latter.

in

engaged

by the Tanjore Raja.

wars

In January,

1771, the Raja of Tanjore despatched an army against Ramnad,

to recover from the ruler of that country certain tracts which
He
he averred that the Ramnad General had taken from him.

obtained the help of the Dutch
to

them

two

believed

that

he

cede

seaports,

had

designs

by promising to

at Negapatam

Tondi

also

and

It

Kilakkarai.

against

the

was

Tondaiman’s

country, but, for the time being, he requested the Tondaiman not

to help the Maravars.

and

The Sétupati was then a minor,

the

Rani, who was the Regent, made every preparation for resisting.
The Nawab was informed by the Ramnad
the Raja of Tanjore.
Dalavai of the designs of the Raja and requested to send a force
No help was. however sent by the Nawab, nor
to oppose him.
did the Nawab permit the Tondaiman to go to the help of
The Raja of Tanjore therefore found it easy to reach
Ramnad.
Terms of peace were proposed by
Ramnad and besiege the fort.
Having
the Rani, which were accepted by. the Raja of Tanjore.
thus settled the Ramnad

affair, the Raja

next

turned

his atten-

tion of
tion to Sivaganga, requiring from its ruler the restora
to his capital,
some elephants, etc. He had, however, to return
the Nawab.
which he found was about to be attacked by

The Nawab’s

The Tondaiman’s services to the Nawab.

The reasons assigned for the first war
first war with Tanjore.
send his forces
with Tanjore (in 1771) were that the Raja did not

himself
to help the Nawab in the war with Hyder Ali but allied
with

that

Hyder,

Sivaganga

which

he,

tributary

were

under

prince, attacked Ramnad

the

Nawab’s

that he had delayed payment of the tribute.

Nawab

could

not come

to an agreement,

protection,
The Raja

and

the

and

and

and
the

English,

ss
who thought it “ most unreasonable that the Raja should posse

ing for its defence”,
the finest part of the country and yet pay noth
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Thereupon an army marched

The Tondaiman,

who

was

applied to for help, sent 200 horse and 4000 infantry. The army
arrived at Vallam, five miles from Tanjore, and captured the

place. Tanjore was next attacked and preparations were made
for an assault, when the Raja agreed to surrender.

The Nawab’s
Nawab’s

next

war with

object

was

Ramnad
the

and - Sivagariga.

subjugation

of

Ramnad

The
and

Sivaganiga, the rulers of which provinces sent neither men nor
provisions to him in his war with Tanjore.
As requested
by the Nawab, the English determined to send a force against
Ramnad

and

Sivaganga.

The

Tondaiman

sent

an

army

of 200 horse and 5,000 infantry under Sardars Sadasivaraya
r,
Annavaiyan, Annaiyan and Adinarayanaiyan, which
made a
surprise entry into the Ramnad territory in May 1772.
The fort

of Ramnad

was

country reduced.

stormed and captured

in a few

days, and the

The Nawab removed the Sétupati, who was

a boy nine years old, and his mother and sister to
Trichinopoly

and kept them under surveillance.

The force then marched
near Kalaiyarkévil.

against Sivaganga

and encamped

The Tondaiman sent a force of 300

horse

and 5,000 infantry under Sardar Krsna with 5,000
choppers to clear
the forests. The ruler was defeated and killed
.
The Rani and
her advisers, the Marudus, fled to Dindigul
where they sought
the protection of Hyder Ali.

Both Ramnad and Sivaganga

thus

fell under the direct management of the Nawa
b and were handed

over to a Renter.

The Nawab’s

second war with Tanjore,
The Tanjore
Rdja deposed. The Nawab next thought
of annexing Tanjore to
his dominions and brought forward a serie
s of charges against
the Raja, for instance, that he had tried to brin
g the Marathas
of Poona to the South to fight against the Nawa
b, had mortgaged
some districts of the Tanjore country to the Dutc
h and the
Danes, and given help to the enemies of the
Nawab.
The
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Council in Madras, after much discussion, came to the resolution

that Tanjore should be reduced. A force under General Smith
was accordingly assembled in July 1773 at Trichinopoly for the
country.

the

of

subjugation

The

force

a

sent

Tondaiman

consisting of 400 horse and 7,000 foot under the Raja’s uncle
Rajagépala Tondaiman and Sardar Sadasivarayar. The army
near

encamped

the

fort

was

which

of Tanjore,

captured

in

September. The Raja and his family, Man6ji, the General, and
a great many people of consequence were taken prisoners, and
costly articles were seized, including the jewels of the Ranis,
amounting in value, according to the Raja, to one crore five

lakhs and ten thousand pagodas.
the fort

and

the

country

The Raja was deposed, and

of Tanjore

were made

over

to

the

Nawab.

A portion of the Pattukkéttai Taluk assigned to the Tondatmdn. Soon after the occupation of the Tanjore country, the
Nawab, finding himself unable to pay the batta due to the men
of the

Tondaiman

tract of land in

from 1770, assigned to him a

the Pattukkéttai Taluk of the Tanjore District, containing
142 villages and two choukts or customs-houses, and estimated

to yield an annual income of about 53,000 cakrame*. Among the
conditions relating to the grant were that the Tondaiman should

pay the expenses of the forces sent by him from 1770 to 1773,
and

that

he should

be ever

ready

without

requiring

pay

or

allowances to send to any place as many soldiers as might
be required. The tract was returned to the Raja of Tanjore in
1776, when Tuljaji was restored to his throne, as will be
mentioned later. It appears that, as stated by the Raja of
Tanjore, “in spite of the great friendship the Nabob had for the
Tondaiman”, he did not permit him the enjoyment of Kflanilai.
b against the
The Tondaimdn sends a force to help the Nawa

Dutch.

The

Dutch

at Negapatam

had taken

possession

of about 16 lakhs
Nagtr, near Negapatam, on payment
* A silver coin, 2s of a gold pagoda in value.

of

of Rupees
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to the Raja of. Tanjore for the liquidation of the debts
that the
Raja had incurred to meet the expenses of the last
two wars..

The Nawab protested against this to the Governor, pointi
ng out
that the Raja had no right to sell or mortgage any portio
n of his
dominions

without

the consent

of his master, the Nawab, and

requsted the English to help him with a force for
the capture of
Nagtr. The Tondaiman was again applied to
for help, and he
sent a force of 200 horse and 4,000 foot under
Sivarayar,
Annavaiyan
and
Adinarayanaiyan

Sardars Sadaagainst
the

Uldnddjdti as the Hollanders or the Dutch
were called.

Dutch,

however,

relinquished
repaying to

were

unwilling

to engage

in

The

hostilities

and

in November, 1773 the territory on the Nawab
them the money that had been paid by
them to

the Raja of Tanjore.

Tuljdjt reinstated as Rdja of Tanj
ore.
Meanwhile the
Court of Directors in England had
gone through the papers

relating to Tanjore and the two Mar
ava countries.
They signified their displeasure with the cond
uct of the Madra s Council in
connection with the war a gainst these,
expressed themselves

“ shocked to find their troops employed
on such frivolous pretences
against

Ramnad and Sivaganga”’, and
ordered the immediate
restoration of Tanjore to the Raja
subject to certain conditions.
Lord Pigot, the Governor, went
in person to Tanjore, and

formally installed in April, 1776, as
the Raja of Tanjore, Tuljaji,
deposed in 1773.
The Nawab, of course, was thoroughly
disgusted

with these proceedings, but no
heed
of his complaints.

was

paid

to any

There were now some disputes
between the Tanjore Raja
and the. Tondaiman, in connectio
n evidently with the attempts of
the Raja to take back the villages
of Tanjore which the Tondai-

man had received from the Nawab.

These troubles continued in
1777, and the Nawab wrote
to the Governor in February, 1777, pointing
out that the latter’s
representation to the Raja o f Tanjore had
had no effect. The
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Raja of Tanjore informed the Governor that the Tondaiman’s
people were again harassing the ryots in his country and
_ plundering the villages.

.A letter was sent to Lt. Col. Horne at

Tanjore desiring him to protect the inhabitants of Tanjore from
. the Tondaiman’s people. There the matter rested for some
' time.

Hyder’s Second Invasion of the Carnatic.
Hyder had
declared in favour of the French. The English conquest of
Mahé, through which port he had been getting stores of war from
France exasperated him. He formed an alliance with the
Marathas and prepared for war.
In July, 1780, when the
English had taken no steps to meet the emergency, Hyder
descended

‘like a thunderbolt’

into

the Carnatic, devastated

the country on all sides, and in less than a fortnight captured a
chain of fortresses that secured his convoys from Mysore.

.

Almost every chief in the South was in revolt against the
Nawab and the English. It seemed as if all the country wished
fora change.

Udaiyarpalayam, Ramnad, Sivaganga, Tinnevelly

and Madura were all up in arms.
The situation at this time
was nearly as desperate as the condition of affairs during the
siege of Trichinopoly (1751—4) when the fort seemed to be at
its last gasp.

The Tondaiman

was pained to see that almost everybody

was in open revolt against the English, felt that he ought.
to
prevail upon such of them as would listen to him to remain true
to the Company,

and

wrote to the Governor to say that the

time had come when his influence and loyalty to the English
could be well tested.

| Hyder Ali in the Tanjore country.
crossed
overran
of the
' tion of

In May, 1781, Hyder

the Coleroon and was within ten miles of Tanjore. He
all parts of the country, and on the 23rd July the whole
Tanjore Kingdom was in Hyder's hands with the excepthe fort of Tanjore. He placed garrisons in most of the

forts and defensible temples,

The Rev. Schwartz thus wrote
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idols............ were taken away,

the houses burnt and the cattle driven away; and what afflicted
many thousand parents unspeakably more was that Hyder sent
their best children away ” (to be circumcised and turned Muham
madans).

Hyder Ali prevented from entering the. Tondaimdn’s country.
Hyder’s forces entered the Tondaiman’s country near
Adanak-

k6ttai but were decisively defeated in the region of Séttuppalai

and Adanakkéttai by Sardar Manna Vélar (1781).

When the

news of this victory of the Tondaiman reached Sir Eyre
Coote,
the Commander-in-Chief, he wrote to the Tondaiman that “the

happy

information

of his success which he had been able to

collect from all quarters was that the Tondaiman had
bravely
and gallantly routed and punished the enemy that
infested his
country and that he had made some hundreds of
the enemy's

horse soldiers his captives”, and that “he was gratif
ied beyond
measure to hear of the success.”

Hyder’s men entered the State from the Trichinopoly side
also. The Raja fought with them at Malampatti and
‘cut off
their heads.’* It is said that the people of Pérambtir
cut open
the bund

village.

of an irrigation tank and flooded the approach
to the

The new channel thus formed was called Hyder Vdik-

kdl (channel).

One of the horsemen of Hyder, whose

ravaged

the territory.

remembered

name is not known,

His atrocities were so cruel and so long

that Telugu mothers in Pudukk6ttai used to hush

children to. sleep by frightening them saying Onti gurram

otsdru

meaning

Tondaiman

hunted

“The
him

single

horseman

is

coming.”

Vddu

The

out of his forest resort and killed him.

* மலம்பட்டி, வாடியிலே வந்த தர் சேனையை

தலையோடே. வெட்டிச் சமர்பொருக்தொண்டைமாள்,
“The Tondaiman who fought with Hyder’s
forces at Malampatti
off the heads of his men." —Venkatna Sérvaikdr Valanddn.

and cut
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sung

in

two

dance-songs,

Ambundttuvalanddn and Venkannaservaikdr Valanddn.*

The Tondaimdn captures Kildnilar and two other forts.

In

accordance with instructions received from Sir Eyre Coote, Col.
the Nawab’s
Braithwaite and Col. Wood, and also from
representative at Trichinopoly, the Tondaiman sent a very strong

force into the Tanjore country and captured the fortresses of
Kflanilai, Arantangi

and

Pattukkéttai.

He was informed

that

“it had been decided that two guns, 300 balls and the requisite.

quantity of powder should be presented to him (in recognition of
his services)” and that “as they could not afford to defray the
charges of the Tondaiman’s army, he was authorised to enjoy the
three forts of Puttoocottah, Ardangy and Keelanelly until his
expenses were refunded.”
Tipu in the South.—In February, 1782, Col. Braithwaite,
who had resumed command, was some miles to the east of
Kumbak6onam with a force of more than 1,600 men, when he was
surprised by Tipu, and after twenty-six hours of desperate
fighting, his detachment was completely defeated. In September,
1782, the condition of affairs at Tanjore was considered critical,
just
and in November, 1782, the Raja was required “to join in a
and necessary measure for the extinction of the enemy.”

Tipu’s atiempt to seduce the Tondaimdn.
this year, another attempt was made by

In November of
Tipu to entice

ceased to help the English and joined his side.

The Tondaiman

the Tondaiman to his side. He offered to put the Tondaiman
-in possession of Tanjore, Ramnad or Aravakkuricchi, if he
* மஞ்தகம் பநித்சதொரு விசாலிமலைதன்னில்

eee Relies உடைகேலான் சாட்டிலே
*ற்றைக்குநிரைக்காரன் ஒருமையாக we sates

uppsmrspoer_Ob vest சாயச்தொண்டைமாள்,

“The Tondaiman who killed the lone horseman who rode without a companion, after driving him out of a forest in the Viralimalai country so dense
with trees that not a pin could be thrust in.”
101
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communicated the offer to the Governor, expressing his devotedness to the Nawab and the Company.
The Governor wrote to
him in reply (30th March, 1783) that “ in his conduct with
regard to Tippoo’s letter, the Tondaiman had acted with wisdom
and foresight’, and communicated to him the intelligence that

“'Tippoo had been obliged to fly from the Carnatic with all his
forces into those countries which his father had usurped.”

The Tondaimdn’s army marches towards Seringapatam.
In
January, 1783, the English decided to take the offensive against
Tipu who had become Sultan of Mysore on the death of his
father in December, 1782.
They attacked Bednore and Mangalore with an army from Bombay and thus compelled Tipu to

return to his country to defend his forts.
The Tondaiman sent
a force (March, 1783,) under Sardar Umanaiya with a Vakil,
Kottayachari, against Seringapatam.
Kartr, Aravakkuricchi
and Dindigul were captured.
In November, 1783, the army

reached

Palghat

which

marched to Coimbatore,

was

also

taken.

The

army.

next

and Col. Fullarton, the Commander, was

making arrangements to proceed to Seringapatam when Tipu,
finding that he could not resist the English, offered terms, and the
war was terminated by the Treaty of Mangalore in March, 1784.

The Tondaimdn’s men praised by Col. Fullarton. Col.
Fullarton, writing after the conclusion of the war to. the Tondaiman, informed him that “he was sending back his Vakil
Kottayachari and the Commandant with the battalion ”, that ‘he
had the pleasure to inform him that they with the whole of thejr
heart had been very careful and diligent in the late war”, that
“he expressed his thanks to the Commandant before
his
battalion for his able services”, and that he had request
ed

the

Tondaiman’s

men

“to

take

a pair

of standards

and

@ pair of guns as a mark of his appreciation of their service
s”
and requested that the Tondaiman “ would treat both
Kottayachari and the Commandant with great favour and not make
any
default in that respect’.
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Disputes with Tanjore.

From

1781

to 1785 the Raja

of

tes relating to
Tanjore and the Tondaiman were engaged in dispu
All the
matters.
the occupation of Kilanilai, and some minor

differences were composed in 1785 through

the intervention

of

relating to Kilanilai.
the Madras Government except the quarrel

The

Nawab’s

services.

war

with

Sivaganga.

The Tondaiman’s

the English
In 1789 the Tondaiman was asked by

to

‘I'he management of the
help in a campaign against Sivagaiga.
known as Cinna
country was in the: hands of two brothers,
du.
Marudu and Periya (or Vellaiya) Maru
November 1786,
The Nawab wrote to the Governor in
of Cinna Marudu and
complaining of the intolerable conduct
the utter misrule

military
in the country and requested that a

ctory and rebellious
force might be sent to chastise the refra
the Nawab that the
Sérvaikar. The Governor agreed with
Tondaiman was informed
Sérvaikar should be put down, and the

by the Nawab

as he
that he should take as many fighting men

any under the command
could spare and join those of the Comp
to Sivagafiga to reduce the
of Colonel Stuart, who would march
country.

Colonel Stuart wrote to the Toridaiman
to state that “ the corps of Captain
in three days” and that he should
his
and “show him by-ways for
Sivaganga, was first captured, and
kévil, the stronghold of the ruler.
and

retired

westwards.

After

in February,

1789

Knox would be in his country
furnish him with provisions
Kollangudi, near
march”.
later (June, 1789) KalaiyarCinna Marudu left the woods

the conclusion

of

the

campaign,

that “the business was
General Stuart wrote to the Tondaiman
help and

the Tondaiman’s
happily closed, which he owed to
was very careful in all
Divine Mercy”, that “Oomaniah*
his services he was
respects ”, that ““ whenever occasion required
his life’ and that “he had
very ready with his force to hazard
ian letter was U. M.
® Umanayya mentioned in the Pers

dar of the Tondaiman’s army.

Antaiyar

a Sar-
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brought to the notice of the Nabob and the Company

the brave

services of his men and the supplies that he had received from
him of the requisite provision and cattle”.
It appears from a
report of General Horne to the Governor

soon

after General

Stuart

(November,

left Sivaganga,

leaving

1789)

that

a regiment

there, Cinna Marudu again returned to his country and resumed
his customary depredations in the neighbouring countries.
Death of the Tondaiman. His character. In December,
1789, Raghunatha Raya Tondaiman died. In his devoted
attachment to the English and the Nawab, he in no way fell
short of his predecessor, Vijaya Raghunatha Raya Tondaiman.

To use his own words, “it was his determination as long as he
continued

in

this

world

not

to

deviate

a hair’s

breadth in

allegiance to the Circar and the Company’. “The Nawab
showed to him greater favour than to any other” and “the
Tondaimans

were

honoured

by

being

given

seats

near

the

palace

was

relatives of the Nawab’.
The Tondaimdn’s charities.

The

Tondaiman’s

at Sivanandapuram, half a mile to the north of the Town.
He is therefore popularly known as Sivénandapuram Durai,
He continued to maintain the charities instituted by his
predecessors. In 1785,
mangalam for the God

Negapatam).
samudram

Raja endowed lands at PillaKilvélir (modern Kivalir near

In 1787, he granted Aiyankulam or Rajagopala-

near Mullir

.to Brahmins.*
Gurukkal,

the
at

Imam

and

Kumaramangalam,

In 1788, he assigned
(?) of the mosque

both

rent-free,

lands to Ahmad

at Lakshmanpatti,

Saheb
on

the

orders of the. Nawab.t Four chatrams were established during
this reign.; One was founded at Ayippatti near VArapptir (1779)
by Nallakattayi, a step-mother of the Ruler. Kallakéttai Ayi,
one of the Ranis established a chatram at Onangudi (1783)
* Copper plate grants.

t P. 8.1. 978.
் The Statistical Account of Pudukkéttai (1813),
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Tirumalai
Rani, at Ichiyadi.
and Chinnaranmanai Jagirdar

founded the Chinnaiydchatram on the Tanjére road.
VIJAYA RAGHUNATHA TONDAIMAN (1789—1807).
Contemporary Ruler.
Carnatic.
Muhammad

Ali Wallagdh (1 7§2—95),

Umdat-ul-Umara (Nawab of Trichinopoly) till 1801 “when

the Carnatic

was annexed by the English.

Tanjore.
Amar Singh (1787—98).
(1799).
Sarabhoji IT (1798—1833). Tanjore was annexed by the English
Ramnad.

Mutturdmalinga—-deposed in 1794.
Mysore.

Tipu

Sultdn (2 782—99).

Krsna

Radja

III of the Wodeyar family was

placed on the throne in 1799.

Fort St. Georye— Governors :-—
Sir Archibald Campbell (1786—90).
Edward Holland (1789).
John Holland (1789.)
General Meadows (1790—92).

Sir Charles Oakley (1792—94).

Lord Hobart (1 794-98).

).
Lt. General George Harris-c-in-c. acting (1798
Lord Clive (1798-7809).

Lord William C. Bentinck (1803—07).
William Petrie (1807).

Sir George Barlow (1807—14).

Raya

Tondaiman

Raghunatha

had

no

male

issue

who

He left behind him
could succeed him as ruler of the State.
popularly known as
Ammal,
only a daughter—Perumdévi
‘ Ammal Ayi ’—who, according to custom, could not be installed

as the ruler.

then alive.
to

succeed

The uncle of Raya Raghunatha

He
in

Tondaiman

was

was very ill in 1789 and waived his claim

favour

of

his

eldest son, Vijaya

Raghunatha

Tondaiman, who was installed as the ruler of the State in 1789
He was born in 1759 and was therefore thirty years of age when
he became the ruler of the State. We learn from contemporary
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Persian manuscripts that “at his succession to the Government,
he was obliged to pay fifty thousand pagodas to the Nabob
Mahomed Ally Khan, who refused to confirm his succession
until the money was sent”.

The

Tondaiman’s

family.

He

had

five

sons

and

a

daughter, of whom two survived him—Vijaya Raghunatha Raya
Tondaiman and Raghunatha
Tondaiman,
who
afterwards

became rulers of the State in 1807 and in 1825 respectively.
The rule of Vijaya Raghunatha Tondaiman was remarkable

for the many charities that he instituted, and the wars in which
his forces were engaged, signalising the devoted attachment to

the English and the Nawab
predecessors.

which he had inherited from his

Conferment of Military Rank and the Title of “ Raja
Bahadur” on the Tondaiman.
In October, 1795, Muhammad
Ali, the Nawab of Arcot, died.
Before his death, he conferred
upon the Tondaiman the title of Rdjd Bahadur, so that hence-

forth the Tondaimans were known as the Rajas of Pudukkéttai.
The

‘Tondaiman

had

well

earned

this

distinction

unswerving devotion to the Nawab and the English.

was dated 17th October, 1796, and ran as follows :-—~

by

his

The sanad

“As a reward for the faithful services rendered by
you and
your ancestors, the title of “ Raja Bahadir” is besto
wed upon
you and a mansab ;* you can keep a force of 1,500
cavalry; a
flag, a naggara (kettle-drum), a turband, a J aga (a jewel
for the

head inlaid with precious stones), an elephant and
a khillat (are
sent) and you are elevated thereby.
Regarding these as marks’

of good will, you should

be solicitous of obtaining

more.

You

should follow the footsteps of your ancestors in
rendering service

and carrying out instructions without. any objection.
should be regarded as a mark of good fortune ”.
° Mansab was ‘a military title and rank conferred

by

the

This
Moghul

Government of Delhi, regulated by the suppo
sed number of horse the
holder of the title could, if required, bring into
the field ”. Wilson.
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A nazar of 25,000 pagodas was sent by the Raja in consithe Nawab.
deration of the honours conferred on him by

The Nawab’s wars with his Poligars.—

The Poligars of UdaiyarUdaiydrpdlayam and Ariyalir.
palayam and Ariyaltir, who had been reinstated and made
renters of their palayams, did not pay even “the trifle” which
they had to pay as rent and

were

contemplating

They

revolt.

were imprisoned by the Nawab but escaped. Their attempts
to get back their palayams by peaceful methods proved fruitless,
d their
and in 1796 they returned to their palayams, assemble
forces and

revolted

against

the Nawab.

The

English sent an

applied
army towards the close of 1796 to Udaiyarpalayam and

to the Tondaiman for help. The Raja of Pudukkéttai sent
in
69 horse and 2,203 foot-soldiers to quell the insurrections
was
it
for since
the two palayams. Further forces were applied
Nawab would
the
army,
felt that ‘‘ relying on the Tondaiman’s
and July, 1797,
not send any other force”, and “in April
sent” to these
abou + 200 horse-soldiers and 5,000 foot were
the Carnatic
palayame. Order was at length restored, and, after
1801, the Poligars
finally came into the hands of the English in
were

recognised as ordinary Istimirdr Zamindars* in 1816.

not pay his
Turaiyir. ‘The Poligar of Turaiyuir, who could
advantage
peshcush, had fled to the Tanjore country. Taking
of the trouble which in 1796 broke out in

profiting by the distracted and enfeebled
authority,

he

determined

to excite

Udaiyarpalayam

state of the

disturbance

in

and

Nawab's

Turaiytr.

He accordingly collected a considerable number of men and,
in all
aided by his adherents, spread terror and devastation
parts of the palayam. Since he had lost all hopes of being restored
to its management, he was determined to convert this fertile

district into a barren waste.

The Tondaiman who was appealed

to for a strong force sent & force of 1,456 infantry and 8,000 men.
The Nawab ultimately came to terms with the Poligar, who in
1816 became an Istimlrdr Zamindar.
= land permanently sottled..
® Istimtrdr
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Visehginattu Kallars of
source of trouble to the
Frequent complaints were

brought against them by the Nawab, and the Raja of Tanjore
was again and again required to take the necessary steps for
their subjugation.
In 1797 the Tondaiman sent a force of

about 700 men to chastise them.
forthe

time

being

from

The Kallars were restrained

their depredations.

During the

years

1791—93, the Tondaiman was engaged in minor disputes with
Tanjore and Sivaganga.
Ramnad becomes a Zamindari.
was reported about this time

to be

The Sétupati of Ramnad
oppressive

and

tyrannical.

He injured and oppressed the inhabitants, weakened and impoverished the country and brought indelible shame on his family
by his dissipation. Major Stevenson, who was sent against the
Sétupati, in February, 1795, surrounded his fort and captured
the Raja who did not resist. The Sétupati was deposed.
The

British Government took over the direct management of Ramnad
for about eight

years,

and then made the Sétupati’s

sister the

Istimirdr Zaminddrini in 1803.
The third Mysore war.—The immediate cause of this war
was Tipu’s attack on Travancore, a State in alliance with and
under the protection of the company. In the course of the war,
Tipu descended into the Carnatic (November 1790)

the northern bank of the Kavéri near Srfratgam.
instructions,

the

Tondaiman sent an army of 1,500

Sardar Mahalinga Mudaliyar against
wards retired from the plain since Lord
the war into the Mysore plateau and
capital. The war was brought to a
Seringapatam.
The last war
with the French,
effect on him.

and reached

According to
men, under

him. Tipu soon afterCornwallis had carried
threatened the Sultan’s
close by the treaty of

with Mysore.—Tipu

had been intriguing

and the Governor-General’s

Hence orders were issued for the

protests
advance

had

no

of an
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Colonel Brown
English army into Mysore in February 1799.
Pudukkéttai
with an army which included 1,400 men from
after capturing
reached Seringapatam on the 11th of May
April.. He learnt that
Karur, Erode, and other small forts in

had

he was just a week too late and that Seringapatam
captured on the 4th of May

and

Tipu

Colonel

killed.

detachment returned to the South on the 22nd

possession of the district of Coimbatore.
Tondaiman’s men in J uly, 1799.

He

been

Brown’s

of May and took

sent

back

the

prize-money to the
Orders were passed for the grant of
At first there was an attempt
TondaimAan’s officers and men.
Brown from any share in
to exclude the detachment of Colonel
Seringapatam only after
the captured property, since it reached

the fort had been captured.

Ultimately however it was given

a share.

re) to the English —
Transfer of the Carnatic (and Tanjo
were found in the fallen
After the fall of Seringapatam, papers

his son Umdut-ul-Umara,
city showing that Muhammad Ali and
, had been engaged in
who was then the Nawab of Arcot
An inquiry was ordered,
treasonable correspondence with Tipu.
Nawab died. His heir would not
but while it was going on, the
English, and the Nawabship was
accept the terms offered by the
member of the family, with
therefore conferred upon a junior
whom

which the new Nawab was
a treaty was entered into under
a

of the province—subject to
to receive one-fifth of the revenues
proclamation

month, and a
minimum of 12,000 pagodas—every
1801, announcing
was issued on the 31st of July,

the transfer

any. The kingdom
of the Carnatic to. the Hast India Comp Company on the
made over to the

of Tanjore had been
permitted to reside in the
95th of April 1799. The Raja was
of one lakh
Tanjor e Fort and received an annual payment
revenue of the country,
of pagodas and one-fifth of ‘the net
sented both the Nawab
So from August, 1801, the Company repre

over the
and the Raja of Tanjore and exercised full control
them.
provinces which had belonged to
102
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The first ‘Poligar War.’ —Kattabomma Nayak, Poligar of
the Poligar of N agalapuram and some
Pafijalamkuricchi,
others plundered the surrounding villages, refused to pay. their

peshcush and were extremely turbulent.
Their refractory
conduct was left unnoticed unti] the fall of Seringapatam in
May 1799 set free sufficient forces foran army to be sent against
them. An
expedition was placed under the command of
Major Bannerman in August, 1799. The fort of Pafijalamkuricchi
was attacked, and Kattabomma Nayak evacuated it with

his forces

and

Ettayapuram

fled northwards.

He

was

Poligar, but Kattabomma

pursued

by

the

Nayak escaped first to

Sivagatiga and then to the woods in the Tondaiman’s country.
On the 8th of September, the Collector, Mr. Lushington,
wrote to the Tondaiman to exert himself to secure the person of

Kattabomma Nayak and of the Palayakar of Nagalapuram, who
were represented as having fled to his country.

The Tondaiman

wrote to Mr. Lushington on the 24th September, 1799, that “on
every side in the mountains and on the hills he had placed people
to find out the hiding place of the enemy” and that “by the
blessing of God, the prosperity of the Company and his own good
fortune, Kattabomma Nayak with his dumb brother, two

brothers-in-law

and

three

other

people—altogether

seven

persons—were discovered in the jungle of the village of Kaliapoor,

in the Sivaganga Taluk”.
They were
Captain Smith commanding in Madura.

sent,

as required,

to

Kattabomma Nayak was soon afterwards removed to
Kaittar, in the Tinnevelly District, where, on the finding of a
court-martial, he was hanged on the |7th October 1799 in the

presence of the Poligars of Tinnevelly assembled for the purpose.
The others that had been captured were kept in confinement at
Palamcotta. The rebel Palayakars were dispossessed of their
estates and compelled to dismantle their own forts and give: up
a considerable quantity of arms.

Congratulations were showered on the Raja of Pudukkéttai
for’ his

capture — of

Kattabomma

Nayak

and

his

party.
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Mr. Lushington informed the Tondaiman that “the Company
were highly gratified,he was much applauded and: that he was
He also wrote to the Madras

fully established in their favour”.

“indeed in whatever

that

Government

it was

of view

point

considered, the service which the Tondaiman had performed was

of the highest importance ” The Governor, Lord Clive, wrote to
the Tondaiman in November that “ his ancestors with reference
firm in the
to the Government of the English Company had been
times’’,
former wars and rendered excellent services at different
taken by
that “the fresh proof of his exertions and the interest

the fame of his
him in Government affairs had already spread

family ”, that “it was impressed on his mind and would be
communicated to the Directors in England" and that “by way
of gratitude, he was

sending

honour) with a horse ”
two thousand gold coins.

The

therewith

one

‘The Raja received

second ‘Poligar War’.—The

Khilut

(a dress of

also a present of

Poligar of Pafijalam-

left
kuriechi who was hanged at Kaittar in September, 1799, had
two

Of these the younger, Omayan

brothers.

or “the dumb

full
a8 he was called, was “a person of great energy and

boy”,

by the natives

and was regarded

of resources

almost

as a

a near
The brothers had a supporter in Sivattayya,
divinity”.
leader of a large party
relative who was at large, and was the
Through his efforts the brothers and a number
of sympathisers.

cotta made their
of other Poligar prisoners confined at Palam
escape in February, 1801, by overpowering their guard. They
They rebuilt
reached Pafijalamkuricchi and gathered 6,000 men.
it in a better condition than it had ever been

the fort, and put

combefore. Lieutenant-Colonel Agnew who was appointed to

mand

the troops in the field, captured the fort in May,

upon which

received

the rebels fied into Sivaganga

they were

where

Col. Agnew
honour by the Marudus.
the surrender of the chief of Pafijalamkuricchi and

with

demanded

1801,

great

other principal leaders, on pain of the Marudus being themselves

treated

as

rebels, and

as

they

showed

no

signs

of
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against

them.

Lieutenant Colonel Innes, commanding in Dindigul, was directed
to co-operate with

the troops in Sivaganga,

The Tondaimdn’s services to the English.—The Tondaiman
was applied to for help and he promptly responded.*
*The
William

services

that

Blackburne,

in

he
a

rendered
letter

to

have
the

been

summarised

Madras

by

Government

Captain

written

in

May, 1803.

The following are extracts from this letter :—
“Tondaiman had everything to dread from the hatred and revenge of the

surviving Chief of Panjalamcourichy, whom he had formerly arrested and
delivered in fetters into the hands of his enemies, and whose brother he had
conducted to the scaffold.
Despairing of inducing him to become a party in
their rebellion, they sent him word that he must be sensible, that

his

country

was entirely at their mercy, that if he would not join them, they required from
him at the least’a strict neutrality, and they insisted that he should neither
send succour nor provisions to the Company's troops nor allow them a passage
through his country.
If the Tondaiman failed in any one of these points, the
Servagars declared that they had bound themselves by a solemn oath to send
the Panjalamcourichy Chief and his followers, and five thousand of their own
troops to overrun his country and to plunder and burn it. Nevertheless the
Tondaiman directed his troops to be assembled, and in four days three thousand
marched to join Lieutenant Colonel Innes.

" At the first suggestion, Tondaiman gave up Trimiem, the only stronghold

in his dominions, for a depét for the use of Lieutenant

Colonel

Agnew’s

army.

“Tondaiman received with distinction the Zemindar of Sivaganga whose

installation by the English with much state in the camp, had been
in detaching many from the rebel ‘“Marudus”, and afforded him
although he was well aware that this step would excite the most
hatred in the rebels. He sent nine-hundred men, who escorted the

and remained with him as a body-guard.
“A

great number

of. the families of Murdoo’s

of service
protection,
rancorous
Zemindar

principal adherents

had

concealed themselves in the jungles upon or near the frontiers
of Tondaiman.
A list of these families was sent to Tondaiman and he apprehended the whole
in one night and secured them, some in the Fort of Trimiem and others in
the
Villages in the interior.

“During the whole of the campaign, the Tondaiman’s troops alone escorted

all thé supplies of grain, ete., which were sent by the Collector
of Tanjore to
the depot at Trimiem and the stores and ammunitions which were sent from

‘Trichinopoly were met by the Tondaiman’s guard at the frontier and conducted
with speed and safety to the depét.
“Frequent and important intelligence

was

sent to me

by

Tondaim4n,

with many sensible opinions on the peculiar nature of the war, which received
the approbation of Lieutenant Colonel Agnew ”.
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: Siruvayal was occupied by Lieutenant Colonels Agnew and’
Innes on the 30th of July, and for about a month, the force was
employed in endeavouring to penetrate the dense forest between
the camp at Siruvayal and the fort at Kalaiyarkévil, the
principal stronghold of the rebels, situated about five miles direct
south of Siruvayal.
A large number of woodcutters from
Dindigul and Pudukkottai were put upon this work.
In
September, Piranmalai was taken.
On

Ist

October,

the

force

advanced

by

three

distinct

routes to Kalaiyarkévil. The allied chiefs defended them-—
selves with great valour.
Superiority of discipline at length
prevailed and Kalaiyarkévil was soon afterwards taken (Ist of
October),

and the rebels dispersed in

every

direction.

By

the

end of the month, the two Marudus, their sons and principal
followers, and the Chief of Pafijalamkuricchi had all: been
taken and executed with the‘exception of the younger son of
Cinna Marudu and seventy-one others who were transported for
life.
The Tondaimdn praised by the Governor for his help in the
War..

The

Governor

of Madras. wrote

December that “he was
were over through his
brought to. his mind the
and anxiety to further

to the

Tondaiman

in

happy to observe that the disturbances
kind aid and advice”, that “ when he
innumerable instances of his solicitude
the interests and prosperity of the

Honorable Company, he (the Governor as the good friend of the

Tondaiman) could not but express his sense of the worth and
excellence so vividly shining in his good conduct towards them”,

and that “he hoped that God would render the long existing
friendship between the Tondaiman and the Honorable Company
to last for years to come ”

The close of the Era of Wars.

In 1801 the era of wars

terminated so far as South India was concerned.

“A mixed

Government, partly carried on on English principles and partly
controlled by the Nawab’s prejudices, had come to an end and
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been succeeded by a Government purely English, at unity with
The results of this change
itself and as just as it is powerful.
The Poligars had
valuable.
and
important
most
been
have
become Zamindars and had changed their nature as well as
One can scarcely believe that the Nayaka and
their name.

Marava Zamindars of the present day are the lineal descendants
of those turbulent and apparently untamable chiefs, of whose
deeds of violence and daring the eighteenth century was so
full ”.*
The sepoys of the Tondaiman found their occupation. gone,

and the Amaragars and Uliagars to whom lands had been given
on service-tenure instead of wages were henceforward required
to watch at the gates of the Palace, oversee the harvesting of
paddy, collect Sirkar money, etc.,—rather tame work for men
that had opposed Hyder and the Marudus.

Grant of the Kilanilai tract to the Tondaiman—In April,
1803,
Captain
Blackburne,
the Resident,
wrote to the
Tondaiman that he had received the commands of the Governer
to ascertain the nature of the Tondaiman’s claim to Kilanilai
and express his opinion on it, At the Raja’s request the captain
met him

in a village near the frontier, where

the former fully

apprised him of his claims to the fort.
The Raja further
requested that the Government of Madras might be pleased to
confer upon him the title of Maharaja and the honour of having
a white umbrella and gold staffs carried before him.

Having ascertained the full extent of the Tondaiman’s
claims and wishes, the Resident submitted a very full and
explanatory report (May, 1803) to the Madras Government,
furnishing a statement of the conduct of the Tondaiman during
the Siv agatiga rebellion and submitting two packets of translations made by himself of papers received from the Tondaiman,
of which one contained a statement of the Tondaiman’s claim to
the fort and district of Kflanilai and translations
* Dr. Caldwell’s History of Tinnevelly, pp. 298—9.

of

letters on
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which it. was founded, and the, other, letters received by the
Tondaiman’s

ancestors

from

persons

of

distinction in

the

Company's service,
After due consideration of the Report, the Governor-inCouncil ceded the fort and district of Kilanilai to the Tondaiman
by a grant, dated 8th July, 1803. The following are extracts

from Lord Clive’s letter on the subject.

|

“Tt is my intention that you and your descendants shall
hold the district in perpetual lease, subject to the tribute of an

elephant to be presented annually to the British Government.
But as the orders about to issue on this subject must be
dependent on the order of confirmation of the Honorable Court
of Directors, you will not consider the arrangement to be
permanent until it shall have been ratified by the Court of
Directors. In the meantime I shall direct that you shall be
placed in possession of the Fort of Keelanelly and that you shall
enjoy the revenues of the district until the final decision of the
Court of Directors on your claim shall have been made known
to this Government.
“With reference to the honorary marks of distinction

which Captain Blackburne has informed me that you are desirous
of possessing, I have determined that you and your descendants

shall be permitted to assume the distinguishing marks of two
gold chobdar* sticks, conformably to the wish which you have
expressed on that subject; and in token of my approbation, I
have directed that two gold sticks of that description shall be
prepared and presented to you in my name”.
The cession of Kilanilai was confirmed by the Court of
Directors whose decision was communicated to the Raja in a
letter dated 7th March,

1806,

The grant was: made subject to

the yearly tribute of an elephant. The tribute, however, was
not insisted upon, and in 1836 it was formally excused. The
two gold Chobdar sticks were handed over to the Tondaiman’s
Vakil in December, 1803.
* Chobdar literally means an attendant who carries » staff.
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In

1804,

boundary

disputes

between

[cHapP.

Pudukkéttai

and

Marungapuri and Pudukkottai and Manapparai (Kumaravadf)
were settled, and boundary stones planted by the Company’s
officers.*

The
Raja’.

much

Tondaiman’s

Charities.

The

Ruler styled ‘Bhoja

The Raja distinguished himself by his,munificence so

that he is generally known

by the name of Bhéja

after the well-known ruler of Dhar.

A

number

of Chatrams

were built and

Raja

endowed by

the

Raja and his relatives, for example, the Adapp
akkaran Chatram +

and the Chatrams at Mullur, ¢ Onaneudi § and Kulav
aippatti. ||

The Raja endowed many temples both within and outside
the
State. It was in his time that lands were assig
ned{7 for ‘the
Tondaiman’s Kaffalats” or offerings in the name of
the Tondai-

man to the Gods at the well-known shrin
es of Ramésvaram,
Madura, Palni, Chidambaram, Tirupati, Tric
hinopoly and other
places.
Many Brahmins were invited to settle
in the State by

presents of houses and lands—as
at Kiranur or Mangalambalpuram
(1804),
Sellukudi
or Brahadambalpuram — (1799),
Tirumalairayasamudram (1796), Tirumalairayapur
am (1794) and
Ranhgammalsamudram near Perungaltr.
In some cases, lands Were assigned rent-free
for agrahdrams

(Brahmin

settlements)

as at, Subbammalpuram near V alnad.

*See pages 724 and 725 above.
t To west of Tirugokarnam built in
1797 in the name of Kttappan who
stood high in the favour of the Raja.
A chatram was also founded at Benares
in the name of fhis servant.

t Built by the Chinnaranmanai Jagirdayr.

§ Built in 1799 in the

name of Amm ani Ayi wife of Vijaya “Rag
hunatha
Tondaiman, the Western Palace JAgirdar.
l Built in 1803, by Kattakuricchi Ayi,
step-mother of the Raja.
1 The Raja granted large tracts‘of land
at very easy

rates of assessment
for the endowment of a chatram at Gandharvak
éttai founded by the Chettiyars
of Arimalam, and to Muttukuméarasvami Pillai’s
choultry at Trichinopoly.
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lands,

either

were

Brahmins

to

assigned

various

in

lands.—Lands

of Sarvamdnyam

of the
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Sarvamdnyam

as

or Ammaniammalor rent-free lands, for example at Kévilir
By assigning
samudram, and Malaiytr or Ramachandrapuram.
rent-free

or

at

easy

rates

of

assessment,

the

Tondaiman endeavoured to get forest lands cleared and rendered

of more than 50 cases in
There are records
fit for cultivation.
be granted to Brahmins
which forest lands were ordered to

Learned men were encouraged, and there are
rent-free.
In this way there
specific cases of lands assigned to them.
Raja’s rule.
was much literary activity during Bhoja
TondaiDeath of the Tondaiman.—Raja Vijaya Raghunatha
sons,
two
left
man died on the Ist of February, 1807. He
Raghunatha TondaiVijaya Raghunatha Raya Tondaiman and
of age respectively.
man, who were only ten and nine years

children, Ayi Amma Ayi,
Nevertheless, the mother of these
s2tt, and, in spite of all dissuasions, threw

offered to commit
fire, after
herself into a specially prepared pit of

entrusting

sons, it is said, to the confiding care of Captain
The
who, however, was not theh at Pudukkéttai.

Amma

her

Blackburme,
sati of Ayi

of the
Ayi occurred at Karatépe, the funeral-ground came

occurrence, the ground
Tondaiman family, and, after this

place where wreaths of
to be called Mdlai Idu (meaning the
A temple was erected at
flowers were offered to the departed).
land.
the place, and was endowed with
afterwards became
According to Mr. 8. R. Lushington, who

a proof of fidelity
Governor of Madras, the Tondaiman “gave
according

to the Company that had never been surpassed’

to Lord Clive, Governor of Madras,

“he

and

had not only rendered

le Company,
himself conspicuous among the allies of the Honorab
s had
ancestor
his
but had far extended the good name which

He ruled and treated his subjects and
secured for him”.
on the civil and
servants with kindness and he carried
in the
regularly”. The Raja died

military

administration

literal sense of the term full of honours,
108
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CENTURY).

The 18th century was a period of wars which decided
ultimately who should be supreme in South India.
The French

made

a bid

for empire

disputes at Hyderabad

by

creating

civil wars or succession

and in the Carnatic.

The

battles round

Trichinopoly and Arcot and in the Chingleput Districts left
the English supreme in the Carnatic.
The Marathas and
Hyder and Tipu of Mysore had then to be humbled. After the
annexation of the Carnatic and Tanjore there were only the
refractory Poligars left to be subdued. The Tondaimans were
called upon to play an important part in all these military
transactions. The history of the State during this century is
taken up more with the campaigns in which the Tondaimans
participated than with the details of their administration. We
shall not be wrong, however, in believing that ‘the earlier
Tondaimans continued the administrative system of the Nayaks

briefly described in the last section.

The political status of the Tondaiman Rajas.
In copper plate grants * and in inscriptions +, the ‘Tondaimans dated their grants till about 1804 A. D. by the regnant
years of the descendants of the Vijayanagar Emperors who
were
then no better than local chieftains. Until the break-up
of the
Madura kingdom, the ‘l'ondaimans were feudatories of
the Nayak
kings. Namana and Ramasvdmi Tondaiman of Kolatttir called

themselves after the contemporary Nayak rulers.
The Jesuit
letters mention that “the Tondaiman Raja had
made himself

formidable by 1711 to the king of Madura”,
Rev.

W.

Taylor,t

the Ruler

of Pudukkéttai

According to the
then

ranked with

those of Travancore, Ramnad and Sivaganga
as “the adopted
sons” of the kings of Madura whereas the other chieft
ains of the
South were merely “ palayakar servants”.

* Cf. State Museum plates-Numbers 23 to 31, ranging in date
from

to 1804 A.D.

1733

Ucchéni grant, 1710 A. D. and Kadayakkudi grant, 1718 A. D,

t Cf. P.S. 1. 763 at Vepnaimuttuppatti dated 1798 A. D.

t Oriental Historical Manuscripts, pp. 161—3,
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The

kingdom

question

whether

Tondaiman

the

the

after

a

was

extinction

tributary

of

chief

the

Nayak

who

owned

allegiance to the Nawab of Carnatic or whether he was an
independent ruler, is discussed at some length in a memorandum-

for the
and the

“An inquiry into the Policy of Making Conquests
Mahometans in India with the British Arms,—1\779",

the
conclusion arrived at was that the Raja of Tanjore and
the
Tondaiman were independent rulers in no way subject to

Nawab.

In a letter

to the

Madras

Government

which

Nawab

the

as
of Carnatic wrote in 1771, he stated that it was ‘‘as plain
Sivaganga and Pudukkéttai were
the Sun” that Ramnad,
opoly.. A
States that had long been dependent on Trichin

select committee consisting of Josias Du Pré, Governor of
Ardley,
Samuel
and
Hastings,
Warren
and
Madras,
three
members of council, was appointed to consider how far the
mentioned above were subject to Tanjore or
principalities
‘Upon inquiry,” it appeared to them, “ that
Trichinopoly.
nor Nalcooty (Sivagahga) ever
Marawar (Ramnad)
ment of
regular or yearly tribute to the Govern
paid any
opoly,
ng
Trichin
which accordi
to the power and opportunity
neither

they met with, received sums of money from

them

by way

of

d the
Nazirs or presents; with regard to Tondaiman they receive
The Madras Council issued the following proceedings
same.”
committee.
on 6th May, 1771, on the report of the select
“A sketch of the case of the Marawar, Nalcooty and Tondaiman,

in
entered on the Minutes of the select committee, will show

Poligars are
the best manner we can trace how far these
dependent either on Trichinopoly or ‘l'anjore: it appears that

the only right over these is power and that constitutionally they
are independent of both.”
The Nawab

had long been jealous

the English and the Tondaimans.

catrying

on

direct

correspondence

of the

intimacy

‘The Tondaimans

with

the Madras

between

had

been

council,
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The Nawab got a proclamation issued in the time of George
Pigot, Governor of Madras, that “since the whole country of the
Carnatic from Nellore to Tinnevelly had fallen into the hands of

His Highness the Nawab”, the company’s servants “were by no
means to meddle in the affairs of his country and all the
tributary chiefs were to implicitly obey His Highness’ orders”.
In August 1765, the Nawab was confirmed by the Mughal Emperor
as the Subahdar of the Carnatic and made independent of the
Nizam of the Deccan.

In March

1768,

Umdat-ul-umara,

the

eldest son of the Nawab, was appointed, with the permission of
the Madras council, Viceroy of Trichinopoly.
The Nawab

desired that the Vakils of the South Indian princes who
formerly been “admitted to Madras” must

be

had

“excluded from

the least correspondence with our Presidency”. The Tondaiman’s Vakils henceforward resided at Trichinopoly. In spite

of his right to declare his independence, the Tondaiman was

satisfied with declaring himself.as being under the protection of
the Nawab, since the latter was an ally of the English Company.

‘The Raja enjoyed, however, the highest regard and
confidence of all the Company's officers from the Governor
downwards.

Before

his departure

for Europe

in

April,

1759,

Col. Lawrence wrote to the Raja to say that “he would lay

before His Majesty and the Court of Directors all the pains .and
trouble the Tondaimin had taken for the English and the:
assistance which

he had

afforded,

to

which

they

owed.

their

victory,” that “he would not forget at all the friendship that the
Tondaiman

sincerely and manifestly

avowed to him

in every

point”, and, that “though he might appear to have gone to a
distant country, the assistance and benevolences
which his
friend (the Tondaiman) had bestowed would alway
s appear
uppermost in his recollection”.
|

With the annexation of the Carnatic, the Tondaiman came
under the protection of the British and was looked upon
as @
“loyal ally” who paid no tribute to his overlord.
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The chief administrative officer was

Ministers.

styled the

the Dalavdi of the
Kédryakarta, who must have taken the place of
kan, etc.,
The other officers, Rdyasam, Kanak
Nayak times.
also.

mentioned
The

ministers

736, continued

page

on

formed

the

Raja’s

this

in

council,

century

which

was

often

sons. The Chief officer
attended by the Raja's brothers and
Jagirdars
Kdrbér.
entrusted with the revenue collection was the
had their own Karbars.
the Court of Trichinopoly
The Raja maintained a Vakil at
a

corresponds to that of
or at Madras. His office somewhat
Soon
plenipotentiary.
modern Chargé @’ affaires or minister
d his arzts or credentials
after his appointment, a Vakil presente
seems to
to the Nawab

or the Governor

at Madras.

Persian

atic correspondence
have been the language of diplom

with the

Government.
Nawab and the Madras

Justice.

with the help of
The Raja dispensed justice, often

up
Raja Vijaya Raghunatha set
Pandits versed in legal lore.
It was really a council to
justice.
the Dharmdsanam or seat of
ice, and was
advise

the

Raja

the

in

administration

- of

just

sts, all the high officers of the
composed of Pandits who were juri
table citizens.
State, and a number of respec
s and Magistrates,
The Tahsildars, who were also Police chief

s crude and summary justice.
administered in the taluks and firka
in
the Jagirdars dispensed justice in their own way
Very often

the areas under their
themselves through
class.

g
control, and settled differences amon

arbitrators selected from

among

their own

There are instances of trial by ordeal even in this century.
A Ratgiyam inscription (P. S. I. 876 dated 1737—8) relates to
decision of the
the settlement of a dispute over & channel. The
Raja’s agent was in favour of one Nagappan who underwent a
P. S. I.
fire ordeal unharmed in the Amman temple of Paganéri.
929 relates to the decision by Virasinnu Nayak of a dispute
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the Pallars and Paraiyars of the village in favour of the

former, since a member

of their community had

successfully

undergone the ordeal of dipping his fingers into a pot of boiling
ghee.

Army.

The

standing-army.
rent-free lands,

State

did

not

maintain

any

considerable

The
Sardars
and Servaikars, who
enjoyed
maintained almost all the cavalry and infantry.

For instance, we read in old records that Pérum Rayan
Pallavarayar and his brothers maintained
722 men,
and
Ramasvami Ranhgiya Tévar, 130 men armed with swords and

about 210 with match-locks. The men received training under
capable officers.* They were often trained by English officers
before they were sent for active field service.
Col. Stuart
his letter dated March 28, 1789, requested the Tondaiman
‘direct his men to march so as to arrive on Tuesday

in
to
at

Tripatoor,” and informed ‘him that “he would have them well
inculcated

in

the articles of war, after

their

arrival

at

the

place aforesaid.”
The weapons commonly in use were swords and bucklers,
spears, daggers, pikes, slings for throwing stones, bows and
arrows and match-locks.
The men from Pudukk6ttai were very

clever in the use of the boomerang.

The military
Sarddr, Sérvaikdr
Amarakdre.

officers were
or captain.

the Fauzddr or commander,
The retainers were called

Bullocks to drag the cannons, coolies, and trained spies
formed an indispensable appendage to the army. A bazaar
followed

every

in the Inam

army

to sell

office records

the

necessaries of

that the Tondaiman

life.

Raja

many occasions 4,000 to 8,000 men.
This number
both combatants and non- -combatant followers.

We find

sent

on

included

* Owk Raja of the Vilnyenagar royal family and his assistant Bédi Rowth
were once ‘engaged to train theTondaiman’s men.
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The Raja possessed lands of his own.

Revenue, etc.”

Land

name of religion
Indm \ands included (1) those alienated in the
e. g. dévaddnam, chatram
or charity or in consideration of service,
e.g. the tec
lands, Brahmadéyam, Védavrtti, etc., (2) Jdgirs,

Amarams-granted
created by Vijaya Raghunatha Raya, and (3)
to

military

services were numerous.

granted

indms

or

Umbalams

The

officers.

for

‘The only income that the State dervied

from indm lands were quit-rents and minor

The amédni

cesses.

of the century;
or vérapattu settlement was the chief feature
but the State took
under this system no definite rent was fixed,
a share

of the actual produce.

Religion and Charity.
The Tondaimans were s0
State the appellation Dharma

charitable as to win for the
Samastdnam or the ‘land of

at
the temple
enlarged
Raya
charity” | Raghunatha
aghanapuram Durai),
Kudumiyamalai. Vijaya Raghunatha (Siv
Dussara festival and
the disciple of Sri Sadasiva, instituted the
within the old palace.
built the temple of Sri Dakginamurti
not
He also built and endowed chatrams

also outside,—even at distant Benares.

only

in the

State

He built a temple

but

over

Vijaya Ragunatha (Bhdja
r.
the tomb of Sri Sadagiva at Nert
temples both within and
Raja) made endowments to many
lats or grants for divine
outside the State, and instituted kaffa
the State, such as
outside
service, in W ell-known shrines

poly
Ramégvaram, Madura, Palni, Trichino
such

endowments

deserve

special

and Tirupati.

Three

(i) a grant

of 24

mention:

palace-shrine of Sri
villages in Valnad for worship in. the
(2) two villages for the maintenance of the
Daksinamurti,
e

le at Malaidu wher
shrine at Nertr and (3) lands for the temp
d
orme Sati.
the Rani of Vija ya Raghunatha perf
The Tondaiman Rajas invited learned Brahmins to settle in
the State and granted them rent-free lands.

sites

on condition that

they

were

cleared

‘'hey granted

forest

brought

under

and

I.
* See chapter on Land Revenue Administration, Vol.
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They often gave free house-sites which were
cultivation.
aligned into streets and agraharams or Brahmin villages.

Examples of

such

villages

are Ammachatram,

Nafijir

or

Namanarayasamudram, Kadayakkudi, Pérum, Kfrantr, Aiyatikulam or Rajagopalasamudram near Mullir, Kumaramangalam,
Rahgammalsamudram
‘near.
Perungalir,
Tirumalairayasamudram, a little to the east of the capital, Brhadambalpuram

at Sellukudi and Mangalambalpuram at Kfrantr, Kanappéttai
or Brahmavidyapuram, Pinnangudi or Muktambalpuram and
Namanasamudram.
With the advent of Gépalakrsna bdastri,

whom

Vijaya Raghunatha

Raya

appointed

as the royal guru,

there came to the State a number of scholars who were
to the. court.

attached

Christianity.—
Avir, the first and most important Christian settlement in
the State, came under the Kolatttir and Pudukkéttai Tondaimans after the extinction of the Perambir—Kattalur palayam.
The apprehensions that the Tondaimans would persecute the
Christians proved groundless.
Ramasvami Tondaiman of
Kolattér showed great respect to the. Christian faith. Father
T. Venantius Bouchet pulled down the original mud chapel at
Avér and erected a church in brick and mortar dedicated
to the Blessed Virgin Mary of Assumption.

It soon

became

a

place of pilgrimage; the image of the Virgin locally called
Periya Nédyaki or ‘the Great Mother’ came to be. held in
great reverence. Father Bouchet organised his evangelical work,
and with the help of Indian Catechists converted within twelve
years no less than twenty thousand people living in about thirty
villages.
The famous Father
Constant
Joseph
Beschi,
known in the Tamil country as Viramamunivar, began his
‘missionary life in 1711 at Avir, In 1716 the church was
destroyed by the Pudukk6ttai soldiery in a moment of general
panic. Between'1717 and 1727, however, the State served as an

asylum to Fr. Bertholdi and others who were persecuted
Trichinopoly.

at

‘Though the Carnatic army threatened to ravage
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Aviir, Candasahib,

ultimately

gave Fr. Beschi

even made him his counsellor (1736—1740).
abandoned

the original

825

village of Avtr

protection,

and

Fr. Francis Homem
and founded

village about two furlongs to the south-east (1740).

the new

In 1747, the

foundations of the present church were laid.
The Society of
of the Society
members
though
1773,
in
Jesus. was suppressed
stayed on in the State and continued their labours.
In 1798,
Periya Yagupar (Jacob), a Catenar or Syro-Malabar priest, took

charge of Avtir.
Islam.—
The Muslim community rose into influence and strength

the State during this century.

in

The Tondaimans treated them

They made donations for the celebra-

with every consideration.

tion of the Ramzdn and Muharam

The

festivals.

Jagirdars

of

the State collected a special cess for the Ramzan called Ramzdn-

pandigai vari, and remitted it to the Raja who sent it to the
the Nawab’s
We find among the old records
Nawab.
Liberal grants were made
acknowledgments of such payments.

to mosques.

We

have

already mentioned

(page 804) a grant

-(P. 8. I. 978) to Syed Ahmad Sahib of the Lakgmanpatti mosque.
The State seems to have attracted a number of Mussalman saints
whose tombs are revered to this day. The Government made
endowments to many of them.
The tomb of Syed Fakhruddin

Queresi

Auliya,

popularly

known

as Bhava,

Pallivasal is the most venerated in the State.

at Kattubhava
Kilavan Sétupati

made a’ grant to this tomb (P. 8. I. 901). It now enjoys liberal
patronage
at the hands of the Darbar. In the capital, there is
the tomb

of Hazrat

Syed

Shah

Parhéri Auliya who is believed

to have lived in the 18th century.
Famines, etc.—
The ravages of war, the incursions of Hyder’s men, and: the
devastation of unscrupulous poligars caused untold suffering to
the people. It speaks volumes for the ability of the earlier
Tondaimans, that, undaunted by these calamities, they were
104
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able to improve cultivation, convert forest into arable land, form
villages, invite families from outside to settle in the State and
otherwise improve the conditions of life.
The year 1708—09 witnessed one of the severest famines

the

State

of 1735

has

suffered.

The

of 1733 and the wars

were responsible for another severe famine.

of 1754—56

caused untold

century

The wars

distress.

Art and Literature.—One
the

drought

of the outstanding figures of

the

that left a mark in Sanskrit literature is Sri Sadasiva,

guru

of

Vijaya

Raghunatha

Raya

Tondaiman.

Three

of his works, the Brahmasitra Vriti, the Yogasitra Vriti, the
Atmavidyd Vildsam and some minor poems have now been recovered and published at Srirafigam. Another sage and poet
was T'idyumdnavar who was
Nayak ruler of Trichinopoly.

for some years a minister of the
Father Constantine Beschi called

Viramamunivar worked at Avir for some

years.

The

exploits

of the Tondaimans in the wars of the 18th century formed

the

theme of a number of songs, for instance, Rdja Tondaimdn
Anurégamdlai,
Rdja
Tondaimdn
Rattaimanimdlai,
and
Tirumalairdyar kappal.

The Telugu poet Venkanna (1769--89)

wrote the Tondaimdn Vamédvali and his son Sambayya, the

Tondaimdn Vijayam which gives an account of the march to
Seringapatam and the poligar wars of the South.
In the
preface to his Bhdsdrnavam, a lexicon in Telugu, Venkanna

refers

to

Ambundttu

the

piety

Valanddén

and

heroism

is another

of

Vijaya

dance-song

references to the wars of the period.

Raghunatha.
which

contains

Verkannan Servai Valan-

din, Andappamannavéldr kuravanji, Udaiyappa mannavéldr
huravanji, Tirumalairdyar kalittorai, Nallaperiyén Kaliyugam
eyyar kuluval, N dvalanganallakutti kuluval, Tirukkulambtr
vairavan servai kummi are poems composed in honour of princes,

Sardars, and other nobles and give much historical information.
Like the court of Tanjore, the court of the Tondaimans of
Pudukkéttai
“marvels of

patronised musicians.
mature
wisdom and

Sadagiva’s
lyrics are
melodious
utterances”.

THE MAKING
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of them are believed to have

been

composed

during

the

sage’s sojourn in the State. A few rare compositions of Kavi
Matrbhiitamayya of Trichinopoly are now in the possession
of a local

musician

Vainikavidwan

Haritirtamayya.

or master-player

Pallavi Gépalaiyar, was patronised

on

Paccimiriam Adiyappa,

the

Vina

and

disciple of

at the Courts of Tanjore and

His son Krgnaiya and grandson Subbukutti Aiya
Pudukkottai.
frequented the court of Raja Raghunatha Tondaiman (1825—29).
The last years of this century and the whole of the next

produced great masters and composers who have left a rich
legacy to posterity. We shall mention such of them as were
connected with the State in the next section.
that among the Tondaimans Sivaghanapuram

Raja

gave

the greatest

a

encouragement

It must be said
Durai and Bhéja

to scholars.
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(continued) A CENTURY
AND REFORMS.

TONDAIMAN,

OF

1807-1825.

Rulers.

Governors of Madras.—

Sir George Barlow.

(1807—1814).

Lt. General John Abercromby—Commander-in-Chief acting.
Hugh Elliot.
(1814—1820),

Str Thomas Munro.

(1818).

(1820—1827).

When in 1801, Lord Wellesley ‘assumed’ the administration of the Carnatic, the ghost of the overlordship of the Nawab
over the Tondaiman country was laid. The Tondaiman
got

into direct relation with the English.
With the unstinting help
of the representatives of the Company, Pudukkéttai now
entered
upon a century of peace, progress and reform.
The courage and

foresight with which the Tondaiman Rajas faced their responsibilities mark them out as great rulers. ‘There were, howeve
r,
periods of stagnation
fortunate

in the

and

even

set-back,

but

English Residents or Political

their sound advice, guidance
progress.

the

State

officers

who

was
by

and prompt action kept up the

When
Vijaya
Raghunatha
Raya
became
Raja
on
February 1, 1807, he was only a minor of ten years
of age. The
Madras Government sanctioned the succession
of the young
Raja who was installed to the unfeigned satisf
act ion of his

people.

Administration during the minority
of the Raja.
Major Blackburne,® Resident of Tanjore, was
required by the
Madras Government “to undertake the management of
the

province of Poodoocootah and the guardianship of the minors”.
He held the
* William

offices of the administrator of Pudukk6ttai
Blackburne,

Lieutenant,

August

21,

1790;

December 10, 1799; Major, February 25,
1807 ; Lieuten ant-Colonel,
1817 ; Colonel, June 5, 1829; knighted 1838; died
1839.

and

Captain,
June 28,
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he delivered the
guardian to the minors for ten years, and when
young chief at his
charge of the State into the hands of the
Government, to be
majority, he continued, by the orders of the
him and the public
the medium of communication between
inopoly and Madura,
officers of the Provinces of Tanjore, Trich
unded.
by which the State of Pudukkéttai is surro
Soon after Major Blackburne had

assumed

superinten-

the

illai Pallavarayar,—
dence of the State, he appointed Mapp
man, and husband of
son-in-law of Raghunatha Raya Tondai
ured Ammal Ayi "—,and
his “ only daughter, the highly hono
rs

nai Jagirdar, the Manage
Tirumalai Tondaiman, Chinna Aranma
instructions to them, which
of the State. ‘The Resident issued
But the
they

carried

out

through

Sarkil

the

Venkappayyar.

that the Managers made
Resident found in the course of a year
e*. They were reportno attempt to clear the debts of the Stat
of

treat the relatives
ed to be oppressing the weak and did not
The Resident came to
.
the Raja with the respect due to them
The

his confidence.

the conclusion that they did not deserve

Apantayya, a servant of the
Madras Government appointed one

“‘ to exercise all the
British Government, as ‘ Kdryast’ or Agent
nce of

authority of the Rajah

Bahadur

the

under

superintende

a, in turn,
the Resident” +. The Agent Anantayy
ment of the
Resident’s displeasure, and the manage
a committee
therefore entrusted about 1814 to

three members called Managers.

incurred the
country was
consisting of

In 1815, when the Resident

nistration, the Managers
gave the Raja some real powers of admi
ruler
When in 1817, the Raja became sole

became Counsellors.

of the State the Resident confined

superintendence of its affairs.

a

himself to

The Sarkil’s place which

general

became

given to
vacant in 1814 was not filled up till 1822, when iter wasof Tanjore.
oba Naig, an honest and capable offic
one Soir
from 1822 to 1853.
Soiroba Naig continued as Sark{l
60,400 Pagodas.
* The late Raja had left a debt of
+ The Resident

had

left

his

confidential

Secretary

matters of importance.
Pudukkéttai to report to him on all

Tana

Pillai

at
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Training of the Princes.
The charge of the Princes
was Captain Blackburne’s care. He appointed masters to
instruct them in Sanskrit, Marathi, Telugu and Tamil, and to
train them in horsemanship, fencing, archery, etc. After a time
another instructor was appointed to give them lessons in
English.
When the young Raja attained the age of 15 years,

Major Blackburne advised him “to attend occasionally in the
highest Civil Court, to make himself acquainted with the legal
proceedings”, and shortly afterwards, the Raja began to deal
with the Revenue accounts.

The Resident was never tired of giving
Raja and the Managers, and to the latter
“if they taught the Raja in the beginning of
the weak, they might be sure that before the
plunder them also ட

The following is a specimen
addressed to the Raja :—

sound advice to the
he once wrote that
his reign to plunder
end of it he would

of the exhortation that he

_ “Protect all your subjects from oppression and extortion.
This is the most sacred duty of a-king. Any violence committed
against any one in your country is an injury to you......See every-

thing, hear everything

and suffer no

injustice, Oppression or

idleness to enter into any part of youradministration. No human
consideration whatever should induce you and me to acquiesce
in an injury to a poor man. This is your sacred duty in particular, and as you fulfil it properly, the blessings of the great
Judge of kings and cultivators be upon you...No excuse

whatever can be admitted as a justification of your expense
exceeding

your income....If you do not persevere steadily, all

your labour will be thrown away, and in the eyes of the British

Sardars, you will be mixed and confounded: with the mass of the

native dependent chiefs and pollygars....You should be the benevolent father of your people, consulting like a tender parent

welfare and comfort
gratification ”.

of the

the

children rather than your own
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r Blackburne.
The relations between the Raja and Majo

The
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relations
intimate.

were very
between the Resident and the princes
her”, and the
They called the Resident their “fat

@ parent to his sons. The
latter was attached to them as
follows in 1825—-The Rajah
Resident wrote of them as
cularly endeared to us from
Bahadur and his brother were parti
r orphan state, the tender
various circumstances, ” such as “thei

under my guardianship, their
age at which they were placed
and a most unbounded and
amiable disposition, aptitude to learn
their

which distinguished
implicit confidence in my friendship
On the death
growth....”.
early years and increased with their

in December, 1825, as
of the elder, he wrote to the younger
the
fruitless to describe the effect which
follows :— “Tt would be
so beloved,
loss of one of ow 1 children,

so respected,

so highly

I say children, for such we always
praised, has had upou 18.
althoug h the custom of our country
considered and loved you, and
et ved willingly from
prevented

you, 198 rec
us from so addressing

of Parent”.
you the endeared appellation
h the exception of informReforms that were needed. “ Wit
No. double
Revenue Department.
ers, no checks exist ed in the
s;
and the Carnatic; no Curnam
set of accounts as in Tanjore
ointed
the District with officers app
in
es
rri
che
Cut
r
ula
reg
no
er in the capital; no office any
by Government; no regular duft
e recorded.
where in which the accounts of the country wer

was
e in Tondiman’s country
“The administration of justic
y
that of Revenue,............ because the onl
not less defective thain
The..y
officers..........

the Revenue
regular officers of justice were
Pundits or Shastries,
ular courts, were not aided by
held no reg

did not report them to the
kept no record of their decisions and
nce or in
Injuries committed by men of influe
Government...
complaints
and. they received no
d;
ice
not
er
nev
y
power the
rcised without restraint a
exe
who
s
dar
ire
agh
J
at
gre
against the
”
ds in their possession..........1
lan
the
r
ove
ity
hor
aut
al
judici
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“No alteration has been made or attempted in the ancient
police establishment of the country. It is a strict cavalgar
system and under the direction and control of a strong Govern-

ment appears to be fully adequate to its objects.”*
Revenue.

abuses.
divided

Major

Blackburne

set

about

reforming

these

For the collection of revenue, he had the country
into five Taluks,t required all public business to be

transacted in the public Cutcherries, and ordered that all the

Revenué should be paid to the Sirkil whose receipt should be
deemed the only valid voucher for the Revenue officer, that

weekly reports and accounts should be submitted to an office of:
record at Pudukkéttai under the charge of the Sirkil and that
karnams

should

be

appointed

in

each

village.

He

passed

Treasury rules, such as that all public money should be kept in
public treasuries, that no extraordinary expenditure was to be
incurred without the sanction

of the

Resident,

that

all public

work should be done in public offices, that no articles were to be

purchased on credit, ete.

It was also proclaimed throughout

the

State that all taxes not collected at the time of the late Raja’s
death (1807) were to be remitted.

Establishment of Courts of Justicet(1811-1814).
About
1813, the Resident reorganised the Courts and drew up ‘some
general regulations for the Courts of Civil and Criminal justice
which differed in some degree from those which had been
already
adopted”. Two separate Courts were formed, named Nydya
Sabhd or Civil Court (of four Judges), and Danda Sabhd or
Criminal Court (of three Judges).
A third Court called the
Mudra Sabhéd which was to decide Civil cases of a lower grade

than the Nyaya
* Major

Sabha to which it was subordinate, was also

Blackburne’s

December 31, 1808.

Report

to

the

Madras

Government,

dated

t Alaigudi, Kilénilai, Kolattttr, Kavinéd, and Peruménéd,
t For fuller details of the reforms inaugurated by Major Blackpurne _ see

pages 423-426 (Vol. I).
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established

this

time.

A

kotwal

or

833

officer

Police

was

permanently stationed at Pudukkéttai.

Marriages of the Raja and his brother.

In 1812, the

(probably of KalRaja married a daughter of Sihgappuli Aiya
lakéttai) and a daughter of Tirumalai Panrikondran of Kattakkuricchi, and his younger brother, a daughter of Stryamtrti
Panrikondran of Kattakkuricchi.

The

Raja

Bahadur

congratulated

by

the

Court

of

Directors. The Resident informed the Raja in January 1813
great
that the Honorable the Court of Directors had expressed

satisfaction ab the general state of his affairs, praised him highly

for his attention to the administration of justice and declared
their entire approbation of the Raja’s humanity and liberality in
resolving to rebuild the town of Pudukkéttai after the fire of
Raja was for the
In this letter which was in English the
1812.

first time styled Raja Bahadur by the Government of Madras.
A proposal for. suppressing the manufacture of earth-salt.

In

May,

1813,

received

the

Resident

the

inhabitants

suggestions

from

the

Collector of Tanjore for preventing the manufacture in the State
of its sale for
of earth-salt, or at least for the absolute restriction
consumption

by

of the

State.

The

Resident

wrote to the Collector pointing out that the suppression of earth-

He further
salt manufacture was objectionable in various ways.
it was not easy to
mentioned that its bulk was so great that

that “without
transport it from place to place without detection,

unless
a ravanah* it could not pass into the province of Tanjore,

r’s Chowky+
it deceived the vigilance and activity of the Collecto
of the article
Department, which could not, in regard to the bulk

that department, be
as well as the indefatigable efforts of
notorious that in the
considered to be practicable,” that “it was

southern

part of the province of Tanjore the people made the

Customs authorising goods
* A pass-port or certificate from ‘a Collector of
duty.
to pass without payment of further

+ Customs-house.
105
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same

expense

which it cost the inhabitants of Pudukkéttai”
, and that “it was
certainly much more easy for them to
supply themselves in
that manner without the knowledge of the reve
nue officers than

to obtain so bulky an article from Poodoocottah
through all the
impedimen
ts which

were

presented

row of chowkies and police officers ”
For these reasons it was decided

manufacture.

to its passage by a double

no

t to suppress earth-salt

Its manufacture was however rest
ricted to four or

five central places remote from the fron
tier, and it was ordered
that the

salt should be

made by the Sirkar officers and that the
quantity which might appear necessar
y for the consumption of
the indigent vill
agers should be issued to them at
cost price, 80

that they might have little or no temp
tation to make it themselves. The
Collector

satisfactory ”.

considered

the

arrangements

“quite

A Survey of the State.

In May, 1813, orders were rec
eived
adras that a survey of the
country
under the Raja’s authority
should be made.
The one that
was made was a very intere
sting account of Pudu kkéttai
giving
details

relating

tanks,

temples, manlapams,

to the physical

features , irrigation

roads,

manufactures, etc., of the State.

villages, imports,

channels,

exports,

The first school opened. In
thig year a charity school was
opened by the Raja in the tow
n, in w hich childrén were educat
ed

free and supplied with palm-leat
boo ks and writing materials,

enjoyed for generations, a nd wer
e allotted lands elsewhere,
If
they chose to remain on ¢ heir lands,
they were required to -Pa
ythe same rent as was p

aid by ordinary ryots.
.

When. the

83%
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Resident heard of this, he, “cancelled the innovation”, pointing
out that “the nature of the tenure was thereby altogether
changed.”

About this time the

Introduction of Marathi.

the

and low, were filled by Marathas

most of the offices, high

of

The result was that

to be kept in Marathi.

State came

accounts

till

about 1875.

Establishment

of an indigo factory at Karambakkudi.

In

Indigo

was

1814, indigo works were started at Karambakkudi.

This was a
to be manufactured and sent for sale to England.
brother
concern in which the Raja and Mr. J ohn Blackburne, a
. In
of the Resident of Tanjore, were both interested as partners.
and
May, 1823, Mr. John Blackburne left India for England,

the Indigo farm and the factory at Karambakkudi were handed

over to the Raja.
d
The prosperity of the indigo works at Karambakkudi induce

the

to

Raja

a little

to

open

1830

in

at

Karaittépe

This factory was

also for a

another

the south of the town.

Both these factories were

time in a fairly flourishing condition.

found

factory

to be working at a loss in 1841,

and

indigo manufacture

was given up soon afterwards.

kkétfai, 1816. In
Kandians sent as State prisoners to Pudu
nst the King of Kandy on
1815, the British declared war agai

d some native British
account of his having seized and mutilate
was

subjects

who

had gone

to Kandy

to trade.

The

King.

the captured Kandians were
defeated and deposed, an d some of
The Resident in sending
to Pudukkéttai.
sent as State prisoners
thirteen of these Kandians on the 3lst of January, 1816, wrote
to the Raja that “they were not to be under any other restraint

than their parole not to quit without the permission of the Raja
the villages in which they might reside” and that “it was the
desire of the Government
respect and\kindness ட்

that they should

be treated

with
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The Raja invested with full powers, 1817.*
In i817,
Raja Vijaya Raghunatha Raya Tondaiman was invested with

the full powers of a ruler, the Resident informing him “that he
had

entire

confidence

in his abilities for Government,

hatred of oppression, in his love of justice and in his
and benevolence.

in his

humanity

* On 31st December, 1822 the Resident wrote the following letter to the
Raja of Tanjore in which the rank, position and dignity of the Raja of
Pudukkéttai were very clearly explained.

“Captain

Hardy

“To H. H. Maharaja Serfoji, Raja of Tanjore.
has informed me that your Highness has refused

compliance with the request which I had the honour to make to you yesterday
that the compliments heretofore paid to the Sirkeel of Raja Tondaiman
Behauder be directed by your Highness to be paid to the present Sirkeel
on
his

visit

to me

Behauder,
Sirkeel.

being

to-morrow

merely

and that

your

a Zemindar,

Highness

has no

considers

right

to the

that

the

Raja

distinction

of

a

“A Zemindar is
landholder, paying rent to the Government, but possessing neither Military nor Civil authority over the land of which he is
the
proprietor, he and all his dependents being amenable to the British Courts
of
Justice, Civil and Criminal.
Raja Tondamdn Behauder is a native hereditary
chief,

the

Prince

and

Ruler

of

an

extensive

Provinee.

He

is

a dependent

‘Chief, in regard to all matters of a political nature on the British Governme
nt,
to whom as his liege lord he owes allegiance and military service. In
the
internal arrangement of his Province, he is absolute.
He has the power of life
and death.
He enacts laws, appoints Courts of Justice, Civil and Criminal,
maintains

a considerable military foree,

collects his revenues

and

disposes

of

them at pleasure, paying no tribute either directly or indirectl
y through the
well-deserved kindness and favour of the British Government.
All his subjects
are expressly exempted from the jurisdiction of the

Behauder’s

British Courts.

The

Raja,

Sirkeels and Fouzdars have been received with the compliments

requested from your Highness whenever they have visited
British Stations
and it is indeed a matter of much surprise as concern to
me to receive this
‘refusal from your Highness.
I shall be very happy if the explanation I have

shortly offered, for a great-deal more might be said of this distinguished Chief,

shall incline Your Highness to grant a request of the Resident

at your

Court

who is reponsible to the Honorable the Governor for the propriety of. what he
aske and considers » reciprocity of attentions and civilities as being not less
gracefbl and becoming in your Highness ‘than consistent with the alliance,

which unites your Highness so closely with the British Government. _

“T have the honour to be, efc., eic.,

.(Sd.). W. BLACKBURNE ”
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Resignation of Lieutenant-Colonel Blackburne as Resident
Lieutenant-Colonel
and his departure for England, 1823.

and
Blackburne resigned his place as Resident of Tanjore
He was specially
embarked for England in March, 1823.
attached to Pudukkéttai and its Raja. He commended the Raja
Chief
Bahadtir to the Madras Government and to their
were
Secretary, and wrote to the Raja to assure him that they
latter
all quite prepared to protect and befriend him, and that the
ure than
would not suffer any other inconvenience from his depart
He further assured the Raja
the loss of an affectionate friend.
his interests in
that he had made up his mind to be attentive to
England, wished to have from him a memorandum

and doubted not

that he would

of his wishes,

be able to contribute

in many

ways to his comfort and prosperity.®
The Raja’s death and character.

This

much

loved and

of Raja Vijaya
respected ruler died in June 1826. The Rani
aded from
Ragunatha offered to commit Sati, but was dissu
ssor who was
immolating herself by the Raja's brother and succe
for this humane
highly commended by the Madras Government
character and so
act. The Raja was “so exemplary in his public
of private life. His
benevolent and amiable in all the relations
with which he
acquirements, his disposition, the regularity
had reached the
applied himself to the business of his State
",
notice of the Honorable the Court of Directors
Excessive rains that -fell
Some events of the reign.
the standing crops.
in 1809 breached many tanks and destroyed
The Raja had the
In 1812, the capital was destroyed by fire.
The streets were laid
town rebuilt on an improved plan.
was completed
in squares round the Raja’s palace which
in 1818.
on
* Sir Thomas Munro, the Governor of Madras, wrote to the Raja
from
received
had
he
March 7, 1823 expressing his satisfaction at the reports

Lt. Col. Blackburne
appointment

about the Raja’s administration

and announcing

the

of Col. Robert Scot, C. B. as Resident at Tanjore and Governor's

Agent with the Raja’s samastdnam.
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In 1812, the Raja and his brother set an example

to their

people by. geting themselves vaccinated.

The Raja built excellent bungalows at Pichutampatti to the
south of the capital, Viralimalai and Adanakkéttai for the
convenience of European travellers and distinguished guests.

In 1825 the State suffered from a severe drought.
The

finances of the

State

in the

time

of this

Ruler

have

been briefly noticed on page 480 (Vol. I.)

RAGHUNATHA
Contemporary

TONDAIMAN.

(1825—1839).

Rulers.

Governors of Madras.—

Sir Thomas Munro. (1820—~1827).
Henry Sullivan Graeme. (1827).

S. BR. Lushington.
Sir Frederick Adam.

(1827—1832).
(1832—1837).

George Edward Russell. (1837).
Lord Elphinstone. (1837-1842).

As Raja Vijaya Raghunatha Tondaiman died without issue,
his brother and legal heir Raghunatha Tondaiman ascended the
musnud after him. His ceremonial installation took place on
the 20th of July.

Character

of

Raja

Raghunatha

Tondaiman.

“The

public and private character of Raja Raghunatha Tondaiman
Bahadur stood in the highest rank. He was the just and

enlightened

ruler

of his

people,

their

kind

and

benevolent

master, and the faithful and devoted ally of the British Govern-

‘ment.
He was high principled, candid and
deceit of any kind he was a total stranger ”.*

The Raja’s Charities.

Sincére,

and

to

One of the first public acts of the

Raja was to perpetuate the name of his brother and to secure
salvation for his soul by building about four miles to the east of

the town an Agraharam of twenty houses—all on the same plan
* From a memorandum prepared by Captain Maclean,
Resident.
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and of the same size, which he named Vijaya Raghunathapuram

after his brother and presented lands to deserving Brahmins.
To secure merit for himself, he built another Agraharam on the
northern bank of the Vellar opposite to Kadayakkudi Agraharam

and presented it to Brahmins under the name of PrasannaRaghunathapuram.
Soon after making
The Rdja’s pilgrimage to Réméswaram.
on a pilgrimage
1827)
these grants, the Raja started (in February
to Ramégéwaram to perform the customary rites for the peace of
his brother’s soul.

Boundary disputes. There were some boundary disputes
between the State and the Tanjore District and some others
relating

to the boundary

between

the State and Trichinopoly.

Most of these were settled by arbitration.
A question of jurisdiction in criminal trials. In 1829,
and in 1834, the question of jurisdiction in criminal trials was
iman.
raised and finally decided in 1836 in favour of the Tonda

It was decided in

1834 by the Governor-General

in Council

should
that the subjects of Pudukkéttai and other Indian States
heinous
be always amenable to the British Courts for crimes and

this
offences committed within the British territory, but “that
being &
practice should not be reciprocal, such a distinction
proper prerogative of the paramount power”.

These rules made

Tondaiman.
a very distressing impression on the mind of the
up to him as
The Raja felt that his people would no longer look
of a sovereign.
an independent prince enjoying all the authority

relating
After obtaining from the Raja detailed information
the State, the
to the Courts, the laws and criminal procedure in
ct to the
Resident made a strong representation on the subje
effect and the
Governor. The representation had the desired

, 1836) that
Tondaiman was informed by the Resident (April
being
“ the Government was prepared to deliver over offenders
British subjects, to be tried in His Excellency the Raja’s Courts,

at the requisition of the Resident”.
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The Resident wrote in December, 1836, as follows:—

“Your Excellency perhaps does not know that the jurisdiction which has been conferred on you by the Government of
India and also by the Madras Government is not possessed by
the Raja of Travancore ”’.

Another order strengthening the Raja’s position was now
passed by the Madras Government. In forwarding to the Raja
a copy of an endorsement made by order of the Madras Government on petitions addressed to them by some of the Raja’s
subjects, the Resident informed him that ‘“‘ His Excellency would
observe that those people were desired to abstain from submitting

similar complaints in future”,
allow His Excellency’s just
or insulted”, and that “his
consider him as their just and

that “the Government would not
authority as Rajah to be disputed
people. would look to him and
paternal Prince and Ruler”.

Conferment of the title of “ His Excellency ” and other

honours on the Raja. In the letter quoted above, we find the
Raja addressed by the title of “ His Excellency”. We may here
‘mention when and how this distinction was conferred on the Raja.

In March, 1830 the Tondaiman received the honorary title of
“ His Excellency ” from the Governor which was from that time
recognised by the Governor-General of India in written
communications

to the Tondaiman.

From a

letter written

to

Colonel Blackburne on the 2nd of April, 1880, we lear that the
communication of the grant of the.title was received by the
Raja
in Public Darbar with due honour and that a salute of 21 guns

was fired on the occasion. The Court of Directors approved in
their letter dated 27th of February, 1835, “the mark of con-

sideration that had been shown to the deserving Chief on the
ground of his own merits and of the attachment to the British

Government so
ancestors ”’.

uniformly

and zealously manifested by his

In 1830, the Raja visited Trichinopoly twice, once to meet

the Governor, and on the next occasion, to be present at &
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He was received

Light Cavalry.

guards

the

by

with all due honours and compliments

on

duty,

the Raja’s

and a salute of 19 guns was fired on His Excellency
approach opposite the Golden Rock.

Abolition of “Sayer” or Land-customs. The Nawab of
Carnatic and the Tondaiman each levied ‘Sayer’ duties on-goods
from

imported

each

other’s

arrangement

territory—an

that

tration
continued even after the company took over the adminis
In special cases, exemption from the levy of
of the Carnatic.
on of
dyties was applied for. The amount realised by the collecti
15,000.
Rs.
such duties in the State was at this time more than
“here

were more

than 220 articles

on

which

Sayer

duty

was

2 annas
charged, most of them at the rate of one Gold Fanam or
per Tolam (gort) weight of 120 Pullums (vet) or 94 Ibs.;
The duty was
but the rate varied according to the articles.
payable

only

once.

Goods

Territories or in Transit

brought

from

Company’s

the

thereto paid an ‘ad

valorem

duty’

Almost every article of utility or luxury that
of 24 per cent”’.*
at the
passed from one territory to another was examined
The
collected.
Chowki Stations, where the customs were

Chowkidars, who were
dishonest,

and

in charge of the work,

various were

were generally

the vexations of those who had to

pass through the Chowki stations.

In 1837, the Madras Govern-

36 articles.
ment confined the duties to

_

By Act VI of 1844, Sayer duties

in the British

were

altogether

Territory, except on certain goods

or into what was described as “ foreign territory ”.
as an Indian State, was

abolished

passing

from

Pudukkéttai,

declared “ foreign territory ’’ under the

Act, but when the Rajat explained that Pudukk6ttai was a poor
State and that it was inequitable that his State should he
treated as a foreign country, it was arranged that Sayer duties

should be levied neither by the Tondaiman

nor by the British

1841.
* Mr. Bayley’s Report on Pudukkdttai—dated July 7,

t R4ja R4machandra Tondaiman, the next Ruler,
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on any article passing from the territory of the one
other.
The Raja greatly appreciated this concession.

Other matters of interest.
fruitless attempt

the State.

was

made

into

the

We may mention here that a

to introduce the Kavéri water

into

The Resident commended the Raja’s request to the

consideration of the Governor who was also disposed to meet his
wishes.
The Court of Directors feared, however, that the project
would cost a considerable sum of money, and the matter was
shelved.
A British Post office was opened in the capital.

In 1825, the rains failed, and the drought was followed
May 1927 by a terrific hurricane.

In 1837,

there was

a drought

of some

severity

in

in certain

parts of the State, and the Raja made arrangements for purchasing

and

storing

paddy.

The

Governor,

Sir Frederick

Adam,

wrote to the Raja in March, 1837, that “Colonel Maclean had
very recently mentioned to him a fresh proof of the just and

beneficial principles which regulated His Excellency’s conduct in
the paternal care he was evincing by providing for the wants of
his people, who were suffering from the effects of the drought’.

The financial position of State
noticed on pages 480—1, (Vol. I).

Family Affairs of the Raja.
Birth of an heir to the Rdja.

in this

reign

has

been

In October, 1829, a son and

heir was born to Raja Raghunatha Tondaiman, who was
given
the name of Ramachandra Tondaiman.
The Resident wrote to

the Raja that
wanting

a child to inherit

to complete

his happiness

his honours had alone been
and trusting that God

who

had been pleased to bestow this great blessing on the Raja would
also be pleased to make the child a worthy descendant of the
Tondaiman family.
Tn 1831, another son was born, who was named

Tondaiman.

Tirumalai

A CENTURY
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On the 15th of Ma
Marriages of the Rdja’s daughters.
to Ran 2
1828, the Raja’s eldest daughter was married
Pallavarayar, a Jagirdar of distinction. The Resident who ed
been invited to the marriage, presented

the

Raja with

a khilat

of the faithful
of congratulation, “to show that the descendants
es of
Tondaiman had claims upon the gratitude and good offic
The Raja’s second daughter was
the Hon’ble Company”.
married to R. Raghunathaswami
June, 1831.

Panrikondran

on

Political.
Interview with the Governor at Virdlhimalat.
1826, the Tondaiman had

of

the 26th

-In August

an interview at Viralimalai with

His

’

ing
Excellency the Governor of Madras, who was then tour
o:
in the Southern Districts of the Presidency. From a mem

randum

of the interview which was prepared and despatched

for the information

of Colonel

Blackburne in England,

we learn

g
that the Governor complimented the Raja on his * stsonkin
kburne
English very well”, asked him why he called General Blac
ory of
his father, and informed him that he knew well the hist
his ancestors.
The Raja visited Trichinopoly twice in 1830.

On

the first

or who was on the way to
occasion, he interviewed the Govern
On the second visit, as stated
Madras after visiting Travancore.

above, he was present at a Review of the 4th Regiment Light
cavalry.

Death of the Raja.

On the 13th of July, 1839, Raja Raghu-

enlightened ruler
natha Tondaiman died. The Raja was an
bent on promoting the happiness of his people. Successive
them

for him, and one of
Residents had the highest respect
his
Mr. Thomas Maclean, was never tired of expressing
-uprightness of character
appreciation of the benevolence and

of His Excellency, whom he called “the father of his people”
The Governor

on

hearing of his death

communicated

7 hie

successor “ his sense of the exemplary manner in which the Raja
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discharged the important duties of his station and of his fidelity

and attachment

to the British Government”.

We

may here

note that in consideration of the Raja’s culture, he was enrolled
as a patron of the Madras Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society

“to promote by every means in his power any inquiries or
researches which might tend to facilitate the very laudable and
desirable objects which the society had in view.”
RAMACHANDRA

TONDAIMAN.

(1839—1886),

Contemporary Rulers.
Governors of Madras :—
Lord Elphinstone,
(1837—1842).

Marquis of Tweedale,

(184£2—1848),

Henry Dickinson.
(1848).
Sir Henry Pottinger.
(1848—~1854),
Damel Elliot.
Lord Harris.

(18854).
(1854—1859),

Sir Charles Trevelyan.
(1859—1860),
William Ambrose Morehead.
(1860),
Sir Henry G. Ward.
(1860—1861).
William Ambrose Morehead.
(1860),
Sir William Denison.
Edward
Lord

Maltby.

Napier.

(1861—-1863),

(1863—1866),
(1866—1872),

Alexander John Arbuthnot, (1872),
Lord Hobart.
(1872—1875).
William Rose Robinson.
(1875),
Duke of Buckingham and Chandos.
(1676-1880).
William P, Adam.
(1880-1881),
William Huddleston.
(1881),
Sir M. E. Grant Duff.
(1881—1886),

Regency administration during the minority.
Raja
Ramachandra Tondaiman was a minor nine years old at the
time of his father’s death. Agreeably to the instructions
that
the late Raja had left the Madras Government appro
ved
of the administration being conducted, during the minority
of

the Raja by “the Sirkeel, the Fouzdar and other officer
s

communication

with

the

Ranee”.

Both

the

Rani

and

in
the

A CENTURY
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Resident had the highest confidence in the Foujdar Appa Aiyar,
who

for the

time

the

was

being

influential

most

in

man

the

State, the Sirkfl Soiréba Naig being of too diffident a nature to
assert himself.

resolved upon conti-

In September, 1839, the Government

nuing the title of “ His Excellency ” to the Raja.
Venkanna
Mr. Bayley’s Instructions to the Ministers.
|
Sérvaikar ‘who posed as a man of rank’, the sons-in-law of the
late Raja and two relatives of the Rani complained to the
Madras Government against alleged acts of oppression and

injustice by the

directed

The Madras Government

Foujdar.

Mr. Bayley, the Resident, to reside at Pudukkéttai as much as

possible during the Raja’s minority and ‘to take the immediate
superintendence and control of the business of the country,

of the

the ministers

which was to continue to be conducted by

Raja’. On receipt of this order, the Resident visited Pudukkéttai and submitted a report to Madras which included the

the ministers.
rules he had prescribed for the guidance of
the Courts
Besides general rules stating how the Police and

of Law

should

conduct

themselves,

Bayley

Mr.

required

the ministers to keep a diary signed by both of them -containing

details of communications and petitions received and the orders
passed thereon, not to spend more than Rs. 100 at any one time
grant any
without the previous sanction of the Resident, not to
new jdgir, amaram or diam unless for very particular reasons

or
and then only with the Resident’s knowledge, not to enhance

reduce the salaries of public servants, not to levy any new tax,
and to prevent
Districts.

the

carrying

Under the supervision

was well
minority.

administered
The

surplus which

of

of the

during

the

Political

with

the

State

Agent, * the

remaining

paid off all
administration.

they invested

the British

earth-salt into

years

debts

and

of

the

had

a

British Government.

® In 1841, the Residency at Tanjore was abolished and the charge of
Pudukkéttai was entrusted to the Collector of Madura.
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‘The Revenue rules in force in the Madras Presidency were
introduced in the State.
The salaries of public servants
were made attractive.
The Raja assumes direct control. Towards the close
of 1844 the Raja was invested with ruling powers, his ministers

being instructed to report direct to him but to keep the Political
Agent informed of all disbursements of money
of public servants.

and dismissals

The Raja's marriages. On the 13th of June, 1845, the
Raja and his brother were married to the daughters of the
Zamindar of Kallakéttai in the Tanjore District. The Political
Agent was present on the occasion

and presented

the Raja

and

his brother with Khillats and a Ven Sdmarai or white yak’s
tail.*
On the 31st of August, 1848, the Raja married the first
daughter of the Neduvasal Zamindar.

Reforms carried out under the guidance of Mr. John
Blackburne, Political Agent.
(1846).
The State had a
Surplus, part of which the Raja wisely spent on the improve‘ment of roads and tanks. He built more chatrams and enlarged
the Taluk offices.
He built a spacious jail in the Capital.
He
then abolished sayer and cancelled all monopolies except the
preparation of earth-salt.

The Political Agent then transferred to the Raja full
administrative powers.
The Raja was much attached to
Mi. Blackburne whom he called ‘ his uncle ’*, and as a mark of
gratitude,

he opened

the Town

Hospital

on October

14, 1851,

and planted in it a stone with the inscription—“ In the name of
John Blackburne Esquire, the late Political Agent at Poodoocottah
by his affectionate nephew,
Ramachendra Tondiman Behaudur”.+

His Excellency Rajah
It was then arranged

that the hospital should be maintained’ with a part of the Fund
that formed the endowment for charities at மஸ.
* A royal insignia.
t See P. S. 1. 887.

Ministerial
R.

Annaswamy

consideration

the

by

State

(1854-1878).

changes
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was

Aiyar, the Faujdar,

of the faithful and

important

his father, Appa

Aiyar,

and experience in Revenue matters.

and

1854,

In January,
appointed
services

of

his

in

Sarkil

rendered to

ability

own

In December, 1863, Bhavani

Sankar Rao became Sarkil.
r and his
Disturbances raised by Venkannan Servaika
Some years after the Raja had been
adherents. 1853--4.

he was misled by evil
entrusted with the sole charge of affairs
ts, who
The remonstrances of successive Political Agen
advisers.
ndence to
warned him both by official and private correspo

preserve the good name

of his family by not associating with

and he plunged deeper
evil counsellors had no effect on him,
The eldest brother of the Junior Rani
and deeper into debt.

fomenting disaffection.

was

also

men

in the

State headed

by

Some designing and selfish
Sérvajkar stirred “up.

Venkannan

the people to open rebellion.

Uliyakdr and so lower
Venkannan Sérvaikar was simply an
He had proved disloyal and
in rank than 8 comman Gérvaikar.

Raja
ungrateful and been removed for misconduct in the time of
Raghunatha Tondaiman Bahadur.

ties at defiance and

persuaded

He set the Sarkar authori-

some

of . the

or

Amarakars

military servants of the State- not to attend to their duties,
and encouraged others not to pay kist, but to carry away by
The band of insurgents
force the produce of the Sarkar lands.
rapidly

multiplied.

brought

to the

notice

This unsatisfactory
of the

British

state

of

Government

things
who

was

sent

a

military force to the State in the middie of 1854, and quelled
the rebellion. .Part of the force remained for some time longer
Krishnan Panrikondar of
to prevent further disturbances.

of
Kattakkuriccbi, one of the principal rebels and a close relative
the Raja, was dispossessed of his Jivitam lands, deported to Madura
and paid a subsistence allowance. The lands of the other rebels
including Venkannan Sérvaikar, were placed under attachment
and some of therebels were confined in the Pudukk6ttai Jail,
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The allowance granted to Muttuswami Panrikondar, a
brother-in-law of the Raja, was discontinued in August, 1854,
because he had brought discredit on the family by “ irregular”
conduct during his constant residence at Pudukkéttai.

Mr. Parker's Report on the disturbances.

In submitting

his final report, dated 1st September 1854, on the disturbances,

Mr. Parker,

from

the

any charge

Political Agent,

of oppression

while exonerating

such as might

the

have

Raja

in some

measure justified the revolt, gave it as his Opinion that the
people had just cause of‘complaint against him for mismanagement of public affairs, and therefore recommended that he
should be deprived of all share in the direct management of the
finances. The proposal was approved by the Madras Government
and the Raja’s powers of administration were curtailed,.and the

Political Agent ordered to ‘exercise direct control over the
administration and finances of the State. Appointments
made
by the Raja were subject to revision by the Political
Agent.
The Raja’s personal expenses were restricted to his privy-p
urse
allowance.
An annual report was to be submitted on the
administration of the State. The Political Agent was empowe
red
to expel

disorderly persons

preside in the Chief Court

from

with

the

State.

a Judge

The Raja was to

and

adjutors.

In 1856, Krishnan Panrikondar, who

had

Madura as a punishment for having joined
the

Sarkfl
been
rioters

as cosent
in

to

1854,

was allowed to return to Pudukkéttai. In 1857,
the Political
Agent recommended that the persons in confinement
for their
connection with the riots of 1854 might be set
at liberty.
A check to Marathi preponderance. .The
Madras

Government entirely concurred with the Agent in the
propriety
of abolishing Maratha accounts, and of substituting
English

figures, and desired that measures should at once be adopt
ed to
introduce the change. The Agent was also to
discontinue
corresponding with the Raja or his minister in Marat
hi, if that

language had hitherto been. used,

Mr.

so late as 1875,

Even
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Pennington

wrote

as follows

about the preponderance of Maratha Brahinins in the State :—
“There

complaint

are two subjects of universal

in Puduk-

kéttai, the one is the Amani system and the other is the parabound

Brahmans,

mount influence of Maratha

together

by the

Every one has his

closest ties. of relationship and interest.

own

private grievances of course, but all are agreed on these two
subjects and it would be difficult to say which is the most
execrated ”’.
In August, 1854, some burdenSome Revenue reforms.
some taxes were abolished, such as jungle fees, fees on picotahs,

and taxes on oil-presses, bangle earth, dyes, snuff, oil, chunam,
‘and trees that were not fruit-bearing. In 1861-2 Mohturpha

There was some violent
tax* was for the first time introduced.
opposition to the levying of the tax, which was abolished for a
It was finally reintroduced in 1874.
time.
On 29th of June 1842, a proclamaSome Jagir matters.

tion was issued by the Political Agent restating a previous order

produce of
_of 1820, that Jagirdars were merely to enjoy the
They
their lands but should not alienate any portion of them.
only to
were also required not to assume any of the honours due

the Raja.
Judicial affairs.t
Sarkil

own

their
to

directed

appeal

the

Judges

judgments,
to His

In 1840, since the Raja was a minor, the
of the

giving

the

Excellency the

Office became the Chinnakkadan

Courts

several

to pronounce

parties, however,
Raja.

In

1844,

the

the option
Kotwal’s

Sabha or Small Causes Court,

to which additional Judges were appointed.

In 1860, the practice of appealing to the Nyaya Sabha from

the decrees of the Mudra Sabha was stopped, and appeals from

all the Courts in the State were made to the Huzur Office,
which thus became the only Appeal Court in the State.
* For details see page 385 (Vol. 1.)
ர் நின details see pages 426-428 (Vol. 7.)
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In June and July, 1866, there was another reorganisation
of the Courts into (1) an Appeal Court with an Appeal Judge.
(2) a Civil and Sessions Court

of three Judges

union of the Nyaya Sabha and the Danda

formed by the

Sabha, (3) a Small

Cause Court, and (4) five Munsif’s Courts for the five Taluks.

The Raja, the Sark{l and the Appeal Judge sat in the Appeal
Court. The Raja presided, but all correspondence to the Appeal
Court was addressed to the Sarkil, who was in charge of the
records. The Sarkil conducted the Appeal Court in the presence
of the Raja on Mondays, Wednesdays and Saturdays.
Mr. Morris’ scheme.*

Political

Agent,

for

the

The

scheme

revision

of

of Mr. G. Lee Morris,

Revenue

establishments was introduced in 1868.

and

Judicial

Its main features

were

the reduction of the large number of employees on low salaries,
the abolition of the Abkari and Mohturpha establishments, the
payment of salaries sufficient to secure the services of competent and respectable men, the reduction of the number of Taluks
to

three,t

and

the assimilation

of the

Revenue

and

Judicial

establishments to those of the Madras districts. The Deputy
Karbar became the Joint Magistrate, and the Karbar Chief
Magistrate and Head of the Revenue Department.
An

order

of the Madras Government dated

31st January,

1868, approved the appointment of three Deputy Tahsildars, who
were

to

exercise

magisterial

powers

with

Viralimalai, Karambakkudi and Kilanilai.

Other reforms.
submitted

head-quarters

at

In 1875 Mr. Pennington, Political Agent,

a report giving a complete

account

of the system

of

administration in force in the State, and recommending that the

Raja should be deprived of all direct share in the administra-

tion of justice, a course which the Madras
unwilling to take.

Government

were
|

* See pages 356—7 (Vol. I.)

{ Alangudy, Kolatttr and Tirumayam,
Virdlimalai became sub-divisions or firkas.)

(Karambakkudi,

Kilénilai and
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In May, 1875, a Police Force was organised on the British
model, and placed under the orders of the Superintendent of Police,
Trichinopoly, as ex-officio Superintendent of the Department, and
in November, 1875 the Department of Registration of Assurances

was organised
Registrars.

with

In 1857, an Anglo- Vernacular

three

and

Registrar

a District

Free School

Sub-

opened

was

at

the capital. In-1867, a staff of trained vaccinators was organised.
and
Consequent on the outbreak of cholera in 1867~8 and 1871,
cleansed.
of guinea-worm in 1871, the tanks in the Town were
for the first
On April 10, 1872, the census of the State was taken
time.

On September 27,
Transfer of the Political Agency.
from
1865, the Political Agency for Pudukkottai was transferred
on
and
of Tanjore,
the Collector of Madura to the Collector
Trichinopoly.
September 18, 1874, to the Collector of

Political mattere (1839—1878)

The Rdja’s visit to Trichinopoly.

y Raja
His Excellencthe

st, 1845, when a full
visited Trichinopoly on the 80th of Augu
lry, under the comtroop of the 4th Regiment Light Cava

mand of a Captain

and in Review order, was drawn up and

of residence, the Nawab’s
escorted His Excellency to his place
llery was paraded on the
House at Woriyur; a detachment of Arti
a salute of 19 guns, and
Bridge exercising ground and fired
ve Corps in the
the Grenadier Company of one of the Nati
a Subahdar and in full
Garrison under the command of
House to receive His
dress was in attendance at the Nawab’s
Excellency.

The

Queen's

Proclamation

of 1858.

In

1858

extracts

assumption of the Governfrom the Proclamation announcing the

to the scrument of India by Her Majesty the Queen: relating

with
pulous observance of the treaties entered into
the Raja.
Princes were communicated to

the Indian
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In 1859, the title of ‘His
the

Raja becausd

involved himself during fasli 1267 (1857-8)

he

had

in spite of previous

promises of amendment, in additional debt to the amount of
54 lakhs of rupees. The Governor, Sir Charles Trevelyan, wrote
to the Raja that he trusted that his good conduct would be
such
as to permit him to restore the title to him at some future
time.
In 1862, it was ordered that no disbursement should be
made from
the treasury except under the orders of the Sarkil. The
Secretary
of State for India warned the Raja that he could expect
no favour
from the British Government so long as he conducted
himself
in such an extravagant manner.

Lord Canning’s Sanad. 30th April 1862.
The following
Sanad issued under the orders of Her Most
Gracious M ajesty

(Queen Victoria) and signed by Lord

Canning,

Viceroy

Governor-General of India, was sent to the
Raja.
“To Rajah Ramachandra Tondaiman
Behaudur
001481,

and

Poodoo-

“Her Majesty being desirous that Gove
rnments of the
several Princes and Chiefs of India who gove
rn their own territories should be’ perpetuated, and that
the representation and
dignity of their houses should be continue
d, in fulfilment of this
desire, this Sunnud is given to
you to convey to you the

assurance that on failure of natural
he irs, the British

ment

will recognize

and

confirm

Govern-

an y

adoption of a successor
made by yourself or by an y future Chief
of your State that may
be in accordance with Hindoo Law and
the customs of your
race,

“Be assured that nothing-shall disturb
the engagement thus
made

to you so long as your house is loya
l to the Crown and
faithful to the conditions of the treaties
, grants, or engagements

which record its obligations to the
British Goy ernment.

(Signed) Canning ”.
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Edinburgh to
Visit of His Royal Highness the Duke of
. On the sth
Madras. Restoration uf the title of His Excellency
for the
February, 1870, a sum of Rs. 20,000 was sanctioned
at the reception of His
Raja's visit to Madras 5 o be presert
burgh, and on the 16th
Royal Highness the Duke ௦f Edin
Madras ordered that the
February, 1870, the Government. of
Tondaiman

Raja

should

receive

a

salute

of

13

guns

at

title of “ His Excellency”,
Trichinopoly and Madras, aud that the
should be restored to him.
hness the Duke of Edinburgh
In March, 1870, His Royal Hig
ency Raja Ramachandra Tondai
visited Madras and His Excell

with him.
man Bahadur had an interview
Under orders of
Government
Madras

cil, the
the Governor-General in Coun
oned in
disallowed the salute sancti

December, 1873.
February, 1870 on the 18th

a.
of Wales to Southern Indi
The visit of the Prince
Highness,
During the tour of His Royal
(December 10, 1875.)
his
Southern India, the Raja paid
Edward Prince of Wales in
His Royal Highness sent
Madura.
homage to the Prince at
hness’
a ring bearing His Royal Hig
the Raja “a silver medal, with
r them as

Excellency would wea
cypher, with a hope that His
rn India and of the pleasure
mementos of his visit to Southe
ency’s
d from making His Excell
His Royal Highness derive
"
personal acquaintance

of Empress of India by Her
e
til
the
of
on
ti
mp
su
as
The
ust, 1876,
The Raja was informed in Aug

Majesty the Queen.

publicly
the Government to proclaim
that it was the imtention of
s'and at all
7, at the Presidency town
on the 1st of January, 187
torates, the assump-

several Collec
the headquarter stations of the
een of the title of
t Gracious Majesty the Qu
tion by Her mos

“Empress of India”.

rge Gazette
A copy of the Fort St. Geo

cellency the Viceroy’s ProclaExtraordinary containing His Ex
o
lamation by the Queen was als
mation together with the Proc
nd
d the occasion by holding a gra
received. The Raja celebrate
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life-prisoners

and

Adoption by the Radja of Pudukkéttai of his eldest daughter's
third son as heir to the Raj.

On the 2nd of March,

1877,

His

Excellency the Raja forwarded letters to the Government of
Madras and to the Government of India under a covering letter
to the

Political

Agent,

health, and in conformity

standing

that

in

view

of

with the tenor of the

his

failing

special

Sanad

granted to him by His Excellency Lord Canning, he had
adopted Martanda Bhairava Pallavarayar, (born on November
26, 1875) his eldest daughter’s third son, and had thereby
relieved himself of all anxiety as to the succession.

On the 15th January, 1878, orders

Viceroy and Governor-General of India

were

received

from

the

“recognising and con-

firming the adoption by the Rajah of Poodoocottah of his eldest
daughter’s

third

son

as

claims of the son of his

heir to the Raj

in supersession

deceased brother”.

On

the

of

23rd

the

of

January, the Madras Government communicated the order to
the Political Agent, who forwarded it to the Raja on the 8rd- of
February. ‘The Raja “could find no words to express his humble
obligations and sincere gratitude for the unparalleled kindness
and estimation............ and prayed to the God Almighty for the
most prosperous, predominant and everlasting Rule of the British
nation—a Sovereignty most impartial and Divine”.
On 10th
February, 1878, a Darbar was held in connection with the
confirmation by the Viceroy and Governor-General of the adoption, and some prisoners were released.

A. Sashia Sastriar—Dewan of the State.

“At the kind invitation of his Excellency the Raja and
under the encouraging auspices of Mr. Sewell, the Political

Agent,

and of

the

Members

of

the

Government

who were all deeply interested in the well-being

of

Madras,

of the Puduk-

-kéttai State’, A. Sashia SAstridr took charge of the administra-

tion of the State as Sarkfl on the

8th of August,

1878.

The
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Row* who had occasion
selection was sug gested by Sir Madhava
previous to this to pay & visit to Pudukkottai.

some time

Duke of Buckingham,
The Governor of Madras, His Grace the

intment and had no doubt
expressed his gratification at the appo
nded with early benefit to
that the arrangement w¢ yuld be atte
Secretary ௦ { State for India expressed
the State; and later on, the
have secured the services
his satisfaction that the Raja should
of so competent a minister.
the recommendation
At the suggestion of the Raja and on
rnor-in-council of Madras
of the Political Agent, the Gove
, of the designations of Sarkil,
approved on the 29th May, 1885
liar to the
Kdrbdr

and Deputy

Karbér,

which

were

not

fami

se of
ment, being changed into tho
officers of the Political Depart
Deputy Peishkdr. ‘The change
Dewdn, Dewdn Peishkd r and
t
1885, and Sashia was the firs
came into effect on Ist July,
Dewan.
State to be des ignated
administrator of the

Reforms of Sashia Sastriar.

.+ The
ni’ or the sharing system
The abolition of the ‘Amd
ch the
revenue on lands under whi
the
ng
tli
set
of
tem
sys
i
an
Am
t the lands
will, was abolished, so tha
at
ant
ten
e
mer
a
was
t
ryo
the private property of
me
ca
be
ure
ten
s
thi
on
d
which were hel
assesst to the payment of a fixed
those that held them, subjec
ment.

The
Dévastanam Department.
The reorganisation of the
supervison
ager was abolished. The
office of Dévastanam Man
ments together

ons and their establish
of the Dévastanam instituti
expenditure
eipts and
with the accounts of rec
s.
dar
ed to the Tahsil
therewith was transferr
* Siy Madhava Row

connected

chsafe to Pudukota
p ressed Sashia Sastriar ‘to you " observing—" Here
of a first rate man

uired—the services
then living at
what if so much req
e doctor (Sashia was
rat
t
firs
a
is
e
her
and
is a suffering patient
y should be brought
be more desirable than that the

Trichinopoly).

What can

together ”’?

+ See pages 346—350,
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Western Palace

Jdgir.

[CHAP.
The

Madras

Government ordered the resumption of the Weste
rn Palace
Jagir on the 14th of May, 1881, and the grant of a cash
pension
of Rs. 15,000 a year to the members

of the J avirdar’s

The Pallavankulam in the Town

and the slush and silt of years
that guinea-worm that “seemed
Pudukota”’ was largely stamped
year bore the badge of the curse
of the return of summer without
A Girls’ School was opened

family.

was completely drained,

were removed with the result
to be the everlasting curse of
out, and “those who year after
came to breathe free and think
a shudder”.

in the town on 13th June 1883

.
The English school started in 1857 at
the Capital was raised
to the grade of a Second Grade College. In
1883 the supervision
of the State schools by a British Inspector
of Schools which had
been going on from April, 1878, was
discontinued. For the
enco
uragement of Primary education,
grants-in-aid rules were
framed in 1885.
The powers of registration were with
drawn
from Tahsildars and Deputy Tahsilda
rs, and separate SubRegistrars were appointed.
The State Pre 88 was considerably

enlarged, and the State Gazette was publish
ed for the first time
in 1878.. In the same year, the Administ
ration Report of the

State was printed for the first time.
A Regulation was
promulgated embodying in a, systemat
ic e nactment the rules
that had been in force from time to
time fo r the control of the
"manufacture and sale of earth-salt,
and anot her introducing into
the State the Acts of the British
Indian

Le gislature

procedire in civil and criminal cases
(1882).

relating to

A.combined British Post and Tel
egraph office was opened
in the capital in 1884. In the same year Casuarina
plantations
were started on the banks of the Vellar in order
to create a new

source of fuel supply.

The Treasury full.

“For the first time in the
history of
Pudukota (in 1883) there was literally no room in
the Treasury
for the money that had accumulated in it, and it
was thought
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rather than so much money should be idle,

advisable,

to invest

the surplus in Government securities, not only as a source of
some

but generally as an Insurance

profit

against

Fund

future

hoarding, for
years of adversity. There was no intention of
fullest amount
expenditure on public works was allowed to the

ically spent ”.
that could have been carefully and econom

Political matters since 1878.
His Highness the Rdja’s Tours.

His

Highness the Raja

to the Trichinopoly and
started on the 30th May, 1884, on a tour
and the
After visiting the shrine at Nertir
Madura Districts.
hi-

the 30th of July at Tric
temple at Madura, the Raja arrived on
and the
Their Excellencies the Governor

nopoly to wait on
k Roberts, who were then on
Commander-in-chief, Sir Frederic
m His Highness had cordial
a visit to that station and with who

interviews.

tour in November and
His Highness made a second
and Madura, with the. object
December, 1885, to Trichinopoly
he had taken on his previous
chiefly of fulfilling a vow, which
temple
thousand lamps in the
to

visit,

at Madura.

November,

one

light

His

hundred

Highness left

Pudukkéttai

on

the

9th

of

shrine at Nertr, went to
1885, and after visiting the
shrine

Madura where he

fulfilled: his vow.

After visiting the

District, His Highness
of Gunasékharam in the Trichinopoly December.
the 6th of
returned to Pudukkéttai on
eognition of the great improv
The Raja rewarded. In rec
the:
ment

in the

inistration after
character and tone of the adm

as Sarkil, the
appointment of Sashia Sastriar
eral of India
forwarded to the Governor-Gen
his salute to
Sarkil for the restoration of
Majesty the
sanction was obtained from Her

Madras Government
an appeal from the
the Raja. In 1884
Queen- Empress of

s as a
to the Raja and his successor
India to a salute of 11 guns
ment of
Simultaneously, the Govern
hereditary distinction.
s Highness”.

Madras conferred

A

grand
"108

Darbar

on the Raja the title of “Hi

was

held on

the

19th. of May, 1884, to
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The Political Agent,

after repeating

his assurances that the Tondaiman of to-day would not be found
less loyal than his ancestors, should occasion arise, handed over
to the Raja the communication of Government announcing
the conferring of a hereditary salute of 11 guns and the title of
‘His Highness” on him.
‘To celebrate the occasion a number

of convicts were pardoned and set free.
The Governor further permitted His Highness the Raja to
prefix to his name and titles the appellation Sri Brihadambd
Dias.
The

first

gubernatorial

visit

Excellency the Right Honorable

to

the

Capital,

1886.*

His

Sir Mountstuart Elphinstone

Grant Duff, G. c. 1. £., Governor of Madras, was the first
Governor to visit the Raja in his capital. His Excellency arrived
a little before noon on Tuesday, the 2nd of February, 1886,
and left on the afternoon of Thursday the 4th.
A grand Darbar
was held on the occasion.
A levee was held, at which the Raja

presented

to His Excellency

officers and

Sardars

of the

all the

members

of his family,

State, and distinguished

citizens

of

the Town.
There was the usual display of fireworks, etc.
His Excellency also witnesseda display of boomerang-throwing.
Death
of Raja
Ramachandra
Tondaiman.
(15th
April, 1886). His Highness Raja Ramachandra Tondaiman
* Sir M. E.G. Duff, has recorded in his diary as follows :—
“*
*
* No Governor had ever before visited the little State, somewhat smaller than two Surreys, which owns the sway of the Tondaiman, and
At the fireworks on the
I was naturally received with much empressement.
night of the 3rd, there uiay have been well on to 30,000 men.
Everywhere
it rained wreaths and nautch girls”.
In-his official Review, the Governor

recorded as follows:—"*

*

*

The last Raja of Pudukota (Ramachandra

Tondaiman had died meanwhile) fell at one time under the displeasure of the
paramount power; but I had the satisfaction long before his death of seeing
the agreeable relations, which prevailed between this Government and his
Pudukota has advanced considerably in recent
family, completely restored.
years under the care of the experienced and able minister whom we have now

nominated Regent for the grandson of the late Raja who is still a boy.

that he will grow

up to

be

a credit

ancestors were so long connected ”.

to the

Government,

I trust

with which his
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Bahadur died

age

the

of

offices

public

the

All

57.

and

en days as a inark
institutions of the State were closed for sixte
deceased.
of respect to the memory of the
AND

ADMINISTRATION

LIFE.

SOCIAL

(19TH

Relation with the Paramount Power.
Carnatic

professed

great

friendship

for

CENTURY).

The Nawab of the
the

Tondaimans,*

allies”, and treated
referred to them as his “ true and steadfast
he did his other vassals
them with far greater consideration than
became very
The affairs of the Nawab
and poligars.
He
ry.
centu
tae 18th
unsatisfactory towards the close of
to
amounted
in 1785
debts, which
heavy
contracted
£ 4,440,000

equivalent

to more

than

crores

four

of

rupees,

al rates of interest of
“ producing annuities at their sever
geable to the revenue
£ 623,000, of which £ 383,000 stood char
ct of Parliamentary.
of the Carnatic”. His debts formed a subje
the Nawab made all sorts of
inquiry. Reduced to such straits,
n and demanded from
extravagant claims upon the. Tondaima

h often took the
him what may be described as feudal relief whic
of
‘Vijaya Raghunatha -had to pay a nazar
form of nazars,
Nawab’s recognition of his
50,000 to 75,000 pagodas to secure the
was

the title of Raja Bahadur
succession, another large sum when
sum when Muhammad Ali’s

conferred on him, and yet another

confirmed the title.
successor, Umdat-ul-U mara

had to

satisfy

the

rapacity of

the

Nawab’s

The Tondaiman

underlings at

bullocks with sacks, sheep,
Trichinopoly by supplying draught
arram
had to make the annual Muh

He
fowls, money, etc.
reward the Fakirs who came
and Ramzan presents, entertain and
oblige the

frequently
with the Nawab'’s recommendations and
from the
loans’. The Tondaiman had been

Nawab with ‘small
r
days of the Nayaks the Aragukdvalkd
the

of Trichinopoly,t and in

exercise of that office was called upon

by

the

Nawab

to

ds during the sowing and
detect cases of theft, and supply guar
.
harvesting seasons.
he Governor, dated May, 9, 1783.
* Letter of the Raja of Tanjore, to-t

T See page 759.
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pay

individuals”,

“One

no tribute

to the

company,

once wrote Sir William

of the best allies that

[CHAP.

no

Blackburne

presents
to the

to

Raja.

the Company ever had could not

but be an object of respect to all the King’s subjects”, wrote
Sir- Thomas Strange, the first Chief Justice of Madras.
These
observations summarize the altered state of affairs under the

overlordship of the Company.
From

the

beginning,

the

Company's

officers from

the

Governor downwards, and the Governor-general had been
treating the Tondaiman asa ‘loyal friend and steadfast ally’.

The alliance with the British secured to Pudukkéttai, as to
many other States, in the words of Lord Wellesely, ‘the

unmolested exercise of its separate authority within the limits
of its established dominion, under the general protection of the
British power ’*.
* It is rather incomprehensible why Sir William
Lee-Warner should have
said (The Protected Princes of India p. 872):—" Finall
y those who advance the
constitutional theory (of feudal relationship) may find
in the position of the

Raja of Benares and in that of Pudukkottai in
Madras germs of an idea that
the chiefs were rather nobles of the Britis
h dominion than sovereigns of petty
States.”
One must hesitate considerably before taking
up a position different
from that of so reputed an authority.
Sir William who bases his conclusions
chiefly on Sir Charles Aitchison’s collections
of Treaties, Engagements and
Sanads, has overlooked the many official
letters that had passed between the
Tondaimans and the officers of the Company
which clearly define the status

of the former. Sir William remarks(p, 39. ibid)
that “for evidence of his
status as a native chief prior to 1862 he (Raja
of Pudukkéttai) can appeal to
no treaty or

engagement with the British Government”.
Pudukkéttai had
no need for a formal treaty or engagement, since
the Tondaimdns voluntarily
allied themselves with the Company when
the latter first interfered in the
affairs of the Carnatic to counteract
the designs of the French.
The
Company’s

officers handsomely acknowledged the Tondaimans
’

service

s. One
of the earliest communications between
the Tondaiman and the English,
written in Persian and dated 28th Septe
mber 1755, has this assurance given
by Mr. George
Pigot,
the Governor of Fort St. George—‘‘
We shall be
solicitous

from

the

to

maintain

Nabob”.

your

As

dignity

to

what

and

country

exactly

which

you

the Tondaiman’s

have

received

dignity

.was,
"we have the authority of Sir William Blackburne’s
despatch dated 1822, and
referred to on
page
above, wherein the Tondaiman is spoken
native hereditary chief, the Prince and Ruler
of an extensive province.

of as a
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19th
The inexorable sequence of events in India in the
futility of a
century proved to the British administrators the

policy of ‘non-interference’ with the Indian States.
Governors-general and

Viveroys

need for the British Government

from

Lord

Hastings

saw’ the

themselves

to take upon

Indian
responsibility for good Government in

Successive

States.

the

Against

recorded in the
this background are to be viewed such events
ed as constituting
preceding pages of this se ction as may be regard
ish Government in the internal
interference on the part of the Brit

affairs of the State.

As. overlords,
succession
by them.

to

the

the

British Government

gddi

of Pudukk6ttai

In the absence
adoption of one by the Raja
In
British Government.
Raja a Sanad under the

require that

should

the

be recognized

of a heir in the direct male line, the
had to receive the sanction of the
1862 Lord Canning issued to the
orders of Her Majesty the Queen

failure of natural
conveying “ the assurance that on

heirs,

the

and confirm any adoption of
British Government will recognize
any future Chief of your
a successor made by yourself or by
with Hindoo Law and the
State that may be in accordance
roy and Governorcustoms of your race”. In 1877 the Vice
adoption by the Rajah
general recognized and confirmed “ the
Tondaiman) of his eldest
of Poodoocottah (Ramachandra
rsession of the
daughter’s third son as heir to the Raj in supe
brother”.
claims of the son of his deceased
for the
The Paramount power assumed direct responsibility
was a minor.
administration of the State whenever the Raja
ha Raya, the Resident
During the minority of Vijaya Raghunat
the guardianship of
undertook the management of the State and
reforms.
the Raja and his brother, and introduced many salutary

Again during the minority of Raja Ramachandra, the Madras
d
Government on the recommendation of the Resident frame

y council.
rules for the guidance of the Regenc
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We have recorded in the preceding pages some

instances

of

interference by the Residents to set right abuses and to preserve
order.

They

have

frequently

advised

the

Rajas

not

to

run into debt, and even enforced the practice of strict economy
by laying down regular rules.
In 1654 following on the
disturbances

in the

State

caused

by Venkanna

Servaikar and

others, the Resident conducted an inquiry and, though he
exonerated the Raja from any charge of oppression, he got some
of the powers of the Raja curtailed temporarily.
It is a matter for gratification that there has been the
greatest

cordiality

between

the

British

Residents

and

the

Tondaiman Rajas which was perhaps the chief reason for the
rapid progress the State made in the 19th century.
The State
was fortunate in her Political officers.

Sir William

Blackburne,

Mr, Fife, Mr. John Blackburne, Mr. Bayley, and Mr. Pennington,
to mention

a few, were not only capable statesmen, but

brought

to bear upon their work an amount of sympathy and understanding which evoked the heartiest response from the Rulers.
Raja Vijaya Raghunatha Raya and his brother called Sir

William Blackburne their father, and Raja Ramachandra called
Mr. J. Blackburne his uncle,

tions

Before 1807, the 'ondaiman had made his representato the Madras Government through his Vakil. From

that year, the Resident became the channel of communication.
When in 1829, the Board of Directors proposed to
abolish the Residency of Tanjore and Pudukkéttai, the Raja

wrote to the Governor and Governor-general ‘ expressing his deep
concern' and

protesting against

the

course.

Mr.

Lushington,

the Governor, allowed the office to continue, saying that “ it
would give him in particular great pain to carry into effect any
nieasure obnoxious to Tondaiman.”
As a measure of economy,

however, the Residency of Tanjore was abolished in 1841.

In

1843, the Tondaiman requested that the political charge of the
State should be vested in an officer whose “ principal residence
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could have both time and
was not far from Poodoocottah and who
uct him and give every
inclination often to see hun, instr
The Political
his Darbar.”
necessary support and attention to
the Collector of ‘Tanjore and
agency Was transferred in 1865 to
Trichinopoly.
in 1874 to the Collector of
century the
Towards the close of the 18th

Administration.

designated the Sarkil. From
head of the administration was
sted by a Deputy Sarkil. The
about 1851 the Sarkil was assi
nged to that of Dewan in 1885. The
designation Sarkil was cha
called
partment w as the Karbar, now
de
e
enu
rev
the
of
d
hea
Deputy

the Dewan

d the
His assistant was designate

Peishkar.

Karbar.
Raja Raghunatha (1807—1817), the
During the minority of
under the
in two managers acting
vested
was
administration
a
1814 and 1822(?), there was
advice of the Resident. Between
by two
Councillor in the place

of the

subordinate Councillors.

Sarkil

who was

assisted

RamaDuring the minority of Raja

Rani,
composed of the Dowager
Regency
of
council
a
chandra,
; and
carried on the administration
the Sarkil and the Fouzdar
Bhairava, the Dewan-Regent
during that of Raja Martanda

Government.
was the head of the

Army.

inistration of the
A statement in Tamil on the adm the strength of
es the following figures as

State for 1826—7 giv
30; in
26; Sepoys 120; Gunners
rs
ope
Tro
“
y——
arm
te
Sta
the
ive officers
,’ of whom 702 are nat
men
tic
rna
‘Ca
to
on
iti
add
,
to be of Rajput descent), Nayaks
known as Rajas (men supposed
Amarakars and
ars;
Bargirs, J amadars, Subahd
Uliyakars (camp attendants)’.

and 6000 are
After the cessation

Carnatic and Péligar wars, the men
and

since

they

had

no

regular

of

the

deteriorated in efficiency,

military

duties,

they

were

n the service inams
employed to watch the amdni crops. Whe
d to exist as a
were enfranchised in 1888, the militia cease
fighting unit,
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the introduction of a Revenue

Settle-

ment in the adjoining British districts, the need for a similar
reform
in the
State
became
imperative.
Raja Vijaya
Raghunatha revised the amdnt rates in favour of the ryot.
A ryotwari settlement known as Taram fysal was conducted in
the Viralimalai firka in fasli 1278.
Another settlement of minor
importance was conducted in 1860.
The evils of the amdéni
system became more and more pronounced, and Mr.

and Sarkil Bhavani Safkar

Rao worked

out

Pennington

some schemest

to

remedy them.
Sir Sashia Sastriar finally abolished it and
carried out his famous settlement of 1878-9;
The resumption
of the Western Palace Jagir, and the enfranchisement of the
feudal and other service inams, considerably enriched
the
‘treasury.

Other

sources

of

revenue

were

Sayer

and Mohturpha

and

manufacture of earth salt.{
Under the salt convention which
the State concluded with the Madras Government in 1887, the

manufacture of salt in the State was stopped.§
Other

manufactures

of

note

were

the

smelting

of iron,

saltpetre, indigo, dyes, weaving of silk and cotton cloths and
embroidery
We have mentioned (See page 835) the indigo
factory at Karambakkudi.
Ochre was largely used in the
making of dyes.
The chief crops. were rice, cumbu, sdmai, varagu
, millet,
ragi, maize, horse-gram, gingelly, black-gram, ¢
reen-gram, redgram, castor, turmeric, tobacco, chilhes, betel-vine, sugar-cane
and cocoanut.

The

Abkari

policy

of

the

described on pages 392 to 395,
* See Vol. I. pp. 338-356.
t Vol. I. pp. 345-6.

t ibid pp. 385-387.
§ ibid p. 890,

State

in

this century has been
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According to the Survey of 1813, the forests* in the State
comprised 176 malatkkddu or hill jungles and 145 timber
forests. Jungles that were not reserved for the chase were
leased out for fuel. In 1884 Sir Sashia planted casuarina as
an experimental measure.
In 1810, supreme tribunal, named Nydya Sabha,
Justice.|
office was instituted
a magistrate’s court

was established, and in 1811, a Kotwal’s
at the capital which was a Police station,

About

1813,

existence.

The

and a vivil court of small causes rolled into one.
Danda

the

Sabhds

Mudra

and

came

into

appellate jurisdiction.

Nydya Sabha exercised both original and

In 1845 the Huzur Adawlut court became

the Appeal court.

in the
In the place of t he Mudra Sabhd, a small cause court
k Headquarters
Town and Munsiff’ s courts at each of the Talu

The old Nydya Sabhd became in 1866, the

were established.

Civil and Sessions Court.

Sir Sashia reorganised

in 1887 and established the Chief Court.

the judiciary

He abolished the

munsiff’s courts and மார்க் the Chief Court Registrar and the
Sub-Registrars

rural

introduced

was

with

into the

Small

cause

powers.

State in 1875.

Registration

The opening of the

Kotwal’s office in 1811 marks the disappearance of the old
A police 10106]

Kavalgar system.
British

Indian

model

in

1875.

was first organised on the

Convicts

sentenced

to

hard

Fort. The
labour were originally confined in the Tirumayam
and the present
old jail in the ca, pital was occupied in 1830,
jail in 1889.§

Public Health.||

There were outbreaks of cholera in 1859,

1866-7,

1883-4, 1887-1890, 1891-2 and 1899, and of small-pox in

1866-8,

1874-1877,

1884-5,

was first introduced in 1812.
®
t
*
§

See
See
8௯
ibid

Vol. I. Ch. VI.
Vol. I. pages 422-430.
Vol. I. p. 437.
p. 444.

|] See Vol.I. Ch. TX,

109

1889-90 and 1891-2..

Vaccination

Raja Vijaya Raghunatha and his
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brother were the first to get vaccinated. In 1866, a vaccinating
staff was organised. Sir Sashia had all the drinking water tanks
and wells in the Town thoroughly cleansed,

and

this

mitigated

considerably the ravages of guinea-worm.
Raja Ramachandra opened the Raja's Free Hospital in
1851. It was removed to its present spacious building in 1883.
Not only was treatment free, but a small number of poor
in-patients were fed.

The subordinate medical staf occasionally

visited the villages.
The State suffered from floods* in 1809, 1827 when there
was a terrific hurricane, 1884, 1890 and 1893, and from drought
between 1866 and 1868, between 1870 and 1880 and between
1889 and 1895, and in 1898.

The capital which originally consisted of irregular streets
and narrow lanes was destroyed by fire in 1819. Partly with
the State subsidy of 3,000 pagodas that Raja Vijaya Raghunatha
granted and partly from private funds, the new town was well
laid out with broad streets.
Conditions however deteriorated
again. Encroachments, stagnant drains and silted-up tanks
made the town a breeding ground for epidemics. Between 1880
and 1894 Sir Sashia Sastriar, carried out a four-fold programme,
namely, improved conservancy, town extension, tank restoration
and erection of public buildings, for details of which the reader
is referred to pp. 307-8 of Volume I.
Education.

Raja Vijaya Raghunatha

school in the town in 1813.

tion

of the

State

for 1827-8

A statement

records

opened .a
on the

that

charity

Administra-

“Tamil,

Telugu,

Sanskrit, and Marathi are learnt widely and English and Persian

by afew.”

This presumably

referred only to the capital town.

Literacy was imparted in pial schools of which there were
many in the State.
In 1848 there were 13 Mission schools at
work.
In 1884 Sir Sashia framed rules for grants-in-aid to
* ibid pp. 20-28.
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He appointed
schools that conformed to modern requirements.
an Inspector of Schools, who was charged with the task of

opening model schools with a trained staff,

His Highness the Raja’s Free School in the capital grew
r,
into a High School. In 1878 it had a graduate Head-maste
for the
and in 1880 presented the first batch of students
In that
Matriculation Examination of the Madras University.
It was removed to
year, the College department was opened.
the present building in 1891.*
the

with

of Pudukkéttai

The association

Religion.

Saint

Sif Sadagiva attracted to the State many ascetics and religious
m and his two
men. The present Jagadguru of the Srngéri matha
for the
predecessors visited the State chiefly
pm ediate
by the foot steps of the
Sivabhinava Narasimha Bharati,

reason that ‘ it had become hallowed

holy sage.’

Sri Sacchidananda

veneration
Tinnevelly

Sri
for the sage.
and one ‘of the most

Tondaiman’s

the

the late guru of Syhgéri, highly commended

Sundarasvami, a native of
revered saints of the century,

at Arimalam

passed away
spent his last days in the State and

over his tomb.
where a fine temple has been built

worked

the Chettiyars

among

to

them

devotion

saints

expounded

Siva.

and did much

two

His

famous

He lived and

to inculcate

disciples

in

were

Sivam; the latter’s remains
Ranganatha Sivam and Narayana
‘T'hese
lam “in. the Town.
now lie buried near the Adappatku
for

many

of

the

years.

Sri

Travancore

to Pudukkéttai

Hindu

the

Gadadiva

court

philosophy

Sarasvati,

before

he

in

who had

became

to end his days here. In

the

capital

been

a judge

a monk, came

1936 the residents

of

his tomb which was consecrated
Pudukkéttai built a temple over
dananda Sarasvati Avaduta
by the Saint’s disciple Sri Sacchi
There area number
akkal.
Svami of Séndamangalam near Nam
in saints, but little is.
‘of tombs and mathams of non-Brahm
known of their history.
*.See pages Vol. I, 278-9.
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Charities. The Brahmadéyams and a few minor mdnyams
were enfranchised in 1888. In 1897, the lands belonging to the

temples and other charitable institutions measured more than a
lakh of acres, or about 1/6th of the total

extent

of acres

under

cultivation in the State, yielding about 2 lakhs of rupees.
In

that year

the

Dévastinam

and

Chatram

lands

were

amalgamated with the ayan lands.
The department of Dévasténam and Charities also dealt with
chatrams*, endowments to monastic establishments, templegardens, and temples outside the State (Parardstram katialai)*.
The annual. Dassara celebration constituted, as it does now, an
important charge under this head.
Christianity. The order of the Jesuits, which had been

suppressed by his Holiness the Pope (1773) was re-established
in 1814,

They again started their activities at Trichinopoly.

The church at Avtir was in the possession of the Portuguese

and became a matter of dispute between the Jesuits and

the

Goanese.
In 1846 the difference became so acute that the
parties resorted to violence. The Raja and the Political Agent
had to interfere. When in 1857, the Pope distinctly recognised
the jurisdiction of the Goanese mission over these areas, the
friction increased. The two parties have since composed their
differences.

It

is on

record

that

the

Raja

of

Pudukkéttai

visited Avur several times and made offerings to the Church.
Protestant

mission

work

was started in the State between

1830 and 1840 by a church of England missionary. In 1845,
the American Board Mission at Madura took up the work.
In 1848 they offered the Pudukkéttai area to the Leipzig

Mission Society which continued to work in the State til) 1901,

when it was entrusted to the church of Swedish mission
consequent upon the separation of the Scandinavian mission
from the Leipzig mission.
* See Vol. I. p. 464
parardstram kaftalais.

for a list of chatrams, and p. 466 for a list of the

T See pages 99 and 100 (Vol. 1).
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The first Protestant missionary to live in the capital.of the
State

was

the

K.

Rev.

A.

Ouchterlony

who

in his

humble

dwelling received visits of the then Raja.
Islam.

One

of the important

items of Dévastdnam

and

s
Charities was the Pallivasgal mdnyam or endowments to mosque

and dargas

or tombs

of Mussalman saints.

The Tondaimans

made liberal grants to Muslim places of worship in this period.

the centres of Muslim worship which came
Among
Mullipatti
existence in this century are Tirumayam,
Tirumayam,

Enappatti near Pulivalam, Malaikkudipatti,

into
near

Anna-

udi.
vagal, Tennafgudi, Vayalogam, Andakkulam and Alang
Tondaimans emulated
The
Art.
and
Literature

nage that they
the Maratha Rajas of Tanjore in the patro
Kééava Bharati of Séndamangalam
showed to men of learning.
legend of the Tiruwrote his Kapilat ndtakam based on the

gokarnam

temple.

Kumarésasatakam,

a century of verses on

by Muttuminakgsi Kavirayar
the God of Kumaramalai, composed
in Tamil literature.
also called Gurupadadasa, has won a place
by Subba Aiyar of RayaPoems on the shrines at Tirumayam
Professor

varam, an incomplete

poem

on

Tiruvarangulam by

inopoly, poems on Alagiya
Minaksisundaram Pillai of Trich
Viramakali Amman of
Nacci Amman of Ponnamaravati and

Ambukkévil,

the Sdntanathésvarar

Padirruppatiantad: or a

capital by Gévinda:
century of verses on God Santanatha in the
himself
svimi Pillai, who later in his monastic life called”
pati Kavirayar of
Nityananda Svami, and poems by Gana
and, Kavirayars of
Kavirayar,
Kadiraivé)
Tirugékarnam,

and the Sirka]i Véndars of
Mithilaippatti and Karaicchuranpatti
in Tamil of this period.
Valnad* are among the popular works
s extolling the valour of the

There are also a number
Rajas and their Sardars.

of poem

community.
us of the Valnad Chettiyar
* This is th e designation of the gur
scholar and poet, and the present one
The late guru, Sv 4mindtha Désigar was 6
tradition.
Sivaprakaga Désig ar worthily maintains the
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The

legends of the temples at Tirugékarnam, Kudumiyain the form
malai, Péraiyur, Tiruvarangulam, etc. were written Tondaimans,
of Puranas in Sanskrit under the patronage of the

and some of them are read even now in the palace during

the

Dassara worship.

The grandsons of the poet Venkanna, and after them
Sri Krishnamachariyar*, a former Danadhikari of the State and
his nephew Gopalachariyar*, Radhakrishna Sastriyar, Malladi
Subbaraya Sastriyar, Gopala Sastriyar, Vehkatarama Jésyar of
Panayappatti, and Balakrishna Sastriyar were eminent Sanskrit
scholars

and

writers

who

adorned

the court of Pudukkéttai in

the latter half of the century.

Sri Sadagiva’s devotional songs gave an impetus to the
development of music in the State. Sri Tyagaraja Svami who
ranks among the masters of South Indian music is believed to

have visited the State early in tnis centuryt. Vijaya Raghunatha
Raya Tondaiman was himself a renowned composer, and his five
songs

The

rightly

deserve

first words

(Thou,

the

of these

name

pancarainam

songs. are

or ‘ five

gems.’

as follows :—Elaipangéli.

that art on the side of the poor), Karunaikkadaikkan,

(Glance of pity), Piravi illdta arul (Vouchsafe Thy grace that
I
may not be born again), Manatiuyar tirttarul (Deign to
remove
my cares), Tarunamitammd (This, O Mother is the
moment for
Thee to extend to

me

Thy

grace).

These

songs

addressed

to

the Goddess Byhadamba
of Tirugékarnam which are the
outpouring of a suppliant for divine grace so moved Raja
* Uncle and brother respectively
்
டன்

the present Assistant Administrator.
ft Tradition

happened

speaks

of

a

strange

of Rao

Bahadur

phenomenon

R.

that

during Sri Tydgardja’s visit to Pudukkottai.

K rishnamachariar,

is alleged

to have

The Raja Proposed a

strange test to the musicians assembled in his court.
He placed an unlit lamp
amidst them and challenged them to light it with
their songs and without
using a match.
Encouraged by his guru, who was also
present, Tyagardja

sang the rdya, Jydtisvarupint. To the wonder of the assembly, the wick, it
is
said, caught fire and shone with varying brilliance accordi
ng to the gradations
of the rdya.

that

Tondaiman

Ramachandra
temple
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every day.

regularly

he

sung

them

had

The Kapilaindtakam

in. the

composed in

ing girls in the Tiruthis period is staged even now by danc
the Virdlimalat Kuravanji at
gékarnam temple, and so is
day at Tirug6Other famous songs sung to this
Virafimalai.
the words Padhimdm (Protect
karnam are the one beginning with
Vijaya Raghunatha and the
me) composed in the reign of Raja
of Malavarayanéndal.
Kummi by Chidambara Bharati
of the songs to DaksinaSome stray verses are now extant
which were

ai, some of
murti, and Sri Subrahmanya of Viralimal a. Among the wara Vijaya Raghunatha Ray

composed by Raj
songs,

those

Kavirayar

Sarkarai

of

of

Pérambur

are

very

most
composed many fine songs, the
spirited. Vaidyakavisvarar
undm
ctory song Kurumayi kar
edi
ben
the
is
ch
whi
of
popular
ar®
Grace). Gri Venkatésvara Aiy
Thy
of
t
pien
reci
the
me
(Make
praise of
in the capital composed in
led
sett
who
u
und
lag
Bat
of
Kirtanast full of sweetness and
the Dévi a number of Bhajana
r,
melody.

Ramu

baraya Bhagavata
Sastriar of Sandaipéttai, Sub
and

Radhakrishna Bhagavatar
Nagaratna Bhagavatar, and
ers
karnam were other compos
ugé
Tir
of
r
ata
gav
Bha
Vaithi
daiman was
Raja Ramachandra Ton
.
fame
l
loca
n
tha
e
mor
of
ers
owned musicians and compos
ren
t
mos
the
of
one
of
ron
pat
a
natha Aiyar.
of the century, Mahavaidya
,
on the vina were Krignayya
Among celebrated players
Aiyar;

ama Aiyar and Sambasiva
Subbukutti Ayya, Subbar
e
‘Vina Brothers’ and wer
as
wn
kno
e
wer
two
the last
others.
araja of Mysore among
Mah
t
sen
pre
the
by
ed
honour
livist, and so was

Narayanasvami

son Ganapati

Aiyar

Aiyar

was

5 famous

of Pudukkéttai

vio

who

later became

a

Mussalman musicians Nannu
palace musician at Mysore. Two
players on the délakt and
ert
exp
e
wer
h
Mea
tu
Cho
Meah and
his

B. V, Kamé$vara Aiyar.
® Father of the late Mr.
hestral music.

ompanied by orc
ft Devotional songs acc

mon in Northern India,
t Délak is a small drum com
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the svaragat.*
Another expert player on the svaragat was
Krishnan, a Telugu Non-Brahmin.
Virasvami Nayak was a
reputed player on the Sdrandd.t| The names of Mamundiya
Pillai and Dakshinamirti Pillai of Pudukkéttai, adepts in playing

on the Katjiva} and the Mrdargam, stand foremost to-day in
the world of Carnatic Music.

* Svaragat is a stringed instrument played with a plectr
um of ivory.
t Sérandd is a kind of lute.
{t Kafijird is a small tambourine with belis,
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SECTION
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(1886-—1928).

Contemporary Ralers.—

Governors of Madras.—

Sir M. E. Grant Duff.

Lord Connemara.

(7981-1986.

(1886—1891).

1896).
Lord Wenlock. (1891—
(1896—1900).
Sir Arthur Havelock.

Lord Ampthill.

(1900—1906).

(1906—1911).
Sir Arthur Lawley.
Carmichael.
Sir Thomas David Gibson
919
12-—~1 ).
Lord Pentland. (19
(1919-1924).
Lord Willingdon.
under the
(The State was brought

(1911-1912).

direct control

of the

of

Government

1923).
India on October 1,

—
Viceroys of India.

Earl of Reading.

(1921—1926).

count Halifar).
Baron Irwin (now Vis

(1926—1931).

y 2,
ness the Raja——On Ma
Education of His High
the young
tion or Pattdbhisékam of
the religious installa
the
custom of the family, in Ra
ja
took place, according to the
e
th
on 8th July,
temple

at Tirugdkarnam
installed by

; and

the

Political

Agent,

who

1886
Raja

State
was

presented

a

the
Madras and a letter from
of
nt
me
ve
rn
Go
e
th
om
the
khillat fr
on his accession to
formally

ting His Highness
Governor congratula
musnad.

at this time, and
The Raja was about eleven years of age
h Tamil ,
்
|
erable ் progress in Englis $
sid
con
de
ma
y
ead
alr
had it
Early in 1887, Mr. F. F. Crossley, a
and Drawing.
Sanskr

ish tutor 9
versity, was appointed Engl ர
graduate of Cambridge Uni
was in charge of the

with a staff of assistants.

Mr. Crossley

eight years.
Raja's education for
110
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On 5th December, 1886, Lord Dufferin, the Viceroy, visited
Trichinopoly where His Highness the Raja had a private
interview with him.

In 1887, Lord Connemara,
Trichinopoly,

and,

the Governor of Madras, visited

on that occasion,

person to pay a visit to Madras.
Regent, and a retinue consisting
and

servants,

he

invited His

Highness

in

Accompanied by the Dewanof his personal staff, tutors

went to Madras in J anuary 1889,

and

stayed

there for two months.
He visited various institutions and places
of interest, made the acquaintance of the then Maharaja
of

Mysore, the Members of the Madras Council, the Chief
Justice
and other leading personages, and attended a Convocation
of

the University.
Pondicherry and
Raja’s visit. He
the Government

On his way back His Highness stopped at
paid a visit to the Governor who returned the
also attended a party given in his honour at
House at Pondicherry.

The Raja had the honour of a private interview with
His
Royal Highness Prince Albert Victor during his tour
in India
in 1889.
In January, 1890, His Highness
Madras, which lasted for a month and
made the acquaintance of the Maharaja
then halting at Madras on his way to
back His
From

paid a second visit to
a half. His Highness
of Travancore, who was
Calcutta. On his way

Highness visited Bangalore and
the

beginning

Mysore.

of 1891, the Raja made Trichinopoly

his home. To keep in touch with his subjects, the Raja visited
Pudukkéttai for all important feasts, festivals and ‘religious
ceremonies.. In November, 1892, Lord Wenlock, Governor of
Madras, paid a visit to Pudukkéttai, and the Raja went to
Madras immediately afterwards and returned the Governor's
Visit, and also’ had the opportunity of an interview
with the
Viceroy, the Marquis of Lansdowne, who was then on a
visit to
that city.
In 1893, the Raja visited Travancore twice and
shot two elephants,

ப்பா]
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In December, 1893, when his education was nearly complete,
His Highness toured Northern India. He visited Bombay,
‘Allahabad,

Benares,

Calcutta, Agra, Ahmedabad

and Baroda.

He travelled tncognito fer most of the tour, the public
receptions being confined to Bombay and Calcutta, where he
was received officially by Lord Harris and Lord Lansdowne.
His tutor Mr. Crossley thus wrote of the Raja in his last
report.—

“T cannot refrain from expressing in this, I believe, my last
report, the pleasure I have in being able to say honestly that I
cannot in the past seven years recall to mind one single instance of deviation from the strict truth or misbehaviour of any

description on the part of His Highness. It is a record to be
proud of and, I trust also, of happy augury
and useful career’.

for an honourable

Sashia Sastri—Regent.

During the minority of the Raja, the State was administered
by Mr. (afterwards Sir) A. Sashia Sastri. He was invested with
the powers of a Regent and was styled Dewan-Regent.

During the eight years preceding the Regency, the foundations of good government had been well and deeply laid. The

Land Revenue system had been remodelled; the amdnt tenure,
which was prejudicial alike to the State and to the ryot, had been

Most of the irrigation tanks had been repaired.
abolished.
The main trunk roads to Trichinopoly, Tanjore, and Madura

reformed
had been put in order. The public services had been
A secondand their tone raised. Crime had been put down.
were being
grade College had been established, and public offices

filled with young men educated on modern lines.

comparaThe eight years of the Regency mark a period of
tive rest and

assimilation.

The

of this period are noticed below.

salient

administrative

features
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The Salt convention.—So early as 1817, the British Government had been complaining that the Pudukkéttai cheap
earth-salt was being smuggled across the boundary.
In 1881-2

the question threatened to become a source of misunderstanding
between the State and the British Salt department. On a
strong representation made by the State, the Madras Govern-

ment agreed to let matters stand as they were. A little later,
however, the question was reopened, and. the Madras Government

insisted on the suppression of earth-salt manufacture in the
State. The Raja, though at first unwilling, ultimately agreed
to the opening of negotiations, as a result of which it was
agreed that the manufacture of earth-salt should be suppressed
in the State

which

payment of Rs.
in these proposals

should

38,000.

receive in compensation

an annual

The Madras Government acquiesced

and also intimated on J uly 12, 1887, that the

arrangements might be cancelled at their option after sufficient
notice, if they found it to their interest to do

so.

The Indm Settlement—The total acreage
under Inam
amounting to more than 3,00,000 acres greatly
exceeded the
acreage paying revenue to the State. Most of
the inams were
originally granted for military service and were
continued to the
descendants of the original donees who were
employed in
guarding palaces, temples, cutcheris and forts,
or more recently
to watch the crops under the amdni system.
These military
tenures—generally known as amarams—had long
become out of
date, and the sérvices connected with them had beco
mé more or
less nominal.

The

tenures

were mostly

rent-free and

were

‘theoretically liable to absolute resumption
at any time at the
pleasure of the Ruler.

They were also inalienable.

There were other Inams granted for services connected
with

the State. temples, for the support of minor temples,
chatrams,
Granis or drinking water-ponds, and other similar chari
table and

religious instifutions.

There were also Inams granted to Miras-

dars or village head-men and to carpenters, blacksmith
s, barbers,

MODERN
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washermen,

and
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for village service.

other artisans

There were

granted to Brahmins.
also the Brahmadéyam lands or lands

of the Inams had become
The services connected with many

Inams had been frauduunnecessary, or were neglected; other

by the holder.
lently or irregularly acquired
suggested
The Madras Government had

the desirability

of

tenements on suitable quitenfranchising the antiquated service
settlement
r Inams under some such

rent and bringing the othe

as was

being

effected by the

Madras

Inam

department.

The

on the model of those of the
rules, which were ‘drafted much
1888.
e into force from September,
Madras Inam department, cam
enfranBy

almost

1894

all the militia tenures

had

been

of
onal revenue of about a lakh
chised, and thereby an additi
effect of the settlement cannot
rupees had been secured. The
ied
words of Sir Sashia who carr
the
in
n
tha
bed
cri
des
er
be bett
it out.

“Their

enfranchisement

on

the

payment

of a moderate

a magna charta. Lands
quit-ren t in commutation of service was
e to be valued hundreds and
which were worth nothing cam
were hopelessly involved in
thousands of Rupees. Several who
e who
s rich and solvent. Thos
lve
mse
the
d
foun
ly
den
sud
debt
themselves mistaken and hailed
had opposed it at first found
res as their deliverance ”.
the enfranchisement of the tenu
or
and charitable institutions
s
giou
reli
to
ting
rela
ms
Ina
e
village or temple services wer
the performance of necessary
All other Inam lands
tenures.
registered on their existing
full assess ment.
were brought under
system
change from the amdni
Survey and Settlement.—The
delay,
y and had admitted of no
had been dictated by urgenc
In order to

settlement required.
such as a regular survey ‘and
essment, due to the absence
ass
the
in
ies
lit
qua
ine
the
correct,
and of a correct
measurement of area
t
rec
cor
a
of
h
bot
Survey and Settlement was
classification of soils, & ‘Revenue
begun in 1893.
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remissions.—After

introduction

of

money

the

foHaP,

change

from

there

were

assessment,

complaints that the general incidence of the assessment was
heavy, and measures of alleviation were found necessary. The
year 1892 was exceptionally disastrous, and as it had been
preceded by two successive bad years, the resources of the ryots
were so crippled that they were ill-prepared to stand another
year of drought.
This offered a favourable opportunity
for granting certain permanent reductions of the revenue
demand. The special assessment on garden crops was abolished
and replaced by the ordinary rates. All rates higher than Rs. 60
a véli

were

reduced

to Rs.

were made on lands assessed
tax on trees standing

60,

and proportionate reductions

at less than

on patta lands

was

Rs. 60, a

véli.

The

also abolished.

The

total remission of revenue on these accounts amounted

to over

half a lakh of Rupees.

Other measures.—A distillery was constructed at the capital.
In 1893, the tree-tax system was introduced.
In 1894, a
Regulation was passed for the amalgamation of the State Postal
department with the British Postal department.

Town

improvement.—The

town

was

greatly

Though it had been originally well laid out,

lanes

had

the

improved.
streets

and

been largely encroached upon, and the side drains

had almost become bogs.

The weekly

market

was

held

along

the public thoroughfare and obstructed all traffic.
The Cheri
with filthy narrow lanes was a hot-bed of diseases—cholera,
and smallpox.
Offices were held in rented private houses.
The College building was small and had no play-grounds. In
the Hospital the wards and operating theatre were inadequate.
The jail was located in an unsuitable building situated in the
heart of the town.
Houses which obstructed the roads were removed, lanes were
broadened, new roads were opened, new suburbs were formed, and
the market was removed to a spacious plain and became
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The Cheri was laid out in regular
a great centre of trade.
constructed in open situations
streets. Imposing buildings were
A spacious
Public offices.
for the College, the Hospital and the
reservoir
a
rove d and enlarged into
tank in the town was imp
is now dis tributed by pipes throughout
of drinking water which
the town.
Machinery—-The Appeal
Reorganisation of the Judicial
head of
in which the Ruler and the
Court, a court of judicature
a standing
icio Judges and formed
the executive were ex-off
felt to be an

professional
majority against a single

J udge, was

ation of the judiciary
A scheme for the reorganis
anachronism.
Based on this and on the
Civil Judge.
was drawn up by the
in other Indian States, a
courts
ous
og
al
an
of
ion
tut
consti
constituted in
of three Judges was
g
tin
sis
con
rt
Cou
ef
Chi
Munsiff’s Courts were

1887.

The

two

abolished some

time

later.

January,

existing

er 1894,
full powers.—In Novemb
The Raja invested with
y Lord
enc
installed by His Excell
was
a
Raj
the
ss
ne
His High
with the
invested
and
Governor of Madras,

Wenlock, the
ation
powers of administr

The

Governor,

the Darbar,

who

at

a

Darbar

an

for

the

purpose.

honours

at

which
address to the Raja, from

we

was received with

delivered

held

:—
quote the following

re
“Tt is with great pleasu

the

usual

e to-day
that I find myself her

to the decision of the
rsonally givingo effect
pe
of
ct
je
ob
g
the
with
ss should, on attainin
ne
gh
Hi
ur
Yo
at
th
a
di
tion of the
Government of In
with the administra
d
te
us
tr
en
be
r,
u are
your 19th yea
nce upon which yo
ta
ri
he
in
e
Th
-..
l...
State of Pudukkotta
nancially and in every

enty years ago fi
this day entering was tw
The aspect of
d condition.
te
da
pi
la
di
st
mo
a
in
u a
other respect
ve made over to yo
ha
l
wil
u
yo
;
t
en
er
ff
di
affairs is now Very
sing a balance
ed with debt, but posses
er
mb
cu
en
un
y
onl
its
not
State
is every prospect of
re
the
e
il
wh
hs,
lak
of more than three
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if ib is administered

with

On every side material improvements are visible.

due

Every

branch of. the administration has been more or less reformed,
the revenue has improved, the roads are excellent, and the
capital is adorned with modern public buildings.
All these are
due to the untiring energy and devotion to his duties of DewanRegent, Mr. Sashia Sastri one of that talented body, the
proficients of the High School.*
Mr. Sashia Sastri became
Dewan in 1878, and after serving your grandfather until his
demise in 1886, has since then continued to work for the well-

being of the State

of Pudukkéttai

with

great

ability

and

remarkable fidelity and honesty of purpose.
The result of his
labours has been so successful that what was at the time of his

accession to office almost a wreck is at the present moment a
1080610108 .0088688101.................... Your forefathers assisted in
the laying. of the foundation of the British Empire in India by
supporting our arms in the struggle for supremacy with the

French, a very important episode of which was the siege of
Trichinopoly in 1752, next by aiding them in making head

against the famous invader Hyder Ali Khan, and lastly, when
alien enemies had ceased to oppose us, by affording, after the
cession of the Carnatic, material help in suppressing the

outbreaks of rebellious usurpers in what now forms the Madura
District.
Those days of warfare and bloodshed are now, as far

as Southern India is concerned, happily at an end, with no
prospect of return, but you can still follow in more peaceful
paths the example of your ancestors of more than a century
ago and support the British rule by a wise and just government
of. the State, to the administration of which you this day
succeed......... saaaensaeeenes ”

The following extract from the Raja’s reply is worthy of
quotation. “ Appreciating the value of the good advice Your
Excellency
wk

has given

me, I recognise the

Now the Presidency College, Madras,

solemn

nature of the
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the help and advice
trust now conferred on me; and relying on
my whole
of the Political. Agent and my Dewan, I shall use
and progresendeavour in strivi ng to assure tomy people a just
sive

administration.

Striving to rule without fear or favour I

actions, with
shall seek to be honourable and upright in all my
the destinies of my
the Almighty’s help and ouidance, in making
people happy and prosperous ்,
to the musnad, and
The Governor then conducted the Raja
A
rs of administration.
declared him invested with the powe
Governor handed
salute of eleven guns was fired, and the
Lord Wenlock held a levee
over to the Raja the State Swor 3.
the Raj a presented to him the
on the same day, ab which
an, the prin cipal officers of the
members of his family, the Dew
State, the Sardars and others.

hia Sastri retired on the
Change of Ministry. —Mz. Sas
and
1894,
in November,
Regency
the
termination ‘of
Dewan.

Dewan, was appointed
Mr. R. Védanta charlu, Assistant
of the administration for
He continued in sole charge
three years.

about

—During this period, rules for
Mr. Véddntachdrlu’s reforms.
loans were passed : a Sanskrit School
the grant of agricultural
Magistrates were appointed
was opened at the capital; Stationary
agricultural

of their n agisterial work; an
to relieve the Tahsildars
ool
lass, a dairy farm and a technical sch
farm with a training ¢
ing were

pen try, tailoring and paint
giving instruction in car
ation was characterised by weakness
opened. This administr
over the finances, and many of these
and laxity of control
periods of usefulness.
ons had to be closed a {ter brief

instituti
that

ms
taken up for Settlement. Ina
Brahmadéyam Inams were
es were not

continued

interfered

with,

in the
but

line of the original grante

those

ent.
subjected to a slight quit-r
11

that

had

been

alienated

. were
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department

noteworthy

measure

with

the

was

the

abolition in 1897 of the Dévastanam department as a separate
branch of the Administration.
The extensive lands attached to
the important temples and chatrams of the State had hitherto
been administered by a separate agency. The Dewan amalgamated these lands and villages with the ayan lands of the State,
and made allotments out of the general receipts for the
maintenance of temples and charities.

Constitution of the State Council.—Early in 1898, the
Raja made arrangements for a visit to Europe.
For the
satisfactory conduct of the administration during his absence

he formed a Council of Administration consisting of a Dewan
and a Councillor. To the post of Councillor, the Raja appointed
his

brother

Rajkumar Vijaya

Raghunatha

Deputy Collector in the British Service.

Durai

Raja,

then

a

The post of Councillor,

tentatively created for a year, was subsequently made permanent

and the constitution

of the Council

remained

unchanged

ten years.

for

Visit to Europe.—In April, 1898, The Raja left for Europe.

He visited the principal towns of Italy and was greatly
intérested in the art treasures of Naples, Rome and Florenc
e.

On May 23, 1898, the Raja was received by H. R.
H. the Prince
of Wales (afterwards Edward VII) at Marlbo
rough
House,

and

on

audience

14th

by

July,

Her

had

Majesty

the

honour

Queen

of.

Victoria

being

received

at Windsor

in

Castle.

His Highness also attended Her Majesty's levee at
Buckingham

Palace.

Tt was

The Raja returned to his capital in November, 1898.

proposed at a public meeting

to erect a Town

Hall

in

commemoration of the interview accorded to the Raja
by
Queen Victoria, and the foundation stone of the building
was
laid by

Sir

Arthur

Havelock, the

visited Pudukk6ttai in February,

Governor

1899.

of Madras,

who

This was the first of g

series of visits that the Raja paid to Europe.

MODERN
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A change
January,

1899.

in the Council.—Mr.
A British

Deputy

Védantacharlu

Collector—tne

Bahadur §. Venkataramadas Naidu
Dewan, Rajkumar Vijaya Raghunatha
as Councillor.
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This arrangement

retired in

late Dewan-

appointed
Garu—was
Durai Raja continuing

continued almost uninterrupted

till the beginning of 1909.

new Council had to
Finance.—The first problem that the
A

of the finances
w hich had,
fund, known as the amdnal,

face was

the resto ration

to a sound basis.
till now, enabled the

irrespective of the Budget,
ininister to incur expenditure
reorganised, the accounts
was n ow closed. The Treasury was
Treasury Officer was
11 order, and a special
set
were
Farms which had
The Agricultural and Dairy
appointed.
th e three Deputy Tahsils at the
been working at a loss, and
The Revenue Survey and
lished.
Firka stations were abo
ablishring completion, and the est
Inam Settlement were nea
iture
was curtailed, and the expend
ment in these departments
ated.
sources of revenue were cre
l
ona
iti
add
few
A
.
sed
imi
min
of
established near the frontiers
In 1900 toll-gates wer e
mps—judicial and nonStamped papers au d sta
the State.
judicial—were

introduced in 1905.

the State by
the administration of
o
als
ts
pec
res
er
oth
In
9 was marked
the decade 1899 to 190
ing
dur
l
nci
Cou
new
the
ments of the
in the several depart
ss
gre
pro
al
nti
sta
sub
by
noticed
the administration are
‘The salient features of
State.

below.

1899, the Council took up
Reforms of this Council.—About
irrigation facilities of the State,
the question of increasing the
to
was specially appointed
Engineer
experienced
an
and
1903, a special staff was appointed
investigate the subject. In
of new schemes

and investigation
for the restoration of tanks
repair the “Railway affecting”
to
of irrigation, and another,
tanks in the

State.
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attention.

In

1906,

an Agricultural Association was started with the liberal support
of the Darbar.
Its work was to place up-to-date agricultural
methods and implements at the command of the ryots.
A
Meteorological observatory was opened in 1905. In 1907, a
Veterinary Hospital was established.
Arrangements were made
to grant loans for seeds and other agricultural purposes. In 1904
and for some years after, cattle shows were held in the Taluk
stations to improve the breed of cattle, and in 1908 a big

cattle-show and

an

agricultural

capital. A Co-operative Credit
and came into force in 1908.

exhibition

were

held

Society Regulation

Revenue Settlement.—The lands that were

in the

was passed

held on

a fixed

money assessment before the amdni settlement had been assessed
at low rates ranging from Rs. 18 a vélt wet to Rs. 25. These
rates were not revised at the amdni settlement.
The new rates
on other lands determined on a five years’ average during the
amdni settleinent ranged from Rs. 30 to Rs. 60 in general.
The
obvious inequalities in the rates of the assessment that resulted
gave rise to complaints. A regular survey and scientific settlement to remove these inequalities and bring the land revenue

administration

into

line with

the system

adjoining British districts was started

obtaining

in 1894

in 1903.

The

first thing that had to be

in

the

and completed

done before commencing

Revenue settlement was to overhaul the revenue accounts of the
State,

correct

the

inaccuracies

in

the

accounts,

and bring the

registry of holdings up-to-date.
This preliminary work, which
involved sub-division of survey fields on a large scale, was
commenced in 1907, and actual settlement was started in 1908.
The

new

settlement

was

conducted

on

the

lines

of

recent

settlements in the British districts. In two respects, however, the
peculiarities of the old system were retained,—no seasonal
remissions were’ granted for failure of crops, and double crops

MODERN
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Under the améani settlement the ryots were
were not assessed.
they had once
not allowed to relinquish the lands for which

The new settlement allowed relinquishment.
orthy
Representative Assembly.—One of the most notew

accepted .a cowle.

with
ate the people
measures was the attempt to associ
In 1902, a Representative
the administration of the State.

rs was constituted.
Assembly consisting of thirty membe
the State Council from
members were at first selected by

nominated by the Heads of Departments

associations in the State.

The

those

and by the public

r
It met once a year when the Darba

of the several departments of
made a statement of the progress
by the members. The
the State, and answered interpellations
which
matters of general interest to
members then

discussed

the Darbar. From 1907,
they desired to invite the attention of
n open to election.

were throw
three-fifths of the number of seats

Legislation, etc.— The
drawn in 1882 to the

kéttai code.
tions

were

attention

of

the

Darbar

had

been

ukdesirability of consolidating the Pud

ev er, mere notificaFor a long time after this how
s

published

in the

any
required, to give validity to

State

Gazette,

departure from

as

circumstance

the practice in

on
procedure or policy, the adopti
any
bo
or
ies
itor
terr
h
tis
Bri
the
State. It
irable or necessary for the
of which was considered des
ions
the Darbar that such notificat
was brought to the notice of
the
; and at the suggestion of
could not have the force of jaw
in
a, legislative committee was formed
,
ly
mb
se
As
ve
ti
ta
en
es
Repr
ration in drafting
ncil of Administ
1904 to advise the Cou
State.
the legislative needs of the
regulations and report on
s of the
appointed to compile report

A Law Reporter was
tem
ef Court. In 1904 the sys
Chi
the
of
nts
gme
jud
ant
import
uced.
the aid of assessors was introd
of trying sessions cases with
noteworthy
Education.—Perhaps the most
Elementary
was the introduction and
feature of this adrainistration

Primary
on modern lines.
extension of primary education
villages, and the pay and
were opened in all important

schools
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class

of men.

A Training
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were raised so as to secure

School

was

a. better

opened

to train the

village teachers in up-to-date methods of teaching.
tional rules were framed, and the Inspection and
codes were revised.

New educaGrant-in-aid

Health Measures—The

Women

was opened in 1902, and a Board,
consisting of a few official members
attend to the sanitary needs of

Political—A

few

events

of

and Children’s dispensary
called the Sanitary Board,
was constituted in 1903 to
the capital.

political

importance

that

M. King Edward

VII,

occurred during the period are worthy of note.

In honour of the coronation of H.
Emperor

of

India,

a

Darbar

was

held

at

the

capital

by

His Highness the Raja on November 27, 1902, and
there was
general rejoicing in the town for three days.
attended the Coronation Darbar held at Delhi

His Highness
on the Ist of

January, 1903. Arrears of revenue amounting to about
Rs. 34,000

were written off in honour of the Coronation.

His

Rajasri Brihadambal Rajamani Sahib, senior daugh
ter of
Highness the late Raja, and natural mother of the
Raja,

died on December

4, 1903.

Resumption of the Chinnaranmanai Jdgir.—T
he Chinnaaranmanai Jagirdar, cousin of His Highness the Raja,
died in
May, 1903, and after his.death, the Jagir was
resumed by the
State. Allowances were settled on his sons, wives and
daughter,
The villages belonging to the Jagir were surve
yed, and the
settlement of the Jnams under the Jagir was start
ed in 1908.
The Second Administrative Council.
(1909—1922)

In March, 1909, Dewan Bahadir

$. Venkataramadas ‘Naidu

was granted three
months’ privilege leave, preparatory to
his reversion to British service, and His Highness modified
the
constitution of the State Council.. The new Council consisted

MODERN
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an Civil Service
members,—a member of the Indi
an, and the Chief Judge
Superintendent of the State, a Dew

as
as

Settlement, begun

in

of th ree

G. T. H. Bracken, ர, 0, 8,
ex-officio Councillor. Mr. (now Sir)
of the State, and Rajkumar
was appointed Superintendent
, Dewan.
Vijaya Raghunatha Durai Raja
Raja Administration.
Reforms of the Bracken— Durai
Revenue Settlemen. t—The Revenue
of 1912.
1908, was completed by th e end
of

the

Chinnaranmanai

After the resumption

r that
Jagir' in 1903, the only Jagi

managed by 4 special agency, was
remained as a separate estate,
Rani
ed for t he maintenance of the
end
int
r
Jdgi
i
rt
va
nd
Ma
the
amalgamated for

In 1911, this also was
of the Ruling Chief.
the State, and
with the ayan villages of
administrative purposes
allotted for the
Rs, 18,0C0 a year was
a fixed annual grant of
er in lieu of the
i or Ranis of the Rul
maintenance of the Ran
the Jagir. These villages

buted by
varying net surplus contri
the operations
also were brought under

of the

Revenue

settlement.

.—Special attention was
Irriga tion and other improvements
A minor
of the irrigation tanks.
devoted to the repair
smaller
duced in 1909, whereby the
intro
was
system
irrigation
transferred to the Revenue
tanks and éndal ¢ were

irrigation

department for maintenance.
in 1909, and a model agricultural
A Museum wa s established
Sarasvati
The
| the capital in 1911.
farm was opened in
and
to a general exhibition in 1911,
in
ped
elo
dev
was
exhibition
was held for some years.
passed
Con servancy Regulation was.
In 1909, a Village
chayats. Important
nstitution o { village pan
co
the
for
g
in
id
ov
sed
pr
under a Regulation pas
s’
on
ni
‘U
ed
tut
sti
con
villages were
r Regulation was passed,

in

1912,

In

the

same

yea,

Board
replacing the Sanitary
Municipal Council,

anothe
of the town

of Pudukkéttai by a
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In 1910, the Chief Court and Second Appeals Regulation
was passed, consolidating the provisions of law relating to ‘the

-Chief Court and providing for the appointment of two Appella
te

- Judges to hear appeals from the Chief Court on points of law in
civil cases, and to advise His Highness the Raja

of Second Appeals.

The Second

Appeal

time in May, 1911.

the

in the decision

Court sat for the first

Political —At the invitation of His Majesty’s Government
Raja attended the Coronation of Their Majesties King

George V and
Queen
Mary
in Westminster
Abbey
June 22,1911.
He returned to India in November, 1911,

on
and

attended the Imperial Darbar at Delhi on December 12, 1911,
where he paid his homage to the King-Emperor.
The visit of
Their Imperial Majesties to the Indian Empire was celebrat
ed

at Pudukkéttai with every expression of loyalty and
enthusiasm.
In honour of this event, the Raja, on his return
from Delhi,

remitted

for one

year

the village—service cess, amounting

to

Rs. 20,000, and permanently abolished the tax on weavers’
looms.

He also extended free elementary education

State,

and

granted

certain

special

to all parts of the

allowances

to

ranks of State servants and pensioners.

the

lower

On January 1, 1913, His Majesty the King-Emperor made
the Raja a Grand Commander of the order of the Indian Empire
.
In January and February, 1913, His Highness the Raja

paid an official visit to the Benares State, and another to Bikani
r

to attend an entertainment given by the Maharaja of Bikani
r
to Indian Chiefs on the occasion of his Silver Jubilee
.

The Silver Jubilee—In
Raja’s

Silver

Jubilee

was

February, 1913, His Highness the
celebrated

at

the

capital

in a manner befitting the occasion.
The celebrations lasted
three days—22nd, 23rd and 24th February. A Darbar was held on
the morning of the 22nd February in a pavilion in the Palace
square. The President of the Celebration Committee read an
address to His Highness on behalf of the people, to which
His Highness made a suitable reply.
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His Highness granted the following boons in honour of the
occasion.

Remission of the village karnams’ cess commonly
known as the Kanakku Vari amounting to Rs. 25,000, for a
period of three years.
ii. Remission of the house-tax commonly known as
Mohturpha amounting to Rs. 5,000, for a period of three
i.

years.
iii.

Remission permanently of the tax levied on bangle-

makers and dhobies’ earth.

iv.

‘Association of elected representatives in a legislative

advisory council to be newly constituted.
vy.

Grant

two

of the privilege of electing

members

of

the Municipal Council.
Town, and
vi. Opening of an Agricultural School in the
at the
the grant of two continuation agricultural scholarships
College at Coimbatore.
vii,

grant

Special

of an

sum

arnual

three years for the construction
Schools in rural parts.

of Rs.

5,000 for

of buildings for Elementary

to
viii. Grant of special grain-compensation-allowances
10
Rs.
drawing
permanent and temporary servants of the State
and less for four additional months.
ix.

Grant of special local allowances

State drawing Rs. 30 and
where prices were high.
x.

less when

to servants of the

employed

Grant of Rs. 1,000 to the Town

Hall

in localities
Committee

in

the capital to enable it to finish the building.
xi.

Grant

of

Rs.

10,000

‘Jubilee agricultural seed-banks,
112

for

the

formation

of

Silver
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‘The

Raja

mounted on a richly caparisoned elephant, was taken through
the four main streets of the Town and to Tirygékarnam and

back.

On the evening of the 23rd February, the people gave a

garden party to His Highness, and at night a grand display of
fire-works was held, and the main streets and all the public

buildings
Carnatic

were illuminated. On
Darbar was held in

the evening of the 24th, a
a pavilion in the Palace

square.
The functions came to a close with a State banquet
to European guests on the evening of the 25th February.

The Great European War. (1914-19). The Raja and his
brother, the Dewan, were staying at Aix-les-Bains and had
been there barely a fortnight, when the general mobilisation of

the French army was ordered.
With the help of the British
embassy at Paris, travelling by car, they got to Dieppe in time
to catch the last boat to England.

They arrived in London

the

very night that England declared war. The next day, the Raja
placed his personal services and all that he possessed at the
disposal of His Majesty the King-Emperor. Since His Majesty’s
Government found
the Raja returned
November 23, 1914,
the Town Hall in
spirited
address,
reproduction :—
*

it difficult to utilise his personal services,
to the State in November 1914.
On
he presided over a public meeting held ‘in
connection with the war and delivered a
extracts
from
which
wil]
amply bear
‘*

*

*

“Let us not think that we here can do little. If
we cannot help by
personal service, we can help in several other ways.
Here I may mention
that I offered to raise a regiment in the State.
My idea was that we could

thereby look after our interests in Southern India and enable the British

Government to utilise their regular regiments stationed there, for service in the
front.
H. E. the Viceroy, while highly appreciating my desire, has not found
it possible to consider the proposal at present.
But the military authorities

would be grateful if we can help recruiting for existing units.

We ought to be

able to do this at least.
We can also help to keep in comfort those who have
gone to fight for our cause and relieve the distress of their wives and childre
n,
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“Let me remind you that there can be no nobler cause for the exercise of
one’s benevolent and loyal instincts. To my Nattukkottai Chetty subjects, in
that

say

for charities, I should

have established a name

particular, who

of all

philanthropical purposes for which they have unstintingly given, none can
come up to the mark of the present occasion. To add to the material comforts
of those who have gone to win or die for their country, to relieve the sufferings
of the wives and children they have left behind—can there be a nobler cause
for giving ? Seldom does such opportunity come in the history of a nation ;and
when it has come, shall it be said of us that we have not proved equal to it?
I

understand

can

that

owing

to

tightness

the

of

my

market,

money

the

This, I hope, will

Chetty subjects have been put to temporary inconvenience.
soon vanish and the normal condition of things will return.
“All of us can help, high or low,
If we cannot serve
means and limits.
cannot give much ; but all can give what
Other considerations apart, would it not
have to secure the rest in peace, than
security, and lose it in the end ? Make
to if England

“The

rich or poor—each
personally, we can
they can and all
be better to give a
keep our all, tight

no mistake—this

according to his
All of us
give.
will be welcome.
part of what we
now, in fancied
it will

is what

come

and her allies should not win.

war

will

tax all the

of Britain

resources

insignificant that he cannot do something.

and

no

is

one

so

We, Indians, form one-sixth of the

population of the globe and if every one of us should be imbued with
spirit, our united help will, by no account, be small.

the

right

to the
“Of all Indian States, Pudukkéttai stands in peculiar relation
English
the
in
us
of
written
was
it
ago,
years
A hundred
British Power.
not to
despatches— It is impossible for any servant of the Company
ty
prosperi
In
family.
an
feel the greatest regard and respect for the Tondaim

official

them, they have
or adversity, from the earliest period of our connection with
of advantage
never failed us ; neither considerations of danger nor allurements
have ever induced them

to swerve

from

their

allegiance;

and

their

services,

for Empire,
sometimes in very critical conjunctures, when we were struggling
during the
lately,
More
history.
of
pages
the
have been eloquently recorded in
that the
aware
himself.
is
last Poligar war, the Right Hon’ble the Governor
at
him,te
intimida
father of the present chief, in spite of all endeavours to
same
once espoused our cause and proved by his conduct that he inherited the
extraordinary attachment and fidelity to the Hon‘ble Company, which were so
signally manifested by his ancestors in the memorable and perilous days of
Clive and Lawrence.’
falsified now.

Such eloquent

testimony

to our services shall not be
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year

HISTORY

in my

(CHAP.

reply

to

the

Jubilee

Address.

I then said ‘ You have spoken of the loyalty of the Tondaimans to
the British Throne.
That loyalty has been the pride of the Tondaimans and

our most precious heirloom.
the British.
What pleases

History has eloquently recorded our services to
me most is that you are now, in no way, less

willing than your forefathers to

disposal
It

is

for

serving

easy to talk

His

place

yourselves

IMPERIAL

MAJESTY

THE

‘or brave

deeds,

of loyalty, sacrifice

and

all

you

possess

KING,
so

our
long

“When

my

EMPEROR.
as

no necessity for their practical exercise.
You can only know what
made of, when he is put in a tight corner’.

at
there

the

is

man is

I spoke these words, I little thought that the time would so soon

come for practically showing what we are.
The time has now come and let
us- show that we have inherited the spirit of sacrifice that
marked our
forefathers.

“In
the

conclusion, let us pray

complete

prayers

for

success

this

of

purpose

the

shall

for the speedy

British

be

and

offered

their

in

termination of the war and
allies:

all

the

I

order

temples,

that

special

churches and

mosques in the State, and, for this, to-morrow shall
be a public holiday.”

This

speech

the people.

created

a deep

impression

on

the minds

of

A sum of Rs. 64,000 was subscribed by the subjects

of the State and remitted to the Imperial Indian Relief
Fund,
and smaller sums were contributed to the support of the Madras
Hospital ship and the Ladies’ Dep6t of the Madras War Fund.

Two lakhs of rupees were contributed from State Funds to
the Madras War Fund, Rs. 15,000 to the Prince of Wales
Relief Fund, Rs. 15,000 to the Imperial Indian Relief
Fund, and

Rs. 500 monthly to the Madras Hospital ship.
His Highnese’s marriage.—His Highness’s marriage with

Miss E. Molly Fink, daughter of Mr. Wolfe Fink, M. A., L.
L. B.

of Melbourne,
Australia.

took place on

His

and

at 5.30

Highness
p. m.,

on

August

10, 1915,

his consort

November

22,

1915.

arrived
They

at Sydney

in

at the capital
were

received

at Karupparkovil near the Municipal toll-gate
on the Trichinopoly Road by the Reception Committee and the Municipal
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Council and escorted to the reception tent. The Municipal
Chairman read an address. His Highness thanked the Council
for their loyal welcome which had touched him deeply, and then
motored to the Palace.
That night His Highness and his consort were taken
together in procession through the main streets of the Town.

On the morning of November 24, 1915, they received an Address
of congratulation from the public represented by the Reception
Committee to which His Highness replied as follows :-—
“MY SUBJECTS,
you

I thank

for the hearty and enthusiastic reception you have accorded

to me on my return from

right

The

marriage.

my

welcome

royal

you

have

extended to my wife would show, if fresh proof were indeed needed, with what
loyalty and simple trust you are ready to accept my decision in all matters
The splendid ovations which I and my wife
relating to myself or the State.
have received show that my confidence in my people was well-founded and

that

I have

secured

happily

the

my people, even in matters which

unhesiteting
appear

might

allegiance

to

run

of all sections of

counter

to

conserva-

tive ideas.
“The

question

of

my

marriage

had

been

engaging my serious attention

Through my training and travels here and abroad, I had
for several years.
for me both
formed certain ideals as to the sort of helpmate that could secure
of my
discharge
the
in
a happy home and an intelligent co-operation
After much looking-out and cogitation I found
responsibilities as a Ruler.

that it was impossible, in the present

state

6f our

‘society,

to expect

any

to
approach to the standard I had formed and that it might be necessary
be
to
were
sacrifice a little of surface national sentiment if my expectations
I say ‘surface sentiment’; for as you well know there have not
realised.
themselves
been wanting examples of persons who have entirely identified
at last a
me
to
vouchsafe
to
God
pleased
It has.
with their adopted land.

partner who is, in my opinion, qualified to fulfil my ideals and I hope that

with God’s blessings the future of the State will, under our joint guidance,
be even more prosperous and happy than ever before.

you have given
“On behalf of my wife I thank you for the loyal welcome

her.

in more
For the rest, I shall be content to let my wife speak for herself

substantial ways than by mere words.
“Once more I thank you for your kind welcome and

loyalty and good wishes to myself and my wife.

warm

expressions

of
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“Asa souvenir of the occasion I'am issuing the following orders :—
1.

To remit permanently the Karnam’s

cess

of Kanakkuwvari

through-

out the State.

2.

To grant one lakb of rupees as provision for a satisfactory drainage
in the Town,

to be spent as funds become available.

8.

To extend the franchise in the Representative Assembly—twentyfive members to be elected in future instead of nineteen as at
present.

4,

To throw open to election one seat in every Union Panchayat.

5.

To

6.

To open four seats to election on the Town

construct a Lying-in Ward and a Labour-room in the Women
and Children’s Hospital to be shortly opened.

Municipal

Council

instead of two as at present.
7.

To

make a special
to girls.

8.

For

the
there

grant

of Rs.

5,000

for extension of education

improvement of sanitation in the villages, where lately
has been so much ravage by epidemics, to make a special
grant of Rs. 10,000.”

‘The ladies of the Town assembled at the Town Sirkar Girls’

School.and

presented

His Highness’

consort

with an address

in which they conveyed to her their warmest
and most
heartfelt felicitations and wished her joy in her wedded life.

She thanked them for their kind welcome and said:-—“ Though I
have been here barely a fortnight, by the most kind receptions
accorded and nice feelings shown me by all my husband’s
subjects, [ not only feel quite at home here, I feel as if I had
been here all my life.”

The

Raja

and his consort stayed in India till the middle
of April 1916 when they left for Australia.
On

July

22,

1916,

His

son at Sydney in Australia.
Sydney Tondaiman.

Highness’

consort gave birth to a

The child was named Martanda
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Changes in the personnel of the second Administrative
Council.
(1913-22)—In February
home on furlough. Mr. J. T. Gwynn,

1913, Mr. Bracken went
I. C. §., succeeded him as

Superintendent of the State and was in office till October

12,

1915.

19,

He was on leave from August

20, 1915

to September

1915 when
Sir) Sidney
till October
the period

Mr. G. W. Priestley, I. C.S., acted for him. Mr. (now
Burn, I. C. S., the next Superintendent, held office
23, 1922 when the council was abolished. During
of absence of Mr. Burn on leave (May 12, 1919 to

February

11,

1920)

Mr.

Thomas

Austin,

I. C.

8.,

acted

as

Superintendent.
Rajkumar
Dewan

Vijaya

till October

Raghunatha

23,

Dorai Raja

1922, except

continued as

for a short break in 1914,

when, during his absence in England, Mr. C. Rajag6épala Pillai
acted for him.
Mr.

C.

Rajagépala

Pillai,

Chief

Judge

and ex-officio

Councillor, took leave from July 10, 1915 and died in September

1915.

He was succeeded by Mr. G. Ganapati Sastriar.

conclusion

The

the

of the
Allies

Armistice

between

November

13, 1918. A public

war.—The
and

Germany

Darbar

square, and the portraits of Their

conclusion

of

the

was celebrated on

was held.in the Palace

Majesties

the

King-Emperor

and the Queen-Empress were mounted on a caparisoned elephant
with a gold howdah and taken in a grand procession with all
Special
paraphernalia round the four main streets of the Town.
thanksgiving services were held in all State temples, mosques
and churches in commemoration of the happy event.*
Some
Palace
affairs
during
this
period.—Rajkumar
Rajagépala Tondaiman Saheb, first son of the late Western
Palace Jagirdar and grandfather of His Highness the present
* An

armistice

parade

is held on November

11, every

year,

followed by

cessation of all work and observance of silence for two minutes after 11 9’

clock,
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Ry. Maturambal

Tondaiman

Saheb

[cHaP,

Ayi, wife of

of

the Western

Palace died on February 17, 1920.

Rajkumar

Ramachandra

Tondaiman

Janaki Ayi Avergal,

the mother

Raja, on September

5, 1920.

of His

She

gave

present Ruler, on June 23, 1922.

married
Highness

birth

M.

R. Ry.

the

present

to a son,

the

Important Reforms during this period.—In fulfilment
of the promise made by the Raja on the occasion of the Silver
Jubilee, a Legislative Advisory Council was constituted in
Fasli 1324 (1914-15). It consisted of the members of the State
Council, the State Vakil, two members elected by

of the Representative
by

the

Raja.

The

Assembly
number

the members

and two members

elected

by

the

nominated

members

Representative Assembly was raised to four in Fasli 1329.

of

the

The

Council, as its name indicates, was a purely advisory body.
It was given the privilege (Fasli 1330) of discussing the budget
and

bringing

in

bills

for consideration.

Assembly continued to meet twice a year.

The

Representative

Revenue, etc.—In Fasli 1329 (1919-20), the Darbar framed
rules on the Madras model for the maintenance of Land
Records.
The Survey School opened in Fasli 1325 (1915-16)

trained Revenue subordinates and Karnams in chain-survey.

All the Chinnaranmanai

Inam

lands were brought within

the scope of the Revenue
Settlement.
Since the records
relating to them were neither intelligible nor reliable, and much
difficulty was felt in collecting the quit-rents, a survey of these
lands was undertaken.
By Fasli 1324, the settlement of the
minor inams had been completed and that of the major inams
almost completed.
The Darbar ordered a careful examination
of the conditions of the ldvaname (service inams).

The survey and settlement of nattame or Chettiyar villages
progressed steadily.
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Agriculture—An Agricultural School was opened in the
Town in Fasli 1328 (1918-19) for the benefit of the children of

the ryots.
tion

was

The Martanda
held

in

the

Agricultural and Industrial Exhibicapital

annually

up

to

1920.

The

agricultural staff was increased, and in 1917-18, there were
four Instructors, one for each taluk, and the fourth in charge of
the Town Farm.

Inspector of Co-opera-

In Fasli 1325 (1915~16), a full-time

tive societies was appointed,

In 1920 the Central Co-operative

Bank in the Town was established.

Education..~As

a preliminary

step to

the reorganisation

of the educational system, the Darbar increased the scale of pay

of Elementary School teachers and the scale

to aided

of grants

The Rani’s Schoo! for girls in the Town was raised to
schools.
Mr. S. T. Nagappa
the status of a Lower Secondary School.
School at RamaHigh
Chettiyar opened in Fasli 1327, a free

chandrapuram, and the late Dewan Bahadur T. N. Muthiah
Chettiyar, a free Lower Secondary School at Tirumayam in
1924.

which

These two

institutions

mark

the philanthropy of the Nagarattars

In 1921, the Raja's College opened

was equipped

Science

the

with suitable laboratories.

measure, the Véda Sastra Patasala was

welcome turn

and

a new

has

now taken.

Section

which

As an experimental

raised

to the status of

a College to train pupils for the Siromani Title Examination
the Madras
the course,
for masters
Veterinary

department

of

University; but as only one native of the State joined
the experiment was given up. The Training School
was reorganised so as to include courses in Hygiene,
In 1919-20, the
Science and practical Agriculture.

introduced a system of travelling libraries.

Boxes

of books were sent out to villages to be issued to literate
villagers. In 1916, the ‘Children’s Guild’ was organised with
the object of encouraging the children to take an interest in
some hobby and to try to do ‘good turns’ to society. An annual

celebration was held on the birthday of His Highness
113

the Raja,
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when competitions and sports were conducted, an exhibition was
held and ‘ Good turns’ done by children were rewarded.

Local Self-Government.—Soon after

the Silver

Jubilee

two

seats in the Town Municipal Council were thrown open for election;
three in 1916-17 and four in 1917-18. His Highness sanctioned
in 1913 a lakh of rupees for the construction of regular drains
in the Town; and the Darbar ordered a scheme of drainage to be
drawn up.
The installation of a Jewell-filter in the Town

water-works was completed in 1915-16.

Public Health—The

dispensary

for women

and

children

in the Town was converted in 1920 into a hospital, named the
Rani’s Hospital, and was provided with in-patients and lying-in
wards.

Justice—Law and Order.—The pecuniary jurisdiction of the

Registrar of the

Chief Court was raised from Rs. 30 to 50

in 1919, and in 1920, that of the Chief Court in its small-cause

jurisdiction
was

from

constituted

sending

Rs.
for

life-convicts

100
the

to

Town

to British

Rs.
in

200.

A

1912-14.

Penal

The

great

Court

system

settlements

continued from 1921.
General condition
of the people.—The

Bench

of

was dis-

war of 1914-18

was responsible for high prices.
In 1916 and 1918, the Northeast monsoon failed.
“The year (1918-19) was one of the

very bad ones through which the State has
influenza,

failure

of

the

season,

decrease

had to pass.
in

the stock of

War,
food

grains and heavy rise in the price of all articles, all these
causes
cumulatively operated and made the situation bad... .......
.....

The people of the State of all castes and creeds and of all strata

of society were thoroughly loyal and law-abiding, bore the
distress with fortitude and soon adjusted themselves to the
altered condition.
There was not even a single instance of

looting or other excesses committed by them’”*.
* Administration Report for Fasli 1928. ற. 29,

In 1919 and
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in November 1920 and January 1921 occurred some of the
A number of bridges
heaviest rainfall within living memory.
In view of the general
and causeways were washed away.
condition the Darbar found it necessary to raise the salaries of

In spite of the

the officers of all grades in all departments.

at the beginning of

heavy calls on the treasury, the surplus
fasli 1811 amounted to about 40 lakhs.

The

Regency

Administration

Highness

1922-28.—His

the Raja decided in 1922 to reside permanently out of India, and

vested the administration of the State in a Regent, who exercised
The Regent was assisted by a Dewan

all the powers of the Raja.

who was directly responsible for the executive administration of
Rajkumar Vijaya Raghunatha Dorai
the several departments.
Raja, a natural brother of the Raja, was appointed Regent.
Rao

Bahadur

Dewan

P. K. Kunbunni Menon was

throughout

the period of the Regency except for the period between
25—10—1926 and 15—12—1926, when he was on leave and
Mr. G. Ganapati Sastriar, the Chief Judge, acted as Dewan.
With the concurrence and under the orders of the Supreme

Government, 20 lakhs from the State Surplus Fund and 1°60
lakhs hitherto kept separate from the State balance as the
‘Marriage fund’ of His Highness, were given to the Raja, and
the allowance of Rs. 2,500 per mensem
discontinued.

His long association
first as Councillor

advantage

which

paid to his family was

with the administration of the State,

and

then

very

few

as

Dewan,

gave

administrators

the

Regent

of the State have

possessed.

State brought under direct relationship with the
ment of India The State which was under the
control of the Government of Madras till October
was with effect from that date brought into direct
relations

with

the

Government

of

India

an

through

Governpolitical
1, 1923,
political

an Agent to

Trivandrum.
at
the Governor-General with Headquarters
The Collector of Trichinopoly who was also Political Agent for
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The

Assistant Agent at Trichinopoly was, however,
effect from October 1, 1926.

Political—In

January

1923,. the Regent

{cHaP.

office

of

the

abolished with

paid

a formal

visit to His Excellency the Governor of Madras.
He again
visited Madras in December 1923 and had an interview with
the Viceroy who was then on a visit to South India.

His

Excellency,

the

Right

Honourable

Viscount

Goschen,

G. C.1. E., G. B. E., Governor of Madras, stopped for an hour
at the capital of the State on his way to Kanadukattan in

February

1925.

During

this short stay, His Excellency

did

‘the Regent the honour of breakfasting with him.
In the last week of December
visit to His Highness the Maharaja

and

stayed

at Ernakulam

and

1926, the Regent paida
of Cochin at his capital,

Trichur

as the guest of the

Cochin Government.
In March 1927, he made a trip to Delhi, and had the honour

of an interview with His Excellency the Viceroy.
Evenis in the Palace.—Rajkumar
DakshinAmurti
Raja, a natural brother
at Brighton.
A

son

was

born to

Dorai

of the Raja, died on September 3, 1924
Rajkumar

Ramachandra

Saheb of the Western Palace on June 3, 1925.
On January 13, 1927, Rajkumar Ramachandra

Tondaiman

Tondaiman.

Saheb of the Western Palace, father of His Highness the present

Raja, died at Pudukkéottai.
The Legislative Council inaugurated—On

1924, the Regent inaugurated

Council.

the

September 29,

Pudukk6ttai

Legislative

Mr. C. W. E. Cotton, C. I. K., I. C. 8., Agent

to the

Governor-General, Madras States, was present at the cerem
ony.
In the course of his address the Regent said :—

“This installation of the Legislative Council marks
a definite and
important stage in the process of associating the people in
the administration
of the State, which began only twenty-two-years ago.
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“Tt was, however, inevitable that, with the rapid spread of education and
improvement in the political outlook of the people, these institutions (the
Representative

Assembly

and the Legislative Advisory

From

conditions.

changed

out of date and unsuited to the

antiquated,

Council) should become
about

the year 1920, if any specific time can be assigned to it, there were indications
of opinions entertained here and there that the two institutions should be
the recruitment of the people’s representatives
to the new Council should be by means of election based upon a liberal franchise granted to the people, and that the reformed Council should be invested
The opinions invited by the Government from the public
with larger powers.
egarding the best way of reforming the two institutions were also generally
in favour of constituting a single Council containing a large elective element
In conformity with the wishes of the
in the place of the two institutions.
Legislative Council Regulation and
Pudukkottai
the
passed
have
I
people,
framed the rules thereunder, as they are now published; and I believe they
will meet the present-day requirements of the State.
amalgamated

into

one, that

“J am assured that the reforms granted do not fall short of what have
been given in other States,
I shall, however, be very glad to give still wider
powers to this.Council when the time is ripe for a further step being taken
forwards.
It should be our common aim to hasten the advent of that
time.”

of fifty membersof whom thirty-five
The Council consists
are elected and fifteen nominated by Government.
The
nominated members include the Heads of Departments, and since

1930 have included a lady and an Adi-dravida.
was the ex-officio President of the Council up
retired

held

official

nine years.

the

office

The Dewan
to 1929. A

President

of Deputy

for about-

of the Council the reader is

For a fuller account

referred to pages 405~409 of the first volume.
Revenue, etc.—In fasli 1335, the Darbar published in the State
Gazette

a

cultivation.

list

of

30,000

of

acres

fit for assignment for

land

To encourage the reclamation of waste lands, they

granted agricultural loans at low rates of interest payable in
easy instalments and also loans

interest

for digging

and repayable in instalments
planted

with cashew

trees.

at 4 per cent

ranging up to 20 years.

A few compact and fairly large blocks of
Taluk were

wells

land. in Alangudi

The Darbar withdrew
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of a lump sum (kudisvamiam)

for waste lands assigned for cultivation,
such lands free or sold them by auction.

The
fasli

appointment

1335

up-to-date.

helped

[CHAP.

and

either

assigned

of a Land Records Deputy Tahsildar in
to

A special

bring

the

Tahsildar

field

was

measurement

in

charge

books

of Nattam

settlement during faslis 13837 and 1338.
The

Darbar

felt

that

it would

be

more useful to hold the

Martanda Exhibition at the time of a popular rural religious
festival, and hence from 1926 till 1933, it was held at Narttamalai
during the annual festival.

In 1922-23, the Darbar

appointed a committee of officials

and non-officials with Mr. (now Rao Bahadur) R. Krishnamachariar as President to examine the question of Padittarams,

Uliams, lavanams, etc., in temples and chatrams and devise
ways for their better supervision and management.
The
Committee submitted their report in 1925*.

The Co-operative movement took firm root in the State.
Weavers’ societies, Building societies, Credit societies and local

supervising unions multiplied.
held in 1926 and 1929, and

Co-operative conferences were
were presided over by high

officials of the Madras Co-operative Department.

Education—The Elementary Education Regulation was
promulgated on December 1, 1925 making it compulsory for all
children between the ages 7 and 11 to attend a school. It was
first

introduced

in

the

Taluk

Headquarters,

and

at

Ptivarasakudi and is being gradually extended.
In 1928 Engineering courses were opened in the Raja’s
College, and a workshop was constructed.
The Vegetarian
Hostel opened in 1923 and the non-vegetarian section opened

in 1928 supplieda long-felt want.
school

in the capital

* See Vol. I. pp. 463-7.

was

raised

In 1924, the Adi-Dravida
to the

status

of a Lower

Secondary

residential

was first opened at

school for boys of the Korava community,
Tirumayam

a

school",

Reclamation

The

School.
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in fasli 1335, and five years later removed

to the

for the
Town. In fasli 1334, the Darbar sanctioned a scheme
was
which
elementary education of adultst in a one year course
in force till fasli 1342. The opening of four women’s libraries
was another step in the direction of spreading mass education.
y
In 1923, the Pudukkéttai Boys Scouts Association was formall
inaugurated
India.

affiliated

and

to

the

Boys

Scout

Association

in

The Regent called for proposals from Heads of Departments
for the institution of a Home to afford relief to orphans, the
helpless and the infirm. The Dewan held a public meeting in
March 1925 to consider the proposals received from them. A
lakh of rupees

was

collected,

and

Mr.

1928

in

Cotton, Agent

to the Governor-General, opened the Poor Home

in a State

Bungalow situated to the south of the Town.

llors
Local Self-Government.—In 1924, the number of Counci

of
in the Town Municipality was raised from eight to twelve,
acceptwhom four were nominated and eight elected. The Darbar
Engied the drainage scheme drawn by Mr. W. Hutton, Sanitary
gravitation
neer to the Government of Madras. Intercepting and
lanes with drains
sewers were constructed and conservancy

were

opened

Rs.

1,88,000.

in 1925-26.

in the

eastern

Four

Village

part

Town

of the

Panchayats

|

were

at a cost of
constituted

|

.

the departA Development officer was appointed to control

Rural
ments of Agriculture, Co-operation and Panchayats and
when
1931,
till May
improvement in general, and he func tioned

the office was abolished.

|

number of Judges
Justice, Law and Order.—In 1926, the
three to five so that the
in the Chief Court was raised from

* See Vol. I. pp. 287.
T See pp. 473-4 Vol. I.

t See Vol. I. p. 289.
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Appellate Bench consisting of the Chief Judge and one
Puisne Judges might be distinct and independent.
A
Court was formed for Tirumayam (1024-25).
In 1925

post, that of the Additional

Cinef Magistrate, was created, and

this has largely relieved the Dewan

duties.

The

of ih:
Bench
a new

Peishkar

of his magisterial

Village Panchayats Courts Regulation was passed

in 1926, and the first court was opened in the Town.
Between

1924

and

1926,

a numbcr

of unimportant Police

out-posts were abolished, while new stations and beats were
opened in places where crimes were frequent. With effect from
January 1,

1928,

the

head

independent officer with the
Police-cum-Commandant.
General

condition.—The

continuous period of drought.

of the

State

Police

designation
years

1924

was

made an

cf Commissioner
to

1930

were

of
one

The Darbar did their best to ease

the situation by granting loans to ryots to enable them to sink
wells, and buy cattle and seed, and by postponing the collection
of kist. In 1927, the Regent granted remission of land revenue
to the

extent

of a lakh

of rupees,

and

in

1928

remitted more

than two lakhs.
Relief works increased the expenditure
under Irrigation and Public works.
The grant of about
Rs, 22 lakhs to the Raja heavily depleted the State balance.
The Regent appointed a mixed committee of officials and

non-officials with the late Mr. B. V. Kamesvara Aiyar as
President to suggest ways and means of curtailing expenditure.

The period was

one of steady retrenchment without impairing

the necessary services.

Death of the Raja—His Highness Sri Brihadamba Das
Raja Sir Martanda Bhairava Tondaiman Bahadtr, G. C. 1. E.,

passed away at Paris on May 28, 1928. The news of his demise

was received at Pudukkéttai the next day when fifty-two minute
guns were fired and all flags were hoisted half-mast. All public
offices and institutions in the State were closed, and all public

business suspended for five days, and also on the last day of the
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obsequies, Saturday, June 6,. 1928, when people of all castes
and creeds were fed at the capital and the Taluk Headquarters,
and Brahmins were given bhdri or presents of money. Rajkumar
Vijaya Raghunatha Dorai Raja, the Regent. continued

in office

pending the orders of the Government of India.
RAJA
Contemporary

RAJAGOPALA

TONDAIMAN,

(Accession 1928).

Viceroys of India—(Crown Representatives).
—

Baron Irwin (now Viscount Halifax).

(1926—1929).

Viscount Goschen (for four months in 1929).
Baron Irwin.
(1929—1931).
Marquis of Willingdon.
(1931—1986).
Marquis of Linlithgow.

The
Martanda

Succession
Question—-Ever since the birth
Sydney Tondaiman, the question of succession

of
to

the Pudukkdéttai gddi had been agitating the public mind.
There was opposition to the succession of Martanda Sydney
both within the
of the late Raja,

State and
the claims

outside it. After the demise
of Rajkumar Balasubrahmanya

Raghunatha Ramachandra Tondaiman

were

advocated

of the

Chinnaranmanai

by a section of the people in the

State.

The

Government of India gave the question their anxious consideration,

and,

with

the

approval

of the

Right

Honourable

the

Secretary of State for India, proclaimed in November 1928 their
choice of Rajkumar Rajagépala Tondaiman of the Western
Palace

1928,

to succeed to the gddi.

His

Highness

Sri

Accordingly on November 19,

Brhadamba

Das

Raja

Rajagépala

Tondaiman Bahadur was installed as Ruler by the Agent to the
Governor-General.
On the
waite, C. B.
by his two
Old Palace,

morning of
E., Agent
assistants
and at 9.30

19th November, Lieut. Colonel Crosthto the Governor-General, accompanied
drove in State to the Darbar Hall in the
hours, installed His Highness the Raja.

The following Proclamation was then read in English by Nawab
Zada

Mir

Saeed

Alamkhan,

Assistant

to the Agent,

and

in

Tamil by the Chief Secretary to the Government of Pudukkéttai.
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“Whereas His Highness Sri Brihadamba Das Raja Martanda
Bhairava. Tondaiman

the

Most

Eminent

Bahadur,

Order

of

Knight

Indian

the

of

Commander

Grand

Empire, Raja of

Pudukkéttai departed this life on 28th May 1928;

“And Whereas His Highness Srf Brihadamba Das Raja
Rajagépala Tondaiman Bahadtir has been selected by the
Government of India with the
State to succeed to the Musnad ;

approval

of the

Secretary

of

“His Highness is hereby proclaimed Raja of Pudukkéttai.
“Given under my hand and seal at Pudukkéttai, this the
19th day of November in the year of Our Lord One Thousand
Nine Hundred and Twenty Hight.

“By

Order

of His

Excellency

the

Governor-General in

Council.
‘“(Sd.) C. G. Crosthwaite, C. B. E.,
“Lieut. Colonel,

“Agent to the Governor-General,
“Madras States.”
The patabhigékham
or religious ceremony connected
with the installation of the new Raja was performed at
4.30 p. m. on the same day in the Tirugékarnam temple.
His Highness then drove in State to the Old Palace, where he
held a Darbar at which the principal officers, the Sardars and
Kurigars and the Palace Sadasyas paid him homage.

Education

of the Raja—His

Tours.

The

Raja who is a

minor was first placed under the care of Mr. P. R. Ramachandra
Rao, a retired State official, and then from May 1929, under that

of a governess-—Miss N: A. Thompson.

He had then learnt only

the Tamil alphabet, but within a few months, was able to express
himself

fairly well in English,

and

read

and

reproduce

easy

stories in English and Tamil. He has always shown an aptitude
for Arithmetic. From September 6, 1932, Captain G. T. B. Harvey
took charge of the Raja. He then began to learn Indian History ,
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English History, Geography, Science and Hygiene. To widen
his general knowledge he took to reading papers and periodicals
and received instruction in current affairs. He has shown
interest in and some talent for stage-acting. Pandits to teach
him Sanskrit and Tamil, a munshi for Urdu, and a graduate
trained in a course of Physical Instruction, were then appointed.

He is now studying Advanced Mathematics and Science under
Lecturers of the Raja’s College, and does practical work in the
laboratories of the College.
In 1983, the Raja and his family paid a visit to Madras
where his contact with important people, and visits to the port,
spinning-mills, battle-ships, and the aerodrome and several social
functions did much

to widen

his outlook.

In fasli 1345,

he

went on a pilgrimage to Tirupati, and visited Madras
where he lunched with the Governor and witnessed the
Australian Cricket Test
Mysore and Bangalore.

Match.
In fasli 1346, he visited
At Mysore he was the guest of

His Highness the Maharaja. A year later, the Raja and his
brother, Nadu Durai, visited Cochin as the guests of His
Highness the Maharaja.
The Resident for the Madras States
accommodated the party at Bolghatty where they spent a very
pleasant week.
Towards the end of January 1940, His Highness, accompanied by his Tutor and Aide-de-camp, went on a seven weeks
tour through parts of Northern India. He halted at Madras,
Calcutta, Benares, Delhi, Alwar, Agra, Bharatpur, Jodhpur,
Udaipur, and Bombay, and visited many places of historical,
industrial and educational importance. He took part in sporting
fixtures and attended many. social engagements. He came into
personal

contact

with

Their

Excellencies

the

Viceroy

and

the Governor of Madras, the Rulers and Chief Ministers of Alwar,
Bharatpur, Bhavanagar and Udaipur, Pandit Madan Mohan
Malaviya, the Bishop of Nagpur, and some high officials of the
Government of India.
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Highness

took

official

part

in

the

(யம்,

Golden

Jubilee

celebrations in the College, in His Imperial Majesty King
George V’s Silver Jubilee celebrations, and in a public meeting

held to make collections for the Viceroy’s War Purposes Fund,
on each of which occasions he made a speech. He has opened
Buildings, Bridges, and Hospital-wards, and made speeches in
English and Tamil, and made formal public appearances at
Exhibition Cricket Matches, Distributions of prizes at the
College, the ceremonies in connection with the Proclamations
of the accession of King Emperors Edward VIJI and George VI,
the Armistice Day and Coronation Day Parades, Scout Awards
and Garden parties at the Administrator's Bungalow and at the
Residency.

The Council of Administration.
the orders of the Government
tration of the State during

1929—1931.

of India regarding the administhe minority of the Ruler, the

Regent continued to administer the State
when, under the orders of the Government
Administration composed of a President,
Chief Judge as ex-officio member was
Bahadur

T.

Raghaviah

Pending

Pantulu,

till February 28, 1929,
of India, a Council of
the Dewan and the
constituted.
Dewan

0. 8, I., became

President,

Rao Saheb G. Ganapati Sastriar, Dewan, and.-Rao
ம, 8. Sivangnana Mudaliar, ex-officio Councillor.

Saheb

During the period from September 26, 1930 to February 25,
1931 when Mr. Raghaviah was away at London in connection

with the

Round

Table

Conference,

the administration

of the

State was carried on by the Dewan-in-Council. Rao Saheb
G. Ganapati Sastriar was Dewan, Rao Saheb P. 8. Sivangnana

Mudaliar, first Councillor,

second Councillor.

and

Rao

Bahadur

B.

K.

Govindan,

Mr. G. Ganapati Sastriar retired from State

seron
vic
4-3-1e
931 and was succeeded by Mr. E. K. Govindan.
Again between September 19, 1931 and November 17 , 1981,

Mr. Raghaviah was on deputation as a delegate to the Round

Table Conference

at London,

during

which

period, the

State
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was administered by the Dewan-in-Council. Mr. E. K. Govindan
was Dewan, and Mr. (now Rao Bahadur) R. Krishnamachariar,
Councillor.
The Council of Administration terminated on November 17,

1931.

Palace Affairs.—Rajkumar B. R. Ramachandra Tondaiman,
whose claims to the gddt had been superseded, died at
Pondicherry on May 25, 1929. Rajkumar Vijaya Raghunatha
Durai Raja, the ex-Regent, died at Madras on April 3, 1930.
The citizens of Pudukkdéttai honoured his memory by hanging
a life-size portrait of his along with that of Sir Sashia in the
Town Hall. The death of M. R. Ry. Minambal Rajay{ Saheba
Avergal, paternal grand-mother of His Highness took place on
October 11, 1933. The youngest brother of the late Raja,—
Rajkumar Krishnasvami Durai Raja, died at Madras on
August 10, 1937.
Revenue,

etc.

From

fasli

1339

the

Darbar

discontinued

the practice of assigning Government lands for non-agricultural
purposes free of payment of ground rent, but levied a small
condonation price not exceeding Rs. 4 per kuji. In fasli 1340,
they sanctioned the award of prizes for good work to karnams
and moniams.
In 1931, orders were passed on the report of the Devastanam

The establishments of charitable institutions were
Committee.
ordered to be reduced taking care to retain the ‘ essentials of

worship.’

All the chatrams maintained by the State except the

Town chatram were closed. The major #Jsam cess was abolished,
and the old system of personal service restored, and a sliding
scale of fines was levied on defaulters. Default in minor dhiam
services entailed a fine amounting to twice the actual cost of

getting them performed.
The Agricultural

(See pages 467-9. 901. 1).

department

was

reorganised.

New

and

improved strains of cereals and varieties of cotton and fruit
were experimented upon at the farm.
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were entertained that the Méttir canal

would be

taken through the Karambakkudi firka in the State. The Darbar
carried on prolonged consultations with the Madras Government.
In 1928, however, the Madras Government decided not
to take the canal through the State.*

Education.
This administration encouraged the co-education of girls and boys in the Elementary stage.
There were 18

schools exclusively for girls in 1927-28, but the number

fell to

6 in 1931-32.
In 1929-30 the Rani’s
Lower Secondary
School was raised to the status of a High School.
Another
important measure was the gradual abolition of separate
schools for Adi-Dravidas.
Since 1929-30, pupils of this
community
have been freely admitted into caste schools
all over the State.
The Reclamation School was removed to
Sandaipéttai in the Town. Mr. Ganapati Sastriar, himself an
enthusiastic scout,

of the Scout

camp

to train

worked heart and

movement

in the

Scout-masters,

soul

State.

and

for

In

the

advancement

1929~30,

appointed

an

he held a

Organising

Secretary.
In 1931-2, the Darbar introduced a liberal scheme
of scholarships.
Almost all pupils of special merit or extreme
poverty got stipends.

Mr. Raghaviah showed much interest in rural
improvement,
and trained a number of teachers for work in villa
ges and posted
them as ‘ village guides ’.
Public Health and Local-Self Government.
In 1980, a
Pathological and Bacteriological section was
attached to the
Town Hospital.
In the same year, an anti-rinderpest
campaign was started. The Surgeon of the
Town Veterinary
Hospital was sent to undergo a post-gra
duate course in
Pathology at Madras. At the request of the
Darbar, Messrs.
Aiyar and Mudaliar, two retired Engineers
of Madras, made a
preliminary investigation of the possibility of supp
lying water to
the Town Municipality from the Vellar.
There was a rapid
* See Vol. I. page 187.
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increase in the number of Village Panchayats which rose from
four in 1925-26 to 38 in 1931-32.
In 1929-30, the Village

Panchayats held a conference at Umayalpuram.
Justice, Law and Order,
The number of Judges in the
Chief Court was reduced to four in 1929. The number of
Village Panchayat Courts rose to six by 1930-31.
The Town Riot.

July 15, 1931.

On the morning of that

day an unexpected out-break of mob violence in connection with
the agitation against one of the periodical revisions of municipal
assessments took the capital by surprise.
The mob overwhelmed the forces of law

and

order.

One

section

broke

into

the President's Bungalow, and destroyed some documents, while
another
Second

entered the Public Offices, destroyed the records of the
Trial Court and the Official Receiver’s office, and

threatened to break into the Treasury. The crowd broke into
the Central Jail and set the prisoners at liberty. Some private
houses were broken into, and considerable damage caused to
property.
Although violence ceased about noon, the town
was practically under mob-rule until the following morning
when a detachment from the Punjabi Regiment despatched
from Trichinopoly by the Government of India at the request of
the Agent to the Governor-General took control of the situation.

The Agent himself arrived shortly afterwards, and, thanks to the
effective steps that he took and the presence of the Regiment,
public confidence

and security were restored.

A few days later,

this outbreak was followed by organized looting at Andakkulam
and at Kannaneudi.
The

Puisne

sequel*

Judges

may

be briefly narrated

of the Chief Court

here.

One

of

the

presided over the Police

Enquiry Committee, and later tried the Kannanigudi dacoity
case. Mr. T. B. Russell, I. 0. 8., a special officer, held an
inquiry into the causes of the Riots. Mr. C. Govindan Nair of
* The aftermath of the outbreak is narrated here for the sake of continuity,
They relate fo the next administration, that of Mr. Holdsworth.
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appointed

Additional

Judicial

the Madras

Service,

who

was

Sessions Judge, tried the accused in the Town Rioting case.

To

assist in the restoration of order and the provision of escorts for
the large number of accused tried in connection with these outbreaks, the services of a detachment of the Presidency General
Reserve were lent by the Madras Government.

These.events proved that the State Police as then constituted had neither the experience nor the training to cope with
an exceptional situation.
The Darbar appointed Mr. Hume of
the Madras Police, Commissioner of Police in the State.
He

inereased

the

strength

of the

Armed

Reserve

tc provide an

adequate striking force whica was practically relieved of. routine
duties.
The State military forces were reorganised into two

classes—“ A”

consisting of men of Superior physique trained on

the lines of the Armed Police Reserve, and ‘“B”
inferior physique who furnish routine guards and

of men of
ceremonial

escorts.*

The Darbar showed their clemency by ordering the withdrawal of the case against 95 accused in the Town rioting case
in fasli 1342. In honour of the visit of His Excellency the
Viceroy to the State in December 1933. the prisoners concerned
in the Andakkulam
and Kannangudi dacoities cases were

released on probation of good conduct.
The expenditure
incurred by the State in connection with these outbreaks
amountec .9 nearly 6% lakhs of rupees.

Other events
The T..chinopoly—Pudukkéttai section of
the chord line of the South Tndian Railway from Trichinopoly

Jur tic: io Manadmadurai
1929, and the

wes opened

for traffic on April

Pudukkéttai—Manamadurai

1930.

section

on

July

17,
1,

‘The construction of the New Palace was finished in 1929,
and His Highness the Raja took up his residence there in 1990.

* See pages 439 and 477 Vol. I,, for fuller details.
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Mr. Raghaviah was deeply interested in the preservation of
ancient monuments. (See pages 507 and 509 to 514 Vol. I).
The Ancient Monument Preservation Regulation was passed
in 1930.

Mr. Holdsworth’s Administration.

November

1931—

January
1934—The
Government of India directed in
November 1931 that the administration of the State during the
minority of His Highness the Raja should be carried on by an
Mr.
Administrator assisted by an Assistant Administrator.
B. G. Holdsworth, I. C. S., became Administrator, and
Mr.
Rao Bahadur B. K. Govindan, Assistant Administrator.
Govindan retired from service on the afternoon of March 4, 1933,

and was succeeded by Rao Bahadur R. Krishnamachariar.
Reforms,

Council,

Legisiative

absence,

The Administrator became the President of the

the

a system

Assistant

which

continues to-day.

In his

and

in the

Administrator

absence of both the Administrator

and

presides,

the Assistant

Adminis-

trator, the Deputy President presides, The office of the Deputy
President was held by a retired official until 1933, when it was
for the first time vested in a non-official elected member.

In 1932, the post of the Development Officer was abolished,
and his functions transferred to the Dewan Peishkar.

The scheme drawn up by Messrs. Aiyar and Mudaliar to
supply to the 'Town water from the Vellar was found to be too
costly. Mr. J. S. Westerdale, an Executive Engineer of the
Madras Government who had also been Chief Engineer to the
Travancore Government, suggested a cheaper scheme which
she Darbar sanctioned in 1932-33, and the work

was

taken

in

hand in 1934. The municipal drainage scheme was extented
to the western parts of the Town. A small public garden was
laid out by the Municipality near the Jubilee arch and named
Holdsworth Park. Some important bridges in the State were

epmpleted during this administration (See Vol. I. pp. 238-9).
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the

anicut,

Valnad

across the Vellar near

The Training School for masters was closed in 1932 as ஐ
temporary measure.
Mr. Holdsworth did much to foster an
interest in cricket in Pudukkéttai.

The number of Touring Veterinary Surgeons
to three, one for each Taluk.

was increased

The Viceregal visit —1933.
For the first time in its
history the representative of His Imperial Majesty, the Viceroy,
honoured the State with a visit on December 13, 1933.
Their

Excellencies the Marquis and Marchioness
received

at about

by His Highness

of Willingdon

were

10a. m. at the Pudukkéttai Railway Station

the Raja,

the Administrator,

the Assistant

Administrator and the principal Heads of departments, and were

taken in procession through cheering crowds in holiday attire.
The children of the schools in the Town and the students of the
Raja’s College gave them a rousing reception. The Municipal
Council presented an address of welcome to Their Excellencies.
His Excellency laid the foundation stone of the X-Ray
Department presented by Dewan Bahadur M. R.
Subbiah
Chettiyar to the Raja’s Hospital. His Highness the Raja
paid a
State visit to the Viceroy.

Their Excellencies attended a garden

party given by the Darbar in the evening and then left
for Madras.
In honour of the visit of the Viceroy to the.
State, the
Darbar released all the prisoners concerned in the
Andakkulam
and Kannangudi dacoities cases on probation
of good conduct,

and awarded a special remission of a substantial portion
of their

sentences

to

other

convicts.

They

also.

declared

that

all

agricultural loans outstanding on the date of the visit were

considered to have been granted free of interest:
Sir
Alexander
Tottenham.—Administrator.

Mr.

Holdsworth reverted to Madras service on January 3, 1984, and
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Alexander Tottenham, C. I. E.

of the administration.

Rao

Krishnamachariar continues as Assistant Adminis-

trator.

Change in the designation of the Agent to the Governor-

With

General.

the advent of the new constitution for India

on April 1, 1935, the designation of the Agent to the GovernorGeneral was changed to Resident, Madras States.
The
May

Silver

1935.

Jubilee

of

King-Emperor

George

V.

This was celebrated in the State on 6th and 7th

May in the Capital and in seven mofussil centres—Tirumayam,
Kirantr, Alangudi, Annavasal, Viralimalai, Ponnamaravati, and
Karambakkudi.
At the Capital the celebration began with a Parade of the
State Police, the Infantry and the Body-guard on the matdan
behind

the Publie Offices.

At mid-day,

some

4,000 poor were

fed at five different centres—the Palace square, the C. 8. M.
Church, the Roman Catholic Church, the Chery school and the
Mosque. At 5.30 p. m., a public Assembly was held in the Palace
square attended by some 10,000 spectators. The Proceedings

began

with

the

Assistant

Administrator

reading

a Tamil

rendering of a message which the Agent to the Governor-General
had specially sent for the occasion. This was followed by a
speech in Tamil by the Raja, and a speech in English by the
Administrator. A Tamil translation of the latter was read by.
Loud speakers had been installed,
the Assistant Administrator.
and the vast concourse listened to the speeches with respectful

attention.

The Raja then presented Silver Jubilee medals to the

others.
Administrator, Assistant Administrator, and seven

Immediately after the Assembly, His Highness went in
procession to worship at Tirugékarnam, and to offer prayers for
the welfare of Their Majesties. Government buildings on the
route and elsewhere, the Clock Tower, the Victoria Diamond
Jubilee Arch and many private buildings were iJluminated.
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After the procession which terminated at about 8 p. m., the
idols of Sri Santandthasvami Temple were installed on an
electrically lighted raft and taken round the Pallavan tank.
Prayers and worship were offered at night in the temples. At
4.15, in the Roman Catholic-Church ‘Te Deum’ was sung, and
the Benediction of the Blessed Sacrament performed as on -a
first class feast.

At the C. S. M. Church a special service was

The Jumma Masjid and the Durga of the.

conducted at 9a.m.
Town

were

decorated

gaily,

and

some

Mussalmans

1,800

assembled in holiday attire. After conducting the Johar Namaz,
a special prayer, they sat down to a feast. Cloths were also
presented at the meeting to the poor.
On the morning of the 2nd day of the celebration, from
cloths

9 a. m. to Noon, some 800 poor were presented with

at

the Town Hall; and the same evening a Scout demonstration,
an athletic display and Sports competitions were held on the
College Sports Ground, at which His Highness was present
with the Administrator, the Assistant Administrator and high
officials, and distributed the prizes to the winners.
The celebrations in the mofussil centres consisted of
worship in temples, churches and mosques, feeding of the poor
and public meetings

at which

speeches were made

expressing

loyalty to the King-Emperor and Queen Empress.
The

credit

for

collecting

a very handsome

sum

for the

Jubilee Fund goes to Rao Bahadur .R. Krishnamachariar, the
President of the Central Committee. He visited all Towns and
villages of any importance in the State. A sum of Rs. 91,514
was gollected including the Darbar’s contribution of Rs. 10,000.
The amount remitted to the Central Fund at Delhi was
Rs. 10,608, and the expenses of the celebration amounted to
Re. 3,675. The balance of Rs. 77,230 was added to the funds of
the Vijaya Raghundtha Poor Home at Pudukkéttai. The effort
that the people of Pudukkéttai put forth in connection ஸல் the
celebration was in the words of the Administrator, “ worthy
of their traditional devotion to the Throne. ”
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On April 27, 1935, the Legislative Council unanimously
passed a motion expressing its joy at Their Majesties’ Silver
Jubilee and reiterating its loyalty to Their Majesties. His
Majesty was pleased to acknowledge it and expressed his
appreciation of “the sentiments of loyalty and good-will which
prompted the message.”
The death of King-Emperor George V and the accession
of King-Emperor Edward VIII. January, 1936. The news
of the lamented death of His Majesty George V on January 20,
1936, reached Pudukkéttai late on 21st January, and was received
All Public offices, Courts, and
with universal régret.
Educational

institutions

were closed till 27th January,

and

the State Flags were flown half-mast. Seventy minute-guns
were fired at sunrise on 22nd January from the State battery,
The
and full-court mourning was ordered to be observed.
offices and educational institutions were again closed on
January 28, 1936, the day of the funeral.

The Proclamation announcing the accession
of His Majesty King Edward VIII was read by
trator from the balcony over the main entrance
offices at 4 p. m. on January, 25, 1936. His

Raja was present.

to the throne
the Administo the Public
Highness the

The Assistant Administrator read a Tamil

translation of the Proclamation.

Flags were hoisted full-mast

and an Imperial Salute of 101 guns was fired.
The Legislative Council passed a resolution expressing the
people’s unbounded grief at the passing away of the. KingEmperor George V and affirming loyalty to his successor,

The accession of King-Emperor George VI.

December

1936 was-memorable for’ the abdication of the King-Emperor

Edward VIII. The Instrument of Abdication signed by His
Majesty King Edward VIII and the Proclamation announcing

the accession to the throne of His Majesty King George VI were
read by: the. Administrator from the balcony over the main
entrance to the Public offices at 9.a. m., on December 14, 1936.
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His Highness the Raja was present. The Assistant Administrator read a Tamil translation of the Proclamations. Flags
were hoisted on the public buildings, and an Imperial Salute of
101 guns was fired.

The Coronation in London of Their Majesties King
George
VI and Queen Hlizabeth was celebrated in the State on May
12,
1937. There was a parade of the State Military
and Police

forces, at 8 a. m., on

12th May,

and an Imperial Salute of 101

guns was fired. At noon the poor were fed in the
Palace square.
In the evening His Highness the Raja drove
in State to wor-

ship the guardian

Deity

of his family and

the

State,

Sri

Brhadamba, at Tirugdkarnam.
Special Divine services were
held in churches and mosques, and special worship
performed in
important State temples.

The Legislative Council passed a resolution
offering homage
and loyalty to the new King-Emperor.

Administrative measures and Ref orms
from January 4,
1934

.* Revenue, Irrigation, ete. ‘With effect
from February 1,
1936, the Salt, Abkari and Forest depa
rtments were amalgamated with the Revenue department under
the Dewan Peishkar.
The Dewan Peishkar and the three Tahs
ildars are now perform-

ing the duties of the Superintendent
of Salt, Abkari and
Forests.
The executive duties previously performe
d by the

Circle Inspectors of Salt, Abkari and Fore
sts are now performed
by the Revenue Inspectors.
To cope with this work, an

additional Revenue Inspector has been appo
inted for each
taluk. Before: this reform was introduc
ed, each taluk was
divided into five Revenue Inspector's division
s, but now each
has six revenue firkas (See Ch. XIII, page
s 378-381 Vol. I.).

The survey and settlement of nathams were
placed under a.
special
Tahsildar

the post was

from

July

amalgamated

* Brought up to April 1, 1940,

1, 1935, but, shortly afterwards,

with that of: the Land

Records

Deputy

Tahsildar.

With
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effect

from

October

special Natham staff was disbanded, but from

17,

1938, the
1938,

October 24,

l Natham Settlethe work was resumed. There is now a specia
supervision of
ment Inspector with a staff working under the
the Tahsildar of Tirumayam.
take up
In fasli 1345, as an encouragement to ryots to
assignwaste lands for cultivation, the Darbar sanctioned the
lands
ment of lands on the cowle system under which waste
taken up for cultivation are charged only 1/3 of the assessment
in the first year, 2/3 in the second year, and the full assessment
from the third year onwards.

Tank bunds where specially liable to erosion or breaching
are being revetted. The reader is referred to Chapter V, pages
177-184 for some of the irrigation schemes investigated by the

Special Officer appointed in 1935 on which the Darbar have

since passed orders.
Under the Agricultural
1348, the Darbar reduced the
Interest on
agriculturists.
1921, was reduced to 3%, and

Relief Regulation passed in fasli
rate of interest on loans made by
loans contracted before January 1,
that on loans contracted after that

date to 6%.

ten to
To arrest erosion and soil-denudation which ‘threa
sterile and
render large areas of land in the State completely
tanks, about
ultimately to silt up and destroy the irrigation
rosion works in
4,000 in number, the Darbar have started anti-e
, and
a few areas in an attempt to deal with the problem locally
propose

to

expend

a

substantial

sum

annually

so

that

. They are
gradually all eroded areas will be similarly treated
of general
also studying the practicability of far-reaching measures
application which would check the wide-spread sheet-erosion
which is the root of the evil.
With effect from February 1, 1936, the Minor Irrigation
department under the control of the Dewan Peishkar was
transferred to the State Engineer,
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To give effect to the orders passed in 1931 on the
recommendations of the Dévastanam Committee, the Darbar
appointed a Special Officer to report in respect of each temple
‘on the points submitted by the committee.
After a careful consideration of the Special Officer’s report, the Administrator felt
that the effect of the instructions issued in 1931 would be to

introduce drastic changes, such as ought not to be made by a
minority administration.
He directed that the essential

services in temples should not be modified, but only such steps
should be taken as would effect economy by eliminating waste

(see Ch. XIX. p. 470). Another Special Officer was appointed in
1935 to look into this question and that of determining who

were liable to minor “liam services in temples, but this post was
abolished in December of the same year aS a measure of

retrenchment.

. Village
Relief,

etc.

(Pages 470-471).

Improvement,

Agriculture,

The

view

Darbar’s

is

that

Co-operation
experiments

Famineby

the

Agricultural department should be conducted on the lands of the
ryots. Some of the more enlightened ryots are prepared to try
experiments, and the department has been directed to give
them every help and guidance,
The Assistant Entomologist and Mycologist of the Government of Madras visited the State and suggested measures for

the eradication of the granary pest—Rhizopertha dominica.
In 1937, a conference at which Sir Alexander Tottenham
presided

was

held

at Pudukkéttai,

and

was

attended

by

the

at the hands

of

the

Deputy Director of Agriculture, Trichinopoly, and the Government Entomologist and Cotton Specialist of Madras. Problems
relating to the control of cotton pests, cultivation of tobacco,
improvement of economic crops such as sugar-cane and plantain,
the possibilities of fruit culture in the State, the introduction of
drought-resisting strains and dry-farming were discussed. These
questions are receiving

careful

attention

Darbar, and the progress made is reported periodically.
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Mr.

V.

Kanitkar,

visited the State in February
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Shélaptr,

Expert,

Dry-Farming

1939 at the request of the

Darbar.

He toured for a week in the State and examined the soils at
His suggestions on the subject of dryvarious localities.

farming in the State are now

under the consideration

of the

Darbar.
The Darbar have arranged for the Deputy Director of
Agriculture, Trichinopoly, to visit the State annually to inspect

the work of the Agricultural department and

suggest

improve-

as an

optional

a smal]

demon-

ments.

In

1935-36,

Agriculture

was

introduced

subject in the High School of the College,
stration garden was attached to it.
To ensure an adequate supply of
Darbar issued a notification on July 1,

and
good
1936,

stud-bulls, the
offering money

grants of from Rs. 100 to 150 to owners of breeding bulls
(See Vol. I. Ch. IV.
certified by competent officers as fit.
pp. 168-9).

The

cattle shows

held at Tirumayam,

Tiruvaran-

gulam and Narttamalai in connection with the annual temple
festivals proved to be of great educative value.
The Town Bank, the premier co-operative institution in
the State, celebrated its Silver jubilee in 1935.

The Administra-

were

presided over by

tor

inaugurated

the

celebrations

which

the Right Honourable V. S. Srinivasa

Sastriar, P. C.

Dewan

Bahadur Devasikhamani Mudaliar presided over a Co-operative
Mr. T. Austin, I. C. §.,
conference held at Viralimalai in 1936.

Registrar of Co-operative Societies, Madras, visited the State
in Angust 1987 when a conference of ali prominent co-operators
was held.

The problem that has been causing anxiety is the large
sum outstanding to the Central Bank from societies, some of
which had been liquidated (See Vol. I. Ch. XI. p. 305). The

Darbar lent an officer to the Central Bank for appointment as
116
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Executive officer. At the request of the Darbar,
Government lent the services of Mr. Nityanandam
Deputy Registrar of Co-operative Societies, for a
month to study and report on the condition of the
movement in the State.
The Darbar have issued

the Madras
Pillai, Subperiod of one
Co-operative
orders based

on his recommendations for the better working

of the societies

in the State dealing amongst other matters with

the conditions

for issuing short term loans, co-operative propaganda by means
of village conferences, supervision by the Central Bank, and
help
farms,

to

weavers

and

to

ryots

who

run

demonstration

etc.

The frequent droughts during this period necessitated the
grant of considerable remissions of taxes. The rainfall in 1984-35
(fasli 1844) was so inadequate that crops were not raised at all,
or, if raised, failed in most parts of the State. The Darbar granted
a remission of 50 per cent of the assessment on wet lands that
either had been left uncultivated or, if cultivated, had failed to

yield a four anna crop. The total remission thus granted was
Rs. 2,62,518. They suspended the recovery of instalments of
agricultural loans

during

the fasli, and

ordered

of land revenue in six instalments instead of four.

the collection

In fasli 1346 again, the rainfall was insufficient in some
parts of the State. By two notifications issued in February 1937
the

Darbar

ordered

the

collection

of

land

revenue

in

six

instalments and the suspension until further orders of 50
cent of the kist due on wet lands which either had been
waste, or had failed to yield at least a four anna crop.
result was that against a demand of -Rs. 9,36,713 only

per
left
The
Rs.

7,58,468 or 81 per cent of the total demand was either collected
or adjusted from excess collections in previous faslis.

Fasli 1347 fared better, but in about 51 villages, the rainfall
Was again insufficient. By a notification issued on March 4,
1938, the Darbar granted concessions in respect of these villages.
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Another notification dated March 12, 1938, further extended the
They ordered in effect the suspension of 50 per
concessions.
cent of the kist on all wet lands in the State that had not yielded
a four anna crop and the suspension of the entire kist in

The other
villages ‘affected’ in both faslis 1346 and 1347.
arrears of land revenue were collected in eight instalments.
Fasli

1348 began well.

The ryots extended the area under

cultivation. Rains.unfortunately failed in November, December
the extended area.
and January, and there was no water to irrigate

Early in January 1939, the Darbar were satisfied that wet crops
areas in
had not been raised over wide-spread and well-defined

almost all parts of the State.

They, therefore, in a notification

in
dated December 26, 1938, granted the following concessions
respect of wet lands which had not been cultivated owing to
had
drought, or which, for the same reason, though cultivated,
affected
failed to yield at least a four anna crop ;—in the 17 trebly-

villages, that is, villages in which this was the third consecutive
bad season, the ful] assessment on wet lands was, remitted; in
was
the 33 doubly-affected villages that is, villages in which this

assessment
the second consecutive bad season, 50 per cent of the

until
was remitted and the collection of the balance suspended
further orders ; in other villages, 50 per cent of the assessment
“was remitted. ‘The revenue on wet lands that wes not remitted
or

suspended,

and

on dry lands,

was

collected

in eight

equal -

monthly instalments beginning from January 1939, instead of in
four, as usual; the collection of instalments of agricultural

loans

falling due in the fasli was suspended and the period for repayment of such loans extended by one year; and the collection of

contributions due by ryots on account of kudimardmat, or other

works connected with irrigation tanks or channels, was suspended

during the fasli.

Later on, they extended

to service inam lands.

The

these concessions

land revenue arrears outstanding

on, February 2, 1989 were collected in eight monthly instalments

purposes were
from February 1939, and cattle used for agricultural
For unauthorised occupation of
exempted from attachment.
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Government lands in the fasli only single assessment was charged,

unless there were special circumstances warranting the levy of an
enhanced

faslis

rate.

The

collection

and

1347

was

1346

of

the

postponed.

suspended

‘The

revenue

rainfall

of

in April,

May and June 1939 was fair and relieved the situation to some
extent.

All

hopes

of a prosperous year were however dashed to

the ground by the unprecedented rains in November 1939. On
the 15th and 16th, there was a continuous downpour for nearly
30 hours.

The previous maximum

rainfall in the Pudukkéttai

town was 8 inches in 24 hours, but on this occasion 11} inches
fell in 6 hours in the capital, and 164 inches at Udafyalipatti.
Hundreds of tanks breached; and among them the Irumbanadu,
Sembattir, Perumanadu and Valnad tanks and Karaikulam. The

heaviest damage

occurred in the Aghiyar basin.

The Bidalur

Road (No. 2), the Tanjore Road (No. 3), the Karambakkudi
Road (No. 13), and the Varapptir Road (No. 14) were severely
damaged.
The repairs to tanks and roads are estimated to cost

about two lakhs

of rupees.

The

Darbar

promptly

issued

communiqué granting remission in respect of lands damaged

a
by

floods. After the floods there was an unprecedented drought of
about five months’ duration. The smaller tanks ran dry, and
crops in many villages withered. The Darbar issued another
communiqué in January
affected by the drought.

The

land

Rs. 7,07,085.

to Rs. 2,23,617.

revenue

1940

granting

demand

in

fasli

remission on

1848

lands

decreased

The actual seasonal remission granted

to

amounted

Only a sum of Rs. 4,13,170 or 58°43 per cent of

the total demand was either collected in the fasli or adjusted
from excess collections in previous

faslis.

The

revenue collections for fasli 1349 consequent

fall under

land

on the grant’ of

liberal concessions is expected to amount to Rs. 1,60,000.
In faslis 1344-46 and 1848, the Darbar

started relief works

to provide employment for the agricultural labourers thrown out
of work by the drought. The bunds and channels of irrigation
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tanks were repaired, uranis or ponds cleared of silt, village sites
improved, new
works for the

roads constructed and old ones improved, and
prevention of soil erosion undertaken.
Dini

faslis 1844-46, a sum of Rs. 3,63,672 was spent, and about
44 lakhs of units of work provided. (See page 23, Vol. I. Chapter
I).
The number of works started in fasli 1848, the expenditure
incurred on them and the average number of labourers
employed daily are shown below :—
|
‘Me.

of

Expenditure!

9. Of!

Description.

works.

:

Average number of
| labourers employed daily.
ட
த
| ட்ட

®M. | females: (hoys or
Rs.

1,

Road works

|

22

2.

Irrigation works, repairs;

179

to tank bunds,

3.

கந.

21,788 | 8] 6))
61,577 | 1) 2

ete.

.

:-—
Village conservancy

வி

(a) Improvement
village sites.

(b) Repairs

to

tranis)

937 ; 7| 5) p 1,132

8

48 |

14,048

0! 2
|10| 8

515

946

515

946

்

and wells.
4.

Tools and Plant

1,079

5.

Establishment.

885

Total

...| 252

|1,00,311 | 8) 1)

total number of ‘units’ was
1,01,368 women. and 1,86,361 chittus.
The

2| J
|13}.
1,132) |

5,10,785. consisting of 2,938,056 men;
்
7

was a. shortage
One effect of the drought in faslis 1344-45

of drinking

water.

The

Darbar put in hand an extensive

or otherwise
programme of sinking new wells or deepening
improving old wells. ‘There are now 800 drinking water wells
in the State, (Alangudi Taluk—210; Kolatttr Taluk—-201; and
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including

Panchayats (Karambakkudi—12;

45

paid

for

Annavagal—10,

[oHaP.
by

Union

Arimalam—9;

Tirumayam—11 and Ponnamaravati—-10).
The following statement shows the number of wells sunk,
and improved, and expenditure incurred during the five faslis
1344-48.

New wells sunk.
Fasli,

| Old wells improved,

By | Other.
Broad. | Bore. | Total. boring.
| wise, Total.

(a)

|_@) |

@ |

..,

106

4

56

60 |

4

225

14

64

78

1,24447 | 04

22)

31,047 | 5I7
12,517

|14/9

4,989

108

1344

|

106)

1345

we!

O27

@

|!

@ |

©

13460,

85 |

4)

91

டி

9}

1347

tee

10

8

18

10

18

28 |

1348

‘ne

§

1

6

7

19

26

...)

377

17

894

48

166

214

Total

Expenditure.

Rs.

iA |P.

23,908

193

|1,96,911 | 2|

7

In fasli 1343, the Darbar created the post of Rural
Improvement Officer, and in fasli 1345 constituted a Rural Deve
lopment
Board consisting of seven officials and nine non-o
fficials to
discuss all questions of policy relating to the working of
the

Development departments, and to make suggestions and advise
the Government in matters of agricultural, industrial and

economic importance. In December 1935, Dr. Spencer Hateh
,
head of the Rural Improvement Centre at Martandam in
Travancore, visited the State. The Rural Improvement officer .

and

three

others

underwent

a four

months’

training

under

Dr. Hatch, The result of this was the starting of poultry-farms,
apiaries, and cottage industries. The Darbar started aplaries at
the State Farm, in the Ananda Bagh Park and at the Poor
Home. . Bee-keeping is now spreading into the villages. There
are poultry-farms at the Poor Home, and the State Farm, and at
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over the Pambar, the ‘Tottenham Bridge’ over the Agiiiyar,
the ‘Nariyar Bridge’ on the Alangudi—Karambakkudi Road,

Bridge’ on the Manapparai Road (No. 9):

and the ‘Modakkar

Other important bridges opened since
published are the ‘ Rajagépala Bridge ’

the first. volume was
over the Vellar near

Palaiytir on Road No. 15 which is the longest in the State, and
the ‘ Ramachandra. Bridge’ over the Suruliyar

on Road No.

47,

both opened by His Highness the Raja, the‘ Janaki Bridge’
over the Pambar on Road No. 29-@ and the Tittanviduti Bridge

on Road No. 18. The following roads have been
the publication of the first volume.
Mileage.
me,
Mile. Farlong.

No.

opened since

Name of Road.

1

4

5-௦

Road from 5-a near 0/5 to Karayapatti
ayacut of Vallanad tank.

3

1

5-d

Pandipatnam

in the

Road.
Road connecting Venkata;
kulam and Vallattirakéttai.

54

5-e

Road from Karaydpatti to Maniambalam.

க

8

5-f

.

34

Kinninipatti Road.
Extension of Road No,
from Kinninipatti to join Road No. 5-a,.

5-g

Suppammalpatti Road (from 5/6 of Road No. 5 to

3

7

12-2

join 0/1 of Road No. 5-c).
Koppandpatti Road (branching from

9/1

of Road

No. 12),
1

1

18-b

1
4

4
1

3

}

Feeder

21
21-b

Tondaiman Nalhir Railway Station,
Extension of Road No. 21 up to State Hmits.
Kilattaniyam Road extended to Melattaniyam.
Idaiyatttr Road.

4

1

28
98-a

2

Nerifijikudi Road.

20-3

Q1-c
23-a

1:

5-b

29-c

Road

from

14/2

on

Road from the 7th mile on
Vellanti: Railway Station.

= Venkatakulam Road.

Road

Road

No.

No.

20 to

23

to

Extension up to Munugtdi-

patti.
Venndvalkudi—Araydpatti—Vanniyanviduti Road
(Read from 14°0 in Road No. 28 extended to
Vanniyanviduti).
Virachilai—Lakshmipuram Road:
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Name of Road,

Mile.

Furlong.

1
1

6
5

80-௨
34

Road from Road No. 30 to Tékkatttr,
Road from Tirukkalambtir to State limits.

2

6

38

Ammankurichi Road.

1

4

48

Perdvirani Road.
Vadakddu Road).

54

3000 Road No. 1.—Trichinopoly Road—to Ndngu-

4

Extended to N agarapatti.

(Extension

of

Alangudi—

patti via Odukkur since extended from
to Marudénpatti.

Ichipatti

Justice, Law and Order.—The reader is referred to pages
431 and 432 (Vol. I. Ch. XVII) for the Darbar’s Press

communiqué dated October 14, 1934, and their final orders on the
question of the reorganisation of the Chief Court. To enable
the villagers to have their suits disposed of near their homes,
they raised the pecuniary jurisdiction of the Rural Small Cause
Courts from Rs. 50 to Rs. 100 with effect from January 1,
Sub‘Town
the
With effect from July 1, 1935,
1935.

Registrar

was appointed Notary Public for the whole

State.

for whatever

Convicts in the Central Jail are now paid in cash

work they do in excess of the quantity prescribed for them under
the Jail rules, so that when they are released,

they may have

a

little money in hand.

Local Self Government.

The Darbar have now provided for

Muslims, Indian Christians, women, and Adi-Dravidas separate
They
representation by election to the Town Municipality.
have appointed a committee

cipal Regulation

to draft amendments

to the

Muni-

so as to enable them to confer on the Council

the privilege of electing its Chairman.

The Town water supply

has now been augmented by the Ammayapatti scheme (See page

314 Vol. I).

Arrangements

are being

made

and

Tiruvapplr

with

suburbs of Tirugékarnam

Adappankulam near Sandaipéttai.
the Raja's College was sent

water analysis,
117

The

to Guindy

and he is now

to supply

the

from

the

water

Chemistry Lecturer

of

training

in

for special

periodically testing samples of
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water of the Town supply.
The gravitation sewer in the Town
has now been extended, and steps are being’ taken to open
a
sewage farm in the Maruppanivayal to the south of the
Town
which has been acquired for the purpose.
A Chemistry graduate

has been trained in Food anlaysis at the Public Healt
h Institute,
Bangalore.

The Darbar’s policy is to appoint elected memb
ers who
secure the largest number of votes as Presi
dents of Village
Panchayats. The Ponnamaravati
1939 to elect its own President.

Panchayat

was permitted in

Public Health. This period marks an all-r
ound improvement in the General Hospital and the Rani
’s Hospital in the
Town. The Radiological section, the gift
of Dewan Bahadur
Subbiah

Chettiyar,

the foundation

stone

of which was

laid. by

Lord Willingdon, was opened by His
Highness the Raja in
November 1934; the Har, Nose and Thro
at section was opened

in February 1936 ; the Dental section in 1934,
and the Opthalmic
seet
ion in 1938

Rani’s

General

Hospital
Hospital

Considerable additions have been made
to the

buildings.
are

the

Among

the endowments

Nafijunda

Rao

of the

Children’s Ward,

presented by Rao Sahib M. G. Ramachandra R
ao, the present

Chief Medical Officer of the State, and a
ward for the Ophthalmic
section presented by Mr. K. Pichu Aiyar,
in memory of his father,
the late Mr. B. V. Kamesvara Aiyar, who
retired from State

Service as Dewan Peishkar; and among thos
e to the Rani’s
Hospital, a maternity ward endowed by Mr.
Palaniyappa
Chettiyar, of Rayavaram and opened’by His Highness
the Raja.
The Lady Doctor in charge of the Rani’s Hospital
was deputed
in 1937 to undergo a post-graduate course in the Mate
rnity
Hospital,

Madras.

‘The

Chief

Medical

and

Sanitary

Officer

underwent training in Nutrition work for two months in
1937 at

Coonoor, and attended the Sixth Medical Research Conference
held at New Delhi in December 1938.
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Pudukkéttai made a splendid response to
Her Excellency the Marchioness of Linlithgow

fund.

Anti-Tuberculosis

Emperor's
contribution

of

Rs.

10,000,

the

the appeal of
for the King-

Including

collections

the

Darbar

amounted

to

Rs. 1,02,000 out of which a sum of Rs. 92,000 will be utilised for

opening an Anti-Tuberculosis Clinic in the State.

One of the

Sub-Assistant Surgeons of the General Hospital has been sent to
undergo training at the Arogyapuram Union Mission Tuberculosis
Sanatorium, Madanapalle.
The Town Municipality opened a Maternity and Childwelfare Centre in the Town, and it was made permanent in fasli
It is now under the supervision of the Lady Doctor of
1348.
the Rani’s Hospital.

Education.

His Highness the Raja’s College celebrated its
A hostel for Adi-Dravidas was opened

Golden Jubilee in 1934.
in 1935.

The Darbar revised the scheme

of State-aid

to pupils

in May 1936, an account of which is given on page 293 (Vol. I).
Excluding the High School attached to His Highness the

Raja’s College, there were 11 Secondary Schools in fasli 1343.
There are now 16. Besides the ten Secondary Schools mentioned
on page 276, the Rani’s High School, the Church of Sweden

Mission High School and the Sri Bhumisvarasvami High Bchool

at Ramachandrapuram,

there are now three aided incomplete

Secondary Schools—at Pillamangalam—Alagapuri, Kénapet,
and Rayavaram.
There were 38 compulsory education centres

in fasli 1343, but now there are 41.

The Pudukkéttai branches of the Junior Red Cross Society

were inaugurated in May

1937.

on
There were 27° branches:

The work of these branches is supervised by a
July 1, 1939.
The activities of the branches
Central Committee in the Town.
include instruction in personal cleanliness, school sanitation,

health talks and

propaganda,

including dramas and lectures,

preparation of health charts, etc., first aid, gardening, and canteen
provision of fruit and other vitaminous articles of food.
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In July 1939, the Darbar appointed a committee with 10
non-official and 8 official members to explore means

of effecting

retrenchment in the Education department and His Highness

the Raja’s College.

‘he committee submitted its report on the

last day of February 1940, and it is now under

of the Darbar.

the consideration

The Darbar have ordered the closing of the

Reclamation School in the Town and of those Secondary schools

in the mofussil of which the strength is insufficient.

They

have directed that more aided schools should be opened, As an
experimental measure, they have recently * ordered the creation
of an Office of Director of Public Instruction who will have
control over both His Highness the Raja’s College and the
General Education Department.

Archeology. The Darbar have carried on a sustained
programme of excavation, renovation and conservation, for a

detailed account of which the reader is referred to Chapter XXII.
The following monuments have been conserved or selected for

conservation since the publication of the first volume.
No.

ரவ

1|

Temple

2

Do.

3

ற...

mt

Taluk,

Village.

Particulars.

...| Kolatttr

...| Kilaiytr

...

Do. _

...| Panagudi ...| Siva
temple
temple,

Do. _

...| Mattgattévan)

...| Ruined Siva temple.
and

Visnu
்

Ruins of Jain shrine.

patti.
க்

Do

a.

Do.

Mailapatti +.» Basement

5

Do

...

Do.

_...| Tennatgudi. | Siva temple.:

6

Do,

...| Tirumayarh. | Chitttir

ர

De...

Do.

and

ruins of Siva

and Jaina temples.

—...| Siva temple...

«. Kilattdniyam| Sive temple.

* This arrangement will take effect from July 1, 1940.
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Monument.

8 | Jain Images.|

9

Do.

.

Kolatttr

“Particulars.

Village.

Taluk.

Nature of

No

«.- Tennatirai- | Two Tirthankara images, one
yanpatti
Puliytr.

Do.

in the dry lands to the north
Alangudippatti and
west of
the other on the bund of an
Urani in Puliytr village.

&|

| Kadavam-

| Jain image in S. No. 109/8/1-A

patti

Do. _ ...| Ndrttdmalai | Jain image and an inscription,

«images

11 | Jain

in Alatttir nattam.

.«| Mailapatti ...| A Tirthattkare image.

Do.

Do.

10
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and natural cave with stone
beds.

~Rock near}
AmmAchat-|

and inscriptions’ in @

ram.

cavern.

...| Stone image of a hunter and
. Jyesta Dévi.

13 | Other statues.

Do.

| Mullaiydr

see

Do.

| Virdlimalai. | Two lion pillars in the Vahana-

Do.

18

்

mantapam

.| Mailapatti --.| Images of GanéSa and Nandi.

Do.

Do.

14

attached’ to the

ri Subrahmanya temple.

|

of the first volume.
Dolmens conserved since the publication
]
Site.

Taluk.

Alangudi...| Porutigaltir

|

Remarks.

. | Dolmens

in S. Nos. 267-a, 269-a, and 302.

and 11—(A and B).
. / Muttampatti ... Dolmens in S. Nos. 10,

Kolattér

: Setigal dr

Do.

h-west
.| Dolmens and urns lying on’ the nort

of

S. No. 158-E and rear shore of SeQgani—

kanmoi.
Do.

கெ Kilaiyur

உ...
‘Do.

22 (Kira| Dolmens near 9/6 mile on Road No,

nvir—Killukéttai).

Vattanakurichi.|. Dolmens and Urns.

vee| SittannavaSal...|

Dolmen

on

the

Sefigulam tank.

north-western

comer

of
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Site.

Kolatttr

்

...} Tayinipatti

Do. _

+| Dolmens

and

Urns:

{|

42

patti,

Do.

...| Kadikkalpatti.

Do.

...| Magathevan-

Do.

patti,
,
...| Muttukadu —...)'(Cists and Urns),

Do.

__...| Poyyamani,

Do.

....] Vattandkirichi.

|

|

Tank W. S. (Urns).

...| 8. Nos. 3, 4/A-B, 9/3-B, 22-1 Cists.
Pappankulam

and

-and Urns).
Tirumayam...|
ற.

Do.

Chokkanatha-

...

patti,

Do.

(Korangupattarai).

Karankddu near Uppumalai.

panduranpatti.
..|Kélakkudip,

(CHAP.

Remarks.

...| Chinnap-

Do.

GENERAL HISTORY

Tulbakulam

W.

8. (Gists

Dolmens and Urns.

-«| Sokkanathankanmoi.

....| Visvandtha-

(Urns).

puram.

Besides

these,a

number

of other dolmens_found

in Virudapatti

villag

e
(Kolatttr Taluk), Killukéttai village (8024
ம் Taluk), ete., have been noticed
in the adangal of the respective villages
in which they ure found.

The European War:
at war with Germany
Commonwealth

The British Empire is once more

and Italy.

are pooling

all

The nations of the British

their

resources, in

@ supreme

co-operative war effort, to which the Princes and
people of India
are handsomely contributing. ‘The resources. of
Pudukkéttai

have always been at the disposal of His Majesty the
King-

Emperor. To give practical expression to the. feelings
of His
Highness’s Government and his people, and to make
Collections
for the War Purposes Fund opened by His Excellency the Crow
n

Representative, a public meeting was held in the Town Hall
on
December 20, 1939.. The Hall was packed to the ceiling.
His

Highness

the Raja

supported’ by

Sir Alexander

Tottenham

935
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presided over the meeting which he opened with the following
speech.
“ gi» Alexander Tottenham, Ladies and Gentlemen,
“You

will

hardly

Darbar have summoned

require

me

to explain

the

this representative meeting

reasons

for which

the

citizens.

of Pudukkéttai

All I have to do is to emphasise how strongly I approve of it, how much I
hope for from it, and at the same time to give you all a warm welcome.

“Whatever the momentary appearance of the war situation, I want you
to have no doubts whatever in your minds that this war is a world-war, that
not only the ideals of justice and freedom and honour, but also the existence ‘of
Britain and the Empire—and

therefore of India

and

of

Pudukkéttai—are

at

stake.
“To protect these ideals and us, hundreds of thousands of men are
already risking death, blindness, and other disablement, and many hundred
Actually from
thousand more are about to do so, willingly and unselfishly.
our hehalf, to
on
overseas
gone
already
have
this country Indian troops
Singapore, to Palestine and to Egypt.
“Many will not. come back; many more
will come back lame, disfigured, blinded, diseased, unable to work, unable to
earn, a burden to themselves and to the.community.
“In His Excellency the Viceroy’s appeal to us

Purposes Fund”,

on

behalf

he mentions three great Societies who make

of

ர்ந்த

it their

special

business to see that the wounded and the sick do not have to abandon all hope
of pleasure or usefulness in life ; to see that the sacrifices they have made for
their countrymen

and the world’s good are not forgotten when victory has been

These three Societies are the British Red Cross, the Indian Red Cross,
won.
The last is an
The first two need no explanation to you.
and St; Dunstan's.
They are all Societies
institution which concerns itself wholly with the blind.
employing experts—doctors, nurses, instructors, guides—oceupying more and

more premises, costly to Inaintain

and in many cases very costly to construct

or purchase—using, purchasing and using again, expensive materials, implements

and a thousand other necessities—all with the sole object of healing and
looking after the men who have faced and suffered from the terrors of war—on
our behalf! Think of the enormous expense of all this!
“ Here, in India, States larger and richer than ourselves have already
offered troops, material, money,

and in some cases the personal

Ruler as their contribution to the Empire’s effort.

rich, and I ama minor.

Pudukkéttai

services

18

For this very reason, if for no other, I am

of the

small,

not

delighted

that His Excellency should have shown us a way in which we ean help His
Majesty the King-Emperor and his realm in this time of great need.
Here is
Let us GIVE—now and generously, and thereby show, not
our opportunity.
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only our sincere sympathy with the victims of war, and with the great
Societies whose noble work it is to better their sad conditions, but also the
closeness of our attachment, the unfailing loyalty of the State of Pudukkéttai
to His Majesty the King-Emperor, and to all that he stands for and wishes us
‘to do, as recently communicated to us by His “Excellency the Crown

Representative. ”

A representative and influential committee was formed to
collect subscriptions for the War
Purposes. Fund with
Rao Bahadur R. Krishnamachariar, the Assistant Administrator,

as President.

The Darbar announced a grant of Rs. 10,000 on

behalf of His

Highness

the Raja, and have now made a further

donation

one lakh

of

of

rupees.

Excluding

the

Darbar’s

contribution a sum of about Rs. 50,000 has been collected.

When war broke out one of the first acts of the Darbar was

to enforce in the State the provisions of the Defence of India Act
and. contro] the movements of aliens.
The outbreak of war and
the uncertainty of shipping were taken advantage of by local
merchants who suddenly put up the prices of articles. The
Darbar

took

prompt

measures

to prevent panic and to regulate

prices of food-stuffs and other essential commodities.
To co-ordinate and intensify the “war effort” of Pudukk6ttai, a second public meeting was held in the Town Hall on

‘Tuesday, July 16, 1940.

His Highness the Raja who presided

opened the proceedings with the following speech :—
“Sm ALEXANDER, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN,
“Tt is not very: long since I last addressed ‘a meeting of the public of
Pudukkottai in’ connection with the war.
When I asked you then to prove
our loyalty to His Majesty the King-Emperor and sympathy with the victims

‘of war by generous subscriptions to the Viceroy's War Purposes Fund (proof
which Tam proud to say was forthcoming in no

inconsiderable

measure),

one

of the main points which I made was that this war was a world-war, and not
a local struggle between GERMANY and her European neighbours.
“ At this moment, . a few months later, there seems little need to reeall that
point,

Tb i is now obvious to.the-meanest intelligence.

it or not, we, InDIA, PUDUKKOrral,

are “in

western ‘sea-boundary. are now actively hostile.

Whether we appreciate

it.” The Italians across our

The Japanese peer longingly

அபா]
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of the MALACCA SYRAITS—a door a bit more open than it
FRENCH

like

was because of the weakening of friendly obstacles

INDO-CHINA

Our northern
and the DUTCH East INDIES-across our eastern ocean barrier.
under the
disruption
of
verge
the
on
world
the
frontiers border also a part of
West.
pressure of conflicting ambitions from the North and the

“The time therefore seems ripe for mé to ask you to listen to a re-statement
of my own and your position and prospects.
“T begin by saying that such a re-statement is mainly also a re-iteration—
a repetition of three fundamental points in my last address—the first being
that

ENGLAND’S

interests

the second being that my

always;

are

ideals

and

and

House

Inp1ra’s,

also

and

and

will

people,

my

you,

fundamentally
are

remain unswerving in our devotion to the person and the realm of His Majesty
my

unshakeable

however black the immediate prospect, however

frequent the

the

and

King- -Emperor;

the

third

being

conviction
incidence

that,
of dis-

appointing news, victory ultimately lies with ENGLAND because of the intrinsic

justice

of

her

cause,

the

lessons

of her history, the nature of her people and

the vastness of her imperial resources.

“ But though my main thesis is thus the same, circumstances demand that
it be

implemented

many

neutral

and

forthwith.
friendly

Those

countries

circumstances
and

the

are

military

the

collapse

of so

defeat of _BRITAIN’S

principal ally before the accurate, conscienceless and utterly inhuman onslaught

of jackal nations,
of the German military machine; the rearing of the heads
that ‘has run
prey
of
sniffing and scraping for the leavings of the great beast
is being forced
amok; and the consequence that the Imperial Mother-country
y—a lone, valiant, soulinto such effort. as has never before been necessar
and those lesser
thrilling effort to grapple with and subdue the monster
facing the most
George
creatures that prowl and rob with it—s modern St.
‘modern and hideous of all dragons.
my appeal to you
“T have just said ‘offort’ and effort is the keynote of
and I,
I have also just reminded you how we, you Pudukkottaians
to-day.
and if
and all that belongs to me, are ‘in it’—-we are part of this great effort,
war,
of
impact
the
way
personal
- hitherto any of us have hardly yet felt in any

I assure you that it is wrong that it should be so.
directly and absolutely with those of. BRITAIN,
hers must manifest itself forthwith.

and

Our fortunes are linked

effort corresponding

to

“Fe that is not with us in this effort is against us.. Remember that. He
that hears of an enemy success or British setback, and for a personal or
political grudge enjoys the news and makes much of it to a ‘neighbour, is an
snemy.of-England, an enemy of India and an enemy of ming. , He that thinks
118
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only of his possessions or his-wealth, he that decides that he prefers the clink
of coin to the crackle of notes, or removes his deposits from a sound bank to a
hole in the ground, he, equally, at this time is an enemy of England, India
and of mine.
He who regards the present as an opportunity for stirring up
the have-nots against the haves, labour against capital or the people against
their governments, chooses his time ill. These problems are themselves already
in process of solution without our volition; they simply do not matter at the
moment;

he

who

thinks

even do those who

shun

concern

and

of

theirs,

they

do,

all effort,
refuse

is performing a service to the enemy.

pretend

that

the world’s

So

troubles are no

to assist authority, subscribe to good causes, or

join in common effort for good.
“And that, Ladies and Gentlemen, is why I am speaking here, that is why
the Darbar have summoned this meeting—so that we can make a joint effort
to mark our loyalty, to discourage our enemies and to conserve our security.

“You will all have read that in many States, as well as in most districts of
the Presidency, War Committees have been formed recently.
Their functions
have been generally as follows.—{a) to disseminate accurate news, and to
discourage, and report to authority, all attempts at spreading unfounded

rumour,

favourable or otherwise, or enemy

country

or

the

State’s

financial

credit,

propaganda,

and

to

report

(b) to preserve the
or otherwise prevent

panicky withdrawals of deposits, unnecessary selling of securities, hoarding of
eoin or other action likely to hamper ordinary trade or depress or alarm the
ignorant, (6) to assist the various security services in keeping things ‘running
smoothly, (d) to assist recruiting for the various war establishments, (e) to
assist

authority

in

coping with

any

‘5th

Column’

activities

and

protect

important publie works,.etc., from acts of sabotage.
“It is just such a Committee that we propose to embody here to-day.
If
anybody feels inclined to ask about Civic Guards, a word which has also lately
been

commonly

seen

in the papers, I would inform him that the Darbar. have

already taken this matter up, and Pudukkottai will soon be proud of the
formation of these auxiliaries to our own security forces.
But alive War
Committee pledged to steady effort in the directions I have suggested to you I
consider

a

necessity,

and

trust

that

you

will

moved your careful attention ‘and your unanimous

give the resolutions now

to be

approval.”

A War Committee was formed of a few officials and a large

number of non-officials including all the members of the
Legislative Council and the Town Municipality, the Presidents
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and members of the Unions and Panchayats, and the Presidents
and members of the School Boards.

Their functions

are those

enumerated by His Highness in the last paragraph but one of his
speech.
The Darbar have formed a War Information Bureau with
Captain Harvey at its head. The members of the Bureau
publish and circulate pamphlets and bulletins in English and
Tamil and deliver popular lectures giving summaries of current
news about the war.
The women of Pudukk6éttai are making

a good response

to

Lady Linlithgow’s Silver Trinket Fund appeal.

The Government of India Act of 1935. Lord Birkenhead,
the Secretary of State for India, sent out at the end of 1927
the Indian Statutory Commission presided over by the Right

Honourable Sir John Simon. It was thought necessary that the
conclusions of the Commission should be discussed by a
conference of representatives both of Parliament and of the—
great political parties, States and other important interests in
His

India.

convened
1932.

Government

Majesty's

three

Table

Round

England

in

between

Conferences

thereupon

1930 and

Dewan Bahadur T. Raghaviah, President of ‘thé Council

of Administration in the State, attended the

Second

as Adviser to the delegate. for Mysore and.the

Conference’

Madras

States,

andthe Third Conference as the delegate for the Madras: States.

One result of the discussions was that the delegates agreed to a
Federal: form of Central Government for India.’ The two
Houses of Parliament

appointed

a Joint

Select- Committee - in

1933. to draft a constitution for India. The results of nearly |
five year’s work on the subject were embodied in the Government
-of India Act of 1935 (25. Geo. 5).
Bince the Parliament

in England cannot. legislate directly

-for the Indian States, the range of authority to be conferred -
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upon the Federal Government and legislature in relation to the
States has to be determined by agreement with their Rulers.
Nor are the States prepared to transfer
to a Federal Govern-

ment the same range of authority in their territories as in the
British provinces.
Such of their powers and jurisdiction as they
are willing to recognise as federal matters, they have to transfer

by a formal Instrument of Accession.
Such powers will thereafter be exercised on behalf of the Federation and in accordance
with the provisions of the Constitution Act by the GovernorGeneral, the Federal Legislature, the Federal Court and such
other Federal organs as the Constitution Act may create.

Instrument ‘has to be executed by the Ruler

therefore, Pudukkéttai’s accession
deferred until Ruling Powers are
‘His Excellency. Lord Linlithgow,
postponed the establishment of the

This

in person, and,

to the Federation has to be
conferred on His Highness.
the Viceroy, has, meanwhile,
Federal constitution at the
Centre until after the close of the War ; and the question
therefore is not of immediate urgency.

For purposes of representation in the Federal Legislature,
Pudukkéttai, has been grouped with Banganapalli and Sandtr
,—(Government of India Act-—Table of Seats Division IX- 3). The

Rulers of these three States are to appoint a representative in
rotation to fill a seat in the Council of State and to appoint
jointly a representative to fill a seat in the Federal Assembly.
Clause 8, of Part II of the First Schedule to the Government of
India Act has provided an exception to the effect that the Ruler
of ‘Pudukk6ttai,

when

appointing in rotation a person

to fill a

seat in the Council of State, shall be entitled to appoint that
person to fill the seat for three years.
With

effect from

April 1, 1987, when

the Government

of

India Act came into operation in the British Indian Provinces,
the Governor-General of India

in his

relation

with

the

Indian

States has been designated the Crown Representative, and his

௦11]
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Resident for

the Madras

In his speeches to the Princely Order at the meetings. of
Chamber or Princes and at banquets held in his honour,

His Excellency the Crown Representative has been emphasising
the need for the Princes reforming their administrations s0 as to

make them responsive to the needs and wishes of their people.
Judged from all the standards set-forth by His Excellency,
any Indian State with
Pudukkdttai compares favourably with
the

possible

exception

of

Cochin.

The

Legislative

Council

in the State exercises privileges and powers that very few States

their people. For
have conferred upon the representatives of
have treated
more than half a century, the Rajas of Pudukkéttai

in the strict sense
the revenues of the State as public funds

only a small part
of the term, appropriating to their own use
The laws are made
which is separately shown in the budget.

Council; the
with the approval and consent of the Legislative
extralaws under
Ruler or the Administrator issuing special
of Proclamations.
ordinary circumstances in the form

The

to the well-being
budget assigns most of the income of the year

and Medical relief,
of the people,—to Education, Public Health
ration of Justice, the
the maintenance of Order and Administ
to

facilities and
provision of communications and irrigation
The judiciary is
Pifferent ametiorative. measures in villages.
are of frequent
independent. Suits against the Government
occurtence;

and Government

regard the final decisions of: the

The legislature exercises influence
courts-as binding on them.
on through
over all aspects of the administration which is carried
several departments, all organized after the British Indian model.
Representatives of the people have frequent opportunities of
advising
118-4
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matters but practically with regard

to the whole

range of administration.*

ENVOI,

The history of Pudukkéttai is an epitome of
the history of
South India. There are in the State vestiges
of the oldest

habitations of man, some of the oldest
lithic records known in the

South, and towns and villages renowned in the oldest
books cf the
Tamil language. , The State shared in the spiritual and
cultural
influence of the Saiva, Vaignava and Jaina revivalist
movements.

The Pandyas, Colas, Pallavas, Hoysalas
, Vijayanagar, and
Madura Nayaks ruled over the State, foste
red its communal
organisations,

trade

and

industries

and

embellished

it with

temples and monuments of outstanding merit.
When the
South felt the impact of the Muslim onsl
aught, the State was

not

spared.

When

Poligars plundered and

Nayak

rule at

ravaged

Madura

the country

tottered,

the

for more than a

century until the Tondaimans of Ambukkév
il subdued them and

* The following are some of the public
bodies constituted by the Darbar
of the several departments.

to associate non-officials with the
administration
Most of them have a non-offic
ial majority.

Legislation :—The Legislative Counci
l.

Public Finance :—Finance Committee.

Local Self Government :—1 Munic
ipality ; 5 Unions. and 31 Villa
ge
Panchayats,
Rural Development :—Rural: Developmen
t Board; Village Improve-

ment Committees; Village Vigilance Commi
ttees .
Education :—41 School Boards; Junior Red
Cross Central Committee
with local councils,

Dévast4nam :—Non-official visitors.

Tail :—Non-official visitors.

Fustice:—Two

Bench

courts to try Criminal

Panchayat Courts to try civil cases.

Abkari :—Advisory Committee.

cases, and 8 Village
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The

Tondaimans

found themselves powerful enough to oppose the Marava rulers

of Ramnad and Sivagatga and the Maratha Rajas of Tanjore,
and to offer help to the Nayaks, and after them to the Nawab.

The stage was then set for the great drama which brought the
Carnatic under the rule of the Hast India Company. The
dominance of the Marathas, the dream of a French Empire in the

South and the ambition of Hyder Ali Khan and Tipu were all
shattered; and we find the Tondaimans loyally helping the
English in the wars that brought about this rapid transformation.

At the close of this period of sanguinary wars, the 'Tondaimans
continued to help the British power in quelling the turbulent
poligars of Madura and Tinnevelly.
The only Tamil State in India, Pudukkdéttai has a special
appeal to the Tamil race. It stands as the symbol of the old

Tamil State of the classics—-the custodian and protector of Tamil
culture and civilisation. The industrious Karalars and Vellalars,
the mercantile Chettiyars, the warlike Maravars and Kallars,
the pastoral Idaiyays, poets, warriors and artizans from the

Telugu and Kanarese provinces of Vijayanagar, scholarly
Brahmins, Muslim traders and divines and Christian evangelists
have all contributed something to its society. The Raja represents in his person a proud heritage as the trusty ally of the
English.

If the past is any indication of the future, who can

doubt that Pudukkéttai will continue to play a part worthy of its
history and tradition in the new India that is in the making?
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TONDAIMAN LINE OF PUDUKKOTTAI.
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AVADAL RAGHONATHA

Baar

TONDAIMAN better known as RA‘A TONDAIMAN, died 1661.
Namana Tondaiman,

{. Raghunatha Raya Tondaiman

Founder of Kolattur branch of the family.

died 1730.

became Ruler of Pudukkottai in 1686;
Founder of the State.

succteded 1661;

born 1641;

Ramaswami

Ayi of the Panrikondar family,= Tirumalai Raya Tondaiman ;—Muttuvirayi Ayi of the Malavaraya family.
(Married with a sword).
dicd in 1729,
y
Nallay! Ay
i

Rajagopala Tondaiman=Kamalambal

died 1773.

|

born 1713; succeeded 1730; died 1769.

died 1794.

|

died 1807.

he waived his claim to succeed in favour
of his eldest son,

|

Kdanilai territory.

ட

Chinna Raja Ammani

Rajagopala Tondaiman=Minambal Rajayi,

Bai Saheba,

born 1829; succeeded 1839;

Bai Saheb:, |

(first wife. |

(second wife).
க

minor till 1844; dicd 1886
without surviving male issue,

|

adopting his grandson

Martanda Bhairava

(Rulcr No. VIII).
we

Kamalambal Raja Ammani Sahcba, Mongalombal Bia AmmaniSahebs,

died 1873.
Married Ayyasy ami Panrikondar.

Tirumalai=Madhvrambal
— died 17-2-20.
Avi.
XR

al

ட

்
[
uttu Vijaya

born 1874; Married to

died 1914,

_Eingappuliar,

Balasubrahmanya

|

Brihadamba Raja==Kolandaswami

Ammani Saheba, | Pallavarayar.
died 1903,

|
Madhurambal Rajayi,

Married the

died 1906.

Tondaiman, died 1909.

IX. Rajagopals
Tosdaimas,
born 23 6-22.

Mathurambal
Rajayi, Ammani
born 28-5-24.

i

Rajayi

Bribadambat Amani 5 Rajeyi,

]

—T

Radhakrishna
Vij Raghunatha Brihadembal
i
தவக் i
krish Vileya
rpabe
born 28-8-27.

born 11-426.

born 3-6-25,

7

தட

‘
_ , Tondaiman
died y sung in 1€67.

Zamindar

of

1, Brihadambal Raja: i=Balasu rebmanys Raghunatha—2. Brihannayaki Ayi=3. Janaki Rajayi,
died 1909.
To: gaiman, died 1908.
died 1914.
”
sister of ey)
(Ruler No. VIII).
Brihadambal Ammani Rajayi,

Gandharvakottai.

Married Vijaya

1

Kamalamba
Rajayi,
born g0-: 0-19.

|

Ramachandra Pandarathar,
born 25-9-21.

[|

Madhurambal Rajayi,
born 17-12-22.

்

rama Ayi—B,
Su »bammal
ad 5-20 |

Vii
Viva

|
ied

i
டடக்

og

Raghunatha Tirumalai

Sinyappuliar.

died 19-11-24.

|

yi

Sivarama Raghuc+ths

Rajagopala Pandarathar—Minambal Ayi,

Balasubrahmanya Pandarathar,
born 24-8-18;
.

|

i

|

|
Brihadambal Bajayi,

Tirumalai Singappulinr.

died 13-1-27,

|

Tondaim,

Zamindat * Kallakottai.

[
Vijaya Raghunatha

Tondaiman,

died 1871.

born 6-8-21.

|

died 1914.

Madhurambal Ayi=Ramachandra Tondaiman—Janaki இரும்,

Tondaiman,

Kamalambal
Rajayi, Ammani

ன ரர

ட

died,

|

ot.

|

Tondaiman

[
Minakshi Ayi,

Vijaya Raghunatha

sister of
(Ruler No. VIII).

died 254-17

Ayi.

Brihadymta=VU. Ramachandra Tondaiman==Janaki Subbamma

Sahcba, died 1840.

tf
ட
died 1903.
Married Rangaswami Singappuliar,

died. 1907.

(110 issues),

died 1839.

|

Ayi.

[த
.
Sutbammal Ayi=Radhakrishna Tondaiman=Kamalambal Ayi.

|

died 1825 without issue,

;
|
.
Rajagopala Raya Tondaiman=Akhilamma
died 1856.

diel 14-34,

VI. Raghunatha Tondaiman=Kamalambal
horn 1799; succeeded 1825;

V. Vijaya Raghunatha Raya Tondaiman
born 1797; succeeded 1807; minor tilt 1817;

Bahoba, died 1836.

|

Tirumalai Tondaiman,
died childless 1835.

the

granted

Was

dicd 18(7.

Poris Raja! Ammani

ட

.
|
.
Rajagopala Tond:iman,
died childless 1'11.

IV. Vijayx Raghunatha Tondaiman—Prihannayaki Ayi.,
born 1159; succeeded 1789;

பணப்! Ayi.

Ayi.

|

Being very ill in 1789,

HI. Raya Raghunatha Tondaiman
born 1738; succeeded 1769; 04௦0 1789
without male issue.

Namana Tondaiman,
(The line came to an end about 1750].

Vijaya Raghunatha Tonuwaiman—Minakshi Ayi.

Tirumalai Tondaiman—Perumdevi Ayi.

Il. Vijaya Raghunatha Raya Tondaiman

died 1736.

Tondaiman

k.

|

~~
| Tondaiman—B.
Ramachandra
born
19-12-86,
0150. 95-5-29,

Daughter.

K. Ammani Rajayi.

_

|
i
id தது ் அமவ,

B. R. Tirumalai

Daughter.

adopted to Brihadambal Ammani Rajayi.

]

Janaki Rajayi, born 1870,
married to Balasubrahmanya Raghunatha

Tondaimen, Chinnaranmenai Jagirdar.
,

T

Vijaya Ragt unatha
Pallawsr syar,

born 1! ட்

8156 9-4-80.

Minambal Rajayi,
born

1878,

married to Rajagopala
Wotan
of the
‘ondaimanPane

|

Bhairava Ramachandra
Pallavarayar,

born 1874,

(ரி

VIII. Martands Bhairava Tondaiman=E. M. Fink, on 10-8-15.

Sanka

i

born 26th }ovember, 1875;

Pallavarayar,

till £ }}ovember,
minor dind
1998, 1894,

died 13-8-31.

succe ded 3886,

died 11-10-33,
Martands Sydney Tondaiman
born 227-16,

: born

1878, ட் '

i
வயா

born
1879, 7 ”
்

died 3-924.

i

i

Pram
iborn

1882,”ர

died 10-8-87.
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APPENDIX II.
LIST

OF

POLITICAL

OFFICERS
FROM

IN CHARGE

OF PUDUKKOTTAI

180?.

Residents of Tanjore and Pudukkéltat.
Captain
Captain
Captain
Captain
Captain

William Blackhurne
Butler.
(Acting)
William Blackburne
William Hardy
Fyfe

Captain W. Tweedie.
Mr. W. Hudlestone.

Mr. J. Blackburne,

(Acting)
(Acting)

(Acting)

February 1807 to August 6, 1809.
August 7, 1809 to March 4, 1810."
March 5, 1810 to March 8, 1823.

March 4, 1823 to August 21, 1824.
August 22, 1824 to November 9, 1830.
November 10, 1830 to December 31,
1830,
January 1, 1831 to March 31, 1831.

April 1, 1831 to August 16, 1832.

Captain Douglas

August 17, 1832 to October 18, 1834.

Lieut. Colonel T. Macleane

October 19, 1834 to July 20, 1837.

Captain C. M. Macleane.
(Acting)...
Lieut. Colonel T, Macieane

October 21, 1837 to July 2, 1889.

July 21, 1887 to October 20, 1837.

Lieut, W. Lockhart. (Acting)
Lieut. Colonel T. Macleane

July 3, 1839 to September 23, 1899.

Lieut. W. Lockhart.

October! 15, 1889 to November 13,

(Acting)

' Captain A. Douglas
Lieut. Halpin.
(Actiny)
Captain A. Douglas
Lieut. Selby

Mr, W. H. Bayley -

September 24, 1839 to October 14,

1839.

1899,
November 14, 1839 to April 3, 1840.

April 4, 1840 to J uly 6, 1840.
July 7, 1840 to March 30, 1841.
March 20, 1841 to April 14, 1841.

April 15, 1841 to December 21, 1841.

(The Residency of Tanjore was abolished in 1841).
olfai,
Collectors af Madura and Political Agents for Pudukk
‘Mr. J. Blackburne

December 22, 1841 to December 22,

1842.

December 23, 1842 to April 24, 1843.
Mr, G. D. Drury
~ (Commissioner in charge of Madura).
April 25, 1843 to June 99, 1849,
Mr, W. A. Morehead
Mr. W. Elliot. (Acting)
Mr. J. Blackburne
Mr. R. D. Parker
Mr. RB. J. Bullivan
119

June 24, 1843 to July 31, 1843.
August 1, 1848 to July 5, 1847.
July 6, 1847 to October 24, 1856.

October 25, 1856 to November 19, 1857,
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Collectors of Madura and Political Agents for Pudukkéttai—cont.
Mr. A. Hathaway

November 19, 1857 to October 21, 1858
October 22, 1858 to February 21, 1860.
February 22, 1860 to September 27,

Mr. T. Clarke
Mr. V. H. Levinge

1865,
(Political Agency was transferred to Tanjore in 1865).
Collectors of Tanjore and Political Agents for Pudukkéttai.
Mr. G. Lee Morris
September 27, 1865 to March 4, 1866,
Mr. G. Banbury
March 5, 1866 to March 30, 1873.
Hon'ble D. Arbuthnot
March 31, 1878 to September 18, 1874,
(Political Agency was transferred to Trichinopoly in 1874),

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

J.
H.
C.
H.

Collectors of Trichinopoly and Political Agents for Pudukkéttat.
September 1874 to May 1875.
May 1875 to April 1879.
May 1879 to December 1880.
December 1880 to August 1885.

B. Pennington
Sewell
W. W. Martin
Sewell

Mr. H. R. Farmer

August

Mr. W. P. Austin
Mr. W. H. Welsh
Mr. G. W. Faweett

September 1886 to April 1887.
April 1887 to December 1888.
January 1889 to April 1891.

«+

Mr. M. Hammick
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

C.
W.
L.
J.
J.
B.
R.
J.
R.
G.
R.
J.
C.
A.

J. Weir
H. Welsh
C. Miller
Andrew
K. Batten
Macleod
H. Shipley
A. Robertson
H. Shipley
W. Elphinstone
H. Shipley
P. Bedford
G. Spencer
Thompson
Mr. A. Butterworth
Mr. E. L. Thornton

1886.

May 1891 to June 1891.

+++

Mr. A.- Butterworth

Mr. A, L. Vibert

1885 to September

eee

July 1891 to December 1891,
January 1892 to July 1893.
August 1893 to November 1893.
December 1893 to August 1896.
September 1896 to January 1897,
February 1897 to October 1897.
November 1897 to February 1899.
March 1899 to November 1899.
December 1899 to February 1901.
March 1901 to April 1901.
May 1901 to August 1903.
September 1903 to April 1904.
May 1904 to August 1904.
September 1904 to November 1904
December 1904 to March 1905.
April 1905 to October 1905.
November 1905 to June 1906.
July 1906 to August 1906,

LIST

OF

Collectors of Trichinopoly
Mr. A. Butterworth
Mr, A. L. Vibert
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and Political Agents for Pudukkéttai—cont.
August 1906 to March 1908.
19
soril 1908 to May
}

to

Apri

Mr. F. R. Hemingway

May

1908.

May 1908 to October 1908.
November 1908 to February

Mr. C. T. H. Johnson

Mr, M. Young
Mr, E. W. Legh

1911

March 1911 to October 31, 1911.
November 1, 1911 to May 28, 1912.
28, 1912 to September 6, 1912.
September 6, 1912 to November 22,
1919.

Mr. M. Young

May

Mr. J. C. Molony
Mr. R. Narayana Aiyar

29,

Mr, L. E. Buckley

November 22, 1912 to December

Mr. A. Lionel Vibert

December 29, 1913 to February 26.

Mr. E. 8. Lloyd

February

28,

\

December

9,

...

1917.
January 1, 1917 to August 16, 1917.

1913.

Mr. H. T. Reilly
Mr. Souter
Mr E. 8. Lloyd

August

Mr. John Gray

E.
H.
C.
F.

P.
T.
G.
J.

1916

to December

1916.
9,
1916.

to January 1,

18, 1917 to September 25, 1917.

September 25, 1917 to June 7, 1918.

Mr. E. S. Lloyd

Mr.
Mr.
Mr,
Mr.

1916

June 8, 1918 to September 4, 1918.

Walsh
Reilley
Austin
Richards

September 5, 1918 to April 6, 1919.
April 7, 1919 to November 26, 1919.
27, 1919 to December 20,
1919.

November

Mr. E. W. Legh

December

Rai Bahadur U. Rama
Macqueen

January

21, 1919 to January

27,

1921,

Mr. Percy

(With effect from

Rao

27, 1921 to Mareh

8, 1922.

8, 1922 to September 30, 1923.
direct
October 1, 1923, Pudukkottai came under the
....

March

by the Ayent
charge of the Government of India represented
to the Governor-General,

Madras

States).

(Headquarters-~Trivandrun).
Agents to the Governor-General, Madras States.
1923 to May 4, 1926.
1,
October
Mr. C. W. E. Cofton, C. I. E.
Mr. P. Macqueen,

Collector of

)

Till March

19, 1926.

Trichinopoly and Assistant
Agent.
March 19, 1926 to October 1, 1926.
Mr. P. C. Dutt, Assistant Agent
(The office of Assistant Agent was abolished with effect from October 1, 1926).
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Agents to the Governor-General,

Madras

States.

(Headquarters—Trivandrum)—cont.
Mr. H. A. B. Vernon

ses

May

4, 1926 to November

9, 1926.

Mr. C. W. E. Cotton
--Lieut. Colonel C. G. Crosthwaite,
C. B. E.

November 9, 1926 to April 18, 1928,
April 18, 1928 to December 14, 1929.

Mr. A. N. L. Cater, C. I. E.

December 15, 1929 to October 90, 1930.
October 20, 1930 to November 21, 1982.
November 22, 1932 to February 22,

see

Lieut. Colonel H. R. N. Pritchard ...
Lieut. Colonel D. M. (now Sir
Donald) Field.
Lieut. Colonel W.

A. M.

Garstin,

C. B. E.

Mr. C. P. Skrine, O. B. E.
(The designation of Agent

1935.
February

---

22, 1935 to November

19,

1936.
November 20, 1936 to April 1, 1937.

to the Governor-General was changed to that of

Resident with effect from April 1, 1937).

Residents for the Madras States.
Mr. C. P. Skrine, O. B. E.
Lieut. Colonel G. P. Murphy

(Headquarters, Tri vandrum).
April 1, 1937 to January 15, 1939.
From

January

16, 1939.
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APPENDIX III.
LIST OF ADMINISTRATORS OF THE STATE FROM 1807 A. D.
Managers.—
oe

Tirumalai Tondaiman.
Mappillai Pallavarayar.
Sirktl.—
Venkappayya

1807 to 1814.

or Venkat Row.
ல,

Residents’ Agent.—
Anantayya

J

Managers.—

Sairdba Naig. (Principal

|
1814 to 1815.

Manager). f
Anantayya

|

Tana Pillai.

ச்
]

Counsellors.—

Sairéba Naig.

(Principal).

Anantayya.

1815 to 1822

(?)

|

Tana Pillai.

Council of Regency.—
Kattakurichi Ayi

f

1822 to 1839.
—

Sirkil.—
Sairdba Naig

1839 to 1844.

App Aiyar. (Fauzddr).
Sairdéba Naig. (Sirk#d).
Sirkils.—

Sairdéba Naig
(Gopal Naig, Deputy Sirkdi)

wien

1844 to 1853.
From

Gopal Naig
R. Annasvami Aiyar
a3
BhavaniSahkar Row
1...
Sir A. Sashia Sastriar, K. C. S.

1851.

1853 to 1854.

1854 to 1863.
1863 to 1878.
1878 to July 1885.

(Styled Dewan from 1885 to 1886).

Dewan Regent.—
Sir A. Sashia Sdstriar, K. C.S. 1...
Dewans.—
R, Védéntacharlu

(Rajkumér Vijaya Raghundthe |
Durai Réja—Councillor).

1886 to 1894.
.

1894 to January
1898.

1899.
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Raghunatha
}
Durai Raja.

Row, Acting

J anuary— February

1899.

Councillor) 3

Dewan Bahadur 8. Venkatarama)
das Naidu. (On leave between

September 11, 1905 and October

10, 1905).
Rajkumar

Durai

Vijaya

Raghunatha

|

Raja—Councillor till July >

1908.

(deting

Dewan

between |

February

18, 1899

to March

1909.

September
11, 1905 and October
10, 1905.—Myr. C. Rajagopala
Pillai acted as Councillor during |

this period).

J

State Council.—

Mr. (now Sir) G. T. H. Bracken.}
L.C.8.,

Superintendent

of

the |

State.

|
Rajkumar Vijaya Raghunatha
4
Durai Raja, Dewan.
Mr. C. Rajagopala Pillai,
Councillor, ex-officio, 3
Mr.

A.

M.

A.

March

1909 to April 10, 1910.

GC. Galletti-di-

Cadilhac, 1. C.S.,
dent—actiny.

Superinten-

Rajkumar Vijaya Raghunatha

$

Durai Raja, Dewan.
Mr. C. Rajagopala Pillai,

April 11, 1910 to June 28, 1910.

Coxncillor, }
Mr. G. T. H. Bracken, I.C.S.,
Superintendent.

Rajkumar

|

Vijaya

Raghunatha |
}
Durai Raja, Dewan. (On leave |

from

Septenber

16,

1910

to 5

December 18, 1910),

|

Mr. C. Rajagopala Pillai,

Councillor.
from

(Acting

September

16,

December 18, 1910).

Dewan
1910

to|

7

June

29, 1910 to February

23,

1913.
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State Councitl—cont.

Mr. J. T. Gwynn, I. C. S.
Superintendent.
Raghunatha
Rajkumar Vijaya

Durai Raja, Dewan.

(On leave

1914

to October

from May

11,

8, 1914).
Councillor,

Pillai,

till July

7,

1915. .

(Acting Dewan from May
1914

to October

Mr. G. Ganapati

Sastriar,

1915.
Mr. G. W. Priestley, I. C. 8.,

Superintendent— acting.
Raghunatha
Vijaya
Rajkumar
Dewan.
Raja.
Durai
Sastriar,

Councillor.
Mr. J. T. Gwynn,

1915.

11,

Councillor, from May
Acting
8, 1914
11, 1914 to October
and Councillor from July 10,

Mr. G. Ganapati

February 24, 1913 to August 19,

8, 1914).

1. C. 8.,

J
;

Vaal

Mr. C. Rajagopala

August 20, 1915 to September 19, 1915.

J
)

Superintendent.
Rajkumar Vijaya Raghunatha
Dewan.
Durai Raja.
Mr. G. Ganapati Sastriar,
Councillor. 4

Mr. (now Sir) Sidney Burn,

September 20, 1915 to October 12, 1913’

}

I. C. S., Superintendent.

Rajkumar Vijaya Raghunatha
Durai Raja.
Dewan.
Mr. G. Ganapati Sastriar,
Councillor. J
Mr. Thomas

Austin,

ர. 0.8.

October

13, 1915

to May

11, 1919.

|

Superintendent—acting.

Rajkumar Vijaya Raghunatha
Dewan.
Durai Raja.
Mr. G. Ganapati Sastriar,

\

‘Councillor, J

May 12, 1919 to February

11,

1920.
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State Council—cont.

ரு

Mr. Sidney Burn, 7, 0.8.,
Superintendent.

Rajkumar weve

Devoe

Mr. G. Ganapati

February 12, 1920 to October 23, 1922.

Sastriar,

|

Councillor. J
Regency.—

Rajkumar Vijaya Raghunatha
ர
Durai Raja, Regent.
Rao

Bahadur

Menon,
tween

P.

K.

Dewan.
October

December

15,

G. Ganapati
Dewan,

Kunhunni

(On leave be- |
25,

1926

1926

when

Sastriar

October 23, 1922 to February

28,

1929.

ஜாஸ்!
Mr.

acted

as
J

Council of Administration.—
Dewan Bahadur T. Raghaviah}
Pantulu, C. 8. 1., President.
!
Mr. 4, Ganapati Sastriar, Dewan. ்
Mr. P. 8. Sivagnana Mudaliar,
|

.
March 1, 1929 to September 25, 1930.

Ex-officio member. !
Dewan-in-Council
—
Rao Saheb G. Ganapati

1

Sastriar, Dewan.

Rao Saheb P. S. Sivagnana
Mudaliar, and
Rao Bahadur E. K.

Govindan,

Councillors.
Council of Administration.—
Dewan Bahadur T. Raghaviah
Pantulu,

September-26, 1930 to February 25,
1981

C. 8S. 1., President.

Rao Saheb G. Ganapati Sastriar,

February 26, 1931 to September 19,
1931.
February 25, 1931 to March

4, 1931.

Dewan.

Rao Bahadur E. K. Govindan,

March 5, 1931 to September 19, 1931.

Dewan.

Rao Saheb P. 8. Sivagnana
Mudaliar, Ex-officio member.
Mr, P. Chenchiah, (Acting

member),

February 25, 1931 to August 24,

1931.

August 25, 1931 to September 19, 1981,
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Dewan-in-Council.—

Rao Bahadur B. K. Govindan,
Dewan.

September 20, 1931 to November 17,
1931.

Mr. R. Krishnamachariar,

Councillor. J
Administrators.—
Mr. B. G. Holdsworth, I.C. 8.
Sir

Alexander

...

November 18, 1931 to January 2, 1934.
January 3, 1934 to April 24, 1938.

Tottenham,

C.1.5., 1. C. 8. (Retired).
Mr. H. RB. Bardswell, I. C. 8.
(Retired) acting.

April 24, 1938 to October 24, 1938.

Sir Alexander Tottenham,

From

October 24, 1938.

C. I. B., 1. C. 8. (Retired).
(Rao Bahadur R. Krishnamachariar was Administrator-incharge from January

29,

1940

to February 28, 1940, when
Sir Alexander Tottenham was
on leave).
Assistant Administrators.—
...
Rao Bahadur E. K. Govindan
KrishnamaRao Bahadur R,
chariar.

120

November 18, 1931 to March 3, 1933.
From March 3, 1933.

